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TRADE WITH EUROPE 
During Defoe's career: as a pamphleteer, a profound shift 
in England's foreign trade had begun which made north-west 
. . 
Europe less and less important as the chief market for the 
.... ' 'q 
exports of her own produce and changed the emphasis in her 
. , 
imports from Dutch gin and brandy and Dutch and German linen 
, ) 
.. 
cloth to raw materials for the developing Scottish and Irish 
.. , 
. -. '. .. .. 
linen industries and for the increasing demands of the English 
). ' : :' 
metallurgical and shipping trades. But this change in the 
, 
character and direction of her foreign trade had not gone far 
enough by 1731 to affe~t Defoe's conviction thatCnorth-west 
~ 
, ' 
Europe was still her most important mar~e~ ~nd ,indeed it ~till 
: '. - - ~ Y, 
took one-third' of her'domestiC exports-at'mid-century, twenty 
• -:: "'I .. ., -, ~ 
years after his death. (1) That he was usually refreshingly 
free from the still current envy of our former most formidable 
. . 
." I." 'II 
trade rival may be ascribed to his estimate of the value of the 
Dutch market and to his concern for maintaining the solidarity 
, 
, .' . " 
of the Protestant interest in Europe which he thought was endanger. 
, . 
ed by the growing strength of the Catholic p~wers. (2) Indeed 
. ~ ~ ,.~ 
he maintained that the Dutch had played an important part in 
.. 
that early development of the English woollen industry which 
in his account belongs more to romance than to economic history. 
The export of English cloth to Holland had begun during 
Elizabeth I's reign be'cause of her great influence over the 
Dutch: tiThe Hollanders ador'd the Queen, and esteem'd her, as 
she really was, their great Patroness and Protector, and in 
1. P. Deane, The First Industrial Revolution (1969) p. 55; 
P. Mathias, The First Industrial Nation (1969) pp. 99-101. 
2. "The Danger of. the Protestant Religion lt in A True Collection, 
I, pp.'.230-233. ,,"Cf~ his. similar attl tude towards SWeden, 
Reyiew, Vol. VIII, (No. 64) p. 258. 
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Return,. they omitted nothing that would oblige,her, or her 
People; and particularly the encouraging and propagating 
the Consumption of the English Manufacture was their particular 
Care', ,knowing they could do nothing that could oblige her, 
Majesty more." (3) In the first volume of the "Review" he 
had declared, tIthe Dutch can no way Injure our. Trade but. are 
helps with us to the settling all the Considerable Trade in 
the World, in these Parts; and tho' the Native Frejudice some, 
Feople have at tha t Diligent Nation, prompts them to be. always'" 
repining at them; I'takeleave to say, 'Tis not the Dutch 
Cunning, 'but our Folly; . not ,tne Dutch Diligence, bu ~ our 
Laziness and Luxury; not. the Dutch out-doing us, but our undo-
ing our selves, that Injures'our Trade.". (4) Almost a year 
later he again complained of the "continued Cavils" of,his 
countrymen against .their Dutch neighbours only because the 
Hollanders understood their own interest better. He undertook 
to prove that,."next to the.Spaniards, if restor'd to us in the 
state of Trade formerly settled, the'Dutch are to us the most 
beneficial Na tion in Trade in the Viorld; ,w i th Whom we .. Trade . 
to more real Advantage in the General Ballance, who aid us most 
in the Consumption of our Uanufactures, and the Growth of our. 
Coun try." (5) '. Even", though he would have preferred that England 
should export all her manufactures fully finished, he approved 
of the trade in undyed white cloth to Holland until English 
dyers could so perfect their workmanship as to dye them better 
and cheaper than the Dutch • He thought that this trade was 
. . 
so important that he told his readers, "it would be hard that 
u-..-=--..::o::-=--..:.=o~.=.&o:.c;-=r..::i;.:;s:.=.h~:.:=o~~e::.:r;..:c::..:e~ ••• p. 104. t, , 
Revtew,Vol. I, No. 83) p.,346. 
~, Vol. II,(No •. 118) p. 469. 
, . 
because your Dyers are Bunglers at' their Trade, you should 
support them at the Expence of your' whole Manufacture. tI (6) 
In addition he claimed that many of these Wiltshire whites were 
sent from Holland into Germany, Fran ce and other countrie's where 
they were' worn undyed as German surtout coats", monastic habi ts 
and uniforms for the Saxon cavalry. (7) In September 1709; 
cOIT~enting on the rumours that Denmark, Prussia, Poland and 
Russia were about to join in an attack on Sweden after Poltava, 
he,was most alarmed by the danger of weakening such an important 
pillar of the Protestant interest in northern'Europe and by the 
threats to Dutch and English trade from the Danish designs. 
England and Holland must keep the Duchy of Bremen out of Danish 
hands because" their trade with Hamburg would' be· endangered if 
Denmark possessed both banks'of the,Elbe. ' Similarly if Denmark 
recovered Schonen (Scania) from Sweden and regained complete 
control of the Sound, the chief Dutch trade,' that with the 
Baltic, would be threatened. That Defoe added that this would 
also affect the" English trade to Holland, "the greatest Market 
in Europe" for her woollen manufactures, shows the' importance 
which:he attached to the Dutch use of English cloth in making 
up cargoes to the Baltic. (8) As late as l727 he repeated the 
popular estimate that the Dutch took £2 million of English Woollen 
manufactures each year, or one-quarter, of the current estimates 
of her total production of woollen goods, but nevertheless he 
Was less certain than some of his contemporaries that the trade 
6. In fact the English made so much progress in dyeing during 
the 17th century that even in 1660 about two-thirds of the 
export of broadcloths was dyed and by 1700 there Was only a 
very small export of undressed, white broadcloths to Holland. 
~ R.Davis, English Overseas Trade 1500-1700 (1973) p. 38 •. 
7. Beyj@j, Vol. rv, (No. 160) pp. 638-639. 
8. ~, Vol. VI, (No. 74) 
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balance between 'the two countries was always in England's;-. 
favour. (9) As we brought in the goods of "almost all Countries 
in the World thro' their Hands," it was hard io determine which 
way the balance turned. 'A "dear Year of Corn in England"wi th 
consequent prohibition of export" and of distilling, which would 
in'turn produce'an increased importation of brandy from Holland, 
or a shortage of re-exports of Virginia tobacco 'and of West 
Indies sugar, might s6"easi1y turn the ba1anc~"against England. 
Indeed in 1727 "the late Encrease of the Importations from: 
Holland, suc~ as'fine Hollands and Linen of all Sorts, and 
admitting Brandy from'thence •• ~~ has infinitely encreas'd the 
Debt of Trade on our Side, and at least turn'd the Ballance 
very much in favour of the'Dutch." (10) Although he agreed 
tha t Holland had few manufactures of her own, 'he recognized 
the superior qua1ity~of'her linen, which he thought was mainly 
due to her use of the excellent Silesian yarn, of her fine writing 
paper, which he considered to be even better than the French, 
and'of her Delft ware-which he said only fell. short of China 
" , 
ware in the fineness of the'material~nd not at all-in the work-
manship. (11) 
In Europe he believed that the Dutchand'British economies 
could exist side-by side, that they were complementary rather 
than' competitive, but the two nations remained keen rivals in 
9. Jos.D.ua Gee, The Trade and Navigation of Great Britain 
Consider~ (1729) pp. 18-19, however, thought that the 
amount of smuggling between Holland and England considerably 
a reduced the, favourable balance. 
10. A Plan of the English Cow~erce, pp. 168-169. 
11. Atlas Marltimus, pp. 115-116. 
5QO. 
more distant waters, especially in the colonial sphere. (12) 
Even in Europe, when the French prohibited trade with Holland 
in 1711; he welcomed the possibility that England might become 
the intermediary in trade between France and Holland rather 
than that the Dutch should continue to act as the middlemen 
between the French and·the English. ,Previously whenever 
England obtained any. French goods which were not smuggled, she 
obtained them from Holland, like the French wines and brandy 
which were imported into Scotland to take advantage of the 
lower duties before the Act of Union became effective. Because 
, . 
the Dutch had so little of· their own produce to sell, direct 
. 
trade between England and France together with the French pro-
; ~ 
hibi tion of their. trade' wi th Holland,. would compel the Dutch 
"to come to England fo"r all the French Goods th'ey want; which 
first deprives them: of the Medium of, Trade, which was their 
Gain before:" Causes. them to buy, t·heir' Wines and Brandy dear, 
and at second, Harid,'of 'other Nations; takes away the Profit 
of the return 'of Goo'ds from them, . and '. at 1a"st, Stagna tes the ir 
Navigation, by leaving theirShips out of the Trade." (13) 
On the other hand,. he had already shown a full appr'ecia~ion 
of the vulnerability of Holland to·a French invasion. Lord 
Haversham's criticisms of the'Scots a~d the Dutch in a speech 
in the" Lord's in 1705 provoked a vigorous answer from Defoe who 
I ' ~ ~ .~ .~ • • , , " "". 
had othe:r differen~es wi th Haversham as he ha'd wi th Sir Humphrey 
l2~ supra, pp.' 15, 73-78 •. 
13. Review, Vo1. VIII (No. 10) pp. 3i-38. 
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Mackworth. (14) In blaming Prince Louis of Baden and the 
Dutch Field Deputies for the failure to take more vigorous ' 
action against,the French in 1703 and in particular for pre-, 
venting the implementation of Marlborough's cherished plan for 
an advance along the Moselle valley, Defoe alleged that Haversham 
had reflected upon the Dutch as a nation. (15) He proceeded 
to justify the institution of the Field Deputies and paid'this 
tributeto:Dutch bravery and to their devotion to the Allied 
cause: " 
14. 
15. 
16. 
. , . 
"We never find the Dutch sparing of their Bones 
upon any reasonable occasion, if at a distance 
'from home, nor are they shy of committing the 
command of their Troops to our Generals. Witness 
the eight thousand Men under Prince Lewis, 'their 
Army on the Danube, under the Duke of Marlborough; 
Witness their Fleets always under our Admirals.,. 
But when the War is on their own Frontiers, and the 
Armies at their Doors,' ,When on the least Defeat or 
Disappointment, the Enemy is in their Bowels in 24 
Hours, and some of their capital Fortresses are". 
exposed, This alters the Case. The Dutch are a 
numerous, a rich and a trading Nation, they have a. 
great deal to lose, and it lies in a little compass, 
and the least miscarriage exposes. them to infinite 
damage before they can look about them. II (16) 
; ... ". 
In A Reply to a Pamphlet Entituled, The L(or)d H(aversham)'s 
Vindication of his Speech (1706) pp. 8-9, Defoe accused him 
of ingratitude to William III who had made him a peer.· A 
former Whig, Haversham had become a leader of the High Tory 
opposition during the Spanish Succession War, and in 1705 he 
was responsible for a motion, intended to embarrass the 
Godolphin-Marlborough ministry, :to invite the Dowager Elec- ~ 
tress Sophia to reside in England. In another motion he 
condemned the Scottish Act of Security which'Defoe defended 
(infra, p.811) Like Mackworth, he also supported the sub-
sidised manufacture of cloth in workhouses. See J. Suther-
larid, Ope cit., pp. 117-119; J.R. Moore, Daniel Defoe, 
Citizen of the Modern World, pp.79' '" ,303; 
G.M. Trevelyan, Ope cit., Vol. II (Ramillies and the Union 
With Scotland) . pp •. 89-92, 244-245. . ,',..,' 
The responsibility in these instances was the Dutch generals, 
not the Field Deputies. See G.M. Trevelyan, OPe cit., 
Vol. I, pp.3l6-3l7.. ;, 
A Reply ,to a Pamphlet, pp. 24-26. 
~6~ .., .. 
The part played by the Dutch in Marlborough's victory at 
Ramil1ies gave him the opportunity·to·comment· that .the Dutch 
horse, "of whom we used to say a thousand Reproachful Things, 
and'reckon them as nothing" had "had·the principal Share of 
Action" in the battle. (17) 
Despite.the fact that he was in the pay of Harley's Tory 
ministry, . he had rushed', into print early in 1712 to answer 
Swift's indictment of the Dutch in his famous pamph1et~: -He 
completely rejected the thesis that· they were the principals 
in the'war and the English only auxiliaries, maintained strongly 
that Flanders was the chief theatre of the conflict for England 
as much as for Holland and pointed to the Dutch refusal to make 
~ separate peace to demonstrate their steadfast loyalty to the 
alliance.' (18) But his exposed personal position after 1710 
and his financial dependence upon Harley inexorably forced him 
into mounting criticisms of the Dutch for their too close associ-
ation with the Whigs in opposition to. the Tory peace terms with 
the French. (19) Thus· he repeated the accusations that they 
had frequently failed to·fulfil. their quotas of·men and ships, 
that they had made great gains from the war while Britain had 
been impoverished and; in marked contrast to his earlier remarks, 
he now asked why "the States alone should have a Negative Voice 
in the Field." (20) . Yet in the main his attacks on the Dutch 
were concentrated on the charge.· that "they were acted'by a 
Faction from hence," that they were trying in concert with the 
17. Reyiew,~Vol~ .111 (No. 90) p. 357. 
18. A Defence of the Allies and the Late Ministry'(17l2)~ 
pp. 8-15, 18-26, 35-36. 
19. Supra,pp. 380-383, 411-413,-418. ' 
20. A Further Search into the Conduct of the Allies ••• (1712) 
pp. 55-74; Peace ~r poyert~ (1712) p. 15; Reasons asa1nst 
Fl~tins ••• (1712 pp. 3, ,8, 1~-24. 
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Whigs to prolong, the war in: the hope of: ousting the Tories " 
from the government. (21) By July .. 17l2, he had become so· 
alarmed by the deterioration in the relations between the two 
maritime powers that he devoted six successive issues of the 
"Review" to emphasiz1ng~the 'community of. interests between them, 
that Britain and Holland were "the Life and Soul of the Protes-
tan t In terest", that. for ;,Br 1 tain ,to make War on her chief ally 
would be "like a Man cutting off his Left-Hand with his Right,", 
that '. it must ruin the Hanoverian succession and bring in the 
Pretender, .so that only.a.Jacobite could des1reit. (22)'Even 
the first of his anonymous pamphlets.whichreferredto the possi-
bility of such a war, and which could have given him greater 
freedom: to prepare his' countrymen for it than .the pages of the 
"Review," was· en tirely given up to .the economic dangers of such 
a conflict. 
Whatever the military outcome, Britain must lose. .Not 
that he considered that the Dutch would be .the Victors, but the 
war. at sea ,would be hard fought •.. Both nations had been so 
drained by the past twenty-two years of.thestruggle against 
France· that they would.require.at least·twice that span'for. 
full. recovery. Apart:from the "mighty and insupportable" 
addi tional financial burden, the immediate;. effect' of a Dutch 
war Imlst be "uncommon mischiefs" . for British' trade~. . In the 
last war with Holland, we had lost 2000 ships;during the first 
year because no part of British trade was beyond their reach. 
21. An Enquiry into the Danger aug_Consequences of a War with 
the Dutch (1712) p. 37. 
22. Reyiew, Vol. VIII (No. 200) pp. 801-803; (No. 201); 
(No. 205) pp. 823-824; (No. 206) pp. 827 
"On the contrary," he.added,· "some 'of the,best Parts of our 
Trade are in great'Danger ?f being entirely lost:to them, such 
as the East-India~ African and East Gountry Trades in particular 
••• their Collonies of superiour Strength lying so near ours in 
the two First, and their Potent Alliances in the latter, enabling 
them effectually to supplant Us. tt. '" But Bri tain' s home trade 
• • < ~ '" " ,~ 
was almost as vulnerable, 'so that he alleged that'those who 
. ::' 
- ' 
wanted'the,war were landed men who had forgotten how they depen-
ded on trade for maintaining the value of their lands and their 
-' ,~':.- , : 
high rents.'" Thus the landed men around Newcas tle-upon-Tyne 
.' '- ' ~ . .., 
~ '," , 
would soon feel the effects of the interruption of the coal trade 
... " ~ ", ~ • • • 't' • ' • 
by the reduced demand when coal reached £4 a chaldron at London. 
- > ' 
In the last Dutch war this trade had been reduced by more than 
50,000 chaldron in a year. 
~ 1 "; '< 
Similarly the, landed men along the 
east coast from Hull to the shores of Sussex must suffer from 
the fall in the large expor ts of corn to Holland and c'ould expect 
demands for abatement of rents. Wi thou t. this marke t, these 
lands "mus t ei ther lye unmanur' d,ol': at least be laid down, and 
. , 
only employ d in breeding of Cattle, a poor Trade and which is 
now lett to the Northern and Western Parts of England and to 
. ; 
the Hlghts of Scotland." He conjured up the same spectre of 
reduced demand for agricultural output in the dire effects of 
a Dutch War on our chief manufacture which, it was thought, 
exported so much cloth to Holland. It was not only the demand 
•• > '" • 
, 
for wool that would be affected but "the General Consumption of 
Provisions." 
"That the great Trade of Broad-Cloth,"" Kersies, 
etc. one of the greatest Branches of Trade in 
England, particularly in. Leeds, Huthersfield, 
Wakefield, Hallifax, Bradford, Rochdale, and the 
',." adjacent Parts, and where it is ,by modest Compu-. , 
tation supposed, FOUR Hundred Thousand People are 
employ'd ••• -that:this great Trade is principally 
maintained and supported by the Exportation to 
Holland. ' 
That the stop to that Exportation, must of 
necessity encourage the Dutch in the Making the 
same kind of Goods in their,own.Country, particu-
larly at Leyden, where they have for some Years 
endeavour'd it,and are Daily improving.' 
•••••••••••• 
", That the North-Riding of York-shire, Bishoprick 
of Durham, and great part of Lancashire, and 
Westmorland· are supported, by, breeding and feeding 
Cattle, for the Consumption of the West Riding; ••• " 
Because the collier ships would be in ten times greater danger ", 
from the Dutch than from the French privateers, all manufactures 
which used coal would be made much dearer but the'chief sufferers 
from the increased price ~f fuel would be ~the midli~g F~mili~s . 
of our Tradesmen and the Poor" who already-endured great hardship 
in the winter when coal was scarce and dear. There would be a 
similar increase in the price of salt as'London and eastern 
.; ~. ", 
England obtained its supplies from Newcastle-upon-Tyne. In 
. . . ' . - - . .~. . 
the last Dutch ~ar, it had reached 4d. per pound and now there 
:,: 
-:-,.'." 
'-
would be the additional burden of the heavy tax. of 3s.4d. per 
, , 
bushel. 
His second pamphlet on a possible Dutch war was an 
1 ..l. '. ',t ' 
elaborate attempt to justify the Tory gover~ent for its attempt 
to secure a general peace after a long and exhausting war, that 
, '.
Anne by withdrawing from the conflict now held the balance in 
23. 
" 
A~ E~1ry into the Danger and Consegu~~of a War with 
the Dutch (1712) passim. ,', __ h 
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Europe and that any attempt to upset that balance'wouid be 
tanta~ount to ~ declaration of war against h~r. Thus the 
, 
Dutch in seeking to 'prolong the conflict would be making war' 
, , 
upon the Queen rather than England making war upon the Dutch. 
Yet he forecast that such a war would be "the most mischievous 
and most bloody War" that had yet been known end was' to be 
avoided at all costs. (24) If Defoe was also the au thor of 
"A Justification,'of the Dutch", he was using the'cloakof anon-
ymi ty to repudiate the views which he was expressing in the' 
"Review" and in the rest of his 'propaganda for ending the war~ 
The '" calumnies against'the Dutch were" spread by men of no estate 
or who owned lands that were so encumbered with debt' that only 
a complete upheaval inboth·church'and state'offered any1hope 
of recovering them." " ; Instead of being defiCient in their quotas, 
the Dutch had contr ibu ted more to the common' cause than' the" 
, , 
British, in proportion to the size of their country. 'As foi' 
the charge' thattheygrewrichbythe war, it was an accident 
tha t the war had been fought'in the neighbouring' terri tory of' 
Flanders and tithe Money spe'nt"amongst them, must of Necessity 
have been spent in~~ny other Place" which had been'the seat of 
the war. "The most· dead Trade in Peace, U: he ins i'sted, "is ;of 
more Profit than all the ~estAdvantages~hich'~~~ be h~~'by 
Expenses of an Army in a Country the Theatre of War, besides 
all .. that ever heard of the Dutch must allow, that Peace 'and 
Trade makes them Great,~and is the only Harvest they expect.'" 
They had had the expense of capturing all the towns which had 
been given to·them as'a barrier and if we h~d gained these tciwns 
24. The Justice and Necessity of a War with Holland (1712) 
passim. i'" 
we should have been obliged to entrust them to our ally "because 
the Yearly Revenues we must send to keep up the Garrisons of 
.' . 
those Towns wou'd be as burdensome as the carrying,on the War." 
(25) 
In trying to,heal the breach with our chief ally, the 
beneficial trade with Holland probably weighed 6S much with 
him as his constant concern for the Protestant Interest in 
Europe, but the~tradeto Scandinavia came in'for severe criticism 
because, in his view, it represented an avoidable loss,of bullion. 
At first he believed that the initial restrictions on the importa-
tion of Asiatic textiles were adequate and in February 1705 he 
. ~:. '" 
declared,- "there are other Trades less necessary, and which Export 
,,' " 
much more·of.our Bullion than the East-India Trade." He singled 
out the trade with NorWay-as "the Trade of all our Publick Negoce, 
which is worse still, with the least Reason for it," but he 
looked with almost equal disfavour on the trade with Denmark and 
Sweden. :The ships used in this trade-were usually'~ery.great 
Ships, from 200 to 500 Tons burthen, and upward" and therefore 
must train and employ large numbers of seamen which was almost 
as serious an objection as the loss of bullion. He further J\ , 
complained that the Scandinavian lands took nothing in return 
"except Tobacco, Pewter,· and a very· very few Manufactures" and 
that the freight charges which were paid for these imports were 
almost as large as the value of the cargo and in some cases more. 
Indeed he doubted if. they. bought more. Britlsh goods than a tenth 
part.of the combined value of their goods and freight charges 
but he complained that this "injurious" trade aroused little 
25. A ju~tifl~atiQn of the Dutch ••• (1712) pp. 8-10, 29-34. 
popular, comment: __ _ 
- " ••• ' this is. one of the Gulphs at which our Money 
runs out of the Nation; and yet, as ••• they bring 
no Silks" nor Toys . to annoy our Weavers, we have no 
Clamours against them at the Door of the House of 
- Commons, no Peti tions, no Bills to preven t either 
their bringing their Goods in, or their carrying 
'our Money out. II (26) ',' 
The reason, of course, ,was that Britain,needed:,the timber and 
naval stores but they couldbe'supplied from British territories, 
deli vered by Br i tish seamen' in Bri tish ships an d Bri tain "need 
not pay one Farthing of,ready Money for them" because they 
would be procured by her oWn manufactures.', Linking together . 
some of his favourite propositions he announced, 
"Now is the Time to Man a Navy without Pressing. 
To stop our Bullion going out unnecessarily, before it 
be all gone.' ' " 
To settle a Supply of Timber and Naval Stores from our 
own Collonies' >" 
To Employ the Poor Without ruining our Trade, and 
confounding the Manufactures. II (27) ,,~ 
More than twenty years later he was still complaining.of the 
failure to take more notice of this disadvantageous trade which 
carried out "more Silver in Specie, nay in our very Coin, Crowns, 
and ,half Crowns, than the East India Company itself." (28) 
... '-, 
,It Was generally, believed that the bullion loss to Northern 
Europe was'so large that it ,even drained awaY,English currency 
and that merchants did not always try to evade the ban on the 
export of coins by first melting them down into,specie. In, > 
1727 Defoe observed that Norwegian fir was ~in such great,demand 
that "some have complain'd in England, that they carry away the 
gr~atest ,Quanti ty of our ,current Coin of any Trade whatever; , 
.' 
26: R~view~ :Vol. I, (No. 96) pp. 397-398.~. 
27. .IlU.Q.,. (No. 98) p. 403" " ' >::: 
28. A Plan of the English Commerce, p., 268. t ~ 
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for they covet chiefly our Crowns and Half Crowns," (29) but 
fifty years earlier the author of "England's Great Happiness" 
had answered: the same allegation by Complaint with the argument 
that English land could be put to more profitable use than 
growing timber and that thus England' obtained her shipbuilding 
materials more cheaply. (30) Similarly John Cary accepted the 
loss of money because he thought that anything which saved home" 
timber was an' advantage (31) and while William Wood computed 
this annual loss at £200,000, he claimed that.Englandgained ~ 
more than twice this.amount from other nations by:her shipping. 
(32) . Defoe Was alone in deploring the adverse balance of trade 
with Northern Europe more than the much larger and continuous 
drain of silver to the East Indies, but his attitude seems to 
have owed more to his feeling that England was dangerously -
dependent,on this,area for, her vital supplies of, naval stores, 
to the presumed loss of income from freights to'Scandinavian 
shipping and to his conviction that these strategic imports 
could.be replaced by production in the North American colonies. 
H.S.K. Kent, however, has stated that, except in the war years, 
most of, the shipping in-the Norwegian timher;trade' during the 
first half of, the eighteenth century Was English, although 
the Norwegian merchant fleet expanded rapidly. (33) 
, .i 
Recent discussion suggests that contemporary·pamphleteers 
were mistaken about the alleged loss of coin and bullion. At 
29. Atlas Maritimus, p. 125. 
30. J.R. McCulloch, editor, Early English Tracts Qn'Com~erc~, 
p. 260. 
31. J. Cary, An Essay on the State of England ••• p. 132. 
32. W. Wood, A Survey of Trade, Part II, pp. 90-91. 
33. H.S.K. Kent, "The Anglo-Norwegian Timber Trade in the 
Eighteenth Century," Ecgn. Bist. Review, 2nd. sere 
Vol. VIII, (1955) pp. 6 -71. 
first Professor Wilson claimed that bullion payments were'," 
necessary in this mainly bilateral trade and that this helps 
to account for. the obsess i ve concern of mercan tili st ,wr i ters 
with "treasure" but.the evidence submitted by Professor Price 
and J.G. Sperling supports Heckscher's contention that mercan-
tilist pamphleteers were not a reliable guide for the actual 
mechanism of international trade. They indicate~that a suffic-
iently developed system of multilateral payments by bills of 
exchange, based primarily on Amsterdam and secondly on London, 
had evolved before ,the end of the seventeenth century, following 
the contraction in the European silver supply, and that there 
was an elaborate European exchange network,;, extending from 
Lisbon to Aleppo and' from Messina to ,Archangel.: The English, 
customs accounts "show the adverse balance of viSible trade with 
Northern Europe but very little transfer of bullion, only £3159 
to Denmark-Norway in 19 yearsjalthough Joshua Gee asserted that 
it was carried away secretly, "lest by:be1ng made ,public, it 
should lead to an Enqu1ry whence the Bullion came." (34l.) The 
only perSistent payment "to Northern Europe was to Russia but 
this:coincidedwith a decade when England had a s11ght balance 
on visible trade and disappeared when the balance moved in ? 
Russia's favour. By far the largest movement of English specie 
II' ; 0" 
•• " ~ , ,". _"fo 
in Europe was to Holland with which England had.a,favourable 
. 
, . , 
trade balance and represented the,settlement of,the relatively 
• "1f '-'" 
3~. J. Gee, .The Trade and Navigatio6 of Gr~ai'Brltaln 
Considered, p. 119. 
small balances which remained: after the .. main':bulk of commercial 
transactions.by'bills of exchange. (35)' c On the other hand, 
Mr. Ken t claimed that. there, was some degree of-barter in the '< ' 
Norwegian timber trade throughout the century, that the 
Norwegians wanted English coin because of their chronic money 
shortage and that it became the common medium of,exchange'in 
south Norway to such an extent~thatan order of 1758 legalized 
the payment of taxes in English coins. (36) 
Defoe, however, seems to have been' well avvare' of: the· , 
exis tence of a mul til a teral payments sys tern' in the Baltic ,: trade. 
After suggesting that the development of this ,·commerce in naval 
stores was as great a discovery asthat.of America, h~ claimed 
that itwas'now'"one of the most flourishing~rticles of Trade 
in Europe; and especially attended Withthis"particular and 
valu~ble Circumstance,' that' tis carryed on to the greatest',-
extent with'theleast'share of Money in Specie, of any Trade 
at this time known in the World." Spain was the only nation 
that sent money in specie into the Baltic but this was'because 
she had not'sent any ships there until very recently:.and had 
bought her naval stores'from,the'Dutch. Britain sent,fish, 
35. C. Wilson, "Treasure and Trade Balances: The Mercantilist 
Problem," Eeon. Hist. Review, 2nd sere ;Vol., II (1949), 
pp. 152-161; E. Heckscher,. "Multilateralism, Baltic Trade 
:'and"the Mercantilists"; Econ.Hist. Reyiew, 2ndser; Vol. 
III (1950) pp. 219-228; C. Wilson,"Treasure and Trade 
Balances:" Further Evidence," Econ. "Hist.Review,2nd sere 
. Vol. IV (1951) pp. 231-242; J.M. Price, "Multilateralism 
- and/or Bilateralism: A Note on the Settlement ofBri tish 
Trade Balances wi th 'The North', ca. 1700," Egon. Eist. Rey. 
2nd·ser.Vol. XIV (1961) pp.255-274; J.G. Sperling, "The 
International Payments. Mechanism in the Seventeenth and 
,',' Eighteen th Centur 1e s" E.!;.on., Hi!Ue Review, 2nd sere Vol. XIV 
(1961) pp. 446-468. 
36. H.S.K. Kent, loc. cit., pp. 62, 72-73. 
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salt, lead"tin"pewter, sugar,' tobacco, ,woollen and silk: 
manufactures, and East India goods.: ,The, French traded.rather 
in' wine, brandy, silks, toys, perfume and paper ·while' the Dutch 
carried more herrings, spices, train oil· and whale fin. "But 
in the case of all three'nations, here is neither Silver.or~ 
, ., "\.' 
Gold carry'd one way or other, but they trade infinitely to' 
Advantage both ~ays.~i~hout it; making good the deficiency 
or. the balance. of Trade upon·. one Na ti on, :by Drafts. upon another, 
and governing the whole by. the Rates,of .the Exchange,~which is 
generally negotiated upDn Hamburg.";(37).~ One possible explana:-
tion why,; he continued. to· deplore the drain of specie to; northern 
Europe in' later pamphlets is that he was. so' eager that New 
England should become our chief. source· of· supply :of, these essen-
tial materials for both trade and war, the subject of a ;whole 
chapter in his "Plan of the English Commerce,'~ that he was ready 
to play upon the· old prejudices which Englishmen still enter-
tained about the Baltic trade., , r' 
Because Defoe had so constantly reiterated his conviction 
that England had been blessed. wi th a;unique supply of the finest 
raw,materials for woollen·manufacture, he found it difficult to 
'. . .' 
accept. the evidence:,which accumulated during his closing years 
that other countries could make tolerable cloth of their, inferior 
wool •. · c This is probably the explanat~on of the contradictions 
in· his later comments on trade wi th our. tradi tional markets in '. 
"1 .~ 
northern and central Europe, at one moment still asserting that 
.~ -
Europe did not produce. a wool .11 capable of making our fine Broad 
Cloths of Warminster, Trowbridge, Bradford and Froom, or our 
, :;::: .;: '. 
~story of the Principal D~veries~~tQvements, .t (1726) pp. 200-202. 
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fine Gloucester and Worcester Whites; no nor perhaps such' 
as our Wakefield and Leeds Cloths, tho's what we call' coarse, 
yet of Substance and Vie ight inimitable" and, wi thin the space. 
ofa page, admitting that the Saxons were making cloths which' 
successfully' competed with Colchester bays and Welsh flannel~. 
These were noted for being tI thick and downy,: well mill' d and, .. 
the Nap raised",' only possible when, the wool was "fine and ; '" 
soft, and the Workmanship close' and thick. "", Yet now these 
were not only made in Saxony,: but were sold at Frankfort, 
Nuremberg and "most of the other Fairs ••• ~in the Upper Germany." 
The English cloths Were not kept out by prohlbltlvedutles but 
they had to pass through so many hands in different countries 
and were subject to so many charges and transport costs"that'" 
the Saxon products were markedly cheaper. 'Althoughhe noted 
that the Saxon wool was:brown'or russet in colour, he added 
that the.bays were generally dyed, . as were many. of the flannels. 
(38)' After his derisory comments on "French dog's hair broad-
cloth" and "cabbage net, bays", (39) he was, now forced to admit 
that, there was "a manifest Difference between the Wool being' 
good fori nothing, and being not so good as the English or Irish 
Wool." In Brandenburg, they noW made "all those coars'er Manu-
factures"which could be manufactured from their own'wooland 
therefore the Elector had prohibited the' corresponding English 
cloths' such as the "Yorkshire Kersies, 'double and single Dozens, 
the coarse Goods'madein Lancashire, suchasHalf~Thicks, Penni-
stones, Duffels, Blanketting" 'which had formerly been sent' "in. 
great Quantities" to Hamburg, Stettin, . Stralsund· and other ports 
38. A Brief Deduction of the British Wooll~ Manufacture, 
pp. 45-46.' " , . __ ~ .-. ,,' . i. -< 
39. Mercator, No. 105, January 23, 1713 (1714). 
along the south shore of the Baltic.' The same was true of· 
Sweden although their wool was even coarser-and. only fit for 
Uthe poorest'snd roughest'! manufactures that could be. imagined. 
The SWiss of ' Zurich were making uCamlets, Shalloons and several 
other Sorts," both for men t s wear as well as women's, which it 
was hard, to distinguish from the same .,var ieti es" made in England, 
as. the workmen who had set them .uP had been brought from, Spi tal-
fields. ~ These goods were taken to Basle,and sent down the· 
Rhine,to Mainz and up the,Main.to Frankfort where their cheap-
ness mad~rthem "go too far in Supplanting. the English Goods.of 
the same:Denomination." (40). Yet the very·next,year, he was 
again-referring.to the coarse·wool of Saxony and proclaiming: 
that the quality. of English. wool was upeculiar _to this Country, 
••• ,nor do all the Depredations made uponit'by Imitation, by. 
Application for the getting Wool either~from us.by Stealth, or 
from remote:. Coun tries, . as Sa,xony ,.S ilesia, Poland, ' Barbary, and 
the like, 'amount to much; . far from so much as England <need be 
concerned at them; ;while' she has the Wool,;her Trade is. invulner-
able, at least no mortal, final, destructive.-Blow can be given 
1 t. " . (41) 
. ; 
Happily, the difficulties which British merchants were '. 
meeting in northern Europe were not paralleled in~the lands 
round the Mediterranean Sea, where by the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, British trade had come ,to satisfy all the 
ideal. requirements of the contemporarywrit~rs on foreign trade. 
These lands had:become complementary ,to the British economy, 
40. A Brief Deduction ••• . pp.;47-48. 
41. A Plan of the Engli sh Commerce, pp. 187," 129-130. 
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exchanging'raw materials and luxury foodstuffs such as fruit 
for British manufactures., The economic roles of Italy and 
Britain had been reversed, so that 'the penin~ula had become 
primarily agricultural and the decline of, the Italian textile 
industries had gone so far that they were unable to meet the 
competition of the new draperies'and other woollen goods 
exported from Britain. (42) . Even in the case of silk, not 
. 
the most successful of British textiles, Italy began to supply 
Bri tain wi th raw silk or. silk yarn, instead of silk'·manufactures. 
Similarly; the old English broadcloths which:were ,being dis-
placed by the new lighter cloths in many markets, found'a'ready 
sale in the Levant where the people welcomed their warmth during 
the autumn and winter months~ They had replaced those formerly 
imported from Venice and dominated the market until they faced 
increased competition from'French fabrics in the early·decades 
of the new century.' Again, Italy which had for so long been 
the' distributing centre for Asiatic products imported into. 
Europe via the Levant,~becamethe chief Mediterranean market 
for the same goods when they now arrived in Dutch or British 
ships through the.westerngateway. English merchants settled 
in these southern lands began to send Mediterranean produce, 
such as olive oil'and currants, directly to their native country 
and the colonies of Venetian and Florentine trades disappeared 
from London. While the trade with the eastern Mediterranean. 
, 
was an exchange of goods for goods, even to the extent th~t 
British merchants sometimes found difficulty in finding return 
. ." ~ " ~ . -, . -, "'" -"~.~ "". ,~;' ." 
cargoes, that with Spain and Portugal provided Britain with her 
42. C.M. Cipolla, "The Decline of Italy" in Econ. Eist. Rev., 
2nd. series, Vol. V, pp. 178-185_ 
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chief imports of bullion and Was the most highly regarded. 
Finally, the Mediterranean was'the first region where English 
ships" took a "large part· in' the' carrying trade ,between' other 
countries, largely because they were the;safest'ships in waters 
infested by. the Barbary corsairs. The bigger ships used in 
the'Levant trade could be converted lntoextra warshlpswhen 
the need arose and the whole Mediterranean commerce'Was esteemed 
as a valuable ·training ,ground, for seamen. (43) ;: All these' 
considerations appealed strongly'to Defoe and he wrote.with 
approval on. each branch of. the· trade with ~ southern 'Eur opejbut 
especially on that with Spain,and Portugal., :Both these countries 
were particularly:valuable as Britain's chief sources of supply 
of bullion which Was acquired'by the.substantial British'surplus 
in visible trade,.largely as'a result of the'exports of British 
manufactures, especially cloth, which was always· so gratifying" 
to Defoe. They both prohibited manufacturing in their American 
settlements;and'yet were unable to supply their colonists with 
manufactqres of·their own making. It was the import 'of bullion 
from:their colonies in America, silver from the Spanish empire 
and gold from Brazil,' which in turn financed 'their imports from 
Bri tain. In both Spain and Portugal, Britain was the best· 
cus tomer for their own na ti ve products and the tradingna tion 
best able to supply the imports which they needed in return, , 
both for their oWn inhabitants and·for their overseas colonists. 
R. DaViS, "England and the Mediterranean 1570-1670" in 
Essays in the Economic and Social History 'Of Tudor and 
Stuart England, edited by F.J. :Fisher, ·PP. 117-137. 
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" Throughout, his economic wri tings, Defoe tended to give 
pride of place ~o the Spanish trade. At the outset it was 
imperative to Warn his countrymen of the serious situation 
which England would face if France obtained control of Spain. 
While his first two pamphlets on· the.Spanish·Succession question 
acknOWledged that the prospective union of the two countries 
Was a formidable threat to the balance of power which had been 
established at Ryswick, they seized on the vital· importance of 
the Spanish trade with England as,our chief interest in. the. 
dispute. His personal presentation of his ttLeg1on's Memorial tt . 
to the House of COIJ1.IDons, in. defence" of the Ken tish Petitioners 
and to extend their protest, formed another strong criticism 
of the Tory ministry at the end of William's reign·for,their 
failure to take prompt action to avert the ,threatened danger. 
(44) Although Professor Moore.seems'to regard "Reasonsagainst 
a War wi th France" as a possible cri ticism of his hero, William 
III, the title seems to have been deliberately; ironical. (45) 
Defoe alleged that Louis XIV's \ recognition of.the Pretender was 
not sufficient reason for a rupturewith.France and that more 
serious issues were involved. He ·insisted.that·it was-the 
breach of the balance of power, which the Partition Treaties 
had sought to prevent, that was the vital question, but his 
primary concern with Spain's overseas trade is revealed by his 
proposed plan of campaign if war should break out. He may have 
been bidding for Tory support for. the war by urging. that England 
" 
"" ; 
44. J. Sutherland, Defoe, pp. 70-74; P. Dottin, The Life and 
.t. Adyentures of Daniel Defoe, pp •. 87-88. 
45. J.R. Moore, Daniel Defoe, Citizen of the Modern World, 
p. 73. 
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should wage a vigorous naval war ~ wi th Spain,'~ especially in 
American waters;',but this strategywas:based on his steadfast 
conviction that such a war 'Would invar iably be profi table:":, ' 
"There'never was yet a War between the English and the Spaniard 
but that we made Extraordinary Advantages"of ,their West':"India' i 
Vveal th." (46)' .1 ;" '. 
, , 
, ; 
"To let the French possess the Spanish'Dominions', II he 
insisted, It would overthrow theBallance~Purchas' d. in this War 
wi th so much Blood, and' Treasure,- and render,' frui tless the' Trea ty 
of Reswick. 'Twoutd'especially ha' been Fatal·to the English 
and Dutch, ,by. the encrease of Wealth from the Mass of.Money , 
returning Yearly' from the Empires of Mexico and peru, which ' 
the French wou'dbe better Husbands 'of than'the Spaniards; by 
theirencrease of Shipping"which would make them too strong 
for all the World at Sea, and by their ruining the Spanish 
Trade, which is: the greatest and"most profitable in Europe; 
ttwould,immediately unhinge all the Settlement of our Merchants 
and Factories~ and turn the whole Channel of Trade; for the 
Ports of Spain being free to the French as Subjects, all our 
Negocelthatway wou'd be destroy'd.1t tt •• ~ The Stre1ghts':'Mouthlt , 
he continued, "Would be like the Sound, and· all our Ships, shOUld 
pay Toll at Gibralter, as they do at Elseneur;your Fishing 
Trade from New-England'and'rew~~undland would perish, for the 
French from the Banks~of Newfoundland should go free, 'and,you 
Pay 23 per Cent. etc.'~~. f ••• all thePorts:fromSluce in. 
Flanders, to the Fare of Messina in Sicily, shOUld be in the 
~ - t , i 
".- V ~ 
46. "Reasons against a War with France ... , It A True Collection, 
Vol. I, p., 200. 1 . " , "" 
Hands of the French, which is a Coast of near 3000 Miles, 
Portugal, Genoua; and Leghorn excepted;, and how long they, 
will hold out, is easie to imagine." (47) There was a parti-
cular threat to the British cloth industry in that the improving 
temper of the French might triumph over the Spanish attachment ,', " 
to custom. Thus,. although Spain was a very. hot country, the 
Spaniards still wore cloaks of "course black Engllsh·Bays". 
whereas the French might-"introduce some antick French Druget, 
or other thin Stuff, such as they make'in Normandy." ! This 
would immediately destroy the Colchester" cloth industry, tithe 
noblest' Manufacture in many- respects that. 'We have,: in England}, 
and send 40 Thousand People,.who'depend on that-Trade, to beg-
their Bread. "(48)These expor ts of cloth were· so importan t that 
he estimated 'that they earned,for Britain each year over a. 
million pieces of eight In bullion more than the'value of her 
imports of Spanish goods~ even though Britain took from them 
almost all their wine, oil, fruit and wool and the greater part 
of' the ir cochineal, indigo and other dyes from their American . ,.,' 
colonies. ' (49) 
'·,His conclusion that the trade to Spain was "the best, the 
greatest,. and most'profitableTrade" that Brltain'had, (50)"" 
made him insist· almost throughout the war that Britain must 
drive the French out of Spain. ,:The disaster of Almanza in 
April-1707 only made hisassertlo~s'the more vehement:· "The 
Channel, of our Manufactures, the Consumption of our Produce; 
" 
47. ,"The Two' Great Questions' Consider'd ... It in A True CQ.llectionl 
Vol.·I, pp. 35$-361. 
48. .IlU.s1, pp •. 363-!,:;:-" . 
49. Review, Vol. IX, (No. 57) p. 114. 
50. liThe Two Great Questions Further Consider t dlt in A True 
Collection, Vol. I, p. 377. 
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the Supply of ou~ BUllion, the Employ of oU~'Shipping,in 
sho~t the general Wealth andG~eatness of Britain 'depends so 
much upon 'the Trade with Spain, that we.can no.more let'the 
French enjoy Spain, than.we can permit them to block up the" 
Rive~ of Thames, or put a Garrison into the Towe~~of London." (51) 
Almost two months later, he told his readers, ~whatever'it cost, 
you must have Spa in:' set up your Rest by tha t, As Scipio ~ said· 
of Ca~thage, 'Delenda est Ca~thago'; 'so I say:of Spain, it 
must (be) ~ecove~'d: This War must not end, let the Consequence 
be what it will, or' the' Length of 1 t as i tWill, . it must be a 
War till we ~ecover Spain ••• ~: if we are (beaten out of Spain), 
we must get into it again;' •••. there is .no Medium, no Equiva-
lent will se~ve here, and therefore tobe'dlscouraged:is~onsence; 
we must have Spain out of French hands'and F~ench influence, or 
this War cannot be ended; we must have Spain,:o~ France must 
have Spain and Us too." (52) In November, he. continued, to em-. 
phasize this doctrine: ' lito make Peace wi thout it, would be. to 
sign our own Dest~uction, and be Pa~ties to' the general,Impove~­
ishmerit of~the Nation, it would be giving.amortal Stab to our 
Manrifactures, and sending our Poor to beg even by Act of Pa~lia-
mente ••• the French may obtain high Imposts to be laid upon 
our Goods, and a free Importation of their own;; they,may influ-
ence the Spanish Gove~nment to open a free Trade for the French 
to some Port in their Dominions in America, and at the' same time 
lock it up. from us, 'asit,is now." (53)' . In 1709, he a~gued~ 
that B~itain was the Allied power most concerned with,expelling 
51. Reyiew, Vol. IV, (No. 47), p. 187. 
52. IQ1d, (No. 65), p. 257. 
53. Ibid, (No. 125), p. 498~ 
the French from Spain, 'because all the rest of Europe put 
together did. not carryon half the trade with Spain that 
. ' 
Br i tain did; in peacetime and tha t the trade which, they, had Was 
Itnot half so essential to the prosperity of those Countries" 
as Britain's Spanish trade was,to her~people. (54) Even as 
late:as September 1711, he was still declaring,."To give up 
Spain to the House of Bourbon, is a Thing,so absurd, so ridicu-
lous, 'you ought as" soon to think of giving up Ireland to them" ••• 
the'Ruin of the English Commerce is,, no doubt, in'the same·· 
Design, II adding tha t the Bri tish should, not think of it until 
Barcelona had been: lost, "Marlborough beaten, Bavariarestor'd, 
Prince Eugene driven from· the Rhine, a French Emperor Chosen, 
and:the.French at the\.Gates ofAmsterdam.t~·(55):,It is true 
,that he had. often urged that ·the war ,against Spain could be. 
carried- on more effectively on: the other :.Bide: of the Atlantic 
and that the French had many advantages in a struggle in Spain, 
"but if, our People will carry it,on there, they must ••• this 
Vlar-must be, carried on, Spain must be reduc'd, ·France must be 
humbl t d. II (56) The previous April, .however, before the death 
of" the Emperor Joseph I posed a new. threat to the European 
balance from the possible union of Austria and the Spanish 
inheritance,:he had again disclosed that his ,principal pre~ 
occupation was.the trade With Spain rather,than the actual 
succession to the Spanish crown. "What matter'd it to us", he,~ 
asked, "who possess'd Spain, if the vent of our Manufact~es, 
on which, the Employment and'Bread of our,Poor, depends, did not 
make it absolutely Necessary to keep it out of the Hands of 
54: Re~iew, V~l.VI," (No.:, 49)', p. 194.'· ' 
55. l.lUJl,Vol. VIII,; (No. ,,69),: p. 279. 
56. Ibid, Vol. VII, (No. 12B),·pp. 510-511; (No. 132) p. 527. 
France? What signify'd it'to us"who and who wastogetb3r, 
in the World, if with the Exbrbitance of Power; the By~s and 
Balance of Commerce in Europe did not lie expos'd? 
were not Subject to be Supplanted in our Trade,' Navigation, and 
Vent of our Produce?1t 'Otherwise Britain"wouldbe content 'to" 
let the Duke'of'Anjou and the Archduke Charles fight it,out or 
divide the Spanish empire between them. '(57) It" is true that 
he was soon committed by his'loyalty to his patron,and paymaster, 
Harley, to publiclydefend1ng the Tory government's peace offen-
sive but I,havepreviously argued that this did not'at first 
involve any sacrifice 'of principle' in:that he'emphas1zedcmis~' 
givings about, the war Which he had expressed at various times 
during the 60nflict~ (58), Even though,ultimatelY~ he Was 
driven by his deepA~~~se of gratiiude~t05his'benefactor into 
justifying this policy in the face of the 'restraining orders to 
Ormonde and the actual disengagement of,the British forces in 
Flanders,this did not affe~t his economic beliefs., Accepting 
that peace would almost certainly 'now mean that the Duke of 
Anjou would become King Philip V of Spain, he fully expected 
that the minist~y would safeguard Britain's economic'inter~sts 
and ,therefore could confidently las sert that Britain woulds till 
dominate Spain's 'foreign trade~ He-based'this conviction on 
the notion that the national interests 'of France ,and Spain were 
incompatible and that Philip V 'Would be' "in a few Years as much 
a Spaniard by Interest,' as he isa FrenchMan by Birth. " (59) 
In no sphere was this more true than, in trade. ',Because Spain 
57. 
58. 
59. 
Review, Vol. VIII, (No.7), pp. 25-26. 
See my M.A. Thesis,pp •• 192-253 for a full discussion of-
Defoe's change of attitude towards the War. 
Reyiew, yol. YIII, (No. 93), p. 375. 
58]: 
Was dependent upon England and Holland for her commerce~.he 
declared, ,"I do not make such a Bugbear of King Philip's having 
Spain as I,.did before." 'This was subject to.the proviso that 
Spain surrendered her possessions in the Netherlands and in 
Ital~because her Italian·territories would make her dependent 
on French help against Austria. _ It was even more vital,that 
the trading, interests of England and Holland~shouldbe'safe-
guarded. King Philip must."do nothing,to the Prejudice of 
the' Commerce of Britain and, Holland;, shall never put any part 
of.Flanders or America~into;the Hands of the French;·shall. 
never lay any Impositions on'theEnglish and Dutch Trade, either 
Importation or-Exportation, or on their Shipping other than 
shall be laid on all other Nations." (60)." If the last condi-
tion of free competition'in Spain's foreign trade, were met, 
Britain was bound to outdistance her 'rivals because she was: 
Spain's best customer for ,her native produce., Defoe admitted 
that the Spaniards were "a People of great,Prudence, Wisdom, 
Gallantry and Courage, hardy, brave; .patient .ofDifficulties, 
sober and ,temperate",' but they w~re ruined by_their national, 
sin of pride'which was associated with two ~'usual but criminal 
Consequences, ,Indolence in Ar ts, and Bigotry in Religion," the· 
latter contributing to the depopulat1on:.whichfurther kept Spain 
poor. Although the people of , the southern provinces showed 
some signs of industry,'he did:not think that "even the most 
industrious part of Spain" was" like other countries of western 
Europe and declared that Castile soap was the only improved 
native product_and swords and firearms their only manufacture-
for: export~l '( 61)- ': Therefore, they had to import all the manu ... 
60. Review ,'Vol. ,VIII, '(No. '92) p. -371. 
61. Atlas Maritimus et Commercial1s, pp. 158-159; "The True 
Born Englishman" in A True Collection, Vol. I, p. 2. 
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factured goods.whichthey required, ~all·th~ir wrought SilkS 
from Italy, and Prance, their Linnen from France, Holland' and 
Germany, (Hamburgh);. their East India Goods from Holland 'and 
England; nay their very'Fish they do not catch themselves but 
buy.it of the French,:Dutch and English; ;and their Woollen ;-
Manufactures they always had wholly; from England, excepting 
a few, fine, thin Spanish-Wool-Druggets ••• from the French." 
They pa id" for these goods with about five-sixths ;of their 
bullion'imports from the New World,but the export ofthe~ native 
produce. was most important in reducing this drain of specie. (62) 
In· general,· the French and Italians -took "nothing bu t Money" 
for the goods they supplied, the Dutch and:Hamburghers imported 
in part exchange "some quantities 'of American Goods", but'England 
alone took off "the Growth and Produce of., the' Country." Spain's 
oil, wine and fruit-would onlycompete'with France's own output 
so that they would be "fitter for the Dunghill than the Market 
there" and to'sendthem would be like carrying coals to Newcastle. 
The / French could only take "a little ;Wooll and -. Iron; and ~ •• 
but a Ii ttle of· that. tt The Hamburghers and Dutch were fully 
supplied with wine:fromthe Rhineland and France and- all: the 
oil carried there from Spain was less'"than~theEnglish imported 
at Bristol. A Ii ttle Spanish' wool went to Holland; "but 
nothing; of quantity. tt He estimated that England imported-
2~OOO pipes ,- of Canary," l6pOO: pipes -of othe-r Span! sh wines -' and 
7000'" bu tts of sherry in a year, "whereas 'one Ship fr om the :.: 
Canaries would glut" the Hollanders wi th SaCk." To question 
this, -"would be to ask ,if the Sun be up when you see Noon Day-" 
Light. tt ttThe English only", he announced,'- "drink Canary, eat 
Plumb Puddings, drink Bristol Milk, (Sherry) and bring in, 
10000 Pipes of Oil ror their Manufactures." The Frui t would 
rot, the Olives would not.be gathered,ttheVines.would,not 
be planted in Spain, if they had no Trade to England." ': Simi-
larly, the British supplied a large proportion of;.the>manufac-
tures which Spain needed for her;colonies overseas •. Whereas 
the inhabitants of Spanish America,' he claimed, could manage 
without silk, linen or lace manufactures,::or East India.goods, 
"without the Woollen Manufactures, they"cannot'shift llpon any" 
account.'" He"believed that English woollen cloth normally 
made up at least half of the cargoes which Spain sent across 
the Atlantic and that France was completely unable to supply 
enough cloth of equivalent quality and price to displace England 
from her dominant position in,Spain's' colonial trade.· .. Complete 
proof of this was to be found' in~the statement that during:the 
Spanish Succession War, when France controlled Spain's colonial 
trade and Bri tain was en tirely excluded, she .had had .. to buy 
£20,000 worth~ofEnglish goods'in Holland several times for 
the Spanish American market. (65) Although.the.French could~' 
have had the entire Spanish'wool>clip,~and;more cheaply~than _ 
the Br i tish. because of lower transport cos ts, they ,bought,~· 
Spanishcloths:of.Englishmanufacture ,in Holland, Flanders,and' 
Spain. itself, and; paid II six, shillings an Ell, Duty for it to the 
King, letting the Spanish Wooll lie at Bilboa for us to fetch 
away. II He further asked, "How came the Town' of Gibral ter to" 
have such, a Trade from' hence as' was' never. heard of' before? •. , And 
. 
how" came such·, a vas t Export of Engli sh Goods; to Portugal?' ., Even 
more than in time of Peace' used to go·to portugal and Spain, 
63. Review, ,Vol. ,IX, *(No. 87),' pp.' '173-174. 
'" . , " ~ 
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put together." With his customary exaggeration once he was' 
launched on a theme, he alleged that'ifSpain,'without her 
American'territories, were not merely under French influence, 
but wereactually:l'a Province of France, :yet the. Trade to ' 
Spain would be ours: ••• ,because they could not help it:· They 
could not support Spain wi thout, it. II (64) ,Fourteen years 
later, when there was'again danger of War between Brltaln and 
Spain, . he. declared, "the Trade' to Grea t Br i tain ,takes. off the, 
Growth' and Produce, which they are rUin'd if they'do not Sell, 
and supplies them with Necessaries which they are ruin'd if 
they cannot Buy; In a word; ,they.have,no Commerce without 
us; their whole Export is stagnated.~ (65) 
., (~ 
Because these return cargoes were so,important,in Defoe's 
estimation, he believed that Britain and Spain were natural 
trading partner~, although the balance was. in Britain's favour. 
"No Nations can: Dni te in Trade",. he announced, "who have not a 
reciprocaL Return to carry. on the Traffick to . mutual Advantage, 
••• Can you ,unite a Nation in Trade with another, when it will 
take off none of its Produce? ••• (until) the French shall take 
off the Growth and Produce of Old Spain in Trade ••• the Spani-
ards may.be French in their Court-Interests if. they:. please, but 
they will be English in their Trading Interests'as long as the 
Trade of.Europe remains." (66) ,He was naturally indignant.with 
the rival pamphleteers of. the UBritish Merchant" at the begin-
ning of 1714, : when they alleged tha t the balance of. trade. was 
against Bri taln and . that she was ,buying ,bullion as acommodl ty 
at Cadiz for the needs of her East India trade rather than 
64. 
65. 
66. 
Mercator, No. '86, December lOth, 1713. 
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earning it by her exports of manufactured goods. ,He protested 
that it was "an Attempt to arm and prejudice the People of 
Great Britain against the only Trade in the World that is the 
Fond of the ir Wealth and Prosperity;. THE Trade that has always 
enrich'd us, and which ,is to us an.inexhaustible Mine 'of Treasure 
which nothing can prevent from doing us Good but suchan abhorr'd 
villainous Plot:as this,bent against the'Nation'sgeneral'Good • 
••• Was ever such a Thing heard in Europe before! Lose by our~* 
Trade to Spain!'· We may be said as truly and as reasonably to" 
lose by our Woollen Manufacture. lI On~the contrary, he maintained 
that despite the-export of specie to India and "several hundred, 
thousand Ounces of Silver sent to'Holland," the price of bullion, 
was below the current value of the 'coinage and,that merchants 
were sending:"everyday great Quantities'to.be Coined" at· the':, 
Mint,' a sure'sign, 'he. said, that the:British,were '.'already in 
full Possession of the Spanish Trade~" (67) , , He suggested that 
the freight.of the British shipping employed in the Spanish ._ 
trade together with the value of the fish sold there'by British 
fishing vessels, was equal to all" the (goods and commodities 
brought from Spain. (68) 
When there was a prospect of War between-Britain and Spain, 
Defoe was quick to point out the booty which could be obtained 
by'attacks on:the:bullion fleet,and, even more important, the 
opportunities war would-give .for colonial expansion-in South 
America,:but'the,damage to British trade in each dispute.with 
Spain was such as to make him,fully conscious of the benefits 
'T f ' 
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which.each country:derived from their trade with each other., 
Believing that Spain was>now "one of theweakest and most~un­
performing Nations .in Christendom", (6g) and captivated by a 
dream of:a great new British colony in America, he'could assert 
that Britain never lost by a war,with Spain:or that it would ,be 
no loss to Britain if. she never had peace.with her'(70).but his 
apparent enthusiasm for'hostilities was always qualified by the 
knowledge that war to a trading nation was," a Degree of De'a th ••• 
a,strong Paralytick." Britain, like Holland, :had the,financia1 
strength from her trade to wage war successfully but,was also 
particularly I vulnerable because of her ',' infini te Number, of Ships, 
and Merchants, and Merchants Effects'~ which were, "abroad in every 
Corner of the World. It (71) No nation had so much to lose by 
war. . Thus in the autumn of J1718,he was lamenting the .~'terrible 
Hallock" wh1ch .. the Sp~niardshad caused,by seizing British 
merchant ships and goodsj.including twelve, ships at Cadiz. 
Before the news of: the naval victory at Cape Passaro arrived,~. 
he was also remarking'on "the unexpected
o
Gal1antry of the Spanish 
Soldiers" in their attack on Sicily. L(72) .Final1y, by. 1730 . ~ 
he reached the conclusion that while Spain, was· not u a formidable 
Enemy," she" was "a valuable Friend,". tha r although the Spaniards .. , 
could not destroy Br i ti~h trade, they were' able to inter~upt' it 
in many ways and that, there was "a vast Difference in Trade, 
between carrying it on by Force, and carrying lton.peaceab1y, 
andby a kind and generous Concurrence aIfd mutual Return from 
Nation to-Nation." He claimed that there Was an old Spanish, 
69.'Reasonif~r a ~~r •• ; (li29) p: 10. 
70. The Evident Adyantages to Great Britain ••• pp. 13, 15. 
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71. The Advantages of Peace and Comme~ ••• (1729) pp. 23-24-
Cf. The Interests of the Several Princes and States ~.. ' 'l 
72~ 
(1698) p •. 24.·, ,,'. 
Mercurius Po1i ticus, Septerriber, October, November," 1718, 
pp. 545-577, 646, 663-664, 668-669.- . 
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proverb, "Give Spain Peace With .En&:land, and War :wi th all" the 
World," and that it was a matter for wonder" that two Nations 
who are, or who: are capable of being so' profitable to one 
another, in Trade, should ever differ."" He thought Britain 
supplied Spain with two-thirds'of her imports, that 400 large 
ships were employed in delivering fish and 300 English and 
Dutch ships called IIpipineers" went to Seville each year for' 
oranges, ,all these cargoes,. except· those for Holland being . , 
carried in British vessels~ "He estimated,that the British, 
trade to Spain was twice as large as the'French and four times 
as great as the Dutch. Finally, Britain's imports from Spain 
were particularly useful to.thewoollen industry. (73) Before 
the Spanish Succession War began, ,he" discussed the possibility 
that the French might use,all the Spanish wool and announced 
"let the West-Country Clothiers speak for themselves, and say 
wha t strange work it Wou t d make, among them;" or our Hamborough 
Merchants ' give an Account. wha t their Trade .wou t d come 1 to~ ';where ' 
they are outdone already in.course Cloth, and'would have no ! 
finer to send'to Market. "i(74) During that conflict, he wrote, 
"we cannot be wi thout~ the~Trade to Spain~ on Account . of what 
we Import from thence, :'v1z. the W1n~', Oyl, Cocheneal, Fru1 t etc~ •• 
and above, all~ the Wool;' which 'are, especially., the Wool, Oyl 
andCocheneal,' Capital Articles in our Manufactures.' 'To buy 
these from the French would be ruinous to. the las t ,Degree, and: ,: 
to have Spain trading to France directly, and to us.a~ second 
hand, would .••• make;the BrltainsturnJourneymen to the French, 
which is intollerable to think upon. II (75)' '. In 1713 he admitted 
73. 
74. 
75. 
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that oil from Spain was an essential import for the British 
clothing industry and that his countrymen-~ could not dye in 
some colours "without the Cochineal of Mexico, the Indico of 
Jamaica, the Logwood of Campeche, the Woed of Germany ~ the 
Galls of Turkey, 'and the like." (76) 
, , 
Defoe was remarkably consistent in his view that the est-
ablished, as it were secondhand, trade through Spain Was prefer-
able to a direct trade wi th 'the' Span ish colonie s in Amer ica~' -
In 1698,- wheri he was envisaging the possibility that France 
would prohibit British trade With Spain, he adlnitted that a 
direct trade would be cheaper and that British goods were in 
such demand that the Spanish colonists would "run all hazards 
to get our Goods on shore.'" -Nevertheless, "a Trade carried 
on by Stealth would be neither very durable, 'nor very cons iderable~ 
and therefore could never amount to an Equivalent to the Lo~s of 
that great Branch of our Trade from England to Cadiz." (77) 'In 
October 1707, in the high tide of success against the French,'. 
despi te the disaster at AlmanE?l' in August, he attacked those 
who were' "for 1ngrossing Lands and Dominions" and,' wi th his "" 
inveterate fondness for a paradox, argued that the British would 
be "1nfini te Gainers by this' War, wi thout -adding one Cub 1 t of >-
Earth or the smallest Tittle of Possession" to what they already 
enjoyed. Developing this -theme, he announced, "we sufficiently 
possess a Nation when we have, a free Trade to it ••• our Trading 
to Old Spain has been a full Trade to New Spairi, and a Trade by 
which England has always drawn as much Money from America as ; , 
Old Spain itself ••• we ge~ more Money by our Trade to Old Spain, 
'. " 
76. General History of Trade. June 1713, p. 35. 
77. The Interests of the several Princes and States ••• pp. 25-27 
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even. from America, than we should do if .we had a'free.,TraCie 
to their Plantations 1n America,directly.tt (78) He' was:pre-
pared to aiirni t· that a direct trade,' because' of his· estimated 
500 or 600 per cent. advance in~the price of British goods in 
America, (79) would at first yield,more profit than the exist-,. 
ing channel through Cadiz, ttbut when the Staple was' fix' d, and 
the Market glutted with Goods, ••• they.would give no more· for 
Goods there, than other.Nations do;~ 'whereas,now Spain keeping 
the Trade, prevents.great Glutts ofGoods'going,thither~:main­
tainsthe Prices to ,their own Advantage,' and we haveiequal , 
Benefit from the Trade, as.if America,werelay'd open'to'all 
the World." (80) ,; ;. 
" ' 
< l .",-
When the South Sea Company.was·,founded, he 'was quick to 
disabuse his countrymen of inordinate expectations of profit 
from its trade ,w i th Amer'ica. . He complained in the ~ "Review", ~ 
"our People run away wi th ',a Notion, "that',we are a going to turn 
the whole Channel of the Spanish Trade directly to America; ••• 
That we, shall no more., stand 'in need of ,the Trade to Cadiz ••• 
Liml8,shall become the Staple of European Goods instead of Cadiz •• 
we dream of 'nothing but Ships and Fleets coming Home, like 
Sir William Phipps,.Loaded ~Wi th Gold and,Silver, as to Manufac-
tures, we depend upon carrying away enough '.to set ,the :whole 
Nation at Work ••• " (81) On the contrary, he protested, the·' .. , 
Spaniards could never allow other countries \,to trade freely wi th 
their colonies •.. They might allow particular places to send 
provisions and ,they might grant the Asiento,contract to Britain 
78. "Eeview, Vol. IV, (No. iOl) pp'.' 4~1-402. 
79. " Atlas Mari timus et Commercialis p.300. 
80. Review, Vol. IV, (No. 101) p. 402. 
81. Ibid, Vol. VIII, (No. 47), .p. 191. 
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because they~could-not supply themselves with negroes~ but.a 
free-exchange of European manufactures for American bullion 
"would-be, sO"fatalto the very Life and Being.of the Spanish 
Dominions in:Europe,' ••• as to Commerce, that unless the Spaniards 
are to be divested of common Sense, Infatuate, and given up, 
••• 
throwing away-the only Valuable Stake they have left in the 
World, •• ~ we cannot suggest that they will ever on a Cons1dera-
tion,'or for any,Equivalent, part with so.Valuable, indeed'so 
Inestimable a.Jewel,~as an Exclusive Power' of Trade to their 
own Plan ta tions··in Amer ica. tI " ~ Wi thout the colonial trade, he 
rei terated,:; "Spain would be the most despicable Monarc1}r in 
Europe. 'The Trade of Old Spain would neither subsist it self 
or be'· worth our· driving, .·for they having no Manufactures of- their 
own~ the buying of ours would sO'exhaustthem, that in a few 
years they would not be able to pay for them, nor could they' 
takeoff any more of our Goods than their meer Growth of Wine, 
Oyl~ Fruit and Wool,: could pay for." (82)'.' , . 
The Anglo-Spanish Treaty of 1667 was, therefore, in Defoe's 
eyes, s till the essen tial basis of cornmer'c ial relations. between 
the two countries. . It wa-s' "upon the foot" of this agreement-
that his -hero, William III" had been obliged to abandon the: 
Scots in their Darien enterprize, even to the extent of forbidd-
ingthe English colonists in the West Indies to afford them any 
relief or assistance. (83) The Spaniards·were only trying to 
enfo~ce the same'principle~ ~n which the British Navigation 
Acts were founded. -. "Wi thout a strict Observance; of the Laws 
of Trade," he reminded his readers, "in those Cases made by us 
. , 
as well as by the Spaniards, the Property of Trade, and the 
82. 
83. 
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Advantages of Colonies and Plantations in'America could not 
be preserved to the Nations" whose Property they are~" (84) 
Therefore, he condemned the existing clandestine trade between , 
Jamaica and the Spanish colonies in the strongest ;terms. '. It 
was aUThieving Roguing Trade ••• an .. open Violation of 'the 
public Faith of their Country, a Breach of solemn Leagues and 
Treaties." (85) When the Spaniards, 'on the: return of peace, 
in 1713, began to take more vigorous action against this Sloop-
trade, Defoe. defended them' against the protests of the Jamaica, 
merchants. nIt is ,the highest 'Justice "in the Spaniards", he .. 
announced, "to.take 'all our Ships, who offer·to.Trade on'their 
Coast,' by any Method, whether .by Force or stratagem, and on:( 
Resistance to put all the 'Resisters to .the Sword; and inCase 
of taking them Prisoners, to send>them.tothe:Mines if they 
please." It was indeed the duty of the British Government to 
suppress the traffic by confiscating both the ships and the 
money gained by the trade, even to the extent of sending the 
men in irons to England for punishment, "for in vain has England 
stipulated ,with Spain; ·that our People ,shall not Trade ,with 
their Colonie s if we cannot, call .them to. an Account when ; .. they ._ 
break. the t Capitulation." (86) _ In 1730, however, the reports 
of;the excesses of·the Guards Costas 'provokedthis'characteristic 
outburst, "I think they should use :them as Pyrates, and bestow: 
the Ceremony of the Yard-Arm upon their Crews, 'and show them in 
that Posture to the Spaniards, at such particular Ports where 
they have been so treated." (87) .. ··When his national, feelings 
were not aroused, however, the sloop.trade was a "Pyratica1 
• '- ) ~ y ," • ' • ;~ '~ .' ')I 
.Il.l1.!l, No. 170, June, 24, 1714 •. 
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Peace-Breaking Trade" and the Jamaica men"Thieves of Commerce 
and Trade-high-way-men.":(88) The old' claim to cut logwood 1n 
the Bay of Campeacby'on the coast of Honduras came in for simi-
lar strictures.' This Was "nothing more or less than going 
into another King's Country and Plundr1ng it, Cutting down\.his 
Woods, andbring1ng,away:the Timber .. " " It had been Us wicked 
Trade" for many years because' it·, had' been "the refuge' of those 
worst of , pirates, Buccaniers;" (89) J ,He 'accused them of "innu-
merable Murders, Barbarities, Burnings and Plunderings upon the 
Innocen t Inhabi tan ts :of New Spain." ~ (90) 'Because Jamaica was 
tttheNest and Receptacle" of all,the buccaneers, where they 
fitted out,their ships.and whe~e they·returned to spend their 
hauls 'of silver in riots and'debaucheries; "the Bulk ,of the 
People" 'of the island were.ua meer Band1tty of'Trade," who had 
,been used to thieving for so long'that.they began to claim it 
as their right. (91) 
As always, Defoe could not help deriving some satisfaction 
from the extent of. the trade of "that profligate ISland." 
Al though Jamaica was "a very good Colony," it would not be able 
to carryon one-twentieth part of its existing trade but for 
its smuggling commerce with the Spanish colonies on the American 
mainland. As a mere plantation, it could not maintain so many 
people as were employed in "plundering and robbing the Spaniards, 
even 1n the time of the pr'ofoundest Peace." They could not 
otherwise consume £400,000 or £500,000 a year in linen and 
88. Mercator, No. 171, June 26, 1714~ 
89. M~rcurius Politicu~, April 1717, p. 257. 
90. Mercator, No. 173, July 1, 1714. 
91. Mercator, No. 171, June 26, 1714. 
woollen goods, more possibly than'were sent'to all the other 
British.colonies' in America,while their import of foodstuffs >-
from the mainland'colonies at least equalled those of all the 
other British West Indian islands put'together~and:employed 
500 ships a year. 'The pieces of eight obtained by this,clan-
destine trade sUPPliedfll,the'British colonies in'America,with 
their current,coin and he estimated that it was as valuable'to 
the island as the sugar planting. Yet these Jamaica men were 
not "real Traders, bred Merchants'! and.: he was prepared to. see , 
them brought to "a Low Ebb" by-the return of Britain's Spanish 
American trade,to its old channel through Cadiz. (92) "Thiev- , 
ing Trade", he insisted, was "but:anImpoverishing anticipating 
Trade" which:tended·to ruin the ,general, commerce "as Hawking 
and'Pedling are found. ruinous 'to Trade by cutting off ,theCircu-' 
lation, and depriving many Families ~ •• of their Business and 
Livelihood.":· He.a~ain showed his preference for an authorized· 
trade by.theestablished routes. ~Because the King of Spain Was 
defrauded of his duties, goods sent 'directly from Britain via 
Jamaica could be sold more cheaply than those which went via 
Cadiz,but the consequentreduction'of the quantities sent by 
the regular route would bring'down the value of British:goods 
in Spain generally, "and so lessen our Gain on that side' six 
times as much as it may be supposed to advance it on the other." 
(93) 
During 1730, he was expressing the general dissatisfaction 
92. ~, Nos. 171 and 172; The Political State of Great 
Britain ••• , April 1730, pp. 346-348. 
93. Mercator, No. 173, July 1, 1714. Cf. Atlas Mar1timus et 
Comroercialis ••• , p. 305. 
of Englishmen with the constant disputes which had arisen' , 
from Bolingbroke's "Lame, blind,' Mis shapen Mons ter", the Anglo-
Spanish commercial treaty of 1713, and the failure of~ the high' 
hopes'which had been raised bYJthe Asiento contract and the 
annual permisslon,ship to Spanish America. He 'complained of' 
the Spanish detention of the "Prince Frederick" in Vera Cruz 
and of the delay in sending the "cedula" for the "Prince Williamu 
which threatened to ~ hold .. up her' arri val at Porto Bello in, time 
for the great annual fair when the galleons arrived from Spain. 
In this· event, the voyage ,would be ruined because the merchants 
of Peru, Chile, Guatemala' and the.other Spanish~colonies returned 
to'· their homes at: the end of the fair and. few people were left 
in the unhealthy' port. ' He reaffirmed his' conviction· that ., 
Britain should use her naval' strength toienforce'her treaty 
rights, but on the other hand he insisted:that she should not. 
act provocatively, "only to resist Violencerif offered" and:that 
he was not "for kindling a·Flame"which he had often said he had 
been:glad~to see extinguished. Moreoveri he again voiced his 
misgivings about the South Sea trade in general,'whichis a' 
further indication that he was not the promoter of the scheme 
to hlspatron, Harley. Speaking as a supposed merchant and .in 
a private capacity, he;confessed'that he would not be'much:: 
concerned if no South Sea ship uon the same Foot of Business" 
ever made',the voyage again,··ltbeing~ none of those who take that 
License of Trade to the South-Seas,' to be our Advantage in. 
General." . He asked if it were any advantage'to the general 
interest of trade. tt to forestall the Market end", if' they .. would 
sell more of Britain's manufacture and growth, or employ more 
,. j' 
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ships and seamen. "Anticipating or turning th~ Channel of,a 
Trade", he asserted, "does not always argue an Improvement or 
Increase: For, if the same Goods are only carried to, and-only 
made to supply the, same 11arket, it is but,taking the Bread out 
of, the Mouths of A, Band C,who carried the Goods to, and sold 
them at the same Markets before, and putting it into the Mouths 
of X, Y and Z, who carry the same Goods to, and sell them at 
the same Market now." The case would be altered, lIif,the' 
South-Sea-Company carried ~he Goods to some new,Market, where 
they were not sold before, or to b~ consumed in some Country 
where they were not made ,Use of ••• before" or if theY,promoted 
a larger sale at the same market than previously. He claimed 
that he would only accept that there Was,an increase in British 
trade if we exported,goods which were not usually exported to 
Cadiz,"in the ordinary Course of_ the British ,Trade ••• such as 
Wrought Silks", Germany Linnen, and such particular Exportations 
as were usually supplied by, the Dutch, Hamburghers,French and 
Italians" • Obviously, he wanted his favourite exports of 
English cloth, to follow therold,channel and it is clear that 
he assoc ia ted the ,decline in, England t s tradi tional trade with 
Old Spain with the trading activities of the South Sea Company 
when he said that sending two ships a year to the West Indies 
was in no way equal to the reduction in the number of ships 
plying between England and Cadiz. (94) He was not aware that 
it Was rather the defects in, the commercial treaty of 1713, the 
increased competition from the French in the Spanish market and 
the political disputes between England and Spain which prevented 
< 
94. The Political State of Great Britain ••• , August 1730, 
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the trade from returning to its pre-war level. (95) 
-Yet 1 t, , 
- ~- , " 
would be easy for the Company "to lay Founda tions of Trade, 
which, in a few Years, -would turn to ,the ,real improving _ our 
Trade in general, ••• by ••• enlarging and increasing-our 
Colonies, and finding a vent for our Manufactures where they 
had no Market before." His complete disillusionment With the 
Asiento Contract is shown by the following penetrating analysis 
of 'the reasons why it had proved unprofitable. It-could "be 
carried on wi th Advantage", he declared, "were it possible to 
bring the Spaniards to a fair and just Pe~formance of their 
Agreements; and were the Company ,so well settled and fortified 
at the, Buenos Ayres, and other necessary Places, ,as tha t the 
Spaniards upon every capricious Humour might not,be able to 
seize upon, and confiscate the Company's Effects, Servants and 
Ships; ••• But ••• while there is so much Cavil and Quarrel on 
both Sides; ••• and that:VJe must be so many Months and Years in 
obtaining Justice for anY"Injury; I do not see that the Trade 
for Negroes, however profitable it may be, if fairly perform'd 
on both Sides, can turn to the Account of the Company; ••• On 
the other Hand, it will be always breeding Matters of Dispute 
and Quarrel between the Nations, and ,at last End in Loss,and 
Disaster. II (96) 
Defoe's suggestions for the improvement of Spain and her 
colonies reveal his basic convictions about industry and trade. 
The key to progress was a larger popul~tion both in Spain and 
95. 
96. 
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the'colonies. If,the land of Spain were fully cultivated, it 
would-support five million more-people. Immigration should be 
encouraged by abolishing the Inquisi tion, although 'the: immigrants 
could be drawn exclusively from other Catholic countries~ To 
bring about a more rapid'increase of population, the number of 
monastic houses should be reduced.' Her foreign~trade should be 
restricted',to,her 'own shlps'and seamen by Navigati'on Acts: and the 
export of her wool should be either forbidden or only permitted 
on payment of a high duty.· Spain could have supplied her short-
age of people by slaves from'Africa'and America provided they had 
been able to gain their freedom after a term of years and become 
settlers.' Believing that environment and education were more 
potent than heredity in the development of individuals, he specu-
lated:on the improvement which would-have followed had Spain set 
aslde,two-million native' children in America instead of deliberate 
ly exterminating,the'natives as he ,thought had occurred~' They 
"might perhaps have shewn, that'all the Difference of Nations 
under the Sun consists'in the Advantages of Edu6ation" only; not 
in the Blood; not'in Nature but in the ,Improvements added to 
Nature." If this had been done, the output of sugar might have 
been greater' than the comblned'proCluction of Brazil and the Britis 
and French· colonies "and the like of Tobacco," Indigo" Cocoa, 
Cochineal." The larger colonial population might have built 
all their own ships "and ins tead 'of sending, two or, three Ships' 
yearly from Acapulco to the East Indies and China, ' as they now 
do, have sent two or three hundred, and brought the whole 
Trade of India home to Europe by the Isthmus'of Darien, and' 
circulating through the Hands of the Spaniards." Believing 
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that the American silver mines were inexhaustible and that, 
the output could be' increased even. a .. thousand-fold, he thought 
that the India. trade could at last be made t~a gainful Commerce 
to England and al~ Europe" by sending the silver directly from 
the mines of Potosi and Mexico. Instead of the sale.of Europ-
ean manufactures suffering from this large import of Asiatic 
commodities, they tlwould have been exchang'd for them all; and 
yet not the less Quantity of Silver and Gold in Specie have come 
from America to Europe neither, but infinitely more." He 
estimated that there were not more than 300,000 Spaniards in 
the mainland colonies, only one-tenth of the total population, 
and as they were the sole consumers of··the large.quantities of 
European goods sent there each year, four or five million Spanish 
colonists would have required an immense quantity of European 
goods. Therefore, he argued, "nothing but an Increase of People 
in New Spain is wanting to make the Trade to those Countrys the 
,. 
greatest Branch of Commerce that ever was.known in the Christian 
World; and nothing but a like Increase of People in Old Spain, 
and those People to:be,industrious· ••• will put the Spaniards in 
a Capacity of improving and reaping the Advantage of that Trade 
from New Spain, so as tO,call it their own." Yet there Was no 
danger that British-trade would be rUined by the Spaniards working 
up their own.Wool and Similar improvements, because they seemed 
"to have no Genius for Trade,for Arts,Manufactures, Cultivation 
of.the Earth, or Sale of its Product. tI ,(97) Finally, the market 
for European' goods was capable of great expans ion as was· evident 
from·the~high.prices which the Spanish colonists Were prepared 
97. Atlas Maritimus et Cornmercialis ... .. pp. 160-162. 
\ 
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to pay for them. If twice,' or, even four' times as many Were 
sent there, although the rate of profit would fall, the total 
gain Would be much greater~ Further, the reduced prices' of 
European manufactures would enable the natives to buy them and 
thus produce "an exceeding great increase of the Consumption" 
With consequent benefits to British industry,and shipping. (98) 
In marked contras t to their ne ighbours, the Portuguesl'i1; 
although they lacked many of the natural~advantagesenjoyed by 
the Spaniards, had proved much moreenterprizing., "Spain,tI he 
exclaimed, "is a Country as full'of the native Product of the 
Earth as Portugal is empty, and yet Portugal'is rich, and Spain 
is poor." Spain, with'a'n':lIDber of: ports compared with Portugal's 
one, was much better situated for trade,yet Po'rtugal'was "aIr:' 
Trade and Employment"Spain indolent 'and wanting Business." 
Whereas the'Spanish galleons were "half-mann'd with Foreigners", 
thePortug~ were able to sail their Brazil fleets With their 
own'seamen. Although Portugal had a barren soil and yet'was, 
"throng'd with People"~ her inhabitants seldom lacked food, 
which;~heclaimed, was often 'the case in sparsely-populated~' 
Spain, tleven to distres~." It is true that only a few pages 
, earlier,' he had referred to' the, decline of Portugal:' "From" 
being the 'richest and most famous Country for Trade, and the 
Feop1e the best and most expe~t Navigators in the World, they 
have fa11en'to be the poorest in Trade, the most degenerated·in 
their navigational Skill,' and the most discourag'd in,their ~. 
Foreign Affairs" of any'Nation in Europe~ \t' It' is obvious, v 
98. ;Political'State of Great Bri taU!, ... ,. September 1730, 
p. 261., " .,,' ...... ',. '" " 'f " > 
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however, from the context of the passage that he had used the 
wrong compound tense. He ascribed this decline to the conquest 
of Portugal by Spain in 1580 and to the consequent loss of many 
of her colonies and monopoly of Eastern trade to the Dutch. 
He dated the Portug~ recovery from their expulsion of the 
Dutch from Pernambuco in 1654 and "especiallY since their dis-
covering the Gold Mines there, that they have advanc'd the, 
Commerce there, to more than twenty times the Value of what it 
was in those Days." Characteristically, he was very impressed 
by this great increase in these imports of treasure and made 
numerous references to the rich cargoes of the Brazil fleets 
when they ,reached Lisbon. He thought that the royal revenue 
amounted to nearly £2 million a year in gold alone, in addition 
to the proceeds from the customs, and that the English merchants, 
as in Spain, earned even more gold by the sale of their goods. ~ 
He claimed'that the gold imports in the year 1721 amounted to 
over £5 million, although he added,that they did not have such 
a return every 'year. (99) In·January 1730, he put the figure 
at £3.5 millions., (100) As usual with Defoe's figures, these 
were considerable exaggerations, but his estimates of the shipping 
employed in portugal's colonial trade, -- 100 sail a year in three 
large fleets in the commerce with Brazil compared With twelve' 
previously, and only three ships a year in~her East India trade, 
see~ to have been substantially accurate. He thought that the' 
Portuguese imports of sugar, hides, tobacco and wood-from Brazil 
had increased four-fold, although sugar production had in fact 
, 
suffered from the competition of the British and French West 
", ~ 1 '# 
99. " Atlas Maritimus -e t -Commex:clali s ••• , pp. - 158, 152-1,53, 155. 
100. Ihe Political State of Great Britain ••• , January 1730, 
p. 64. 
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Indi es. He also noted that Fortugal~s extensive share of the 
African slave trade was made necessary~by the demands of her 
plantations and mines in Brazil, enterprises which could not 
have been developed on a large scale without slave labour. (101) 
Most of Defoe's comments on Portugal's foreign trade were 
made at the height of the controversy over the Apglo-French 
commercial treaty and therefore were polemical thrusts at the 
Whig defenders of the Methuen Treaty, but his remarks show ,a 
close understanding of the nature of Britain's trade with Portugal. 
He .wasundoubtedly correct 'in stressing the preponderant import-
ance of Brazil in the increase of ,Portugal's overseas trade and 
in his assumption that it was the flo~ of gold 'from her American 
colony that was primarily ,responsible for the large shipments of 
British cloth to .Portugal rather than the famous Methuen Treaty. 
(102) "Our Export to Portugal was always very great"" he pro-
nounced, "Our Impor t, from thence always very small." (103) The 
increase in the Portuguese demand for British goods was not the 
result of our increased demand for their wines after the treaty, 
but followed from "the prodigious Encrease of the Wealth of the 
Portuguese Nation at home, and of their Brazil Trade abroad." 
'-'This Encrease, of the Brasil Trade", he ,continued, "has enrich'd 
, the whole Kingdom of Portugal ••• the great Encrease of the 
Consumptio,n of our Woollen Manufactures in Portugal is occasion' d 
hereby ••• and ••• a vast Quantity of those Goods are Consumed 
1n the Brasils more than ever were before." Using his opponents' 
101. 
102. 
103. 
Atlas', Mari timus et Commercialis ... , pp. 153-156. 
See H.E.S. Fisher, "Anglo~por7ugoese Trade 1700-1770" in 
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estimate that Britain exported £l,OOO,OOO,worthof goods to 
Portugal each year, he put the value of the Portuguese wine 
imported into Britain at £100,000 a year'''first cost" and asked 
. , 
"no', the Portuguese, take thi s' Milli on a Year" of us in Goods 
because we-take one Tenth:part of it from them in Wines~ or is 
it because they have occasion for our Goods?" (104) . He consist-
. 
ently·underestimated the value of the imports, of their wines by 
at least half, 'sometimes using a figure as low as 70 or £80,000 
a' year, and he tried to suggest that the wri ters of "The Bri tish 
Merchant" had,claimed a'profit on,British exports ,to Portugal of 
£l,OOO,OOO'whereas'the actual figure which they quoted of the 
value. of those exports was £1,300,000" and perhaps to a:much 
grea ter' Sum. " , (105) As Defoe himself'accepted a total figure 
of "not so much as a Million," the difference between them was 
not material and did not ,affect the force of his argument. In 
fact, British'exports to Portugal were probably about £600,000 in 
l7l3'!3nd did'not reach the £,1,000,000 mark until near mid~centtiry. 
( 106) 
. Much more important was his assertion' that no part of the 
increase' of the' trade wi thPortugal was "to be placed to the 
Account of Mr~ Methuen's Treaty, or so little as is not worth 
naming," 'supported by the claim that this trade was increasing 
long before "this ridiculous Treaty" was made~·dating from the 
time the Brazil trade began to grow with the development of the 
. gold mines. (107)' He asked what had the Portuguese to send to 
104. 
. 105. 
106. 
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Britain· in return· for their imports of woollen textiles and 
insisted that, apart from.their wines, it was'bot worth Naming, 
when ma tch' d with our Expor t .to them, except the ir Gold." ~.' 
Bri tain took none of their other main Brazilian goods, .. sugar. 
and tobacco, and only a little salt •. In' support of this view, 
he listed the British exports of woollen goods only from 1702, 
the year before the Methuen Treaty was signed, and compared 
them wi th the imports of· Portuguese wines and brandy. " He con-
cluded that the whole year's import of all goods from Portugal 
did little more than· balance the.value·of the bays exported to 
Por tugal. (108) On the other hand, he claimed that Britain Was 
portugal's most important market for her surplus natural products 
of wines, oil, fruit and salt. As Was the case with'Spain,' 
these were "all as Dung in France," while the Dutch only took 
the salt, "and some few Oranges and Lemons. tt (109) His main 
argument, however, was the same thesis that he had advanced in 
rela tion to the Spanish trade, that .t'ortugal·· forbade manufacturing 
in her colonies, yet could not supply her own home market with 
manufactured goods. . An attempt to manufacture their own cloth 
at Elvas, near the Spanish frontier had failed, in spite of the 
fact that supplies of Spanish wool were so near at hand. He. 
alleged that they had only. succeeded in making "a few very coarse 
and ordinary Things worse than the English Kerseys" because they 
were tttoo proud to set their Hands to work." (110)', No other 
country could supply their needs of woollen cloth except Britain, 
'especiallybays, Which were essential to the Portuguese. "A 
108. 
109. 
110. 
, 
~~ ,-
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Man is not compleatly Dressed there wi thout a Bays Cloak", he_ 
declared, but no other country could make them, and even in 
England, only Essex. : Although a shortage of Portuguese wine 
would never cause a rebellion in Britain, he maintained It that -
the King of Portugal could never force his People to leave off 
the English Bays, especially in Brasilsi it would endanger a 
Revolt, they could not bear the excessive Heats without such a 
Garment,' so thick and yet so light, which, as it is eaSie to 
carry, is their skreenfrom the Violence of - the Sun, and they 
could scarce live and do ,their Business without it." Although 
Holland and Hamburgh supplied linen, and Genoa and Leghorn furni-
shed Portugal with silk goods for her Brazil trade, the English 
woollen manufactures Were worth three times:as much as the goods 
any other country supplied. Therefore, it was again the superior 
quality an~ indeed, indispensability of English cloth which made 
him maintain that the trade between Britain and Portugal was Uto 
us Profitable, but to the Portuguese Necessary ••• so necessary, 
that they·could not carry,on their own Trade Without uSi so 
necessary, as that ,they would be rUin'd andimpoverish'dwithout 
i t." Otherwise -the Portuguese could not dispose of their own 
native produce and they would not be'able to SUpply-themselves, 
let alone Brazil, with clothing. (Ill) He claimed that 'the pro-
posed commercial treaty with France would only lead to a small 
reduction in the British imports of Portuguese Wine, because 
many Englishmen had acquired'a taste for it and the French would 
pay the same duties as-the Portuguese. (112) -Even if. Britain 
only took half ,the previous quantity, or even none, Britain would 
. , . ', l~ ~: , -t 
Ill. ~ercator, No. 121, March 2, 1714. 
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still be the main market for their oil, fruit and shumach. (113) 
.It Was, improbable that the King of Portugal, "for such a trifling 
Cause tt , compared with the whole trade, would prohlbl t a trade 
which "would ruin his whole Country. It (114) .'" A ,fifty per cent. 
reduction in, their wine imports was the utmost that'Defoe con-
sidered likely. (115) . 
Although he accused the Portuguese of being ~tKnavish and 
Cowardlytt and alleged that it Was only because the British 
generals had "kept the Enemy from'Engaging With, them" that they 
had been useful in locking up=25 to"30,000 Spanish.troops, he. 
never.disputed that the Portuguese trade Was a very great and· 
'.'a very Gainful, Useful, 'Necessary Trade." (116) When Swift, , 
in "The Conduct of. the 'Allies" criticized"theterms'of the British 
treaties with portugal in"1703, Defoe quickly rejoined that 
Britain had been obliged to make 'the alliance because otherwise 
she did not have a port for her ships to 'enter between England 
and Genoa;, He reminded his rival, that "we had a Trade to carry 
on thither. worth all the Articles of Support the Ministry could 
stoop to, from whence we import Yearly a Million of Gold, and, 
export aS,many Manufactures as formerly used to be sent to both 
Portugal and Spain. tt (117) Any market which disposed of "SO " 
large a quantity of woollen manufactures was obviously of "out-,·, 
standing importance, but he pOinted out that the trade had been 
artificially swollen by the 'interruption of directtrade·with 
Spain during the Spanish Succession War.' All the British manu-' 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
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factures which reached Spain in those years had run through. 
Portuguese hands and Spanish wines had reached Britain by the 
rever seroute. This.had added tla mighty Flux of Trade lt which 
would be' reduced when peace restored normal commercial relations 
with Spain. (118) Yet he could see no reason why the trade· 
with Portugal should not continue to be mutually advantageous to 
both countries, and be very little reduced from its swollen 
wartime volume even if Britain'concluded a commercial treaty 
with France. Because the wealth and luxury of any nation always 
expanded together, the'change.in the standard of living of the 
Portuguese colonists in Brazil, "from a Mean to a Splendid and 
Liberal Equipage, and Expence, even to Profusion lt would so in-
crease the demand for British manufactures as to more than offset 
any reduction in'the other:branches of the trade between Britain 
and Portugal. (119) By 1728 he Was claiming that the Portugal 
trade was "the best, and most entire, Trade" that Bri tain had and 
, that it now took off more woollen goods "since the late Encrease 
. 
of their Commerce to Brasil, than both the Kingdom of Portugal 
and Spain used to do ~efore." (120) 
Dr. Fisher's recent·study·has shown the basic soundness of 
Defoe's arguments. -. In the -1670s and 1680s English exports to 
portugal had fallen to low levels because of the commercial de-
pression in Brazil and,Portugal which followed the rise of West 
India sugar production and led to the import. restrictions of ~ 
the pragmatical decrees and to attempts to develop Portuguese~ 
118. Atlas iGaritirnus' et Commercialis ... p. 153. 
119. Mercator, No. 124, March 9, 1714. 
120. A Plan of the English COmmerce, pp. 122, 207. 
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The expan sion of' gold mining, in Brazil. i'rom' an annual average 
of' 1500 kilogrammes, 1691-1700 to 2750 kilogrammes 1701-1720, 
produced great commercial prosperity in both Portugal and her 
chief' colony and the attempts at industrial expansion were aban-
doned. As a result, woollen textiles, in which,bays predominated 
were never below 70 per cent. of British exports to Portugal 
during this period and Britain's surplus of about £250,000 in 
her visible trade with Portugal during the first two decades of 
the cen tury, ' doubled, af'ter 1725' and' doubled aga in. in the l'a te 
l750s. ,Wi th the decline in Brazil's, gold output af'ter.1760, 
the export of British textiles was soon·halved. The chief 
importance'of the Methuen Treaty was in furnishing. the legal 
framework for. trade by Protestant merchants in an autocratic 
and Catholic country and, in any case, similar privileges were 
soon granted to other countries, notably'Holland in;1705, as 
Defoe was quick to point out'in 1713. (121) Portuguese wines 
enjoyed a tariff preference.over French wines of more than 50 
per .cent from 1697, six years before the Methuen .. treaty, and 
for the first time 'surpassed the wine 1mportsfrom Spain. Wine 
quickly came to form' over SOper cent of Portuguese exports to 
Britain but while this stimulated. the demand for British manu-
factures, their average. an nual value of £302,000 in 1726-30 was 
only two-fifths of the:.value of Portuguese imports of British 
cloth. Wine, however, took cons iderable .. shipping space and 
offered more chance of return cargoes, for British ships· and proba-
bly-lower freight charges. - 'France imported little. from Portugal 
and could not offer the long credit of British merchants, but 
121. Infra, p. 680. 
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clearly Brazilian gold played the key role in the expansion of 
Anglo-Portuguese trade. This Portuguese market Was responsible 
for about one-third of the increase in British exports during 
the first forty years of the century, when her total exports 
were growing'only sloWly, and was even more significant in the 
expansion of her, cloth exports, accounting for 85 per cent of " 
the increase, in this. per iod • ..( 122) , 
Defoe always wrote contemptuouslY of the Moslem di sregard 
for trade throughout all the lands which they controlled. Thus 
the Turks depopulated the world ra there' than improved it. , As 
for their trade, except what,the Europeans and Jews drove among 
them, it hardly deserved the title of commerce.' The rich 
returns from the Levant were' not the growth of Turkey but "the 
Product of Armenia and Georgia, the Provinces of Guilan and 
Indostan, Part of Persia on the shore of the Caspian Sea" or 
of the islands of the Levant or the Aegean. ',Little was now 
produced by the "fruitful rich Countrie s of Na tolia and the 
Lesser ASia, from the Aegean to the :Euxine Sea, once the most 
rich, populous, and fertile Provinces of the World." (123) 
Greece, in the hands of the Turks, was noW "a Country without 
Trade" and the ,famous Arcadian'plains lay "desolate and uncult1-
va ted." : He believed tha t the Peloponnesus, had a so il tlas rich 
and fruitful as almost any part of the World", and could support 
two million people, but was now "hardly able to support its own 
the 
122. 
123. 
, , 
His greatest complaint,' however, was that 
Turkish conquest of south-eastern Europe interposed a 
H.E.S.~Fisher, The portugal Tra~e; A Stu~y o~ Anglo-
Eortuguese Commerce 1700-1770 (1971) passim. 
A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 10-12. 
barrier to foreign trade and particularly deprived Britain of 
"new Scenes of CommerceJIWere there free passage of, the I 
Hellespont, "our Ships would have a free Trade to the Mouth of 
the Danube, 'and by that River convey our Manufactures up' to 
Belgrade, and into Hungary, where we have now <no Commerce at 
all, nor ever had." The southern shores of the Black Sea would 
be open to trade while ,the Don would enable merchants ,to reach.: 
the Volga and thus intoithe heart of Russia, even to Moscow, or 
down that river to Astrakhan on ,the Caspian and :thence, to the 
coast of Persia. ,But:the Turks were like "Aesop's Dog in the 
Manger ••• a Mischief to other Nations, and no good to themselves.' 
OnlY', the Venetians had any substantial trade, to the Turkish 
capi tal, which, except for Cairo, was II the 'largest Ci ty wi th the 
least Commerce in' the World. It (124) 
Despite these criticisms, 'Defoe at first shared the general 
approval of the Levant.trade, but,less for·itsrich returns than 
because this was now probably:thebest of the few remaining mar-
kets for his' beloved broadcloth, thequali ty export" in which he 
though t" the excellence of her wool; and the ~skill . of her' opera ti ves 
gave England a distinct advantage over her competitors. (125) 
In May 1713, he had declared that if the French made fine broad-
cloth of their Spanish wool, "they might hurt our Turkey trade,"" 
(126) and he consistently maintained that they could not produce 
124. 
125. 
126. 
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any 'cloth of comparable quality. (127)' : In fact the exports 
of broadcloth did' not show any'marked decline during Defoe t s 
lifetime and still amounted to an annual average of 15,673: 
cloths for the years 1726-30, 'compared'withlB,BOO for the 
decade 1701-1710. 'The seri ous fall came in the l740s when', 
France atlast"displaced the English,dominance;in the trade" 
but this was closely associated with the fact that she'was able 
to take more raw silk, and cotton than England. This trade,was 
almost a barter trade of raw'silk for woollen cloth, the only~ 
European'manufacture~that Turkey needed, and'depended entirely 
on the returns which the western European countries could absorb. 
The French demand was.so'large that considerable quantities of 
: " ~ . 
coin had to be sent to Turkey to supplementctheir exports of 
> ' ; 
cloth. The chief French challenge was in the cheaper grades 
and in the bright colours of their middle range .. of cloths and 
, 
it seems that British sales were'maintained in the face of the 
rigorous French competition by cheaper varieties of broadcloth 
rather than by the high quality of·the British product. As the 
Levant factor~.·had replaced the expensive Suffolk broadcloth by 
.. . 
the cheaper Gloucester and Wiltshire product. in the 1670s, when 
,. '". " ~ 
~, 
the Wiltshire clothiers concentrated on high quality theY'obtained 
. , ' . 
_. 1 
. 
their chief supplies from Gloucestershire'and Worcestershire and 
:.. - " . 
. , 
by 1720 they had turned to the still cheaper West R1d~ng ulondra." 
(12B) 
When the British imports of Turkish silk fell, so did the 
n~ber of broadcloths sold in Constantinople, Aleppo and Smyrna. 
127. supr~, pp. 194-19B, 203-215. 
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As the English silk manufacture expanded,it came to rely on 
Italian thrown silk for the warp of broad silk goods,- but the 
chief rival of Levant silk for the weft was Bengal' sil~ after 
1713 and by the time of Defoe's death Turkey was only supplying 
one-third (by weight) of the English industry's requirements 
compared with three-quarters in 1669. Wi th his' usual' emphasi s 
on quality"Defoe accused the Turkey merchants of importing'an 
inferior raW material, but the London industry had concentrated 
on the ma~ket for high quality fabrics and preferred the finer 
B,engal product. (129) , He told his readers tha tit was not the 
goods which the Turkey merchants exported that wanted a market;, 
,"but that the Silk they have brought Home, has, ••• '. 
abated in its usual Fineness and Goodness; and that 
,to such; a Degree, . tha t the Manufacturers here, •• ~ 
could no longer make use of it ••• and so the Trade 
may have suffer'd, not from the Abatement of the 
Market Abroad or at Home, but from the Merchants 
not taking Care to import a'good Commodity •. This 
can no more be call'd a Decay or Loss of the Turkey 
Trade, than it would be,a Loss of the Trade'now 
carried on by the South Sea Company to America; if 
the Returns for their Goods should be made in a false 
Coin, ••• if the Weavers cannot use the Turkey Silk, 
because it is deficient in Quality, they must use ' 
other Sorts; that is to say, fine Italian and Pied-
mon t thrown S ilks, or Bengale raw S ilk in the Loom of -, 
it, and 'tis certain they do so ••• 
N.B.' It was alledg'd in the late Dispute between the 
Throwsters and the Weavers before the House of Co~mons, 
that as the Turkey Silks were brought over worse than 
formerly; so the East India or Bengale Silks came 
better than ever, and accordingly were more in Demand: 
For it will for ever be true, that whatever Materials 
of Manufacture are fllrnish'd from Abroad, and decay in 
Goodness, they will decay in the Use, sink in Price, 
and at length sink out of Demand, or they will make 
the Manufacture they are employ'd in sink'in-its,Yalue, 
" which,is,stl1l worse." (130) · '" ," 
129. 
130. 
.. 
1Qig, pp. 136-144. Professor Davis adds that the supplies 
of Persian silk were interrupted by internal difficulties 
in Persia and by wars with Russian and China. 
A Plan of the English Co~merce, pp. 208-209. 
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This may have been. one reason why he supported the Italian 
merchants in their 'controversy With the Turkey merchants in 
1720. He had always associated, the Levant Company with the 
first expansion of England's woollen manufactures into overseas 
markets and he ascribed. its foundation to merchants following up 
Elizabeth's initiative in sending an.ambassador to Solyman the 
• 
Magnificent. (131) Generally he accepted the arguments put 
forward by the chartered companies that their monopoly powers 
were necessary to maintain English trading privileges .against 
those of other nations. particularly where the·, companies were 
dealing With despotic rulers outside the European states system. 
(132) Thus he maintained that the Turkey trade had been 
"carried on in the most regular Manner imaginable, from its 
first Establishment" and had increased from £30,000 or.£40,000 
a year to upwards of £300,000. (133) He further~contended that 
the trade Was a "much more profitable Commerce" than that carried 
on with Asia by the East:lndia Company. ,(134) In 1720,. however, 
the Levant Company was accused of restricting the trade in its 
own interest in order to obtain a high return from a limited 
sale and not,only on concentrating the traffic .in.annual ship-
ments but of a decision to send no general ship in 1718 •.. A 
protest by members of the company who had opposed this resolu-
tion provoked a sharp pamphlet warfare but the main dispute 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
. . ; ~ 
A Plan of the En~lish Commerce, pp. 208-209. 
} . ;: 
lQ1Q, p. 102. The envoy had been sent out in 1578 to 
the court of Murad III, not Suleiman I who died in 1566, . 
by two London merchants,~Sir.Edward Osborne and Richard 
Staper, and Elizabeth granted a charter to the company', 
formed on the successful result of his mission because 
she hoped. to use this co:mmercial" connexion wi th the Por te· 
to advantage during. the struggle With Spain. J.B. Black; 
'I'he Reign orEliZ~beth (Ox. ford 1936) pp. 20,1-,202. 
lnfra, pp.130/.74179Q. ' ... ' : "" .. 
A Plan of the English Co~, p. 108. . 
A General History of 'I'rade,July 1713, p. 24. 
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between the two,rival groups of merchants centred round a 
petition from the Levant Company in 1719 praying for the repeal 
of. the clause in the Navigation Act which allowed goods coming 
from the Straits and the Levant to be laden at the usual ports 
although they did not originate there. Although the provision 
originally had been intended to benefit the Levant Company, it 
had enabled the English merchants trading to Italy to buy cargoes 
brought to Leghorn~from the Levant by various traders and thus 
to·invade the'company's monopoly. The Turkey merchants had 
complained about this Italia~'trade as ~arlY as 1700 but the 
fall in their trade in 1718 led. to a new'attempt to. strengthen 
. ' .. 
their monopoly. (135) 
J 
Defoe'joined in the paper war with a pamphlet ostensibly 
by a merchant setting forth the· positions of the two Sides but 
the defenders of the company justifiably complained that he had 
not stated the case fairly between them. He had begun by 
charging the company with no "want of Cunning"in d.rawing up 
their petition and had dismissed their "specious'Pretences" 
for the general good of trade and· the promotion of British:·~· 
manufactures as cloaks for the ir pri va te in terest. . Throughout, 
he presented the arguments of the' company' only: to rebu t them and 
to defend the Italian merchants. But for "the ill conduct of 
the Turkey Company, the French wou'd have no Silk to sell,' nor 
135. Wood, A History of t~ 
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vend any Cloth in Turky worth naming." He pr oceeded to 
accuse them of aiming "at engrossing the Trade of selling 
Cloth in Turky, and of Silk in ~ngland, in order to imposing 
their own Price upon the Buyers of Cloth Abroad, and the Manu-
facturers of Silk at Home." He agreed that over 200 persons 
were "free of the Turkey Company" and that the restrictions on 
en try to this regula ted company were so few ana so rr.odes t tha t 
almost any merchant could become a member, even the Italian 
merchants, (136) but, he added, 
"the Gross of the Tracie to Turky is carry'd on by 
a very few Men, and even of those few a yet fewer 
Number have the growing Influenc"e of the Trade, 
and can go far, very far, to limit the rest by their 
Interest, to Ship or not to Ship, Trade or not to 
Trade, as their Quantities of Goods, Abroad or at 
Home, want a Market, or want a Price." 
This made the company "a most effectual Monopoly" and was the 
reason why the Italian merchants had "always declin'd the 
Company." 
Defoe repudiated the company's main allegation that the 
raW silk imported by the Italian merchants from Leghorn had 
been brought from Marseilles and was the return of French cloth 
sold in Turkey. Admitting that a large quantity of silk had 
been thus conveyed in 1714-1715, he observed that this was a 
temporary surplus accumula ted by the F'rench in the hope of an 
open trade with England but that the failure of the commercial 
treaty and the revaluation of their coin obliged them to sell 
it off at a great loss. Much of this silk had been bought 
136. London merchants were required to be freemen, but this 
restriction was not proposed by the company, but was 
imposed by the Privy Council on the petition of the Lord 
Mayor and Common Council. Wood, Ope cit" p. 95; 
Davis, op. cit., pp. 49-51. 
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With French money rather than with French cloth for all the 
cloth the French merchants could send to Turkey would not supply 
the French demand for raw silk. As the price of'silk in· 
England was as high as 30s. or 32s. per pound and.was threatening 
the weavers with unemployment, the.purchase of this French silk 
,"Was infini tely the Advantage of our; Trade, and in Proportion" 
ruinous to France." The charges of the French merchants in- . 
carrying' silk from Turkey to Marseilles and thence to Leghorn' 
was bound to advance. the price and for the last three years it 
had been Is. 6d.· to 2s. 6d. per pound cheaper in'London than in 
Leghorn. There was unlikely to.be any further "considerable 
Importation of Raw Silk from Leghorn, but when the Turkey 
Company, by their oppressive Limitations, .and other monopolizing 
Arts, restrain or'with-hold the Importation of a Quantity suffic-
ient for the Market, on purpose to advance the Price for their 
private Gain." Whereas the Levant Company had· alleged that 100 
bales a year had been brought in, the Italian merchants had 
given evidence to the Commons that they had only imported 36 
bales in the current year. On the other hand, if the Italian 
trade was as inconsiderable as the Turkey merchants claimed, 
"the Damage to them must likewise be .. small" and there were 'then 
no grounds for their campaign. 
Insisting that the real grievance of the Levant Company 
was the infraction of their monopoly, he contended that it was 
still unnecessary "to strike at the Root of the Italian Trade" , 
which was larger and more advantageous than their own. He 
claimed that the Italian merchants sold from £40,000 to £50,000 
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worth of English goods a year,in Turkey and that as a large, 
part of their returns was then sold in Italy this "must be a 
clear Gain to the publick Stock of Great Britain. It The Italian 
merchants also exported more than twice as much tin as thei~> 
opponents. He accused the company of ','not duly supplying the, 
Marl{ets, by laying Mulcts and Restraints on the English Cloth" 
which came from Leghorn, "by sNearing their Factors and Servant s 
not to sell any of their Goods, but for present Payment, "" Where-
as the French gave credit, and of forbidding the English cloth 
to be.conveyed from Leghorn in English ships while they allowed 
those ships to carry French and, Dutch cloths. Al though they 
had "all the Grand Seignior's Dominions for thei~ Trade'!, they 
only employed 6 or 7 ships a year, whereas the Italian t~ade 
had almost 150 but many'lay "mouldring in Port" while the French 
ships obtained the freights to Turkey. Throwing the _ trade.: ' 
open would employ not "seven Ships a Year, but seventy, and~' 
perhaps seven score,Ships" like the Russian Company·which,former-
ly sent 6 or 7 ships a year to Archangel and now employed above 
120. Arguing strongly for a more dynamic attempt" to expand 
the trade with the Levant, he,concluded,,"a far'greater Number 
of Ships wou'd go to Turkey, having but Part of their Loading 
thither from England and having the.Liberty to take in Goods, 
for Leghorn, Naples, and MeSSina, in their Way to Turkey," With 
a similar freedom on the return voyage, as the opportunities 
for earning profit presented themselves. (137) 
137. Ihe Case Fairly Stated between the Turkey CQmpany and the Italian Merchants (1720) passim. Professor Davis, Opt c1~, 
pp. 51,56-59 has shown that internal rivalries between the 
few large firms which dominated the trade prevented the 
Levant Company from being an effective monopoly and that 
wh~n' the trade was thrown open in 1753 this did not prevent 
its further decline. The company, however, had been oppo-
sed to English traders operating outside its three great 
centres of Aleppo, Smy~na and Constantinople and left the 
south~rn sector of the Turkish dominions to the French. See 
R1 g.n ~iQQd Opt c:i t.,;. pp. 125-12B .. _ 
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In addition to the restrictive practices of the company, 
the di fficul ties in the Turkey trade and the expansi on of, 
British trade With Italy are the probable explanation why Defoe 
abandoned his customary support for the 'chartered companies in 
the case of the Levant Company. Yet the company had not entirel~ 
forfeited his regard. Describing,the expansion of our trade 
with Leghorn in the "Atlas·Maritimus" he noted that the,Italian 
merchants had a large commerce to the Levant and that "our, 
Broad Cloths, prepar' d after the same manner as for the _ Turkey 
Trade,' are frequently exported from England '. to Leghorn, dyed, 
pack'd, cur' d, and made up"bu t, he ; ~added, "this is a kind of 
contraband Trade as to the Turkey Company in'England." (138) 
He never failed to deplore contraband trade,~even the profitable 
Jamaica sloop traffic, (139) and he.also reproached the East 
India Company for sending English cloth to Persia in its attempts 
to fulfil its requirement to export £100,000 worth of woollen 
manufactures a year.' This practice, he declared,"is only" 
supplying the same People, who were supplied before, With:the 
same Goods from Alleppo and Scanderoon; - so that it is only 
taking the Trade from the,Turkey Company, and transferring, it to 
the East India Company which is no Encrease of Co~merce, the 
last Consumer s being the same." (140)' In his last year, wel-
coming the arrival of four ships from the Levant plus the same 
number freighted for, Turkey, he commented, "No Man will suggest 
that their Trade is not for the General·Good of our Commerce." 
138. Atlas Maritimus, p. 164. 
139. 6=mi'ra,p p. 592-595. 
140. A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 244-245. 
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Claiming that 10,000 pieces of broadcloth had been taken on 
board these ships, he asked "what' Country .. in. the World can " 
boas t of .. an Exportation of the Woollen Manufacture like the 
Turkey Company,. and in so shor t a time. tt (141) 
In his la ter .. wri tings there are a number of favourable 
references to the Italian trade. He reported that usually 
£100,000 worth of woollen goods, "such as'Druggets,.Du-Roys, 
Sagathyes, Camlets, with all other Sorts of Mens Stuffs, and 
broad Cloth it self," were sold at the great fair at Messina. 
.. e 
Although the Italians produced a large supply of cheap wrought 
silks; they were ttgenerally clothed in English Cloth or thin 
Stuffs; the Clergy in black Bays, the Nuns ••• vail'd.with 
fine Says, and Long Ells. If : Even If the noble Venetianstt wore 
fine English cloth for "their best Dress" and it was worn at 
- the courts -of Milan, Turin, Naples and .Rome. Most-of the 
pepper imported by the East India Company was re-exported to 
Leghorn, Genoa and Venice and to France. (142) , The Venetians 
were "the richest state, .and the most universal Merchants".of 
the eas tern Mediterranean.· Their "un i ver saL Corr espondence" . 
made them the counterpart of the Dutch in northern Europe and 
they were said "to drive the most Ready Money Trade of any of 
the Medi terranean Countrys" because they expor ted such la rge -. 
quantities of goods to countries which had no' returns to make 
except money. Formerly the greatest glass-makers in Europe, 
they had been outdone by the French who, in turn, had been sur-
passed by ·the Engl ish who now made "the best Glass-Wares ~ in the 
141. 
142. 
jhe Political State of Great Britain, September ,1730, 
pp. 238-239. . 
A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 138-139, 181. 
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World" and even sent plate glass and drinking glasses to Venice 
itself. Similarly Flanders bone-lace was now better than the 
Venetian. As these, With silk, were their chief manufactures, 
the trade of Venice was almost solely in the produce and wares 
of other countries and, again like'Holland~ was '''rather the" 
Trade 'of the People than of the Place."Although their'demand 
for English woollen manufactures was much less than that of 
,Messina, Genoa or Leghorn~ and only amounted to £10,876 worth 
in 1717, they bought "large quantities of Muscavado Sugars"'1n 
England and France for their sugar refineries. (143) 
In general the Italian' trade was "a very much improv'd Branch 
of the British Commerce, as to 'the Returns 'made t~ither, and the 
Quantity of British Manufactures consum'd there." A 1 though the 
British imports of Italian thrown-silk had very much increased, 
the trade balance Which had been so adverse as recently as 1715-
1717, with imports from Italy almost three times the value of 
British exports there, was now, he thought, about £200,000 a 
year in Britain's favour. Even in the former years, he claimed 
that British exports to the Straits,~which excluded the-Turkey' 
and theSpanish~ trades, exceeded imports by £50,000 a year. 
The export figures were only those from London, whereas the 
returns were all made to London, "hardly a Ship unloa~ng her 
whole Cargo at any other Port." There must therefore be added 
the "very great Quantities" of woollen manufactures sent to 
ItalY from Hull, ~opsham and Bristol, the "Red Herrings from 
yarmouth; and pilchards, packtd Herrings, as also Block-Tin, 
143. Atlas Maritimus, pp. 166-167; Commerce, p. 182. 
A Plan of the Engl ish 
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from Plymouth, Dartmouth and Falmouth; and lastly, white Fish 
from New-England and Newfoundland," which amounted in total to 
a t leas t £105,000 a year. 'In par ticu'lar, the expor ts from 
Hull to Italy were much increased each year since the 1715-1717 
figures, and several ships went ea'ch year "wholly loaden for 
. I, 
Italy, With Woollen Manufactures and Lead. The 'chief reasons 
for this great alteration in trade were the decline in the 
imports of Italian wrought silks because of the growth of the 
British silk manufacture and the great increase in our cloth' 
exports to Leghorn "since the Stop of the French Trade for thos~ 
Manufactures." It was the latter which was the more important 
to Defoe and furnished conclusive proof of the continuing 
, ,. 
superiority of English cloth, for the wartime prohibition of 
British trade With France having continued into the peace, "the 
Merchants of Marseilles (and other South French' ports) buy the 
British Manufactures at Leghorn, at Messina and Genoa, and 
import them into France under other Denominations; whence it 
is apparent the French, notwithstanding their Improvement in 
Vv'oollen Manufactures, cannot supply their own Markets but by 
those of the English, whose Merit ••• forces their way in spite 
of t~e several Prohibitions." 
144. Atlas Maritimus, p. 165. 
.. 
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THE COMMERCIAL THEATY W1TH FHAHCE 
This noteworthy but still-born commercial treaty which 
was to complement the 1713 political settlements With France 
provoked a fierce pamphlet,war in which the Tory ministry's 
proposals were so vigorously defended by Defoe in the "Mercator: 
~ ,~
or Commerce Retrieved ••• ," that the Whigs founded the rival 
"British Merchant: Or Commerce Preserv'd: ••• " to combat his 
advocacy. It is claimed that in the course of their controversy, 
and particularly because of the Whig victory, mercantilist prin-
ciples became more systematically defined and more firmly estab-
lished until they were challenged by Bume and by Adam Smith in 
the second half of the eighteenth century. These ideas Were 
given a wider circulation because Charles King made a more 
methodical arrangement of the arguments put forward in the twice-
weekly issues of the "British Merchant" and issued these in three 
volumes in 1721, (1) which were often reprinted. Throughout 
this chapter, however, in order to trace the development of the 
paper war between Defoe and his opponents, all references will 
be to the individual numbers of the "British Merchant" as its 
writers strove to discredit the arguments which Defoe deployed 
to win support for the proposed trade treaty. 
By it, Bolingbroke was trying to end nearly fifty years of 
tariff war between the two countries in the hope that this would 
provide the basiS for friendlier political relations in the 
1. E.A.J. Johnson, Predecessors of Adam Smith (New York 1965 
reprint of 1937 edn.) pp. 145-147. 
, 
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future, (2) possibly alwp,s a.vain aspiration in. that the 
treaty was'; defeated as much by . the underlying hostili ty towards 
France as by the mistrust of its specific terms. This feeling 
was a very natural one after Britain had been engaged in twenty 
years of strenuous conflict for the security of trade and reli-
gion against an apparent French threat to dominate Europe, .the 
last eleven years of which had proved to be the biggest war she 
had yet waged. Indeed, Defoe claimed that, the Whigswere'~ 
primarily trying to discredit the proposed trade agreement· 
because they did not want the achievement of more cordial links 
with France, the converse.in fact of Bolingbroke's objective. (3) 
Since the main aim of the Whigs was to recover. the; political 
power which they had. lost in 1710,. they sensed the danger that·, 
a secure peace would enable the Tories to establish themselves 
more firmly in control of·the,national and local; offices now at 
their disposal. There is the further view.thatthe achievement 
of this commercial accord. was in any case unlikely because the. 
French and British economies were now competitive rather than 
complementary. (4) Certainly the.proposals for a commercial 
treaty aroused marked apprehensions ,amongst: the trading and. 
industrial sections of the nation to reinforce any political 
considerations which may have actuated the Whig opposition. 
The discussions for' this trade treaty seem,to have begun 
during Prior's first visit to France in July 1711 and to have 
2. 
~ • "- .It' 
H.G. Pi tt, in The New CarobridCe Modern History Vol. VI, ed. 
J.S. Bromley (1970), p. 469; E. Lipson, The Economic History 
of England (5th edn. 1948) Vol. III, pp. 99-106 has a good 
surnmary of this tariff war. 
Infra, pp. 628, 686-687, 697-698. 
H.G. Pitt, loc. cit., p. 470. 
become the subject of negotiations during the spring of,17l2. 
The project was for a most-favoured-nation treaty. based on the 
moderate French tariff of 1664 before Colbert's heavy increases 
in 1667 and the English counter-measures of 1678, 1689 and 1697 
strangled the lawful trade between the two countries. (5) Most, 
of the twenty clauses of the treaty, such as the eleventh With -
its removal of the tax of,50 sous per tun on British ships and 
that of 5 shillings per tun on French ships, gave rise to little 
discussion and the initial reaction in England does not seem to 
have been hostile. (6)· But England had demanded the exclusion 
of woollens, sugar, salted fish and the product of whales from 
the reductions that France 'was to offer·the Dutch in another 
commercial treaty and the French in turn,insisted that these re-
strictions must also apply to the AngKrFrench treaty, to preserve 
most-favoured-nation treatment for the Dutch. (7) • Attention, 
therefore, became focussed on the 8th and 9th Articles, and 
particularly on the latter which incorporated this stipulation, " 
since the 8th Article simply gave effect to the most-favoured-
nation condition. By Article 9 it was proposed to levy no ~ 
higher duties in England on French than on other. foreign' imports, 
to remove all prohibitions by both countries on goods not pro-
hibited before 1664, ,to admit English imports into France accord-
ing to the general tariff of 1664, except for the four corrmoditie~ 
which were to be the subject of separate negotiation, along with 
certain British proposals, by commissaries from both countries 
within two months of the ratification of the rest of the treaty • 
5. 
6. 
.ll2.iJl, 1. 469;' E. Lipson, op. c1.t., pp.'102-106 •. 
H.M.C. Eolwarth), i. 9-10. Reference inE. Lipson, 
p. 106. . < • , 
H.G. Fitt, loc. cit., p. 469~ 
> 
.QlU ci t., 
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In, the meantime they were to pay.the higher 1699 tariff, 
English "clothes, ratines and serges" were to be imported only 
at St. Valery, Rouen'and Bordeaux and were there to be subject 
to the same inspection as French goods; and salt fish was only 
to be imported in barrels, paying anaddltional levy of 40 livres 
per last of 12 barrels, each weighing 300 lb., and was to be im-
ported only at St. Valery, Rouen, Nantes, Libourne and Bordeaux. 
( B) 
Miss McLachlan's statements that-tlon commercial questions 
Bolingbroke's knowledge was scarcely more profound thancthat of 
the country gentlemen who supported him" and that in these matters 
the relied on the' advice of Arthur Moore, a;former footman, but 
noW one of the Commissioners of Trade, do not seem to have been 
challenged. (9)· It.was, therefore, probably Arthur "Moore who 
was responsible both for the initial draft and for the terms of 
the treaty as they emerged from the.negotiations with the French. 
It also appears that it was Moore"who engaged Defoe to. promote 
the treaty in print, for on May 21," 1714, Defoe wrote to Harley 
about the Bill which proposed to restrict the Dissenters' . schools 
and added, "I am in great want also to lay before you something 
about the 'Mercator',. and -if it may please you to have tha t " 
paper 'made more useful, I mean to-more purposes than its'single 
original design, I have some thoughts to lay before you on that 
head. I hope your Lordship is made acquainted that Mr. M -, 
who first set me upon that work, and undertook the support of 
B •.. Xractatus Navigationis et Commerciorum (1713), pp. 13-16. 
9 •. J.O. McLachlan, Trarle and Peace with Old Spain,1667-175P. 
(Cambrld[e 1940), pp. IB2, 53. 
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it, hasdec11ned any consideration for it ever since Lady Day 
last, so that I perform it-wholly without any appointment for 
it, or benefit by it; which I do singly, as I·hope i~ is of 
service, and that it may be agreeable ·to you to have it continued; 
though my circumstances render it hard to me to do so because it 
is expensive tome ••• tI (10) . Because he had served'the.Queen's 
ministers since the early months of 1704; heregardedh1mself as 
in the general service of the government, but he looked upon 
Harley, as his first ,benefactor and agent of "the Queen's bounty", 
as his immediate employer and after 1710 he was particularly 
dependent on the Lord Treasurer. Aware that he had been supp-
lanted by Swift as the chief government pamphleteer, and that -
he had incurred the bi tter enmity of the Whigs by" his defence-
of the peace negotiations·with France and even the hostility of 
his fellOW-Dissenters, he'was desperately trying to'find ways 
in' which he could sti 11' commend himse If· to his' pa tron~ . ( 11) -. 
It does not seem, however, that'Harleywas much concerned with 
the 'Mercator', or wi th commercial questions generally. . The 
trade treaty was Bolingbroke's brain";'child· and;' there are· only 
five other references to the journal or to the controversy about 
the treaty in the letters'which Defoe wrote to Harley. The 
first was on August 1,1713; when. thirty issues of the 'Mercator' 
had appeared. At the end of a short letter, he wrote, tI ••• I 
hope I have not been an unprofitable servant in the·new under-
taking which I am embarked in. But I would willingly be farther 
useful according to my duty, and for this reason I attend,the 
10. 
11. 
H.M.C., Portland, v. p. 445. 
See my M.A. ,TheSiS, pp. 294-312, particularly pp. 304-307. 
,~. . . . 
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first occasion I may have to lay before your Lordship such 
thoughts as I hope may be, for your service on this occasion." (12) 
The other four references were all in October 1713. Only' one, 
the letter of October 22, co~mented at length on the dispute 
about trade, the rest linked it With the general struggle between 
the two parties. (13) Thus, on October 16, he wrote, " ••• I 
know you. are, sensible what these men drive at, and I hope are 
sufficientlY prepared to disappoint them; ·the Shibboleth of 
Trade is.now artfully put into the mouths of the people, and 
the parliament will be thronged with clamorous petitions on the 
subject, if spme vigorous and speedy resolution does not repulse 
them at first. They promise themselves to put the whole nation 
in the same ferment they have done the city. I have many.ex-
pedients to' offer you. on this affair if you Would be pleased to 
admit me at proper ,times to'attend for that purpose; no question 
but some way may be proposed to put a stop to this fury.1t (14) 
He made this last reference to lithe Bill of Commerce!t on 
October 31, !tit is very needful to·open the eyes of all the 
Governrr.ent's friends to this particular, ••• that the dispute 
about trade is but.a circumstance, ,an excrescence grown out .. of 
the general party broil, taken hold of,as they would have,done 
of anything else that had offered, as men drowning take hold of 
one another and drown the faster; but that the quarrel is the 
same as before, and they who w ill be amused wi th the·· clamour of 
a party without enquiring into the true deSign, 'really make.that 
design effectual, and aSSist that party to destroy themselves 
and the Government together, and ••• ought to remember it is not 
12. H.M,C., P6rtland, v. p. 315. ' 
13. ~, pp. 351-353. 
14. lQ1d, pp. 314-315. 
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trade that they are voting for, but the Queen and Ministry 
against rage and disorder. 
This is what, if your Lordship approves my thoughts, I 
shall apply myself to, and wish that all men who have any zeal 
for her Majesty's service would do the same, and I the rather 
mention it because I see there is room for arguments "on this 
head, ••• " (15) He wrote eight· more letters to Harley between 
this date and the letter of May 21, '1714 and another, on June 
23, 1714, before Harley was'dirnnissed from office, but he made 
no further remarks about trade or the 'Mercator t • Although 
Arthur Moore probably launched'the tMercator', one is left with 
the impression that Defoe Was free to comment as he thought fit 
about the treaty or trade in general, and that he thought that 
he was serving Harley, as head of the government, rather than 
Moore, or even Bolingbroke. Whether he received any separate 
payment for the tMercatort,has not been recorded. In 1714 he 
received the usual sums of £100 "for secret services" or "as 
of Bounty" on five occasions, namely on January 16, February 1, 
February 10, July 2 and July 26, all being made to one of his 
aliases, Claude Guilot, but there is no payment on March 25, 
"Lady Day last of the letter of May 21. He did not receive 
any "royal bounty" during 1713, the year when the tMercator' 
began publication, in fact nothing between March 6, 1712 and 
January 16, 1714, but there was a similar gap between December 
27, 1710 and February 24, "1712.'(16) Perhaps the financial 
15. 
16. 
,lb..1.d, p. 356. 
L. Hanson, Goyernment aod the Press 1695-1763 (Oxford,1936) 
p. 96~ quoting from P.R.O. Secret Service Accounts (Lowndes 
Papers) ff. 1, 2, 7, 8,12, 13, 16-18. 
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support from the government consisted of payments direct to 
the printer and publisher of the paper, although Boyer said 
that Defoe "received a large weekly allowance from the Treasury" 
for "this dirty work." (17) 
The Treaty of utrecht was.signed on April 11, 1713, and 
eleven days later (April 11, O.S.) Defoe was arrested on.the 
ridiculous charge of treason for writing his three ironical 
pamphlets on the eventuali ties which. might follow the Queen's '. 
death. Although he had tried to Warn his~readers of the danger 
and dire consequences of a Jacobite restoration, the Whigs, 
furious at his political conduct since their downfall'in'17l0, 
and pretending'that the'pamphlets were genuine expressions of· 
Jacobite sympathies, had engineered his arrest. : The interven-
tion of Harley secured his.release on £800 bail, but Defoe, in. 
two issues of the 'Review'; unwisely allowed himself to reflect 
on the.impartiality of Lord Chief Justice Parker, so that he 
was again imprisoned on April 22. It was not.until he apolo-
gized to the court on May 2 that he became free of·these:entangle-
ments, but he did not finally break clear of this episode until 
the autumn. (18) . On Oc tober 9, he wro te to Harley. to inform 
him that the Attorney-General had instructed him that he could 
only secure his safety on "the old affair of the three pamphlets" 
by peti tioning the Queen .. to obtain her pardon. .He asked for 
Harley's help in this petition and added "Mr. Moore has promised 
to be the bearer of my 'peti tion to your Lordship. tI (19) This 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Quad. ADnae Post v. 323, quoted in L. Hanson, ~p. cit., p.10( 
J. sutherland, Defoe (1937) pp. 195-199; P. Dottin, The Lif~ 
and Adyentures of Danlel Defoe translated L. Ragan, (1928) 
pp. 171-180. 
HIMIC" Portland v., pp. 345-346. 
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reference to Moore suggests that-the·two men were then closely 
associa ted in the publication of the 'Merca tor'. . On November 
20, he received the Queen's pardon with a recognition that he 
had been writing ironically in the three pamphlets. 
The text of the commercial treaty was presented to the c 
House of Commons on May 9, and on May 14 it Was moved that 
leave be given to bring in a bill.to give effect to the 8th 
and 9th articles, the essential preliminary to the ratification 
of the treaty., This being carried, the Bill-was given its 
first reading on May 30. (20) In the interval, the first_ 
number of the 'Mercator' appeared on May 26, s ta ting that it 
was "Considerations on the State-of the British Trade; particu-
larly as it respects Holland, Flanders, and the Dutch Barrier; 
the Trade to and from France, the Trade_to Portugai, Spain, and 
the West-Indies, and the Fisheries of Newfound-Land, and Nova-
Scotia; With other'Matters and-Advantages accruing to Great· 
Britain by the Treaties of Peace and Commerce lately concluded 
at Utrecht. The whole being Founded upon just Authorities, 
faithfUlly.Collected from Authentick'Papers; and now made Pub-
lick for General Information," but each issue was directly or 
indirectly concerned with British trade with Prance. ; Outside 
parliament, there was strong opposition to the'measure from the. 
numerous vested interests which had become established during 
the_years in which French imports had been prohibited,or from 
20. For the details of the Parliamentary battle about the treaty 
-_- I have followed D.A.E. Harkness, 1\ The Opposi tion to the 8th 
and 9th Articles of the Commercial Treaty of utrecht" 
'~ottish Historical-Review, (1924) XXI, 219-226. .;.', 
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those who thought they werabeneficiaries from the Methuen 
Treaty. The first of a stream of petitions from the clothing 
centres against the Bill, that from Colchester, had reached the 
Commons on May 11 and they continued,alijlost daily for the next 
four to five weeks. There were also many petitions from the 
importers of Portuguese wine, the silk weavers of London and 
Canterbury, the distillers, the linen-weavers,the!paper-makers, 
the manufacturers of gold and silver thread and from the Levant 
and East India Companies. Although the Bill was given its 
second reading, by 202 votes to 135, :theWhigs were strengthened 
in their opposition by these demonstrations of support from the, 
trading and manufacturing. sections and the Tory squires were 
correspondingly. dismayed. . There was strong feeling about the ~, 
"four species", the four commodi ties excepted by France from:', 
her 1664 tariff and on June 13, a clause was inserted'that these 
should be admitted into France,on the same terms as other.British 
impor ts. On June 18, during an eight-hour debate on the motion 
that the Bill be engrossed, Sir Thomas'Hanmer, who represented 
Suffolk and may have been influenced by the clothing towns in 
the county, ,announced that the-petitions,had convinced him that 
the measure would be prejudicial to the woollen,and silk w~avers. 
This change of front from his former vigorous support of. the .. 
Bill decided its fate and the motion.was defeated by nine votes, 
by 194 to 185. Mr. Harl{ness pOints out that "the ministry, 
divided on political questions was no more united on the question 
of' th~' co~ercial TreatY." .. Th~: tr~aty had' been the work of 
st. John and ,Arthur Moore, and the.rest of the ministry had 
·si~plY. acquiesced wi thout regarding the 8 th and 9th Article s 
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with any great enthusiasm. But St. John had gone to the Lords 
as Viscount Bolingbroke', and, J in his absence, the ordinary Tory 
members were unlikely to be swayed by a man such as Moore when 
Hanmer had declared against the bill." (21) 
When this decisive debate took. place, only eleven issues 
of the. 'Mercator' had appeared, but two days later, Defoe: 
declared that his 'paper was not'less useful: than before "tho' 
the Parliament has:for'the present thought fit to lay by the 
further Proceedings' therein" and he'continued,to publish it 
three times a week until 181 issues had appeared, when it finally 
6ame toan·end on July, 20, 1714.' (22) Possibly, Bolingbroke 
thought that the decision could'be. reversed., . In obvious annoy-
. 
ance~ he wrote to Harley just after the debate on June 18, "The 
Dutch had notice of the throwing out the Commerce Bill before; 
our letters got into Holland •• ; they are overjoyed at it, and 
laugh·.openly at us.·, They· are going to take·off the small duties 
they have on French goods, particularly, on silks, that they may 
the better carryon that trade for us. 
Indeed~ my Lord," we make a despicable figure in te world. 
You have retrieved many a bad game in your timei'forGod's sake 
make one push for government ••• " (23) Again, on July 27, in a 
• 
letter calling on Harley to express more direction in the ministr~ 
he remarked, "Though the 8th and 9th articles of the"treaty are 
21. 
22. 
23. 
D.A.E. Harkness, loc, cit., p. 226; (Anon) A Short HistOry 
of the Parliament (1713) p. 13, claimed that the Commons 
were zealous for the commercial treaty "in every Step" until 
they were alarmed by the petitions against it. 
Mercator, No. 12, June 20, 1713. ~ 
H .•. M.C., portland, V., pp. 299-300. 
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not made effectual as to the tariff, there are other advantages 
independent of the condition, which we are entitled to. The 
French Commissaries desire .to understand the matter otherwise. 
This should be settled, and Commissaries· should meet upon.· it ••• " 
(24) Harley, however, was ready to abandon the Bill because of 
the weight of opposition against it. (25) On,the other hand, 
the Whigs, despite their Parliamentary victory in June and the 
petitions from'the country, must have'felt that their success 
needed to be consolidated or, alternatively, that the Tories' 
were vulnerable on the. question of trade, for, on August 7, 1713 
the "British Merchant" appeared as an'avowed opponent of the 
'Merca tor' • Possibly, Defoe's propaganda in favour of trade 
with France had been sufficiently effective for· the Whigs' to 
decide that he must be answered but only 32 ~issues of the 
'Mercator" had then appeared. The new journal had the support 
of the Earl of Halifaxi one of the leaders of the Whig opposi-
tion to the treaty'in the Lords, and of General Stanhope, their 
leader in the Commons, and Charles King, Sir Theodore Janssen, 
James Milner, Joshua Gee, Christopher Haynes and David Martin 
were among the contributors to the 105 issues which appeared 
up to July 30, 1714, only two days before Anne died. (26) 
One feels that Defoe must have welcomed the opportunity to 
write exclusively about trade. -From time to time, in the 
'Review', he had returned to trade and allied topics with obvious 
24. Ihld, pp. 311-312. 
25. Cobbett, parliamentar~ Histor~, vi, pp. 1223-1224. 
26. E.A.J. Johnson, Q~.ci1., pp. l45-l46'and 347-348. 
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pleasur~, after some weeks spent on political questions. (27) 
Dottin noted .tha t Defoe proposed to divide the' 'Review; and 
to supply an issue solely given up to trade but that this idea 
1 . "" had to be abandoned because of the 2d. tax On newspapers imposed 
by the stamp Act of 1712, one of the repr~ssive measures of the 
closing years of Anne's reign. Because'~f this, measure, Defoe 
had to abridge the 'Review' to a si~gle sheet printed in. two 
columns'but this reduced its circulation. (28) " . Therefore, only 
sixteen days after the appeara~ceof the. 'Merca tor', he brought 
the 'Review' to an end,~after nine years in which he had pro~ 
duced- i t, sip:gle-h~nded'~ This was also the case with its 
successor, although at one. time it was thought that Moore began 
the neW journal before handing it. over to Defoe, or·.that Defoe 
was. only the main~contri~utor. _. Thestyl~, however, is so un-
mistakably.hisand its arguments are so typical apd so consistent 
With the rest of his writings on economic questions that there 
seems no doubt that Defoe wrote the whole of each issue. 
When he took up. the cudgels on behalf of the commercial 
treaty, he was abl~ to. develop arguments which he had first 
used nearly nine years earlier and had restated at intervals 
in the 'Review' throughout the War of the Spanish Succession. 
, 
His starting point was the example of Holland, alw?ys one to 
be considered carefully by Defoe.. On December 12, 1704, during 
the arguments about the prohibition of trade and correspondence 
with the enemy, he announced: 
27. 
28. 
Eeview, Vol. II (No. 118) p. 469, Vol. III (No.1) pp. l-2~ 
Vol. IV (No. 147) p. 588; cf. Preface to Vol. -II. 
p. Dottin, OPt cit., pp •. 163~164. 
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" ••• I presume to say, Our 5 topping of Trade" wi th 
France, both during the last war. and this, has been 
a great many Millions Damage to us, and much more 
so, than it has to them; and yet the main thing, 
viz. The preventing Intelligence and Correspondence 
••• has not been prevented neither ••• In the late 
War, great Care was taken to prevent our Shipping 
Corn and Lead, from England to France, for the Supply 
of our Enemies, the French; and some People were 
.Punished for the breach of this Law, tho' not near 
the Number of those that were Guilty •. NoW, If' 
Keeping the French from our Corn, would have starv'd 
them, and kept them from Bread; as we were Enemies, 
••• we ought to have done it, and done it more Effec-
. 'tually than wed id, they having at that time, a grea t 
scarcity, and a succession of bad Harvests, for six 
or seven Seasons toge ther: . But while by' this Pro-
hibition, we only sent our Corn to Flanders and Holland, 
and they sold it to the French at a double Price; 'tis 
plain, ,we only cheated our selves, the French had the 
Corn, and the Flemings had the Profit •. The like in . 
our Lead; ••• while we only sent our Lead to Lisbon 
and Venice, and they took care to Convey it to France; 
we Cheated our selves, the French had our Lead, and 
Beat us with our own Bullets; they gave"an Extrava-
gant rate for them, and the Portuguese and the Vene-
tians got' the Money. Thus has England been always 
kept poor and Honest, and has always taken Care to 
have a Principal hand in her own Misfortunes." (29) 
It was not merely a question of gaining the maximum amount· 
of profit from supplying France with one or two commodities,' 
even including war materials, for which she had a temporary and 
exceptional demand, ~ut he was now confident that general trade 
with France would also be to England's advantage. In December 
1704, . he asserted, "our Trade with France, 'suppose the War over, 
stands on a better Foot than it ever did in-these last 50 Years, 
or indeed ever before. French Fashions, French Wines, and 
French - grew upon us so much in the Reign of King Charles II 
that 1n spight of all the English goods we could vend in France, 
we Traded with them to our loss, and the Ballance run 800,000 1. 
29i Review, Vol. I, (No~ 81), pp. 337-338. Cf. R.F. An Enquiry 
into the Causes of the Prohibition of Commerce with France •• 
(1708) p. 3, "The Dutch are as much concern' d to keep the 1r 
secrets from the French as we, and yet they allow a free 
Trade with them." 
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sterling per Annum· against us, which we were oblig'd to make 
good by Bills." It was "tha t very single Article of· LiqUids", 
the large import of French w1nesand·brandy that.was chiefly 
responsible for·' this adverse balance, but the interruption of 
this trade by war had caused France to suffer "an Irreparable 
Loss" which she'would feel' in trade "for fifty,Years, and perhaps 
ever after the War."·This had "so turn'd the Scale of Trade .. 
against her", that she IJlust·henceforward.trade with Britain as 
much to her. loss as she had· previously 'gained,' or "above a'Mill-
ion and half Difference every Year, in the' general Ballance of 
Trade." (30) There' were only two reasons, he insisted for ,. 
prohibi ting trade with any na tion, ," 1.' . Preven ting Intelligence 
with, and Supp"lies to them as Enemies:, Or,~2. Some Exceeding 
Advantage in Trade, which the Enemy has over. the Nation so pro-
hibitingthe Trade." (31) 
. , 
;J... ( • ~ 
As the first was ,"a most vain and palpable Absurdi ty," (32) 
')+' : ". , '; ~ 
impossible t,o prevent "unless we could bear a General Embargo 
,. 
of Sh,i,PPing ,,". so the second was "the mos t rational Thing in the 
Viorld," in 1688. The position, however, was now completely 
" . 
Spanish trade and the loss of £30,000,000 at sea from the depre-
. , . 
, l --- '" t~ -.t< _ 
dations of the French privateers, English trade had "thriven 
upon the War" and was now "capable of the greatest Improvements 
. ' 
that ever i twas, since England was a Nation, and capable of. 
being made the greatest and most flourishing 'in the World. (33) 
, . 
30. Ibid. I (No. 82) p. 342. 
31. Ibid, I, INO. 83~ p. 345 •. 
32. Ibig, I, No. 82 p. 342. 
33. Ibid, I, No. 83 pp. 345-346. 
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It was the French refugees arriving here after, the revocation 
of the Edict of Nantes who were chiefly responsible for ,this:·' 
tremendous change. Because they were, "generally speaking, 
all. Mechanicks," they "began to. erect such French Manufactures, ~ 
as we used to have in great Quantities from them. H , He singled 
out "five'exceeding great Articles .of our Improvement" and' 
claimed that. the manufacture,of glass and'of hats we had' "abso-
lutely and ,entirely made our own", that lustrings, or plain 
black'silks, paper' and sail-cloth ~ere ''.wonderfully. Improv'd" 
and· "vast Quan ti ties; of ,them made in England.". He added tha t 
there were "near fifty White-Paper Mills" which now made "exceed-
ing good Paper. for the Press, and for the· Pen," which, only a 
few years before,' were "not to be, found in this Nation." Even 
more important, howeve~, was the substitution of,Portuguese wines 
for French: 
" ••• as soon as the first War broke out, the strict 
Prohibition of Wines and Brandies from France; and 
more particularly, the high Duties on those taken:by 
Prize, put a Check to the vast Importations from 
thence; and that War holding so exceeding long, ,the 
Portugal Merchants soon enlarg'd their Trade, and 
fill'd the whole Nation wi th their Wines. 'Tis true, '. 
their Wines being heavy and strong, did not at first 
please, ,and we hanker'd after the old Claret of , 
Bourdeaux; but in time ••• the Merchants found out 
Ways and Means, either to bring the Portuguese Wines 
to our Palates, or Custom brought' our Palates to the 
Wines; so·that we began to forget the French Wines, 
and like the other well enough - ••• I should much 
rather the Act against Sophisticating of Wines should 
not pass; for we trade in Wine so much to our Advan-
tage now, ••• that we had better drink almost any 
thing for Wine, than fall back into the old Channel 
of Trade, and buy them with our ready Money from France -
••• It is not for me to enter into the dark Doings of 
our Vintners, Wine-Coopers, and Brewing .Merchants. 
I am not examining what Quantities of Syder, or Turnip-
Juice ·1s used in that Wine we drink. .' 'Tis better. for 
England we should drink all Turnip-Wine, or any Wine, 
than tha~ we should drink the best Wine in Europe, and 
go back to France,for.it." 
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Because of" these two changes, if the war ended, "we should not 
import any of " their Glass, their Hats, or Lustrings; not a fifth 
.part of their Wine, not above a third 'of their Brandys,·nor.half 
their Linens."Although the French prohibited our herrings and 
imposed high tariffs on our manufactures, they could not do with-
out "our Lead, our Tin, our Tobacco, our Sugar~, our East-India 
Goods, our Corn, . our ~Leather, and too -much' of our Wooll." (34) 
This was evident from the experience of "the short and precarious 
P~ace"·between 1697 and 1702; when, he claimed,'''the Prodigious 
Flux of French Gold into "this Kingdom" 'wassuch that 1,100,000·' 
French pistoles were coined "into English money by the Mint. 
pTic.e.s 
The high duties of £43 per tun for wine,and of £50 per tun for 
brandy were "the Effectual Bar" against any:return of the English 
taste for French wines. The "height of the" Price," he rei terated 
"will always baulk. the Consumpti.on; a 'few City and Court Taverns, 
may demand their dear French Wines, with hard Names, only because 
they are dear, and have hard Names; but the General Draught can 
never.carry it o.ff; :thePeople will Drink Wine, but they will 
never Drink Quantities.at two shillingi and sixpence to th~ee 
shillings per ·Bottle. :. The Custom of sixteen Years Prohibition, 
has fix' d the English' People into Portugal Wines." Because of, 
the French demand for English lead, horses and corn during. this 
short period~6f open trade betwe~n the two warsandthe~continuinE 
high duties on French wines, Defoe accepted "the least and most 
moderate C6mputation" that France was obliged to pay £90,000 a' 
month in' cash to England throughout these' years. . He admitted 
that this period was exceptional, "in' that France had been 
34. .IlU.Q, I, (No. 86); pp. 358-359. "' . 
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"entirely Empty of English Goods" for many years, ~,that she had 
had two poor harvests and that she Was busy stockpiling because 
the return of the war was imminent. . Thus he claimed that an 
English gentleman had told him that he had seen 20,000 pigs'of 
English lead,on the quayside at Rouen., Nevertheless, he;reasoned 
"while we keep up the high Du ties on French Wine and Brandy, we 
can never Tr~de to France to our LOss.", Although. it might be 
necessary from time to time to prohibit the export of some par-
ticular commodity to France as, at the time of. writing, horses, 
because of a ,French shortage, yet,,' if these were reaching France 
through another country we should· send them directly. (35) 
Since trade with France was now profitable, Defoe ,asked 
why it should continue' to be prohibited. " If. i t bet 0 our 
Gain," he exla1med, nit must be to' ~ the ir Loss; and ,if we are, 
as by the Declaration of War, by all means to annoy them_both 
by Sea and Larid, let us Trade wi th" them.' ,We shall beggar them 
by it, and all Men will allow that's as quick ,a Way of Beat1ng, 
them, as to Fight them. We ought to Trade with every Nation 
we can Bubble; I wish we Traded With none that Bubble us. n 
The French might. have good reason to forbidtrade with England, 
"but it remains a most entire Mystery ,to all the World,- why we 
should proh1bi t Trade with them. It AS,for prohibiting postal 
communication with France, he,added, echoing a famous phrase of 
North's, this had "less Sence by half in,it than those Wise Men 
who would make a Hedge about the ,Cuckoo" because of the links 
with France through countries such as Turkey, Tuscany and Genoa. 
35: Iiu.d., ~ Vol. I: (No., 87),. pp. 361-362 •. 
To those who Were always repining at the Dutch and called on 
the English government to stop their open trade with France 
by threatening to send over no more English troops to Flanders, 
he asked whether we sent these forces to help the,Dutch or to 
defend'ourselves outside our own frontiers. We should also 
have an.open trade with France,he retorted, "if our Eyes were 
not, with Solomon's Fool, in the Ends of the Earth." (36) 
It is important to note in-the foregoing statements that 
Defoe dated the beginning of <the increased English consuoption 
of Portuguese wine to the prohibition of French wines in 1688 
and ,that he made no mention of the Methuen Treatyin.recording 
that the' sales in England,had already reached a high level.' , 
Indeed his comments were,written in December 1704 and January 
1705, when the economic agreement of. the Methuen treaties was 
only·a year old. Total.wine,shipments to England rose from, 
an average of 16,252 pipes in 1700-3 to only 17,198 in 1704-7, 
while total exports to England in 1710 were lower than in 1700. 
(37) 
~ .In June 1707, when there were'loud English complaints of 
French wine and brandy reaching England through Scotland, Defoe 
reaffirmed his belief that an,open trade with France would be 
to England's advantage, but also revealed his basic attitude 
towards foreign 'imports by the "two particular'Restrictions"-
on which he insisted,namely:that the high duties on wine and 
36. 
37. 
00: I, (No. 88), pp.' 366-367. ". ,', 
V.M. Godinho, "Fortugal and her Empire" in The New Cambridge 
Modern HiAtory, 1 ed; J.S.~Bromley, .Vol •. VI, p. 524, footnote. 
brandy should remain and "that such Prohibitions as are laid', 
on French Manufactures, as interfere with our own, should also 
remain." Otherwise, the balance of 'trade would be turned 
against us "and take the Reason for opening the Trade quite 
away." It was so much more profitable to· import wine from 
Portugal, Italy and Spain than, from France, "because the first 
three take nothing from us but our own Manufactures, which are 
/ 
the Employment of our Land and· Poor, and the other by over- . 
ballancing our Manufactures, will drain us of our ready Money 
to make good the Difference." Because ttDearness of Goods 
lessens ,the Consumption," although some would'have the French 
wine whatever it cost, these would only be a small minority.' 
He declared categorically, "There are always needful Prohibitions 
and Limitations in Trade, ,which are thought proper to be main-
tain'd between Nations, who are nevertheless in Peace and good 
Terms one with another ••• (such as) The several Prohibitions 
of Manufactures,:,Corn, Cattle, etc. between England and Ireland, 
and formerly between England and Scotland." 
, ~ " 
The reason why 
silks from Caudebec and glass from Normandy should continue to 
be subject to high duties was because ttby the Cheapness of, the 
" 
Materials and of Labour together with their long Usage, 'the 
French are able without, those necessary Prohibitions tO'make 
them either somewhat better or somewhat cheaper. "(38) - If 
, 
the duties remained, it was easy to open the French trade, and 
yet preserve the balance on the English side. (39) Three years 
later, he repeated, ttl am far from being of their Mind, who say, 
I 
that all 'Prohibitions are destructive to Trade, and that wise 
38. Review, Vol. IV, (No. 55), pp. 217-219. 
39. l];U.d, IV,,, (No. 149), p. 596.., ',' 
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Nations (the Dutch) make no Prohibitions at all" and he instanced 
the Dutch restrictions on their colonial trade. He also re-
emphasized the futility of wartime embargoes on trade, alleging 
that the Portuguese and the Genoese sold our corn to the French 
at 100 per Cent. profit and that Lisbon bought more lead from us 
in ten years than ever she took in t~o hundred years b,efore. (40) 
In the next issue, he reminded his readers that he had argued in 
favour of an open trade with France ,"ever Since" the first War 
began" and that he had frequently offered it Itboth in Publick 
and in private," adding "I had the Honour to defend this Opinion 
before both the, House of Commons, and before the Privy 
• • • 
Counsel in the late Reigns ••• I said openly in Print, the Dutch 
did it, because their Trading Eyes were open,' and we did not, 
because our eyes were shut, and I think so still.'" He contended 
that the Dutch had carried on trade with France, "notWithstanding 
,". -, , 
the War, to very grea t Advantage" and. tha t this was confirmed by 
Amsterdam's attitude to the struggle with France: 
"The City of Amsterdam Was the only Place which shewed 
an Uneasiness at the last War, and indeed at this too; 
and ••• were eager ,for a Peace, almost to Clamour, ••• 
their Commerce was so'considerable to France, that the 
stop of it was too sensible a Loss, not to pinch~them 
sorely; • as. soon as the Commerce with France was' open'd, 
••• no City in the United Provinces so Vigorous for the, 
Prosecution of' the War as Amsterdam, so Zealous for the 
Cause, so forward to Contribute, ••• and so averse to 
the several propositions of Peace ••• And give but 
Amsterdam a free Trade ,With France, and our Trade shut 
up 1 dare say they will never upon any private Account, 
co~plain of the length of the War, tho' it were to last 
a HU.NDRl£D years."" ' 
He claimed that he could name one merchant in Amsterdam, with 
whom he was acquainted, who had bought over £200,000 worth of 
English woollen goods in one year, implying that these were 
\ ~ . 
40. lQid, Vol. VII, (No. 144) pp. 574-575. 
largely for resale to France, . and. tha t the Scots had lost since 
the Union, £40,000 a year by the sale of fish to France by "this 
unhappy prohibit~on of Commerce."· The same was true of the 
tobacco trade, 
"by which we have baulk'd our Trade of near six 
Thousand'Hogsheads of Tobacco a Year, at the same 
Time that our Tobacco for want of a Market, will 
not pay its own Freight, but brings the Planter in 
Debt for carrying it to Market; ••• (yet) the'Dutch 
for want of Quantity, Plant Tobacco in Guildres and 
'Haiault, when our Colony in Virginia and Maryland 
••• can produce more Tobacco, than all the World can 
Consume, and -for want of a Trade, are like to turn ' , 
the ir Hands to Corn, Husbandry, and Manufactures, ~. ~ "-, 
When will this Nation cease to be the blindest of all 
- the open-EY' d Na tion s of the World? .:. '... I have -, 
known the Trade to France Employ4QO Sail of English 
Ships at once; for that Trade is always carry'd on in 
our own Ships; for these last Years, you might see 
your own Ports full of Dutch Ships, carrying on that 
Delicious Trade which we have .cast. off - ••• while,our 
own Vessels have been fitted out for little or nothing, , 
but for Prizes to the French privateers, or have lain 
by the WallS and Perish'd for fear of them. 1t (41) 
"prohibition of Trade, he insisted, 
"is only Transposing Trade, and resolving to Trade at 
second and third Hand, when we might Trade at first 
Hand - For both we and the Dutch must, and always do 
Trade wi th France: When the Dutch Trade Was open, , 
and ours prohibit, we Traded through their Hands; If 
theirs is prohibit, and ours open, they will Trade 
<through our Hands; if both are prohibited, as once 
they were, and the Portuguese were.Neuters"we both 
Traded through their Hands; 'after the Portuguese, 
came,into the War, the.Danes and Swedes were the People, 
but still we Traded to France, and do so'still; so 
that the Prohibition serves only to.make our Trade 
'more difficult and less Profitable." . 
Although "it'was forme!'ly a Pernicious Destructive Trade to us, 
Ruinous to our People, and Impoverishing to us, as to Money~ It' 
, , 
it was noW quite otherwise. (42) Thus, Iti t was absolutely 
necessary to prohibi t the French Trade in King William's Time lt 
41: .Ililll, VII; (No': 145) ~ pp. 577;"578. 
42. Ibid, VII, (No. 146), p. 582. 
and for the,same reason it was lias absolutely necessary to ,take 
off that Prohibition now." Moreover~ this could be done "with-
out any Breach of our Alliances with Portugal. II (43) It would 
not damage the Portugal trade, nor "hurt any Body but the French 
themselves." (44) To maintain the prohibition now was lithe 
maddest Thing the Nation 'could do, or ever did in the.Matters of 
Trade." (45) 
Defoe did not date the'deterioration'in English trade with 
France to colbert's tariffs of 1664 or'of1667, but to 1672, 
when "Duties were doubled again" and "the French Trade, like,the 
French Tyranny, became a Grievance to the Nation." .' He conceded 
that the adverse balance of this trade became so great that in 
.... 
the second year of James IIts reign, "when I had the.Honour to 
see'a Calculation made to the Privy Counsel,"·it.amounted to 
above £850,000 a year, with as much as 45,000 tun of wine and 
brandy imported from France in one'year. Even worse, this was 
Ita Trade wholly consisting of Superfluities, not necessaries; 
Toys, Trinkets, Trifles, and the general Assistants to our Luxury, 
that at once debauchtd-our Morals"as~it debauchtd our' Trade, 
and dreyntd us of our Money, to furnish our Vices." (46) 'There-
fore, he acknowledged,; "Whoever thinks, tha tby opening the 
French Trade, I should mean bringing us back to Trade'with France 
upon the same Terms that "we Traded ,. w 1 th them in t 76 to t 86 •• 0 
mus.t think me as Mad as I think him for suggesting i t't but ,he 
claimed that England,.could now ,trade with them £600,000 a year 
43. .lQJ..d, VII, (No. 148), pp." 59l~ 590. 
44. ~, VII,. (NO. ,154)" p. ';,574 (614) 
45. _ .IbJ..Q., VII, (N
8
T O. 9150), p. 598. 
46. ~, pp. 59 -5 9., ' 
to her gain. Although he wrote so enthusiastically of the 
English improvements in making goods formerly imported from 
France,' he admitted that these were only "trifles" and that 
it was the prohibition of imports of French wine and br~ndy 
,that was really responsible for the change in our trading posi-
tion. (47) Therefore, the maintenance of the high duties' on 
these imports was the'key'to the situation. A 1 though the re 
was "a Vice in our National' Humour II that some Englishmen would 
have what they fancied "cost what it will" or "that the Dearer 
the Thing" the more they wanted it, this was only true of those 
who had "more Money than Thought." 'His own experience in the 
t ' 
wine trade' m~de him confident that the high price would effect-
ively reduce the consumption of French wine for he announced that 
he. had sold "many a Tun 'of as good'French Claret as is in the 
World"or perhaps ever will be, at 6 1. lOs. to 7 or 8 1. a 
Hogshead" ,'and that he had since seen the same kinds' sold for 
£200 a tun. He quoted the great increase in the price of coffee 
during the past three years, which,obligedcoffee houses to 
charge id.more, but the demand declined so much that "Hundreds 
of Coffee-Houses left it quite' off." , (48) 
. A'year later, '1n April, 1712, 'his estimate 'of a favourable 
balance of £600,000 a year if the French trade'were renewed, 
was replaced by his previous high figure of:January 1705. Re-
ferring again to the short interval of peace which followed the 
Treaty of Ryswick, he claimed that "it was apparent from 'just 
47. .D.l1Jl, 'VII, (No. 154), p. 574' (614) 
48. ~~, VIII, (No. 4),pp. 13-14. 
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Calculations, that we Traded to France ninety thousand pound 
per Month to our Gain, in Ballance." Repeating his former 
arguments against prohibi tions on the export of corn and lead 
to France, by which Itwe Chea ted oursel ve s of the Advanc' d 
Profit;" he again urged the ministry to follow the Dutch 'example 
and resume trade with the French and thus "enable ourselves the 
better to fight them." He demanded, "Why we had not made a ." 
Treaty of Commerce with them at first?" and added, .1,'1 have, in" 
the Course of this Paper, Printed it ten times'over at least, 
that if we had been in our Trading Wits, . we had open' d our Trade 
with France from the beginning ••• :Fight with France as long as 
you will, but Trade wi th France, all' the while." (49). The 
reference to "a Treaty of Commerce'" a t this par ticular time is 
puzzling. Whether he 'already envisaged a trade treaty with' 
France, 'or had received a hint from Harley, is difficult, to , 
determine. The latter, however, ~seems'unlikely because the 
preliminary discussions with the French were only just'beginning 
and it has already been noted that, after 1710, Defoe's relations 
with Harley were never as close'as they had been earlier. (50) 
There is no reference at this time to economic matters in his' 
letters to Harley, which were concerned with political affairs' 
1n,Scotland, the Dissenters, 'and the Dutch mistrust of the peace 
negotiations'with France. The main theme of the 'Review'1n 
the spring of 1712 was the necessity of ending the war because 
of the burden which the heavy taxation imposed on our fore'ign . 
trade.. In this context, he may have used the. phrase entirely,' 
by chance and the next, brief reference, in Decemb~r 1712, "that 
49. 
50. 
.' ~ ,. • ' .t J. 
. ". ~ 
Ibi~~ Vol. VIII, (No. 167), p. 670. 
pp. 361-362. ' 
Supra, p. 418. 
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in particular Articles of Trade" it would be "our great 
Advantage to have a Free Trade,with France" suggests that the 
earlier reference has no parti?ular significance. (51), 
Apart from this possible; ?ut doubtful instance of ki te- '" 
flying, all the foregoing reflections on trade with our chief 
, 
political and commercial rival were published long before there 
was any suggestion of,a trade, agreement wi th Fran ce. 'The, clo-
sing issues of the ~Reviewt were devoted to this question but 
the commercial clauses of the Treaty o~ Utrecht had, thentbegun 
to be the subject of debate and Defoe was preparing the ground 
for his defence of the treaty against the furious onslaught of 
the Whigs and of the many vested interests which had emerged 
during the years when trade with France was prohibited. As is 
60 often the case in Defoe's major polemical battles" the:main 
substance of his argumen t in the 'Mercator' was an extens ion of 
the proposi tions which he had already advanced in" the 'Review'. 
Al though he naturally used every deba ting point, which ,he could, 
employ against his.'Whig opponents, .,it is,the development of these 
earlier, statements which, represents his ,true convictions. Thus, 
he soon returned to, the topic of prohibitions in trade and announ-
" 
ced "It is a Maxim founded in,the Reason of Trade"that Manu-
. , " 
facturing Nations ought never to Prohibit the Exportation of 
. ' 
the ir own Manufactures to any Place wha tsoever. Importa tions 
may be prohibited as Emergency may offer, and sometimes are made 
necessary by the Circumstances of Trade, but Exportations never." 
51.' Eeyiew; Vol: IX, .(N~~' .38),' 'p~ 76~ ~n 3 Feb. 1711 he had offe: 
red to write on a var~ety of, top~cs ~f Harley, approved.' These 
included "the, French Trade and how i t ~may be opened most to ad-
vantage of the nation and of the revenue tl • H.M.C. (Portland) 
IV, p.048. 
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It.was not only the Dutchwho:had adhered to this principle, 
but even the French had taken care "not to. hinder the Export 
to us of thelr ,V'Hne" and Brandy, wrought Silks, Paper, Linnen, 
or any thing else which Employed the People, and consumed .the 
Native Produce of' their Country.1t He accused England of pro-
hi bi ti ng her. own commerce more .. than any other trading na tion, 
a practice "something unnatural in Trade •• ~ for as the Labour 
of the People' is their Subsistence,. the stopping the Exporta-·. 
tion of .the Goods.produced by that Labour, is so far taking t.\le 
Subsistence from the said People. It (52)'. Even prohibitions of 
the import of foreign manufactures could prove disadvantageous 
and he again instanced the ban on the imports of bone lace from 
the Spanish Netherlands which had .. led . the Flemings to forbid 
the importation of English woollen goods in,reprisal. Earlier~ 
he had claimed that. the renewal of.that trade after the victory 
of Ramillies had'given us possession.of the Flemish towns had 
,;' 
led to such a trade boom in August and September 1706 tha t "the .'., 
price of Yorkshire Cloths, Kersies etc., in that Part, advanced 
above 16 .. per Cent," and tha t It 20 1. per ONE HUNDRED Pound was 
given for Money on Exchange between Leeds and London. 1t (53) 
His great objection, however, to 'the prohibition ,of. exports was·, 
that he,completelydisagreed'with,theattempts of the English:. 
government to. wage economic warfare by depriving the enemy' of 
war materials (54) and that he believed so strongly in the suprem~ 
importance of exports in employing the poor and in achieving a 
52. 
53. 
54. 
Mercator,' No. 23; JulY 161713. . - , 
Reyiew, Vol. IV, (No. 150), pp. 599-600. 
G.N. Clark, The Dutch Alliance and the War against Frencb 
l'rade 1688-1697 (Manchester) 1923., .War Trade and Trade 
War 1701-1713 Ec. H.R. Vol. I, (1927-1928). 
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favourable balance of trade. (55)···· "IN Vial', or OUT of VJar", 
he insisted, "Trading Nations never shut the Doors of their 
~wn Commerce: •• ~ it should have' been' the French, not the 
English, who shOUld have Prohibi ted' our Corn and 'Lead, and 
Leather, 'and Woollen Manufactures going in to France. tiC! Thus' 
the' French tlprohibi ted' cur Manufacttires coming to them, because 
that was Enriching us with their Money."~> It wa~ even possible 
for a nation to gain from' an adverse balance of trade with an~; 
. 
other country provided that the foreign'imports were luxuries. 
By,way of example, he considered the sale of £400,000 worth of 
English manufactures in France and the import of £800,000 worth 
of "the Produce and Manufacture" of France. "The Making and 
Yen ting of Four hundred: thousand Pound Sterling in' MailUfac tures, 
is the Employ and Subsi stence '.' of a prodigious Multi tude of 'Poor; 
whereas the Import of the Foreign 'Goods being a superfluous 
Expence~goes out of the Hands of but a few; and it'were better 
to abate an HUNDRED thousand Pound a Year in: the public' Ballance, 
than not Export Four hundred thousand Pounds a Year in Manu-
factures. tI (56) 
In the first number of the 'Mercator', however, his journa-
listic fondness for over-statement led him to take up a position 
well in advance of his previousviews~ ~hen he began with this 
challenging proposition as "a Foundation", or "General": 
, " 
"That the Trade between ENGLAND and FRANCE not only MAY BE 
but aiways HAS BEEN, a Beneficial Trade to this Nation.'" ~'His 
55. supra, pp. 30-37. 
56. Mercator, No. 48, September, 12, 1713. 
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aim was obviously to.seize the initiative in the pamphlet war 
about the treaty~If he could establish that the trade with 
France was favourable during Charles,II's reign, when it had 
been generally accepted for over fifty years that England then 
had an adverse balance of between £1,000,000 and £1,600,000 a 
year, he would have much less difficulty in convincing his readers 
that.England stood to gain from an,open trade With her. great 
rival in 1713. ,,:He ' admitted 'in' this first. number tha t the belief 
that the French trade had always been to England's disadvantage 
was the "formidable enemy" which he had to combat and professed 
to be'astonished that a nation which drove ttthe greatest Trade 
in the.Worldtt should not rightly know whether they gained. or 
10st,bY,,"one of the most considerable 'Branches of;-. that Trade .. tt ~-, 
Notwithstanding the several French tariffs and. prohibitions on 
foreign imports between 1677 and 1699, he claimed that,theibal-
ance of trade had always been on the English side for" "a' Medium 
of any three Years for above for ty Years pa s t. ". (57) The fact 
that the French king had found it necessary to impose these re-
strictions was one proof of this and a second,was the loud, 
English complaints against these, as cited in one paragraph of, 
the English declaration of war on-France in 1689 where it Was 
alleged that Louis XIV's measures showed a ttDesign to destroy 
the Trade on which the Wealth and Safety of this Nation so nru.ch 
depends." (58) Defoe argued that William III,would not have 
made this "a Reason for declaring War against France, if he had 
believed that the Trade carried on with France had been ••• 
carried on at more than a Million Sterling per Annum to the 
.. 
57. Mercator, No.1, May 26,' 1713. 
58. .Ib..i.Q, 
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Loss of this Nation ••• (nor) that the French would.be the 
Aggressor for Interrupting a Commerce by which his own People 
were Gainers from the English" bya'like amount. Taking 1660 
as his starting point, ,because "the History of Trade will hardly 
adml t a further. Retrospect, ""he contended that the general 
English tariff of 5 per cent. in the Book of Rates,'with rather. 
higher duties on. imported wines and spirits'was very moderate 
and that the 'similar French tariff of 1664, wi th 10 per cent. 
on certain textile imports, ~'was esteemed by all the Nations in 
these parts of Europe to be very easy, and not the least Interrup-I 
tion to their.Trade with.France.",(59) , 'Yet the figure of 
£1,000,000 for the adverse balance of trade with France had 
appeared in 1659 and Fortrey's estimate of £1,600,000 was first 
published in 1663 •. (60)' Defoe himself, however, only five days 
before the 'Mercator' appeared, had written in the 'Review', 
"That as.our high Duties onVVine and Brandy, and Prohibitions 
upon the Silk Manufactures etc. from France, ,were the only things 
which turn'd this Scale of Commerce to us, which ran so high 
against us before; so. if ever.a Peace came, it.would·beour 
Interest to keep up those Duties, at least to such a height •••. 
that Trade might not return into the same Channel as it did, 
before. II (61) 
In the second number of his new journal, Defoe attacked 
the "Scheme of Trade" between England and France, compiled by 
14 London merchants in 1674, when Charles II's ministers, in- " 
59. 
60. 
llWi M. priestley, 'Anglo-French Trade and the "Unfavourable 
Balance" Controversy;', 1660-1685', in Ec. H.R. 2nd Series, 
lY, No. 1 (1951)~ p. 39 and footnote., 
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response to their promptings; were trying to, negotiate an earlier' 
Anglo-French commercial treaty. Mis s Priestley has shown that 
this was a propaganda document originating in the alarm felt by 
City exporters of woollen cloth, such as Patience Ward and 
Thomas Papillon, 'after Colbert had doubled the import duties on 
these commodities in 1667 and her investigations support Defoe's 
contemporary criticisms. (62) He accused them of taking the 
year 1668 for valuing the English exports to ',France, which, 
being the 'year immediately after Colbert's'1667;tariff increases, 
"was the lowest Year they could find" .and of assessing, the imports 
from France by the year 1674 "which was the highest Year they 
could pitch upon." Further, re-exports had ~een omitted entirely 
and the merchants had considerably'overestimated the!lmports of 
, 
French linen and silk goods,~wine and brandy, in the case of 
linens and silks, more than "was ever brought into England in 
One Year." To refute their'figures'of'160,000 pounds of wrought 
silks, '60,000 pieces of lockram and dowlas, ,11,000, tuns of wine' 
and 4,000 tuns of brandy, he quoted from the custom-house books, 
which would certainly be included:in'the "sufficient materials" 
with which he claimed to have been furnished in the first issue. 
These gave 6; 408 pounds of' wrought si lks, " 25,014 pieces of linen, 
5,726 tuns of wine and 333 tuns of brandy imported from France 
into London. (63) These flgureswere for 1668-69 not 1673-74, 
but the "Scheme" was supposed to be representing a typical year 
of Anglo-French trade and the merchants had used the 1668-69 
figures for Engllsh exports.' Again these were the imports into 
London only, but the capital: was England's biggest Wine port and 
62. M. Priestley, loc. cit, pp. 37-52. 
63. Mercator, No.2, May 28, 1713. P.R.G. T64/274, nos 111-115, 
wine and brandy imports lb73-l7l2 .. The outports' share was less 
than 1/5 that of London, but above 1/3 in imports from France. 
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held a predominant position in England's foreign trade generally, 
so that the imports of all the outports together would be very 
much smaller. Whatever the extent of smuggling at this time, 
which was before the great increases in English duties, it would 
not alter appreciablY the above totals. (64) . There is a similar 
wide divergence between the valuation of imports from France in 
the "Scheme" and in the London Book of· Tables, although Davenant 
considered exports as more accurately rated than imports even 
in the latter document. (65) The "Scheme's" figure of £1,136,150 
for all English ports is more than double the amount of' £541,583 • 
for London in the Book of Tables, but. naturally 'the biggest 
discrepancy is between the "Scheme's" total of England's imports 
of linen and silk, at £807,250 and the figure of £198,308 for 
London in the Book of Tables. (66) 
Defoe reproduced the valuation of the trade with France a~ 
given 1n the Book of Tables for the year 1662-3 and for the year 
1668-9, which gave an adverse balance or £268,641 •• 10s. for the 
former year and £452,844 for the latter, compared with £965,128 
in the "Scheme of Trade". He was still convinced that even 
these lower figures did not give a true picture of the French 
trade and that "the Value of our Exports exceeded. the Value of 
our Imports.in a·considerab1e Sum.". He pointed out that the 
Book of Tables did not include re-exports,' which Were growing 
steadily at this time, and that wine and brandy imports were 
greatly overvalued by being. "Charged a t the Price. sold here after 
the Freight, Customs and Charges were paid." These value. tiQna :. 
64. M. pri~stley: loC~· ci t,' pp'. 40:'41. 
65. C. Davenant, Works"ed.:Whitworth (1771), V, 368. 
66. M. priestley, lac. cit, p. 49. 
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were £36 per tun for wine and £45 per tun for brandy compared 
with the prime cost in France of £8 and £9 respectively, and' 
that this alone reduced ,the adverse balance in each case by 
£177,315. (67) He did not include invisible items such as 
.. , t 
, shipping, a~ though he made much of this in la ter numbers, and 
he did not explain that the apparent large increase in the ad-
verse balance in six years was due to .the fact that an abnormal 
quantity of lead was shipped to France in'the earlier year, 
£239,327 worth, or 64 percent of the total value of exports, 
temporarily displacing woollen goods as the largest single export, 
and that this had fallen to £14,608 in value by 1668-9. (68) 
In a later number, however, in anSWer to a paper produced by 
the opponents of the commercial treaty and which purported to 
be an account of the imports of French wine, brandy and'linen 
for the two years 1667-9, signed,by the farmers of the customs, 
Defoe insisted that imports were ,then abnormally high because 
England was "exhaus ted of French Good sIt after the plague· of 1665 
had ttput an universal Stop to all Tradelt,the fire of 1666 had 
destroyed "quantities of wines,in the cellars and warehouses" 
and the second Anglo-Dutch War had only just been concluded. (69) 
Defoe also maintained that England "carryedon a very great 
and beneficial Trade with France, from the Year 1667 to the Year 
1685" in spite of Colbert's great tariff increases of 1667, (70) 
whereas his opponents, and indeed the majori tyof English mer- ' , 
chants, believed that England's major export of woollen'cloth 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
Mercator, No.2, May '28, 1713. Davenan t, 
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had suffered a calamitous bloW and had declined to as low as 
one-fortieth of the previous totals of shipments to France. (71) 
Miss priestley, however, has demonstrated that thee 27 per cent 
fall in London's woollen exports to France between 1662-3 and. 
1668-9 was a temporary decline and that using th~ valuations 
in the Book of Tables,.a total of £55,726 worth had been reached 
by 1675-6, compared with. £67,586 and £49,542 respectively for 
the years 1662-3 and 1668-9, and· that this had risen further 
to £145,033 by 1683-4. Contemporaries seem to have been mis-
led by the big decline in the shipments of the coarse woollen 
kerseys, previously the chief cloth export to France, but this 
was more than balanced by a larger increase in the sales of 
worsted serges by 190 per cent between 1662 and 1684 and in the 
valuable Spanish cloths for which France was England's best l 
customer in 1684-5, taking 4131 pieces rated at £18 each or. more 
than the total for all types of cloth in 1662-3. Taking the 
whole of Charles II's reign, "woollen exports became a very. 
considerable item in London's trade with France tt , the volume of 
woollen exports of all kinds increased by 36 per cent and the 
expansion was chiefly in the latter part ofthe.reign. (72) 
The reason why Defoe gave so much space to this controversy 
about the French trade during Charles .. II's reign was that the 
"Scheme" had been reprinted in 1713,' ugiven about at the Door 
of our Parliament Houses ••• . and made use of as the-Fundamental, 
the Test or Touchstone of the French Trade." (73) .,AsMiss 
71. M. Priestley, 10c. cit., p. 38. 
72. M. Priestley, loc. cit., pp. 44-49. 
73. Mercator, No. 2,·May 28, l7l3~. 
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Priestley concludes her article, "So firmly did the idea of an 
adverse balance of £1,000,000 per annum become established as. 
a political as well as an.economicissue, that it continued to 
exercise,a powerful influence on the shaping of public opinion 
for many generations to come." (74) That Defoe's judgement 
was sound is shown by the use of .the ttScheme" by the authors 
of the "British Merchant." When, the rival journal appeared, 
it at first pretended to deny that its opposition to the commer-
cial treaty was in any way influenced by the "Scheme" 'and tried 
to reduce its importance in the current controversy, possibly 
because Defoe's arguments had caused some to question its auth-
enticity, but it never abandoned it as a weapon of propaganda. 
In the first reference to it, the writer exclaimed, "the Scheme 
is not an Idol of my setting up ••• Till I have better study'd 
the Scheme, he shall have that whole Subject to himself." (75) 
A month later, he added, "I never had any thing less in my 
Thoughts, than to charge my self wi th the Defence ,of ,the Scheme, 
••• But ••• it is highly probable, they were not much mistaken;' 
in the Conclusion, and that the Ballance even in 1669 against 
England was almost a Million Sterling." (76) In : December came 
this characteristic comment,' ttl cannot easily,believe tha t it, 
could impose upon a whole Parliament, especially so wise a one 
as that of King,Charles the Second ••• whoever reads that Scheme, 
and the Conclusion of it, will readily believe, that as many of' 
our Imports of the Growth and Manufacture of France are omi tted, 
as of our Exports of Foreign Growth and rlanufacture." (77) 
Before its close, the "British Merchant" had completely ident1-
74. M. priestley, loc. cit., p. 52. 
75. :eritish Merchant, No.4, August 18, 1713. 
76. lpid. No. 14, September 22, ,1713. 
77. ~, No. 38, .December,15, 1713. 
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fied itself with the compilers of the "Scheme". Thus, "this 
old Scheme roots out all his (Mercator's) Arguments, contradicts 
all his Sophistry, and proves all his Notions relating to the 
Opening of a free Trade with France to be as deceitful as absurd." 
(78) In the las t number, the -wri ter reaffirmed-this conviction, 
"The Old Scheme was a Custom-house Account, delivered in almos t 
40 Years ago by the chief Officers of·the Customs, and therefore 
more likely ,to be a true Account-of the Exports and ,Imports of 
that Time than any that shall be produced noW to serve a present 
Turn .~. some 'of my Papers have justified not only the whole, 
but almost every Article of the Old Scheme. They have fortified 
the Scheme, and clear'd it from all Objections that have been 
made to it." (79) 
The importance of the "Scheme" in·· the -' economic arguments 
of 1713 was also due to the· fact: that direct trade between 
England and France had been-prohibited since 1678, except for 
the brief interval of James II's reign and the short period of 
peace-from 1697 to 1702, and had been restricted by. heavy duties 
on'both sides of the Channel even during the few years of open 
trade~' As one of Defoe's.opponents asked,:"What Judgement can 
be made? There has been no open Trade between us for about-
twenty or thirty Years" and-concluded that it was-necessary to 
rely on "the Experience of former Times." (80) In his view this 
meant accepting the estimates of Fortrey or -. the "Scheme" because· 
of the difficulty which-confronted all the disputants in 1713, 
namely the absence of any official statistics for this earlier 
period. No national ledger of English trade was compiled until 
78. lh1Q, No. 91, June 18, 1714. 
79. lbid, No. 103, July 30, 1714. 
80. A T.etter to the Honourable A-rM-re, Com-ner of Trade and 
plantations 1714 • 2 • 
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the appointment of William Culliford as Inspector-General of 
Impor ts and Expor ts in 1696. . Only in 1671 had mos t of the 
customs duties been taken out of the hands of tax-farmers and 
levied directly by the Crown'through its customs commissioners, 
but even after this date, statistical information was:prepared 
from the Custom House books only when called for by Parliament. 
or the Commission of Trade. (81)' The.authenticity of the stat-
is tics of trade produced by Defoe was impugned by the "Bri tish. , 
Merchant" and vice versa. In August, 1713, . the ~'Bri tish Merchant" 
questioned a.list of goods re-exported to France between Michae1-
mas 1686 and Michaelman 1687 'printed .by Defoe in the· 'Mercator' 
No. 26 which he had" affirmed; had been 1a id before Par1iamen t by 
the Commissioners of the Customs. " It accused him of producing 
"only the several Species of Goods, and their Quantities" and 
of then valuing these at £500,000, which, it claimed, was'an . 
overestimate by three-fifths..The 'British Merchant' produced 
its own list of re-exports for this period and valued these at 
£175,921 •• 15 •• 7d. (82) Certainly, Defoe's figure was'much too 
hi~ for he estimated the total British exports to France in 
this.year at £442,702. (83) Although re-exports were growing 
rapidly between 1660 and 1700 and 1686-7 were'years of good 
trade in which the figures may have been as high as those for 
. 
the similar peacetime period 1699-1701, ~t is unlikely that 
re-expor.ts to France would total as much as half of the exports 
but would probably be higher than the 'British Merchant's estimat 
(84) 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
Davenant valued total re-exports during the same period, 
G.N. Clark, Guide to English Corrmercia1 Statiflt1cs 1696-1782 
(1938). M. PriestleY,loc. cit. pp. 41-42. 
Brit1sbL}!erchant, No.4, August 18, 1713~,' 
Mercato~, No.·26, Ju1~.23, 1713. . 
R •. Davi s, . 'English' Foreign Trade, 1660-1700 t, Ee. H.R. 
2nd. series, VI (1954) pp. 151-153. . 
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1682-8, at £1,400,000. (85) The 'British Merchant' published 
an account of trade with France from Michaelmas 1685 to Michaelmas 
1686 which had been laid before the 1710-1713 Parliament by the 
Commissioners of Customs, but Defoe attacked it as fraudulent. 
and it certainly seems much more suspect than his calculation. 
(86) This account valued the imports from France to London at 
£569,126 and added a figure' of £715, 293! .10 •• 3d. - for the' Fren ch 
imports into the outports to produce a total of £1,284,4l9~.10 •• 3d 
Exports to France were valued at£408,589 •• 6 •• 4d. from London,· 
and £105,547 •• ll.11d. fromtheoutports, to'givea total of 
£5l4,136 •• 18.~3d., leaving an adverse balance on the trade with 
France of £770,282 •• 12s.' (87) . Professor Davis suggests that 
the outports' share of the import trade was only· one-quarter 
that of London but that they'occupied'a much more prominent 
place in exports with three-fifths of the value of London's, a 
very different picture from thatglyen by the 'Bri tish Merchant'. 
The increasing share of the outports in exports was particularly 
marked in the newer varieties of cloth such as Devonshire serges 
and Norwich stuffs which were proving most successful whereas 
two-thirds of London's trade in woollen cloth was in other'denom-
, . 
inations. (88) As London's predominance in the import trade 
In these years was especially marked in wines, brandy, s11ks 
and 11nen, the chief imports from France, the 'British Merchant's' 
, 
figures for the imports to the outports becomes even more exagger 
ated. Professor Hoskins stated that London paid over eleven 
times as much in wine duties as-all the outports together in 
85. C. Davenan t,' op. ci t. ,. II~ 16. . 
86. Cowmons Journals, XVII, pp. 398-402. 
870 ~rit1sh Merchant, No. 14, September 22, 1713. 
88. R. Davis, loc. cit. pp. 158-161. Defoe commented In 
Mercator No. 28 that "the propel' Ports for the Exportation 
of these Goods" was neal' "the countries" Where they Were 
made so that serges were sent out from Exmouth, do~ens from 
Weymouth, stuffs from Yarmouth and bays from Colchester. 
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1689-95 and,that these years were probably typical and. that 
the silk and linen duties of theoutports,wereagain rarely 
more than' one-tenth of the total.for,the kingdom, although 
London's pre-eminence was more marked in silk than in linen. (89) 
Although trade with France was prohibited in 1689-97, the pro-
portions for the previous decade or even for the 1660's are, 
vety 
unlikely to have beenAdifferent. The 'British Merchant', how-
ever, was not satisfied With producing an adverse balance on 
trade with France of over £777,000 but proceeded to add a third 
to its import figures for clandestine imports, to produce a 
total bill for French imports of £1,7l2,559 •• 7s. and an adverse 
balance of £1,198,422 •• 8 •• 9d. (90) Defoe' scormnent on ,this 
calculation Was that his opponent had added £428,000 for "a ., 
Chimera of Clandestine Trade" and that the revised total fo.r 
French imports was "a Fiction as ridiculousas,the Histories 
of the Chineses World Three Thousand Year before the Creation. 1t 
(91) Defoe reduced the figure for -the French imports in 1685-6 
to £889,934 •• 10 •• 3d., accusing his rivals of trying to represent 
89. 
90. 
91. 
, . 
W.G. Hoskins, Industry, Trade and People in Exeter l688-1SQQ 
(Manchester 1935) pp. 87-91. 
The British Merchant, No. 14, September 22, 1713; Cf. 
A Letter to the Honourable A-r M-re., pp. 19-20 which claimec 
in replY to Defoe's calculations in the 'Mercator', that the 
Scheme had overvalued some English exports such as lead, 
alum, Norwich stuffs, serges and perpetuanas by nearly half 
their present value and had undervalued the imports of Frenct 
wine and silks by half and of brandy by £5 a tun.. There-
fore, the author added to the Scheme'.S adverse balance of 
£965,128 •• 17 •• 4d., one-quarter of ,the value of English 
exports in 1674, repeated the figures for wine and Silks, 
added £20,000 for the brandy and arrived, by what purported 
to be a modest reVision, at £1,465,384 •• 4s., very little 
short of .Fortrey' s :figure.. He added that a free gi:ft to 
the French King by a voluntary levy of 2s. in the £ on the 
stock in trade of Britlshmerchants would save over £500,000 
a year to the na tion tI ins tead of Cormnerce on such a Foot." 
The claim that English exports had been overvalued by the 
scheme had previously been made in Some Further Observations 
.Q.n the Treaty gf Navigation and Commerce, .,. (1713) p. 5." 
MercatoZ!, No.4, October 20, 1713. ". .• .• 
the French trade as "Formidable· and Frightful,"· and printed his 
, 
own table of exports to France for 1685-6, including re-exports 
., . . '. ' 
, 1 
of a total value of £742,077 •• 4 •• 2"2d• Both the quantities and 
the valuations in this list seem to come from the customs returns 
as, for example, '4190 Spanish cloths at the official rate of 
£18 each, although he .added that they were'usually worth more. 
(92) 
" Defoe", probably irked by his failure to produce from the 
"Custom-House Books" one year in which the value of exports to' 
France actually exceeded the.value of imports from France, in 
spite of the repeated taunts of his opponents, was not content 
to demolish their exaggerated'estimates:of an adverse balance. 
He had already expressed his dissatisfaction:with the over-valua-
tion of imports of French wine.and brandy (93) and he attacked 
the under-valuation of exports in the Bookdof Rates with its 
fixed 1660 values without any adjustment for rising prices. (94) 
H~ now exclaimed: 
92. 
93. 
94. 
"But will our Mountebank Merch~nts think the Account· 
of the Advantages of the French Trade ends here? Do 
they think the Gain or Loss of a French Trade is to 
be Ballanc'd in the Custom-House Books? ••• Trade is 
an Article not immediately to be estimated by the 
direct Exports and Imports. There are oblique Branches 
of Trade, and a secret Circulation of Commerce, like' 
the small capilary Veins in the Body, which tho' they -
are imperceptible even by the most curious Anatomist, , 
are yet, in their proportion, equally essential to 
convey the Spirits through the whole, and to communi-
cate Life and Vigour to the Parts. So there are 
divers Parts of our Commerce with France which are 
~, No. 63, October 17, 1713. 
Supra., p. 65.4., ,,' 
The author of A Letter to the Honourable A-r M-re seized the 
opportunity to comment on page 19 that Mercator had "grown 
sick of Cus tom-House Accounts" because they did not produce 
that favourable balance which he had rashly claimed that 
England had long,enjoy~d in her ~rade with France. There-
fore these books 'were one Day hlS Refuge, another not Auth-
entick; any thing to serve his Turn." 
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imperceptiblY to many carried on through other 
Countries, and which yet are essential to our 
Gain as those which we carry, on directly, because 
they convey our Manufactures and Produce, which 
are, the animal Spirits of our,Trade,:as effectually' 
from us and into France, and back in Specie, as our 
immedia te Trade with them does, and this in a very',' · 
great Quantity. ~ •• although ••• this Part of 
Trade cannot admit of an-exact Estimate." 
The most important of these "oblique'Exportations" was that, 
,through Holland, which, some' "good Authors" affirmed, took" 
£300,000 worth of English manufactures a year for French markets, 
but.he included re-exports of foreign and plantation goods in 
this figure. This had the added advantage of being "an Export-
ation without Imp?rtation ••• from France to England; for the 
Returns are all made to the Dutch, and they become Paymasters 
to us, nay and to themselves tooj"for it is,a Commerce of a 
known Advantage to them." (95) With his lifelong interest in 
geography, he told his opponents to,consult'their,maps,' for the 
reaSon for this export via Holland was that Champagne,: the three; 
Bishopries of Metz, Toul'and Verdun, Lorraine, part of Burgundy 
" and Franche Comte , Alsace and the territory. between the Sear 
and the Moselle and between the S~ar aild the Rhine could be 
supplied much more conveniently by water-routes from Holland 
. 
than by land carriage through France. Thus Metz, where, he 
said, there were more wholesale woollen-drapers than in eny 
other French city outside PariS, was the nearest of these terri-
tories and yet it was 156 miles from Dunkirk. Similarly the 
north-eastern frontier districtsof France, such as the provinces 
of ArtoiS and Hainatitt,' could be supplied more easily by the 
Scheldt and the Lys from Bruges and Ghent in Flanders, with 
again 'no French goods in return. ' 'For the moment, he· omitted 
95. Mercator, No. 64, October 20, 1713. 
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any calculation of the English goods which entered Marseilles 
from Genoa and Leghorn, although he devoted three later Mercators 
(Nos. 46, 47 and 48) to this trade. Therefore, he printed a 
profit and loss account of English trade with France and added 
to his figure of £742,077 •• 4 •• 2~d. ,for English exports in 1685-6, 
£300,000 for English goods,imported into France via Holland, 
£100,000 for, those en tering. through Flanders, £50,000 for the 
50,000 quarters ,of, corn exported to :B'rance "in dear years", 
£64,200 representing "the advance" on six-sevenths of the,above 
exports because they were "six-sev~nth Parts, on English A?count", 
and £500,000 for the equivalent value to goods exported of the 
income from the freight on 50,000 tons of shipping at 20s. per 
ton for the goods exported to France. He thus arrived at a 
figure of £1,756,277 •• 4 •• 2~d. for the gain to England and, after 
deducting the· sum of £889,934 •• 10 •• 3d. ,for the imports from 
France he had a favourable balance to Engl~nd of £866,372 •• 13.~1~ , ' " 
He explained his last entry of the profit from shipping by arguine 
that as this sum of £50,000 for f~eight Was paid,by the French, 
and was "so much clear Money gain' d~' it was, the same as 10 per 
cent. profit on the sale of £500,000 worth of Bri~ish goods. (96) 
It is not surprising that the "British Merchant" ,described 
Mercator No. 65 as "the most extraordinary" of all that had so 
far been published and its writer as "the most compleat Account-
ant in the World." He,pr~ceeded to demolish Defoe's figure of 
50,000 tons of shipping by claiming that, these exports only 
totalled,12,6?6,~ons and might be conveniently stowed in 13,000 
tons or 130 sail of ships of 100 tons each., Because France was 
so near, however, each ship might make three or four voyages a 
, ' 
96~ IQiQ~ No: 65~ October 22, 1713. 
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year so that 30 or 35 ships would be sufficient- to carry these 
goods, compared with Defoe's 1000 sail or·500 "at a modest 
computation." (97)' The tlBritish Merchant" also. denied that 
money paid for freight was all clear profit and advised,the 
'Mercator' to "take the Account both of Exports and Imports 
clear on board from both Countries, than pretend to any Advance 
upon the Sale.of our Goods in France." He claimed that 10 per 
cent was far too high a rate of profit for sales in a neighbour-
ing country and that all the French Silks-and most of their 
linens were sold here on commission'so that:the balance against 
England would be much greater "by a greater Advance upon their 
Goods than ours." (98) , I 
, , 
, ' \ 
Both Defoe, and the authors of: the· !'Bri tish Merchant" were, 
of course, primarily concerned with the probable outcome'of 
the 1713 proposals for a trade treaty rather than with the 'terms 
of trade between England and France in ,the reigns. of Charles II 
and James II and their arguments, followed from.their diametrically 
opposed atti tudes towards this_ par ticular "leap in the dark", 
Defoe characteristically'optimistic.and expansionist'and his 
. , 
. , 
opponents full of foreboding and therefore in favour of maintain-
: ' .: , • ... .. oil! .." • ~. 
ing the existing protective barriers. __ One of the early numbers 
• t· • '" .... 
of the tlBri tish Merchant'! declared, Uthe F'rench Trade was always 
, .• ' . ,t 
, 
detrimental to this Nation, before,our Prohibitions and high 
, 
Duties upon their Goods and Merchandizes, and would be more so 
than ever, if, according to the late Treaty of Corrmerce between 
us, we should pass a Law for repealing our Prohibitions, and 
~ " ~ ~ -i: 
97.' !he British Merchant, No. 24, October 27, 1713. 
98.' .:!:Q1..Q., No. 12, September -15, 1713. . - , 
" > r~ 
favouring France with respect to Duties, as much'as the Nations 
~ '. 
the mos t favour' d." (99) ,Defoe wa~ under' some difficulty here 
, 
because he undoubtedly shared the conviction of., his' an tagonists 
that our imports from France were luxury articles which, in 
isolation, we could well do'without. He probably accepted all 
of Sir Theodore Janssen's nine beneficial and four disadvantag-
eous trades. (100) When he first attacked Steele's "Guardian" 
No. 170, which, in t~e guise of a letter from Generosity Thrift, 
had merely summarised the arguments, of· the "General Maxims in 
Trade", usually reproducing Janssen's,words, Defoe only more 
narrowly defined three of these principles to an extent which 
Janssen would have accepted. (101) His main attack followed 
a week later when he questioned Steele's (Janssen's) estimates 
of the imports from France if the treaty should be ratified.'(102) 
His earlier comments on these imports have already been noted, 
and his adversaries quickly reminded him of these former state-
ments about that "single Article of Liquids" and the desirabili ty 
of drinking even turnip wine rather than "the best Wine in Europe. 
(103) 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
In July 1706. he had'written: 
tI ••• the Conquest of Bourdeaux, or any Part of the 
French Wine Trade, and opening a Freedom of Commerce 
hither, would be a Conquest of the least Advantage 
to the English Trade of any in the World ••• If 
ever we open a Trade f6r Wine and Brandy to France, 
with an Abatement of the present high Duties ••• , 
we give an effectual Stab to our own Manufactures, 
and return to one of the fatallest Trades, that 
ever we carry'd on in England. While the high 
Duties remain, the Import will be small enough to 
keep within the Bounds of our Export to France in 
English Manufactures - Because the Dearness will be 
a Checque to the Consumption.' But if you lower 
lQid, No. 10, September 8, 1713. 
(Sir T. Janssen) General Maxims in Trade ••• (1713), pp. 5-9. 
HercatQ~, No •. 55,. September 29, .1713. 
Ibid, No. 58, October 6, 1713. Infra, p. 673. 
Supra, pp. 636-638; (Anon) A Vindication of the Late House 
of Commons in Rejecting the Bill ••• (1714) p. 19. 
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the Duties, the Cheapness of ,the French Wine, and 
the Suitableness of it to the Gust and Inclination 
of the People is such, that we shall import such 
Quantities as will in a prodigious manner, over-
ballance our Export in Manufactures; and ••• the 
Ballance must go from us in Money, which is mani-
festly to our Damage. .. •• nothing can injure _ 
England in Trade, that.encreases the Consumption 
of .the English Manufacture. We can take off the _ 
greatest Quantity of the Growth of a Country of 
any Nation in the World, if they will but take our 
Goods in the Room of it: but otherwise, we are 
Felo de se in Trade, murther our own Produce, and . 
turn the Channel against our selves, Which runs 
noW half a Million percAnnUIJ1 in our Favour." (104) f \ 
He maintained,. however, . that Britain need not be inundated by "; 
a flood of French imports, because the treaty gave her complete 
freedom,to.adjust her ,tariffs, provided that she did not impose-
any higher duties on French. goods than on.,the like commodities 
from other countries: "Is it not", he ,asked, "in the power of 
the British Parliament to Lay any higher Duties on Wrought Silks, 
on Brandy, on Paper, even so that none at all shall Come in? 
And will it be any Damage to us if none Comes in, either from 
France or any other Port? Are we not able to Weave all our 
Own Silks, Distill Our Own Spirits, and make,Our Own Paper?" (105) 
His Whig critics were in full agreement with this last statement 
for they; considered all imports from France as injurious. One 
pamphleteer wrote· that ,we imported from thence, . "nothing. capable 
of a further manufacturing; -nothing of Naval Stores; ; nothing 
(or. very lncons~derable~. useful in .~m~rOving our" own Manufactures;1 
.:<- ... t' _ r.. -!O-' ", .-
nothing that we could re-export to foreign·markets and that there 
was not even any gain from shipping for" ships of force;.' were' 
not necessary since "every Cockboat" would- serve to cross the 
.1 . 
104. Eeyiew, Vo1.-II1 (No. 86), pp. 341-342. 
105. Mercator, No. 50, September 17, 1713. 
- , 
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Channel. (106) . Janssen declared, "France produces nothing' 
that is necessary, or even convenient, or but Which we had 
better be wi thout, except Claret" and he certainly wished? to 
exclude that too. Re also complained'that· the French rarely. 
made use of any other ships' than' their own because they victuallec 
and manned their vessels cheaper than we did and that "our. Ships 
went constantly in Ballast (except now and then some Lead) ••• , 
and ever came back full of Linnen, Wine, Brandy and Paper." (107) 
At that date, however, there was no Burgundy wine trade and all 
the French wines came from Bordeaux, which "had 'li ttle! shipping 
of its own, and its wine was usually carried in English, Flemish 
or Dutch ships." (108) Defoe, however, tried to claim that. 
sailing in ballast was an advantage.because more shipping'was 
required! (109) 
All ,the Whig writers were convinced that the new industries 
which had been established in Britain during the.years of pro-
hibition of French trade would be unable to face French.competi-
tion if their tariff protection were·withdrawn~Thereasons 
given were sometimes the superior 'skill of the French workman; 
but more usually the much cheaper labour'costs in France •. 
Janssen asserted, "The French did always out-do us in·Price' of 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
A vindication of the Late House of Commons, p. 11; Cf. 
A Letter to Sir R-H ••• (1713) p. 6, Which declared that 
if the goods imported were not necessary for navigation,. 
were competing manufactures instead of raw materials, or 
tended "to lessen or interrupt any Gainful, Establish'd-
Traffick with other Foreign Kingdoms; the Mischief's 
trebled. For not only so much of the Riches of that .. 
Nation is carry'd away, its Poor depriv'd of a Maintenance 
but the Channel stopt, which would otherwise ••• supply it' 
wi th Bullion. tI 
Janssen, Ope cit., p •. 15. 
J.M. Price in lhe New Cambridge Modern History Vol. VI-
J.R. Parry in The Cambridge Economic History of Europe' 
Vol. IV, ed. E.E. Rich and C. Wilson, p. 183. ' 
Mercator, No. 51, September 19, 1713, a~, p.272. 
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Labour: Their common people live upon Roots, Cabbage' and other 
Herbage: four of their large Provinces' subsist intirely upon 
Chestnuts; and the best of them eat Bread mad~ 6f Barley,' 
Millet, Turkey and black Corn; so that their Wages used to bee 
small in Comparison with ours. 1t (110)'" Because of successive 
revaluations of the livre, he claimed" that the price of labour 
had been still further reduced to only half the British average, 
although the revaluations we~e much smaller than he and others 
maintained. (Ill) Provisions were as dear·in PariS as in ' 
London but this was not the case in most of ' their provinces 
where meat cost only half what it did here. This ~id not con-
cern the poor workman,-for he generally drank nothing but water, 
"and at best a sort of Liquor they call Beuverage (which is 
Water pass'd through the Husks of Grapes after the Wine is drawn 
off)1t whereas the British workmen spent half their money in drink. 
As a result, Lyons lustring workers were ~aid 9 sols an ell, or 
little more than 5d. compared with the English"silk-worker's 
12d. an ell and rag-sorters in the French ~~per industry earned 
less than l~d. a day when English workers earned 4d. (112) The 
"British Merchant" devoted most of one number to the competitive 
advantage of the French paper manufacture, announ~ing that three 
, 
of the seven provinces whe.l.'e it was carried on were in the chest-
. 
nu t region and tha t, "except some of the upper Workmen", . few of 
the workers were as well fed as those who lived on Defoe's onion 
and a draught of water, a bunch of grapes and a piece of bread. 
Therefore, he claimed that "considerable Parcels of Paper" had 
110. 
Ill. 
112. 
Janssen, ,O,tl •. cit., p. '10. ,..' . 
p.G.M. Dickson in-The New Cambl'i~~l.(;eModern JIistory, 
Vol. VI, pp. 299, footnote 2 and 303. 
Janssen, ~p. cit., pp. 10-12. 
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recently been imported into England from France in spite of 
an import duty of more·than 100 per cent of the first cost in 
France, and which was also 45 per cent higher than on any other 
foreign paper. Although only the same 'number of workers were 
employed at each'French fat as,in England they produced 9 reams 
" , 
of paper a day to the Engl i sh worke~s ~ 8. " Be~aus e "there is 
, 
a Slight of Hand,in almost every Manufacture that is much more 
'" III- <if< .. ,; <' 
necessary than strength, their inferior diet did not prevent 
. 
them from making the best paper in the world as well as achieving 
greater ouput. "If the French Manufacturers can live on Ches t-
nuts," he concluded, "possiblY not a fourth Part of the Price of 
our English Diet, surely they will be able to work for a third 
Part of the daily Wages that are given in England." (113)' 
Defoe ~greed'that foreigna~tisanswere paid lower wages 
thari"English workers but his answer was always that the English-
man's work was superior. The French craftsmen could only "work' 
lower than we and live harder", not actually produce cheaper> 
goods, for, taking quality and price together, English manufacture 
were the cheapest in the world: 
"I allow the Frenchman can out do'us in Whipt Cream, 
Froath and Surface, even in most things; it will 
for ever be true, that they can Dance better, Sing 
better, . and Play be tter than we do; any thing that .,. 
is Superficial, and agreeable to the levity of their 
Temper, they out do us in; but if they come to the' 
'substantial part of any thing, an English Man against 
,a French Man ever while'You, live. , Thus in the War, 
at stratagem, at a Surprize, or at diligent Applica-
tion, 'tis alloW'd,that they'go beyond us; but at 
, down-right Blows, at mere desperate Fighting stand 
clear there! ' They-care not to meddle~with us; . 
anything that depends upon the nimble, they excel 
us in; any thing that depends upon the solid, we 
over-match them in; I appeal. to Spittle-Fields~ 
113. British Merchant, No. 66, March 23, ,1714. 
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take an English Weaver and,a French, the French 
man will be sooner in his Loom in the Morning, 
and later at Night; take up less time in his 
eating and drinking, and perhaps less Victuals 
too, go less to the Wrestling-Ring,· or Cudgel-' i 
Playing, that is, to his Diversion, than the 
English man; yet the English man that works 
fewer Hours, shall make as many Ells in his 
Loom as the Frenchman - ••• ~uppose the French 
man throws the Shuttle sWifter, makes more speed, 
and shall work more Ells.in.hisLoom than the 
English man, but the English man's Work is more 
substantial, thicker and better, and shall sell 
for more Honey than the French man's; ••• And 
this is one.Reason why.England has never,been~ 
effectually r.ival' d in her Manufactures, and I 
may say, never will; ••• not by any Nation in. 
the World." (114) 
The only reason, he argued, that his opponents advanced 
against the French trade was "that we Imported such unreasonable 
i ' 
quantities of their Goods, that infinitely over-ballanc'd What 
t ';. 
f " they took rom us. Whether this had been true or not in the 
past, it was.,unlikelY in the future for there were now 7W? 
" factors which made it quite safe for England to trade with France, 
, 
" .. ' _ . i ~ 
which had not operated when the Scheme of Trade was drawn up. 
These were the high duties on ]'rench imports and the British 
" 
progress in the new manufactures. of,linen, si~k, glass, sai1-
cloth and paper. 
f 
which very much exceeded the Wine Trade." Thus the value of 
the linen imported from France was put at £600,000, th~ siik~ 
-,. .~ . ~ T ~'. ' 
at £300,000, whereas the imports of wine Were assessed at 
£137,500 and the brandy at £70,000, not so much more than the 
£40,000 worth of paper imported. (115) He did not accept these 
figures but declared that "these Great and Capital Articles" 
114. 
115. 
Eeview, Vol. IX, (No. ·98), p. 198. 
~ome Thou~hts upon the Subject of Commerce With France (171 
pp. 29-30. The estimates in "General Maxims" were linen 
£600,000, silks £500,000, pape~ £30,000,~wine £450 000 : 
brandy. £70,000.,' , , 
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were, noW "in a manner destroy'd.'" The duty of £1.14s. per 
pound on alamodes and lustringshad effectively stopped their' 
importation so that only smuggled goods could be sold here, 
and the Act prohibiting the wearing of East-India silks had 
established the broad-weaving manufacture which would still 
be protected by a duty of l2s.3d~ per,pound. The "Encourage-
ment given to the Linen Manufacture in Ireland, the very great 
quantity of Course Tabling made in Lancashire, Westmoreland, . 
Durham and yorkshire, the, thin Diapers '. and other Linen brought 
noW free of Duty from Scotland, andthe,more'than usual quantity 
of Course Linen made in several parts of England" had had the 
effect of restricting the imports of linen from Hamburgh to 
less than bne-sixth of the 60,000 piecesof:lockramand dowlas 
which formerly came from France. He, stated tha t the, manufac tur er. 
of sail cloth had claimed that they could meet the.whole British 
demand~ (116) In an early !Mercator' he hadlnoted that the 
English silk weavers had declared to a House of Corrmons'Committee 
that they made £300,000 worth of black silks and a much larger 
figure for all silk manufactures. He printed a table of imports 
of wrought silk from Germany, Holland and Italy and other Europ-
ean couhtries for the three years 1708, 1709 and 1710 and showed 
that the average annual value was only £33,000 which, he claimed, , 
was "not more than a Thirtieth part of the Value of the wrought 
h " Silks made ere. As the quantity imported from Italy was 
much larger before the increase in the ,duty , tha t protection· 
would be just as effective against French silk goods. (117) -
The "British Merchant", however, ,argued that the figure of 
116. 
117· 
69me Thoy~hts upon the Subject of Commerce with France, 
pp. 31-33. 
M§rcator, No.9, June 13, 1713. Cf. The Case of the S11k 
Weayera ••• (1713). 
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£500,000 for the probable future import of French silks was 
not extravagant since it represented only 20,000 pounds weight 
and was'hardly "sufficient to-buy Hoods for- the whole Female:' 
Sex in the United Kingdoms of Great Britain, allowing nothing 
at all for Scarfs, Gowns and Petticoats." (118)' Defoe made 
a calculation from the "Guardian's" figures of the future imports 
from France ofthe'customs revenue.which would result at the 
then rates of'duty. and 'arrived at a total of £1,173,125 which, 
he announced, was more than the whole of the customs, both 
inwards and outwards, for the year 1711, exclusive of.the coal 
duty. (119) The "British Merchant" painted out that the 
"Guardian" had printed 3,000 tuns of brandy and £600,000 worth 
of linen-instead of the 4,000 tuns and £700,000 worth on which 
Defoe had based his calculations and that he-had assumed that 
half of the imported silk goods were,alamodes and lustrings 
paying the higher duty of £1;14s. per pound, instead of the 
general tariff of 10s.6d. per;pound~ On the basis that 20,000 
pounds weight of wrought silk would give the value of £500,000 
in the "Guardian's figures, it was able to reduce Defoe's esti-
mated yield from ,the duties on French imports by more than-one 
quarter but the writer then added irrelevantly that even this" 
.lowertotal would not be reached because so many French goods 
would 'be smurgled into England. (120).. Mrs Schumpeter.' s trade 
statistics show that the value of Dutch, Italian and miscellaneouf 
imports of wrought silk, which would be of somewhat lower value 
than the French which they replaced, was seldom much above £2 
. : 
! J 
118. ~ritish Merchant, No. 19, october 9, 1713. 
119. ~~, No. ,58, October ,6, .1713. 
120. ]rit1sh Merchant,.No. 20, October 13, 1713. 
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per pound weight in the early, eighteenth century, a much lower 
figure than the "Bri tish Merchant's" £25 per pound 'weight, so 
that Defoe's figures, except for alamodes and lustrings, do not 
seem to have been seriously inaccurate. ,(121) In any case, it 
was his contention that the increase of~smuggling was due to 
the excessive duties on,French wines, brandies, silks and linens 
and that this was the reason why experienced merchants wanted 
the trade with France to be opened, "that so the Duties may be 
so Moderated as to make Clandestine Trade less worth while, and· 
yet kept so high as to secure us against an Importation too " ' 
large for our Trade: And this is the true Design of the,Bill 
of Commerce." (122),' "All Frohi bi ti ons", he exclaimed, "where 
the Value is high, serve bu t to whet the unfair l:erchant ••• ' to 
run ~he Hazard for the Advantage ••• (and) are rather Encourage-
ments to Importation than Hindrances." (123) In'February, he 
had already noted that the prohibition of imports of French 
brandy had enabled the English distilling industry to become 
established and had claimed that we now distilled above 200,000 
quarters of malt each year. (124)., "If Brandy should come in 
again as loW as it used to do, the Distilling of Malt Spirits, 
to the great'and irreparable Loss,of the Whole Nation, must Sink 
and be lost." Yet the distillers had tried, in the, last Parlia-
ment, to have the existing high duty reduced because of its' 
temptation to the smugglers. (125) He thought that a medium 
could be found "which on our Part_would open a reasonable Sluice 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
E.B. Schumpeter, English Overseas Trade statistic~ 1697-
.l8.Q.6. (oxford, 1960), Table ,XV.. " •• , 
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to the French Trade, -without letting in the Flood of it to ' 
overwhelm us. tI (126) 
Defoe ,was well aware that the opponents of the commercial 
treaty placed more emphasis ,on the presumed ,influx of French 
wines and brandy than on the more valuable amounts of linens 
and silks which had been imported when the trade was open. 
,,' 
Therefore; he tried to minimise the importance of the Methuen" 
Treaty which, ,in the opinion of the Whigs, thad "opened the Portu-
guese market to English woollens, in return, for :the preferential 
treatment 'of Portuguese wines in England, but as the general 
question of Anglo-Portuguese'trade has 'already been examined, 
only:.the 1713 arguments about ,this famous .treaty will be discussed 
here. (127) Na turally the impor ters of Portugue se wines were 
very loud in, the ir condemnation' of '- the Anglo-Fren ch trea ty, . but' 
Defoe had little difficulty in showing that their claims that 
their trade would be ruined had little justification. "There 
is a mighty Objection started by a:Sett of Men", he wrote, "who 
not so much for their Country's Interest as because they are 
embark'd in the Wine Trade to Portugal, have settled Houses, ••• 
at Lisbon 'and Oporto, and have felt the Sweetness of the Portugal 
Trade to their own private Purses, would'fain persuade the World 
to believe~ that This is 'the Trade which alone ought to be 
maintain'd,that it is the most gainful Trade to the Nation, 
,that the whole Portugal Trade will be ruin'd if this Treaty goes 
on ••• and that we are bound by the strongest Tyes of Honour and 
Interest to preserve the Portugal Treaty entire; ••• " (128) 
126. Review, Vol~' IX, (No.' 95), p. ' 
127. Supra, pp.602-611.-
128. uerc;tor, No. 112, February 9, 1713 (1714) 
He argued that the British people had now a?quired a taste for 
the stronger portuguese wines.w.hich would remain even when the 
duty on Fre~?h wi~es was reduced to the same level as th~,Portu­
guese: " ••• even of the French Wines which We drink now, we 
• '. • , < • '" 
seek their r~chest puntacks, He~~itage, etc., and, in short, 
their strongest Clarets, and slight their small Wines ••• ", he 
declared and claimed that experienced merchants were of the 
opinion th~t the imports of Portuguese wi~es would only be re-
duced by 2,000 tuns,worth at the most, £20,000. He believed 
• . ,J 
that,we should import more Portuguese wines after the treaty 
was ratified "than ever we did before th~ war," whereas his ad-
versaries assumed, with their,figure of 18,000 tuns of French 
wine, that this would displace all other~imports of wine, for: 
this was the approximate annual total ,of ,all wine imports into 
England '. during the opening years of the eighteenth century. (129) 
They thought that French wine would be £2 a tun cheaper ,than 
Portuguese when the high duty on the French Was ,reduced, although 
Defoe pOinted out tha t the "Guardian's". ~igure of £25 per tun 
"f . ~ -
prime cost in France was far above Davena~t:s price of,£8 per 
tun and t?at as the prime cost in Port~ga~was £10 to £12 per 
tun, the latter would still enjoy a price advant~ge especially 
as the freight charge from Portugal was only about £2 a tun more 
... . ~ {-. 
than that from south-western. France. (130) Be cause of ,''the 
general Inclination towards every ,thing that is French~,the: 
opponents of the Anglo-French treaty believed that ,the experience 
~ • ~ "!:!. - "- • 
of 1683-89 would necessarily be repeated. Portugal had profited 
, ~ . .' ~ '", .. .. 
most from the first embargo on French imports in 1678 and in 
129. 
130. 
},1ercatot., No. 104, January 21, .1713 (1714); E. B. Schumpetel 
..Q~)t .' c1 t., Table XVI. ,.: " 
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1683 a record total of 16,772 tuns was imported, but when 
French wines Were readmitted in James II's reign, they rapidlY 
resumed their dominance of the English market and in 1685-9 
London imports of French' wines averages 13,402 tuns compared 
with only 434 tunsefrom Portugal. (131) e But the eighteen years 
of prohibition during the two Wars between 168g eand 1713 proved 
so much more decisive than the 'five years of 'prohibition 1678':"83, 
that French wines did not recover their ~ormer ~osition in 
England when the Tory ministry allowed them to enter again in 
1711. In 1713, o"nlY 2,548 tuns Were imported from France com-
. ; ,-
pared with 5,861 ·tuns from Portugal, 4,116 tuns from Spain, '1,663 
from the Canary Islands and 1,228 from Italy 'and when the 'commer-
cial treaty was not ratified, the quantity imported from ]'rance 
fell to 1,196 tuns in 1714. (132) It is true that English 
imports of portuguese wine rose steadily during the first hali' 
of the eighteenth century, but Spanish wine continued to be < 
important and usually amounted to half the total of that from 
portugal, , in spite of th'e English complaints about the new Anglo-
Spanish trade treaty and the ~~litical difficulties between '-
England and Spain. (133) .' i In both countries wine helped to pay 
for the imports of English cloth which they required for their -
American colonies. Dur ing the cen'tury, the importance of wine 
in Bri taint s import trade greatly diminished, but' thise tendency 
had not become noticeable during the first':twQ decades. (134) 
"The portugal Trade", Defoe maintained, "was an'Encreasing Trade 
long before the Treaty we speak of Was made ••• as will appear ", 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
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by the growing Exportation,of our Goods thither every Year 
from the Year 1698 to 1703 ••• ~and the Encrease of the Exporta-
tions every Year since." This could not be the result of our 
increased demand, for 'portuguese wine, he', argued, becaus e as 
much had been imported before the, treaty. (135) This was 
broadly true for, the increased,imports of Portuguese wine did 
not occur until. after 1714 and.i t: was 1718 before the quantity 
imported almost doubled the average for the two years 1700-1 
of 7,495 tuns. In only two years of the Spanish Succession 
War did the quanti ty impor ted exceed 9,000 and, in two other R 
years, 8,000 tuns. (136) : He contended that before that' war 
began, we imported from portugal only 300 or 400·tuns of wine' 
a year because it paid a duty, of over £7 per~ tun-more thap: 
French wines, "yet even then ~e'exported a very great ~uantity 
of English Goods to Portugal, even"as many, ,take the'proportion 
of their Brazil Trade into the Consideration,as'it was then, 
as, we do now.'" (137):< ,He estima ted tha t the: trade between ': 
Brazil and Portugal had increased,20-fold during the previous 
24 years, and had been caused "by: the New,Discovery of such in-
exhaustible Mines: of Gold as are become the ,World's Wonder; a 
Treasure, which if it,did not fall'into the Hands of the feeblest 
and most impotent Nation as to ambitious Designs,in Europe, might 
have been fatal to all Europe." This ,had brought an influx of 
popula tion and, since I~ the Weal th and Luxury of any Na tion" 
always increased together, to a great demand for English manu-
factures both in Brazil,and,Portugal. There was "such a prodi-
135. 
136. 
137. 
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gious Disparity" between "this Trifleu·of the wine trade and 
the great expansion of the English cloth trade to Portugal 
that the one was no more to the other, Uthan a ,little Brook to 
ail Arm of the Sea. II (138) *. -Or, he ins i s ted, 'I'to suggest then 
that the Portugal Trade is encreased by this ridiculous Treaty, 
is to say no more than as is proverbially said; Everything helps, 
said the Wren, when she p - t in the Sea'; U (139) 
Defoe also attacked the Methuen Treaty on the ground that 
it was not as advantageous to Britain as had been represented. 
tlWha tit, he asked, "if it should appear, tha t in the Portugal " 
. 
Trade we have already more Inequa1i ties on our Side to ',the Dis-
advantage of our Trade than in any,otherNationin'the World' 
from whence we bring Wines;, (viz) That we·lay less Duties"on 
their Goods, and they lay more Duties on Ours." (140) 
there is any Customary abatement tt , he asserted, "i t is First, 
Arbitrary; Secondly, Uncertain;'And, Thirdly, It does not Re-
duce us so lOW, but we pay, I say, after those abatements, more 
Duty than we pay in any Port or Kingdom in Christendom upon the 
same Goods." (141) Using the familiar device of a supposed . 
letter from a correspondent, he alleged that the King of Portu-
gal had broken the trea ty as soon as it was made, thereby enabling 
the British Government on their part.to abolish the preferential 
tariff on Portuguese wines as compared with French Wines. His 
case was that when the Portuguese removed the prohibition on 
British coloured cloth in 1703, in return for the reduction of 
the duty on Portuguese wine, ' Uthey took off the prohibi tion also 
138. Ibid, No. 124, March'9~ 1713 '(1714). 
139. Inid, No. 119, February 25, 1713 (1714). 
140. lQ1g, No. 112, February 9, 1713 (1714). 
141. lb.i.d, No. 125, March 11, 1713 (1714). 
on Dutch, French, and all other Cloths, and that Without any, 
Equivalent:" tiThe 'Intent of the Treatylt, he continued, "was 
to encourage the Vent of our Cloth in Portugal, exclusive of", > 
other Nations ••• but if • • • the Portuguese put other Nations 
Cloth upon the same Foot as ours, I think there 1sno Reason 
of Complaint, if we level the Duties of French Wines with theirs 
••• I believe ••• there has gone at least a Third part as many 
Dutch as English Cloths to Portugal since the Prohibition'was 
taken off. It (142) To the suggestion that the Portuguese con-
cession was in effect giving an'exclusive advantage to the 
British because they dominated the:Portuguese market in cloth, 
Defoe cunningly replied-that this argument was only valid if 
it Were admi tted that-Bri tish cloth· was better' than either Dutch 
or French. (143) He was mistaken about the posl tion of the ,'. 
Dutch in portu5~ese trade. They tried to: secure the same pri vi-
leges for their cloth exports without giving the same preferen-
tial treatment for portuguese'wines;'because they did not Wish 
to damage their large trade in French wines. In the'end they 
were compelled to grant the same preference as th~ English but 
ratification by the states General was slow and, the embargo on 
Dutch cloth was not lifted until 1706. In the event the Dutch 
trade in French wine was 'not affected by.the small imports of 
portuguese Wine, despite the reduction in the Dutch dutY,5and" 
the Dutch trade in cloth was only a fraction of the English 
cloth exports to portugal., ( lLi4) '. -~. 
142. 
143. 
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. The "British Merchant tt challenged Defoe's reading. of the 
Latin text of the. treaty because he had argued that if the 
Bri tish government, in accordance wi th the Anglo-French treaty, 
levied the same rate of duty; on French as,on Portuguese wine,~ 
the King of portugal would only. be jus tified by the Methuen 
Treaty in again prohibiting those British cloths which were pro-
hibited previously. (145). ,It; alleged that he had omitted the 
words "and the rest of the Bri tish woollen· cloths" . from. the 
woollen goods which the Portuguese, king would be able, to .. exclude 
if Britain broke the Methuen treaty, ,in other words a general 
prohibition of all British cloth. (146) Defoe, of course, 
accepted that the king could prohibit all,the.British manufactures 
from entering Portugal, .by way of reprisal, ,but claimed that he 
was not empowered to do this by'.the treaty. (147) In any case, 
he contended that Portugal neededBritish cloth for her colonists 
in Brazil and that her demand for British manufactures did not 
depend on our demand. for her wine. (148) Defoe's statement 
that woollen cloths, Spanish cloths and medleys were thecmost 
important woollen goods previously excluded by the Portuguese 
pragmatical decrees of 1677 and'1686 is correct, for some of 
the new draperies were already : admitted to Portugal before: ,": 
December 1703. Davenant's statistics of, the cloth trade, with 
portugal 1701-1707 show that 15,937 pieces of double bays, 8,116 
pieces of minikin bays, 592,604 pounds ofperpetuanas and 
244,707 pounds of stuffs were sent there in 1702, followed by 
12,812 pieces of double bays, 10,764 pieces of min1kin bays, 
145. 
146. 
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754,503 pounds'of perpetuanas'and 278,037 pounds of stuffs in 
1703. (149) . As Mr. Francis sums up the precise, effects of the" 
Methuen treaty on British exports to portugal, "it is difficult 
to pin down any items Which ,cle'arly benefited .from theabroga-
tion of the pragmatical decrees. In" theory mos t of. the new 
draperies and worsted fabrics, including some of the bays, ,'might 
have come under the sumptuary laws, 'but much depended on the: 
colour and appearance of the cloth and.scarcely a single item.v 
seems to have been entirely prohibited before ,the treaty. Many 
articles were. imported to meet the needs of'the war.but the in-~­
crease in Span ish cloths and in perpetuanas and serges. can· per-
haps be directly related to'the Methuen treaty. The effect Was 
to produce a general increase, which persisted after the war and 
was facilitated by the continuation on an enlarged base:of the 
wine trade." (150). Only.in Spanish cloths' was the increase 
dramatic,' from 685 pieces in 1703 to 3005 pieces ·in 1704, and' 
perpetuanas and stuffs seem to have remained mOl~e or less, up:,· i 
to 1707, at the level Which they had already reached in 1703. (151 
In a heavy-handed attempt to counter the excessive Whig prais 
for John Methuen, Defoe denounced his,achievement as u a Felonious 
Treaty" and protested "that he that made it, had he been living, 
ought to have answer'dfor it." (152) Attacking the Whigs, as 
the great defenders of the rights of Parliament, . where he ·thought 
they were particularlY vulnerable, 'he asserted that the treaty 
149. 
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was "an Invasion of Parliamen tary Right" because a mere ambassa-
dor had negotiated-rates of duty, and since it could not legally 
be made, it was therefore void. He contrasted the action of 
the Tory ministry in submitting the Eighth and Ninth Articles" 
to parliamentary debate with the wider powers which John Methuen 
had exercised at the time of,his negotiation: '''for if-an Am-
bassador can by a-Treaty Article with Portugal, that the Parlia-
ment shall not lay such or such Duties, and that the Parliament 
shall not take off such or such; An'Ambassador may by the same 
Rule Article in the Treaty with France,That the Parliament shall 
take off such and such Duties; . and· the li~e."' He maintained' 
that the Methuen Treaty destroyed IIthe,very Essence and Nature 
of Magna Charta ll and that "it would be worse than Felonious to 
enforce the keeping it at the expence of the undoubted Privileges 
of the British Parliament. This would ,be a Robbery equal to 
·the worst Treasonj 'for it would take from the Parliament that, 
Right which has not for some Ages been disputed with them, (viz.) 
Of having the only power of levying and,appropriating Taxes, and 
raising Money The essence of this argument was that 
the trea ty was not inviolable and, tha t ParI iament, could adjus t 
the" du ties on portuguese wines as different circums tance s re-
quired. 
As the dispute about· the commercial treaty became increas-
ingly- a party struggle, Defoe sUggested that we were allowing 
the Dutch to profit at our expense •. Having traded with'the 
enemY throughout the war, they were now seizing the opportunity 
created by the Engli.sh delay in rati:fying the 8th and 9th 
- I 
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articles to flood the French ports with goods. "Our Expor ts 
••• ", he maintained, "had been more than doubled had we not 
Traded this Year under this intolerable Inequality as to the 
Dutch, (viz.) that they have had a 'settled open Trade thither, 
••• by which Means they have filled France with East-India Goods 
of-all sorts, Sugar~ TobacQo, Pepper,Indico, and the like; nay, 
with our'own Manufactures, of which though the Benefit of the 
Consumption has been ours, yet the Gain of the Sale has been 
theirs: tI (154) The danger Was par ticularly ,acu te in the" tobacco 
trade. Although they boughtcsome tobacco from Britain, they 
were planting "so prodigious a Quantity" that they were able to;, 
export nearly 100,000·hogsheadsa'year, of which "a great Quantity 
was going to France. : (155) . "It might have been expected", he 
announced, "that after so long an Interruption of Commerce by' 
the War, we should have found the Fruits of,the Peace in a mighty 
Flux of Trade upon the first opening of Commerce in Europe; ••• 
it would have been so to us if we,had not stumbled'at the.Thresh-
old .~. As it would have been so to us, it is apparent it has 
been so to the Dutch; while we have been wrangling about the 
Commerce, whether we shall Trade or not Trade, ••• the Dutch 
fill the French Ports·with their Ships. and with Goods of all 
Nations, nay even with our own Goods, and We get the Gleanings 
of .,' the Trade after them." (156) By the export of English cloth 
to France through Holland~ the Dutch had been made "Partners in 
our Trade and Masters of our ~anufacture." (157) To. Defoe, 
this was an intolerable situation for a great trading nation and 
he completelY rejected the argument that the Dutch market for 
154. .Th.1,g, No. 69, October 31,' 1713. 
155. lblQ, No. 70, November 3, 1713. 
156. ~,No. 90, December 19, 1713. 
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English cloth was so valuable that nothing should be done to 
reduce the Dutch trade. ,At the same time he declared, "This 
Paper,will never go about to lessen the Value or our Trade to 
Holland; those Trades which Export mos t of our, Woollen Manu-
factures are without Question the most profitable Trades to 
us.", He claimed, however, that the export of English cloth 
to Holland was always greatest when 'trade Was prohibi ted between 
England and France or between England and Flanders and that if 
the IDut<e:lhl could sell English cloth at a prorit in France, "we 
might make some Profit of carrying them thither our selves", 
even i r it were only "the Employment or our own Shipping.'" (158) 
To those who argued from his own maxim that cheapness caused 
consumption and that, therefore, the Dutch, because of their 
cheaper freight rates, would be able to sell more English cloth 
in France than we could send thepe directly, he replied that 
most of the 20,000 or 30,000 pieces of serges andperpetuanas 
'/lI' .t. ~ 
which had formerly been sent to France had been shipped from 
" ' 
Exeter and Plymouth and that it was not possible that the Dutch 
. ") ", 
"could fetch these at Axmouth, carry them to Holland"and from 
.. '" . 
thence to France, cheaper than we could ca'rrythem jus't across 
,"I 
" ,..- " jOI :,. ;;;. • ~ !! 
the Channel." In such a short voyage, the difference in freights 
could not amount to more than is. i~ £100' because the whole 
, -
freight on bales of finer cloths was usually not more ,than 5s.! 
on £100 worth oi goo~s. (159) 
The extracts already, quoted from his correspondence with 
Harley show that Defoe wa~ firmly convinced ,that much of the 
158 T'h 4~, No. 33, August 8, 1713 • . ~159. ~, No. 34, August 11, 1713. 
opposi tion to the commercial tr.eaty wi th France was a Whig 
party manoeuvre against the Tory administration. (160)' In 
an early issue of the 'Mercator', he condemned "that Mean Error , 
which is noW so much the common Practice, (viz.) of mingling' . 
private Interests and Matters of Commerce with Affairs of the 
State, making Trade a PartY-Cause, which ought above all to be 
free and unconcern'd in such things." (161) ,'By January 1714, 
he claimed that he had from the beginning of the 'Mercator" 
"avoided meddling with Party-Quarrels" andthat'he had·tried 
to confine his paper "wholly to the Subject of Tradett,;but went 
on to print a letter from a correspondent, G.S., who observed 
that during the preceding months ,Defoe had been "dancing in a 
Circle, beating the Air 'and Talking to no purpose at all." ~, 
This "correspondent tl proceeded, to launch a violent attack on 
the Whigs, exclaiming, 
"Anyone may know that Arguing about Trade is but· 
an Amusement with these Men; ••• Their Measures 
run in another Channel; the Peace and the Ministry" 
is their Quarrel, and this Clamour about the French 
Trade is but a means laid hold on to bring to pass 
these other Ends •••••• I tell you they want only 
to'be in the Ministry, :and were they in, . they would ,.,,' 
have made the same Treaty of Oommerce, or a worse, 
and have Cried it up as fast as now 'they Cry lt~ ',-
down; ••• • •• They have a general Maxim, ••• (viz.) 
That without a Treaty 'of Commerce the Treaty of;.,: 
Peace could not be lasting, which indeed is very 
rational: 'So then, if they can overthrow the Treaty 
of Commerce, they do all their Work. It is a famous 
Climax in their Politicks, No Commerce! ,No Peace! No Peace! 
No Minis try! .Then Hey boys, up we go, etc:.... is the 
next step."" (162) '" ' ., . 
. '. f ,-
Naturally, ·the "Bri tish Merchant" countered with the charge 
that "Rage of Parties" was constantly used by Defoe as tithe only '" 
160. Supra, pp. 62~62e. 
161., Mercator, No.5, June 4,- 1713. 
162. ~, No. 108, January 30, 1713 (1714) 
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Argument against the Bill of Commerce" and asked "Is the Sense 
of all England for half a Century of Years,. the Sense:of,a ' 
Party only?" (163) But Defoe extended his allegations against 
the Whigs to include the imputation that they Were being duped 
by the Dutch or were consciously subordinating the interests of 
England to those of Holland in th,eir overriding desire to oust 
the Tories. This hypothesis had appeared in, the 'Mercator' as 
early as August 1713, when he wrote, t~whathas been spoken; of 
the Dutch carrying on,by their Agents here the Divisions of . 
this Nation, <must have some Truth in it, seeing those Divisions 
y ,-
are managed so evidently for their Interest, ••• that if it.be 
not of their own doing, it must be, because they see some Men, 
here so forward'to do it for them, 4 that they could not do it 
better them selves. It (164) ,;By. the. end of the year, he advanced 
the theory, that at the conclusion' of the recent war, France", 
although impoverished in general by,the conflict like her neigh-
bou~s, was "very full of. ready money", .more ttthan perhaps it 
ever was since,it was a Nation, ,or ever will be,again." ,This 
had accumulated in France by the wartime trade .. to the Spanish 
West Indies, by the revaluations of the currency which had en-
couraged coinage; into specie and, by the, rl,.ch prizes taken by, 
their privateers from both the Dutch and the Bri tish. "The 
Dutch, who always had the Reputation of knowing which side; of, 
their Bread had the butter on, took early Care to get,the First 
fruits,of this Harvest, ,and to secure their Terms of Corrmerce 
wi th France, which, having no Parties at home to prevent them, " 
they ,effectually determined at the time of,their Treaty of Peace. 
163. ~ritish Mercgant. No. 27, November 6, 1713. 
164. Mercator, No. 33, August 8,.1713. 
Not content with this ·success, he continued, tithe sharping 
Dutch, had another Game to play; , for ••• knowing well, that. 
no Merchants in the World were able to Cut them out of this 
Trade but those of Great Britain,' their next study Was to keep 
the Cully to them selves, and to keep the British Treaty from 
being Compleated as long as possibly they could." Because 
"this Nation never wants a Party to undo hern ,. the 'Dutch found 
them out "Tools ready ground by a Faction to their Hand tl with 
the immediate outcome, "a great Clamour in the City against the 
French Trade; all the Absurdities and Forgeries of forty Years 
standing ••• trumpt Up.1I In support of this assumption, he 
recommended to his'readers his recent anonymous pamphlet IIMemoirs 
of Count Tariff" in'which "the whole Dutch J:llot against our 
Commerce'is laid open,how itwas.push'd:on by the Dutch."~(165) 
The previous links between the Whigs and the .Dutch in their oppos-
sition to the separate peace negotiations between Britain and 
France:(166) may have led Defoe to assume a similar connection 
in the campaign against the Bill of Commerce but this pamphlet 
was more likely a deliberate attempt to discredit the Whig oppos-
ition to the commercial treaty, not merely by.the inSinuation 
that they were willing tools of the Dutch, but also by playing 
on the long-standing English prejudices against those who had 
only just ceased to be our most-feared rivals in trade. In it 
he' raked over old scandals such as the Dutch compromising their 
Christian faith in Japan because of their eagerness to trade 
there and "a certain Butcherly occasion".. at Amboyna. The char-
acter of the Dutch people was personified in this indifferent 
165 Tn"", No. 91, December 22,: 1713. ; ", . 
• ~ it 2 166 See m~T M.A. Thesis, Ope c., pp. 37-246. • "'tJ 
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allegory in Mynheer'Coopmanschap, "an old Carrier,· and a 
cunning, tricking, circumventing, sharping Dutch Broker ••• a 
great Dealer in' the Manufactures and Produce of other Countries, 
but (who)had'very few or none at all of his own." It told 
how old Coopmanschap seized'his opportunity when the English 
stupidlY' "cut off their own' Trade" to engross all-their trade ~ '; 
with France, personified in Count Tariff, so that'llno Body could 
Trade,with CountTariff~at all NOW, -but they must pay TOLL to 
old Coopmanschap,no Goods could be sent'toCount Tariff, but 
in old Coopmanschap's Waggons;and Ships,-so that he became'the 
general Carryer to'all.the,Trade;of that side of-the World." 
Therefore; the British and French trade proposals came as a 
shock to the Dutch'''forthese were the'very Men that he had 
bubbled for so many Years past; for 'having kept Count Tariff 
under his Thumb, he got all, the Trade into'his o~vn Hand, made 
those English Merchants glad to sell ctheir Woollen 'Manufactures 
to him, some finish'd, some unfinish'd, as he pleased to 'take 
them;~and at what Price he pleased'to-gi~e for them; so that 
they only,furnish'd Count Tariff at-second-hand; -and 'Old Coop-
manschapgot the Profit ••• and this~subtle Dutchman had only 
been ~a Pick-pocket on both Sides." (167)' 
Because Defoe wasc6nvlnced that bations were engaged in 
a conflict for a limited volume of trade, (168) the Dutch were 
in the right in trying to keep their control of the trade with 
France, "for ,they pick o~r pockets b~ it, and ,we,~re deprived 
.:)' 
by it of' a Trade which we should shut, them out of." - Therefore, 
~ , 
167. Memoirs of Count Tariff (1713), pp. 8-16. 
168. ~}lCra, pp. 12-:-13 
we could not blame the Dutch, but'it was "not the less monstrous 
to see Englishmen and Britains be,drawn in to Talk'their Language. 
(169) & Since 1710, he had found·himself in fierce opposition to 
his fellow Whigs on the national credit, on the peace negotiations 
with France, 'on their desertion of the Dissenters by their pact 
wi th Nottingham" and noW on the question of, commercial policy. (170) 
He had been: subjected to a campaign of misrepresentation 'and ' 
vilification which had i~cluded:accusingreferences to his bank-
ruptcies and to his appearance.in the pillory, although this had 
been. the result of a too-successful satire on their opponents, 
the High Church Tories, and was in any case completely irrelevant 
to the controversy about England's trade relations with France.' 
( 171) They had also' tried to secure his' imprisonment on the, 
totally false charge of writing against the Hanoverian succeSSion, 
acause'which he strenuously.supported:throughout'his political 
career. (172) Completely isolated from his former political 
aSSOCiates, he was more,and,more dependent on Harley, both poli-
tically and financially, and even there he had been displaced by 
Swift.. It is not surprising that his dispute wi th the Whigs 
about the commercial treaty became increasingly bitter. In 
1712,~duringthe controversy .. about the peacenegotlations with 
France, he had complained tha t in', the Barrier Treaty, ,the Whig, 
Junto had given the Dutchd1the Soverignty' and: the Commerce of 
the Spanish Netherlands" (173) and,lIa,Barrier so pernicious to 
the Trade of Great Britain." (174) He,now.accused them'of again 
169. 
170. 
171. 
,..:..' ~). 
172. 
173. 
174. 
Mercator, No.:111, February 6, 1713 (1714). 
See,IIlY M.A. ThesiS, Opt cit., pp. ,263-5, 302,306-7. 
. Eri tish Merchant, No. 27, ,M~rch 6,'1713; No. 46, January 
12, ,1714 •. " '.; .'. - ~ .. , . " .. 
supra, p. 418. A Further Search int~ the Conduct of the A11ie§ (1712). 
~he Present Negotiatlons of Peace Vindicated (1712) 
pp. 15-16. 
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sacrificing our vital' commercial interests to "our most danger-
ous Rivals in Trade", in return for Dutch support in their party 
struggle to supplant the Tory government.of Harley and Bolingbrokel 
"The Arguments put into the }lcuths of our People. against the Trade 
with France Are All Dutch, COin'd in Holland, Calculated for a 
Dutch Interest." (175) In another issue it Was the Whigs who 
had called in the Dutch. Uto .defend our Commerce against the Frenchl 
which was like "the old Britons, who call'd:in the Saxons to'help 
them against the Picts, who' ••• devoured the People they came to 
help. tI (176) . Finally, he insinuated that some Whig pamphleteers 
had been.bribed,by. the Dutch to attack the trade treaty, declaring 
I 
"if.weshou'd say, that Dutch Money has been employ'd in order to : 
keep alive the Clamour against our Trade to Fra(nce); its be-
lieved we might be able to get better Proof of it than these Men 
are aware of" .and referred to "their bribing and hiring so many 
Mercenaries to raise.a Clamour among the People, and to Print 
scandalous and ,scurrilous Libels against it." (177) Thus the 
whole nation was "bought and sold in a Horrible and Treacherous 
manner. tI (178)· 
The knowledge that the Dutch were so eager that Britain 
should be shut out of , the t~ade with France Was to Defoe suffi-
cient reason why she should wish to have the treaty of commerce. 
( 179) The fact that at the same .time "they greedily embraced 
the French Trade them selves" led him to believe that this was 
.' . 
175. ~~rcatQ~, No. 116, February 18, 1713 (1714) 
176. .IJ;lj.Q, No. 127, March 16, 1713 (1714). 
77 D.:1Q" No. 130, March 23, 1713 (1714). 
1 8· Th~n, No. Ill, February 6, 1713 (1714). 17· ~179. .lb..1.!1, . 4 '. 
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"a rich Morsel." (180) Whereas his opponents were convinced 
that trade with France fulfilled all the conditions of adetri-
mental trade, Defoe maintained that France was "a fifth Part of 
the Trading Part of Europe," with a population of many millions 
but who, "in spight of all their Industry", were not able to 
supply themselves with manufactured goods because they lacked 
the necessary materials. (181) The "British Merchant" asked 
if any English traveller in Europe ever wanted a joint of mutton 
for his' supper and whether the people in other countries threw 
away the fleeces or if the sheep there had bristles on their"' 
backs instead of wool. (182) . But nothing would shake Defoe's 
convi~ction that the English cloth industry was superior to that 
of any other country and would always remain so partly because 
of the skill of the operatives but primarily because of God's 
exclusive gift of the wool produced by our soil and climate. (183) 
This was always providing that some effectual method was found 
to stop the oWling traffic, "or all your Tariffs of Trade, and 
Treaties of Commerce that are, or can be made" would not save 
England's trade "from' immediate Destruction." If this could 
not be accomplished, he ret;a3ted, "you may as well open a Man's 
Veins, and say to him, Live and walkabout, when at the same 
time he is bleeding to Dea'th; , as to say to the Nation, Trade, 
thrive, and carryon your Universal Commerce; when the Wooll, 
which is the Life and Blood of Trade is carried away, to those 
who alone can ruin our Trade." (184) ,. The 'British Merchant', 
however, not only maintained that there Was scarce any country 
180. .Il2iQ, No. 129, March 20, 1713 )1714). 
181 • .IQisl, No. 127, March 16,1713 (1714). 
182. I3ri tish Merchant,' No. 27, November 6, 1713. 
183. 5upra,pp. 194-198,· 203-215. ' 
184. Review, Vol. IX, (No. 95), p. 192. 
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in Europe without woollen manufactures but that no nation had 
made such strenous efforts to extend her trade in woollen. cloth 
as France had done in the fourteen months since Utrecht. (185) 
Defoe still argued that there could be no serious;competition 
from a country that had no.wool but what they bought or stole 
from other nations, no dyestuffs but what theYbought."at second-
hand" and no craftsmen but what they borrowed or hired from abroad 
( 186) Any progress which the 1"rench might have made had been 
due to the prohibition of imports of English cloth which led them 
to achieve."a greater Knowledge and Capacity in· the said Manu-
factures than they had before." (187) Therefore, he insisted, 
"the only way then left us, as well to stop our Wooll from going 
into France as to_stop the French ~mprovements in our Manufactures 
is to have. our Goods openly admitted ,into_France on easieTerms, 
and,on low Duties, that the Goodness and Cheapness of our Manu-
facture may, by its own Weight, ~verthrow and destroy the other, 
as it is plain it must and. will dO." (188) '; ,A ,year earlier, how-
ever, he had stated categorica~lY, lithe French are so far from 
encreasing in the Woollen Manufa.ctures, that (they) .are less able 
to make Woollen ~I~anufactures NUW, than they were .befor e the War; 
and will be still less able yhan they are now, after the Peace. 
That the French are no~ able ••• >~o make so many Woollen Manu-
factures as they use. them selves; but must every Year buy great 
Quantities, from us, and always did so" but he produced no new 
evidence in support of this, assertion •. (189) More effective 
was the pertinent question that if.the French could make better 
185. ;aritish Merchant, No. 90, June 15, 1714. 
186. Mercator, No. 127, March 16, 1713 (1714). 
187. ~,No. 23, July 16, 1713. 
188. Ib id,. No. 138, April 10, .1714. 
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and cheeper goods than the English, why should they be .. so 
hard to yield up the high Duties" which they had levied on 
English goods. "Were' the Trade open, and the Duties on our 
Goods'in France.reduced to the Rule or,Tariff of 1664", he added, 
"we.should soon,destroy the hopes of the French, ;and the fears of 
our' own People, in, the Affair of erecting Woollen Manufactures in 
France." (190) In the,next issue of the 'Review', he told his' 
readers that the.French people were just as alarmed as,the English 
about the proposed reductions in. their tariffs; "for, say they, 
if we do'so, the English would crowd their Woollen Goods upon us, 
in such vast Quantities, and they are so much· beyond our own in 
Goodness, in Workmanship, and.in Substance, tho' a little higher 
in Price, that: ••• · no body will.buy French if they can get English 
As Louis XIV and his ministers were usually fully aware of their 
own interests,' "if they'did.not know.that our Manufacltures would, 
in spight of all theApplication,'and,cheapWorking,of their low-
priz'd People, work them out and undo'them; ••• he would not harp 
so~diligentlY upon that String, and press so hardto.keep our 
Woollen Goods to the Tariff of 1699 whenhe~is so easy in letting 
all other Goods fall to that of 1664." Thus leather,was not ' 
excepted out of the tariff of 1664 for the French wanted all the 
leather they' could get, "but. if ••• the Tanners in F'rance. could 
not'sell,their Goods, 'they would be as solicitous about the Leathe 
as they are noW about. the Woollen Goods.'" (191) In one pamphlet 
he suggested. that the French might be persuaded, in the further, 
negotiations for which ,the treaty provided, to reduce the~tariff 
on all woollen cloth to the 1664 rate, (192) but even if this 
__ ".t ." 
modification were not obtained, he insisted that not all English 
190. 
191. 
192. Ninth Articles ot the 
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cloth would be subject to the 1699 tariff, only broadcloth, 
ratins and serges, and that we did not export any, ratins to 
France. In any case the 1699 tariff was less onerous than 
the opponents of the, treaty maintained, being lower than, the 
1687 duties and, if the treaty were not ratified, English cloth-
would still be subject to the prohibition of 1701. He observed 
that by the 1699 tariff/broadcloth would pay per piece,of 25 
French ells, or 3l~ yards, 15 livres more than in 1664, compared 
with 40 livres more in 1667. Cloth serges, per piece of 15 
ells, l8i yards, would only pay 1 livre more than by the 1664> 
tariff, 11 livres instead of 10. These duties would be much 
lower than those which would remain on French goods imported 
into Britain. (193) Therefore, he was convinced that what had 
happened in Scotland after the Union would be repeated in France 
if the treaty were ratified... The Scots had good wool "and if 
it was not so fine as ours,they never wanted ours ••• ·to help 
out." He had seen very fine broad cloth and shalloons made at 
Edinburgh, Leith, Stirling, Musselburgh and Haddington and he 
thought that they would have maintained their woollen manufactures 
for the Scots were "as Poor, and as able to live hard,' and con-
sequently work low, as any Na tion in the World. '; But as soon' as 
the Union opened the Trade, ••• down went all their Works, all 
their Workmen went off, their Stocks were sunk and broke, and, 
their English Workmen, for, such they had too,were forced to 
come back, ••• and Which I have always said of our Manufactures, 
what they wanted in Price,' they m'8ds,up in Goodness; so that 
193. M.ercator, No. 1,May'26~'<l7l3; No.:6"June 6,1713 •. The 
'British Merchant' assessed the dutY,on broadcloth at 20 
instead of'l5 ,per' cent. (No~40,December 22,,17~3). 
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we could send our broad Cloath from Worcester, to Edingborough, 
and to Glasgow, by Land Carriage, of which I am an Eye Witness-, 
and tho' that be near 300 Miles a Horseback, could sell broad' 
Cloa th cheaper, there, than any 'could be made in Scotland." (194) 
Later, he claimed that cloth was even sent from Taunton to Scot-
land by land carriage and that no broad cloth, druggets or saga-
thies were now made in Scotland "to any purpose." "Just so 
would it be in France, Were .this Treaty made Effectual, and the 
Duty on our Woollen Manufactures reduced ,to the Tariff of 1664, 
as it is to be by the Treaty, Broad Cloth and Serges only excepted 
(195) 
.Whereas Defoe expected .the exports of English.woo1lensto 
France to ."sink and confound the French manufactures,", (196) his 
Whig adversaries complained that the French imports of our wool1er 
goods would be 'restricted to the three ports,of Bordeaux, Rouen 
and st. ,Val'ry with no port of entry into Brittany where, they 
claimed, these goods had sold best. (197) They Would also be " 
subject to "exceeding troublesome Visi tations" so that they would 
probably "lye 6 'or 8 Months at the Custom house to be Moth-eaten" 
and then they might be measured and inspected "in the Rain and· 
Dirt" wi th a consequent reduction in value, of 20 per cent. ,"And 
does this look as if the French were in earnest to receive our 
Woollen Manufactures?" they aSked. (198) '. But while they made 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 
198. 
Revie~, Vol~ IX, (No. 98) p. 197. ' 
Mercator, NQ. 122, March 4, 1713 (1714). 
Ibid, No. 134, April 1, 1714. 
British Merchant, No. 43, January 1, 1714. 
.IJ;U.Q, No. 40, Decemb er 22,' 1713; ..... ; , C f ,LLe tter to 
Sir R - H - ••• (1713) p. 3, Which alleged that when there 
was an open trade with France, French inspectors, "under thE 
Pretext of several old Laws", had been guil ty of throwing 
English cloths into water, "adjudging them defective" and 
had thereby prevented their sale. ' 
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the most of these possible difficulties, their main argument 
was that British woollen goods'woUld be unable to make much 
headway in the French market because the French ~anufacturers' 
labour costs were so much lower. Therefore"a~ell of French 
cloth, which was the equivalent'of a yard and a quarter of . 
English measure, sold for the same price as a yard of the same 
cloth in England. '(199) They contended that in the years when 
it 'was believed that we lost at least £It million by the French 
trade, woollen manufactures had' formed over half of our ~xports 
to France. (200) The French were then only'''in the Infancy of 
their Woollen Manufacture tl arid during-the years when the entry 
of English cloth was prohibited, there had been a great expansion 
of the French industry, notably at the Van Robais factory at 
Abbeville, making Spanish cloth, and at'Sattes near Carcassonne 
and Clermont de Lodere 'in Languedoc~' (201) One writer even 
claimed that if French woollen manufactures Were allowed into 
England, there' was no doubt tlbut in' a very ,·li ttle time, our 
Woollen Manufactures would be lost here; , since all sorts might 
be impor teq much cheaper from France. tI (202) Both he and the 
authors of the 'British Merchant' were agreed that it Was of no 
consequence whether the French offered large or small reductions 
1n the tariff on our woollen goods, because "though our Goods 
were to pay no Duties at all, yet we should not be able' to export 
such Quantities as we did in 1685," when we had an open trade 
with France. (203) So persistent were their suspicions of the 
199. 
200. 
201. 
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(Anon) An Account of the Woollen Manufactures made in the 
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French that they suggested that the French king might relax 
the existing ','prohibi tions, Edicts and high Duties, to draw on 
the Bill of Corr.merce" only' to reimpose these restrictions when 
he had been successful in securingjthe treaty. (204) , Even when 
they agreed that: the best quality,English cloth was superior to 
that produced in other' countries,· they. were quick to add'that 
in all countries few were able.:to afford'this cloth and that it 
was the market for the,cheaper sorts that was important, where 
price counted more than quality. (205): ,"Their,Gentlemen of 
Estates may now,; and then fancy a Sui t of ,English Cloth, if they 
do, ·they'll:have.it as the Trade now stands, and if. the Bill of 
Commerce were'past, they'll not:take.a.Piece the,more. The 
great Consumption;of Wool does not lye amongst these Sort of 
people;' 'tis:amongst the infer,iour Sort, and the Manufactures 
they consume are made much cheaper in France than any we can 
send them." This Whig writer. claimed that the French crafts-
man worked ,sevenpence.in the shilling cheaper than his'English 
counterpart. (206)~ In spite of.all their objections, Defoe not 
only believed that "a larger Quantity of our Woollen Manufactures' 
would be exported to France than ever before, but declared that 
the result of opening a door into France would be the entire 
overthrow of the French Manufacturing. "( 207) As for those 
traitors who,ran down:the English manufactures and cried up the 
French, this was "a villainous, .base Thing~f'or Englishmen to do," 
even if it were true, "a piece of unnatural. Treason in Trade," 
which did great disservice to the British cloth trade because 
204. 
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French merchants were able to quote these opinions in roreign 
markets. (208) 
Although a dramatic increase in our woollen exports was 
the chief benefit which Defoe expected to accrue rrom the 
commercial treaty, he insisted that other gains would follow 
even in the case or the remaining commodi ties., excepted rrom 
the general tarirr or 1664. He dismissed the article of whale-
bone,' rins and whale oil as un1mportant since Britain had now no 
whaling industry worthy or consideration, but in an early 'Merca-
tor' he declared, "Next.to the, said EXportation of our.Woollen 
Manufacture, the Fishing Trade is our immediate Concern, and that 
more especially since our Union with Scotland." (209) He wrote 
two letters to the 'Mercator!, Which were published as a separate 
pamphlet, to show the opportun1ties which Scottish merchants had 
missed for increased exports of herrings, salmob,cod, leather, 
'hides, coal, glue, butter and'other provisions because.the treaty 
had not been ratified. These.would have balanced the Scottish 
taste for French wines and brandy and the demand for French salt 
for the fishing industry, but now specie would have to be ex-
ported to pay for these imports. (210) His.adversaries natu-
rally stressed the restrictions in ·the, treaty, such as the import· 
ation of salt fish into France only in barrels and only at the 
I five ports of st. Valery,. Rouen, Nantes, :Bordeaux, and Liborne, 
the last-named, they claimed,being.a port' of no account and too 
. 
208. lJl.1.!1, No. 141, April 17, 1714 and No. 143, April 22,1714. 
209. lQiQ, No. 18, July 4, 1713. 
210. jhe Trade of Scotland With France Consider'd •••. (1713), 
pp. 3 - 5. 
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near Bordeaux. (211) The British~failure to seize Cape 
Breton Island during the.war and the concessions granted to 
the French at utrecht to dry the fish, which they caught on 
the Grand Banks, on. the coast of Newfoundland had given them 
a distinct advantage in the Atlantic fishery, in the view of 
the Whigs, and they claimed that there would now'be little oppor-
tunity for the sale of British fish in France, seeing that their 
own fishermen could·import.fish in bulk. The existing duties 
were replaced.by those on. landing and consumption obtaining befor4 
1664,'plus a neW duty of.40 livres-perlast of 12 barrels, and 
these were to be paid even at free ports' such'as Dunkirk. The 
neW duty was more than double the ,1664 tariff on herrings," wi th 
even larger increases on salmon and.cod" amounting "to almost 
the whole value of that Fish." Thewhole~article was a demon-
stration that Louis XIV intended that his subjects should eat no 
fish "but of their own catching and curing." (212)' Another 
pamphleteer argued that the fish would have to be "wholly cured 
With English salt." (213) Defoe rejoined that English fish 
exports to France had been prohibited after the Treaty of Ryswick 
and that as this concerned the Dutch more than it did us, we 
should examine Holland's commercial treaty with France to arrive 
at a true evaluation of the prospects for supplying fish to 
France. (214) Despite the efforts of the French government, 
the French herring fishery continued to decline infue.face of 
{
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Dutch competition, which suggests that Defoe was right in 'his 
assumption that the treaty would have provided opportunities for 
the Scots if it had been ratified.' There was a rapid expansion 
of the French cod fishery' after the,Spanish Succession war, but 
the competition of 'the New England fishery was a more serious~', 
problem for the:English West Country fishermen. (215) 
Despite his:early statement, Defoe made little attempt to 
meet .the above criticisms,~but he had considerable hopes for 
the Virginia tobacco trade, the re-export of which he'saidwas 
"in the greatest danger imaginable of.being,utterly lost to 
thisNation~~,As these re-exports:were'placed on the same" foot-
ing in France as the imports from all other countries such as 
Spain, this ,was not "an inconsiderable article, France being 
lately come into.~heCustom ofSmoaking Tobacco, and ,which England 
can ,supply, (placing the Goodness.against the Price) Ch~aper and 
Better·than any Nation in the World" ,and might save "thatslnklng 
Trade from final Ruin." He hoped that in the subsequent nego-
tiations theBri tish ambassadors would secure that tre French tob-
acco dutles:should not be farmed. (216) Even though the commer-
cial treaty:was,not ratified, after 1713 France became the second 
most important market to Holland, for British re-exports,of tob-
acco and,'after l730~the first. (217) Indeed, next to woollen 
goods, Defoe placed his greatest hopes on re-exports of~colonial 
and Eas t India goods. to France, 'demanding, "Have, we not Expor ted 
215. 
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above Two hundred thousand Pounds to France a Year in East 
, 
r'ndia Goods only?" (218) Battle was soon jOined on this issue 
for in their petition against the treaty the Levant Company had 
protested tha t the 'Ninth Article referred to the "goods and" 
merchandizes" of Great Britain instead of those of the subjects 
of Great Britain and that this implied manufactures and native 
products only,'whereas they claimed that they had enjoyed th~ 
freedom to take the'goods they brought from Turkey not only 
directly to France but also from England to France as they saw 
fi t. (219) '. Defoe replied tha t in this case the words of the .', 
treaty would have been "growth and produce", not goods and mer-
chandizes. (220) The 'British'Merchant' argu~d that the first 
draft of the treaty had been more favourable to Britain and that 
the inclusion of the words "goods and merchandizes" had made the 
clause less general for they must mean the growth and manufactures 
of Great Britain, ~ndnot those of:~ny other countri exported 
from Britain.' (221) There was so much disquiet in Britain on 
thiS question that the House of Co~mons added an amendment to the 
Ninth Article of the Bill of Commerce, declaring,that the repeal 
of prohibitions in France should extend to foreign goods exported 
from Britain, (222) The 'British,Merchant"asked if France had 
agreed to this amendment and maintained that all the restrictions 
on foreign goods exported.from Britain were confirmed by,the 
fifth article of the treaty which said that the laws and statutes 
of each kingdom should remain in full force, e~cept as expressly 
218. 
219. 
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provided otherwise in the agreement. (223) After printing 
It-the French arret prohibiting the wearing of Indian textiles or 
trading in them, the writer asked if it were likely that ,such 
an edict would ever be, repealed in favour of Bri tain ,and, declared 
that if East India goods were struck out of the 'Mercator's' 
list ofre-exported goods, only "a very Trifle" would ,remain •. 
( 224) He further maintained that before this edict and during 
the period of open trade,. in 1685-6, "Foreign Goods, and those 
made or mixed with Foreign Materials,~together ~with.a very few 
Plantation Goods, were almost half the value of our whole Exports 
to France~ (225) Despite the French decrees, Defoe claimed 
that "great Quantities ,of East-India Goods" had been carried 
into France by the Dutch and that this was the most likely reason 
for the great export of these goods from England to Holland, 
amounting to 33,000 pieces*of calicoes in the nine days between 
23rd. January and 1st. February, 1714. (226) The', 'Bri tish 
Merchant' admitted that "some Parcels of these Goods ll were ex-
ported to France, but this Was only because Louis XIV, was accus-
tomed"to.dispence with his Prohibitions to supply' any present 
Wants or Exigencies of his Subjects," and that he was, probably, 
temporarily relaxing his,restrictions to gain the treaty:with 
Br i ta in. (227) other pamphleteers alleged that the prohibitions 
against foreign goods would~apply to England's.Spanish cloths 
or to fish which had not been cured with English salt! (228) 
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One of Defoe's chief difficulties in recommending the 
treaty of commerce was that because trade with France had been 
prohibited for so many years, and had been considered adverse 
for an even longer'period, it was almost impossible to give his 
opponents any indications of the advantages which he believed 
would accrue. It was for this reason that he,suggested that 
the treaty should be ,provisional for three years "that -a Medium 
of the Trade may be :taken, not from what had been, or might be 
supposed to be, but as Experience shall prove to be. II Because 
Britain could not send her exports to France until the treaty' 
was ratified, the critics of the bill were given a distinct ad-
vantage. (229) Therefore, he tried to show that there Was a· 
large trade to France in spite of the various restrictions and 
thus. to lead people to expect a great expansion whenever' the 
barriers should be removed. In the autumn of 1713, he began 
to give lists at-the end of each 'Mercator' of various corrmodi-
ties sent to France, but his Whig adversaries were quick to seize 
on "the' weaknesses in this propaganda., The 'British Merchant' 
bluntly exposed the reason for his lists and denied 'that the' 
large quantities of corn and other foodstuffs Were any argument 
for the bill of corrmerce, since France readily admitted these 
when she needed them. France also 'required about £30,000 or 
£40,000 worth of lead and tin each year from Britain and hadob-
tained these during the recent War by way of neutral countries, 
as Defoe had already'complained. If there were no French: du ti e s 
on these goods, Britain was not likely to sell more than £10,000 
or £15,000 more each year. 
~ 
It accused him of giving "constantly 
several Parcels of'Woollen Manufactures,' wi thout any Valuation , 
229. Mercator, No. 54, September 26, 1713. 
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.that his Readers may believe the whole Year's Value is prodi-
gi ous" or more than twen ty times the value of £10,000 a year 
which the Whig journal placed on these exports. "And is this 
a Sum for. a whole Year to be distributed to us in Parcels almost 
three times every Week?" it asked and claimed that most of these 
woollen goods went to the free port of Dunkirk, with not more 
than £200 worth to all the other French ports combined. Even 
if they were not mainly for the English garrison there, these 
exports represented only about 2s. per head ofthe.French popu-
lation of Dunkirk and not as much aS,one farthing per head for 
the whole population of France. As Frapce had less experience 
of this manufacture, it might have been expected that she Would 
take half this amount "for meer Patterns." (230) On the other 
hand, in giving his earlier list of 218 English ships with their 
cargoes which had entered Dunkirk in the nine months from August 
16, 1712 to May 12, 1713, Defoe. had expressly stated that there 
were no woollen goods in the se shipmen ts because the trade was 
still prohibited, and.had added that it was "a Fort of the least 
Trade of any on the Coast of France, in. proportion to its big-
n e s s. It (231). 
Defoe remained convinced that the commercial treaty was 
particularly. advantageous to Britain, one· .~ISO qualifyed for the 
Encreasing Manufactures and Encreasing the Weal th of., her Feople, 
as none of her Ancestors ever obtained the like." (232) Indeed, 
the British should be careful not "to open the French Eyes too 
230. 
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much to it, least the Inequality should put them upon endeav-
ouring to prevent us in it.1t (233) He contended that the, 
French manufacturers were alarmed at the prospect of competition 
wi th Bri tish goods, but that they lacked "the liberty of just. 
Complaint, which we abuse to an unjust Clamour."(234) Louis 
XIV could "truly be said to have sold the Commerce of the French 
Nation to its antient Enemies the English ••• and were the French 
endowed with Privileges as th;e English are, and that h~d a Nega-
ti ve Voice upon a~y of the' Transa'ctions of : their Kings, it might 
very well be expected from them, ,tha t they, sho'uld have refused 
to make Effec'tual the Eighth and Ninth Articles of ,.the Treaty," 
for the French King had been obliged to abandon all that he had 
been doing for the past fifty years to encourage his subjects in 
woollen manufactures. (235)'· Bec'8useth'e French were obliged by 
. . 
the treaty to admit British goods according to definite ,rates of 
- ,-, 
duty, whereas Britai~ ~could adjUst' her tariffs' a's 'she vashed pro-
vided that she did not impose any higher duties upon Fr~nch im-
" , 
ports than on the like goods ,from other countries, he inSisted, 
"Does not the Treaty leave us entirely at Liberty, and keep them 
, ,-. 
bound?" (236) But while he claimed that Britain could always 
raise her rates of duties to safeguard her new industries such 
as glass, paper, silk, linen and sailcloth or to prevent too 
large an influx of French wines and brandy, he readily admitted 
that the treaty would necessarily involve some reductions in the 
duties on French imports: "We can hardly expect the·French 
should agree to take off the High Duties and Prohibitions on our 
233. l.J;2.!Q, No. 142, Apr il 30, 1714( )' 
234. lJ;Li.d, No. 122, March 4, 1713 1714 
235. lJ;ljJl, No. 16, June 30, 1713., ., 
236. ~, No. 142, April.30, 1714. 
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Goods in France, and leave us to continue our High Duties and 
Prohibitions on their Goods in England. :,This'wouldhave been 
an Article to have been expected if the King of France had been 
Prisoner of War at Nottingham instead of Marshall Tallard." (237) 
He enlarged on this in the pamphlet on: the treaty which he'openly 
published under the authorship of the 'Review': " 
"I have Examin'd as Nicely as I can the whole Treaty· 
I will not say, that several things might not have ' 
been added to it to make it more to our Advantage than 
it is ••• If, indeed, we had been Masters of France, 
and had only one side of a Treaty to make, •• then it 
should not have been a Treaty, but an Act of Parlia-
ment, Enacting in what manner the French should Trade 
with us; as we do with Ireland; ••• I should have 
taxt the Ministry with great Indolence and Neglect of 
our Interest, that they had not forbid the French 
making any kind of Woollen Manufacture at all, and'· 
taken off all Duties on the Importation of ours: They 
should have caused all·Woollen Manufactures from Holl-
and, Flanders, GermanY, SWitzerland, etc. to have been 
prohibited etc. ' They should have caused the French to 
send no more Ships to the East-Indies, , Turkey or Canada, 
and have caused Martinico and Quebec to have been·surr-
endered to us, ••• They might also have Oontinued all 
the high Duties on French Goods in England as they now 
stand, and which are in the nature of prohibitions, and 
made the whole Coast of France a FreePort to the English 
••• But take the Treaty as a Convention between two 
Nations, in which we were to provide for the Equity and 
Justice of Trade, ••• I do not see how the Treaty could 
'be made between the two Nations, upon more equal Terms 
than it is; ••• Nay, on the contrary, ••• That the 
French King has struck such a blow by this Treaty to ,', 
the Manufactures of Wooll . among his own People, tha t if 
he stands long to the Condition of it, all the Under-
takers of Woollen Manufacturers in France must be Ruin' d 
and Undone." (238) , 
By contrast, the Whigs completely mistrusted the good faith of , 
the French and rejected the possibili ty tha t there could be any 
favourable outcome from the further negotiations about'the "four 
species" for which the treaty provided. "No Man in his right 
senses"; declared the 'British Merchant', tl can think that Commi-
237. 
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ssioners will be appointed by France for any other purpose than 
as a Shooing-Horn to draw on the Bill of Commerce, to amuse the 
Nation and grant us nothing. ,So that we h~ve absolutely granted 
France what she wants by this Treaty ••• the subsequent Articles 
in every Case of the excepted Goods, instead of an Allowance, are 
in effect a downright Prohibition of those Goods." (239) Any 
further adjustment in Britain's favour was thus,summar~IY dis-
missed. 
It is obvious that the Whig propagandistswer~ not really 
concerned with the prospects for selling more English goods in 
. ' 
France, but with preventing an inundation of French imports into 
England. This was succinctly stated by the 'Bri tishMerchant': 
liThe French Trade is not condemn~d of l?uying none of our Manu-
factures, ~ut onlY. of selling us, an. Over-balance of their own. tI 
(240) ·Comparing the danger from French imports Wi~h that which 
England had faced from Indian s~lks and.calicoes before the pro-
hibition of 1700, another Whig propagandist argued that tithe 
Importations from India were not so ,frequent, ,so, that our Manu ... 
factures could better guard against them; whereas those from 
France will be every Month, every Week, and. from thence our 
Gentry, are too apt to take their Fashions.", (241) Defoe, how-
< 
ever, saW France as "a Country of a vast Extent, full of.People, 
and if they take our Manufactures for the ir own Use, will, take 
~o great a quantity as we can hardly Buy such an Advantage too 
239 • 
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produce imports of £500,000 from France in this, one item. 
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Dear." (242) His Whig critic declared, IIthere is no Hopes of' 
our exporting to France a f'ourth Part of' the Value of' the Goods 
we exported formerly to balance our Importations f'rom that 
Country; for we shall have f'ew Goods to send to France but such 
a s are usef'ul for perfecting their Manufactur eSt tI (243) 
confidently reasserted, 
Defoe 
"Our Exportations to France will be more than ever 
Our Importations will be less than ever." (244) 
All our imports from France would be balanced by our woollen 
manufactures alone," and great Sums brought hi ther, in Specie 
of Gold, every Year." (245) This was the basic difference be-
tween the two sides and in the last analysis the dispute between 
them rested on their opposing estimates of the competitive 
. strength of the English woollen industry. Before he began the 
'Mercator', Defoe acknowledged in one-of the last issues of' the 
'Review', "If we can Trade to France with Advantage, we are 
Fools if we decline it; if not, we'· shall be Fools if' we embrace 
it. If I believed the French could make their Woollerr Goods so 
much better than we do, and cheaper, I would Vote loudly against 
opening any Comrnerce at all with them. tI (246) In return, his 
antagonists repeatedly claimed that French woollen exports were 
affecting our sales in important British markets such as Spain, 
Italy and Turkey and would do the same in Portugal but for the 
Methuen Treaty (247) "Fear of goods", however, always dominated 
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their view of British trade and ultimately led them into the 
doctrine of foreign-paid incomes. (248) One of Defoe's <strongest 
reasons fqr opening the trade w1thFrance was the benefits which 
the Dutch derived from their French,trade'and he had tried to 
promote the commercial treaty by appealing to the traditional 
English jealousy of Dutch corrmercial success. One Whig writer 
firmly countered with the argument that Britain's imports from 
, 
France would be Wholly retained imports and ·therefore entirely 
adverse: "The French Trade, considering,the different Circum-
stances of the Dutch and Ours,~ may be beneficial to them, though 
it is destructive to us. Holland is to be looktd upon as a Sea-
port to a vast Country on the Continent, they consume but a trifle 
of the Goods they import from France; after. receiving a very 
good Toll of them, they are sent to other inland Countries· ••• 
Great Britain must consume all her Imports, by which she would 
prevent the Consumption of those from such Countries, Whose Goods 
she has in Exchange for her Manufactures ••• Can any Goods of. 
France pass through Great Britain or its Dominions, ••• to other· 
Countries, that cannot be carried much cheaper~to those Countries, 
directly from France?" (249) SimilarlY, the' 'British Merchant' 
declared, ltWhat we drank we consumed, the Consumption of our own 
People paid the Price of them; ••• to France, our own Nation 
gained nothing, no Encrease of her Treasure, no Employment for 
our people, 'no Value for the Product of Lands." (250) Earlier, . 
the same journal had claimed that salt was the only beneficial; 
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ietter Friends than the French to the ••• Trade of En~lan~ (1713) pp. 16, 34 also defended the Dutch trade with FranCE 
They w~re obliged to import French wine because they had no 
native drink. The French, however, would not take off "on~ 
Piece of Draper,f in return for the French goods which 
England would import. 
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import that we could expect from France, (251) and in its first 
issue had pronounced that Britain had never had so flourishing 
a trade as she had had since the prohibitions of French.goods, 
"and by means of those Prohibitions." (252) 
Although Defoe maintained that the quantity of French wines 
that would be imported had been greatlY exaggerated and that it 
would be much:less than our exports to France, (253) he was as 
protectionist as his opponents. The chief difference between 
them was that he believed that the new infant industries had 
been well nursed during the years'when the French trade was pro-
hibi ted so that England had made "grea ter Encroachrnen t upon the 
French Manufactures than the French upon the Engl ish. It (254) 
Therefore, they could now withstand some French' competition and 
if not, the trea ty did not in tert,ej'~~ wi th the Bri ti sh govern-
ment's power to adjust the tariff on all foreign imports of these 
cormnodi ties provided it was done equally, to ensure adequate pro-
tection. At times he showed the cormnon prejudice against importf 
of luxury goods, such as wine and brandy, and his attitude Was 
dicta ted by the same economic cons idera tions; which inf1uen ced 
his opponents, rather than by his Puritan outlook. (255) During 
the debate about the alleged English taste for French wine rather 
than Portuguese, he sUggested a great increase in the duties on 
all Wines, "even to a kind of Prohibition, so·to lessen the Con-
sumption." They could all be raised to the £52 per ton 1evied~ 
on French Wines, a proposal which he had first canvassed three 
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supra, pp. 37-60 for the connections between trade and 
morality in his writings~ 
months earlier, when he ,had suggested ·that the duty on Portuguese 
wine should be made the same as the existingrate'on French wine, 
"according to the Sense of. an old Country Proverb, (viz.) That 
if the CoW cannot come ,up to the Beam; . the Beam must come. down 
to the Cow.'~ (256) Most of the Spanish wines would not be aff-
ected by .this proposal because they were not of the same quality' 
as the ~rench wines, but he justified this virtual embargo by 
the statement: "the Consumption of Wine, as of all Goods of 
Foreign Growth consumed in. England, . is so much dead Loss to the 
Publick Stock; Consumption of our own Growth 1s not so, because 
it employs our Land and ,our People ••• it would be actually saving 
of so much Money a Year to the Publick Stock as is paid for Wine, 
which is a t least 300,000 1. per Annum."· (257) He valued the. 
Portuguese market almost as much as his opponents and.in March 
1711, beforethere&was any question of a·commercial treaty with 
France, he had written, "I acknowledge the Advantage of having 
the Channel'of our Wine Trade run to Portugal, and not to France; 
the. Reason of it is unquestionable, ••• Tha t the Wines from· 
France were always bought with our Money, the Wines from Portugal 
purchas'd,by the Export of our Manufactures." Yet even.then, 
he was urging that trade with France should be re-opened and not 
merely the wine trade which the Tory ministry had j~st permitted. 
The English had noW lost "the great Gust this Nation had for 
Claret" and the success of the new manufactures made him certain 
that England "would never return to the use of the same Goods 
from France, as before."(258) Three ~ears later, the trade. 
to portugal was still "a Noble Trade" and "a very Gainful, Use-
£52 must be an obviousmisprint'fo~ :t~e £25 duty. 
256~ Mercator, No. 104, January 21, 1713 (1714). 
257. 1J.;l.,1.Q, No. 142, April 20, 1714. :, 
258. Review, Vol. VII, (No •. 152), p. 604. 
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ful, Necessary Trade ••• as all Trades which vent such a Quantity 
of our Woollen Manufactures must of Necessi ty be." He was only 
ready to contemplate some reduction in this trade because "the 
I 
Advantage Which we shall make by the Admission ,of' our Manufactures' 
into France, will be infinitely greater than any Decrease of our 
Exportation to portugal, which can justly be said to be occasion'd 
thereby, can amoun t to." (259) In flat contradiction, his Whig 
cri tics argued that to make France equal ,to the most favoured' 
nation in our foreign trade must result in reductions in our 
imports of. wine from Portugal and of linen from Germany and that 
they wouldt\nake Reprizals upon us by a Prohibition of our Manu-
factures." .( 260) Defoe demanded,. "Ought we to be most appre-
hensive that the Portuguese shall Frohibit our Woollen Manufac-
tures, .or the Portuguese that we should not take off the Froduce 
of their Country? ••• they cannot be without our.Woollen Manu-
factures, nor be supplyed from any other Country: We may sell 
our Manufactures, tho' Portugal were not: '. But if Britain were 
not: no Nation will, or·can.take off their Wine, Oyl, Fruit etc. 
••• 
It is evident, every Nation we Trade with stands. in need of 
our Trade." (261) With his journalistic penchant for over-
statement,but correctly assessing the place of the French Wine 
trade in the Dutch economy, he declared, "I dare say there is 
nota Ton of Port Wine drank in a Year thro'out the whole seven 
Provinces." (262) 
259. 
260. 
261. 
262. 
Despite their differences, they accepted many of the same 
Merc~tor, No~ 123, March 6, 1713 (1714)." 
~rltish Merchant, No. 29, November 13; No. 18, October 6, 
No. 30, November 17, 1713. 
Mercator, No. 39, August 22, 1713. A Letter from a Member of the House of CQITmons. 
economic ideas. The 'British Merchant' agreed that Spain: 
needed to sell-its wine, oil and fruit to Britain, although it 
did not accept that this was likewise" the case with Portugal. -
(263) "They both believed that the woollen industry was the 
basis of British prosperity, that the employment of the people 
was a crucial question and that Britain could only -acquire the 
bullion needed'in certain areas'of world cornrrierce by trade with· 
~athercountries. Defoe attached great importance to home trade , 
though for differen treasons, - btl t, he could not' agree wi th· the 
'British Merchant's' inconsistent claim that it was more import-
~nt than fOreigntrade.~(264) They were still closely linked 
by their,differences for it was Defoe's denial' that Britain 
gained £1 million a year from her trade with Portugal that led 
the 'British Merchant' to put forward the theory of foreign-paid 
incomes,' that the difference between the value of our imports-
from portugal and the value of our exports thence was all clear 
gain to the British labourer, landowner and merchant. (265) 
Although it had earlier ridiculed Defoe's exaggerated claims for 
our gain by freight charges, the two ideas had much in common. 
There was so much common ground, not only because Defoe 
remained Whig in his political opinions and Was a Dissenter in 
religion, but also because he shared the economic views of the 
predominantlY Whig London trading corrununi ty in which he had 
grown up and to which in outlook he still belonged. Loyalty 
263. 
264. 
265. 
Dritish Merchant, No. 45, January 8, 1714. 
IQ..jJl, No. 84, May 25, 1714. 
Mercator, No. 119, February 25, (1713) 1714; Britisb 
Merchant, No. 68, March 30, 1714. ' 
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to Harley and his exposed personal position after 1710 were 
probablY the strongest of the various complex reasons Why he 
served the Tory government from 1710 to 1714, and wrote strenu-
ously in support of its peacemaking policy and the commercial 
treaty ~With France, but he never changed his basic Whig ideas. 
Both Professor Johnson and Professor Viner have accepted Sir 
William~Ashley's assumption that there was·a group of late seven-
teenth-century Tory writers with "liberal" views on economic 
questions, but this has not survived closer investigation. (266) 
Professor Letwin has shown that these writers were less progress-
i ve than Ashley thought, tha t the ir call for the, removal of trade 
restrictions usually.only referred· to their oWn'sphere of commer-
cial operations and that their condemnation of certain economic 
ideas of the timerr.ust not,be given anY'widerapplication than 
the particular context in which they Were expressed. Sir Dudley 
North seems to have been the only one of the group named by 
Ashley who was a whole-hearted Tory and although he was the most 
"advanced" of the four, the most free-trade ,of his statements' 
probablY came from the pen of his younger son, -Roger. Sir Jos iat 
Child was a Whig when he wrote his best-known pamphlet, 'A New 
Discourse of Trade' about 1670, and while he can be descr~bed as 
a Tory when this was publishedin:1693, his'Toryisr.1 seems to 
have been restricted to the-alliance after 1680 between the Crown 
and the East India· Company' which he then dominated and which Was 
largelY dictated by the otherwise-vulnerable position of this 
great monopoly.company. Dr. Nicholas Barbon's land-bank scheme 
266. Sir W.J. Ashley, 'TheTory Origin of Free Trade Policy', reprinted in Surveys, Historic ~nd Economic (1900), pp. 
268-303;E.A.J. Johnson"Ql;l. clt!, pp. 144-145; J.Viner, 
studies in the Theory Qf InternatlQna1 Trad~.(Ne~ York, 
1937) pp. 116-118. ' 
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attracted the support of the Tories, Paul Foley and Edward 
Harley, but he was principally a financier and prominent specu-
lativebuilder.without marked political allegiance. (267) Al-
though ProfessorSchumpeter claimed that he anticipated some 
par ts of· free trade doctrine, Barbon favoured moderate" duties' 
rather than outright prohibition. (268) The.last of this"groupll 
Dr. Charles Davenant, wrote some Tory political pamphlets, but·, 
he also served the Godolphin ministry when it had become mainly 
Whig, and the researches of ' Professor Waddell and Dr. Coombs' 
have demonstrated that the contemporary accusatlonof'~ercenary 
time-server" was not unfair and that his economic writings were 
much influenced. by his personal circumstances. (269)' The Whig, 
author of "Torism and Trade can never. agree" attacked Davenant 
as the supposed writer of the 'Mercator! but this pamphlet re-
peated the old allegations that the Tories,~as the landed interes 
and supporters of Church and King, would~always be enemies to 
trade because trade and liberty flourished together and increased 
property which was incompatible with ,tyranny., It: argued that 
the 'Mercator' was of a piece with Davenant's 'Sir Thomas Double' 
pamphlets and accused him of favouring the only trade by which 
Britain could be undone but did not single out for attack any 
specific Tory ideas on trade .and industry.; (270), Davena'nt, who 
died in the year after Utrecht, contributed nothing to the argu-
ments about the French commercial treaty beyond supplying, in 
267. 
268. 
269. 
270. 
W. Letwin, The Origins of Scientific E60nomics (1963), . 
• 3-79, 182-207, 231-239, 251-272.'" '. " ., ~:A. Schumpeter, History; of Economic Analysll (1954), 
pp. 362-371. .," , 
D Waddell,- 'Charles Davenant - A Biographical Sketch' 
E.;on. Hist. Review, 2nd., seriesVQ1AI" pp. 279-288; 1958. 
D Coombs !Dr. Davenant and the Debate on Franco-Dutch 
T;ade, Ec~n. Hist. Reyiew, 2nd series (1957), pp. 94-103. 
(Anon) jorism and Trade can never agree (1713) :~~~. 
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his capacity as Inspector-General of the Exports and,Imports, 
some statistics of England's trade with France which gave a 
less unfavourable picture of the trade than the 'Scheme' or 
Fortrey's calculations. (271) There remains the anonymous 
author of 'Considerations on the East India Trade' of l70l,'who 
has been congratulated by McCUlloch, Macaulay, Schumpeter and 
Viner for revealing "almost no'trace of. the mercantilist or pro-
tectionist fallacies." (272) If_this was Henry Martin, he had 
completelY changed his views by 1713'for.he was then one of the 
foremost_contributors to the 'British Merchant'. (273) .. It does 
not seem that there was a distinctive group of Tory economists 
or a similar-Tory section of the trading community with economic 
ideas which were differen t from those of their, Whig counterparts. 
It is.even doubtful if there Was-a specifically Tory economic 
viewpoint on the commercial trea ty.-_ .', This was essentially 
Bolingbroke's scheme and was supported by the Tory squires because 
his thoroughgoing Toryism was more acceptable to them then Harley' 
moderation and because it would cement the,peace treaty. Prof-
essor Viner has suggested that they:were actuated by the,followinf 
three considerations,:that more trade wi th France would produce 
increased customs revenue for the crown and cheaper claret and 
silks and would check the growihg power of the trading classes. 
(274) An increase in .the customs revenue might have made -
some reduction In the heavy burden of the land tax possible, . 
271. 
272. 
273. 
274. 
. -
D.A.E.Harkness, loc. cit., p. 220. 
J. Viner, ~pe cit., .p. 104; J.A. Schumpeter, ~pe c1i., 
pp. 373-374; J.R. McCulloch, ed. Early En~lish Tracts on 
Qommerce (Cambridge 1952 reprint) Preface, xiii-xv. 
P.J. Thomas, l1ercantl1ism and the Eas t· India Trade (1926) 
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but these ideas do not seem to have been expressed-in any· 
surviving pamphlet. Although a propaganda thrust, this,extract 
from the 'British Merchant' supports the conclusion that the 
, ' , 
Tory support for the treaty was lukewarm from the beginning: 
"The 'Mercator' every where urges, that all the Clamour against 
the Bill of Commerce, is the Clamour of a Par~y only: But ••• 
every Parliament,: from the Restoration •• ~ has been of this 
Party.' ,Not a Tory' of the 'last, _ except' the' Place-Men or Expec-
tants, shew'd any zeal for this Bill; there is scarce a Man-of~ 
the Church of England who has imploy'd his Pen in the Defence 
of this pernicious Commerce.' No one would do it but a Mi screant, 
who has·constantly prostituted his Pen to the highest Bidder.'" 
( 275) As,ano~her Whig pamphleteer 'demanded, "was there a trading 
Town in England-that petition'd f6r the Bill' Was' there a 
trading Merchant of Common Sense or Common Honesty that spoke 
for it' (276) 
It seems as if Defoe waged the" paper-war for the commerCial 
treaty almost single-handed. Apart from the 'Mercator', he 
published seven pamphlets· in its favour during 1713 and only his 
pamphlets were singled out by the Whig opposition for reply. 
Although some Whigs at first attacked Davenant asithe presUmed 
author, it was soon realized that the 'Mercator' Was Defoe's 
work and a virulent campaign was launched against him. As the 
fourth number of the 'Bri tish Merchant' ,. stated, "Mr. Daniel Foe 
may change his Name from REVIEW to MERCATOH,from MERCATOR to 
275. 
276. 
13ritish Merchant, No. 17, October 2, 1713. 
Anon. Remarks on a Scandalous Libel, Entitl'd A Letter 
.trom a Member of Parliament' relating to the Bill of., 
yorrmerce (1713) p. 4. It ~s significant that the clothing 
centres did not share Defoe s hopes of ~ rapid rise in clot 
exports to Fra~ce in that they sent a stream of petition t 
Parliament agalnS t the proposed treaty. s 
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any other Ti tIe, yet still,his singular Genius shall be disting-
uished by his inimitable way of writing." (277) The most" 
scurrilous attack came in the Whig reply to Defoe's "Letter from .. 
a Member of the House of Commons." This accused him of having 
had principles but no morals and of having sold his principles 
to wri te "in the Service of Popery' and France. tt It published 
the grossly unfair report that he had been punished for writing 
in the interest of the Pretender when 'his three ironical pamphlets 
had been aimed at rousing the country to the dangers "of a Jacobite 
restoration and his quite unjustified arrest had been contrived 
by the Whigs. Completely misrepresenting his'successfultile-
making venture in Tilbury,' i tasked if ,.such an important question 
as trade with France was "a Matter to be banded about .by a Clerk 
to a Brick Kiln, under the Protection of a Foot man'" , The 
re~son for this diatribe is evident in~the writer's chagrin that 
the 'Mercator' circulated so widely 'but he claimed that this'was 
ar tif ically promoted by the Tory min 1s try:' "Whs tever has had an 
Appearance of 'Ar gument has been answer' d, over and over., aga in, 
yet 'his Papers are brought up and sent away by the Carriers in 
Bundles, Carriage Paid, to Poysonor Blind~the Poor Country, and 
make 'em believe a Bottle of French Wine is better thana Bale' 
The circula tion : of : the: 'Merca tor' again 
came under fire from another opponent who alleged that it Was 
"twice a week industriously sent into the Country 'to amuse the 
vulgar ."(279) The charges of a prostituted pen, 'his tlmost 
ignominious punisrunent of the p1110ryand his recent· prosecution 
277. ~ritish Merchant, No. 4, August'18~17l3 •. 
278. Remarks on a s.candalous Libel, •• ,; pp. '3-5., ,~.!i, p. 630 
279. A Vindication of the late House of Cornmons " ••• p. 6. 
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for "three' infamous and treasonable .. libels" agains t the Protes-
tant'succession were repeated by a pretended:supporter of the . 
Tory, ministry who again named Defoe aS,the author of the 'Mercator 
(280) , • 
Unfortunately, he· could not produce any new thought on 
economic issues to confute his,Whig opponents, only arguments 
from the premises which theY,shared, to justify the measure . 
which they condemned. As a journalist writing his journal three 
times a week, and concerned With other,issues such as Scotland 
in other pamphlets, he was quite unable to develop a systematic 
theory of, trade to support his advocacy for the· treaty. On ,the 
contrary, he was occa~ionallY guilty of inconsistencies. '. Be-, 
cause of the English prohibitions of trade with France, the Dutch 
had sent,large quantities of,English,cloth there and had· thereby 
been made, "Masters of our Manufacture" but we ot1ght to find 
direct trade with France much more profitable. (281) ,Later he . 
claimed that this 'Dutch', trade had the advantage of being an ex-
portation of English goods without any corresponding importation. 
(282) Similarly, he considered the export;of English cloth so. 
important because it gave employment to so many poor .that he was 
prepared to admit an even greater value of, wine into the country. 
Later, however, he returned to, the traditional view that.Britain" 
would be better without any wine imports because they were not 
consumption of native products. (283) 'Johnson agrees with 
Viner that the level of argument on,bothsides·was low, but this 
280. 
281. 
282. 
283. 
(Anon) A Letter to a West Country Clothier Freeholder 
Qgncernilif the perliemeDt's reject1nil the French Treaty at 
.Qommerce 1713) pp. 5-6., ' '." ~~ercatQr, No. 23, July 16, 1713;, No. 33, August 8, 1713. 
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is not quite fair. (284) Schumpeter finds the arguments of 
the 'British Merchant' "by no means discreditable and, intended 
as they were for popular consumption ••• may well be offered in 
refutation of the common belief that eighteenth-century 'mercant-
ilism' was just a heap of nonsense." He describes Defoe as "a 
most brilliant and prolific writer".and although he ranks his 
contributions to the 'Mercator' as "economic journalism" he' 
claims that they "rank high in the history of,free - or freer-
trade opinion." (285) In the course·of the controversy, Defoe 
was forced to consider British trade With France, Portugal, Spain 
and Holland as a whole and thus to move beyond the theory of 
the particular balance and the customary fear of imports. "We 
alone are the people", he protested, "who are fighting wi th our, 
own Trade, labouring to Chain it down -,to this or tha t Port, when 
it would, by the Na ture of it, - spread over ~ the whole World. " . (286: 
Although he favoured protection for neW-industries, there is the 
suggestion that if the high duties were:not adequate, the industr; 
must be inefficient. (287) 
That he arrived at a different conclusion from his antagon-
ists, although they shared the same underlying propositions,. was 
the result of the various ~rguments which have been discussed in 
this chapter and which were characteristic of his individual out-
look on any topic, whether it was the practice of occasional con-
formity, union with scotland, rights of freeholders or questions 
of economics. The most important of these were that the Dutch 
284. 
285. 
286. 
287. 
E.A.J. Johnson, Opt cit., p. 157; J •• Viner, ~p.cit., 
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traded with France to advantage and that we had long been able 
safely to follow their example because our infant industries 
were noW well-established and adequately protected from French 
exports of these manufactures and that the duties which would, 
remain on French wine and brandy would be' high enough to keep 
these imports to a reasonable level. Further, that other coun-
tries which might suffer some reductions in their exports to 
Britain would still be obliged to trade with us because of their 
need of our manufactures and the importance of the British market 
fo.r the ir produce. All these considerations to some extent 
rested on his belief in the superior economic efficiency of the 
English cloth industry so that other countries were obliged to 
take off large quantities, including even France at second-hand, 
even though the treaty of commerce Was not yet effectual. 
Holland and Flanders were by no means the only routes for these 
exports, but also the free port of Marseilles, the Channel Islande 
and the straits, where he variously estimated that from one-third 
to one-half of the cloth sent there ultimately reached France. 
( 288) If,trade with portugal was so profitable as the Whigs 
claimed, a market which was so much larger than Portugal, even 
with Brazil at that date, was obviously potentiallY much more 
valuable. 
He was so confident that English clothwas:cheaper 
than cloth of the like quality produced elsewhere that he pro-
claimed, "Ie t but an open Door be ·left, to the English Merchan ts 
in thel'r Goods, upon reasonable and moderate Duties, -to bring 
do not knock all the foreign Fabricators on the Head and if they 
288. 
IJ;UJi No. 156, May 22, 1714; No. 100, January 12, 1713 
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at once, then they have nothing more to ask. II (289) < It 'is 
true, as so often with Defoe's writings,that in 1714 he stated 
that if the Bill of Commerce had been ratified, it'''would intirely 
have ruin t d our Trade'!, and that the Tory government ,had given, 
away our Newfoundland and Spanish ,trade. (290), The Whigs, how-
ever, were then again in power and there was no further prospect 
of a commercial treaty with France. This anonymous pamphlet 
was one of a series in which he tried to defend his former patron, 
from the threa t of impeachrnen t and only a pamphlet vvri tten from 
the Whig standpoint could help Harley. He desperately needed 
to rehabilitate himself with the Whigs and it is unlikely that 
this phrase means, that he had always'held this opinion or that 
he had changed his mind wi thin, the space of a few months. "Defoe 
did change his views from time to time but there is always an 
underlying consistency in his ideas. 
As all the views on the French trade which he expressed in 
1713-14 ran counter to the prejudices of more than half a century, 
it is not surprising that he failed to convince the great weight 
of opinion arrayed against him. Professor R. Davis has pOinted 
out that the prohibitive duties imposed on French goods in 1693-9 
like the preceding temporary pI'ohibi tions of 1678 and 1689, were 
political rather than economic measures and stemmed from,ltthe 
fear of. France,as the rising aggressive power of Europe. 1t At 
that date they "protected no important industrial interest" for 
the chief French imports, wine, brandy and fine linens, were 
, 
not produced in England but the new branches of industry which 
289. lQid, No; 122, March 4, 1713 (1714). 
290. Impeachment, or no Impeachment, (1714) pp. 7-8. 
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grew up under the shelter of this prohibition became vested 
interests and led to the development of protectionist ideas, 
which may have been the decisive influence in the rejection of 
the commercial treaty. "Even so,' economic motices.only tipped 
a balance, in 1713, in which the main weight of argument on both 
sides still.derived from political attitudes to French power. 1t 
( 291) Hostili ty to France was obviously at" the root of all 
the propaganda against the French trade in:the 'British Merchant'. 
This journal. was not so ,completely committed to the theory of 
the particular balance of trade as has been· sometimes suggested, 
al though it constan tly', tried, the French trade by this touchstone. 
It admitted that an adverse·balance of·trade, 'and consequent loss' 
of bullion, could be accepted with particular areas because of 
the greater profits which would ,be earned· elsewhere, as:by the 
shipping which depended., on the, imports of naval stores from the 
Bal tic and by the re-export of the goods from India.,' France, 
however, was the" only trading area: to which we ,lost bullion wi th-
out any such indirect benefits •. (292). Indeed, the trade had 
always been so detrimental, and~would be worse in the'future, 
that it would be better ,to pay the annual adverse balance of 
almost £It million· in actual tribute than to accept any, import 
of French goods. ( 293) "'."'1 e can only get by the French Trade, 
when we keep out as much as possible the Goods and Merchandizes 
of that Nation." ( 294) It was also claimed that our "finest 
Spanish cloth" smuggled,across the Channel could only be sold 
291. 
292. 
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in France by a reduction of 25 per cent. 'in,its price. Because 
the French were giving,"no more ease" to 'English cloth by the 
1713.treaty than they had granted by the 1699 tariff,without", 
any reciprocal concession by England, France did not merit any 
of the proposed reductions in the English import duties. (295) 
Predictably, the concluding maxim of. another hostile pamphlet 
was "Better no Trade than a Destructive one". (296) It is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that political antagonism to 
the Catholic, absolutist and expansionist French monarcnyinspired 
much of this economic argument. Thus Defoe Was probably correct 
in his deduction that the Whig opposition was mainly engaged in 
a party design to prevent closer relations between France and 
Britain as well as to embarrass the Tory administration. "If 
you will ruine,the Ministry, you must destroy the Peace; if you 
will destroy the Peace you must overthrow the Treaty of Commerce; 
for, as the Inspector-General observes very well in his Report; 
no Peace can be lasting where a Friendly Commerce between the 
, 
Nations is not Established." (297) i Defoe was as strongly oppose~ 
as the Whigs to any extension of French power either in Europe 
or overseas but, in 1713, he realized that this had been greatly 
reduced by the two recent wars and that Britain, despite the 
strain of these wars, was relatively much stronger. Both coun-
tries needed peace and a trade treaty would help to establish 
this on a more secure foundation, but it Was defeated by the 
strength of the political antagonism to France, sharpened by 
religious differences, trade rivalries and twenty years of stren-
uous warfare following the years under Charles II and James II 
295. 
296. 
297. 
'!he Conseguences of a Law for Reducing the putys upon 
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when England had often seemed subservient to France. It Was 
impossible for Defoe to overcome this natlonalsentiment, 
however ably he presented his arguments for a new direction in 
economic policy and the commercial treaty was postponed until 
near the end of the century. 
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THE EAST INDIA TRADE 
From his first published comments on the East India trade 
to the end of his career, Defoe's attitude Was ambivalent both 
with regard to the trade and to the g~eat ,joint-stock company 
which had the monopoly of this traffic. At first he viewed 
the trade with general approval as one which "all Men must a'llow 
to be useful", (1) but.with the reservations which all his con-
temporaries made, unless they were directors:or servants'of the 
", . "" .'~ ,~ 
company. Thushe:asked:that the.company should be limited Uto 
'< ,~'. " " • 
such Conditions both;to.Stock,and Trade, as may be consistent 
~ .... '*' 
with the·preserving~the Trade to India·to the English Nation, 
... . . ,- ~ 
,,;...~ ;<!! 
and yet preventing the said-Trade, 'fronl"interfering with ••• our 
, > /" ,." 't • 
own Manufactures;· that'it may be carried on'without Factions 
among 'the Rich, or Clamours from the Poor; ,oblige them·tocimport 
" : 
proper Quantities of su,ch COmnlodities as serve to help forward 
our own Trade, and such as 'the Nation wants, as Saltpetre, Row 
Silk, Spices, Drugs, Canes and Callicoes, and limit them from 
importing too great quantities of such Goods as lessen the Con-
sumption of ~ur own Manufacture. It (2) It is interesting to note 
that calicoes ,were listed among the desirable imports, but prenum. 
, . t. , 
ably he thought .. tha t the recent legisla tion of 1700, restraining 
their use in.England, had been effective and that all these India} 
textiles would be re-exported. His chief objections at this 
date were that the ri~alry of the two East India companies, which 
1. Review, Vol. 'I, (No. 94), p:'389. 
2. 'The Villainy of .Stock Jobbers detected, ••• ' (1701) in 
A True Collection, I, p. '270. Most opponents of the trade 
accepted that it had been profitable to England until the 
company brought ~in '!that Indian torrent lt of textiles, e.g. 
Prince Butler's Tal~ (1699). 
were in~operationbetween 1698 and1708, greatly encouraged 
A 
stock-jobbing, always one of his bete-noires, and also stimulated 
the trade. beyond what was safe and reasonable. Two companies 
would necessarily mean more trade which would reduce the sale 
price of the Indian goods which they 'imported and thus make them 
an even greater threat· to English textiles:. 
" ••• their Emulation in Sales must certainly destroy 
their own Designs, and ruin them both. For cheapness 
of any Goods Imported which are with'our Manufacture,-
mus t be prejudicial to tha t Uanufacture; and when two 
of a Trade strive~to.ruin one another.by under selling, 
it generally ruins the Trade, and both Parties too. 
For it does not follb~·~nat·because Eight or Ten Ships 
in a Year from India, may be a necessary and profitable 
Trade; that therefore Thirty Ships must be so too; ~ •• ' 
Twenty or Thirty would ruin the Trade it self, and be a 
general Prejudice to the Nation. - -
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The Companies cannot expect, 'espeCially now their Silk- . 
Trade is limited, •••. that this Trade can vent the 
Import of about Sixty Sail of Ships now abroad; if 
they come to under-selling one another, they are gone, 
and their Stock is'not worth-20 per Cent. from the 
first Day they begin it. In the mean Time, if they 
do find a vent for so great a quantity of Goods as all' 
those Shit>s must Impo~t, the English r,Ianufacture must 
suffer. tI (3) . 
Although this was the most serious danger from the struggle 
between the rival East India companies, the inevitable increase 
in stock-jobbing was almost as repugnant, not only in itself, 
but.because of,its repercussions in:the much more important 
affairs of state and evenip parliamentary. elections. Not only 
did the quarrel lead to fluctuations in the price of stocks, 
affecting the value of property in the form of investments and 
influencing public credit, (4) but it divided the political 
nation so deeply that weightier issues were thrust into the 
background. "For the Power of these two Rivals is so gr ea til, 
.- i . 
3. IQ1d, pp. 266-267. 
4. lQid, p. 266. 
he wrote, "and Interest in the Kingdom so popular and high, that 
matters of higher Moment than Trade seem to depend on them, while 
all the Proceedings of their liIember s, bo th in the Ci ty, and in 
the late Parliament, in both Which their Parties have been numer-
ous, are, and have been guided, according to their Interest in 
their respective Compan ies." He was writing during the campaign 
which preceded the stormy election of February 1701, when the 
threat Which the Spanish succession qQestion posed to the Prot-
estant religion in Europe,to the European balance of power; and 
to British trade with Spain was uppermost in his mind. He com-
plained that when men should be thinking carefully about their 
choice of representatives for the new Parliament, "here we are 
plagu'd with the Impertinence of two East-India Companies, as 
if the Interest of either Company were to be nam'd in the Day 
with the Protestant Religion and the public Peace, or as if they, 
who are fit to be Representatives of the People in the great 
ma tters of Peace and War, Leagues and Alliances of Neighbours, 
succession of Crowns, and Protection of the Protestant Religion, 
should not be capable of deciding the petty Controversy in Trade 
between two Rival Companies, 
The Grand Question. aSk'd now, when your Vote is requir'd for a 
Parliament Man, is not as it ought to be, Is he a Man of Sense, 
of Religion, of Honesty, and Estate. 
for, the New or the Old?1t (5) 
But, What Company is he 
He criticized the way in which the whole matter had been 
handled by Parliament, in particular the launching of the new 
5. 'The Free-holders Plea against Stock-Jobbing Elections'of 
Parliament-Men' (1701) in A True Collection I,pp. 169-170. 
company before'the old'one had been wound up, later issuing 
a neW charter to the old~company and finally, only two years 
after'authorizing the neW company, prohibiting two-thirds of 
the trade with India,by-the Act of 1700 against the wearing of 
Indian textiles "and so starve the Child they had begotten. It (6) 
He accepted the arguments in favour of one exclusive joint-stock 
! 
company in:the trade, and:for the same reasons which governed 
his thinking on' the African trade, but he did not make any··· 
specific comments apart from this general statement in 1720, 
til grant Vlha t was formerly voted by the House of Commons in 1694, 
That'it is most for our Interest that the Trade to the East Indie~ 
be carry'd on by an exclusive Company." (7) Certainly, he did 
not attack the interlopers in this. commerce as he castigated the 
separate traders on the Guinea coast, but the'African trade Was 
a vital british interest whereas, from the beginning"he had mis-
givings about, the trade with,India. A'monopoly' was necessary 
for the general regulation of the trade and for, the dealings With 
the native princes and the Mogul emperor/but it should be a mono-
polY which all the British traders to 'the East 'should be free-to 
join. tlHad the new Company been so Establish'd that at the 
expiration of·the old, it shou'd have had a Cow~anding Superior-
ity, .by· which no other Man could have Traded, but under them, by 
Permission, at the same time leaving all Men at ·liberty to come 
in and Trade with them, ,there had been no Rivals in the Trade, 
which Will, no question, as they now stand, 'soon reduce the Trade 
to very low Terms." (8) 
6. 
7. 
8. 
IQ.1!i, p. 169. 
The Trade to India, critically and calmly cQnsider'Q ••• 
(1720) , . p. 7. .., . , 
'The Free-holders Plea ••• in A True CQllection I, p. 168. 
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The export of bullion was never Defoe's strongest objection 
to .the East India' trade a1 though, for . purposes. of propaganda, . he 
used it later •. There is only.one brief conventional adverse 
reference to the drain of specie in his first published pamphlets 
and in the first. year of the' 'Review', he. declared, "Those Gentle-
men who Clamour so much at . our exporting Bullion, seem to be 
very much in. the dark in this Affair; for tho' I grant that 
those Trades are most ,Beneficial to England, which return their 
Imports in Exchange for our. Manufactures; yet'it may .. be possible 
that such a,Trade may be under a Necessity of Exchanging Bullion 
for ,their Manufactures; . and'England ought to be in a Posture, 
always':to be able to~spare a Million or two per Annum,~for such 
Necessary Trades, without diminishing· the Current Coin~, and 
England always was in such a Posture till now; and the only 
Reason why she-is not so now, is because of the stop put to the -
Sp'an ish Trade, by' the French. \I (9): . This was the real cause of 
the shortage of. COin, not the several channels by which the 
silver ran out, '''but the stopping those at which.1t ran in." 
He claimed that the East India Company sent. more silver abroad in 
William Ill's reign.than they did in 1705 and that England. sent 
as much to Holland, 'Savoy and Germany, but yet -had '''a Flux of 
Silver." (10) The war could not be carried on '. wi thout a drain 
of money to the Continent, but while William III "opened large 
Doors for its going out~ he kept open yet1largerDoors,for its 
coming in."· Defoe readily admitted'that it would be'preferable 
"if we could .drive our East-India Trade, in Exchange for our own 
Goods" but this was not possible and he maintained that there 
9. Beview; Vol; I, (No. 93) p. 386. 
10. Ibid, (No. 94), p. 390. 
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were, other trades, "less necessary", which exported as much,. if 
not more bullion than the East-India trade. (11) The trade to 
Scandinavia was more disadvantageous than that,to Asia, because 
the imports .came in foreign ships and these vital. naval stores 
could be supplied from the New England colonies. But since 
this trade didnot bring "Silks. nor Toys, to annoy our Weavers, 
we have no Clamours against them at. the Dooref the House· of 
Commons, no Petitions, no Bills to prevent either their bringing; 
their Goods in, or their carrying our Money out." (12) ".Inthe 
autumn of 1705, he attacked John Dyer, ~Ia scandalous news-writer" 
with whom he often differe~for his report that the neW East 
India Company had melted down 184,000 crown pieces to carry 
£46,000 in silver bullion.on.board the "Neptune" for.lndia. He 
accused him of "setting the Mob upon the East-India Company" and 
< • 
of raising "a neW War between the Companies and the English Manu-
facturers" in that it would readily be believed that every ship 
which went to India carried a similar amount so that the East 
India trade would be deemed,guilty of exporting over £500,000 
of English money each year. He fully accepted that this Was a 
most damaging 'charge during a war which interrupted the influx 
of silverfromAmerica,and·opened up the possibility that the 
Company might carry away aIle the silver in the nation. , This 
would have been "a fatal treachery" to England and would have 
deserved a dissolution of all the Company's privileges, but he 
repudiated the story because.it~was incomprehensible that "Men 
of Estates" like the directors would'be guilty ofl~ so absurd a 
Trespass." When public,affairs allowed him to return to the 
•. 3- • ~ :It' . • 
11. lQid, (No. 95), p. 393.' 
12. IQid, (No. 96), p. 397. 
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subject of trade, he would undertake "to clear our East India 
Companies of,the Odium fix'd upon them by the Ignorant People, 
of carrying-out our Money, and fairly to prove, ,that as they 
are'now limited, their Trade is of great Advantage to the "Nation , 
no Prejudice to our Woollen Manufacture, "and Causes more Bullion 
to be'brought into England; than,it,carries out." (13) Two 
years later, ,he,was still of the opinion that the outcry against 
the trade for denuding England of money Was :lI wi thout good Reason" 
(14) and in 1713 he rejected the story of the vast quantities of 
silver from Europe which'had been:buried in vaults by the Great 
Mogul. (15) 
At first, after the restrictions on the importation of Indian 
textiles in 1700, he seems to have accepted the arguments put 
forward by J.C., Robert Ferguson and other.defenders of the trade 
rather'than'those mounted by such opponents as Prince Butler, 
John po11exfen and John Cary which had helped to produce this 
1egisla tion. Thus he' never, gave 'any,: currency to' the charge 
that the English company had expanded the trade in Asiatic tex-
tiles by sending out workmen and patterns to enable the Indians 
to perfect their wares· for the European market, (16) possibly 
because he found it difficult to condemn such an example of 
English enterprise in trade. At this 'date, he does not appear 
to have been 'unduly alarmed by theimportation,of,'these Indian 
fabrics., In March 1705 he replied'to a "correspondent" who 
had bemoaned the alleged drop in cloth exports because of the 
14~ 
15~ 
16. 
~, Vol. II" (No. 74) pp. 297':'300: (No. 84)" p. ' 335, .. 
(NO. 106) p~ 422. . '. 
Reyiew; Vol. IV (No. 12) pp. 47-48. 
Ii Genera1'History'of Trade, July 1713, p. 21. 
(Anon) '1<: s V - ee I' t east . a 'r fac-
tures (1696 p. 3; (Anon) ~ ~~~~ Btl ati)D of the Rise and p;Q~ress of the East India,COmPBnY1699 p. 1; (Anon) 
En~iand's Adyocate, Europe s Monitor (1699) p. 15. 
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war and had accused Defoe of ignoring the further threat from 
the East-India trade to·the trade to Turkey and 'the 'Woollen 
manufacture. Defoe considered that these challenges had had 
Ii ttle effect on the manufacture of broadcloth, and tha t, "our " 
Destructive'Prohibition of East-India Silks" had "neither caus'd 
any more'Silk to be wrought at Home, nor any, or but very few 
Woollen~Goods the more to be made." (17) In his propaganda 
for the Act of Union, he advised, the Scots·to abandon the Cale-
donia Company., because they. had no goods ~ to send to Indi a and 
they, could not yet bear the export of their bullion, whereas 
the English were able' to "uphold' the ir Trade by, the Strength of 
their Home Consumption, which is a.vast Gulph of Trade; and the 
Export again is but upon Circumstances and Trifles compar'd to' ; 
the Gross." (18), He further'acknowledg'd that he had always 
owned that it was tla necessary Trade to,this Nation" and that 
he could not join in all the complaints against it. (19) 
Yet thiS was no reason why Britain should not try·to make 
these popular fabrics at home., 'While he was always opposed' to 
the employment of the workhouse poor in any part of the woollen 
manufacture, hewas,quite willing to see them used to establish 
a neW manufacture such as cotton with the "Cotton-Wool from our 
own Colonies'return'd for our own Manufactures" (20)~and "equally 
our own Growth, a s the Wool of Salisbury Plain, or the South 
Down s." (21) Writing very soon after the Act of Unien with 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
), 
Review, Vol. II (No.8) p. 29. 
I!JAJF:.li.lf..1t!l.<hL.....£lEc.!ilsiJilsW2a!..Xy_~,--..5laW:t!.....:r~e:.t.!.m:!.lo.ouv.-li'"'"n~~......,..;N:..:::a:...:t::..=i=..llo""nt..loa.:..!I--...P.-!:r-.:,e.:...J,I..l:· u~d::!:..ci~c~e"'-'ii!.e ~.. (1707) 
p. 33. 
RevieW, Vol. IV (No. 18) p. 71. 
Ibid, (No. 11), p. 44. 
Ibid, (No. 12), p. 47.· 
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Scotland had received the 'royal assent, he 'saw the need to 
develop some new manufacture in the sister kingdom to offset 
the damage which the Union would do to the Scottish woollen 
industry, and cotton seemed eminently suitable. The govern"': 
ment ought "to be concern'd to set the People in Scotland to 
work, rather than the People of Persia, China' and Cororr.andel", 
particularly as there was "no Manufacture in Europe, in the 
Improvement of which, greater Advantage would accrue to the 
publick Stock, and less Injury be done to our Trade.'" More-
over, he claimed that this'manufacturehad'already begun and 
tha t he had seen "very good Muslin, both strip' d and plain made 
there." (22) Even in 1713 Defoe·could still write that the 
East-India tra~e imported several of the most valuablecorr~odi­
ties in corr~erce, many of which could not be obtained in any -
other part of the world or were available in much larger 'quanti-
ties in Asia and so were much cheaper. Previously some of' them 
had been excessively dear because they could only be imported 
with difficulty, despite the great demand, but since the discov-
ery of the ocean route to India' they had become . "so absolutely 
Natural to us, that'they claim to be'mentioned among the 'very 
necessaries of Life." The 'trade in sp1ces, coffee and tea was 
so prodigious that it was said "to' equal, if not to exceed, the 
sugars and Tobacco's, the Gold and Silver of America." (23) 
It is significant, however, that there is here no mention 
of Indian textiles and, by 1708, his attitude towards their 
importation into:Britain had begun·to harden, probably dictated 
22. lQiQ~ (No. 14), p. 51. 0 
23. A General History of Trade, July 1713, pp. 21-24. 
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by the impending amalgamat~on of the two rival companies and 
the resulting fear that a more powerful East India Company 
would try to secure the removal of the prohibition on these 
fabrics. He alleged that "a knot of objectors" had been for 
two or three years "bi ting this Thong" which had "strangled 
their private Gain ••• tho' they enjoy'd it at the Price of 
starving the Nation." He argued that the import of these 
Eastern cornmodi ties had made only ttli ttle Invasions upon our 
Trade" before the Revolution of 1688; so that the distemper 
grew upon us "like a sl~wFeavour" until. "it began to affect 
the Vitals of our Trade" and would have proved ,mortal but for 
the prohibition of 1700 •. The 'increase in the quantities of 
particular goods, "such as'Damasks, Chints,'Pelongs, stained 
Callicoes, Handkerchiefs, and other Silks" during the last de-
cade of the century was"of the order of "126 to 2540;' others, 
as 23 to 315; others as 15 to 709; arid again, as 1 to 200; 
the number of Ships going to the Indies, advanc'd from two or 
three, and sometimes but one in a Year, sometimes 3 in two Year, 
to 57 ships sent out in eleven Months, or a little more, (24) 
and to Fleets of six, nine and eleven Ships coming home together, 
the 'Tavistock' in her first Voyage, brought home nine thousand, 
seven hundred and some odd pieces of rich Damasks, and above 
200,000 pieces of Silks and Callicoes of several kinds, that 
directly Rivall'd our own Manufactures." (25) There' were two 
principal reasons for this tremendous expansion of the trade 
the first being the additional capital made 'available by "the 
Old Company calling 640,000 1. in to the ir Trade" and by tlhe 
24. 
25. 
Corrected to "two years, eleven·months" in the next number, 
No. 152. 
Eey1ew, Vol. IV (No. 151) p. 602. 
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establishment of a new company. The second Was the general 
infatuation of the-English people for Indian wares, as he des-
cribed it in this well-known,passage: 
II ••• the general Fansie of' the People runn ing upon' 
East-India Goods to that Degree, that the Chints 
and painted Callicoes," which before were only made 
Use of for Carpets,Quilts, etc. and to cloth Chil-
dren or ordinary People, became now the Dress of 
our Ladies, and such is the,Power of a Mode; we 
saW our Persons of Quali ty' dress' d 1n Indian Carpets, 
which but a few Years before their Chamber Maids 
would have thought too ordinary for them; the Chints 
were advanc'd from lying on their Floors to their 
Backs, from the Foot-Cloth to the Petticoat, and even 
the QU~EN Her self at that Time was pleased to appear 
in China and Japan, I mean China Silks and Callico. 
Nor was this all, but it crept into our Houses, our 
Closets, and Bed-Chambers, Curtains, Cushions, Chairs, 
and at last Beds them selves, were nothing but Calli-
coes or Indian Stuffs, and in short almost every. Thing 
that used to be made of Wool or Silk, relating either 
to the Dress of the Women, or the Furniture of our 
Houses, Was supply'd by the Indian Trade." (26) 
The two rival companies, -tho' they were at open War with one 
another," acted together in so far as they tried to derive the 
maximum profit from this vogue for Indian goods and "borrow'd 
Money on Bonds, doubled their Stocks, and ••• began to send 
whole Fleets every Year to the East-Indies." He claimed that 
between December 1697 and January 1699, in just over one year, 
they exported in bullion alone, quite apart from any sent by 
private traders, 7,157,372 ounces of plate and that the return 
cargoes of the 57 ships already mentioned were worth over £7 
" . 
million at retail prices. (27) According to Dr. K.N. Chaudhuri, 
no gold was sent to In~ia by the companies in 1698 and the 
average price of silver in London was 5s.2d. per ounce in that 
year. This gives a value for Defoe's figure of silver bullion 
exported of £1,849,404, whereas Dr. Chaudhuri's table of exports 
26. lQid, (No. 152), p. 606. 
27. .IlU..Q., 
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shows that £320,473 of silver were exported in 1697-8 and 
£412,180 in 1698-9. If the even higher figures for 1699-1700 
and l700~1'are added, they give a total for the four years of 
£1,871,960, only just above Defoe's figure for,one year. (28) 
Like:most of. his contemporaries, Defoe greatly exaggerated both 
the drain of bullion to Asia and the value of the imports of 
Indian textiles." Dr. Chaudhuri' s figures are the value' of the 
annual exports of.gold and silver to India, and take no account 
of the value of the Company's re-exports on which the defenders 
of the Company placed such stress. 
'According to Defoe,.theeffect of these imports of Indian 
goods on certain English textile centres Was calamitous. In 
the silk manufacture of Canterbury the number of looms was re-. 
" duced from 1000 to less than 50, and,if the unexpected improve-
ment of Planting Hops, had not help'd,the ~oor to ,subSist, that 
City had been in a fair way of being reckoned among one of the 
forsaken declining. Towns in England, like Sandwich or Winchelsea. '1 
Although Norwich "supported itself.under the Loss better than 
, 
other Places,.by its having a great Foreign and Uountry Trade 
••• 
the visible Decay was not to be conceal'd. The Mas ters gone, 
to London, the Workmen into the Army, and Navy,' and in several 
of the great Towns of Norfolk, where;they drove formerly a great 
part of the Trade, the Manufactures seem' d quite lost and for-, 
gotten." The proportion of workmen thrown out of employment 
in Spitalfields was somewhat'smaller than in Canterbury but the 
28. K:N. Chaudhuri, 'Treasure and Trade Balances: the East 
India Com~any's Export Trade', Econ. Hist. Rev. 2nd Series 
Yol. XXI (1968), pp •. 497-502.. '. • ' 
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resulting distress was even greater because of the larger size 
of the London silk industry. The 20,000 displaced 'workmen 
II sea tter t d them' sel ves into, all manner of Employmen ts, such as 
Coal-Heaving, Portering,Frui t 'and Fish-crying; some to the ' 
Army; others to the Fleet, abundance. on meer Begging and Starv-
ing," "and their looms were sold for bread. . In the streets, the 
houses were "falling down, and without.Tenants .••• (they) would-
yield no Rent, and'in many Places the Rent would not repair them, 
and,in other Places whole Rows migbt have been purchased for 
the securing the Ground-Rents." (29) Five days later, he tried 
to form some estimate of the number of unemployed throughout the 
country, conceding that if.it were not "very considerable ••• 
it was not.worth while to streighten the East-India Trade to re-
lieve them, since the East-India Trade being eonsiderable in it 
self, is neither without its Arguments, or its Uses, and ought 
not tobe.suppress'd for every Trifle." He based.his calcula-
tions on Norwich,where he thought that 10,000 looms were employee 
in the stuff trade. Each loom would employ 6'spinners, ,1 winder, 
1.doublerand 1 weaver, making a.total of 9, 'with 1 comber to 
every 3 looms. To these 93,300 people, he added 2000 dyers 
and others engaged in the finishing processes and 1000 master-
weavers or clothiers.' "Characteristically, he brought, in a 
further 10,000 "employ'd, in the Skirts of this Trade," such as. 
carriers who transported'the wool, and the yarn and the finished 
cloth, "wi th 12 Wa'ggons constantly' travelling to and from.London, 
and other Parts", ,master combel~s and other' employers,. wool mer-
chants, loom makers and'tool-makers,'and 20,000 horses. He 
29. Beview, Vol. IV, (No. 154), pp. 613-614. 
reckoned that three times the above numbers were employed 
throughout the country in the stuff and broad-silk trades affec-
ted by the East-India goods, making a total of 30,000 looms, 
60,000 horses and 320,000 people "besides the vast Et Caetera's 
of Trade, Shipping, Export and Import, which had a Dependence 
upon ••• those People and Manufactures." As he thought that 
two-fifths of the workers were unemployed in Norfolk, the least-
affected of his three main centres, he estimated that more than 
160,000 had lost their employment by these imports. (30) 
When this "East-India Frenzy" was curbed by "the late 
happy prohibition" of 1700, the native manufactures of silk and 
wool quicklY recovered and "to a higher' Magni tude than they. VJere 
at before." Although, by 1708, the 'number of looms at work in 
canterbury was only about 500, he argued that this was for "Want 
of People, not Want of Trade" since the masters Were offering a 
gUinea a head advance-money to attract journeymen back to the 
trade. Norfolk was "full of Business
tt 
'in spite of the various 
hindrances caused by the war, but the biggest change was in 
Spi talfields. He called on the landlords to support his claim 
that everybody waS building more houses, which were "scarcer to 
be had, and let for better Rents, in Proportion, than in Cheap-
side." The manufacture had spread into neighbouring Southwark, 
where there was tla neW Plantation, as it were, of the Stuff-
Trade and such was the demand for yarn that, since the Union, . 
he had been sent into Scotland, "to see, if any Spinning Work 
could be found among our Neighbours in the North. It (31) At 
30. 
31. 
~ (No. 156), pp. 621-623_ lQiQ: (No. 157), pp. 625-627. 
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least 10,000 people were employed in the single,manufacture of 
silk handkerchiefs, and if 10,000 English people were maintained 
"by making what one hundred thousand Mahometans made before, 
~ven this. very Article.was wor~h the Prohibition." (32) The 
fact that some members of the East India Company could consider 
trying to get the prohibition of Indian textiles repealed was 
only a proof that when men followed. their private advantage, 
they had no time to reflect on the damage which this might cause 
to their country's trade. (33) The very notion, he declared, 
was "a dishonourable and unworthy.Reflection upon the Government 
• • • 
'tis raving and phrensie to suppose it, because it would be 
madness, ••• 'tis putting an End to the War the shortest Way. 
In short, 'tis French Slavery,. and Wooden Shoes allover ••• so 
long as we are Blest with our present Constitution, and~a British 
Parliamentiso long I verily. believe, this Act will stand firm 
and unshaken; that is,~I hope and trust,"so long as the Sun and 
Moon endure th." (34) The protagonists for the Company had ad-
vanced four arguments in favour of. the repeal of the Act of 1700, 
namely that there had been a decrease .in English exports of wooll. 
en'cloth.since the Act was passed, that our imports of silk goods 
from Europe had increased, ", that the imposition of a high duty 
would be preferable to a prohibition of the imports from India 
and that this would help to defray the heavy cost of the war. 
Defoe rejected each of these propositions, ,affirming that there 
never was a time when so many of the fine. manufactures made of 
wool, or silk and wool, "which directly oppose the Indian'Goods, 
32. ~, (No •. 158), p. 630. 
33. ~, (No. 159), p. 633. 
34. Reflections uDon the prohibition Act ••• (1708), p. 16. 
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were Exported to Holland, Hamburgh and Portugal,as of late 
Years" and that the"drop in :lIour Coarser Woollens" was directly 
caused by the interruption of trade with,the Spanish colonies 
because of· the:war •. Secondly, that there had never been so 
few European silk goods" imported since 1660 as had been the 
case during the past:six years and that many'of these had been 
smuggled. To the third contention,he retorted that it was 
"not the Rate or Price, but ,the Quantity of, these Goods" which 
caused "the Ruin of the Manufacturer"'here and that an'imposition 
was levied so that the goods,.mightbe -brought in whereas nothing 
could keep them out but a prohibition~ : Experience had shown 
that a high duty was "a Bait to some Men" that never fails to 
tempt them to defraud the government. Because the price of 
labour in Ind ia was only one-sixth of that in England, the duty 
would have to be"SOO per cent. to:give adequate protection, but 
even this would'not suffice for·such was "the Fondnesses of all 
Sorts of People for these Goods; that vast Quantities would go 
off, let-the Price be what it wil1.tt, Lastly, if it were true 
that a yearly fund of-£lO,OOO could only be found by repealing 
this 'Act, it was "the best News the French King ever heard since 
his Head was crown'd. 1t (35)- In ,the 'Review', 'he was at pains 
to point out that when he pronounced that we had "donecour Trade 
more harm by Prohibitions and Negations, than any Nation 1nthe 
World" that'this did not refer to the'East-India,trade, "lest' 
any snould be so rash, as to think I mean, that all Prohibitions, 
and that among the rest, are injurious to our Trade." (36) 
3S. .lQ.1Q., pp •. 16-21. 
36. Eeyiew, Vol~ IV, (No. 150), p. 600. 
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It is probable that Defoe would have been alarmed if only 
the silk manufacture in Spitalfields and Canterbury had been 
exposed to the competition of tithe tempting Excesses of India, 
China and Persia,tI (37) but he was soon convinced that "our own 
manufacture" was vitally affected. It Was "a great Mistake to 
suggest, that Spitalfields alone Complains ••• the Manufacturers 
there feel the Burthen sooner; but all the Country, and almost 
all the Branches of the Woollen and Silk Manufacture feel it." 
The town workman merely felt "the stop of Trade" sooner than 
the country workman because the Spitalfields masters bought !tin 
the yarn" and "as soon as the Trade stops, they stop," whereas 
the country clothier went on aS,long as he cOllld "get Credit 
for a Bag of Wooll to work, or a Penny, of ¥oney to pay his Work-
men." (38) He claimed that "the Broad'Cloth and Stuff Trade" 
were particularly, affected and quoted with' approval the statement 
in the Report of the Lords Commissioners of Trade that every 
piece of printed and stained calicoes and linens prevented "the 
Consumption of the" ~ame Quantity of our Woollen and Silk Manu-
factures." (39) He insisted that the calicoes and the woollen" 
manufactures were "like two Ballances, when one Scale went down, 
the other went up, and when one went up, the other came down. tI • 
(40) The author of "The Weavers Pretences Examin'd •• ~" argued 
" 
that the printed calicoes did riot inte~fere with theA sile of 
woollen or worsted stuffs because they were so much dearer, and 
that they did not compete with silk manufactures since they were 
37. 
38. 
39~ 
40. 
Reflections on the Prohibition Act, Ope citA , p. 13. 
A Brier st§te or the Question, between the Printed and Paint 
ed CalUc.oes and the Woollen and Silk Manuractures ... (1719) pp. 40-42.. . , 
The Trade to India, op. cit., p.' 8. ~ .. 
The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers Truly Re~resent§~ 
(1719) p. 15. 
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so much cheaper'that those who bought calicoes would never 
I 
have been able' to afford the price of silk. (41) Defoe replied 
; ~ ., 
that calicoes had become the general wear of both rich and poor 
alike: 
" ••• all the mean People, 'the Servant-Maids, and 
ind1fferently poor People, who would otherwise 
cloath them selves, and were usually cloathed in 
thin Womens Stuff made at Norw1ch and London, or 
in Cantaloons and Crapes, etc. are now cloath'd 
in Callicoe or Printed Linnen; mov'd to it as well 
for the Cheapness, as the Lightness of the Cloth, 
and the Gaiety of the Colours: The Children uni-
versally, whose Frocks' and Coats were all either 
made of Tamnies work'd at Coventry, or of strip'd 
thin Stuffs made in Spittlefields, appear now in 
Printed Callicoe or Printed Linnen; let anyone 
but cast the1r Eyes among the Ch1ldren of the mean-
er Sort playing in the Streets, or of the better 
Sort at Boarding Schools, ••• As to the richer 
Sort of People, Ladies and even Persons of Quality, 
the fine Chints and Painted Call1coes, as well 
India as English"some of which are,even dearer 
than"Silk, have-so far superseded the Wearing of 
Silks, that they prefer them to the finest Damasks; 
and we need do no more than appeal to the Drapers 
Wives, some of whom would perhaps think them selves 
affronted not to be ranktd with the best of the' 
Gentry." 
He contended that it was the "1nvincible Pride in the ordinary 
People" which,led them to ape the_gentry, that had been respons-
ible for calicoes becoming "so universally accepted, so that 
II the meaner sort of People were fir st brought to wear them more, 
because they saw them worn by ,the Gentry, than for any Convenienc~ 
, ~ 
or real liking they had to them at first them selves." (42) 
It was indeed the occasion of profound disappointment to 
Defoe that the English people preferred "an upstart Importation 
. .- . 
of Foreign Goods" to the native manufactures which he always 
41. (Anon) The Weavers Pretences Examin~ ••• (1719), pp. 9-10. 
42. 'The Just Complaint', 0;C. c1 t., pp., 23-25., ~ , 
extolled in such glowing terms •. (43) ~ust as Joseph Coles in 
1700 had insisted that "the Substantialness of our English Work-
manship" far exceeded "the Indian Trumpery" and had condemned 
his countrymen for ."wasting our Treasure for these light Wares, 
as light ,as Women, ,and ,as ·slight as Cobwebs," (44) so Defoe dis-
missed calicoes as "a worthless, scandalous, unprofi table Sort 
of Goods, embrac'd by a luxuriant Humour among the Women,prompted 
by the Art and Fraud of the Drapers and. the ,Company, to whom 
also they are profi table." (45) ; He claimed that the Act of 
1700 had not been the result ,of disturbances by unemployed.weavers 
or of party-conflict or of the multitude of petitions from the 
clothing centres, but that ~the weight of the Cause sUpported it 
self. " The Act had been necessary because "the Humour of the 
People ••• seem'd, at that time, posses~'d agai~sttheir Interest, 
and being hurry'd down the Stream of their Fancy, they run head-
long into the greatest Neglect and Contempt of the Growth and 
Manufactures, of ,their own. Country and People, and embrac'd, wi th 
a Violence in their Temper, not to be resisted, the Silks and 
Callicoes of India, in a manner evenAridiculous to them selves, 
as well as fatal to their Interest.", Such wa~ the extravagance 
of the age that "the Ladies converted their Carpets 'and Quilts 
into Gowns and Petticoats, and made the broad and uncouth Bordure: 
of the former, serve instead of the rich Laces and Embroideries 
they used to wear, and dress'd more like the MerrY.Andrews of 
Bar tholomew Fa ir, than like the Ladies; and the Wives of a Trading 
people." (46) In another pamphlet attacking the wearing of cali 
coes,written in the guise of a petition from Dorothy Distaff, 
43. .I.W..d, p. 6. . " 
44. J. Coles, England to he Wall'd With Gold ••• (1700), p. 6. 
45. The Manufacturer, No. 21, January 8, 1720. 
46. A Brief State of the Question ••• ~p.cit" pp. 10-11. 
Abigail Spinning Wheel and Eleanor Reel, three spinsters of 
Bury st. Edmunds, Defoe lamented the disappearance of certain 
stuffs or stuffs mixed with silk, such as "Brilleants and Pule-
rays, Antherines and Bombazines, Sattinets and Chiverets, Ora-
guella's, Grazetts, ••• Flower'd Silk and Worsted ,Tammy Draughts, 
and Damasks." '. He blamed this on "a" tawdery, Pie spotted, 
flabby, ragged, low-priz'd Thing, call'd Callicoe, a Foreigner 
by Birth, made the L - d knows where, bya Parcel of Heathens 
and Pagans, that worship the-Devil, and work for a Half-peny a 
Day." He. accused the beau monde 0 f follow ing an "outlandish 
Fashion". and of appearing in "painted Trangums, and East-India 
Rags." (47) His presupposition ,that Indian textiles wereinfe-
rior' products to English broadcloth extended to other imports 
from the Far East. .Noting:"a manifest Encrease'of, Trade tl in 
January 1713, which was marked by the rise of neW slight Wares 
instead oftheold:staples~ both in home and-in,foreign trade, 
" < -
he exclaimed, "In our Foreign Cornmerce,:we have, :also mighty 
; 
Improvements; Nay we,boast of Trades perfectly new to 'the Nation 
~'~ .;- , 
• •• For example. That most admirable return,of Wealth,from 
China, which adorns the Scrutores and Cabinets, and 'shine in the 
Angles ,of the Drawing Rooms,these mightily encrease the dead 
-. 
Stock of the Na tion, encourage Naviga ti on to a s trangeDegree, 
since Ships have come Home wholly laden with EarthenWare, the 
Trurr..pery~-·of China, supplies, to infini te Advantage, the Furniture 
of our Houses, "and serves the Ladies instead of Plate and Jewels. 1 
(48) 
47. 
48. 
Ihe Female Manufacturel!§ Qomplaint ••• (1720), pp. 8-12. 
Review, Vol. IX, (No. 42), pp. 83-84 (81-82) Compare 
D. Clayton, A Short System of Trade ••• (1719), "their 
foolish ridiculous Picturys, ••• their childish useless 
China Wares, fit only to please Children." p. 10. 
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" Fifteen years later, however, Defoe showed a better app-
reciationof the art and workmanship in the handicrafts of'east-
ern Asia. He admitted that there Was no European product which 
these countries needed, but firearms and ammunition and, in his 
view, some. articles of lead, tin, brass and glass, but what were 
these to "the Commerce of the Indies?" If they had been better 
seamen, we could have supplied:them with warships and merchant 
vessels and their equipmen t, but "even: all tl;tis would come to 
little in the Account. 1I All the conwodities which might be 
... 
supplied from Europe "would not'pay for the Loading of five 
Ships a year instead of 100 Sail which use the Trade.'" Apart 
fr om the rich wrought s ilks and other fine· textile s, and "the 
wonderful Variety of their Work", he singled out the following 
five matchless techniques of the Chinese and 'Japanese artist-
craftsmen: 
"I. Their Painting of-Figures and Flowers, as well 
on their Manufactures of Cotton and Silk, as on their 
lacquer'd Ware and China or earthen Ware; in which 
• •• nothing done in Europe, w he ther in England or 
Holland, can come,up to them;' in particular in mixing 
and setting their Colours so as to hold washing, boil-
ing, bleaching, Air and Fire: In these ••• they either 
have such Drugs and Dye-stuffs for the Ingredients, or 
such Art in the Composition, as has been hitherto ini-
mitable by the most ingenious Europeans, ••• 
2. Their working Gold and Silver on small Slips:of 
Cane, fine as Thread, nay even as Silk, and which lying 
but on one side, yet weaves into their fine Atlasses, 
and other S ilks and Stuffs as fine as Gold and Silver 
wrought on Wire; whereas in our weaving Gold and Silver; 
as much lies on the wrong side as on the right. This 
is an inimitable piece of Art ••• ' 
3. Their Lacquering which whether by the Heat of the 
Climate, ••• or by'the strength of the Varnish, out-
wears all that can be done in these Parts. 
4. Their burning,in,as they call it, of those Colours, 
in their fine gilt China Ware: a Perfection perfectly 
inimi table. , . 
5. Their artful preparing ,the Earth for the China Ware 
an Art Vie know nothing of, for want of the Earth itself' 
to try it upon." 
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He found it particularly incredible that such workmanship could 
be produced by.people who were, in,his.opinion, so ill-fed. 
He remarked on "their constant 'Application and,Diligence in 
their Work, under the Hardship of so mean a Fare, and so hard 
a way of living." (49) 
When the controversy about the .Indian calicoes broke out 
again, with even greater force, in 1719, Defoe's opinions had 
become rooted in his final conviction that complete prohibition 
of the English calico-printing industry~was the only way to 
prevent the importation of East-India goods, which continued 
despite the Act of 1700. Whereas in 1708, he had written: en-
thusiastically of the revival of the woollen and silk ,manufactures 
after that measure and although he repeated these assertions in 
1719-20, he now~realized that the older textile trades had to 
face a new and native rival. The Act which had'allowed the im-
portation of white calicoes, and at a lower.rate of duty than 
previously, had thus given an impetus to an English cotton-print-
ing indus try in the London area. (50).' In 1706, John Hayne s 
stated that "greater quantities of Callicoes have been printed 
and worn in England annually since the importing of it was pro-
hibited than ever was brought from India. (51) Defoe accused. 
the linen drapers of conspiring to defeat the aims of the Act: 
"But, as if this Nation Was never to want a Set of Men to undo 
her; no sooner were the East-India Chints and printed Callicoes 
prohibited from abroad, but some of Britain's unnatural Children, 
49. 
50. 
51. 
Atlas M,ari timus e t Commerciali s (1728), ·PP. 220-221. 
P.J. Thomas, ~lferc~ntilism .and the East India Trade (1926) , 
pp. 114-120. 
J. Haynes, A View of the P,re.sent state of the Clothing Trad~ 
(1706) p. 
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who we call Drapers, set all their Arts to work to evade the 
Law of prohibition, to employ People to mimick the more ingen-
-
ious Indians; and to legit1mate the Grievance, by making it a 
Manufacture: After which to clench the P01nt against the Manu-
facturers, and to pe~petuate the Grievance, they prompted the 
laying a Tax upon the Improvement, so to make a Fund of the 
Oppression, and entail it on, their Country, for Ever. 1t (52) In 
fact, the excise duty which Was levied on printed calicoes and 
linens was in response to the demands of the woollen and silk 
. 
weavers and to meet the cost of the war, and Was doubled two 
years later despite the protests of the calico-printers. (53) 
"As this successful Mischief encreas' d," Defoe continued, ,It ••• 
the Weavers and Manufacturers soon felt the Ef~ects of it; and 
as the restraining the Callicoes h~d rais'd-th~m, ••• so the 
., 
opening a new Sluice which let them in again, immediately affectec 
the Consumption of our own Goods; Tradeiwmediate.ly felt a 
sensible Decay, and the Weavers Ruin came gradually on." (54) 
Defoe's first pamphlet in the 1719-20 discussion was "A 
Brief state of the Question." In this he announced the follow-
ing five general propositions or "fundamentals" which remained 
the basis of his arguments throughout the ensuing pamphlet war: 
"1. That the Woollen and Silk Manufactures of this 
Kingdom being the Staple of our Trade,and the most 
considerable and essential part of our Wealth, the 
Fund for our Exportation, the Support of our Naviga-
tion, and the only Means we have for the Employing 
and SubSisting our Poor; it is therefore the. common 
52. The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers .•• ~ op. cit., p. 15. 
53. P.J. Thomas, op. cit., p. -. 127.', , 
54. The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers ... Opt ci t. ,'p. 15. 
, " 
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In terest of the" whole Kingdom to di scourage every , 
other Manufacture, whether foreign or assum'd, so 
far as those lvIanufactures are ruinous to, and in-
consistent with the Prosperity of the said British 
Manufactures of Wool and Silk., 
2. That the Wearing and Using Printed or Painted 
Ca11icoes,' as they' are now almost universally· Worn 
and used in Great-Britain, is ruinous to, and in-
'consistent with the Prosperity of our·English'manu-
factures, as well those of Wooll as those of Silk. 
3. That the total prohibiting the Wearing and Using 
of Printed or Painted Callicoes in Great-Britain, is 
not ruinous to, 'or inconsistent with, the Prosperity 
of the East-India Trade; ••• the East India Trade 
may and would remain in a very thriving and flouri-
shing Condition, ••• tho' all the Subjects of Great 
Britain and Ireland were effectually limitted from, ' 
and prohibited the wearing and using of Printed and 
Painted Callicoes. ' 
4. That the Printed and Painted Callicoes now worn 
and used in Great Bri tain, come under J::c'UUR DENOMINA-
TIONS, ALL pernicious and destructive to our Trade, 
(viz.) such as being imported by the Dutch, are either 
printed in the Indies or in Holland, and clandestinely 
run on Shore here, •• ~ UR, such as being imported here 
by our own East-India Company, and prohibited to be 
worn because printed in India, are pretended to be ex-
ported, but are privately run on Shore again and sold: 
OR, such as'beingprinted here, are entred and ship'd 
for Exportation, in order to draw back the Duties on 
the Stamps, but are re-landed and sold here; and 
lastly, such as are printed here, and legally worn and 
used, and under the Colour of which ALl. the other' 
Frauds are practis'd and conceal'd. 
5. That this clandestine Importation and Relanding'of 
Printed and Painted Callicoes, is no way to be prevented, 
••• but by effectually preventing and prohibiting the 
wearing and u~e of them." (55) 
The last two heads form the crux of his ,argument in this 
particular dispute~ He obviously believed that the smuggling 
and the various frauds on the customs were extensive and it is 
interesting to note that Professor Price thinks ,that the princi-
pal beneficiaries by the English,prohibitions of 1700 and 1721 
55. A Brief State of the Question, ~~., Introduction, 
8pp. (no paging). John Asgill's A Brief Answer to a Brie! 
state of the Question (1719) repudiated these five propOSi-
tions and claimed that Defoe's-demand for total prohibition 
of calicoes ought to apply equally to silk. Yet he argued 
that Defoe was "rather an Advocate· for the Silk than the 
Woollen Manufactures" in that the calicoes competed more di-
rectly with silk than with woollen goods and that he had not 
complained of fustians which did affect the sale of WOO"A~Q 
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were the smu£glers. (56) Defoe devoted one pamphlet to these 
malpractices and then quoted from it, as if from an independent 
au thor, 1n "The Trade to India." He alleged that duties of 8d. 
per yard on imported white calicoes and 6d. per yard on the print-I 
ing or stamps Were drawn back on the calicoes printed here and 
entered for export but then sold here or, if actually shipped, 
relanded and also sold on the home market. He _ also cIa imed 
that one firm of merchants had received as much as £10,000 in 
drawbacks between June 1717 and June 1718 for printed calicoes 
ostensibly sent to Holland and Hamburgh, and he estimated that 
the revenue was defrauded of £400,000 a year by the above devices.1 
His evidence for this clandestine trade, however, was largely 
that most of the calicoes printed in England were entered for 
, .. 
export to Holland or Hamburgh,. where he _ claimed, they could not 
be sold because the East:-IndiB printed calicoes, which were much 
cheaper and better than the English commodity, were freely import-
ed. Also that the Dutch printed calicoes were superior to the 
English and great quantities were brought from Holl.and,_ "so that 
to carry English Printed Callicoes to Holland, or Eamburgh, would 
be to carry l,;UALS to N.li;WGAS'l'L.bl." (57). He __ fur ther ci ted tI the 
frequent Seizures made by the Officers of the Customs of such 
Callicoes, a s well those Printed at Home as Abroad. II He thought 
that this clandestine trade in calicoes completely undermined the 
claim of the Eost India Company that they exported goods to a 
greater value than the bullion which they sent to India and said 
that it had been estimated that the quantities of these re~import 
of calicoes were much greater than the goods originally exported 
56. J.M. Price in The New Cambridge Modern History. Vol. VI 
(1970), p. 861. 
57. The Case of the Fair lraders ••• (1719) (no paging). 
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by the Company from England. (58) 
He found support for his belief that there was extensive 
smuggling of printed calicoes in the Report of the Co~missioners 
of Accounts which estimated that a million'people wore printed ~ 
calicoes and painted linens in Great Britain and that each one 
consumed on average 5 yards a year, making a total of 5,000,000 
yards. Assuming that one-quarter of this quanti ty was linens, 
the home consumption of calicoes was 3,750,000 yards a year, . 
"infinitely above the Qu~ntity of Callicoes printed in a Year in 
Great Bri tain." Defoe gave "the average annual production of' 
printed calicoes during the five years ending on 24 June 1719 at 
1,355,672 yards, of which 379,224 y~rds ~ere exported, leaving . 
976~448·yards consumed at home. subtracting this' amount from 
the previous figure of 3,750,000 yards worn in a·year gave 
2,773,552"yards "Which must be imported clandestinEdy." Defoe, 
therefore, asked ,"whether any Trade can be . called profitable to 
a Nation, or indeed ought to be sUffer'd ••• which ••• is a Pro-
tection'to such a monstrous Abuse of the Public, and tothe:fair' 
Traders" andconcluded,Uthey ought to give up such a Branch, 
however otherwise profitable' to them selves, as a; jus t Compensa-
tionforthe Wrorig" which they did the ~ation by rendering this 
injurious trade undiscoverable., Headmi tted that one of the 
chief drapers had maintained at the Bar of ' the House of Corrunons 
that only 70,000 people in Great Britain:wore calicoes and that 
they each consumed 16 yards per year rather than the 5 yards in 
the Report of.the Commissioners of Accounts.' This gave a·total 
58. 'The Trade to India ... ' op. ci t., pp •. 24, 16-17. 
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annual consumption of 1,120,000 yards, not far short of the 
number of yards printed. Defoe, 'however, quoted the calculation 
of "a judicious Observer tl that 320,000 people "were cloth'd in 
printed Callicoe .and Linnen in the County of Middlesex only, 
exclusive of the Cities and Liberties of'London and Westminster." 
Characteristically; he decided that the figure,of one million 
wearers was "much below the Fact" and that, there" VJere nearly 
double that number "cloath'd in and using Callicoe." He inst-
anced the "many Thousands of Women" who had."two or three several 
Sui ts of. Callicoe a t a Time, for Morn ing-Gowns, Wrapping-Gowns, 
and Mantua's, and such like," in addition to "the great Quanti-
ties used in Furniture, such as Quilts for Beds.and Window-
Curtains" which were. excluded from the Commissioners' estimates. 
(59) With an appearance of moderation, however, he used as the 
basis of a new calculation an estimate which he had already 
pr inted in. the, "Manufacturer" .for February 3rd, 1720, where, he 
took the Commissioners' figure of 1,000,000 wearers and the 
draper's estimate'of 16,yards used by each person per year, .to 
give a total of 16,000,000 yards of linen.and calico and 12,000,OC 
yards of calico alone. : (60) In, the "Manufacturer" he had been' 
ready to accept a total of 9,000,000 yards of caliCO, but he now 
added half a million yards used in furnishings to ·thefigure of 
12,000,000 yards of calico and linen, and deducted 1,050,758 
yards.for the linens printed and consumed in England and 
976,648 yards for the printed calicoes (previously 976,448 yards) ! 
consumed here, leaving a balance of 10,472,594 yards of printed'. 
calicoes "foully imported" each year "besides East India Wrought, 
59. IQ1Q, pp. 19-30. 
60. The Manufacturer, No. 27, February 3, 1720. 
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S ilks. It Rethought 2/6 per yard a low estimate .. of the'value 
of these goods, as the foreign printed goods were generally 
better than those produced at home, but this figure gave a total 
of £1,309,074 •• 15s. per annum on the above quantity of smuggled 
calico. He estimated the bullion exported to India at £800,000 
a year and he' now added to this a figure of £1,065,419 for clan-
destine imports of India goods, making "£1,865,419 a year dead 
Loss to the-Nation by the:E~st India Trade." "Pepper '. and other 
Goods really exported tt might amount·, to £350,000 a year, "but 
against this is to be plac'd all the East India Wrought SilkS, 
and Stuffs mlxt with Bilks, all;the Handkerchiefs and Muslins 
thatare·run in upon us again, as well.from Holland as from on 
Board'our own Ships 
the other." (61) 
••• and"tis believ'd,will fully balance 
Against· an annual deficit on the India trade of £1,500,000 
he protested, "It is .in vain to plead the Shipping" the Seamen, 
the ,People employ'd in this Trade, their Merit in Loans to the· 
Government, or the like;' no Trade,'carrying:out Money, and re-
turning what is consum'd at Home, can be gainful to the Nation.t!· 
When the Drapers claimed that printed calico was a small trade, 
he demanded why theY,should'struggle so keenly for a com.rnodity 
which so few people wore, but he completely rejected.their·esti-
mates. When they,affirmed that not.more than fifty,gowns and 
petticoats of foreign printed calico.were worn in London, he' , 
asked them w he therthey could not see "more than 50 Women dress t d 
in.foreign Printed Callicoes' go' by the:i.; Shops in an Hour's Time.' 
(62) In fact, the quantity wa~ so great, he declared, "that 
61: The Trade to India : •• og. cit:, pp. 3i-33. 
62. The Manufac turer, NOJt._.27. .. --
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our own' Company is not able to supply' the Demand, no not even 
the Dutch, but our interloping Traders·have assisted to erect 
another Company in Flanders, which they call, Imperial; but ••• 
is erected upon and carry'd on by a Subject' of English Stock, 
and supply'd even with Captains, Factors, Seamen, and Ships 
from England." (63) " 
In 'The Trade to India',.Defoe ,pretended to "leave out of 
the Question the Mischief of the.Goods they return, and the 
Hurt they'do to our Manufactures" but this was in fact his chief 
concern. (64) Whereas Cary stressed'the effect on'woollen 
cloth exports of a reduced:demand for imports of ~an linen 
and Italian raw and manufactured silks which would follow from 
the English vogue.for Indian textiles, Defoe was most conscious 
of the immediate danger to the English poor employed in the est-
ablished'woollenand silk industries making goods for the home 
market. ' (65) He maintained that every piece of printed calico 
or linen worn in England prevented "the Consumption of ,', the same 
Quantity of our. Woollen and Silk Manufactures,"(66) and even 
that "every Pound Sterling laid out 1nprinted and painted Calli-
coes for the Womens \~ear",reduced the demand for our woollen, "',, 
manufactures by £8. (67) "To say,this'or. that Manufacture"1s 
not concerned in the dispute, he arguedj'''is not'to,the Purpose 
at all; the stockings, 'Hats, Gloves, Bays, ,Blankets, 'Mens Cloth, 
Flannel, and many other Things made of Wool, are not'immed1ately 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
The Trade to India ••• oC. cit., p. 35. 
Illid, p. 34. 
J. Cary, An Essay on the State of England 
52-53. 
lhe Trade to India ••• p. 8. 
Mercurius Politicus,June'1719"p.384.: 
, 
• • • (1695) pp. 
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concern'd in the Wearing of Callicoes:, But ••• 'the greater 
Part of our Woollen ,Manufactures; such.as the whole Worsted 
stuff Trade, and the Silk and Worsted Stuffs,. the whole Clothing 
Trade, as far as exported to Turkey and Italy. These, which 
are the Gross of our Woollen Manufacture, are sinking, and in 
Danger of being los t. It . (68) In comparison with these staple 
industries, he refused to admit that the printing of calico' was 
a manufacture. He exclaimed, .. "now we have the Pretences of 
the Callicoe Printers to struggle with, their calling the CallicoE 
a Manufacture, because Painted,and Printed' here; tho' these are 
in them selves meer Trifles, like that of the Numbers of Families 
employ'd in Printing etc. 'I. say, .Trifles, when compared with the 
Manufactures them selves Which we plead for." It ha d. been "an 
unaccountable Mistake in those. who solici ted the firstProhibi tior 
of Indian Printed Cal1icoe8, that they ••• did not insist upon 
prohibiting the Wearing and Use of those Printed at Home, as , 
Things in them selves equally ruinous.to our Manufactures; they 
had not then left the Door open to the Printing and Painting 
then in Eng1and,~a Trade then scarce known, under colour of Which, 
all sorts of, Callicoes, . wheresoever Printed,' have been worn here" 
and Foreigners thereby encouraged to pour them in upon us by ••• 
clandestine Trade" and our People impose upon us by Re-landing 
their own. It (69) In another pamphlet in this,dispute, he said 
that he was "well assur'd ••• that the utmost Number of Families 
that can be reckon'd up by the most impartial Men, as employ'd 
in the Trade ••• come to some less than seven hundred; whereas 
'1' 
the Families of Weavers and Manufacturers here in London:, 'a~d 
68. The Manufacturer, No. 24, Jam.iary" 20, '. 1720. .,. 
69. A Brief state of the Question •• e Q~. cit.;'pp. 23-24. 
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in the several Countries where they were employ'd in Work, which 
this Printing of Callicoes is particularly prejudicial to,' 
amounts to above a hundredthousandj" . besides, that. this last, 
is a Work of but,yesterday,.andso modern, that very few of 
those.few Persons employ"d 1n it were originally brought up to 
1 t ••• having ,most of them been bred up to other Works, which it 
is easy. fOll them to re-assume." (70) " In fact, calico printing 
had been established in .England before 1688 and a Uillto prohibi1 
calicoes printed in England, as_well as those imported from India, 
was ,lost because' of a dispute between the ,two Houses. ~ The 
numerous,petitions to Parliament'between l695'and1701'against 
calicoes often embraced an attack. on ,those printed in'England, 
and a pamphlet of 1707 complained .that theccheaper English produc1 
was worn by all classes, including the poor, whereas'only the 
rich had been' able to .afford those imported ,from India •. (71) . 
The author of 'The Weavers Pretences Examined', maintained that 
English calicoprinting,was.about forty years old and said that 
he knew a calico ,printer, '_'very far from being a 'Young Man, It 
who told him that his grandfather had followed the same trade. 
-: > ; • :t 
(72) Defoe, however, wa s ,not alone in beli ttling the newer indus-
try. 'Claudius Rey' affirmed that ~here were not more ,than ten 
looms weaving calico in the country, compared with 12,000 pro-
ducing silk, and although this refers to the production of 
English calico rather than to the printing here,of Indian calico, 
it is typical of the protectionist approach'to the ,issue. (73) 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
. '-- ,. 
The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers ••• Opt cit., p. 26. 
A.P. ,Wadsworth and J. de ,1. 'Mann, Toe Cotton Trade and" 
Industrial Lancashire (1931) p. 133. 
A Further Examin~tion of the We~vers Preten~~ ... (17l9)p.12 
C. Rey, Qbseryatlo~s ..on Mr. ASglll' sBrief Answer to A Brief 
state of the Questlon •••. (1719), p.5. nOn .. pp. 8, ;,11, he 
named Asg1ll as the author of a second !he British Merchant 
which appeared on 10 November, 1719 in anSWer to Defoe's ~ 
M.almfacturer, first published on 30 October. The two period-
icals maintained a paper war until February 1720. 
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. It is easy to see why Defoe sympathised so strongly with 
the riotous Spitalfields weavers in 1719, so much so that he 
was accused of excusing their disturbances and their attacks 
on the 'Calico-madams' which included tearing the: offending 
garments off their backs.~ . This was unfair as he'always con-' 
demned civil violence of any,kind. He wrote that they Were 
in the.wrong on two counts, for' "making their'Complaint in'an 
unpeaceable Manner; 'and secondly·in an unseasonable Timelt'be-
cause Parliament, which could always be petitioned, was not 
si tting. Yet, "wi thout Question the Matter of their Complaint 
was· jus t. II '( 74) He 'condemned them for "raising a Tumult" but 
added "tho' I abhor Mobbs of all sorts, ,and, am far from justi-
fying the Exorbitances of these poor Men, ••• yet I. think they. 
are rather Objects of our Pi ty, 'as I hope" they will be of, the 
Government's Clemency." He argued that the complaint of the 
Spitalfields weavers was "a'National Grievance lt but that "some 
of the poorer sort of Weavers lt there had'been Itl ess Patient, and 
perhapi that too, because'mo~e severely pinch'd by the want of 
thei~ Employment, than~theother Manufacturers; and b~cause 
their Subsistence herein London, not being so easy as in other 
Places, they were. less able to support the want of Work. It (75) 
Until the cgmpaign for·the complete prohibition of 
printed calicoes should be crowned,with success, he called on 
the English people to protect their native industries by wearing 
their own manufactures. He condemned lithe preposterous unthink-
ing Humour of our People, who, upon all" Occasions, run directly 
. '''' 
74. Mercurius Politicus, June 1719, pp. 381, - 382. 
75. The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers .ee Opt cit., 
pp. 5-7. 
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counter to their Interest, as'a Trading Nation, ,in so visible 
and so eviden t a manner as this of wear ing Fr inted Callicoes"· 
and he held up the Indians and Chinese as the example to be 
followed. It had proved almost impossible to sell English 
manufactures in their countries and they would·only sell their 
own goods. for ready money. (76) He declared "that if the Women 
would leave off the wearing Callicoes, it would be the most 
effectual Frohibition" but he obviously thought that the dictates 
of fashion were so powerful that.he appealed to the male workers 
to restrain their own families. Ue'told them, "we should have 
small Hope'of reforming the rest of the Sex, if we cannot begin 
a tHorne; and if, while we are show ing them, ••• tha t wear ing ", 
and using Callicoes'will bethe.Ruin of our Country, the starving 
our Poor,' and the Destruction of. the Woollen Manufactures; It 
would'be hard to'have our Oppressors'throw it in our. Teeth, that 
all our Families, Wives, Children and Servants,care cloth'd 1n 
Call1coes.'' (77) In the 'Mercur1us Politicus' for December 
1719, he reprinted Steele's 'The Spinster' with its description 
of a fine lady being dressed by her maid, in which articles of 
foreign manufacture accounted fer over £200 compared with £6.10s. 
for English goods, but as all these foreign imports listed by 
Steele were French or Italian, this did not add anything material 
to the dispute about calico. He proceeded to commend the exampl~ 
of Lycur&us in forbidding Spartan women the use of certain dresse, 
. , 
and asked the English,women to prev~nt the men from bringing in 
similar sumptuary laws by renouncing· "the Gewgaws of the East- .. 
76. A Brief State of the Qu~stion .:. Ope cit., pp. 25-2~.· 
77. The Manufacturer. No.3, November 6, 1719.-
Indies." 
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He told them that their ancient British ancestors , 
"who. for Ornament and Dress painted their oWn Bodies, would be 
astonished at the Callico Picts, their degenerate Children,and 
fly from their own Off-spring, as ,putting them.selves in Masqu-
erade only to reduce them selves to their primitive Poverty and 
Nakedness." He thought that once they realized~thattheir 
fashionable tastes were responsible for turning "Thousands of 
poor Women and Children into the streets a begging," they would 
throw their fine chintz gowns and petticoats in the fire.· 'Tis 
in the Ladies Povver," he announced, "at once to make it odious 
and abhorr'd allover ,the Kingdom: You are 'able to make it as 
much out of Fashion, as you brought 1 t, into .Fashion at once: 
••• 
If the Women in England will but set their Hands to this Work, 
not a Callicoe, not a Piece of Linnen printed or stain'd shall 
be sold or Worn in England: Then all our Petitions will be at 
an End, ••• all the Manufactures of Great-Britain shall ,revive, 
and the Women will have the Glory of, having saved the Nation." ' 
(78) 
In 'The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers',~Defoe tried 
to counter the arguments advanced in favour of the calico trade 
by the author of "The Weavers"Pretences Examined." To the' plea 
that it was useless for Englishmen to boast of their liberty and 
property unless this included the liberty of eating and drinking, 
or wearing what they pleased, he replied that he never knew the 
claim of liberty "debauch'd in so gross, so' vile a manner before I , 
and that if this argument were sound, "all sumptuary Laws, all 
Prohibi tions of any Kind in Trade," or laws to regulate morals 
78. Mercurius Po11ticus December 1719, pp. 784-802. 
and manners would be at an end. .Quoting from-his favourite 
poem,:. 'The True Born Englismr.an' ,. the line· 'Restraint from III 
is Freedom to the Wise,' he argued that what.VJas true in.morals 
was also true in trade. "To be prohib i ted from Wearing tha t, 
which in its Use hinders the Consumption, and threatens the 
Destruction of our own Produce, isa kind and obliging Restraint, 
and only amounts ,to a directing us to do, what as wise Men we 
ought to be suppos' d desirous of doing." (79) He dismissed as 
a "wretched Piece of Trade-Nonsense," the argument that silk 
woven in England was as much a foreign commodity as calicoes 
printed here because the latter were made "in our own Colonies 
in the East-Indies, at a very small Price" and then "many times 
manufactured over again here" to a great increase in value. (80) 
't -
"This poor ignorant Writer," he exclaimed, does not understand 
the differenc~ between a Colony, and a Factory, and tha t there 
is no such Thing as a British Colony in~the East-Indies. Had 
we a Colony there,such as New England, New York, Barbadoes, etc. 
are in America; where the English People being planted, the 
Callicoes being made by.the King's-own Subjects, and the Cotton 
was the produce of the Land in the said Colony; • • • more had . 
been to be said f.or the Callicoes made ,there," but a factory 
was only a settlement for trade, by the permisSion of the rUler 
of the country. Even if thescalicoes had been made in English 
colonies, however, "that is to say, by our own People, for the 
Produce of our Colonies, is our own Produce; yet, as they are 
the Destruction of our Trade, and the Ruin of our Poor, they 
79. The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers ••• Q~. cit., 
pp. 9-10. 
80. The Weavers Pretences Examin'd '" o~. cit., pp. 9-10. 
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ought to have been prohibited; ••• as we are by Law prohibited 
from Planting Tobacco in England, that the most advantageous 
Trade of Tobacco by Virginia may not be lost." Thi1~dly, he 
rejected the argument that the printed calicoes were not respons-
ible for the unemployment amongst the 'woollen weavers because 
wool had been dearer during the past two years than for many 
years previously, whereas the reduced demand should have caused 
, 
a fall in the price of wool. He not only denied-the truth of 
this last assertion, but added that the "universal Glut of all 
our Manufactures at Market," as CQuld be proved by enquiry at 
Blackwell Hall or in the wholesale-dealers' w~rehous~s, Was a 
more certain test of the prosperity of the industry than the 
price of wool, which; in any case, was kept dearer by the amount 
run out of the kingdom to France.' 'His o~ponent had also main-
tained th~t we boughtboth"raw and wrought silk, "at dear'Rates 
of Foreigners, ei ther with Money or Bills of Exchange; tI bu t -
Defoe prot~sted that we bought'silk as cheap as any nation could 
buy it and in return for our own commodities.- Lastly, he re-
pudiated any argument drawn from thed1fferent practice of "the 
Dutch in not. prohibiting the importation of any foreign goods~ 
"Differ ing C ircums tanc es," he" observed, "make '- all N~ tion s waik 
by different Rules; the Manufactures of the Dutch are small' 
and triflin~ compartd with ours; ••• If we were to prohibit 
nothing, as is the Practice in Holland, what would become of 
our Trade in a few Years? And why do we limit our Fellow-
Subjects in Ireland from exporting their own Goods? Why pro-
hibit the French from importing theirs? The Practice-of the 
Dutch is no more to us in Trade, than-the Practice of Mahometans 
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at Constantinople is to us in Religion; if we were the meer 
Carriers of the World as they are, ••• we should do as they do, 
and if they were the graa tes t Manufacturers of the World as vile 
are, they would do just what we hope Great Britain will now do, 
viz. prohibit the,Use of every Foreign Manufacture which inter-
feres withtheir'own." (81) 
Instead, Defoe commended,the eXt;lmple of "that VliseNation," 
France, where, despite lithe great Favour shewn,there:to the New 
East India Companyl':and the fact ttet the linen manufacture Was 
the most considerable aft~r·the silk, "yet to 'preserve the Silk 
Manufacture which they have got, Bnd to encourage the Woollen 
which they are striving to get, :they have obtained this Arr~t, 
forbidding the Printing of Linnen, or wearing any Printed Linnens 
equally ,wi th' the Callicoes, and on ,the, severest Penal ties." 
This instance was all the more important because the linen draper~ 
having "but one Refuge to fly to".,had contended that printed 
linen s were used and worn· as much" as pr inted calicoes, and furtheI 
. ' 
that these linens were made in Britain. Therefore, if the 
woollen industry continued ,to 'take precedence, this would only 
be "helping the Poor of South-Bri tain and hurting the Poor of 
North-Britain." He replied that the native linens which were 
used for printing were so small in quantity that they were not 
"worth naming in Competition with the British Woollen Manufac-
ture" and that even if the above allegations were true, it Was 
not reasonable that lithe whole \'Joollen c:r'lIanufacture of Englsnd, 
and Scotland also, should be ruinrd, and a Million of honest 
~ " '. 
diligent People made Beggars at one Blow."'(82)' 
81. 
82. 
The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers 
35-37. 
Mercurius Politicus, November 1719. 
• • • 
, 
According to 
op. ciJi., pp. 
7~4 
the excise duty on printed linen, rather more than one million 
yards were printed and consumed in Britain in an average year, 
but he did not add that this was rather more than the total, of 
printed calicoes for the year 1718-1719, although very much 
more printed calico was exported. (83) Because linen was made 
in tbe north of England, and in considerable quantities in Ire-
land, apart from the "very great Quantity" imported from Germany, 
he did not think that Scots linen. was more than one-quarter"of 
that printed, here, andcwas only worth £11,612 •• 15 •• 11d.Al-
though he repeatedly:urged that every effort should be,made to 
promote Scottish industry, he asked the Scottish members of 
Parliament' if" so, small an amount v.'ere worth contending, for, "in 
"the present Calami ty of the Br i tish }i:anufacture. II Moreover, 
the Scottish linen printed in England was not a' true increase 
of the Scottish manufacture, but Was only t~turning one thing 
into another" and the stop of printing would result in an in-, 
crease in the dyed linen sent into England, that is a return of 
the trade to its old channel. (84) _ " 
- f 
It is obvious that Defoe's main target in his attack on 
the India trade was the importation. of ASiatic_textiles, parti-
cularly calicoes. Three of his five pamphlets on this commerce. 
do not mention bullion and his-first pamphlet, ,of 1708, has only 
one short reference, namely that the trade required,a much 
larger export of bullion, not only than the nation could spare, 
but than it possessed, and could only be met at the expense of 
83. A.F. Wadsworth and J. de 1. Mann, ~p. cit., p. 138. 
84. Mercurius Foli ticus, November 1719. 
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the coinage. (85) . As he became more'alarmed at the threat 
from'Indian textiles, he brought in the drain of silver to Asia 
to strengthen his case for a further measuI'eof prohibition. 
The reason why no silver was sent to the Mint Was because of 
"the irrJIlenseQuantities'sentto the East Indies.'" The trade 
exhausted "the whole Treasure of Europe" and the Turkey trade 
was responsible for a fUl'ther,loss of silver, II for all' the Silver 
the Turks get from Europe .~. drains off this Way." '''Thus'', he 
announced, ••• ','Europe, like a Body. in a warmBath~ with its 
Veins open' d,'lies bleeding to Death; and her Bullion, which 
is the Life and Blood of her Trade, . flows all to India, where 
'tis amass'd into infinite Heaps, for the en~iching the Heathen 
World at the Expence' of the Christian World." Writing just 
before the South Sea Bubble burst, he blamed'this drain of bull-
ion for the fever of speculation in France,-England and Holland: 
"From this great Cause of Europe's Poverty come all the Shifts 
and Projects or Europe, for raising imaginary Wealth1n the Room 
of real Wealth;' subs t i tu ting Credi t, which· indeed 1s but 'Air 
instead of Bullion, and'Paper instead 'of ~loney;" but·added that 
these did indeed "supply the Want of the Species, o~else Europe, 
•• ~ could not carryon her Commerce. Her Product and Manufac-
tures wou'd not circulate for want of Money to assist that Circu-
lation, and to circulate with it; 
" • • • He claimed that in the 
trade with India, "the Order of Trade"'wasinverted, "the 
Product and Manufacture does" not' go out to fetch in the Money, 
, 
as is the natural Course of Trade, but the Money goes out to' 
fetch the Goods in; and this,'in T~ade,is letting'out the 
Blood." Because of this fatal defect in the trade with ASia, 
~ 
85. Reflections ~on the Eroh1bition Act, p. 14.' 
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if, for any reason, such as War or attacks by pirates, the 
Spanish treasure fleet was prevented from sailing and thus 
the supply of specie was not replenished, Europe immediat,ely 
fel t the loss. ,In marked con~rast, he observed, 
"the other Trade of Europe does not do thus:. If 
ihe Money goes out of one Country i~toanother, it 
passes from thence into a Third,and thence·back 
again into a Fourth, and so back "again from whence 
it came, and round again; ",ever ,Circulating like the. 
Blood in the Veins, and carries with it the Spirits, 
which nourish the whole. But India, like the Grave, 
swallows up all, and makes bo Return; that is, the 
Money never returns: What they send us back is 
nothing;' 'tis consum'd here. and so vanishes ••• 
And was Gold as good a Commodity in.England as 
Silver, we sriou'd not have Money left to carryon' 
the common Course of Trade." (86) " 
On the other hand, w~re .it not for this constant loss of treasure, 
Silver, "like Goldin Solomon's time, ••• would have been like 
the Stones in the Streets. But as it flows in at;one Mouth, it 
ebbs out at ten: 'tis Trade brings it in, ••• (returning) Specie 
for Manufacture, Bullion for.Labour: But while what the.~est­
India Trade thus. brings in,the East-India .Trade draws out, all 
the Trade of Europe is but a Bag With Holes, an~ that which goes j 
at the Top runs out at the Bottom; nor can Europe be ever said tc 
be rich by Trade till they find some way to put a stop to it." 
( 87) 
Whereas Davenant had argued: that because England and 
Holland had a virtual,monopoly.of the trade with ASia, it Was 
the other European,countries,.which consumed the Indian commodi-
ties "wi thou t having any, share. of the traffic," tha t suffered. 
from this commerce, Defoe believed that,the whole continent was 
86. The Trade to India; Ope 'cit., pp. 36-41. 
87. Atlas~laritimus, op. Cit., p. 320. . ~ . 
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impoverished by it. (88) "It is very strange", he protested, 
"to hear the several Nations of Europe complaining of one another, 
that they croud them with East~India Goods, and that East-India 
Goods ruin theirManufactures ••• it is not this or that,' which 
injures this or that particular Nation •• ; but 'tis Europe in 
general that ruins itself,' and with it self Africa and America,' 
and even the North parts of ASia too, by trading to India: and 
it Will never be otherwise, till some g'eneral Check be put to 
the Current of it; for while India and China' send Goods to the 
tune of ten Millions per Annum, as' is the Case at least, and 
receives all the Produce, or mo'st part of it,' in nothing but 
.. 
Ready Money and in Specie, ••• how should it be but that India 
shall grow immensely rich, and Europe waste and become poor?" 
(89) , As he exaggerated the loss of bullion, so he naturally 
over-estimated the import 'of Asiatic corrmodities' into'Europe. 
It seems that these Were sold for little more than £3,500,000 
per annum at the sales organized by the various East India Com-
panies, compared with Defoe's fibtUre of £10,000,000. (90) Al-
though these goods VJere obtained for a very much smaller outlay 
I ~ '"" 
of specie, the drairi of bullion from Europe was a very real prob-
lem. While the average annual figure of English bullion exports 
to India seems to have been below Davenant's conservative con-
temporary estimate of £400,000 throughout the years 1659-1720,: 
it formed 80 per cent. of the value of British exports to India 
between 1708 and 1730 and 70 per cent of all British exports of 
specie went to Asia. (91) Those pamphleteers who attacked the 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
C. Davenant, 'An Essay on the East-India Trade' in Works 
edt Whitworth (1771) 1,91. '," '~d " ,"', ~. 
Atlas Marl timus, p. 220. .' ~ 
J .M. Price in The New Cambridge l'oderp H.isto,ry, Vol. VI, 
p. 856. ,J " ';' '." 
J .M. Price, loc.' c1 t., p.' 861.' 
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trade, or more usually. the East India Company's monopoly, claime~ 
that the Dutch were more successful in meeting this difficulty 
because of their earnings in ASia from.trade between.the various 
countries and particularly by the silver which they earned. in . 
Japan. (92) Defoe. also thought that the Dutch Would have been 
drained of specie '~to.a .very great Degree','. but for their possess- , 
ion of the Spice Islands. (93) In fact, .these.advantages had 
already disappeared by 1700 because of the Japanese restrictions 
on the export of their silver and copper and the depreciation of, 
their gold coi~s. In the,pe~iod17l4-28, specie amounted to 90 
per cent of Dutch exports to ASia, an even larger proportion than 
it did of the British. (94) 
William Wood's attitude to the trade was typical of the 
reservations of those English writers who gave it a grudging 
blessing. Our need of.,sa1 tpetre, pepper and drugs "would not 
acqui t that Trade ,,of the Guilt of .~xhausting our Treasure" ,if it 
were not for ,the amends. made by the re-exports of Indian goods. 
He agreed with Defoe that it tended "only to the enriching the 
People of India and impoverishing those of Europe" by its return 
of luxuries and :fully manufactured goods, and he said that, 
" >-; " -. " 
Britain suffered more than Holland becau~eshe retained more of 
these articles. Yet these cornmodi tie s "by the present Channel 
and Coarse of Trade" had "become unhappily necessary for our 
Foreign Markets" to provide more varied assortments. Br itish 
merchants "would fit few or no Ships, for so long a Voyage, if 
92. Carew Rey'ne1,' The True English Interest ... (1674),'PP. 13-
14; John Cary, An Essay on the State of England ••• (1695) 
p. 62., ' . " " , 
A General Historyof Trade, July 1713, p. 21.' 
J.M. Price, 10c. cit., pp. 861-862. 
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they were not also to have the' Liberty of importing' Manufactures. I' 
Ye t, paradoxically, he argued that" select Companie sit were not 
the most effectual way to cramp, tla disadvantageous' Trade" but 
rather high duties or prohibitions.' . He alleged that not more 
than 10 to 15 ships were now engaged in the: trade compared with 
the 25 to 30 in Sir Josiah Child's day and that the Company had 
restricted-the supply-in their own interest. In an open trade, 
a much greater number of ships "and those the strongest and most 
warlike tt would be employed. "~The smaller the' quanti ty of Eastern 
goods imported, the greater the British disadvantage in trading 
with these goods to other countries. He claimed that he knew 
of separate ships sent out with small cargoes by private traders, 
"that by Trading from Port to Port'in the' Indies" and by thei!' 
earnings from freight had brought home cargoes of'''ten, twelve, 
and fifteen Times the Value' of their Cutset."As for the forts, 
these could be maintained by the Government or by a regulated 
company. (95) Slingsby Bethel argued that· the monopoly of the 
Dutch East India Company was necessary because': they needed a-
strong force.to' safeguard their large possessions'in Asia but 
the British had only factories. (96) Thomas Baston'and John 
Cary maintained that the Dutch company was not a true monopoly, 
Baston because it was "almost universal", the ttwhole Republic" 
being in effect but one company: (97) ~and Ca!'y because "it Was 
not settled on such a narrow Foundation as' ours." Cary also 
contended that the Dutch imports were almost thei!' own product 
95. 
96. 
97. 
w. Wood, A Survey· of-Trade In Four Parts (1718), PP. 92-93, 
226, 263-278. -. " .. - . -- - - . ,.... . ..... '~' .. - ., 
S.·Bethel, Th~Interest of Princes and Stat~s (1680),pp. 
11-12. , 
T. Baston, Thoughts on Trade, and a Publick Spirit, (1716), 
p. 18. 
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because of their large possessions which were more .in the " 
nature of colonies. (98) ., Because the East Indies were "a '" 
bottomless,Pit for our Bullion", he proposed that the Company 
should be both limited in the quantity of bullion which they 
could ship out' each year and that they' should be 0"!J11ged to 
carry to theM1nt "a suitable Proportion", to what they sent 
away. '>; FinallY~ he considered that long voyages rather cused' " 
sailors than made them, (99) and that ~he Company Was better 
defended against Dutch competition by Britain's naval,strength 
, . 
in Europe than by forces in Asia. (100) 
Lilte Cary, it was the prosperity of the English woollen 
industry which was always uppermost in Defoets mind, 'rather than 
the loss of. bullion. , In 1729 he was alarmed by the Russian 
attempts to open a trade with East Asia, after the great develop-
ment of Russian trade under 'Peter the Great.;He thought this 
overland route a'greater danger than the Ostend Company, as it 
had been "one of 'the Gates bY'which the India Goods found a Pass-
age into Europe, before the Passage by Sea about the Cape of Good 
Hope was found out." He wished "that the Trade to China and. 
India were in it self.aprofitable Trade-to the rest.ofEurope; 
then the opening these Back-Doors or By-Channels might be of 
some Use to us; but as it.is, I must confess it seems to be 
nothing but opening a new'Passage to-let in more Thieves.upon 
us,to carry away our ready Money; and that neltherthisany~. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
J. Cary, op, cit., p. 62. 
J. Cary, An Essay towards Regulating the Trade , •• (1719), 
pp. 31, 46-47. vCf. Querical Demonstrations Writ by'PrinQ~ 
]3utler (1699). which claimed that half the seamen perished", 
on the voyage to India. 
J. ,Cary, An Essay ontha State.of England , ... op. cit~, 
p. 63. 
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more than the Ostend'Company should be alloW'd, ••• nor our own 
be allow'd to bring any Goods but such as are absolutely nece-
ssary for 'our Use; and that as to wrought SilksiCallicoes 
printed or plain, they .should be all entirely expell'd, as things 
utterly inconsistent with'the Prosperity of the Lin~n, Woollen, 
and Silk Manufactures, not of England only, but of all the-NationE 
of Chris tendom. II The only~possible remedy Was to prohibit trade 
with Russia, or. "a shorter Way," to .. drive the Russians out of 
Livonia and'Ingria anddenY-,them access'to the Baltic, although 
the tl tIe of this pamphlet,was "The Advantages of Peace and 
Corr.Ir.erce." (101) 
,; ,~ 
Those writers who defended the East India Company usually 
justified the trade by the larger. returns from the re-exports 
of Indian commodities, but Defoe had·come.to believe that most 
of these returned to Britain by various smuggling devices to 
threaten her native manufactures. Therefore, the ultimate. test 
of the value of. the trade must,be the quantity of British manu-
", J 
factures exported to India,-andfrom .theverY,beginnlngof the 
trade, the. Company had found it.difficult ,to persuade . the Indians 
to take British goods. (102) The directors had made great 
efforts to fulfil the quota of £100,000 worth of,woollen'cloth 
laid down by Parliament and had constantly urged·their.factors 
to try to sell more, but in only 13 'years out of the 46 for which 
figures are available between 1670 and 1720 did theirtotal.ex-
ports exceed the above amount. (103) The apologists for the 
101. The Advantages of Peace andColTlmerce,(1729) pp. 28-37. 
102. S.A. Khan, Tbe East India Trade in the XVIIth. Century ••• 
(1923), pp. 165-167.,' 
103. K.N. Chaudhuri, loc, cit., pp. 497-498, Appx. Table I:" 
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Company were obviously sensitive to the charge that it failed 
to promote British expo~ts:' Robert Ferguson asserted that it 
took off u a considerable' quanti ty of our Na ti ve Cormnodi ties and 
Manufactures, though not altogether so much as some other Trades 
\ 
do. tI (104) GeOl'ge Vihi te' s protest, "Trade is no: mere, to be, 
• 
forc'd than Faith ••• we buy and sell both as to Quantities and 
Sortments, as our Interest directs" was written in answer to 
this specific' indictment, but it Was the general accusation of 
the Company's opponents that it placed its private profit before 
the national interest. (105)' Defoe did not doubt that the'trade 
'was'profitable. ' In 'Captain Singleton', which was published 
during the' calico dispute of 1720, "his 'hero said that they would 
"rather have taken one outward bound East India Ship, with her" 
, " 
ready Cash on board, perhaps to the Vallue of forty or fifty 
Thousand Pound, than three homeward bound, though their Loading 
., 
would at London be worth three times the Money; ,because we knew 
not whither'to go to dispose of the'Cargo." (106)· Defoe com-
plained, .' however, ' tha t'" all our East-India' Merchants, and all 
the Dutch, French and Spanish Merchants, n could not find' any 
goods in all Europe' to transport to India,'for which they could' 
buy lIa Bale-of Muslins or a Bag of Saltpetre, comparatively 
speaking. tI The English:cloth sent out by the Company was "a' 
mere Trade-bi te, a Delusion" for it was not conveyed to India, 
"but to Gomberoon in the Persian Gulph, and from thencecarry'd 
to Persia, where the Turkey Company used to carry it before." 
~ ,-,~ ~ 
He added, "It would make a Writer asham'd to muster up the 
104. 
105. 
106. 
. '~ t , ,,_ ~ 
(R. Ferguson)' The Eas t-Indi a' Trade' amos t profi tab Ie Trade. (1677), p. 6. . . . "". ~ 
G. White, An Account of the Trade to the East Indies ••• (1691), p. 2. 
Captain Singleton (Everyman edition 1963), p. 210. 
TrifJ:.es which are carry' d over, compared to the Value in specie 
which goe s wi th them." (107) Similarly, Cary had sUggested'in 
the course of a debate in the COITmons in 1696 that the Company 
landed cloth at Cadiz when taking on bullion, and in the Arabian 
or,Persian Gulphs, formerly supplied by the Turkey Company" (108) 
and in 1698 ,the CommisSioners of Trade and Plantations reported 
"that it ~ould be, inconvenient" for the Company. to send any, 
additional cloth into Persia. (109)" Defoe doubted if their 
exports of English rr-anufactures:reached£60,000 a year and 
nother Things" were "rather Trifles for the'Use of .their Factor-
ies,. than for a'Marlcetj such as Wine, Beer, Bottles" wrought 
Iron and Brass for Household-Stuff, andta few Manufactures for 
their own Wearing.". He admitted,that the Company had just en-
tered4000 long cloths. and 5000 perpetuanas for ,export to India, 
but this was said to be "to make a'Show, and.we n:ust look back 
far for. such another Entry." (110),.' Gary had ,seized on the 
Company's basic difficulty~when he asked how it could hope to 
sell English cloth in India at a profit.when they,brought their 
Indian textiles to England at ,"great Charges, tt and sold ,them' "at 
an extraordinary advantage" and: in such large quantities because 
they were so much cheaper than English manufactures. (Ill), 
Defoe wrote that East Asia was "so supply'd'by Nature with all 
things needful for human Life" that. they wanted nothing from 
Europe, "either of Food or Furniture, Clothes'or Household-stuff" 
107. Atlas Mari tirous ••• OPe ci t. ~ p. 220.' 
108. 'Queries offered to the House of Commons against the .East 
India Company,' B.M.Addl.MSS~'5540, No. 115 
109. Report of the Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, 
quoted in S.A. Khan, OPe cit., p. 267. ' ' 
110. The Trade to India, Ope cit., p. 10. 
Ill. J. Cary, An Essay on the State of England, p. 62. 
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only, "our Ships and our Money. ", (112) Yet he Was disappointed 
that English cloth did not make a better showing in India and 
he even refused to accept that their native textiles were more 
suitable wear in the hot climate.: He declared,' "we might very 
well'answerthis, by g1vingJthe Patterns of our fine Stuffs; 
some of.which, as well as the manner of wearing them in hot 
Countries, are much Cooler, and much more suited.to,the Heat of 
the;warmest Climate, than the uncouth Fashions, great Sleeves 
and pleated Gowns of the Indians, who even load themselves,: 
rather than dress them selves With their Callicoes ••• Any Trav-
eller might be left to judge of this, 'who;has seen the Spaniards 
in Peru, at Lima, at Panama,Carthagena, and such like Hot Places, 
where they .dress much,cooler and lighter in British and;Prench 
Stuffs' and Cloth, nay even in English BlackBayes,than the. 
Indians' on the Coast of Malabar and 'Coromandel, or in the Bay of 
Bengale, do In. their Silks and Callicoes." (113)' ,Nine years 
later, however, there still seemed little immediate:prospect of 
more profitable trade between Europe and.A~ia~: Although he 
stated that "the Indians. and Chlneses" were taking tlevery day 
more·and,more European Merchandizes", this.was a less important 
trade than the. increase in the supply of clothing and other 
European goods for· the use of the European factories which earliel 
he had dismissed as of little account.'. "The only vi sible Pros-
pect of any Amendment·in the East-India Trade" was an'increase 
in the European ascendancy in Asla, so' that they might bring' " 
lithe Natives under their Dominion ••• into the European,way of 
living,tt and he instanced the 100,000 Indiaq subjects of the 
,}.. ... ,' •• 7> 'y_> / j,;. 
112. A tlas Marl tlmus ' •• ~.Q.tl. cit., 'P~- 229: ~. , '* 
113. A Brief ~tate ~f the Questi~~·;~.'QP.Cit:, pp. 27-28. 
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Portuguese at Goa, the 300, 000 of'the English at Madras and 
the 500,000 of' 'the'Du tch in the Ea s t ,Indies. (114) 
There were also two other 'solutions to the problem.' , The 
first was to do without many of the imports from Asia~ He 
asked how many "might'the Europeans be easy lnthe want of, and 
be even profitably without: supplying them selves with the 
Equivalent from their oWn Manufactures, or from those of their 
indus tri ous Neighbours. t1 (115)': When he denounced tI the Folly 
of carrying Money to the,Indies; to buy that~which we ought' 
rather to give Money to be without," (116) he Was thinking prim-
arily of Indian manufactures, but he regarded many other Asiatic 
products as undesirable because 'they had to be bought with money 
instead of by the export of English manufactures to Asia. ~These 
"trifling and unnecessary" returns' included ,luxuries 'such as' 
China ware, Japan work, pictures, fans and screens,' minerals and 
raW materials·such as tin, copper, cotton and indigo and'even 
foodstuffs such 'as coffee,' tea and sugar. (117) ~,Therefore, ,his 
second remedy was·to develop new "sources of supply "in,the like 
Latitude," particularlyfor.the raw materials, dyestuffs and', 
foodstuffs, "where we have great Reason to believe they Would 
grow, and that toAdvantage~" (118) ':. He,was particularly im-
pressed by the very recent success of the Dutch in.reducing,their 
dependen ce . on Mocha, the reain source' of supply of coffee' from' 
1690 to 1720, by planting it in Java'so that ,they had begun 'lito 
leave off the Red Sea"arid bring 20 to 30 Tons of,Coffee,at a> 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
Atlas Mari timus ••• Ope 'ci t., p. 229 • 
.ID...1.sl, p. 220.";. 
A Brief state of.the Question, op. cit., p. 27. 
A New Voyage round the World ••• (1725) p. 313. 
Atlas Maritimus ... op. cit., p. 220. 
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time from Batavia." ,(119) . He cri ticized the Royal African 
Company for not seizing.the opportunity to promote the cultl~ 
vation of many of these commodities on the Guinea co~st, (120) 
but he thought that similar attempts ,could:bema~e.inEast Africa, 
which:had the additional advantage that there was no existing 
European trade with~this_part of Africa. He called~the whole 
of this area Ethiopia and described it as "one,of:,the.most fruit-
ful, pleasant and agreeable Parts of Africa. II There was "nothine 
t; 
wanting but the'Possession of one Port, Fto open a Cowmerce from 
Europe; which, were it possess t d by the Engl~sh, would be of 
infinite more Importance than any Trade nowcarry'd on at so 
great a,Distance,with,whatever part of the ,World: . The,Country 
would take, off, almost any Quanti ty of English Goods, for they., 
have nei ther Silk·· or Cotton,. or. Manufacture fOl" them, selves, and 
the Return would be in those valuable Articles of Gold, Pearl, 
Emeralds and Elephants Teeth, as also in Civet, and several val-
uable Drugs ••• (but) at present the Europeans,have noCowmerce 
her e. " , (121) Accessto~thisregion was the chief difficulty 
for "those Enemies of fair Trade, n the Barbary corsairs, barred 
any route from North Africa, the,navigation of the Nile was in-
terrupted by ca tarac~s and, the Turks controlled the Red Sea, . bu t 
he thought that two riversin.Somallland,;the Zeila and the 
Houache, would provide cornmunication with "the very Centre of 
Ethiopia ••• the richest and the most populous Part of it". and 
that settlements at themouths of ,these rivers could be easily 
defended by "but two Ships of Force, from 40 to 50 Guns. 1t To 
119. A Plan of the Engli~h C~rrmerce. (1728), p. '249. 
120. lnfra,pp. l034-3b . 
121. Atlas Mari timus ... 0ri. c1 t., pp. 274;' 191. 
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the objection that this area would lie "within the Circle of' 
the East India Company's Charter," he replied, "Why then does 
not the Company open the Trade ••• ? If' they do not, no exclu-
si ve Privilege of' Commerce is granted to any };ien, or Company of' 
Men, to damn or destroy a Trade, but to improve and carry it on; 
and if they insist on their Charter to have the Right of Trading 
to Ethiopia, but will not trade, their Right is so far void. It 
This commerce would be the exact reverse of their trade to India, 
because the natives of East Africa "would both receive our Growth 
and Produce, and make to us Returns in Specie. 1t In addition 
to the returns in goods already mentioned, Defoe listed sulphur, 
sal tpetre, deer skins, "Hides of black Cattle; Leopards and 
Lion Skins, ••• fine Copper, and some very rich Gums and Drugs, 
••• (including) Frankincense, Gum-Arab, and Aloes Socotrina." 
Despite the hot climate, he claimed thatthe~1nhab1tants were 
, 
"all modestly and decently cloathed" so that in exchange for 
o ," '. . 
these commodi ties, :"we ... shoul.d ~i thout Fail introduce our broad 
Cloths, fine Scarlet Shalloons, Sayes, Serges, and such other 
thin Stuffs as are usually.worn.in hot Climates; besides a 
; 
grea t Quan ti ty of hard Ware fvianufactures, ~wrought Iron and Brass, 
edged Tools, Weapons, Fire-Arms, Ammunition, Lead, Pewter, Tin, 
.... 
fine Linen, and perhaps Silks. It (122) Two years before, he 
had described the prospect of "an Ethiopian Commerce lt as a Scene 
of Trade yet unope?'d, and which bids fair to out-do in Profit 
to us the Commerce of both the Indies." (123) 
The great merit of' this trade would be the completely new 
122. A Plan of the English ~oITmerce, .op. ci t" pp. 258-261. 
123. A General History of D1SCQveries and Improvements in UsefUl 
~ (1726), p. 302. 
vent for . Br i tish manufactures, whereas the broadcloth which 
the East India Company sent to Persia was an interference With 
the normal channels of trade. (124) His strongest objections 
to the East India Company were its failure to establish a sub-
stantial market for English cloth and th~ damage which its im-
ports did both to the home market and to the traditional outlets 
for our manufactures,. defects which reinforced each other. As 
it had proved impossible to remedy the first, the protective 
measures adopted by the British-Parliament were doubly necessary 
and received his enthusiastic approval. Thus the Act of 1701 
was "this glorious Law," (125) and-he celebrated the passage of 
the Act of 1721 in these terms: 
" ••• Let us glory in the Felici ty of being born 
Britains, and of living in a Nation, and under a 
• Constitution, where the'Cries of the Poor will be 
heard against the Clamours of the Rich ••• From 
this Day, we-may, date the Resurrection from the .• 
Dead, as well of our foreign declining Commerce, 
as of our Home, Manufactures. ,On the one Hand, 
this one Vote has smitten Clandestine Trade under 
.the fifth Rib; .••• HoW many Call1coes printed. in 
England will now be enter'd for Holland and Ham-
burgh?" I dare say, not a Hundred Yards to Ten 
Thousand. 
} ~' 
., ., , ..... -.......... ~- ~ - ~ 
Even the East India Company it self, what they 
lose one Way, •• they will ga in another; ,. if they 
import many Pieces of Callico fewer than they did, 
they will import many hundred Bales of Raw Silk 
more than they did before; ••• • •• let Coffee, 
Tea, and Pepper, be but regulated.too, and-,after." 
that, we will readily own for the Company, that 
what' ever they expor t in other Goods, '., which they 
first import, entitles them to a Liberty of ex-
porting to India the Value in Bullion; which, 
till then, cannot be granted upon any Account 
whatever." (126), 
124. A Plan Qf the' Engl ish Commerce, pp. ·244-245. 
125. Feflectlons on theProhlbitlon Act, p. 11. 
126. Xhe Manufacturer~ No. 31, February 17, 1720 (1721) • 
. ~ 
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Defoe t S dilemma was a very real one. - He considered· that 
the trade was more disadvantageous to England 'than to any other 
part of Europe because she,w~s the greatest manUfacturing nation 
and thus suffered more from the imports of Indian textiles, 
because other nations had been wiser and "shut the Door of Trade 
against them" and because she Was lithe Center of ,the Consumption 
of East India Goods •• ~ for all the Countries of Europe. It ·(127) 
While the last remark was a more accu.ratedescription of Holland 
:£'o6t1C!' than of England, it'indicates that he wanted England t~ 
continue to play a large part in the trade. Although he wished 
to surround it with "necessary Limitationsll, he believed that 
there was a danger of losing the trade to the Dutch if there 
were too many restraints on the Company's activities. In June 
1712, he had written in the 'Review', that lithe Trade to India, 
and the heavy Taxes noW laying on Coffee, Tea, Drugs etc. which 
being Tax'd before to so great a height, as 30 or 40 per Cent. 
and 15 to 20 per Cent. more being now to be laid on, if the 
Companies or Importers are discouraged from carrying on that 
Trade, it falls gradually and of course, into the Hands of the 
Dutch - This is building up the Dutch upon the RUins of Britain, 
and taking the Blood out of our Veins, to malee it Circulate 
through theirs." (128) Similarly he had asserted that the two 
rival East India companies after 1698 had finally been driven 
into un ion by their ruinous competition: liThe Effect of Rivals 
in Trade, is always lessening the Trade first, the lessening the 
., 
Profi t's by under-selling to ruin one {;lnother, and at last both 
, 
are-undone. The Rival'Companies to the East Indies were just 
127. The Trade to Indi~, OPe cit., p. 41. 
128. Eeview, Vol. VIII, (No. 187), p. 752. 
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in this Predicament; "had they c~ontinued striving to out-do 
one another, out-sail, over-buy and under-sell, they had 
certainly by this . Time reduc' d tha tTrade" to so. low a Profit, 
that it had not been worth 1ivhile for any Body to, trade thither." 
, ., 
(129),~ ',Therefore, as i t ~as a necessary conmerce, though to 
, < .' ! 
Defoe'less .important-tha~ ihe African'irade,'he -belie~ed that 
it should also be:under the~control of,an exclusive joint-stock 
company. In the case of the East India Company's monopoly, 
however, there was probably the further ,reason that it ,would be 
eas ier to enforce the above Cc res tric tion s on a single company, 
than on,alarge number of separate traders. 
129 • .IJl..1..Q., Vol. V, (No. 140), p., 558., 
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THE AFRICAN TRADE 
"Others
c 
seek out to Africk's Torrid Zone, 
And search the burning Shores of Serralone: 
There in unsufferable Heats they fry, 
And run vast Risques to see the Gold, 'and die.' 
The,harmless Natives basely they trepan" 
,And barter Baubles for the Souls of Men; 
The Wretches they to Christian Climes bring o'er, 
To serve worse Heathens than they did before. 
The Cruelties they suffer there are such, 
Amboyna's nothing,' they've outdone the Dutch. 1I 
. Defoe proceeded to' contrast the crimes of the sl~ve' traders 
with the genocide of the native inhabitants of America ,by the 
Conquistadores 
IIWhri d~ank the Blood and Gold of Mexico, 
Who thir teen Millions. of Souls destroy' d .. 
And left one-third of God's Creation void" ., 
and concluded tha t Cortes and Pizarro were "merc iful and kind" 
by comparison With their successors in the New World, the IIling' 
ring Life of Slavery" being far worse than death. (1) 
These lines'from 'Refor~ation of Manners' were written in 
1702, 'whe~ Defoe,'foilowing up his success with the 'True Born 
Englishman' pubiished this' call for an' extension of the English 
Reformation into a Puritan reconstruction of the'social life of 
the day. He' blamed the smali'measu.re of succes s which had 
been achieved by the Societies for the Reformation" of Manners 
on the shortcomings of those who should have been the spearhead 
of the campaign, namelythemagistra:tes·and other'civicdigni-
taries such as thealdermen'and sheriffs, but a passing·reference 
to the activities of the chartered companies suddenly leads to 
this digression on the evils of the slave trade, so uncharacter-
1. A True Collection, Vol. I, p. 27. 
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istic of the ,early eighteenth century. Before this date, 
only George Fox and some of his Quaker followers and the Pres-
byteriandivine, Richard,Baxter, had made any adverse comment, 
and of Defoe's 1 i terary contemporar ies : only S teele, Southern, 
Pope, Thomson and Dyer voiced any criticism of the trade. 
TWo examples from his later fiction suggest that Defoe 
retained these humanitarian sentiments. In 'Colonel Jack' his 
hero, after he is promoted overseer of one Maryland plantation, 
despite the "Brutality and obstinate Temper of ,the Negroes", 
successfully tries the experiment. of treating.' them "With Humani ty'l 
so that during five or six years·not one negro was whipped, 
"except now and, then an unlucky boy,· and that only for ,trifles." 
Defoe maintained,that ,the Maryland planters were less cruel to 
their negroes thant~ose in Barbados and Jamaica and that as a 
result their negroes were.less desperate or prone to ,run away. ~ 
(2) In the 'General History.of.thePyrates~, the unusual; 
Captain Misson, true to the doctrine of "the Peoples Rights and 
Liberties" whichhe,later tries to realize in,his communist 
utopia of Libertalia on the island of Madagascar~ sets the 
negroes"free in the slave ships as he meets them. As he : 
tells his men: It ••• the trading for those of our own Species, 
cou'd never,be agreeable to the Eyes of divine Justice: That 
no Man had power of the Liberty of another; and while those 
who profess'd a more enlightened'Knowledge of that Deity, sold 
Men like :eeasts; they prov'd that their Religion was nO.more 
than Grimace, and that ,they differ' d from the Barbarians in 
2. Colonel Jack, pp.,139-161. 
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Name only ••• ;(3) . 
Twenty years, however, separate Defoe's early verse from 
his accounts of Colonel Jack and Captain Misson and in those 
,,- < + ,'''' <; , -
years there is almost no trace of any similar. reflections. On 
'" ~ , _ < _ f _ , 
the con~rary, he was one of the most vigorous defenders of the 
R<?yal, Afriean~ompanyt,smonOpolY .from the attacks of the separate 
'traders and,other.corr~ercial and,industrial interests. It 
'" .' ", 
would be re~~onable. to, assume, tha t ,Defoe '. s opinions had changed 
because of , the overriding economic importance which he had come 
'., . , ~ .. 
to attach toEnglan.d's,participat~on in the slave trade, .but for 
the fact that five years before the publication of, 'Reformation 
" -'~'? " -' ,~" 
of Manners' ;he had suggested:"anAgreement with the ~uinea 
Company to furnish 200 Negroes" for the improvement of the Middle. 
, "," ~ .., '- -. ~ " ',-, - " y • . 
sex highways. This, however, can be regarded as a passing re-
flection on one possible solution to the, problem of the cost of 
this particular project, which he had estimated at £263,040, 
especially, as it is" put forward as an ~lternativ~ t? the use of 
two hundred criminals who ,had ,been sentenced' to transportation • 
. ~ ~~ 
Both proposal~" VJ~re, schemes" to reduce the cost by more than calf 
and Vefoe did not develop them anY,further. (4) 
,li< ':',' 
That any writer who had. realized the iniqUities of the 
slave trade could, within the space of a few,years, not merely 
defend it but hope that ,b;nglish traders would cone to dominate 
the traffic, presents a problem of analysis. When we consider 
3. A General Historil of the Robberies apd Murders of the l\';ost 
NQtorious Pyrates, Vol. II, p.' 28. 
4. An Essay upon Projects, p. 103. 
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the range. of his imaginative insight into various types 'of 
human outcasts, so that he could portray the feelings, of thief, 
harlot, highwayman or,pirate, this only adds' to the difficulty 
of explanation. Even if we completely discount the strength 
of his'religious convictions, it would seem that feelings of 
common humani ty would prevent any such complete apostasy." On 
the other hand,' to assume that he Was merely an unprincipled 
journalist ready to write for any paymaster or quick to'seize 
any chance of turning a current controversy'to maximum' monetary 
advantage is too simple an·estimate of a,very complex personality. 
Professor Watt claims that, an " ambivalent moral attitude is typica: 
of the secularized Puritan and explains one group of ,apparent " 
ironies in 'Moll Flanders' "as products of an unresolved and 
largely unconscious conflict in Defoe's own outlook, a conflict 
which is typical of the 'late Puritandisengagement'of economic 
matters from religious and morai sanctions."(5) 'Other critics, 
however, notably J.R. Moore, G.A. Starr~ W.A. -Halewood and 
Michael Shinagel have emphasized the sincerity.of his religious 
beliefs and I cannot, accept Professor Watt's conclusion that' 
Defoe Was a secularized Puritan who had inherited everything from 
Puritanism except its religious faith. (6) Few early Noncon-
formists had questioned the morality 'of the'slave'trade·and 
Eric Williams has pointed out that Moravian missionaries in the 
West Indies had no hesitation in holding slaves while the Baptist 
would not alloW their earlier mis~ionariesto deprecate ow~ershi~ 
6. 
Ian Watt, The Rise of the Noyel, (1957) pp. 77-88~'119-135 (Chicago, 1958)., , '," " ",- ,. ' 
J.R. Moore, Dani~lDefoe Citizen of the Modern World. pp. 13, 
340. G.A. Starr, Defoe and Spiritual Autobiography. 
M. Shinagel, Daniel Defoe and Middle-Class Gentl~, (Camb., 
Mass. 1968) pp. 100-102, 193-196~ 
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., 
of slaves.' Eighty':'four'Quakers'were members of the Royal 
African Company as late as 1756 and their opposi tion to slave' 
dealing when'it did develop came at first mainly from the 
northern American Quakersrathe~ than from England. (7) The 
Evangelical minister; John Newton, had spent nine years on the' 
Guinea coast, including three voyages~as-captairi of a slav~ 
ship, without once experiencing any moral misgivings about his 
employment and it was probably at least-·twenty years later before 
he came;to the conclusion that'the t~adewas ~icked. (8) Eliza-
beth Donner observed that within twelve' years of the inauguration 
of the modern slave trade in 1444; it had become acceptable and 
profi table part of European '. commerce' and that this attitude Was 
strengthened by "the conjunction in"a single h~lf-century of 
the discovery of an immense new labor supply and of a new and 
comparatively empty continent in which such'a'supplY could be 
profi tably utilized. tI (9) It Was i. this -combination which made 
the trade seem so lucrative a venture and by the seventeenth-
century Europeans of diverse religious beliefs, 'portuguese, 
Dutcbmen, Englishmen, Frenchmen, Danes, Swedes and Brandenburgher 
were struggling for a share of this coveted trade. 
Every English writer on economic questions during the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries enthused about the 
advan tages of the slave trade and slave labour in the Vlest Indies 
and America (10) and as late as 1746, fifteen years after Defoe' 
7. Eric Williams, Capitalism aDd Slavery, pp. 43-47. ' 
8. The JourDal of a Slave Trader (John Newton) 1750-1754 
ed., B. Martin and M. Spurrell (1962) pp.'xi-xv, 97-113. 
9. Elizabeth Donna.n, Documents Illus,trat1ve of tbe Slave 'l'rade 
to America, Vol. I, Introduction to Part,I, p. 1. 
10. e.g. J. Cary, An'Essay on the stateo! England (1695) ~. 74i 
W. Wood, A SurVey of Trade'(17l8) p.-179; J. Gee The Trade 
and Nav1~at1on of Great Britain (1730) pp. 25-26.' 
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death, Malachy Postlethwayt could state that. the "daily Bread 
of the most considerable Part of our· British Manufactures" de-
pended primarily on negro labour and·that the negro trade "may 
be justly esteemed an inexhaustible Fund of Wealth and Naval 
Power to this Nation. H .. By this date criticisms had begun to 
be voiced, but Postlethwayt answered those who thought it "a 
barbarous, inhuman and unlawful traffic for a Christian Country 
to trade in Blacks" that they were treated with great lenity and 
humanity and that "their Condition is much bettered'to what it 
Was in their own Country ••• provided living in a civilized 
Christian Country is better than living among. Savages." He 
claimed that the African princes were engaged.in perpetual war-
fare and that before the growth of the Atlantic slave trade, 
captives were tortured and sacrificed and that in any case the 
lot of the negro slaves. in the British plantations was no worse 
than that of "Colliers and Miners in all Christian Countries." 
(11) In another of his four pamphle ts on the African trade, 
he VJent so far as to assert IIthough all other Branches of our 
foreign Trade should fail us, or the Ballance go against us, 
yet while we shall encourage and extend our Plantation and 
••• 
African Trades ••• we shall not, perhaps, experience any great 
Diminution in Naval Power." (12) 
Modern historians of the West Indies and the colonial 
trade agree iN i th the pamphleteers of Defoe t s day that pr'o fi table 
sugar cultivation depended on negro slavery, which in turn ex-
panded rapidly on the basis of this crop which required one 
11. M. Postlethwayt, The Natj,Qnal and Private Agyan tagee of th~ 
African Tr~ge Consigered ••• pp. 4-5. 
12. M. Postlethwayt, The Afrigan Trade the Great Pillar and 
suppc~t-~f toe Bri~ish Plantation Trade in AmeriCa ••• 
pp. 42-43. 
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slave to two acres, whereas five to ten acres of cotton only 
needed the same labour. "The cultivation of sugar on a profit-
able scale required a larger, more highly organized 'and more 
continuous labor force than any other agricultural pursuit in 
the eighteenth century." Because the profits from it, as Adam 
8mi th pointed out, were greater than those from other crops' in 
Europe or America, "Su~ar also could afford the expense of slave 
cultivationll and !fit is very probable that the production of 
. , 
sugar would not have taken place as soon as it did if slavery 
had not existed to furnish a sufficiently large and continuous 
body of 'labour. tI When slavery was abolished, the production 
of cane sugar in the West Indies declined. (13) 
" Dissenters, other English Protestants, fellow Protestants 
abroad, Roman Catholics, Moslems and finally pagans was probably 
Defoe's descending order of preference for his fellow men, but 
the fact tha t he almos t invariably emphasized the treachery, 
brutality and savagery of the negro race suggests that he may' 
": " " 
have needed to justify 'to himself the odious traffic for which 
he was 'one 'of the most strenuous "advocates. : Admittedly in the 
following quotation, as Professor Moore points out, Defoe Was 
trying to discredit the evidence of two negroes on the' "Worcester' 
who had testified against the unfortunate Captain Green when he 
was being made a scapegoat by the' Scots for their disappointments' 
and frustrations in the Varien venture: tI ••• those Left-h~nded~' 
Animals calltd Negroes,'whom Nature has distinguish'd by their 
dismal hue from Mankind, as a Mark of their perfidious,' sordid, 
implacable Tempers and perverse Inclinations: They seem some 
13. F.W. pitman, The pe.ye10Dment of the British West Indi~ 
1700-1763, lJewhiv~n, Conn. 1917) pp. 61-64. 
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degrees below Human i ty, a Uompound of Man and Beast, and besides 
Speech, have only the dreggs of the Nature of the former,: to 
distinguish 'em from the latter. Nothing of the bright,Image 
of the great Creator appears in tern" , nothing of the Variety, 
Justice" Generosi ty ,or Humani ty of Man, their, Iv~ind is; always 
fill'd with Baseness;c and ~tisnotoriously known they are 
strongly inclin'd to Mischief,.and easilypractis'dupon to 
engage in the most Bloody and Inhumane Villanies, ••• Wretches 
tha t know nothing of the l'ies, of Blood!:, who Murder the ir dear-
, . 
est Friends and sell,their Fathers, Brothers and Sisters for 
Trifles! Wretches, that when Infan ts, imbib~ such Ridiculous 
conceits of God and a ~ture state, as can never after be Eradi-
cated; that after 20 years Instruction in the Christian Religion 
have such crude:confustd and stupid Notions of it; ••• n (14) 
Similarly, the European nations had,: been unable to establish any 
successful, trade with the south and,east of, Africa because of 
n the Brutality, a Degree' above Barbari ty, of the Inhabi tants, 
who exceed so much all the ,rest of rriankind in. their being entire!, 
unconvertible and incapable of being Civilized." (15) , It is 
significant that the only criticism which Defoe permits himself 
of the treatment of, the slaves,in ,the British colonies is the 
following: "The English Planters suffer some Scandals ••• for 
what is called their cruel,Usage of these poor Creatures, 
! ••• 
But the greatest Cruelty of, the two seems ,to be the ,total Neglect 
of instructing them~in the Knowledge of Religion, an~ t~at purely 
on the Apprehensions of their becoming Christians; in which case 
they would by the Laws of England ob tain, the ir Liberty: " A Fear 
14. A Letter from Scotland to a Friepd iV Londop, pp. 7-8. 
15. A Qeperal History of Trade July l7l3,p. 7. 
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which might easily be,prevented by making Lawsto'secure the 
Pr oper ty of" the Mas ters, ••• " (16) The question of profit 
seems to have been the overriding consideration. ~In May 1712, 
he wrote in the t 'Review f:. "I take Trade to be to the State, as 
the Negroes in Barbadoes are to the~Plantat1ons there; the 
Negroes are indeed Slaves, and our~good.People.use,them like 
Slaves, or rather like>Dogs ••• 'He that keeps them in SUbjection, 
Whips, and Corrects:, them in order to make them grind' and labour, 
does Right, for out of'~heir;Labour he .. gains his Wealth: But 
he that in"his Passion and Cruelty, Maims,Lames and Kills them 
is a Fool, for they are his Estate,his'Stock, his Wealth, and 
his Prosperi ty. II (17) i • 
. Thus Defoe's feelings,of common humanity with, the'negro 
were rare, 'but were genuine enough in,their·context.~The pole-
micist in: him, however, was always able to exclude other. cons ider. 
atlons, even moral objections, when developing a journalistic 
argumen t. Yet they were 'only driven. into the backgroun'd to 
reappear in fictional guise ten years later when'the dispute 
between the Royal African Company ,and the, separate traders had 
long been resolved' in favour of an open trade on the Guinea coast 
To Defoe, as"to his felloW pamphleteers, this trade on trthe 
golden Shores of Africk, where they Barter Glass,for'Gold and 
Baubles. for the Souls'of Men" (18) was "a Trade'which without 
16. Atlas Mar! timus et Com.mercialis, Introduction, 'p. Ill. 
17. Review, Vol. VIII (No. 182), p. 730. 
18. lQ1g, Vol.' VII, (No. 30), p. 114. This is the only refer-
ence I can find where Defoe implies any moral criticism of 
the trade between.1702,and 1723_. 
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any Export"but of Trifles, brings back. the most solid,.~the 
richest, and 'the best Return in the World." (19) Earlier, 
he had made two vital claims for the trade: ttl. It makes 
the best Export, and the best Import .. of any Trade we drive; 
it exports nothing, but what we want to part With; and it Imports 
nothing but what we cannot be without' ••• Gold, Ivory, Bees-Wax, 
Red-Wood and Negroes~ .~. 2. ;Itis the chief Support of another 
Trade, the Preservation of which, is of' the last Consequence to 
Britain, Viz. our.Collonies in America, which could no more be 
maintain'd, the Islands especially, without'the supply of Negro 
Slaves ••• Than London could subsist without the River of Thames." 
(20) Finally, in 1712, he laid down one of his· "general maxims 
in trade", namely "That'Trade which returns the most valuable 
Import, for the most trifling Export, must,' in proportion to 
the Quanti ty, be the most profi table Trade to a Na tion." He 
continued: "It would be'writing a Panegyrick on the African-
Trade, to enumerate the'Trifles and Baubles that Purchase Gold 
Dust, Ivory and Slaves- The Truth is,' the Payment on our side 
is hardly worth naming, unless Glass"Beads, Cowries and~rinkets 
are of r.loment" and again :stressed '.'the.support of' that most 
Inestimable Article of' the British Trade, OUR PLANTATIONS •. 
These can no more subsist without Negroes .than England could 
wi thout Horses, ••• Negroes are as essential to the Sugar Works 
at Barbadoes, Jamaica, etc. as Wind is to ,the Ships tha tbring 
it Home." (21) Previously, he had alleged that."were the 
Supply of Negroes but to" stop one Year - the Plantations would . 
19. lQ1Q, (No. 32)~ p. 122 •. 
20. ~,Vol. V, (NO. 140), p. 559. 
21. Ibid, Vol.IX, (No. 41), pp. 81-82. 
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fall Sick., like a Body, 'When a Supply of Food is withheld from 
the Stomach." (22)' 
.Not only, however, were there rival nations eager to', 
enlarge their share'of this .valuable commerce, but the unsettled 
state of West Africa also made the building of.forts necessary 
to safeguard Englandtstrade in the area. The Portuguese, '. the 
first European nation to open it: up to trade, had. ','found the 
.Natives, Wild, Barbarous, Treacherous, and perfectly untractable 
as to Commerce" and had been obliged: to fortify ,their trading'-'" 
posts. All the other nations had to follow their example, . 
because of "this Maximin.the·African Trade, that is,-it is:no 
way to be carryed on but by Force; for a mere Correspondence 
wi th the Natives as Merchants, is as impracticable, . as it would. 
be if they were a Na tion of Horses. 11 (23) Davenant advanced 
the same argument in stating that there were, .. between.Axim and 
Accra, about twenty petty principalities,"wholly independent 
of one another" and tha t they were so " mercenary and treacherous 
,to each other that all the European nations had found.it nece-
ssary to bribe them and to build forts. He.further pOinted to 
the example of the Dutch, "the most politick and designing 
people in trade", who had eleven, forts and settlements along 
the Gold Coast. (24) Therefore, both writers came to the same 
conclusion, that only an exclusive, joint-stock organisation, 
such as the Royal African Company could guarantee the maintenance 
of these military posts which were essential for; the security of 
22. 
23. 
24. 
.IW..d, Vol. V, ,(NO. 142), p. 568 •. 
lQiQ, Vol. V, (No. 140), p. 561. 
C. Davenant, "Reflections up~n The Consti tution and Uanage-
ment of the Trade·to Africa in'Works, ed. Whitworth, 
Vol. ,V, pp. 114-115. 
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the trade. (25) Similarly, both men rejected the alternative 
of a regula ted company, such as the Turlcey Company; alma st in 
identical' words.' Thus Defoe wrote, "this ••• may be 'laid down 
as a Maxim in the Case" of Compan ies in England; a Regula ted 
Company is erected in no Trade, but which may be carried on by 
private stocks, without any such Regulations at all; and an 
EXclusive Company is allow'd in England"in no·Case but where 
private Trade cannot be carry'd on but by Force ••• where no 
Justice or Laws of Commerce':are so establish'd,' as may be depended 
upon for Safety and Protection." (26) Davenant'made the addi-
ti onal observation tha t in Turkey there were only two or three 
principal places of trade,' all under the government.of,oneruler, 
and that Itit were no difficult matter for the Queen of Great-
Britain,'by,her ambassador, to have her subjects there vindicated 
and righted, even if there had,been·no company, as the French, 
King, the Venetians and the,Dutch have done all along. 1t (27) 
Although the separate traders claimed that the forts were un-
necessary, worth in their estimation only £41,000 when the trade 
was virtually thrown-open in 1698, both Davenant and Defoe 
accepted the Company's valuation of £150,000. (28) Defoe said 
that the interlopers were' in effect only valuing the fOl:·,ts like 
a ship about, to be broken up or a house to be pulled down, ,"not 
as a Ship, or as a House; but ?ccording to the meer Worth of the 
Materials",' whereas the Company, al though then, Itonly in the very 
Infancy of the Trade"; -had paid their predeces sors, in l672~ " 
£24,000 for three forts in a ruinous condition. (29) He firmly 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
" 
Defoe, Review, Vol. V, (No. 158), IQiQ, pp. 131, 142-143; 
p. ,629. ,. 
Review,Vol.V, (No. 158), pp. 629-630. 
Davenant, Works, Vol.,V,p. 128. ' 
.IQjJi, pp. 109-110; Defoe, Review, Vol. V, (No. 156) p. 623. 
An Essay on the Trade to Afric~, pp. 5-6; A Brief Account 
of the presept state-of the Atrica Trade, pp. 6-8. 
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believed that the separate traders could give no security for 
their upkeep, that a singlecpayment as in:a regulated company 
would be totally inadequate and that the income from the ten 
per cent contribution imposed by Parliament. in 1698 on . the value 
of the goods exported to Africa by both the,interlopers and,the 
Company was,insufficient. (30) . To the claim that the ten per 
cent contribution would be more than adequate for the maintenance 
of the forts because~of the increase in. trade under free competi-
tion, Defoe rejoined, "Who is the Man that will trade when he 
gets nothing by it, that will fit· out a Ship meerly to preserve 
the Factory or Settlements, ••• Will honest Men go over, and 
burn, and fry there for you for 100 1. a Year? ••• 'Will you Upon 
this. precarious uncertain Fund be able to Withstand and counter-
act the Dutch and French, who have an united Strength and Stock?" 
(31) The opponents. of the.Royal:African Company alleged'that 
the forts,were unnecessary because, except for Fort James in 
Gambia, they VJere' only s1 tua ted" in the Compass of 150 1)iles on 
the Guinea Coast" whereas. they claimed tha t they obtained slaves 
from,3,000 miles of the western coastline. Some pamphlets spoke 
of a distance of 7,000 miles between Cape Verde and the~Cape of 
Good Hope. (32)' Defoe ridiculed these claims and said that 
they should state how many slaves they bought south of Angola, 
!tand whether any .one Ship traded .for Negroes, or Teeth or Gold, 
for 2,000 Miles of the 3,000 they mention; ••• the Interlopers 
trade nowhere but. where the 'Company· Ships frequently go." (33) 
.. 
"' 
t~ U ,~.-
30. Reyiew, Vol. V, (No. 152) , p. 606· , An Essay on the Trade 
:to Af~1Qf,;!, . p. 16. 
31. Revl~w, Vol. V, (No. 150) , p. 599; 8D Essay OD tb~ Trf,;!d,e 
:to Afrlg~, p. 42. 
32. (Anon) Remarks OD tb~ AfrigaD QOl:Darul,ts ~,remQr1al . . . , p. 2. 
33. Revi~w, Vol. V, (No. 147), p. 586. 
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The separate. traders also wrote in contemptuous terms of, .. 
the:Company's forts. c:Thus, "James Fort in Gambo taken by the 
French in open . Boats ••• no otherwise repaired, than by a Heap,; 
of Stones and Rubbish confusedly put together. Sierra Leone, 
taken also by open Boats, remains in RUines,was only a ThatCh'd 
store-house, forty.Yards square. Sherbro, a Thatch'd House, . 
thirty.Yards square, mostly tumbl'd down., Queen Anne's Point 
- one Man, no Guns, is a Place like a Piedgeon-House, wherein 
one Centinel is kept, to hinder the Natives: carrying Corn to 
the Separate Traders. out a t Sea, An ishaw, A Negroe-House, one 
Man and no Guns. Animaba, mostly tumbled down, commonly called 
the Company's Brew-house ••• Accra,' a.small Fort with. about 20 
Guns, usually manned with one Man to two Guns .••• Dicky's Cove. 
~.... one Part or other often tumbling dovin, serves' only to keep 
three or four Men· in, to.give Notice of the Arrival of Ships. 
Succundee, once taken.by. the Negroes, a .. sorry Place ••• Cabo 
Corso-Castle, worth all the rest of the Forts in Guinea, but 
cann ot . defend Ships tha t draw much Via ter,. and commanded by Dan e' s 
Hill, where the Company,had a small FortlcalledFort Royal~but 
Was washed down by the Rain, and 'remains yet unrepaired."·The 
same writer claimed'that during the Spanish Succession War "there 
were·notfor-some Years •• ~ more than 'sixty or~seventy Soldiers~ 
besides a General, and three Lieutenant Generals' •••. some of -
them having but ~ two or three Men apiece, many of their Guns. 
Without Carriages, ill.stor'd with-Provisions, liable most of 
them to the same Fate as that of Gambo, ••• Though indeed they 
,,_ ,_. '-- 'i; ~ ",! 
charge thirty thousand Pounds per Annum for their keeping, which 
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most Years amounts to four hundred Pounds per Man per Annum;' ••• " 
(34) 'Yet Defoe stoutly r.J.aintained, "if the Company had:no Ports 
and Castles, the Separate Traders durst not come upon the Coast, 
or show their Faces to the Negroes u • (35) "John Cary, who as a 
Bristol merchant, naturally supported the separate traders agains1 
the exclusive,London company,.did not see any reason why we neede~ 
to. fight our way into a trade as advantageous to the African 
natives.as to ourselves and declared that: the forts only seemed 
to be settlements for the Company factors and tha t they were not 
fi tted Uto wage a National War, or to secure, against a National 
Invasion." (36) ,Defoe accepted this. argument but countered 
that none of the nations on the Guinea coast was in any stronger 
position. Although some forts had been damaged by the French, 
they VJere still adequate to protect the trade. against the natives 
or against foreign traders, although not apparently against 
rival British traders. (37) '. The historian. of the Royal African 
Company, K.G.·Davies, is in' substantial agreement with Defoe's 
conclusions about the forts. .He points out, as Defoe always 
argued must be the case, that Parliament,throughoutthe dispute 
between the interlopers and the Company, never departed'from 
the proposition that the forts must be preserved and that the 
Spaniards took little direct part in the trade, possibly because 
they had.no forts. Al though tI the defence of the Guinea Coast . 
settlements against native attack depended less on fortification, 
, 
and more on diplomacy ••• it remains' true that the forts of the 
34. (Anon) A Vie~ o~ the Sta~e of ~he Trade to Afric~ ••• (1708) 
~p. 44-47- . (Anon) The Improyement of the African Trade farther Demon-
strated ... , (1708), pp. 43-44. . ." '. 
35. Review, Vol. VIII, (No.7), p.27. '.' '. 
36. J • Cary, An Essay tOVJards Rerulatinf{; the Trade .... (1719), 
pp. 55-56. 
37. An Essay on the Trade to Africa ••• p. 17. 
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Royal African Company contributed something to the maintenance 
of a kind of;balance of .. power'on the African coast in which no 
single nation could achieve supremacy. Conceivably in 1700 
France might have gained that. supremacy;. but the ,fact that" 
England (and the United Provinces) possessed for~s meant that 
the process would be' difficult, expensive~ possibly bloody, and 
probablY not worth the effort ••• the for ts, ruinous and under-
manned as they 'were, were at least an' insurance against the 
small-scale raids which were likely to be .launched. In the 
broad sense they preserved.English interests, the company carry-
lng the national curden The economic value was slight;. the 
most obvious. and immediate. result of their existence VJas the 
creation, by, the .preservation of the balance, of power, of the 
conditions. in which interlopers • • • could flourish. It. (38) 
, Defoe ·was, impressed by the fact that II the most considerable 
merchants in. London" had formedt~e Royal African Company and 
that it began "under the· greatest. Advantages imaginable, viz. 
a flush.stock and Full Credi t.u (39).l Only the East India 
Company had a larger capi tal' in 1672 and he was not in a posi tion 
to realize that the African Company was under-capitalized and 
that its large borrowings.were in effect only providing the 
dividends-which it was unable to earn by its trading activities, 
while adding to the burden of debt. Both Defoe and Davenant 
believed that the Company was prosperous until the Revolution 
" ,- .- .- - ~ .- t- < ~ '" ' "l!e 
of 1688 and that it was, the competition from the interlopers 
38. 
39. 
K.G. Davies, The 
pp. 262-264. ,. 
A Brief Account 
p. 4. 
.... r,. 
Royal African Company, (1957): . 
v 
of the Present State of the African Trade, 
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which then ruined the trade, (40) although a rival pamphleteer 
in 1711 pointed out that all the African Companies which had 
been established in Europe had become bankrupt. (41) Defoe 
believed that the private traders would be unlikely', to, export 
more than £50,000 worth of goods to Africa each year and he 
accepted the Company's claim in 1709, that if it were re-estab-
lished'inits exclusive privileges it would undertake to export 
at least £100,000 worth, which,,' he said" "Would' effectually 
restore the trade to the Nation." (42), He could not know that 
this was an essential requirement for the future viability of 
the company. Only in the year 1723 was this figure achieved 
and two years later exports had fallen to the negligible figure 
of £3,917 and even 'lower; to £2,943, in 1726. ' " The highest 
previous figure was £88,000 in 1682 and the annual average was 
only £40,000 and beloW £25,000 during the period of intensive 
pamphleteering, 1700-1710. The direct trade With Africa never 
reached Englishmen's expectations, the market for Devonshire 
"perpets" being only a minor outlet and half the goods exported 
were re-exports, although as late as 1745 Malachy Postlethwayt 
thought that English goods 'formed seven-eighths of the,total'- (43) 
Yet'the encouragement which the Company gave to English manu-
facturers enabled it to substitute their products for the Dutch 
goods which it had been obliged to use at the beginning. Both 
Defoe and Davenant attached ,great importance to the returns 
40. 
, .., 
:.,., . 
41. 
42. 
43. 
'-
~, p. 6; An E~say on th~ ~r~de to Africa, pp. 9-10. 
Davenant, Ope cit., pp. 88-89. , 
(Anon) Reasons li!~ainst EstablisbiD~ an 'Afl!icao Company at 
London ••• p. 1.,." ,', . 
Reyiew,Vol. V, (No., 152), p. 606; (No. 147), pp. 585-586. 
M. postlethwayt, The Afr.ican ~rade,the al!e~t Pillar anQ, 
Support ••• p. 19. 
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from Africa, but although the Company derived two-fifths of 
its income from the sale of these goods, its largest import 
of gold was only responsible for about 7 per cent of the total 
coined by the Mint, and this was the chief import. (44) Un-
fortunately for the Company, its heyday coincided With falling 
prices for West Indian sugar exports so that its ships usually 
returned to England. in ballast, after delivering their cargoes 
of slaves, and when, the prices began to rise after 16e6 it was 
the separa te traders who reaped the, bene fi t. (45) In 1711 
Defoe contrasted the former prosperity of the Company with its 
languishing condition at that date. Previously, "they had 
very little Debt upon them, an unlimited Credit, a full Cash, 
a vast Stock,: 'and ,their Actions run the highest upon a real' 
Bottom to support them of. any Company that ever was in England; 
being once sold at Four Hundred Pound per Cent. n The "Convul-
sions of their Trade", caused, solely by the competition from 
the interlopers, had obliged the Company to raise nearly £200,000 
by the issue of bonds at six per cent. interest and Defoe further 
accused its rivals ,of buying up these bonds in order to defeat 
the Company's proposals for reaching an accor.~odation with its 
credi tors. (46) He claimed that he had lost £700 by two shares 
in the ,Company which,he had bought for £800 and that if he,had 
kept them they would only have been worth £22. (47) In the 
difficul t sUt:omer of 1710, when publ ic credi t was suffering' from 
the bitter party conflict intensified by the affair of Dr. Sach-
" 44. K.G. Davies, op. cit., pp. 44-46, 166-182, 344-345. 
45. K.G. Davies, Ope c~~., pp. 187, 336-343. 
46. An Essay on the Trade to Africa. pp. 10, 26. 
47. geyiew, Vol. VII, (No. 54), pp. 211-212. 
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everell, from the strain of war and from the previous bad harvest, 
Defoe was enraged by the news that a putchship had touched at 
Plymouth or Falmouth with a cargo 6f £60,000 worth of gold from 
Guinea. If the Company had not been harassed by interlopers, 
it would be importing similar cargoes, so important "when a 
long War had stopt the .Channels of Bullion from Mexico and Peru." 
Equally disturbing was the fact.thatthe Dutch had a surplus of 
slaves for their colonies and thus were able to supply them at 
half the price of theirco~petitors, the English and the French. 
(48) He suggested that the Dutch might have doubled their 
Guinea trade as a result of the dissensions bet'ween the English 
merchants and asked, "Have they Discover1d any new Coast? Have 
they gone farther up the Country? In short, Rave they gaintd 
any thing, but what we have lost? ••• I am persuaded it might 
be made out, they have not got ,one Ounce of Gold, or .one Ele-
phant's Tooth, but .what we have been forctd to .let slip through 
our Fingers, for want of strength and Hands, to take it our 
selves." (49) Earlier he had declared, 1lrr'hese are the Hands 
that open the Doors to the Dutch, and that Surrender the Settle-
ments to the French." (50) 
One of the constant arguments of the Company's oppopents 
was that it must, by its very nature as a monopoly, use its 
power to buy English goods from the manufacturers a t the lowest 
possible price and by its contr~l of the supply sell the negroes 
in the West Indies at excessive prices •. In addit~on, as. the 
48. .I.ll.1Jl, p. 210, (No. 52), p. 202; An Essay on the Trade tQ 
Africa, p. 10. 
49. Review, Vol. VII, No. 56, p. 218. 
50. ~, No. 34, p. 130. 
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only freighter, it would become Uthe. sole.Director of this. 
great Circle of Trade and Navigation. It (51) o. Defoe, like. 
Davenant, ,declared that ,the opposite was in fact,the case, 
that the competition from the interlopers had ruined the trade 
by reducing the selling prices of English commodities on the 
Guinea coast and raising the price of negroes while the traders, 
in an effort to maintain their profits, had further advanced 
the price of .negroes to the planters., ~ tiThe Coast of Africa 
was made a meer Common Falr,'where every Ship's Company endeav-
ouring to circumvent and undersell one. another: The Negroes, 
who were before made to give our·own Prices for Goods, were 
taught to be Hucksters and Brokers for ,one another; the whole 
Scale of the.Trade was turned, and instead of putting our Price 
upon them, theylearntnovvto put their Price upon the English; 
as well as of what they Bought, as of what· they·Sold. tI (52) 
Whereas previously, "Slaves, Teeth and Gold; , •.• ,. were all 
purchas'd.at low Rates from the Savages; and even these low 
Rates paid in Trifles and Toys, such as Knives and Sissors, 
Kettles and Clouts; Glass 'Beads, and ·Cowries, U now, "by the 
Strife and Envy,among'the Traders, ••• ' that gainful Commerce 
once superior.to all,the Trades in the World, .~. is sinking 
dayly into·a Kind of Rubbish as.to Trade; ·:and We are sometimes 
said to buy even the Gold too dear." t (53) , For'his,part, Davenan 
alleged that the 1698 Act had not fulfilled his expectations, 
"that neither the company alone, nor the separate traders jointly 
considered, nor the British plantations in America, nor the 
. , "',"-
51. Reasons Against Establishing an African Company at London •• 
Ope cit., p. 1 •. 
52. A Brlef Accnynt of the Present state of the African Trade •• 
p. 11. 
53. A Plan of tbe English COffiW£rce. p. 247. 
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nation in general, are gainers thereby; ••• the planters com-
plaining extremely of the great scarcity of, and extravagant 
advance upon the price of negroes,'while others ~ •• are com-
plaining of the low and mean prices of woollen and other British 
manufactures'on the'coast of Guinea. 1t He continued, Itas the" 
trade is n6w ma~aged, it is next to impossible for 'either the 
company, or scarcely 'any of the separate traders who deal upon 
the square, ••• to be gainers by it ••• the merchant, to save 
his own bac'on'as'much as he can, -imposes these "negroes again 
on the planters in America, at'sllch'exorb1tantrates as the 
planters cannot'~ossib1y afford tO'give, without a proportional 
advance on the prices of, sugar, 'cotton, indigo etc. ••• tha t· 
(like a virulent distemper affecting the blood) 'a fundamental 
error in the con~tituti6n~of ~o ~ssential 'a branch of our foreign 
trade, as that to Africa, must of course diffuse itself through 
the whole circulation of our trade in general." '(54) Character-
istically, Defoe lamented the fact that the l698'Act had legiti-
mated the separate traders,'''under a'new Name, disdaining the 
scandalous Title of Interlopers,'which are indeed but the Rapa-
rees or Highway-men of Tr~delt,' always'a term of strong condem-
nation by Defoe. (55) By 1710 in little more than a decade 
since the trade was thrown open, competition had almost doubled 
the price of negroes to the planters, (56) 'but this, 'he said, 
was Itrobbing the general Stock of' the Nation to Bribe the Natives 
of Africa." (57) 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
C. Davenant, 0D. cit., pp. 78-79, 94-96. 
An Essay on the Trade to Africa ••• p. 15. 
K.G. Davies, Q~. cit., pp. 143-144. 
Reyiew, Vol. IX, (No. 41), p. 82. 
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Both Davenant and Defoe believed that the Company because 
,0 , 
it was an established corporation must always act more respons-
ibly than the separate traders who,if they found the ~rade un-
profi table, ~'would quickly drawn their necks o~~ of the collaI' 
and give over, by degrees." 0 (58) D~foe askedo"who could.secure 
the c~lonies a regular supply of negroes cat a,reas~nable price _ . 
itA Company whose Char~er binds them, whose Privileges depend 
upon it, whose Stock may be Subjected to the Performance of it 
• , '" 0 < 0 _, 0 ."..' 
who may be Prosecuted for the.Omission,of ~t' - Or;a ceI'tain 
Number of Merchants that to Day are, and to Morrow are not to 
, - 7', , 
be found;- ••• that have no Tie. but their Profit to fit out one 
Ship, and when that Profit. ceases Will fit out no more' -
. '*" ' ••• 
that must have their Price at this Island or this Colony, or 
else c~rry them to another'" (59) He fu:ther asked the planters 
Who gave them long credit for,slaves, taking t~eir money out Of. 
the next crop, "or perhaps -the second or ° third?" Even ° though 
the Company was burdened by. "a cripledStock and a decayed 
Credit", they had had £150,000 at a. time owing to them in the 
colonies for negroes. (60) K.G. Davies substantiates this 
argumen t. '. Al though the Company was. never able ~o.deli ver a 
sufficient ~ggregate supplY, of slaves, it di~. d~stribute the 
negro~s available more: evenly .thar: the traders. .When the BaI'-
bados Assembly in 1706 o'j:)liged, the creditors of the planters to 
take· depreCiated paper ,currency not only fo:r; the slaves they 
sold there but for outstanding old debts, the Company petitioned 
against the Act but continued to send slaves, Whereas the 
separate traders cut off supplies. 
~' '" 
Yet at this date the Company 
58. 
59. 
60. 
C. Davenant, Works,Vol. V ~ p •. 130 
Review, Vol. VII,,(No~ 152) p. 567-(607).-
.IJ;U,Q, Vol. V, (No. 143) p.o .. 570.' ." . 
t, :J ' : .; 
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was in great difficulties. (61) 
. It was·for this reason that Defoe'maintained that the 
Company Was not really a monopoly. It was bound-to 6arry'on 
the trade through good times and bad, "and tho' an Interval of'. 
T~ade, or Cessation-of Profits for a Year or Years, were to 
happen, thei go on;· .••• the Trade is sure to be kept up till' 
better Times return. He continued, "all the Grievance of a 
Monopoly lies in the Engrossers of a Trade, being in"aCondition 
to Impose a Price upon either Buyer or Seller; "which in this 
Case is effectually' Answer' d; for if they are· bound to Export 
a certain'Quantity:of Manufactures, they are under a Necessity 
of Buying, and so cannot Command the Price of the Seller. If 
they are Ty'd:to a Price of their Negroes, they 'cannot Impose 
Upon the Market where they Sell; and ~o all'Pretence of a Mono-
poly ceases of Cour se." (62) He seems to have believed that 
Parliament'could impose further restrictions on 'the Company in 
return for its exclusive privileges: "Let-a Company have but 
an Exclusive Authority~and that Authority kept Sacredand 
supported-'TY~ them Hand and Foot 'from monopolizing or imposing 
on any Body; set a·Price upon their Ivory here~ their Negroes 
there;' nay, upon-their very Gold.'" (63)' He envisaged that 
conditions could be made, "that upon the Complaint of the Mer-
chants of any Colony for Want of Slaves, .... the Company shall' 
be'oblig'd to deliver the:Number'demanded, Danger of'the Seas 
eXcepted, 'within a certain Time. A thousand Ways may~be taken 
with an exclusive Company, all which tend to secure the Trade; 
. , 
61. K.G. Davies, ~~. cit.; pp. 146-147. 
62~ An Essay on-the Trede to 'Africa, PP;·44-46. 
63. Reyiew, Vol. V. (No. 143) p. 571 • 
. . 
8(j~, 
because built upon: this, tha t they may',be oblig' d to Trade. 
But where every Man is at Liberty to'trade or not to trade, as 
his Profit invites, or his Loss ~eters, no possible Security ••• 
can be propos'd for ,the Preservation of the Trade, since Without 
a.sufficient Charge upon the Trade for upholding the Settlement, 
it cannot be upheld. \I (64) It must be remembered that Defoe 
thought that the trade was basically extremely profitable once 
the Company's privileges were 'secured and that any restrictions 
imposed by Parliament would not result in bankruptcy. (65) 
Finally,. some regular organized group of merchants was required 
for the conclusion of the Asiento contract wi th Spain. "How 
could this be carried on,", he asked, "by separate Men embark'd 
in private Interests? Who 'would the Spaniards deal with if 
we had no African Company? If· with,the South-Sea Company, 
Who would the South-Sea Company deal wi tp?tt (66)',', 
Believing that the Company was like Solomon's true mother, 
intent on preserving the life of.her child,: trade, whereas the 
separate traders were" like the hard Hearted Whore'.' Willing to 
see the trade "cut in pieces by the strife", it-is not surpris-
ing that Defoe was amazed that many of the planters should be 
petitioning in favour of the interlopers. This was'ttas Ridicu-
lous, as if the City of London should Fetition to have all the 
Keys in the River of Thames laid open, as lawful Landing Flaces 
for Merchants Goods." (67) , ,He reminded the. colonists that the ir 
settlements "were all founded up,on Charters, Companies, and ex-
64. 
65. 
< 
66. 
67. 
'Reyiew,' 'Vol •. V~" (No. 47) '1'. 578. 
A Brief Account ot the Present State of the AfricaD-Tx~ ••• 
pp.,35-36. _ 
Reyiew, Vol. IX, (N~. 41) p. 82. Cf. Davenan t, llO'rka, V, 
p. 138. 
Reyiew, Vol. VII, (No. 152) p. 567 (607). 
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clusive Privileges; ••• without them they had never been 
settled; when settled neve~ maintain'd~ ~hen mai~taintd never 
improved" and that'the exclusive laws of traCe were'necessary 
to prevent their acquisition by some l' ivalcolonial power. (68) 
He Was relieved to note that these petitions were "sign'a by 
but few, and-those none of the most Considerable of either 
Merchants orPlanters lt but that thel'eshould be any "Jas "one 
of the mos t unaccountable' things in the \'iOl'ld. lI Like Davenan t, 
he Was quick to seize on the counterpetition from the Barbados 
planters, ttthe greatest Part and the most Considerable for In-
tel'6st, of all the Planters in - the West Indies. tt (69) He 
reserved his chief scorn for the petitions from the "United 
Kingdoms of 'Napping and Redriff", whose interest it clearly 
was that the trade of the Company should continue'to be a 
.., > ~ , 
London monopoly; and yet had petitioned, in ~ffect, for the 
trade to be opened to tl:e westel'n outports. '(70) 
Although it is posSible'tha t both Davenan t and Defoe 
,," - . 
were paid by the Company for their services, no evidence" 
'"., ,-- < 
has yet appeared for this. B?th'protested that they were 
not hired but even if they were, it is unlikely that it made" 
. " 
any difference to their views on the African trade. (71) 
. .: 
Davenant had changed his mind since 1698 but his reasons seem 
genuine and Defoe was undoubtedly consistent in all his 'writings 
. " 
on this question. Writlngin Edinburgh in 1706, he urged the 
68. Ib ld, (No. 154) p. 575 (615). 
69. An Essa~ on the Trade to Africa, pp. 46-47; C. Davenant, 
Wnrks, V, pp. 103-105. 
70. Reyiew, Vol. VIII (No.4), p. 15. 
71. .lb..1.C., Vol. VII, (No. 40) p. 154; C. Davenant, WOl'lt.!.';l, 
V. p. 75. 
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Scots to ~bandon their Darien Company because England would 
never allow a I' ivaI venture in thei I' trade to India., Bu t 
the East India Company was the only exclusive company in I -
England's foreign· trade and anyone could enter the Guinea 
trade by paying the ten per cent duty on their exports to 
Africa to maintain the Royal Africa·n Company's forts, tlbeing 
their Settlement under cover of which you must carryon that 
Trade." (72)· Thus Defoe had already become convinced that 
these forts were vital to safeguard the English share of the ~ 
slave trade, two years before he began to argue so trenchantly 
for the Company. 
In 1709 the Report of the Commissioners of Trade and 
Plantations to the House of Commons showed that in the 
decade since the 1698 Act the Company had supplied the 
plantations with only 18,000 slaves co~pared with 75,000 
sent by the separate traders·. Despite the great risks in 
this highly speculative trade, -in the face of the special 
difficulties created by the war, and even when contributing 
to the upkeep of the forts, they had transported more negroes 
than the Compeny had ever been able to do·in any corresponding 
period even in peace. (73) Why did both Defoe and Davenan t . 
72. A Fourth Essax, at RemQYing NatjQl1al prejudices 
p. 37. 
73.· K.G. Davies, o.p. cit., pp. 139-144. 
... , 
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discount this evidence? Davenant was at pains to dispute 
the claims of the separate traders, both their exports from 
.. } , 
Britain and their figures of slaves delivered to the planta-
" 
tions. (74) Both seem "to have thought that the Company 
-,-
would have sent at least as many as the combined total if 
their monopoly had been strongly upheld. (75) Defoe cert-
ainly believed that trade must always be car~ied on through 
the regular channels and DuSt be subject to the ultimate control 
of the state, either through the medium of an exclusive joint-
stock company or by means of regulations laid down by Parlia-
mente Otherwise the private interests of the merchant would 
. , ' 
endanger the strategic needs of the state or its competitive 
power in the conflict for trade. 
During the seventeenth century each of the national states 
," 
of western Europe "was experimen ting with methods of commercial 
development and seeking for the form of business organization 
best suited to distant commerce." (76) None of the national 
, ~ whit-h 
exclusive companies, ~owever,~engaged in the African trade 
proved successful. The Dutch West India Company, in spite of 
~ l. ' • 
subsidies from the states General, became much less important 
than the English in the trade soon after 1700, and also suffered 
~ .. ...• ' 
from the activities of interlopers. Although there were four 
reconstructions of Colbert's Company of the West Indies, it also 
failed.to supply the French planters with sufficient slaves. :(77) 
74. 
75" 
76. 
77. 
C. Davenant, Ope cit., pp. 99-105, 280-300. 
Reyiew, Vol. V, (No. l40),p. 558. 
E. Donnan, Opt eit.,.Vol. I, p'f73.'.".~ 
E. Donnan, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 95-103; Vol. II, 
introduction~ xix, xxvi. 
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When the French trade to Africa was also thrown open after 1713, 
French'slavers proved so successful that they aroused the same 
fears in the mind of Malachy Postlethwayt that' the Dutch had 
inspired at the ,time of Defoe forty years earlier. (78) It 
Was the conviction of all three writers that any weakening of 
Britain's ability to defend her position on the Guinea coast 
would result· in the loss of this inestimable trade,. which was 
chiefly responsible for their insistence that the Company's 
monopoly must be restored~ . Defoe even insinuated that Dutch 
agents were behind the English interlopers. (79) 
Al though K.G •. Davies confirms, tha t . the Royal Afr ican Company 
Was the most successful of these rival national ventures, he 
shows that. it developed before the other conditions were present 
which could. ensure the commercial success of the large-scale 
trading company, except in the ,special circumstances of,the 
East India Company. Apart from the fact that adequate capital 
could not have.been raised.at that date~ the structural_and ad-
ministrative defects would always have militated against success. 
(80) Neither Defoe nor Davenant was aware of this problem and 
although one of their rival pamphleteers observed that all the 
exclusive companies had become bankrupt, this was written to 
discredit the Royal African Company rather than because he had 
realized the fundamental weaknesses of this form of trading at 
78. 
79. 
80. 
~ . " ~ 
'-
J.M. Price in The New Cambridge Modern HistorY, Vol. VI, 
pp. 855-856; . M. postlethwayt,' The African Trade, Ope cit., 
pp. 7-11; The National and Private Advantages, Ope cit., 
pp. 42-44. 
Reyiew, Vol. VIII, (No. 10) p. 39. 
K.G. Davies, Ope cit., pp. 74-79, 111-112, 120-121, 148-149, 
347-349. 
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the beginning of~the eighteenth:century. (81), Even 'if ther'e 
.' "" ... 
had not been two large-scale wars with France between 1689 and 
1713 a~~;the Company hadnot'had tocontend'with-competition 
from t interlopers who could trade more' advantageously, 'i t would 
still,'have- failed. :Al though individual trader ~'lost money and 
ceased'to-trade, the system: of "open trading'flourished through-
out the' eighteenth century. (82) - In 1729" however ~ J only two 
years before'his death,Defoewas still convinced that the 
decline-of the Company had necessarily ruined 'all the b~anches 
of, the trade, and three decades'later, Postlethwayt-waspressing 
for'the elimination'of French'competition-to restore ,the'British 
position on: the 'African coast. (83) Their fears were:natural 
in·those years of!interise national trade rivalries and they 
could not foresee that:the great expansion'ofthe trade during 
the century, as the merchan.ts of first Bristol and then Liver-. 
pool forged ahead of-the London traders,~would enable Britain 
to dominate the slave tradedespiteth~ demise of the Royal' 
African Company 'and-without the protection of its forts. 
" ',. 
" . 
81. Reasons against Establishing anAfrican Company at London 
, 'OP, ci t., p. 1. Supra, P, 19.' , 
82. K.G. Davies, OPe cit., pp. 148-149, 346-347. 
83. Plan of the English- Cormnerce, P, 247. Supra, p. 22; 
M. Postlethwayt, The Importance of the African Expedition 
Considered .,, 1758. 
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. _. DEFOE'S ATTITUD~ TO THE NEIGHBOUR NATHJNS 
O~' S(;OTLAl'JD AND IR.h;LAND 
Although there is no firm ev1dence that Defoe had any 
previous acquaintance with Scotland before he went north for 
Harley in September 1706, he had already shown himself to be 
an understanding and sympathetic observer of the sister nation. 
His earliest comments appeared in 'The Consolidator~, for'the 
firsttwo.volumes of the 'Review' ,were mainly occupied with 
the formid~ble .struggle in Europe an~~with the danger that 
faction would, !leaken the English War effort. - -Despi te: the 
four provocative Acts of the Scottish Parliament in 1703-4, and 
the perm1ssion to export raw wool to England's trade rivals must 
have been particularly distasteful'to him, Defoe did not share 
inthe'angry reaction of'English public opinion.' In reply to 
those who wished "to proceed the shortest Way with the Scots",(l) 
he declared that there Was "no just.cause for such a War." , To 
fall upon a· neighbour nation'because they were making-.themselves 
securehad.as little justification as'a man breaking open a house 
"because the people bar and bolt the windows." .: '''Opening instead 
of closing.Differences was not at all the Method of-bringing the 
Scots to Reason." '~Nor were poverty and weakness u a '. sufficient., 
Ground to oppress a Nation, and their having a little Trade can-
not.be,a sufficient Ground to 'equip Fleets to take,away·what 
they have." (2) Under the guise of the parallel nations on the 
moon, he claimed; that the Solunarians "were really ,the :Aggressors, 
and had put great hardships }'upon the .Nolunarians and- that ,the 
l~i.R. Moore, Djniel Def~e, Citizen ofth~Modekn World; ~.-179, 
uses one.vague;passage in the ,Tour, II, pp.417-418 tosugges1 
that Defoe had made a long journey in Scotland during William 
Ill's reign but su~plies no further evidence. 
2. The Qonsolidator, {March 1705), pp. 116-117. 
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root cause of:the differences between them was, the English dis-
like of Scottish Presbyterianism. He even reminded his:readers 
that the·English had often been well beaten in previous conflicts, 
but the main reason why English troops were~reluctant to fight 
their northern neighbours was' that· "there was nothing. to be got 
by .i t", because the country, was, too poor: for plunder. '. He con-. 
trasted:theEnglish'alarm with the steadiness of theScots Who 
"did nothing but tell c them, ,that unless they ~ould come to Terms, 
they would not have the same King·as· they, 'andl then, took some ., 
Measures to let·them.see·they did not purpose to be forc~d to 
it." (3) _. ' ,,~ . 
. . _ To' force the' Scots to ac~ept the Hanoverian successi on 
wi thout condi tions, . would be ,as -unwarranted as· Louis XIV's inva- " 
sions. of '.the . liberties of his European neighbours, which was one 
of the reasons for. the existing War. : Anne, as Queen. of Scotland 
by'theirDeclaration of Right, was obliged to'accept the Act of 
Security so long as the two;governments,remained distinct/and 
independent - !' the Queen acts. in a double Capaci ty with Respect 
to the Administration, and is oblig'd tO,regard Justice-to both 
without Byas." -. Even English indignation at; the Scotti~hpropo­
sal-to import French wine;was a;"w~ak Pretence" for we accepted 
Dutch trade With the enemy, -practised,this ourselves with Spain 
where we could see that it was in our own interest,' "and should ' .. 
do so to' France also, if ~we did not stand in our own Light." (4) 
But it seems that his strong condemnation of the Aliens Act of 
March 1705 stemmed from his fear that., a prohibition of the im-
, , 
ports of Scottish linen into England would endanger her precious 
3. Ihid, pp. 118, 341-346. 
4. A Reply to a Pamphlet ••• (January 1706) pp. 13-16. 
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woollen indus try, as he ironically .. cornmen ted" in the 'Review" 
on March'· 20th: ' "when I come to Examine the profound Policy of 
our Act to Prohibit or Discourage the Scots in their making 
Linen, 'and: Importing it into England or, Ireland, which if it 
does not push them of course into the Woollen Manufactures,' 
and in Time do us more Prejudice, and themselves more Good than 
allthelr own Lawscould;;I am mistaken in the Scots, and.they 
are more Fools than ever I .. took' them to be." .. (5) The Aliens 
Act was, indeed, a "preposterous .Law" and trin i tsNature a Dec-
laration of War". ' He likewiseridiculed~lIthe marching Troops 
to the North, fortifying of. Hull, and the like". but dismissed 
these actions as the.work,of a High Tory ministry, naturally 
averse to the Scots •. " The repeal' of the 'Act, 'in December .1705, 
and .. the .. sacrifice of Captain Green made a fresh approach possible. 
He even tried to 'excuse the harsh fate'of the innocent Captain 
Green, urging his readers to suspend their judgement until an 
authentic account of the affair appeared.: Although nothing 
" , : '~" <.1 ' ~" 
.. 
.. 
could be more horrid "then that the Scots should Execute these 
.. . . 
~ •• ._.' c 
Men on a meer Pique at the English Nation", ·i t was rash to con-
, "- ~ '( . 
. .~ ~~, ' .. 
clude tha t this Was the. case, < "and . improve it on purpose to 
. , " 
Exaspera te our People ·agains,t· the Scots." (6) . The follow ing 
> ": ,'~ 
, 
year he argued that hostile Englishmen had seized on ,this inci-
,. '"1 
dent, "exaggerating and .exclaiming against'th~ pretended InjUstic~ 
of those Executions,' asa sufficient Ground of a National Quarrel, 
though at the same time there were two Scots hang'd to one ~nglishl 
; ~ .. 
'.- -,.;. 
5. Reyiew, Vol.'. II (No.7) pp. 26-27. 
6. Ibid, ~No. 23) pp. 90-91.< 
Man, and those condemn'd by. the 'Ordinary Forms of. Justice and 
Legal:Process." (7) ~ 
From his first comments' on "this unhappy Broil", Defoe 
hoped that a closer union would be the out~ome.It'was evident 
that'the design of the Nolunarians" Was not a War, but a,Union 
upon just Conditions." (8) ,:; In December 1705, 'four months 
before the Commissioners began their negotiations, he wrote, 
"all·the Preliminaries of this Treaty consist· in, Three; 'Re11-,,' 
gion, Trade, 'and Civil Government~~ CharitY'would heal the .-
First,Justice· the Second, .Prudence the last, the Union is"" 
Practicable on Good Terms, and Advantageous to;both Nations, 
and I cannot but think, Now is' the time. to set'i t, on Foot.'" 
In fact, .. the existing union of the' crowns was more disadvan ta-
geous to the Scots than either complete separation or a complete 
union: . 
"The Scots are a brave,' a populous,. but poor Nation; , 
nor are they at all the Richer, the Greater, or the 
; . more Considerable in the World, ,. for their being' 
either our Neighbours, or under the same Head With 
. us; '. they: are too much and too little united to us 
for their own Prosperity: ' 
, . .... .. .... .. .. ...... . , " 
We have remov'd their Court, Engross'd their Trade, 
drawn off·their Gentry, and thus their Capital is- "-
Destroy'd; they wither under our Shade, and we not 
only keep the Sun-beams 'of Prosperity.from them, but 
we drop a sort of bitter Water upon them, that effec-
tually keeps them from Thriving." .', ' . '. 
Even if a fuller union did not materialize, there were "a· great 
J¢, 
.. 
.. - . 
,> 
An Rssay at remoyim~ National Prejudices aisinst a Union 
with Scotland Part I, (May 1706) pp. 9-10. Two Englishmen 
and one Scotsman were han~ed. If Defoe was the author of 
'A Letter-from Scotland' (1705), he knew more of the facts. 
of the case than he shows in the above remarks. Professor 
Moore is now less sure .. of his authorship of that pamphlet, 
see A Checklist, p.·4l. ' As· late-as December 1708, Defoe 
still referred to "the intollerable Ferment" which the ex-
ecutions aroused in England and maintained that it Was not 
suffiCient ground for a national quarrel, Reyiew Vol. V (No. 106-(109) ) p. 433. ' 
.The CtmsQ11di-:'~J p. 344. 
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many ways yet left to make Scotland a Rich and a Powerful Nation, 
to revive the ir ~Figure in the World, and make them terr ible ,to 
Europe." '" There was ,no reason why "we should hinder, prevent, 
or any ways interrupt their taking their Decaying Body into a 
Course of State Physick. tt (9) This Was not official propaganda, 
". " 
written either at Harley's bidding or to find further favour 
it" . 
with his benefactor. ": Apart from the two widely spaced comments 
in the, 'Review', the rest appeared during atperiod of eleven 
months, in two pamphlets which ',were, not ; primarily,. or even largel~ 
concerned with Scotland.,Until'his'second·period'of employ-. 
men t by Harley" after 1710, ,Defoe was alrnos t: en tirely a free-
lance,propagandist with freedom:to'choose'the topics on which" 
he thought that.he could mobilize public; support for'awartime 
coalition ministry Which was rapidly changing its complexion 
from moderate Tory"to Whig. ,! His first 'two essays at removing 
'national prejudices were, directed at Englishmen, during. the de-
liberations of the commissioners, but his pen was not enlisted 
to promote .the :Union in ,Scotland until he rode off to Edinburgh 
••• ' '>-'.- ". .~. ,,:. • • :" 
on September 13, 1706.' Defoe may have suggested his first 
missio~; as ~~ c~rtainly'p~op6sed~is iourth:visit in 1710-11, 
, '_ i ,-' ,- ,'. "... A $'. 
for he informed Harley on August 23rd that an anti-Union pam-
., 
ph1et; aimed at the Engli~h dissenters, had been s~rit to London 
and he ~xpected' to be a~ked: to' arrange for·:1. t;'to be printed. 
He added, "If I can lay mY hand upon the manuscript you will be 
, 
sure to see it, and if I cannot prevent its publication then, 
p10yed'~brOad. It (10) 
.. 
9.: Review, 'Vol.: II (NO;' 120) pp. 478-480~ 
10. H.M.C.'(Portland), iv, p.,323.:",f " 
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His good opinion of the Scots was remarkable in Queen 
Anne's England or at any time throughout the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. The'nobility had not been ennobled by 
party favour or by the acquisition of wealth, either in trade 
'. , 
or in stock~jobbing, but were distinguished for their ancient 
lineage, "when Virtue only could. that Fame ' obtain.tt If anti-
qui ty s ti 11 had any cIa im; to respect,: it, was. in Sc otland before 
any other place. (11) The Scottish gentry, like the Dutch and 
the German, were better educated than the English, because they 
Were poor and needed to advance their fortunes. (12) "Bred to 
r 
Letters first, and then to Armstl , (13) they had shown their 
'0 0 
valour on so many European ~att~efields"particularlY at steen-
M \.,' 
kirk, Namur, B~enheim and Ramillies. (14) He reported that 
Gustavus Adolphus had declared tlt.hat if he could have a Supply 
, 
of forty thousan~ Scots joyn'd to his Finlanders, who were Horse, 
he thought he could conquer all the World." (15) 
warm in his regard for the Kirk: 
He Was no less 
"In Doctrine sound, in Discipline severe, . 
The Church obtains her true Dominion here~:· 
And yet her soft Coercives yield no Pow'r 
Either to persecute, or to devour." (16), 
To those who thought that Scotland Was "a wast howling Wilder-
ness", he retorted that· she wanted nothing except what English-
men would:be,better Without, "your Overplus, your Excess, your 
Luxury, and abused Plenty." 
lived soberly: 
As the Scots fed soberly, 'so they 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Caledonia, (1706)' pp. 39-40~. 46-48. Cf •. An ArfinllIlent· pI'oyln~ 
thet the Desi~n of Employing and Enobling Foreigners ••• 
(1717) pp. 34-36 - "0 Scotland, ••• how glorious art thou' ir. 
the unmixed Blood of ancient NobilitYt ••• " 
~~e ~~Ple~t En~lish Gentleman, (1890) p. 118. ReyieW; Vol. V No. 102) pp. 406-407 •. "','" ,. "; 
Qaledonie, pp. 26-37; A Scots Foem or A New Year's Gift ••• 
(1707) p. 3 •. Cf. A Tour, p. 298, "we must always blush whet 
we pretend to say·the,Scots ever wanted courage in the fielc 
Reyiew, Vol. III (No. 120) p. 477. 
Caledonia, pp. 25-26. 
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tiThe Countrymen are worse Husbandmen and better 
Christians than ours, and they have both more 
Knowledge and more Practice" of Religion among the, 
Poor than we have. There you shall ride thro' 
whole Towns ,and Cities, and hear no Swearing in 
the Streets ••• Let your Country Clergy tell me, 
how full' of Ignorance are the dark Villages in ~; 
our Land of Light, and how many thousand Parishes 
are there in England, where a, third Part, of the· c ~., 
People can neither ,write nor read? In Scotland 
every Lord of the MannoI' or HeretoI', who receives 
the Tythe or Teinds, as he is oblig'd to maintain 
a Minister in the Church, so he is bound to erect 
a School, and maintain a School-master in every 
Parish, by which means the poorest People, have , 
their Children taught and instructed. tt 
7' • ~ ,~ 
, ,', • ~ -'. .,., i • ,. 
He testified that he had seen a congregation of 700 people, 
\. : .1 ..- ' 
,/ , -~ '" .... ' 
even 7000, where hardly one was without a bible,except the 
two or thr~e who were biind~ Whe~eas at many E;glish services not 
c ~. >< 
one in twenty had a bible With them. (17) Another p~inted com-
. 
parison wes b~tween tt the 'b{~rbarous Tree tmen ttl of shipwrecked 
, , 
~eamen by'''the~Country Cannibals" in En~iand and the conduct 
of Scottish country folk when .. six' Dutch Ea~t' Indiamenwere wreCked 
~ : , .~, ' .. 
neer Montrose. Not only had as much cargo as possible been sal-
vaged, but even' the "very Tackle and Furn'i ture of the Ships", 
'the' gunpowde~ and 600, 006 gUiid'~rs in mOney; all carefully a~c'-
ounted for,' "Whereas had these p'oor People met wi th this' Di s tre ss 
on the GoodWi~ or' Portland Beach~ or indeed' 'any where upon our 
mo;'e: Christ'ian- Shoal" ';.,.' The'Ships ~ad (~een' torn to" pieces, the 
~ l,: :: 'I '."' •. " ~,,; 
Goods rifled, the Money dispos' d of, having ,no Ear Mark, and 
t ; _-' 
the poor Dutch Me,n turn' d a Dr ift to feed Herrings, 'tha t they 
might tell no Tales." (18) But his admiration for a more Puri-
'" ., • .>'~ : " " :, ' ~ •• 0., > • < 
tan, a Simpler, more sober society did not extend to "that sc~n-
dalous Vassalage" that kept the po~r' 'dejected '~nd miserabl~. (19) 
'" 18. 
19. 
Reyiew, Vol. V (No. 80) p. 318. Cf. A Tour, II, pp. 320, 324. ,'" \ " 
.llWl,: (No. 'l'14f pp •• 454-455.',' , . , , 
..IlUJ;1, Vol.; VI . (No. 57) p. 226. 
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He ridiculed "the ancient Patriarchal Jest" of the clan system c 
in the Western Highlands, where the "obedient Rabble" followed 
the call of their chieftain and hundreds of men had frequently 
been killed, "or ~rather murthered, on aside for some. Impertinent 
.., ~ • \0 
Wrangle; as, for a Cow, or a Horse, or any such'Country Trespass. 
(20) 
Two years~fter full union had been achieved, he still 
, ,~ .. ; ~.. 
regretted that there were not "in the whole World two Nations, 
'" \. 
that stand so near, have so much Concern with and Interest with 
.! "i 
each other, that know so little of one another." 
~ . ~ . 
English igno-
rance'of Scotland was such that "to hear our People speak of 
> " 
: • - 'o' ",,'. 'v .. ~ ~ • 
Scotland,' or 'of the Scots Affair~; or People, i~ would make a 
'. ',- . .I'! ~ .. :, -', 
Stranger think, that this same Place call'd Scotland Was some 
, ' 
. . ~~. 
remote Country' in the East-Indies, or about Madagascar." They 
- ,." , ... J ~ 
thought, that Scotland was so b~rren that they would seriously 
,. • '!'") 
... 
ask if there was "any Mutton, or any Beef, .. or any Butter, or any 
.~ ,,'" . (" 
'.. :r 
such thing as Milk' in Scotland - The Highlanders they take to be 
• '" ., A ", .~ >, ':;' ~. • , 
;. '." , ! 
a Sort of Monsters,and'ask, if ~hey live upon ,Roots and the Bark 
, \ M." > t; "" ir. ( 
of the~Trees - Never was more wild Notions in the Heads of our 
"~ . ,~ '" ~ 
\. " 
People here, of the Caribbees in the Gulph of Florida, or of the 
Islands of the ,Gulph of Mexico - or of the brutish People of the 
. . ~ ";,, ~ ,; 
Cape de bonne Esperance, than they have of thif2 People." (21) 
, ';. 
" ~~ "l. '¥', .:,.1 <".,.' •. ·t -.... ,. ,,,. ';' 
Yet Defoe was fully aware how backward the Scottish'economy 
0, "< I" ~, 
• ", ~:,,. - 1 •• • ~~. $ . 
was in comparison with England's, a gap which he considered had 
Widened ever Since James VI succeeded to the English throne. 
20. ,Jure Dt'Yino' (1706) BO~kII, p: .6;· 
21. Reyiew, Vol. VI (No. 44) pp. 174-175. 
170) pp. 677-678. 
. . .. 
Cf. Vol. III (No. 
81;8 
In one of h~s :worst'poems, he;conten,~ed tI:-a~ it wa~ "the damn'd 
. 
Plague of Poverty" which,prevented the Scots from developing 
,. <' ~ .,.. ' • 
the "golden Mine" , of the ,fisheries 'at their very door. 
"Ah Poverty's the damn' d Impediment, " 
Marrs:our Designs, our GlorYj'and content!," (22) 
. ' , 
; 
This did not mean,~however, that Scotland was poor in natural 
.". ,-' 
resources. Where he expected to meet, "nothing but Barbarians 
, " 
>'., ,.-
and Barrenness," he found much rich produce and expressed sur-
~ ~'". ,~,~ ' .. "'C",~.<·~. . 
,,....' j' \,' . 
prize that Englishmen should have such false notions of the 
'" . -," • ~, , ; • ,,' .,' ,~ , ... "'" ~ '7 
northern half of their own island. (23) The growths were the 
, 
same,on eith:r side of the border so that there we:e in Scotland, 
." .r ~ 
"and that one hundred and fifty Miles North of 
: Edinburgh, ; as well as, nearer, to England,' whole ' " 
Counties, vast Tracts of Land for twenty Miles 
toge ther,' as r ich~ as strong,' as . fertile,' as well 
water'd, and as capable of Improvement, as the 
Counties of Middlesex, Hartford, and Bedford, or' 
generally speaking, as any in England. ,But , 
.' Scotland has been an·uninstructed, discourag'd 
and abus'd Nation; Poverty has grown upon them; 
Misery begets Sloth ••• and Sloth confirms and L , 
binds down that Misery; the Disasters of War, 
English Devastations, the Disasters of·their Govern-: 
ment, their Courts being remov'd to England, and 
;, above all, the Disasters of their Constitution"the 
Want of that Thing call'd LibertY"and the petty 
',Tyranny" of the Landlords, , these; have all kept Scot-
land poor - But ••• Rouze but the Scots to Industry 
>~ •• they have a Soil able to make them as rich, as ~ 
plentifUl, and as pleasant, as your selves. '.' (24) 
c • • ~-, ;, -> ..,. -'''''. • 
~ 
But the fact that Scotland, by reason of her soil, climate and 
people, was ~aturallY t'r~i~ful.but remained backward, was are-
flection on her landlords, particularly in the Highlands, who 
had failed to provide the spur to improvement. 
22. A Scots ~oem or A NeW-Years Gift (1707) p. 4. 
23~' 'Reyiew,' Vol. III, (No. 170); p. 677. " . , 
24. ~, Vol. ~I (No. 44) p. 175). A Scotspoem, 
-( ~ ~ ",'" ,~. \"" '>'" .:.;: 
, ... ;: ~. 
., ,,' 
.. 
,~ "" . 
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"The lab'rlng"poor dejected and suppress't, , 
See not th' -approaching Prospect of their Rest • 
•••••••••• 
Too much subj~cted to immoderate'power, 
~Their Petty Tyrants, all their Pains devour. , 
'Th' extorting Masters 'their just hopes Restrain 
And Diligence is no where more in vain." 
The Little Chiefs, for what they call their due, 
Eat up the Farme and eat the,Farmer too; 
Suck the Life-Blood, of Tennant and Estate, 
And needless Poverty ,to both create." 
, " 
Only petty gentry would~o disregard their own interest by 
racking the tenant, "their Necessi ties not permi tting 'em, to " 
be more generous." (25) ,Therefore, ,to, produce the desired im-
provement ' •• in Scottish trade, it was" Ita, fundamental Maxim" that 
the lax:d .. must be improvedf,irst.t~IfyoUWi~l cure .~he raging 
Distemper of Poverty and Sloth, ,you must begin at the:Pr1nciples 
of.,Improyement; and these are the. Produce ~f~ the Earth. tt ~ This 
would set 1n train the following chain of consequence: ' "The 
Encrease;of Rent must· enrich the ,Landlord., As Wealth increases, 
Expenses must increase; ,and,this,makes; Trade - Again, as the 
Produce 1 increases, , it will maintain and employ more Hands: ,_This 
will raise the>Value of Labour; raising the, Value.of Labour 
encourages, the"Poor to ,work; "for ,'tis Wages makes Men;di11gent: 
The Reward of Industry makes Men1ndustrious - Two thing~ only 
engender Slo~h ,in the World,;Pr ide, and Pover~y." - Whereas '" the 
Scots abroad,were noted for "their,dlligence"at home ,they were 
, ; , 
the .exact.reverse,::"Abroad the most forward in Business,~and at 
Home the most.backward,of any Peoplfi} I know in Europe.'.' (26) 
i • 
Because of the deficiencies of the lesser gentry and because 
of'the dominant pOsiti.on which :the noblll ty and, g~eater' gentry 
occupied i~ Scotland;~ Defoe' i~oked 't~' the latt~rto' 1~1 tiate this 
25: Caledonia; (1706) pp. 22-23. 
26. Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 45) p. 178. 
e~o 
fundamental change, which, he argued, did not depend on the 
Union., Indeed, he ;wondered why,.the opponen ts of. the Union had, 
not proposed this "as an Equivalent against it" for the only 
thing which would enable,Scotland to remain independent Would 
be: agricul turaL improvement. "With·or Without an Union, the 
Nobility'and Gentry may plant, manure and enrich their Estates-
. , 
the Sheep Masters manage, direct and take care 6f their Sheep, ; 
preserve, the Breed, and nourish the Encrease of their Cattel." 
(27) The present coarseness of Scottish wool was entirely owing 
to "the ill Husbandry of the People, not the; Inclemencies. of 
Na ture; ,... and '. spoiling the Wool wi th Tar, Grease, and, horr ible 
foolish Applications to it ••• on~ the Sheep's back." (28) ~'> The 
tenant was obviously;incapable of.making any: improvements for 
he was so poor and dejected: that he Would be unable to take any 
advantage of a reduction. in his rent, which' in any, case, Defoe 
thought undesirable because it would "sink the Value of the., 
Free-hold in', the :whole Kingdom." ':When the land had been en-
closed ,and improved, it should be let for a muchhigher.rental 
and every effort made to ensure that the. tenants kept it, "up to-
1 ts Goodness" while they,~ were, gaining skill in husbandry. As 
for the heavy expense of enclosure,'''no Money can be laid out 
to eqUalAdv~ntage,: nor in which the return can be'equally cer-
... +,. 
ta1n or soon.", (29) , Throughout the Tour of Scotland, like 
- .'';' / .. ' 
Arthur Young'in England'at the.end'of the century, he~was quick 
, " ~ 
to commEmd. any 'examples. of impro~ed agricultural. practice or, 
27. Caledonia, Preface to.the'Parliament. See T.C~ Smout, 
'Scottish Landowners and Economic Growth 1650-1850' in 
Scottish Journal of Pol! tical EconoWl,,. Vol •. , XI, (1964) 
No.3. .' ;. . .... . > ., • . ';.. :"'.;" " • ' 
28. II Fifth Ess'ay ... (1707) p.:. 23.
1
:, ',' . ~' .• ' . ", , ". . 
29. Caledonia, Preface. 
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more frequently,-;to point ~to instances where English methods 
would ;produce a much greater output. c In East Lothian he reported 
that the use 'of seaweed as a fertiliser.enabled the farmers to '. 
avold'a;fallow and yet "they had as much corn .~. as could stand 
upon the ground." Along the southern shore of Moray Firth, 
west of the riverSpey; he -found 'early, 'yet 'large, crops of" 
wheat'as fine 'as any that he had seen :in England. He' believed 
that this' owed something 'to English example as·he claimed that 
many old Cromwellian soldiers had 'settled in the vicinity of 
Inverness ,'when' they Were, disbanded:, In Galloway they had "the 
best breed,ofstron~ loW horses in Brlta1n, 1f not:in Europe"' 
and 1 t' Was not uncommon "for a Galloway nobleman to send 40,000 
sheep, and 4,000, head of black cattle to England .. : in a' year." 
The chief weaknesses lnScott1sh far~lng,however;were, ln his 
opinion, the lack' of enclosed pastures, and the failure to fold 
the ir : sheep and·- to fallow the1r arable ln t a : regular rota tion~ (30) 
Therefore, 1 t would be the (faul t of Scottlsh landlords lf the 
value 'of:their'estates' did not double ln a few years once they 
. ,~
- , 
lntroduced English r improvements, for j it' was "a slander upon Scot-
land to say that it was 'a barren land~ 
., "'". ,:: f • ". J -. , 
'. k , ,L' ~ ,,-' -
'''Tis want": of Trade to whet'Industry, Profit to , 
whet Trade, Vent,of Goods and Stock to produce 
Prof1t;"These are the Barrennesses your Country i: 
Complains of, and Declines for 'want of.: Your!-
Lands Enclosed; Manured and CuI ti va ted, would be: 
as Rlch, 'your Cattel as Large, ,your Sheep as Fat, " 
and your Wool as Flne as ln England,' your barren 
MUirs would yield Corn, the Hills feed Flocks.' of· ," 
Sheep, and your better Lands wh1ch you now wholly 
Imploy with the Plough, would Feed Strong, ~and 
Valuable Cattel, from hence would proceed Darys, 
Mllk, Butter, Chee~e etc." (3l) "'" . 
30. A Tour, Vol. II, 'pp. 286,405-408, j27, 290. 
31. An Essay at remoyin~ National Prejudices II. Part III (1706) 
p. 9; Ct. H,M,C, (portland) IV, p. 586. 
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.; In the pre-industrial age, it was axiomatic that the 'first 
step· in the development of a" backward economy mus t be the improve-
ment of the land, .' but' this was generallY accepted as the essential 
preliminary to·· the still more desirable expansion of industry and 
overseas trade.:[lNowriter exemplified this outlook better than 
'" ". __ ~ . , v' < ~ 
" --- ,~'" -. 
Defoe,but naturally, as was: true of both sides in the later con-
.~ : .. >: : 1" • " ~ _, " ' ....... 'r,/' .' :_"' ,< 
troversy, about the French commercial. treaty, both the Unionists 
'0" .' 
. ---~ 
and their opponents started from common ground. In this case 
this was the extreme poverty of Scotland and an adverse balance 
."." >," ~ "':. ."- • 
of trade leading to a serious shortage of foreign currency With 
. ~ " . 
. . 
Which to buy essential imports. As if to emphasize the mercan-
, . ! ! , ' 
.. , 
tile framework within which the debate took place, the individual 
, ,. - , • ~ , • ~.. .~ " .... .' r-.II; .~': ~,,' .~,"."'''' '< " • _ \ I " , . ' 
merchant was accused of making matters worse by importing the 
• • ~ ": .. , -< ,_, ..... '., I' • .. ! , ._ .~ • 
I '"' .<. 
wrong commodities in his pursuit of his own interest at the ex-
t .- _ ~ • . ' .... ! 
. . \ . 
pense of the general welfare. (32) Thus Defoe blamed the 
: ......' 
.. ' 
Scott1sh merchants for the decay of trade, if indeed Scotland had 
, , l 
• .',_ \0.' • ,.~. ., 
any who deserved that name: 
"For our Traders here, begin with Pedling Stocks, 
and when they have got, . some, 5; 6· or seven-thousand 
lib. Sterl: a Stock fit to begin upon; then Ad1eu 
Business, they must Buy;Estates, and turn'Lairds, 
they're ,too great for Merchandising. And when they 
do Trade, is·itnot-to a Demonstration, That'hasten-' 
ing to be Rich, not respecting the Interest of the 
Nation,,·their Import exceeds their ,Export, as far 
their Credit in the Countries they Trade with, will 
'reach;; and what they do'Import, are such Commod1-
ties, as are all Consumed at Home, ••• to the Value 
of 1000 Lib.' Sterl: per Annum, 1n Legal Trade:, And· 
this to a Demonstration, makes their Trafficking 
rather prejudicial than Advantageous to the Kingdom." 
.. 
32. See J.M. Low's excellent discussion, 'A Regional Example of 
the Mercantilist Theory of Economic Policy' Manchester 
School, Vol. XXI~No. I, (Jan. 1953) pp. 62-84. '.'" 
, . 
. , 
He also_attacked the ,"Universal Affectation of Grandeur" which, 
he claimed,'had so'far'infected the Scots that there were not 
ten men who deserved the name of merchants, tha t is ','Men Uni vers-
ally, known in Trade." :~ ": ' 
"Weare Poor,'Idle and Proud. A Merchant: ••• ' 
must be a Laird; a Laird that gets 20, or 25000 
Merks'per Annum, must'be an Earl or Viscount at :' 
least; ••• and then its below Laird, Lord or 
Earl, to put'his Son to a Trade, or even to be a 
Merchant. 1t (33) 
" , 
While there was no quarrel about the diagnosis of Scotland's 
economic ills, there was a profound 'difference between the remedy 
of ~ cl~se;'U~10~:withEngla~d and th'e alternative ~urewhich Was 
, . . ,;. ~, . -
advocated by its opponents. 
, " 
, Co 
strengthening the old trading ties with continental Europe at a 
,- .~ .. 
time when this branch of Scottish tr~de was declining. (34) 
David Black'arguea: that Prance furnished salt, cork' and;ho~ps' 
for Scotland's fisheries ~nd took in return a number of Scottish 
. ,' .. 
products. If tla just Regulation" could be'negotiatedso that 
, , 
the French ;em~~ed the :prohfbi tion of Scottish herring and white 
fish and reduced .the duties' on other goods,' Scotland could trade 
wi th France" to great Acivant~ge". SimiiarlY "a well'R~gulate 
1 
'; ,-
the trade wi thO Holiand~ Scandinavia and Rus sia was already ad-
vantageous. He conciuded tha t there was II scarce any N~ tion in 
,_ > , t; 
Europe, but we Can Trade wi th to Advantage", except, of course, 
, ' I 
England. (35) 
. , I 
33. 
34. 
35. 
The Actgantaies of Scotland by an Incorporate Union ••• ,,(1706) 
pp. 5- , 12. I 
T.O. Smout, Scgttlsh Trade on the Eye gf Union 1600-1701 I 
(1963) pp. 212-238. ,A Histgry of the Scottish People lil'l 
t560-l830 (1969) p. 245. 
D. Black) Essay upon Indus~ry and Trad§ (Edinburgh 1706) 
pp.30-35. I 
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Defoe completely rejected these suppositions. ,Therecwere 
two tests which determined 'if a.particular balance of trade Was 
favourable, the, exchange rate as" determined by" the exchange of 
bills between the two countries and the stock of foreign currency 
in the. country." The.rate with Holland was at least "25 per 
Cent more 'than the intrinsick Value, of a GUilder"and while ,he 
accepted the opinion: of the mer chan ts ~~ tha t in 1706 Scotland had 
a favourable balance in the French trade, he commented that this 
was "indeed'a wonder" •. He added that if exports of lead should 
fall, "which~is.but a'Casual Commoditie, we.should lose as much 
if not more, in our Trade thither, than to Holland". Fran Scan-
dinavia some dollars, were· imported "when the Victual is cheap' 
here, and gives a-:tolerable Price there, or when· there's a good 
Tack of Herring: ~.but: this happens so seldom, and the Specie im-
ported so inconsiderable," that'dear Years or a bad Herring-fishin€ 
soon. brings us to a. Level." ;' As he' summed up the: pos i tion, " "if 
it were not.for what:we'got"this:way,'and:for.the Linnen Cloth 
and Cattle which is carry' d", thence to England; we, should .. scarce 
have .any:Money amonst us", for despite the presence of so many 
Scottish nobles and gentry in London in 1706, "Merchants had 
their Bills at 9, 9i- and 10 per Cent", less factors' fees and 
postal' charges.; . The only foreign coins~in Sco~land were'guineas, 
ducatoons and dollars; and'the numberof.ducatoon~ was:caused by 
their inflated.,value in .Scotland so that it',was profitable ,to 
export the Scottish forty-penny piece to Holland and to bring 
back, ducatoons. ,- "Guineas, however" were the most common coin, 
and' these were obtained by u our Drovers and Linnen Cloth Men" 
rather than by Scottish merchants. (36) 
',' 
'. 
." ..... ,.:;" '" 
36. The Adyanta~es of Scotland ••• pp. 6-8. 
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",' In' the first part of this pamphlet, however" Defoe was 
concerned;to'discredit those ,Scottish merchants who had written 
against~theUnion. : As, there Was "scarce a Tale of Money to be 
found amongst us, ltd fain know how much we,are obligtd to our 
Merchants;', or how far weare to depend upon their Assertions 
in' Trade.'" He even, challenged, the. accepted, view tha t Scottish 
. 
trade was ,decayed, claiming that Scotland had seldom traded for 
more than she did then, but that her, trade seemed'less because 
the merchants imported so many consumable commodities'to maintain 
a four-fold increase in luxury 'and because of "the daily Increase 
of our Neighbours in Trade" while Scottish trade stood still. 
Another reason for the opposition of some of the most considerable 
merchants was that they would be unable, to continue "a Course of 
, '! • , 
Trade, very Beneficial to ,themselves, ,though not so for the 
' ..... , ... 
.J . It • ,. 
Country.": This,was the export of lead, wool and hides, mainly 
'< J~'
to France, at 80, 9~ or 100 per cent profit~' and the' return, also 
, , ' 
'" >. ." .... .... '". 
at a profit, of wines, "a Commodity pisstd against our Walls once 
. . " 
, " 
a Year.": ,,'Thus they, brought home "a Superflui ty of unnecessary 
, . ' 
Commodities" instead of the required "Balance in specie or'Bu11-
ion." (37) 
.. " ,(-
In the later tHistory of the Union t , he estimated that the 
Wine and'brandY imported into Scotland overbalanced "ail the 
~ I . " ~ : 
export out of Scotland to France by o~e half pal'tU ~nd: that 
, ; , ~. 
Scotland thus lost £100,000 a year. (38) But apart from an ad-
, " 
- -" , 
verse balance of trade, the "auld alliance" was nO,longer pra?ti-
</ '.< 
cable. France was the only country which had ever coul'ted 
, 
37. ~,pp. 4-9. 
38. The History of the Union (1709) p. 3. 
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Scotland, and this had been to facilitate her designs on England, 
"the little:Gainers we Were thereby, when daily exposed to the 
incursions of an Enemy~ ••• when-France was.butvery seldom at,. 
the'Expense or Trouble to Protect us." The Reformation, how-
ever, had now made the alliance untenable on religious grounds 
alone, apart from'the.exchangeof liberty. for tyranny. In any 
case,:France was now so,hard pressed:as to be able to offer
f 
Ii ttle _ assis tance to her former ally. .• Such an' alliance must 
inevitably lead'to.warwith England.and, despite:his tributes to 
Scottish valour, such a conflict could have only one outcome, 
now that wars were decided by the.longest purse rather than by 
the longest sword. 
, "For it would be· nonsense~ to pretend, that We were 
able to Maintain so great an Army, or so great a 
Fleet'as they- ••• a'prevailing Enemy may Waste our 
Country, Destroy our Towns, and Houses, and Interrupt 
the little Trade we have so far as not to leave us a 
Ship to go from one Port to another in our Kingdom. 
Do we not see. how much -a few French 'Privateers Allarm 
our Coasts, and what Mischiefs Would not a Noble and 
well Man'd Fleet do to us, ••• one Campaign in our 
Country with a few days of a fair Wind to carryon 
. their Ships, may lay our Towns~in:Ashes,and put all 
our Sea Ports in a Flame." 
/ ... ' 
Even if the choice of a different successor to the throne did 
. . 
not result in actual w~r, trade with England would inev~tably be 
.' , 
... (. ,'c 
interr~pted~ The losses which Scotland had already experienced 
, ' 
" .~" 
by duties on,her chief exports would be much worse if England 
• '; :- ~ -' /. ,J, ' • F 
imposed "a positive Prohibition of all our commodities, which 
, ' '.' ~. ~ ) ' .. 
;. ~ ;T . , ~; 
we cannot Export elsewhere to any Advantage. And as England 
Will take non of ours, so they will give us non of their Commodi-
" -,. , 
ties, which we truely want, and wherewith we cannot be so well 
Supplied from any other place. Add ••• that by our selves we 
are unfi t and unable to carryon. any great ,.design . of Trade. . For 
Money and Power are the Sinues of such Undertakings, the want of 
827 . 
VJhlch~makes us so inconsiderable ',' in the World', ••• ; There is 
likewise a~knowledge and:Skill~in Manageing and,Carrying on 
Projects of Trade, _wherein we are not generally Experienc'd,.~."_ • 
(39) 
The alternative of a coalition With Protestant Holland 
rather'than With Catholic France, though less objectionable, was 
no more ,viable •. The English embassy of,St. John and,Strickland 
in 1652 had'failed, although in Defoe's. opinion it took place at 
a favourable juncture and the naval strength of the; two republics 
~was enough'to render them the only Merchants 1n the World, and 
io give Universal.Laws t6 Trade." He hoped that the Scots were 
\, , + '" " 
now wiser "than to think a Coalition with Holland equal to an 
Incorporate Uni,oD. with England. II .. (40) , 
,.;; $ 
,- . -, t 
Indeed the' principal plank in Defoe's campaign for the Union 
~ .. 1:: 
Was the profit which Scotland,alrea~Y'gained from her, trade With 
I 
England and the expanslonwhich would inevitably follow once the 
~ :. ~ , 
" 
two countries~were united in trade. , He, ridiculed one opponen t' s 
.. 
~ > t 
contention that this 'allurement would prove to be a "Trojan Horse" 
, '. I • " • 
which carried s~otianci' sruin in 1 ts bosombe~aus~. the" English 
""" ' ~:" ." ' " ' ~~ \ ' 
themselves lost nineteen-twentieths of their stock each year by 
their poor management of their trade, and that Scotland, "without 
, . , " ~ 
this Union, and with~ut 'the Heip ~f English Money", "could trade 
to better advan~age. , - , , '" By this argument Since England had enjoyed 
for about a century an annual surplus of £2 million by her woollel 
,-,0.,. ",,~ 
manufacture alone she should'now b~ worth'£200 mil11on,'whereas 
, , ~ ;" -_. 
39. A SeasonableWarnlngOr The Pope and King of France Unmasked 
I (1706) pp. 4-7 ... 
40. The Adyantages of Scotland ••• pp. 22-23. 
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Lockets computation had shown a 'stock of only·£8million'in 
currency at the time;~f the'recoinage. ~In"thiswriterts view 
thiS' huge'deficiencywas due: to the importation of'luxury a~ticles 
such' as' china,-' from eas tern Asia.-
, 
On the -most favourable inter-
p~et~tion,·a:free' trad~ -~ith~England, which ~as 6nlY(~ bare e~­
change' of'commodities;; could never increase Scotland'stlPow~r and 
Riches'~ ,but- this' would be' posi ti vely harmful, for Scotland Would 
exchange tlThings /u.sefUl for Baubles; Things lasting for 'Things 
peris'habi~~ tt (41)' Defoe accus~d him of reducing the estimate 
, . 
of' English c~in _ b'y one':'third, . and proceeded to' catalogue his 
other omissions: 
,. ,. , 
_ "But he forge:tsthe Vast stocks lying in the hands' 
of. Merchants and,Shop-keepers in London; which has _ 
not been valued under'50 Millions these 50 Years 
past; he forgets the vast,Improvement of Lands, . 
Houses and Stocks of Manufacture, 'Cattle and Horse, 
thro'out.the Kingdom; Which may be justly computed 
at 50 Million'morej he forgets the Vast Increase, 
Strength and Rlchesof,Shipping in England, with.the 
charge 'of 'Guns, Ammunition and Arms; _. he forgets the 
Immense Sums, expended by England in the Wars, and 
the-Riches of that Kingdom in the"East and West-Indies; 
he forgets the great,Banks of Cash, which many Merchants 
in England, have in the several Trading Places of the-
World, and the great Quantities they have in that Nation, , _ 
of Plate, Jewels--and Rich Furniture; all which is the -., 
Effect _ of_their Trade; _ and in a word ••• by Computing 
all these, and Comparing them with the State of England ,. 
200 Years ago, that People may,be modestly, allowed to . 
have bettered their State by Trade, 200 1.l1llion,'which . 
is one, for every year." (42),' . 
Defoe's own estimate was that Scotland had a favourable 
balance of £100,000 a year in her trade with England. He cited 
a government report w~ic,hput Scottish ,exports to England at. 
£200,000 pel' annum and from this figure he deducted £50,000 for 
41. 
42. 
(Anon) A Letter Concernin~ the ConseQuences of an Incorpora-
ting Union, In Relation to Trsg§ (Edinburgh 1706) pp.3,13-17. 
The Agyantsges'of Scotland ••• pp. 34-35. 
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the returns from England into Scotland and a like sum for the 
expenses of the Scottish nobles and gentry ,;in ,London, ~l though 
he , thought both figures consi~erable overestimates. The alter-
native markets for Scottish products suggested by his opponents 
did not exist. "The,Scots, in hiS, opini~l?' "could not Sell ten 
Barrels of Beef a,yea~" in.either the Canaries ?r Madeira, for 
the Irish beef wasYsomuch Better, so~uch Cheaper, and their 
• -I- ~~ ... ,. • , ',; 
Shipping al?d Sailing so l1!u~h Easier.",: E.ven .if' ~hey could sell 
their cattle;. there, they,?ould not di~pose. of their· returns in 
. ' , , , 
YJine, whereas, the Irish:bY sending their beef in :Engli.~h ships 
could carry the.Madeira to the West Indies. or bring the Canary 
to England. J In 1699, however;·theEnglish·ma~ket:hadiaken 
31,608 'bla~k ~a ttle . and ~ 25, 470 sheep~ . apart" from those' smuggled, 
. -.- .., -," .' - ," "- .... ~ :.' 
. ( .' 
from Scotland. It~would be very' difficult'for' Scotland to sell 
.. ". . .. "..'- - ..- ,"" . 
to Spa'in' the .1,800,000 ells of linen which she: se~t to England 
. - ,. r . .... ; 
each ~e~;. (43)-AlthOugh'~~fo~ arid his fello~ ~nionists-ex-
, ,. 
aggerated the Scottish trade, surplus, its existence was generally 
-,. .' ~, . .. ~ ; , 
conced,ed', by: th~ir opponen ts~ (44) and he \vas und~rs tandably 
'7 . ' , to 
..:, .~,~ , 
amazed "that any Scots-man .~. coul~ ~ay, That Scotland does not 
gain by~England' in Trade, much ~ess tha ~ yoU'" d?, o~ can Trade 
abroad with . equal-Advantages to other Nations.": . The French 
, .. 
trade~ in particular, brought Scotland:nothing but what drained 
{' >. ~ 
her of money, while she sent there little but what she ought to 
,+ '. 
keep at home. (45)· 
43. 
44'. 
45. 
'Chara~teristica1lY,' Defoe's sanguine temperament'and perenn-
A Fifth Essay, at Removing National Prejudices (1707) 
pp •. 20, 10-13. : ",', ", ,_ ,'. 
T.C. Smout, Scottish Trade on the Eye of Union, p. '265 •. 
A Fifth Essay ••• p. ,1." 
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ial interest in,new'projects made him,most enthusiastic about 
the future economic possibilities' for. Scotland, in auni ted, Great 
Britain. ; Envisaging the increased opportunities for ,the sale 
of Scottish products~in what was·to become ,for many years "much 
the largest free-trade area in contemporary Europe", (46) he 
affirmed that Scotland would have "the Balance of Trade on her 
side, .. above 300,000 1. Sterle per Annum." (47) As he,heard 
the guns,of Edinburgh Castle announce the Queen's assent to the 
Act of,Union.in March 1707; he;wrote in. the 'Review' of his oWn 
part in,this happy result of the months of negotiation. 
"I.have hardly Room; to introduce. the various Contem-:. 
plations of the Consequences of this mighty Transac-
tion;' 'tis a Sea of universal Improvement, every " i" 
Day it discovers new Mines of Treasure, Nor am I an 
idle Spectator here; , I have·~told Scotland of Improve- '.' 
ments in Trade, Wealth and Shipping, that shall accrue 
to .them on :.the happyConclusion~of this Affair, :and I 
am pleas'd doubly with this, that I am like to be one 
of the, first Men, tha t shall ~ gi ve them .. the Pleasure: 
of the Experiment. I have told them of the Improve-
ment·of .. the Coal Trade, and 'tis their own Fault, if, 
they do not particularly engage 20 or 25 Sail of Ships 
immedia tely from Edinburgh on tha t Work. ': : I :have told 
them of the Improvement of their Salt, and I am now 
contracting for English Merchants,' for "Scots Salt, ,to ~ 
the Value of above 10000 1. per Annum. I have told 
,:. them of. Linen Manufactures, and ,I have now above 100, --. 
poor Families at Work, by my Procuring and Direction, 
for -the making such Sorts of. Linen, ,and in such Manner 
as never was made here before, and as no Person in the 
Trade:will believe, ,could be made here till they see it •. 
This has been my Employment in Scotland, and this my 
Endeavour to do .. that Nation Service, and convince'c,them 
by the Practice, that what I have said of the Union, 
has more Weight in-it, .than some have endeavour'd to-
persuade them." (48) 
-' .-
Earlier, he had estimated that the removal of the 7s.6d. duty 
would despatch 100,000 chaldrons of coal from the Firth of Forth 
.. 
to England each year as coal was. produced as cheaply ,in Scotland 
46. 
: , 
47. 
48. 
T.C: smout,'Th~ :Road to U;i~nt i~ "G: Ho1m~s (edi to~) ! 
B~i~a1D after the ~lorious ReyolutioD 1689-1714 (1969) p. 17~ B~view: Vol. III, (No. 162) p. 646. I 
l:b.1t1, Vol. IV, (No. 21) pp. 81-82. 
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as on Tyneside and'sold for 5s.'a chaldron less at London. 
In addition.lO,OOO wey of salt and £100,000 worth of "Horse-
Corn", would be sent to English markets; oats; 'beans and peas· 
always yielding a good price at London. (49) ; The greatest • 
possibility for expansion, however,' would be.in the linen trade 
where the export to England would rise "to double of what we 
send out of the Kingdom now.~' (50) The: amoun t already sent 
paid £17,000 a year in duty, 'and when: this was removed, while 
foreign linen still'paid "12, 10, 16 per Cent. Duty", it would 
be Scotland's own fault if the trade did not employ the whole 
kingdom, ,as the woollen industry did in England. No nation 
imported as much linen as England, and Scotland might easily 
sell £1 million:.worth·of her linen manufactures.to her' richer" 
neighbour,a ,total, for output alone, which wasnot:reached 
until the end of the century~ (51) 'England would require,more 
linen than Scotland would at first be able to manufacture, ·but 
the.uni ted Parliament would. surely encourage, its production in. 
Scotland rather than import it from Germany.' .. In all manUfac-
tUres Scotland had a decided advantage because her labourers 
were "easier in their Victuals and Wages, by a third, if not a 
half" ofwha t they were in England, but: the' fact that the chief 
Scottish products were staple commodities was even more,signifi-
cant because.their·cheapness Was all-important in promoting 
.. '" ~ 
A'Fifth'EssaY,' ••• p •. 21. . " 49. 
50. Considerations in Relation to Trade Considereg ••• (1706) 
51. 
p. 22. ;' " .. ' . t Fourth Essay .... pp. 2~-25.. Cf. )i~yiew,Vol. : III, 
No. 155) p •. 618. .' " ~' .' 
A Le tter from Mr. Reas on . to th!:) High and Mighty Prince: th~ 
M,gll' (1706). pp. 4-5. ". ':, . , 52. 
• !' 
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Some of the greatest opportunities for the Scots would 
be in the plantation ,trade, especially for her cheap manufac-· 
tures, such as ,linen and "her low priz'd Woollens" which were 
"as vendible, and as much wanted. there, as any English Goods.". 
He emphasized: that this, trade must be in Scotland's own products 
for to trade to the colonie s with Engl ish goods"were to make it 
a Trade and no Trade to them, turn them into meer Pedlars, or·. 
Second-hand Chap-men.·t . (5.3) . Observing' tha t the Virginia trade 
employed 300 ships a year and the West Indies trade above 500, 
he claimed that the'greater part of the commodities sent out in 
these' ships was such as, ",the> Produc t and Manufactory of Scotland" 
could supply. cheaper than, England. (54) These goods wereusual~ 
sold' Ita t the, extravagant Advance of 100 per Cent. Profit" in .~the 
mainland'colonies and, if they_were sold at a loss in the islands
l 
"great . quantities 'of Bullion" ,were brought home 'for . them. (55) 
The '. same, opponent who had. argued that this plantation: trade,~ 
would prove'a delusion"complainedthat the'goods which Scotland 
might:send to America would leave'her,fewer .. commodities for 
trade With England and other European.countries.. She~would 
bring home "not.one,Penny of Money", only tobacco and.sugar 
which would·merelY,be-exchanged.for Dutch linen and Flanders-
lace, but again producing no'return.in money. "There is:nothing 
to be got· from. Holland by Tobacco,,~ bu t wha t we can purcha se now." 
(56) .. Defoe fully endorsed the view that any-drain of Scottish 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
A Fifth Essay ;~. 'p. i6. 
A Letter Concernin~ Trade from several Scots-Qentlemen ••• 
(1706) p. 12. Professor H. Hamilton observes that Scots 
manufactures "were cheap and well suited to the primitive 
needs of colonial people" and had enabled Scotland to estab-
lish trade with America before th~Unlon, despite the Navi-
gation Acts. AD Economic History of Scotland in the 18th 
century (Oxford 1963) p. 250. 
A Fifth Essay ••• p. 25. 
A Letter Concerning the Consequences of an Incorporating 
Union, ~. cit., pp. 7-15. 
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money abroad mus t be avoided, -but he completely repudiated. ,_ , 
this pamphleteer's reasoning.. If Scotland did not want these 
European goods, she would not import them; if she did, she. 
must pay, for 'them either 'in goods ,or in money. tlSo that the 
Advantage of Exporting your Tobacco and Sugar is equal, to Ex-
pOl:'ting your: own Pl:'oduct;, -because it ei ther l:'eturns: you dil:'ectly 
in Money, Ol:'saves you sending,your own'Money-abroad, which is 
letting the ,Nation blood in the Vitals." (57)' . If Scotland 
secured only one-eighth of the British colonial: trade, . the 100 
ships employed would take off "a vast quantity 'of yOUl:' Native 
Pl:'oduct and Manufactol:'Y. II;" He hoped that at least· thl'ee-qual:'ter s 
of the returns would be re-exported and thus obtain a remission 
of the duties. If only 2,000 hogsheads. of tobacco'and::sugal:' " 
were re-exported,'they.would,gain £400,000 a:year.: The direct 
tradeto.Guinea, "one of the least considerable", would enable, 
Scotland, "in exchange for Lead" coarse Spirits of Malt, old 
Sheets and the thinnest ,of Pladden and Linnens", :to "reasonably 
get from Guinea yearly 50000 1. s terl. in Gold,' besides the', 
other advantages in Trading thence, for Slaves,., all Spice, and 
dying Woods, etc." (58) Commenting. in/a later pamphlet'on 
these calculations, as if,they were by-another author, he ad-· 
mi tted that it must'be some time before Scotland, could carryon 
the colonial· trade tlto.that,hight - Indeed, I forbear Computing-
the Advantages of these things, because I do not affect talking 
of Millions and great Sums." -:: On the other, hand, ,he gave a' de-
tailed analysis of" the economic benefits which,would accl:'ue.if 
57. A Fifth Essay, .p. 17. _, ~ 
58. A Letter Concern1n~ Trade ••• ·pp;.12-13. 
, 
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Scotland were able to'employ her own shipping in this' colonial 
trade. '(59) 'It was true that her merchants might buy ships 
abroad, as in Holland, cheaper:than they could build them in 
Scotland, since the timber would have to be brought from Norway. 
But "Wood for Building three Ships, can .be cheaper bought' than 
one Ship Built, and· whatever is given for Building at home is 
all saved Money to the Kingdom; and also gives employment. It (60) 
Taking his opponent's,figure of a yearly· import, before the Union
l 
of 800,000 or 900,000 lb. oftobacco,~ paying £16,000 dutY,'he 
estimated that ten times.as much might be imported,·of which 
nine-tenths might' be re-exported •. ,~ He thought that one-third 
of: this might be made 1n.roll and thus augmented by. one-fifth 
by liquoring. Wi th the drawback of 5id. a lb.,' this roll tob-
acco would be worth 9d. a'lb., and the additional .. 536pOO·lb. 
gained by.,liquoring would thus:' realize, a clear profi t. of £21,100 
or £5,400 more than the £16,000 previously charged for- duty.' ' 
No wonder that he believed that the proceeds of the plantation " 
trade would offset'all the additional taxation which Scotland 
would have to bear after the Union, for the profit on tobacco' 
alone was "sufficientto'balance all." (61) As usual, Defoe's 
estimates proved too high, for 9 million lb. of tobacco were not 
imported until the l740s, but he was correct in his forecast of 
the future trend. Goods' from America formed over· half of Scot-
land's imports by mid century-and tob~ccorepresented 85 per' cent 
of these' 1mports.As·most of it wasre-exported, tobacco then 
accounted for half her exports. (62) Finally, he calcula ted" 
59. A Fifth Essay ••• pp. 26, 29. 
60. A Letter from Mr. Reason ••• p. 7. 
61. 'Considerations in Relation to Trade Copsider'd. pp. 17-18. 
62. H. Hamilton, Ope cit., pp. 255-261 •. ' "" 
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that half of Scotland's imports from England before the Union 
consisted of "Tobacco, Sugar, Ginger, Dye-Stuffs etc. II . which·-
would now be ,brought direct~ . (63) 
Defoe's genuine .. enthusiasm for, the Union can largely, be-
explained by his realization that the economies of the two coun-
tries were complementary,rather~than competitive, and that poli-
tical union would provide the framework in which'they could both 
develop to their mutual advantage. His·early propaganda in May· 
1706 Was devoted to removing English fearsof,competition'from 
the Scots in their manufactures and in their colonial empire.':' 
which they believed was noW producing substantial dividends after 
a long initial period of slow development •. , In.his'first-attempt 
to remove national'prejudices, he wrote, "a Freedom of Trade 'is 
our Advantage, more than,the Scots, that the Scots;have been 
opprest by us in Trade, . and that tho' they shall' grow rich,. it. 
shall be also our Advantage.'! (64) In his next essay,~heobser-
ved that some Englishmen saw two.dangers, "1. The letting the' 
Scots into Our Plantation Trade., 2. Opening·to them the Founda-
tion of our Manufactures; "I mean our Wool, by which We say, they 
fall into Our Trade, and by Under-working, and by Consequence 
, . 
Under selling, ruine our Trade at home, and rob us of ,the most 
., 
Capital Article of our Prosperity the Employment of our 'Poor. II 
. . 
.. 
(65) By the autumn he was.attacking these.anxieties'in'typical 
fashion in the "Review". It was" a vulgar Error" to imagine 
,l, ._ ~ 
that the Scots would "creep into our .Trade" and thus bring about 
-'- " - '\. ~ : 
a reduction of wages in England. By "the Nature of their Countl'; 
63. A Fifth Essay ••• p. 21. 
64. An Essay at removing National Pl'ejud1ces ••• Pal't I, p. 17. 
65. lQid, Part II, p. 30. 
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the Genius of _ their People, and ' the Circumstances -of Trade", 
the Scots w~re"in no' condi tion to encroach upon English manu-
factures, but, • vyi'th "the ,Indies at their Door" ;a'nd their oWn dis-
tinctive manufactures, 'they would instead 'be 'fullY occupied in 
", -, -" , ~ ~. 
improving their own country ~nd' in extending their' exis tin'g over-
seas trade. 
lower wages in Sc~tland by the' sta tement tha t this would"ag~in' 
be "contrary to the 'Natur~' ofth~ir Tr~d~" and by rest~tinghis 
O_.j" , ' 
conviction that a rise in wages was a mark of a' developing econ-
I • 
omy: "The < thing is to raise the Wages of th~ir Poor, to bring 
_ • i .'_ • _ ... , 
Scotland to a Pitch of Wealth, as to raise the Price of Labour; 
this would beto improve them; the Poo!' in Scotiand do not want 
Labour as such; but'they want to have a Pri~e for their Labour, 
, , ~ 
• ~,..., ~ <, • .-'" ~ ~ 10 
••• that they may work and be paid for it." Returning to his 
'* ~ . 
theme of two complementary economies, he added, "the Scots Union 
, 
shall not only not injure, 'b~t much encrease you~ Manufacture1n 
} 
England; ~nd the Parts of Trade, that the Scots shall pursue, 
shall be not only remote from your Manufactures, but aSSisting 
-', " - -.< , ,~~., ' , .. 
to them. tI (66) Four days later, he visualized a genUine partner-
1 ; 
ship of economic interests: 
"Scotland shall be so far from pouring her Shoals 
of People upon us, ••• and encroaching upon our· " 
People, that'growing opulent in Trade, and improv-
ing in Manufactures, they shall want People for_·, , 
their Works, and their Increase shall be our Wealth. 
I shall shew the Interest of , both Nations so inter- .. t • ' 
woven with one another, and so advanc d by the Union, 
, " 
\,. ,: 
, ; 
tha tit shall be hard, to dis tinguish, . which are " 
greater Gainers by the Union; both shall grow rich, , , , 
great, populous, and powerful; both increase in· 
Trade, both fall upon neW Improvements; there shall 
be Trade without Rivals ••• and Wealth without Envy; 
there shall be a general Emulation of Gain but no 
Emulation of Strife; ••• In short, our Trade shall 
: 'j 
66. Reyiew, Vol. III, (No. 117) pp. 466-467. 
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be better'd by our Union with them, they;shall 
trade with us to the same Ports, Colonies and 
Plantations; and we benot'at all less encourag'd . 
to trade, nor have any Branch of our Trade taken 
away~ ••• our Colonies shall be better' d by them,' 
and we in no way impoverish'd, ••• n (67) 
. , ' 
His confidence, however, also stemmed from the belief that 
Scotland was 'such a backward cou~try that there was no danger 
" 
of any real competition in English staples because English labour 
,. ", ': " 
., 
Was much more efficient than Scots. "Their Poor ca~not out-
- ~ > tl 
work ours, nor under-work them, tha t we can do more \VoI'k for 
, , , ' 
less Money, than in any Part of ,Scotland; nay, if I should ad-
. . 
vance one seeming Paradox, viz. That our People, where our prin-
. ~ 
,- :; ~ ~ .;I 
cipal Manufactures are made, now actually work for less Wages 
, > • 
than the Scots." Therefore, h~ hoped,', "this' Bugb~ar' of a Union 
; . , 
will be a little less frightful to some People; who ••• propheSie 
. . 
Inundations of Scots among us in every Branch of our Trade, and 
- , ~ .. .. 
1 ',t· 
that our Islands and Colonies will be all carry'd away a Horse-
~. ' ,-
back to Edinburgh." (68) 
" , " 
In 1713 in support of his claim that the commercial treaty 
'" ... _.1" 
would enable English woollen cloth to make extensive inroads into 
" , 
'.', ~. i._, '", 
the great French market, Defoe cited the experience of Scotland 
,j ," 
since the Union, (69) but while he was gratified that the super-
\ : ~, , ... 
:~ ~ 'i 
ior quality of English workmanship had been so signally demon-
• l 
strated, he had certainly not envisaged such a marked decline of 
~ -ig, ~ 
the Scottish woollen industry. Admittedly, to some extent, he 
. " 
wrote with two pens on the prospects for Woollen manufacture 
67. lhid, (No. 119) p. 474. 
68. .I:b.1Q.; , , . 
69. supra,pp. 69~696; Reyiew, Vol. IX, (No. 98) p •. 197, :;q 
Mercator, No. 122. 
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after the Union. Thus he reassured any·English readers of a 
reply to James Hodges, "I know, . in England 'tis· objected, you 
will run ·into their Woollen Manufactures, and so I believe .you 
will, to buy them: U (70) . If 'the Scots could "fall in to make 
their own Cloa ths well and good", this Would be the limit of ; 
their' achievement, but they would not trouble even to do', that 
for they had the vision of better things before them: 
"Their 
Linnen Manufacture onShoar,' their Fishing at Sea, and their 
Plantation Trade beyond Sea, are Oceans of Wealth they will 
sWim in,· and cannot launch out too far; . and in none of these 
will they interfere with England, or England wi th them. It. (71) 
. On . the other hand, he wrote in one' Edinburgh pamphlet,· "the 
Woolen Manufactures of this Kingdom Will Natively run to a Level 
with those in England, as Water in two separate Vessels or -Ponds' 
would do by opening'a Communication ~etween-themtt,«72) and, 
more fully, in another.ttBut our Woollen Manufactures may be 
much further improven than those of, our Linnen can be, for ••• 
after the Union ••• ,there' can be no impediment of sending our, 
Woollen Manufacture to England,'nor of bringing fine Wooll'from 
thence, both of which are now prohibi 4S. It Al though, the' Scot s 
could have fine cloth cheaper from England than it Was made in _, 
Scotland, they could send in return "coarse Cloths, Stuffs,' Plaid-
ings, Fingrams~ Creps~ Serges, coarse Stockings", from one qUarter 
to one third cheaper than their English equivalents~:, Further, 
when fine English wool could be, brought into Scotland, even fine 
t 
cloths might be made' cheaper than in England' and there' was the -; 
70. A Faur th Essay ••• p. 24.,,·, , 
71. Reyiew, Vol. III,-(No. 155) p. 618. Cf. A Fourth Essay, 
p. 24. 
72. Qanslderations in Relation to Trade Considered ••• p. 24. 
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possibility that some clothiers might settle in Scotland to 
gain the advantage of cheaper labour. (73) Twenty years after 
the Union, he owned that Scottish plaiding, made chiefly at . 
Glasgow and Aberdeen,' Was made "so very fine, that no Manufacture 
of Wool in all Britain "equalled it, and that some of the Aberdeen 
stockings were' s'o ,"exceeding fine" tha t they were sent to Holland 
and Germany "and not a few to London" where -they sold for 14 and 
20 shillings a pair~' (74) His acceptance of ~ possible increase 
of Scottish woollen cloth production after the Union contrasts 
sharply with his condemnation of the current proposals for woollen 
manufacture in parish workhouses. Only four days before his 
remarks on Scotland in the 'Review' he had 'argued strongly 1n the 
same columns that cloth production in the London workhouse in 
Bishopgate street would necessarily mean decline in an old-estab-
lished centre of the industry such as Colchester. (75) Scottish 
production, however, would not be subsidized output by workhouse 
labour in competition with the 1ndependent worker., Moreover, 
Scotland needed industrial development so acutely and there WOUld 
be, of course, larger sales in -the neW common market, a condition 
that he had assumed to be absent from Mackworth's-scheme. Defoe 
also believed that England alone could profitably manufacture all 
the wool produced in the whole British Isles and since he thought 
, , 
that most of Scotland s raW wool had ,previously found its way to 
France, he Was bound to welcome any Scottish attempts to develop 
their woollen manufactures. (76) If there Was also room for the' 
Scots in "our manufacture tt , Defoe's conclusion n'aturally was, "I 
73. A Letter from Mr. Reason ••• pp. 5-6. 
74. Atlas Maritimus ••• p. 112; A Tour, II, p. 401. 
75. ReyieW, Vol. III, (No. 10) p •. 40. - . 
76. supra, p. 199. 
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cannot imagine therefore one Article, in which the General 
Interest of the two Kingdoms can clash With one another." In 
coal, however, England must be prepared for some competition. 
'~ewcastle will be sorry, but the Scots Coal will never want a 
Market at London, while ,the Ladies keep Fires in their Nurseries-
and Chambers." (77) Any gain that Scotland 'should make at the 
expense" of England would not be at transmi tted from the Island". 
but would increase ttthe.Wealth of the Whole", (78) 'even though 
"some particular,PlacesU,might sink,in their' trade, nor some 
particular Persons have, a less share' of it. tt (79) Lastly, "the 
Center of Trade, and the Center' of, Government being all, here, 
all the.Wealththat Scotland shall accure (sic) bY'Improvement, 
shall, C ircula te" thro t "the Cap i tal, and, London shall still: remain 
the Center of the Wealth of' the Whole Island. tt ,( 80) 
~ot the least'of the mutual benefits to both countries from 
a complete union would.,be" peace. on ~he borde~, but especially 
for England which had so often suffered, invasion from the north 
- ,'... \"-
< 
during a French war. The northern counties had been subject to 
, 
. - ~" ' : ~, ~ 
depredations .'!from above three Hundred' formal InvaSions of the 
, , , 
Scots Armies"~and rents had increased since border warfare had 
, . 
died down. (81) :The northern marches had been the scene of 
. 
such violence that "not the Bandits of Naples, nor the Cossacks 
of Hungary and Poland, ,came:up to our old Bands of Border-Thieves! 
Moss-Troopers. tt While the country was naturally fruitful, .i t 
77. 
78. 
7Stt 
~O~ 
~~,. 
A Fourth Essay, p., 25. " " " 
.Ib.i.Q., p.' 41;· Reyiew, Vol.' III, (No. 162) p. 646. 
4 Discourse upon An Union of the Two KingdQms of England and 
Seotland (1707)p.;28. . •.• 
An Es@ay at removing National Prejudices, .part~II,.p. 5. 
lhld, Part I, pp~ 18-20. 
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remained barren.because it had been "only plow'd'With the SWord, 
and fatten'dor manur'd with the Blood of Men." (82) On the· 
day whenthe:Act of Union came into,force, he asked any:of his 
readers who tended to undervalue this great blessing of border 
peace to look back. into history and see there "the black Descrip-
tions of:the Wars between these:two Nations." If the Union had 
miscarried, "it was:almost next to impossible to have prevented 
its issuing in a Breach. 1t (83) 'A conquest:of Scotland would 
be no .advantage:.to· England, because.i t Would always be necessary 
to:hold down the country by force, (84) whereas .this peaceful 
union, despite Scotland'S present.poverty, would'make Britain 
much more formidable in Europe than' the two separate countries 
had been under a joint monarch, "too Wealthy, too POWerful for 
any Prince to Quarrel.with. 1I (85) Had they been ,always united, 
. , 
the dangerous growth of France might have been prevented. (86) 
He looked forward to a day 
. " . 
"when all the Wars, Depredations, Invasions, Blood 
. and Rapin of.both Nations shall be turn'd into· 
mutual Courtesies, Civilities, Acts of Kindness, 
Coallitions of Trade, Improvements of all Kinds, 
and mutual Assistance of one another! When the 
wasted Borders shall grow populous, planted and 
improv'dl When the Harbours shall be throng'd 
with Ships, Trade find new Centers, Manufactures 
encrease; the People stay at home, the People tast 
Liberty and Plenty; and neither Ephraim envy Judah, 
nor Judah vex Ephraim. It (87) 
The third great benefit that England Would gain from the 
Union was an accession of manpower, which, Defoe, like most of 
82. R~yieW, Vol~ III, (No. 128) p. 510. 
83. .Ib..iJl, Vol •. IV, (No. 35)' p. 138. 
84. An Essay at remoyin~ National Prejudices .t, Part I, p. 22. 
85. Reyiew, Vol. III, (No. 119) p. 476. 
86. ,Discourse upon a~ Union of the Two Kingdoms ••• pp.o21-22. 
87. Reyiew, Vol. III, No. 170) p. 678. 
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his contemporaries, always regarded as economically c desirable.; 
"If the Wealth and Strength of a Nation consists in the Multi-
tude of its Inhabitants, what Addition of Strength shall it be 
to this Nation, when the Scots shall be kept at home. It Men 
never went abroad to Itseek their,Bread by Armslt unless ,it Was 
impossible for them to earn a living at home. That Scotland ~ 
Was "an inexhaustible Treasure of Men lt was shown by "the vast' 
Numbers" in the British armies and navy in the . present war, "and 
in the Armies of the Swede, the Pole, the Muscovite, the Emperor, 
Holland and France." "What might not England now do", he added, 
"had she in her Pay all the Scots, actually in the Service of 
these Princes." (88), In "Caledonia" he deplored'the.waste of 
Scottish blood in mercenary war 
"Scotland has Sons indeed, but none to spare, ' 
To furnish out the Shows ,and Sports of War;lt. (89) 
but it Was the economic waste of this manpower that was·most 
regrettable. To "Export the People, instead of the Labour of 
the People" was "letting out the Life-Blood of a Nati~n." (90) 
The scots,were in truth"the Nurses ofiEurope lt • They had the 
trouble and expense of, their children until,' they were, grown up, 
and then other na tions were able to "reap the Profit' of their 
Labour. It (91) While the ,Scots were daily cutting one another's 
throats· in the service of foreign princes, their country Was 
being impoverished. It had hitherto been England's good fortune 
that the Scots were thus Itdispeopledlt , for had the Scot~ been as 
. 
rich as they were numerous, "we shouid long ago have sought this 
.. ' 
88. An Essay at remoyin~ National Prejudices, Part I, pp. 27-28. 
89. Caledonia, p. 33. 
90. A Fifth Essay, p. 15. 
91. An Essay at removin~ National Prejudices, Part III, p. 10 • 
. . 
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Union with more eagerness than'we fancy thEw seek'it'now." (92) 
Two years after the Act of,Union had come into effect, he Was 
still asking the "Scots to "consider "whether their People going 
abroad is not the real, and indeed the only'Foundation of their 
Poverty? And if any future Assistance can be given to Scotland, 
but to encourage her People to stay at home, whether it is not 
all Scotland wants, to make 'her as great, as rich, as fruitful, 
and as powerful as any of her Neighbours?" (93) 
While the vigour which the Scots displayed abroad could be 
better employed in developing their own country, Defoe looked 
forward to the part which they might play in developing the 
British colonial'empire. 
"I" shall prove, that the Scots Trading to our Colonies, 
shall enrich those very Colonies, and that in the single 
and only Wealth, Which-at present is the Dead Weight 
upon their Prosperity, viz. the want of People - What 
prevents our Norway Trade being converted into a New 
England Trade, Hemp, Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Plank, Masts 
etc. being brought from the Continent of America; as 
it already begins to be from Carolina: Why does not 
New-England supply us with Copper, Pensi1vania with 
Iron, and all these Metals Which now we purchase with 
our ready Money? Why are they not·bought with our 
own Manufactures wrought. by our own People, and the 
Weal th of them revert to our General Stock?· " Why· are 
not the Bowels of the Earth search'd in the vast Tracts 
of Land we possess there;-for a Treasure which has lain 
hid for so many Ages, and which we send to other Nations 
for, buy at our Disadvantage, and let our own lie still 
as a Prize put in the hand of a Fool, or a Talent hid 
in a Napkin? •• we have a yet Undiscovered Wealth in 
the Mountains of America; and when we come to ask our 
Merchants there, why it has not·been search'dinto, 
they Will unanimously Answer, WANT OF PEOPLE. This 
therefore is the Wealth the Union shall bring us; this 
the Treasure to be raistd out of the Barren Mountains 
of Scotland; poor Scotland shall" thus make rich England, 
and we shall gain of them that only Wealth, that single 
Advantage, which of all things we want most, and which 
in time may make Britain the most powerful Nation in 
the World." 
92. .Ib.1.l1, Part" I, p. 28. . 
93. Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 34) p. 135. 
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It'was the happy situation of the, two countries "that ne1ther 
the Stock of both Kingdoms, nor the Hands of both Kingdoms" 
could be ','too great or too many, the one to be improv'd, and 
the otherto'be employ'd in the many and most extensive Branches 
of yet undlscover'd Trade.": (94) 
, > 
Defoejwas not'inconsistent .when he condemned the Scottish 
efforts to establish their own 'colony at Darien in 1695-1700, 
because he looked on this"attempt as a direct "challenge, to : 
England 1n an area of trade,where there Was only room for one' 
exclusive English company. ~In repudiatlnghis Scottish oppon~ 
ents' claim that they;would not be able to share in England's 
foreign trade after the Union'because this was almost completely 
controlled'by the great chartered companies,he maintained that, 
this was largely an argument directed'against the dissolution of 
the Scottish African Company. But this company, he continued; 
"neither is, nor in my, Opinion ever was in Prospect of Success, . 
or ,worth any Man's Notice as to Scotland in Trade, ••• ~and that, 
it signifies not two Farthings whether dissolv'd or (not), far-. 
ther than to prevent a new Set of, Interlopers with English Stocks 
under a Scots Title." He proceeded tO,deny the charge, argu-
ing that the East India Company was the'onlyexcluslve company 
in England and this was open to' any Scotsman on the, same. terms p 
as those available to any Englishman, namely buying .the stock., 
Similarly anyone could engage 1n t he Guinea trade on paying ·10 
per cent to the English African Company. (95) :The,Darien 
Company could only have succeeded by compel11ng Spain to trade, 
94. An Essay at remoyini National Prejudices ••• Part II, 
pp. 30-32. 
95. Review, Vol. III, (No. 161) p. 642. 
with the Scottish colony, for a trade to India, "by "the South-
Seas, or any, other way", was not possible Without English aSSis-
tance to furnish.a'market for the imports from Asia. Therefore 
he told the Scots, "You cannot Uni te wi th England wi thout part-
i 
ing with it, two Companies being Intolerable in Britain." He 
warned them "an East-India Company abstracted from your Trade 
to England, would be the Destruction of all your Commerce", 
because the Scottish economy was not sufficiently developed to 
support a trade with Asia. With so few manufactures, Scotland 
Would be.obliged to send out "ready Money", which, he obviOUsly 
thought, she would not be able to replenish •. Her home market, 
unlike England's, would not be large enough to absorb the imports 
from ASia and she could not sell them abroad in any quantity 
because the Dutch ,were "the great Staple" for these commodities. 
Many people in England looked on the East India Company as "a 
grievance" and during the ten years when there were two companies 
in England, they "had not only almost·destroyed one another, but 
.••• bid fair for ruining the whole Nation", by intensifYing party. 
rivalries.: .Therefore"England could not unite with Scotland as 
long as the latter retained "an open Trade" to India. tt (96) .He 
rejected the claim that it was English jealousy that had ruined 
the Darien venture and that Scottish prosperity would have been 
assured if it had been allowed to take root.· On the contrary, 
the pioneering period of colonization was long and unrewarding, 
so tha t the English'. colonies. did not provide any· return "for 
some fifteen, some sixteen, some eighteen Years; nay the East-
India Company were one and twenty Year before they made any thing 
96. A Fifth Essay ••• pp. 31-34. 
, 
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of a Dividend" and that this Was the customary experience had 
been demonstrated by Bacon's essay. Nor was his hero,William 
III, to blame for the final disaster.· Apart from the delicate 
diplomatic negotiations: in which he wasfthen engaged, the King 
himself had said that it was the inability of the Scots settlers 
to buy goods in the English colonies in the Caribbean, not the· 
instructions sent! to the colonial governors, which prevented 
them from obtaining their necessary supplies. (97) 
Again, because this would have led to further competition, 
although.in this case to scotland's advantage, Defoe resisted 
any suggestion that scotland should'have lower import duties 
than England after the Union. William Black had asked for 
preferential treatment for seven years because the Scots were 
"but Beginners in Trade lt (98) but if ~his were granted, "they 
would ruine the English Trade, by' supplying our Markets Wi th 
all sorts of Imported Goods, cheaper than our Merchants could 
do; and this would be a most destructive Article in Trade, es-
pecially in fine Goods", 'such as Hamburg or ,Dutch linen, which 
paid high duties but had low transport costs. (99) There could 
not be two books of rates in one'united kingdom of Great Britain. 
As for the plea that Scotland needed special assistance initially 
to enable her to join with her stronger trading partner, Defoe 
rejoined 'that after the Union Scotland might trade as cheaply 
as England, "Food, Labour and Freight, ,being rather cheaper than 
in England. tI ' Although the Scots might claim to be embarking I 
I 
XheAdyantasesof Scotland by an Incor~orate Union ••• PP.9- 1 I 
I 
l 
10. (William Black) Some Considerations in relation to Trade, (1706), pp. 7,_10, 14-15.. - , . ' 
An Essay at Remoying National Prejudices .t. Part II, p. 24. 
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Upon a' new trade, they would be "coming into a Trade already 
settled at the Expenceof the English. 1t If the"tobacco duty 
in Scotland were reducedby,only an eighth or ninth part, "no 
body in Britain would Trade to Virginia, or buy Tobacco but 
from Scotland." (100) After the Union, English merchants com-
plained that the duty was less efficiently collected in Glasgow 
than in Liverpool, Lancaster, 'Whitehaven, or Bristol~ but it does 
not seem ,that this was a factor in the spectacular growth of ' 
the Scottish tobacco trade. (101) On the other hand, the logic 
of Defoe's remarks Was demonstrated by the attempts to take ad-
vantage of the lower Scottish duties on French wine and brandy 
to build up large stocks there which could be sent into Engla'nd 
after the'provisions of the Act of Union came into force on May 
1, 1707. As early as February 22, because of, the illness of 
. 
Harley,.he wrote his first letter to Godolphin to warn the Treas-
urer that the Itgreat commissions from London" that were buying 
up wines and brandies in Scotland posed a dilemma for the govern-
ment in that any action~to prevent this would provoke a hostile 
reaction in Scotland at the very beginning of, the Union,' bu t 
that if nothing were done, the government Would be defrauded 
of a considerable sum in revenue. Three ships had entered 
Leith during the previous week and he had heard that there were 
eight more at theOrkneys waiting to come in. (102) On March 10, 
he reported to Harley that three more ships had arrived on the 
previous day and ten more were at hand. He offered to buy a 
tun of rich claret for his employer as cheap as he would buy a 
of. " ~ ~ ''i. • 
100~ 
101. 
102.' 
A Letterconcernlng Trade'fromseyeral Scots Gentlemen 
p. 4. , " 
H; Hamilton~ op. 'cit., pp. 256-260 •. 
H·M· C. (portland) IV, pp.388-389, Feb. 22, 1707. 
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a hogshead 1n London. (103) The attempt by the House of 
Commons to'defeat these malpractices caused him to ask for some 
indications of government policy on.this,question.because it 
had produced such an unseasonable "early ferment" in Scotland. 
(104) If this'Drawback Bill: had not been dropped, he could 
have been of no further,use in,Edinburgh. (105) Yet he had 
already noted· that the quantity of wine was relatively small 
in that only 42 scottish ships, at the most, were available (106) 
and 'this Was the burden of his comments in the 'Review',. He 
complained that tI the Mole-Hill Advantage to Scot1and" was made 
tla mighty Mountain" in England, whereas it was not Scotsmen who' 
gained from'this scheme, but English"merchants who had "poured 
in a great Parcel of Goods from Holland." As for the' "huge 
Fleet that was to drown us with Wine and Brandy", it had just 
arrived, but comprised only "36 Sail, most of them Doggers and 
small Vessels, and one with another not above 60 to 80 Tun Bur-
then", and several of these were carrying salt. '(107) Had the 
Scots had more time' to lay in a store; . or had one-fifth" of what 
had been brought in been "Scots Mens Goods", .England might have· 
had grounds for comp~aint, but ail the claret now north.of the 
Tweed was not sufficient to' supply southern Brftain wi th "one' 
Months.Draught." .. The true remedy for preventing an influx of 
French wine and brandy into Britain was to guard the coasts 
"and keep that out that is ,out", and then that which had already 
reached Scotland would do little or no harm. (108) 
- '.' 
103. '.lll1Jl,p. 392, March 10, 1707. 
104. Ibid, p. 403, April 24, 1707. 
105. .I.b.l.a, pp.407-408, May 15, 1707. 
106. Ib 1d, pp.' 402-403, 'Apr il 22, 1707. 
107. Reyiew, Vol. IV (No. 35) pp. 139-140. 108~ ~, (No~' 36) pp. 142-143. Cf. (No. 53). pp. 211-212, Wher€l 
he est1mated the amount at 1200 tun of brandy and 800 tun of 
wine, much of it "a small thin Sort of Wine" which Would not 
su1t the changed English taste. 
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Defoe also tried to allay the alarm caused by tobacco 
being re-exported to, Scotland to gain the drawback of5d. per. 
pound duty and then being reimported into England., A merchant 
had told him that 4000 hogsheads had been brought into Dumfries 
alone. (109) But it was "a Scandal upon the Scots to charge 
the Frauds and Subtilties of tricking Merchants upon their Nation 
and the Un ion. " This case was guite diffe~ent from the importa-
tion of French wine, because the-Scots Were not involved in this 
particular "Leger-de-main of Trade". This English cheat was 
"like getting a Wench with Child, and then laY{ing) the Bastard 
at another Man's Door; . ••• like robbing a House and then crY(1ng) 
stop Thief," and the Union Was made ~'a meer stalking-Horse' to 
cover and conceal the most notorious Abuse.~(llO)Yet, however 
. critical he might be of any trade fraud which,. in his View, in-
variably. threatened-to destroy legitimate co~merce, he realized 
that the delicate state of Anglo-Scottish relations at the in-
ception of" the Union called for most careful handling.· While 
the Parliament had been justified in trying to prevent this de-
frauding of the reyenue by English merchants,· the Queen had mag-
nanimously chosen "to drop an Act so abundantly nee~ful, and see 
her Revenue.expostd,to the intollerable Ravages of this-Raparee-. 
Trade ••• than so much as tread upon the Edges of the Treaty." 
(Ill) He made the most of the,abandonment of this Bill as an, 
example of "the great concern"which England had for her northern 
neighbour and he told Harley that in countering the earlier Scott-
ish protests that Parliament was breaking the Union he thought 
109. Ibid. ~NO. 4,4) p. 173. 
110. Ibid, No. 54) pp. 215-216. 
111. Ibid. No. ,44) p. 174. 
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that he was rendering more service than at any time since he 
had entered Scotland. He also warned his patron that to counter. 
act the "surly, haughty, vain humour of the poorest and meanest 
people" he should send, customs and excise officers who would use 
all possible civility towards the Scots, men who would "wink, 
abate, and bear with circumstances." (112) 
The same accommodating attitude towards Scottish suscepti-
bilities,was in evidence in his observations on the fifth article 
of the Union treaty which included Scottish shipping in the 
English Navigation Acts. Al though the Scots had partly managed 
to evade the restrictions on trade with the American colonies, 
they were fully aware of the wider opportunities which this 
article gave them and tried to secure these for the maximum 
number of ships. But most Scottish ships had been built in 
Holland and a large proportion had Dutch owners in whole or in 
part. (113) Therefore, this article originally insisted that 
only ships wholly owned by Scotsmen at the signing of the treaty 
should be accepted. Defoe pointed out that this was more than 
was allowed to Englishmen and that, in the long run, the Scots 
stood to gain from the strict maintenance of the Navigation Acts. 
, On the other hand, he agreed that,it would be hard if a ship with 
only one or two small Dutch owners should be excluded, particu-
larly as Scotland's foreign trade could not have been carried 
on before 1707 without such Dutch partnership. Ther e for e, he-
approved the suggestion that a reasonable time should be given 
to the Scots to buy out their Dutch partners or to sell their 
112. 
113. 
HeM.C. (Portland) IV, p. 408. 
T.B. Smout, Scottish Trade on the Eye of Union, pp. 47-54;, 
R.H. Campbell, Scotland since 1707 (Oxford 1965) pp. 39-40. 
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own interest in a vessel, which was the solution finally. adopted. 
(114)' He strongly resisted~ however, the proposal' that ships 
which were.partly owned by Scotsmen should be accepted as .. 
Scottish, ships •. "If a Scots Merchant owns 3/8 of a Ship, and 
a Dutchman 5/8 she cannot be accounted in Reason, anything but 
a Dutch Ship, especially when her Bottom is Dutch too, • • • the 
Scotsman is a part Owner of the Dutchman t S Ship." By thi s pro-
posal, it· was even' possible for. an Englishman, in the name of 
scotsmen, . to ,buy ships in Holland which" would become British 
ships when the Act of Union was ratified, "to the general Ru1ne 
of the Shipping, in the whole Island." He claimed that in the 
third Dutch War, some Englishmen took advantage of the provision 
that Dutch prizes were recognized, as English ships to buy Dutch 
ships, "caused' sham Privateers to take .them, and for several 
years; some hundreds of them were. Imployed in their Coal' Trade, 
to' the Ruine of the Town of IpsWick, where all the large Coal 
Ships used to be built - which Loss that Town never recover'd." 
(115) ; < ' 
. As early as May 1706, Defoe was .arguing tha t a union mus t 
be based,on .justfce, especially.in taxation.' Whereas the land 
tax in England was unequal.ly assessed, the Scots were "rigorous 
and exact ll in collecting their taxes. In England, the amount 
raised from the tenant was subject to such heavy charges that 
9d. or even 12d. per £ could be deducted, but the yield in Scot-
land was'''clear of all Losses". Scottish rents were. usually 
paid in kind, .English in money, so that English land was more 
114. 
115. 
T.C. Smout, Ope cit.,'p. 56._~ ~'" 
Qbseryations on the Fifth Article of 
(1707) pp. 1-4. 
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valuable and could pay a higher rate of tax. Therefore, to 
levy the English rate in Scotland after the Union would be "the 
greatest Piece of Injustice and Inequality in the World ••• and 
perfectly ruine that Nation." The Scottish eight months cess 
was the nearest equivalent to the English four shillings land 
tax, although it was the highest rate ever levied in Scotland 
and the Scots were so impoverished that they were less able to 
bear it than they were. Again, the English were "a rich Nation 
but greatly in Debt", the Scots poor but relatively free from 
debt so that they could not reasonably be asked to help to pay 
the English debts. Equal taxation was "absolutely necessary 
to Trade" and to complete the Union, but England had imposed 
some taxes to service her debts which were inapplicable in Scot-
land, and which would "render the Union odious and uneasie to 
them." The taxes on malt and salt were in this category and 
were quite unsuitable for Scotland because the rates were ex-
orbitant, being charged by bulk and not by value. . Because of 
the different values of these commodities in the two countries, 
equal duties would be to tax the Scots three times as heavily 
as the English. The salt tax was particularly burdensome on 
the poor, who lived "very mucp- on Salt Meats" in Scotland and 
were quite unable to pay this particular impost. Finally, Scots 
ale or twopenny ale, was only small beer and should be taxed as 
such. (116) Defoe's letters to Harley from Edinburgh show 
tha t he was. consul ted during the Cornmi ttee stage of the Bill in 
the Scottish Parliament and he tried to ensure that there Was 
no substantial alteration to the articles which would cause the 
116. An Essay at removing National Prejudices ••• Part II, 
pp. 11-29. 
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treaty to be renegotiated. He told the M.Ps that "all their 
amendments or regulations might be brought into an Act explana-
tory of the articles and founded upon them, and while these ex-
planations consisted with equality, proportions and reasonable 
constructions they might expect the Parliament of England would 
hear reason", whereas direct alterations might endanger the 
treaty. He·' persuaded them that a bounty on the export of peas 
and beans was,unnecessary because there was a ready market 'for 
them in England,but he accepted.their case for a drawback on 
the export of oatmeal of 2s •• 6d. per quarter, for.the.usual 
orthodox reasons: "They drive a great trade to Norway for deal 
and timber and'they purchase them and sometimes bring silver to 
boot with their oatmeal." The Irish, however, undersold: the·· .. 
Scots there sOrthat a bounty wouldlncrease the Scottish'sales 
and might help the English trade balance as she traded to Norway 
"wholly for ready money." Defoe proposed that the drawback 
should be allowed when the price did not exceed l2s. per qua~ter, 
but the committee accepted paterson's figure of l3s •• 4d.~'which 
they subsequently amended to15s~ ,'~' Reporting that drawbacks on· 
salt and pork would be the next demands~ he added, "I think it 
\ 
every man fS business that wishes well to this work to' allay ,the 
spirits of this agitated people, at the "expense of everything 
that can be easily parted With," although he acknowledged that 
the concessions would reduce the amount of the equivalent~ (117) 
In his correspondence with Harley, he seems to have thought 
that the loud Scottish complaints that they could not bear Some 
, c~. 
of the English taxes.exaggerated, although he had accepted their 
117. H.M.C. (Portland) IV, pp. 355-356. 
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case in his published propaganda •. ',Thus he cons idered tha t 
the decision of the Scottish Farliarr.ent that Scotland should 
be exempt from the malt tax throughout the War was "the worst 
of anything" that they had done and u a breach of the equality 
which is the foundation of the Union." The only" argumen t which 
had any,substance in his view was.theinferior quality of the 
Scottish malt but he countered this~by the query why the Scots 
should ask for an,equal bounty on exportation and by the state-
ment that the English malt used in distilling was. worse than 
the Scottish and yet paid the full rate of duty. (118)' In re-
sisting a higher drawback than 'the English 8s.4d.·· on a ,barrel 
of white herring, which he said was Is.8d. more than the price 
of the salt used in curing the.fish, he arguedthat,if this we~e 
raised to 10s.,·which would apply in both countries; there was a 
strong possibility that English:fishing would increase to such a 
degree that she might supplant the Scots in the export of fish 
to the S trai ts~ (119) He also suggested that. the Committee, 
should investigate whether.the salt tax would really be insupport-
able and he claimed that it,was found that the average'amount of 
salt consumed by the people was less. than one-quarter of what the~ 
had imagined. (120) . Although he granted,that therewasosub-
stance in their demand for a bounty on the export of pork, be-
cause of the large and increasing trade from Aberdeen, merely to 
Italy, Leghorn and Genoa, whichhad.been estimated at 1000 barrell 
in the past year and was "a great article of the consumption.of 
corn", he thought that it was ridiculous to couple this with a 
118. ~, p. 365, 7 December 1706. 
119. lQiQ, p. 366, 7 December 1706. 
120. ~, p. 371, 19 December 1706. 
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bounty> on beef, 'for Scotland did not export ten barrels of 
beef a year. (121) " 
Defoe's"complete rejection of a federal solution Was largely I 
on economic grounds, in accord with the above insistence on 
common duties and ultimately equal taxation. In his second 
essay he had expressed the fear that tllf Scotland by a partial 
Union shall answer her End, grow Rich, 'Opulent and 'Formidable, 
and when She"is so, be empower'd to break with us, and go off, 
they are' the, Ga iner s by us, and we -no Gainers by, them. It" On " 
the other hand,nothing could "compleat the Wealth, strength- ", , 
and Pr6i~erity of both Kingdoms like a Firm, Entire; Compleat, 
and Indissolvible Union. tt (122), In his next essay, he compared 
the:union to a body receiving food which would nourish all· its 
parts: "If our Union be Partial, Federal, Periodical--or indeed 
NationaJ,Jas most of those schemes hay~ been~ ,then· the defects 
may be so also: One part may. thrive, and another,decay; ••• 
But if- the Union be an~Incorporation; a Unionaccordlng to the 
very extent of the Letter, it must then bea Union to the very 
Soul of the Nation, all its Constitution, Customs, Trade and 
Manners must be blended together, digested'and concocted, for 
the mutual united, undistingulsh't, good, growth and health of 
the one ,whole united Body~1I (123)- Moreover,' he did not believe 
that a federal union was practicable. Writing in the'guise'of 
a Scotsman, he asked "Would' we keep-up a Parliament here, with .. 
a supream and Ultimate power, and be one in everything,else? 
HoW inconsistent are two-Supream Judicatures in one State? and 
121 lQid p. 372, 21. December 1706.. . -
122: i; i~s~y at remoyln~ National Prejudices, Part II, pp. 8,32~ 
123. Ipid, Part Ill, p. 7. 
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how many troublesome Consequences must attend such a Model of' 
Government? •• ~ must we have then a Parliament, above both our 
Parliaments? ' Sure every Reasonable Man \~ill allow the Method 
proposed in the Treaty, much preferable, and more practicable. tI 
(124) Therefore he dismis sed all'~ talk of, a federal union as 
a delaying tactic by. the opponents of the TreatY,sinceit had 
been so often denied in the past and had just been rejected by 
the English commissioners. ,If it were granted, it would never 
furnish any tI sure ground of Peace'" since either kingdom would 
be able to break it. Nor would it differ much from the'situa-
tion during recent years "when an English influence would still 
prevail. It : Whereas, after a, full' union, "the Advan tages of' the 
whole Island must reach to every part, and the-Oppression or>' 
Hurt of any member or part," must affect and disturb" the whole 
Body: which may, serve as a short Answer to~ that,so' frequent 
Objection, of its being in the Power of a British Parliament to 
Alter and Undo.what may be agreed to in the.Union, and'bear a: 
heavy Hand on this North.Part of Britain"which can never be ex-
pected, ' t:Ll~ it consis t of Mad Men" and ,FoolS." (125) 
~ >, " " 
Although the Tory government after 1710 were,so soon to 
prove that his confidence was unfounded, this was Defoe's sincere 
conviction in 1707. In issue after issue of the 'Review', he 
reiterated this theme that the Union w~~ tithe most indissoluble 
~,'- .. 
Compact noW made upon Earth", superior to all previous treaties, 
"1. In its being. out of the Power of. either Party to intrench 
upon or infringe it. 2 ... In i tsbeing ,so equally the Interest 
124. ~he Adyanta~es or SCQtland-by an lncQl~orate Union, p. 21. 
125., A:seasoo§ble W§rnlng ••• p. 12. 
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of either Party to maintain and support it." (126) It Was as 
inviolable as Magna Carta. (127): In part this derived from 
the prevalent belief in ~ndamental law, (128) so that he looked 
< 
.~ -~~" 
on the Act of Union as a kind of written constitution which was 
, ' 
the test of all subsequent legislation, but-without any provision 
for judicial review or interpretation by a' supreme court. liThe 
• • ~ , k 
Union Will be the Test of all the Transactions of this Nation; 
if a Law be propos'd in Parliament; it will requi~e no other 
Argument to crush and suppress it in the very Beginning, than 
to say it is against the Union; ••• and if it should pass into 
an Act, the Union shall be pleaded in Bar of its Authority, as 
a thing no Law can be go~d, against, because it is in it self 
superior to that very Power,'that'now ~ust make our taws;:" •• ~ 
like the stone in the Gospel, whosoever falls upon it, shall be 
broken to pieces, but on whomsoever it shall fall, it shall grind 
them to Powder. II (129) It was also based on his dictum that 
~ > "' 
the original power of the freeholders was superior to the parlia-
ments which they elected. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
, :. . 
" ••• no Fower on Earth can dissolve the UNION -
The Original Rights of the Collective Body of the 
People, when all constituted Power is Legally Diss-
olved, must and. does remain; and they may when , 
assembled dissolve the Constitution in being, and' 
erect a neW one - But even thiscollective.Body 
must noW Assemble as one, and must agree to divide 
again into two Kingdoms or more, ••• 
I allow the Parliament is a Magnipotent Power, but 
I must not allow them Omnipotent; no, not in every 
thing relating to Civil Government; I mean the 
Eeyie$, Vol. IV (No. 67) p. 266. 
An Essay at Remoyin~ National Prejudice~ •• A Eart III, p. l~ 
M.A. Thomson, A Constitutional Hi~tory of En~and 1642 to 
1801 (1938) pp. 251, 259-260. See my M.A. Thesis,~ 
Eolitica~Ideas of Daniel Defoe, pp. 160-162. 
Eeview, Vol. IV,' (No. 67) pp. _ 266-267. 
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Parliament of Britain which now is - Which Parlia-
ment I say has not all the Power which the Parlia-
ment of England or Scotland, separately consider'd 
had before; and the Limitation of their Power con-
sists in· this very· thing; tha t they being a Power, 
form'd and Establish'd by stipulation, of two differ-
ent Parliaments, as they are subsequent to the PovJer' 
of those Parliaments, so they are inferiour to them: 
Since every Power which is",deriv'd from another,must 
be inferiour to the Power from which it is deriv'd." (130) 
If"th~ Breath of a House of Commons" in this new derived Parlia-
. 
ment of Great Britain could dissolve this compact, the Scots 
would have surrendered their sovereignty and independence for 
,. 
nothing "and have brought forth an Off-spring which like the 
Pelican should eat out the Vitals of its Mother." Were the 
Union not unalterable, it was u a mysterious Juggle" in which 
, 
neither nation could be safe. (131) It Was only in the light 
of this constitutional doctrine that the Union could be accept-
able to Scotland, the weaker nation both numerically and econom-
~ . i '" , ' 
ically. Otherwise the Union Was precarious and it was "a suffi-
cient Ground for Scotland to say, they ought not ~otrust to it, 
i: -
and that they resign their Independency for an old Song, that 
they part with their Sovereignty without an Equivalent ••• it 
makes the Parliament of Britain Illegitimate, and Usurpers of a 
Power they have no Right to, it makes the UNION a Cheat, the 
QUEEN a Deceiver, and both the Nations distracted." If the 
• -!j> 
Union were not as unalterable as anything in human nature could 
be its architects, in erecting "this beautiful Structure", had 
, . . .:'. "'.,. . ..... . 
mocked themselves "wi th a painte~ piec~ of Pageantry, that seem-
ingly to Uni te and Confirm us ,in Amity and Affection, will leave 
us tenfold more the Children of Contention than we were before." 
(13 2) 
130. 
131. 
132. 
In further support of his case, he seized on the fact 
Ibid, Vol. IV, (No. 69) pp. -275-276. 
Ibid, Vol. V, (No. 118) pp. 471-472. 
Ibid, (No. 72) p. 288. 
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that certain articles, such as the 17th. 18th. and 19th. were 
expressly stated to be alterable by the Parliament of Great 
Britain. Where this proviso did not appear it could thus be 
assumed that the rest were unalterable, apart from the fact 
that the security of the two churches Was guaranteed, "Without 
any alterations for ever." (133) 
Defoe, however, recognized that these legal restrictions 
which he considered so binding on future parliaments might be 
set aside, but while force might violate, it could not dissolve 
the constitution, "Force may de Facto invade, but cannot de 
Jure de stroy." (134) Although he argued against the Scottish 
contention that the Union was broken in 1713, mainly to do what 
he could to uphold the treaty but also to excuse the intolerant 
actions of the Tory government which he still felt obliged to 
support, it is obvious that he was very uneasy at the trend of 
events. In 1708 he had joined issue with Leslie's "Rehearsal" 
on that High Tory's attempt to link the.Scottish Episcopalians 
with the Church of England. Defoe vigorously maintained that 
many of their ministers were Jacobites who did not take the oaths 
to Queen Anne and that their use of the Anglican liturgy was a 
recent innovation, largely since 1706. He denied Leslie's 
charge that the Eipiscopalians were subject to persecution in 
Scotland by citing the 150 Episcopalian ministers in peaceful 
possession of parish churches despite the existingPresbyierian 
church settlement, in marked contrast to the sufferings of the 
133. ~, Vol. VIII, (No. 151) p.607. 
134. ~, Vol. IV, .~No. 51) p. 203. 
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Cameronians under Charles II. (135) From the ,beginning he 
approved of the Scottish measures against the Episcopalian 
minister, Greenshields, and was as'disturbed,as Scotsmen at 
the reversal of the judgement of"their courts ,when Greenshields 
appealed to the House of Lords, by the Yule ,Vacan.ce ,Act' and by 
the Act which.restored lay'patronage to Scottish parishes. (136) 
He also condemned the decision to impose,the:malt~tax on Scot-
land in 1713. ., It would lie "very heavy upon Scotland" where 
the. people were poorer and it was unfair to .levy the same tax 
on malt of inferior quality and a much lower price. He.recalled 
that.he,was present at the Committee discussions'in the Scottish 
Parliament and that while'they.regarded their seven-year exemp-
tion from the.salt tax as temporary, the Scots believed that the 
similar exemption from the malt tax would become permanent be-
cause it was not expected that this tax would continue in England 
after the war. He tried to make the decision more acceptable 
to Scottish opinion by arguing'that it would,not be a long bur-
den and Was only'necessary,because. the heavy wartime expenditure 
did not cease immediately the:warendedand that it took time 
for the nation to emerge "clear of the Tail of the War." (137) 
On the other hand, although the;tax'was-unfair .to Scotl~nd, it 
did not contravene the Union treaty:""I cannot see,with all 
the Eyes I havei.~. that there is the least Ground.in all this, 
135. 
136. 
137. 
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to say. or sugges t that.· the. Union is broken." (138) In 1709 he 
had adopted the same attitude towards the alterations in the 
Scottish law of .treasonfollowing the abortive Jacobite'invasion 
attempt· of the previous year. ,While he maintained that he 
would be "the last man inEngland"who would "speak, write, or 
so much as 'think for, or in Defence of the least Encroachment 
to be made upon Scotland, in any thing, n and in spite of the fact 
that he had recognized that ,the Union~Treaty had preserved 
Scotland's judicial. independence~ he claimed that it had given 
the united Parliament the power to'alter the laws of public 
jus tice. In the 'face of the angry Scottish protests, he insistec 
that it was entirely constitutional to make the law of treason 
the same in both countries and that Scotland gained by the altera-
tions. (139)" : 
. Defoe was most disappointed by the English failure, after 
the Union, to provide,the capital and technical assistance to 
develop Scotland's economy, for this had been one of the main 
props of his propaganda ~campaign for the treaty~ . Indeed, it 
was an .obligation on the wealthier partner to give this help •.. 
When 'the terms of the'treaty, wi th the few Scottish amendments, 
had been finally approved 'by the English Parliament, he wrote 
in the 'Review', "Scotland, GOl) be praised, is become 'a Part of 
our selves, and 'tiS a Rent-Charge upon us to contrive Work, 
Employment and settlement for their Poor, 'as well as our own ••• 
And let no Man grudge at my frequently putting you in Mind, that 
the Employing and Improving of Scotland is our Concern, since 
~ 
138. Eeview, Vol. VI, (No. 20) pp. 77-80; : Vol. III, (No. 149) p. 594. G.M. Trevelyan, En~lang Unger Queen Anne, 
Vol. II, pp.392-394. 
lInion and No nnion ... (1713) p. 17. 139. 
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they are now inseparable from you in Interest, and their 
Improvements are our Improvements." He told his readers that 
he intended to treat "the general Affair of Trade in both 
Kingdoms" as it really was that of one united nation and that 
he had changed the title of the paper to the 'Review of the 
British Nation' even before the treaty came into operation. 
He hoped to make the title and the subject matter frequently 
correspond. (140) "The Two Nations", he reaffirmed, "have 
now but one Politick Heart, thro' which the Blood of the whole 
united Body circulates; and wherever the Wealth of either 
Nation, which is the Blood of the Body Politick, is lessen'd, 
the whole feels the Loss. 1t (141) In 1706 he had informed the 
Scots that if they needed capital "to Grasp that Sea of Wealth", 
the Indies at their door, "your Fish and their Stocks" would 
unite to promote this great undertaking. (142) Announcing 
tha t such a fishery might equal, "if,' not, exceed· tha t of the 
Dutch upon our Coast", he added "And so much Money is already 
design'd and laid aside in England for that purpose, ••• as 
will circulat in a short time to the benefits of~the whole 
Nation, Imploy so many Hands, as none may be Idle among us~", (143) 
Again, England would help the Scots to swim in those "Oceans of 
Wealth" the linen industry, the fishing and the plantation trade, 
and their vvealth would "circulate thro' our Hands." (144) 
By 1708, however, he was already beginning to show his _ 
disappointment at the slow response to his promptings., Protest-
140. lb..1.Q., Vol. IV, (No. 12) p •. 48~ 
141. .Ib..i.Q., (No. 13) p. 51. 
142. An Essay at remoyinr National Prejudices, Part III, p. 8. 
143. A Se?sonable Warning ••• p.9 •. · 
144. A Fourth Essay ••• p. 24. ""., 
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ing that he'had never.been "very full of,the Fishery", he de-
plored a "wicked Principle, too much spreading among us, and 
propagating every Day, ,(viz.) That we must not make the Scots 
too rich." There Was a'danger that "this Splenetick Blood" 
might reach such a height that Englishmen would'forego the 
opportunity of profit "because the Scots must be Gainers With 
us." (145) Three year s la ter, he admi tted, "Vie have talked 
much of Improving Scotland by the Union, and the great Encrease 
of their,Fisheryby the help of our Merchants applying,themselves 
to it -What little has been done that Way, I could tell~you, 
and perhaps' if it was not so little, that.'tis almost a shame 
to tell of it, I might." Since theUnionthe.Scotshad lost 
almost £40,000 a year'by'the prohibition of fishery exports to 
France, and England had never bought so much as a quarter of this 
sum, "and the poor Fishermen in Scotland", might "blow' their 
Fingers instead of curing of Fish." (146) A further reason 
why he. denounced the attempt of the English High, Churchmen to 
represent the Presbyterian Church as intolerant persecutors of 
the episcopal clergy was that it produced a reaction in Scotland 
tha t migh t frighten away English capi tal: : '. "How shall it be ex-
pected, that English Merchants should embark their Stocks, in 
Fisherys, or plant their Families in Scotland? How should~. 
they undertake Manufactures or . Improvements, "in order to employ 
the people and cultivate the Lands~ while in Scotland they are 
represe~ted as a People, designing to invade their Church,fi11'd 
with implacable Aversion to their Disciplin." (147) During 
the controversy about the malt tax he refused to accept the view 
. 145. 
146. 
147. 
EeyieW, Vol. IV, (No. 159) pp. 634-635 • 
~, Vol. VII, (No. 145) pp. 578-579. 
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that it would ruin Scotland and contended that if the necessary 
clauses were added to another Bill, "to enable the Scots to 
raise the Price of their Ale, without paying any.more Excise, 
and some other Equivalents given to Scotland, which might set 
the Wheels of. Trade to Work.there, that Money might circulate 
among them, and the Poor be made able to pay a raised Price for 
any thing.that should be Tax'd: This Tax would be the less in-
sUpportable by far ••• for England, would they set heartily 
about it, are many ways able to make Scotland flourish, and grow 
rich, if they will but assist them, as they may and ought to do." 
(148) He had not given up hopes of the fishery which, in a 
comparison often made at this date, could be richer than the 
mines of Potosi were to the Spaniards. "A Capital Stock from 
England", he insisted, could not fail to reap a profit in the 
Scottish fishery because, as was generally believed, the Scots 
could cure the herrings as early as the Dutch and be at market 
sooner. Nothing in trade could be desired more, for this Was 
now one of his maxims, "That the Union being now past, the Pov-} 
erty or Wealth of Scotland, is the Poverty or Wealth of England. 
The Interests, like the Sovereignty, are inseparable; and the 
Union of Interests, like the Union of-the Nations, indissolvible.": 
How easy it was for England, if she made a-determined effort, 
to give Scotland compensation for the new imposi tion, . "and en-
able them to pay, not these only, but any future Taxes." (149) 
More than a decade later he was still lamenting England's failure 
to fulfil the expectations aroused at the time of the Union, . 
"Such as erecting manufactures there under English direction, .. 
. 
148. Review, Vol. IX, (No. 101) p. 203. 
149. ~, (No. 102) pp. 206, 205. 
, 
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embarking stocks from England to carry on trade, employing 
hands to cut down their northern woods, and make navigations 
to bring the fir-timber and deals to England, ••• encouraging 
their fishery, and abundance of fine things more which were 
much talk'd of I say,' but little done.'! (150) 
Defoe's genuine desire to see Scotland prosperous appeared 
in two schemes of improvement which he put forward. He sugg-
ested that it would ,be easy to join the Forth and the Clyde by 
a canal,for the Languedoc canal hadbeen.five times as long and 
500 times more difficult. As usual, he expected too much from 
this project, that ports from Liverpool northward would trade 
with London by such a canal and that Glasgow would be able to 
send·her tobacco and sugar more directly. to Holland, Hamburg 
and the Baltic, so that in a few years she would double'her 
trade and send as many as a hundred ships. He was more real-
istic, however"in his statement that the scheme would have to ' 
wait "till posterity, 'by the rising greatness of their commerce, 
shall not only feel the want'of it,'but find themselvesable'._ 
for the performance." (151) . His main attempt at pump-priming 
was in the plan which he; put forward to Harley for a'navalbase 
in the natural deep waters of the upper reaches of the,Forth 
above Queensferry, which would.be the winter station for a,squad-
ron of about fourteen fourth and fifth rates. The current peti-
tion of the city of Edinburgh for approval for an expendituref~f 
£40,000 to £50,000 on a wet dock ,and enlarging the harbour of 
Leith was less advantageous, for the harbour was shallow, narrow 
and exposed to enemy attack. Therefore, this "pickpocket pro-
150. A To~, II, p. 281. 
151. In1d, pp. 332-333, 335. 
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posa11t would only benefit Edinburgh, not the nation as a whole. 
The six advantages which Defoe expected to follow from his scheme 
were all economic:- the circulation of the capital outlay in 
Scotland; the employment of the various craftsmen required by 
the building, repairing and fitting out of ships; the breeding 
of seamen; "increase of shipping and trade for importing the 
naval stores ••• and increase of business for goods to export; . 
consumption of provisions, increase of wages to the poor, in-
crease of labour and by consequence detaining the people at home, 
and by all these improving the land;" and the protection of 
Scottish trade during a war. This naval venture would serve. 
to encourage the Scots toembark.on the building and repairing 
of ships for which Scotland had certain advantages such as its 
supp1ies c of timber.and its closer proximity to the sources of 
supply of naval stores.compared With Holland. Hecrit1cized 
the Commissioners of the Customs in Scotland for allowing an 
English builder, who secured the contract for. three small frig-
ates for trade protection, to build them at NeWcastle, "whereas, 
by a workman I carried down there who has since built them sev-
eral smaller,boats, it has appeared it may even under the present 
discouragement and scarcity of materials be very well performed 
in Scotland." To pay for the imports of naval stores, Scotland 
would no doubt expand her herring fishery, Which otherwise, he 
told Harley, ttl confess I never promised much from." .He prob-
ably had private reservations, but.in his public propaganda for' 
the treaty he had never failed to stress the expansion in the 
Scottish fishery which English capital would set on foot. (152) 
152. H,M, C. (For tla,nd) IV, pp •. 585-590~ 
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Defoe had always·been conscious of the drain of Scottish 
money southwards since the union of the crowns.. Thus he had 
criticized James I for injuring his native country,l'by removing 
her Court and Gentry, by,losing the Concourse of Strangers, Resi-
dence of Ambassadors, and consequently the Expence of Money, and 
the Helps, to Trade from her Capital City." His,partial unton 
had made Scotland a province rather than a kingdom,' but without 
"the proper Advan tages" of an English province. (153) '. Al though 
the transfer of the Scottish M.Ps. to London would intensify 
this loss, he contended that the expansion of trade would more 
than compensate for the disappearance of· the Edinburgh Parlia-
mente Scotland would gain tenfold "in' the concourse of Stran-
gers" as hundreds of families in England were looking north for 
opportunities in Scottish trade so that Edinburgh'and Leith 
would soon be one city. (154) Its inhabitants had more reason 
to Wish for a union than to oppose it; "For what is it they can 
lose thereby but a few Parliament Men once· a Year, and may be not 
in SEVEN, to'Live in it? Whereas a Union may bring such Trade 
and Traffick about it, with such'F1eets of Sh1ps into the Firth, 
as may be of more Advantage to it, thana HUNDRED Parliaments." 
(155) But by July 1709, he.was already.aware that the Union, 
had not provided that immediate stimulus to Scottish trade and 
1ndustry which he had been proclaiming. " Whereas 1 t had been 
"a mighty Cry" in England that the Scots would ruin England's 
manufactures by their cheaper labour, the latter had more reason 
to complain that the Union had opened "the Sluices of Trade, and 
let in an English Deluge of Manufactures upon them." (156) It 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
An Essay at removin~ National Prejudlc~ ••• Part I, p. 5. 
.Ill1,g, Part III, pp. 34-35. In the ·Reyiew,: Vol.,· III· (No." l62~ 
p. 646, he estimated the future expense of the nobility and' 
gentry in London at £50,000 a year. 
A Seesonable Warnin~ ••• p. 10. 
Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 47) p. 184. 
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was the finer fabrics that were chiefly affected, such as 
those made by the Newmills Company at Haddington.. Defoe as-: 
cribed the previous success to the use of English workmen and 
English wool and admitted that they made "very good cloth, .well-
mix'd, and good colours", but after the Union they could not 
compete with the .clothiers of Worcester, Gloucester and Wiltshire. 
(157) The coarser cloth, such as the "ordinary kind of stuff 
for poor peoples wearing" at Musselburgh and the well-finished 
Stirling serges or shalloons, continued to flourish, but in gen-
eral, the industry, which had been damaged by the Scottish Act 
of 1704 allowing the export ,of wool, could not.withstandthe 
well-established English manufacture. (158) He criticized the 
Scots for sending their wool to France before the Union, and to 
England afterwards, instead of at least spinning it into yarn. 
(159) 
He naturally seized on the greater prosperity of Dumfries, 
Which more than compensated for the decline of its woollen manu-
facture, of the coal port of Irwin, despite its bar, and, above 
all, of Glasgow as examples of the gains Which '.the Union should 
have brought to many more Scottish towns. Glasgow was the only 
city in Scotland that was expanding in both home and foreign 
trade and now sent nearly fifty ships a year' to the American .' 
colonies. A plasgow herring was reckoned as. good as a Dutch 
herring, which in England they could not "come up to"; and, 
there were "one or two very handsome sugar-baking houses; a 
large distiilery for rum, or Glasgow brandy; and manufactures 
157. A Tour, II, p. 291; W.R. Scott, OPe ctt., III, pp. 138-
158. 
158. ~,pp. 296, 346. 
159. ~,p. 351. 
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of plaiding, linen and striped mus11n, "much used for aprons 
bY"ladies," and exported'in large quantities to' the plantations 
and to England where they were also used as head-cloths."by. 
the English women of" a meaner sort.". (160) Not all west coast 
ports, however, had prospered, so. that Ayr was no longer the 
fifth town in Scotland, while Kirkudbright was "a port Without 
trade, a fishery wi thout nets, tt despi te its f.ine harbour, be-
cause its lack of capital made the people indolent. Character-
lstically, he,added, "were two or three brisk merchants to 
settle at Kirkubry, who had stocks to furnish out ships and 
boats for these things, they would soon find the people as in-
dustrious, and as laborious .as in other places, or, ••• they 
would soon make them so.", Although he paid tribute to'the 
people of Galloway as the most religious in Scotland, he thought 
that "they might.at the same time be industrious, and apply' 
" themselves to trade, but the local gentry failed to give a lead 
because they scorned trade, despite their failure to make their 
estates profitable. (161) 
Defoe showed his disappointment.thatthe equivalent had so 
far failed to promote Scottish manufactures and suggested that 
too much of this money had been diverted to other purposes, but 
this passing reference indicates that.he looked.elsewhere for-
the chief cause of Scotland's continued economic backwardness..' 
(162) Indeed, his explanation of the decline of the east coast 
ports reveals his conviction that the money which was gained by' 
Scotland's trade surplus with England did not return to stimulate 
160. 
161. 
162. 
~, pp. 315, 330, 335-338. 
Ibid, pp. 329, 323-325. 
~, pp. 351-352. 
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her stagnant economy. Previously these towns had flourished, 
"their Court was magnificent, their nobility built fine houses 
and palaces which were richly furnish'd, and nobly furnish'd 
within and without ' ••• whereas, now their Court is gone, their 
nobility and gentry spend their time, and consequently their 
estates in England; the Union opens the door to all English 
manufactures, and suppresses their own, prohibits their wool 
going abroad, and yet scarcely takes it off at home; if the 
cattle goes to England, the money is spent there too. It The 
quantities of Scotland's imports were so small that all of them 
together did-not balance her exports of lead, coal and salt. 
What, he enquired, "would not such an annual wealth in specie 
do for Scotland in a year, if there was not a gulph, into which 
it all runs as into a sink?" He agreed that the end of border 
warfare, the beginning of improved farming methods, England's 
sole responsibility for the burden of defence at home and over-
seas'and Scotland's growing trade with the plantations provided 
a sound basis for future prosperity and in the long run Scotland 
would gain. (163) But the pace of advance would be greatly 
speeded up if the nobility, like true patriots, "should then 
put their helping hand to the rising advantages of their own 
country, and spend some of the large, sums they get in England 
in applying to the improvement of their country, erecting manu-
factures, employing the poor, and propagating the trade at home.' 
Ihld, pp. 371-376. Defoe instanced the annual cost of 
the navy at £1,300,000, Reyiew, Vol. III (No. 162) p. 646-
A Foprth Essay, p. 40. In various pamphlets of 1706 he ' 
emphasized the importance of the English diplomatic and 
consular services, "we shall have the same Respect and 
Privilege in all the,Ports abroad with the English Nation 
as well as the Protection of their Ships of War, Ambassa-' 
dors, Residen ts and, Consels abroad." A I.etter from Mra 
Eeason ••• p. 8; Cf. CQnsiderati~ns in RelatiQn tQ Traq~ • 
p. 24, It ••• in the present case VIe are disregarded in all 
nlaces to which we Trade as Interlo ers." 
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A start could be made by following the example of the Irish 
in spinning'woollen and worsted yarn for the English manufactur-
ers. Observing that~Scotland was· not "bled whi tet! by the. im-
position of heavy'taxes.which drained money away to London, 
T.C. Smout reaches the same ,conclusion as Defoe, that the bigg-
est loss was caused "by,the heavy. expenditure· of rents raised 
in Scotland by noblemen and lairds travelling·and living in 
England." (164) 
Before the Union was more than a year old, Defoe had re-
corded his disquiet that the Scots had not made a bigger initial 
effort. Acknowledging that he had always been Ita Foreteller of 
Good from the Union," he insisted that he had "never told Brit-
ain, on either hand, North or South, that the Union would do you 
good whether you would or no." (165) The following year, he 
told the Scots that'itwas a justified reproach that they did 
not initiate enough improvements,a1thoughEng1and was not pro-
vidingthe assistance which they had legitimately expected. 
He reminded them of the neW facilities which the Union gave for 
, . 
economic progress, "Such as an open Door to Foreign Trade to 
.. 
all the English Colonies - An open Market to ,England for the 
Sale of every Branch of your Produce," coup~ed with a freer 
movement of people to spread knowledge of new methods and "the 
first Help of Money" provided by the payment of the Equivalent. 
( 166) Yet only two days before, he had written that Scotland 
. , 
Was noW tithe grea t Field of Commercet! . and; the~' t~ere w~s "more 
Money now to be gotten in Scotland by Trade, than in any Part 
164. 
165. 
166. 
T.C. Smout, A History'of the Scottish People 1560-1830, 
pp. 243-244. 
Scotland in Dangef (1708) p. 3. 
Reyjew~ Vol. VI, No. 59) p. 236. 
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of the world - And this Without Projects, and Wild goose 
Attempts. tI (167) Defoe's optimism was never absent for long 
and· the difficul ties ~ in the path of economicexpans ion were 
Commonly underestimated •. The large profits which had accrued 
from some overseas trading ventures made men too ready to 
believe that it was only necessary to make a few basic improve-
ments, as, for example in communications, or.in ensuring sUpplie! 
of essential raw materials, or in protection ,of industry, for 
wealth to flow in from abroad. At the.time of the notorious 
Schism Bill of 1714, in a pamphlet ostensibly written by a moder-
ate Tory opponent of the measure, he envisaged what would happen 
to England if the Dissenters were driven abroad by this attack 
on their religion., Because of their skill and enterprise they 
Would be eagerly welcomed in all Protestant countries and would 
probably even receive an asylum 'in Catholic France. 
"But should this unhappy People go no further than 
to the North side of the Twede, and settle in Scot-
land, (where'by the inviolable Act of Union they 
will be at liberty to enjoy their Religion accord-
ing to their Consciences) this, tho' it Would be no 
detriment to Great-Britain in general, because ••• 
it is the same thing whether the Trade and Riches 
of it be lodg'd in the North or South parts, but yet 
England, poor England would be the sufferer; She· 
would soon be depeopled, and all her rich Vales turn'd 
into Boggs, her Farmers would be undone, her Rents 
sink to nothing; Edinborough would emulate London, 
the glorious Trading Navy which now Rides on the! 
Thames would be seen Riding in the Frith, and the 
Epithet of Poor would,be no longer applicable to 
the Scot but to the English-man. We are not to 
flatter our selves that the barren Soil of Scotland, 
and the inclement Northern Air will discourage them 
from settling there; ••• And I fear shoUld this 
Bill pass, Lands in Scotland will soon be worth 30 
years Purchase, while those in England will have 
d1fficulty to find a Purchaser at any Rate.tI (168) 
167. .Ih1i1, (No. 58) p. 232. 
168. A Letter to Mr. Steele, Occasion'd by his Letter ••• (1714)" 
pp. 31-34. 
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TwentY'years after:the Union~ however, he regretfully conceded, 
wi th particular reference to Scotland, that ItNations do not 
grow rich at once: Time, and a long Series of concurring Circum-
stances bring' it,to pass. 1t (169) 
Defoe was JUS tifiab1y proud of his; par t in promoting the 
Union'and; indeed, it.wou1d have been hard to find a better 
choice for the difficult task which Harley had assigned'to him. 
He acknowledged that he had'''a1ways Profest a more than Common 
. 
Regard to this Nation" and there seems 'no doubt'that he would 
have welcomed the opportunity to settle in Scotland after the 
Union. (170) . He tentatively br6ach~d this on January 2, 1707, 
but Godo1phin was're1uctant to propose him for the vacant posi-
tion of Secretary of the Customs: in' Scot1~nd in the face of the 
expected opposition,of William Lowndes, the able Secretary'to 
the Treasury, . wi thout the support of Harley. (171) Defoe, how-
ever, ,claimed that he had eventually been offered.a pos t as 
Commissioner of the Scottish Customs.but that he was persuaded 
, 
by Harley at the beginning of August 1707 to decline the appoint-
men t and remain "serviceable ". (172), Defoe's a1 terna ti ve sugg-
estion that he' should be put in charge of,· a. general survey of 
the Scottish customs, on the lines of Charles Davenant's Inspec-
tor-Generalship in England, proved equally fruitless for it is' 
probable that Harley found Defoe too useful to him in a dependent 
capacity to recommend him for any established post. (173)" 
169. Atlas Maritimus, p. 113. 
170. An ~§say at Removing National Prejudices ••• Part III, p. 3 
171. H.M,C, Portland, iv, p. 407. 
172. Ibid, p.' 432.? Four years later' he reminded Harley of this 
~ deCiSion, H.M .• C. Portland, v, p. 13. 
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Defoe's belief that he had given valuable service in Scotland 
led himo to make the. further proposal that he might be mos t useful 
to the Godolphin ministry by spending eight months in Scotland 
and three in London each year, with one month for travelling 
between the two capitals, but he was unable to regularize 'even 
his propaganda and'secret service activities in this way. (174) 
Despite his justifiable complaints that lesser men, such as one 
Rigby and one Isaacson, had been appointed to posts in the custom: 
service, he was not only left·:wi thout any reward for. his part in 
the Act of Union, but .. was often ·in desperate financial strai ts, 
particularly towards the end of his mission. (175) As he had 
not spared expense in obtaining intelligence, his employment 
had proved expensive, but his receipts from Harley were so irreg-
ular that he was compelled to tell his patron that he seemed to 
be completely forgotten. (176) Apart from financial worries 
and occasional danger, however, there seems little doubt that 
Defoe, as always, enjoyed his secret service role, of acting 
"the old part of Cardinal Richelieu", in his various explanations 
for his presence in Scotland, even to the extent of suggesting 
that he had fled from England because of his debts, of being 
"all to everyone" that he might gain some. (177) 
Although he sometimes found.them "proud, passionate, ·ignor-
ant and jealous", or even that "the rigid'and refractory clergy" 
were the worst enemies of the Union, his Presbyterian upbringing 
and religious convictions made him acceptable to the ministers 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
.Il.2.id, p. 458. 
~, pp. 418, 444-445, 453,458. 
~, pp. 373, 427. 
lhid, pp. 358, 385, 396. 
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and leaders of the Church, especially to the moderates such as 
the Rev. William Carstares. (178) His economic interests and 
experienc~ in,trade enabled him to influence the actual terms 
~ 
of the Treaty in the Committee stage of the discussions in the 
Scottish Parliament, although he claimed that William Paterson 
~ 
Was being given the credit.for these amendments~ (179) His 
, .:;;, 
unflagging energy in, the Union cause also contributed to the 
'" . " 
successful outcome, but his most signal service was obviously 
. . ' . 
as a reasonable, able and prolific pamphleteer. Dr. Smout has 
concluded that his "brilliant and,biting pent! (180) 'made him 
. , 
." ,. 
t!easily the ablest writer among the pamphleteers for lucidity 
wit and pUDch. 1I (181) Thus he dismissed the many addresses 
against the Union as tlmere Clamour, a Phosphorus, of artificial 
Fire It because they represen ted only a minor i ty: of the proper ty 
holders and therefore did not adequately reflect public opinion. 
( 182) It was by such arresting,phrases that he maintained the 
Union side of the propaganda struggle and he Was quite unrepen-
tant about the charge that he was prolix and repetitive. Dis-
tinguishing'three groups of people who cried out that the Union 
was broken as soon as it was made, he acknowledged that he aimed 
his arguments at "the ignorant, 'deluded'litt1e-understanding, 
nothing-thinking People ll who would be the gunpowder of any con-
f1agration. Although ,they scarcely knew whether the Union was 
"a Man or a, Horse," they'were convinced that it was tithe Ruin 
of their Country" so that it was pOintless to argue with them, 
". t ! :, . 
178. lbiQ, pp. 385, 417. 
179. l.b.1.Q., pp. 349, 357, .360"365,, 397.,; '" 
180. T.C. Smout, A Histor~ of the Scottish People, p. 243. 
181. T.C. Smout, Scottish Trade on the Eve of Union. 
182. Eeyiew,Vol.,III (No.~165) pp. 657-658. 
for it was Ittalking Gospel to a Kettle-Drum." Therefore, he 
protested, ., 
ItI value the instructing and informing one honest 
meaning ignorant Person more than the detecting 
and confronting a thousand Knaves, and 'tis for the 
sake of these 1 write; for their Sakes I dwell upon 
a Subject sometimes longer than'the Rules of Language 
alloW, for their Sakes I repeat and repeat, and quote 
my self over andover, and can with Ease bear the 
foolish Banters of the envious Critick and Reproacher o 
I had rather say the same thing over twenty times, , 
than once omit, what may this Way be useful. 
I am without Vanity, neither ignorant of the Rules 
of Writing, nor barren of Invention, that sometimes 
I repeat and quote what I have formerly said, which 
I know those, this Paper reaches, never saw; 'tis 
for their Sakes I bear the Reproach of the scurrilous, 
who upbraid me with printing in this Paper, what I had 
in other Pieces printed before; thousands see this, 
tha t never saW the other,' and wha t is it to them', tha t 
it has been said before; do not our Ministers preach 
the same Sermons to different Auditories?1t (18.3) , 
It was an honour to be employed in such a . taSk, 'even though there 
was a risk of losing some readers by the space which he gave to 
Scottish affairs in the 'Review'. ,The constant desire for nov-
elty, "the Age's Whore lt , made'some of them throw down their 
copies when they found that an issue Was again devoted to the 
Union, complaining that Defoe had "grown mighty dull of late.'" 
(184) When the Act finally received the royal assent, he looked 
back on his share in the whole transaction, how he had"sup~orted 
it in print, how he had seen it perfected in Scotland, in spite 
of "innumerable Opposi tions", and finally approved by both 
Houses in England so that as he heard the guns of Edinburgh 
Castle announcing the final ratification, he could not,resist 
repeating a childhood practice by fi tting the words "Union, Union' 
to the boom of the cannon. He claimed that he pleaded no merit 
18.3. lh1d, Vol. IV (No. 50) p. 199. 
184. .Ib.1.Q., Freface to Vol. V. ," 
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and that he did not exaggerate what he had been able to achieve, 
even though some had gone to London to solicit a reward for what 
he had been "the single Author of", but his well-deserved satis-
faction in his own par~ ~inthis great undertaking appeared in 
his wish that it could be recorded on his grave that he had done 
his duty "in promoting the Union." (185) 
His fraternal regard for the Scots and dedication to the 
cause of Union was not paralleled by a similar~ sympathy towards 
. 
the people of Ireland. Antagonism towards Roman Catholicism , 
however, does not seem ,to have 'influenced his atti tUd~", al though 
he believed that when the native Irish rebelled in 1641, "With-
out the least Colour or Provocation, II they had been enjoined by 
their priests "not to spare Man, Woman or Child" in their reported 
> ~ - • • 
massacre of 300,000 Protestants. (186) He was primarily opposed 
to Catholicism on political grounds, particul'arlY as he 'feared 
that the Protestant interest in Europe was markedly weaker than 
. . 
it had been~t the Peace of Westphalia. While he denounced the 
Roman Church for absurdities and superstitions in its religious 
practice, for promoting ignorance and fora long and shameful 
record of persecution, he was no bigot. (187) In regretting 
the alleged increase in the number of Scottish papists between 
1660 and 1688 after the imposition of episcopacy, he acknowledged 
that the Catholic priests had made much more effort to teach and 
civilize "the dark and ignoran t Highlands" than. the Episcopal·, 
Church had done. (188) He also drew a very sympathetic portrait 
. . 
185. Ib.i.d, Vol. IV, (No. 21) pp. 81-82." 
186. Whi ~s turn' d Tori es, And Hanoyerian Torie s ... lJrQvt d Whigs 
(1713) p. 35. 
187. See my Leeds M.A. Thesis~ olJ· cit., pp. 55-62. 
188. Reyiew, Vol. V, (No. 118) p. 470. 
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of a French Catholic priest in the second part of "Robinson 
Crus oe." (189) He admitted that.most'English Catholics were 
loyal citizens and he welcomed the Catholics along with the 
other Palatine refugees •. (190) It is also clear from his 
account of the three kingdoms on the moon that he thought that 
the transplanted English and Scottish settl~rs constituted the 
enterprising and trading part of the Irish nation. One king-
dam had been completely conquered and the other 
"suppress'd its Native Inhabitants and planted it 
with her own, and now carries it With so high -a 
Hand over them of her own Breed, that she limits 
their Trade, stops their Ports, when the Inhabit-
ants have made .their Manufactures, these won't 
give them leave to send them abroad, impose Laws 
upon them, refuse to alter and amend those they 
would make for themselves, and make them pay Cus-
toms, Excise, and Taxes, and yet pay the Generals 
and Guards that defend them, themselves; Press 
their Inhabitants to their Fleets, and carry away 
their old Veteran Troops that should defend them, 
and leave them to raise more to be serv'd in' the 
same manner, will let none of their Many be carry'd 
over thither, nor let them Coin any of their. own; 
and a great many such hardships they suffer under 
the Hand of this Nation as meer Slaves and Common 
People, tho' the greater part of the Traders are 
the People of the very Nation that treats 'em thus." 
Defoe recognized that this harsh policy created additional 
difficulties for the conquerors, that it was responsible for 
i !'Eternal Murmurs, Heart-burnings and Regret, both in the Natives 
and the Transplan ted Inhab i tants; . the fir s t have shewn the ir 
Uneasiness by frequent Insurrections and Rebellions, for Nature 
prompts the meanest Animal to struggle for Liberty; and these 
struggles have often been attended with great Cruelty, Ravages, 
189. 
190. 
The Further Adyentures Af Robinson Crusoe, II, pp. 130-131, 
134; III, pp. 13-42, 53-61. . . . 
A Brief History of the Poor ~alatine Refugees, pp. 19-20. 
He claimed, however, ·that some of them were Papists because 
'of the accession of, the House of Neuberg,·that they Were 
"of very moderate Principles" and Were likely to come over 
to the Church of England. 
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Death, Massacres, and Ruin both of Families and the Country 
it self: As to the Transplanted Inhabitants they run into 
Clandestine Trade, into corresponding With their Masters Enemies, 
Victualling their Navies, Colonies, and the like, receiving and 
importing their Goods in spight of all the Orders·and Directions 
to the contrary." (191) 
yet his constant concern for "our manufacture" overrode' 
any such considerations of either justice,or expediency. Wi thin 
a month of publishing these reasonable comments, he was defending 
the prohibition of the export of Irish woollen manufactures as-
"a good Act of parliamen t, for the English, as it effectually 
Check'd a rising Nation in their easie Advantages over.our Manu-
factures." He feared the seeming cheapness~of Irish production 
just as keenly as the south-western,clothiers and merchants like 
John Cary who had secured the prohibition in 1699. No nation 
in the world had the same opportunities to damage English trade 
:'. hs.. the" Irish. Their wool was plentiful and the quality Was 
as good, if not better than the English and this, coupled With 
cheap food prices resulting from the low land values might easily 
have transferred the woollen industry from England to Ireland. 
Without this essential legislation, "nothing but bringing ~at 
Sheep down here to half a Crown apiece, " and, Beef to a Halfpenny 
a Pound ••• could ever Enable us to match the Irish Trade. U 
If the Act had not been passed, two results must have followed. 
"1. Either the Trade Abroad Encreasing equal to 
the Surplus of a whole Kingdomts Labour, Ireland 
in time growing Rich, like England; the vast De-
mand for Goods would raise the Rate of Labour, 
and that of Provisions, and that of Lands, and 
so they would gradually be Rich like us, Or, 
191. The CQnsolidato~~ pp. 114-116. 
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2. The more Goods they made, the Markets and 
Consumption being the same, the less We must 
make' in proportion; and our Poor, by that means' 
wanting Employment, would (rather than starve) , 
Work for any thing; ~ Provisions would sink with 
the Decay of Wages, and Lands in England fall 
,down to the Period we have seen there." 
Because the second alternative Was so much more l1kel~ Ireland 
was to England "as a Great Workhouse} in the Ci ty of London." 
In other words, a low-cost Ireland represented,a similar threat 
to the,livellhood'ofthe regular employee of the English woollen 
industry as the suggested remedy for English.poverty which he 
had just discredited - "they were Abroad;~just what our'Vagrant 
Foor are at Home. 1t '. As Mackworth's scheme of workhouse industry 
would have employed "our Vagrant Poor in the Works', our Diligent 
Families did before," so "two Kingdoms could not live on one 
Kingdom's Work." Yet he acknowledged that the action of the 
English Parliament Ilwas using them11ke'a'Conquered.People" 
and that he was "Impotent in Argument on behalf. of this Act, 
as well as ofsev~ral others relating to the Trade of:that 
Kingdom." (19 2)" 
Exaggerating,both the progress which the Irish woollen in-
dustry had already made and its probable future development, he 
maintained that it was difficult even for a skilled workman~ to 
tell whether a piece of cloth in a'foreign'market had come from 
England or Ireland, 'except by the seals or town marks, and that 
the Irish were already exporting to France, Flanders, 'Holland, 
Germany and the Ba'l tick, Spain, Portugal ;and the Straits. 11 (193) 
Both critics and defenders ,of the notorious 1699 Act magnified 
192. 
,193. 
Beyiew, Vol. II, (No. 22) pp.,85-86. 
.lb..1.Q., (No. 2,3) p. 89. 
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its importance. The recent marked expansion of the Irish 
industry between 1696 and 1699 had been closely 'associated' 
with a favourable balance of payment~for Ireland and while-
exports 'of new drapery,had doubled since 1687, exports of frieze, 
the chief Irish cloth, had almost halved, largely because they 
had been effectively shut out of their main market in France by 
high duties. Ireland did not have extensive foreign markets 
for her cloth in 1699 and it 1s un11kelythat she would have 
acquired them in competition with the more h1g~ly-organized 
English industry. Ireland, however,' continued to supply her 
own large home market as imports from England declined during 
the first four decades of the eighteenth century. (194) 
, 
Defoe's career as a pamphleteer had only just begun in 
1697 when the first attempt to exclude Irish cloth from the 
English and foreign markets was made, and he-was at first too 
much engaged in other disputes, such as those concerning OCcas-
ional conformity, moral reformation and the reduction in:the 
army, to comment on Irish affairs, but many writers were more 
liberal in their views on the economic development of Ireland . 
than he proved to:bein1705. It is· true that the"earlier pub-
liclsts were still influenced by the French and Irish Catholic 
support for James II in 1690 and stressed the danger to England 
,.' .. , -
if she did not try to make Ireland prosperous. If Ireland had 
to be kept in subjection, she would bea constant incitement to 
an enemy invasion. Since Ireland had to be in English hands, 
the English protestan't.niinority must be secUred'again~t the 
194. L.M. Cullen, An Economic History of lreland ~ince 166Q (1972) pp. 30-43.·~ 
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subject Catholic population by developing the native wealth of 
the island. (195) Union with England was advocated as ·early 
as 1690, and again before and after the Union with Scotland. (196: 
It was claimed that this would be easier than had been the case 
with the Welsh because of, their different language, customs and 
laws, whereas there were few'considerable families in,England 
who did not have some relative in Ireland. (197) others pOinted 
out that an increase in area and population was, always desirable 
and.that false notions had only appeared because the two coun-
tries were separated by sea. (198),. Most argued that England 
Was in,fact mistakenly acting against her ,own,interest by allow-
ing her policy to be ,dictated by such pressure groups as the 
cattle breeders and:the south-western woollen manufacturers, in 
that any increase in Irish prosperi ty must finally centre in 
England. Apart from the Irish rents remitted tO,England and 
the expenditure of Irish courtiers in London"it.was urged that 
England supplied most of Ireland's imports and that two-thirds 
of Ireland's overseas trade was carried on in English ships, 
amounting toa profit of £75,000 a year from this source alone. 
(199) It was also claimed that Irish imports of woollen manu-
factures from England were tentimes,more valuable than Irish 
exports to other countries and even that England gained more 
195. 
196. 
197. 
198. 
199. 
Considerations Concerning Ir~lana, in Relation ~o England •• 
(1690) pp. 1-2. Sir F. Brewster,lWw Essays on Trade ... 
(1702) pp. 69, 90., ,. ~; (H. Maxwell) An Essay towaras an'Union ••• (1703); 
An Essay upon an Union ••• (1704). 
lbia ... p. 8., .; , ~, p. 7; A Discourse on the Woollen Manufactory of 
Jreland (1698) p. 8.,. ~ '.. ~, , . ~,' , -', . (Anon) Some Thourhts on the E1II ••• for Proh1pitlng the 
Ezportation of the Woollen Manufactures of Ireland ••• 
(Dublin 1698) pp. 4-5; Sir F. BreWster, A Discourse con-
~rning Ireland ••• (1698) p. 9; A. Dobbs, An Essay on t~ ired; and Improyement of Ireland (Dublin 1729) pp. 51 56-
57; Sir W. HarriS, E~arks cn the Atfelrs end Trade at Rn~land and Ireland (1691) pp. 18-20. 
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by her trade with Ireland than by her commerce With the rest 
of the world. (200) Sir Matthew.Decker maintained that one--
third of any increase in Irish trade and industry ultimatelY 
arrived, in England so that' the richer Ireland grew, the richer 
must Britain become. (201) To those who argued that England 
was justified in regulating Irish trade to her assumed advan-
tage because of the expense of conquering the country and 
suppressing the various risingsof,thenative Irish, Sir 
Walter Harris retorted, that this had not cost one-tenth of what 
most people imagined and that England had derived a much greater 
financial benefit from her control of Ireland.· Were there no 
such place, she would want employment for at least,300~000 of 
her people and a market for a good part of her products'and 
manufactures. (202) To Sir Francis Brewster" Ireland was "a 
Mine of Treasure" and lithe richest Jewel in ,the Crown" after 
England, providing the latter with a gain of nearly £2 million 
a year. (203) This estimate was accepted by a later writer who 
argued quite openlY that England must secure the maximum advan-
tage from her low-cost dependencies where labour w~s cheaper, 
the people hardier and taxation lighter. Like "so manySpunges", 
they would "suck up Treasures from the Ocean, in order to squeeze 
200. 
201. 
202. 
203. 
Some ThQuD1ts on the Bill ••• pp. 3, 11. 
Sir Matthew Decker, An Essay on the Causes of the DeQl1n§ 
.a! the Forei~n Tr.a~ ... (1744) p. 93; Cf. P. Fa~ton, A 
Discourse conc§rn1n~ the Nature, Advantage, and Improvement 
of Trade (1704) pp. 48-58. He argued that Ireland must 
be improved, "but so"that the arising Profits may ultimatel~ 
cen tre in Englan d. " " 
Sir W. Harris, op. cit.; pp. 17,27. ;', ,,'-- . 
Sir F. Brewster, Essays 00 ~rade and Nav1~ation (1695) 
p. 17; A DisQourse ••• p. 11; New Essays_Do Trade (1702) 
p. 114. .. '," 
them out again into the grand Receptacle" of these .. riches, , 
Great Britain. Ireland, however, offered~the greatest possi-
bilities because she Was so much nearer than:the:Americanplan_ 
tations. If Ireland supplied the cheaper quali ties" of' cloth, 
the Turkey Company would'be able to recapture the market for 
these grades from the French, while the English manufacturers 
could concentrate on the production of her fine broadcloths which 
still commanded 'a' sale in Turkey. (204) It was ,further con-
tended that the prohibition of" the export of Irish.woollens had 
caused greater injury to England bY,othe emigration of. several 
Irish Catholics to France where~they had laid the foundations 
of.the French woollen industry and the owling trade between the 
two'countries and by forcing the Irish to send more of their 
raw wool'to France. .Thus Britain had been deprived of millions 
ins tead of the, thousands which Ireland Would have' gained •. (205) 
If Defoe ,read any of the above statements,.they,failed to 
alter his convictions. about trade With Ireland. Towards the 
end of July 1711, he printed in'the 'Review'a letter from a 
"correspondent" which supported his. theSis that Britain had '. 
supinely allowed the French to"establish a foothold-in Spanish 
America and'now had a belated opportunity in the recentlY-launched 
South Sea Company to dislodge the French~and make a settlement 
on the coast of Chile. . The wri ter quoted' from two pamphle ts,"" 
published in 1708, by Mr. K.T. Knox who in 1703 had been appointed; 
by the Duke of Ormonde, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland} to. survey the 
204. 
205. 
Seasonable Remgrkson Trade .~. ,(Dublin 1729) passim; 
An Essay on ~ade in General ••• (1729) pp. 87-91. l 
A. Dobbs, PC· ci~., pp. 6-7. Cf. (J. Percival) DbseryatiQ~; 
on the Present state of Irelang ••• (1731) pp. 9-12, 18-1 . 
22. He also proposed that exports of Irish cloth could be9, 
restricted to England whence it could be re-exported at 
nrnfit. a 
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Irish coast and to recommend measures to prevent Irish wool 
being run to France. Thus his first pamphlet had given details 
of the methods used to conceal the cargoes of Irish wool in 
barrels of beef and had maintained that an establishment of 
"riding officerstt as in Kent and Sussex and a register of the 
raW wool would,be more,effective than the two armed ,vessels off 
the lrish,coast. Defoe, however, ,was most interested in the 
general argument that it'was.the, supply of smuggled wool from 
Ireland which had enabled the French,to'expand their cloth pro-
duction and. thus encroach upon, the Spanish colonial trade.' (206) 
In the second.pamphlet, Knox declared that since the union with 
Scotland, 'there was "a k1nd of necessi ty" for union between Great 
Britain'and Ireland although he did not env1sage a .. complete union 
in everything and-would not make the East-India, Turkey and 
Africa compan1es less exclusive.: He claimed, however, that if 
the Irish trade were improved as it': shoUld be, it "might be made 
so subservient to Great Britain and its Manufactures, that no 
Branch of their Commerce" would be so advantageous. "Like many 
other writers, he strongly criticized the 1667 Act prohibit1ng 
the 1mportation of~Ir1sh cattle into England, which had part1cu-
larly damaged the English woollen manufacture by pushing the 
Irish from their "Pastoral way'of Living" into barrelling their 
beef for-export~ "converting their best'Lands into Sheep Walks" 
, 
and beginning to manufacture cloth. Previously,' the money re-
ceived for Irish cattle had been spent in England on her manu-
factures and foreign imports, so that it had been impossible for 
206. (K:K. T.) 'A Bri"ef Ac'count of toe Woollen Mam,1faC tury Qf . 
England (1708) paSSim. . 
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Ireland "to be more subservient in Commerce" at that time. 
Therefore the Act should be repealed and the importation of 
staple wool from Ireland, which was so necessary for the manu-
facture of the neW draperies, encouraged.··.. Knox went so far as 
to recommend free trade between Great Britain and Ireland, even 
including manufactures. English merchants would no longer need 
to victual their ships in Ireland and many English manufacturers 
, ~ 
in Ireland,would return home. The manufactures sent from Irelanc 
, 
were "so very inconsiderable in Comparison of England'" ~hat they 
, 
would hardly affect one countY"whereas the French manufactures 
"must necessarily fall' to the Ground, and·of.other Places too" 
~ ,. 
when Great Britain and Ireland worked all their raw wool and 
became "sole Merchants of the Woollen Manufactures." Also Knox 
would have permitted a certain number of Irish ships to trade 
freely from Ireland to the West Indies without first entering 
an English port on their return. Ireland could never be more 
than "an Out Port" to England, but the people of Ireland would 
. ' 
be made entirely British by such measures. ,Goods could be 
.• t 
brought much cheaper by water carriage from Ireland to London 
than if they were transported by land. Most of the Roman Cath-
" <. 
olics of the United Provinces were completely loyal subjects 
, . 
because they enjoyed the same ~rading and other privileges as 
" ' 
the Protestant inhabitants. The addition of 1.5 million people 
. . 
and the extra revenue from taxation were further benefits which 
he anticipated from a union With Ireland. (207) 
207. (T. Knox) Some T~s humbly of!ered towards an Union ~e~ween Great Britain and Irelan~ (Dublin 1708/9) pp. 2-8. 
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Defoe stated that he sent for 'lithe several Treatises" 
mentioned in his "correspondent's" letter and he named their 
, , 
author as Mr. Knox, "a Curious and Intelligent Person", but he 
was still unable to accept such a union, even one which Knox 
represented as .so advantageo~s to England. 
, , . 
Thus he had intro-
. , 
duced the letter with the following comment: 
u'The Au thor (of the Ie tter) . seems to be 'of the Op ini~n 
of those, who have for some Years past, press'd hard 
for an ,Incorporation with Great.Britain;. a Thing which 
tho' it were.lessJust, if, it were more Convenient, 
might perhaps have been done long.since; and tho' it 
were more Just, yet while it is not less Convenient, 
I cannot see it practicable; but ••• The 'Affair of 
the Wooll, and the French Encrease in Manufactures, 
their Encroachment ,on the Spanish, Trade, and the Con-
sequences drawn .from it, I think, are very Just ••• " (208) 
Ten years later, Defoe published a,letter from S.T., uan 
eminent Dublin Trader in the Woollen Affair ••• to an Irish ' 
Gentleman of Distinction settled in London," (209) Which shows 
that he had a thorough understanding of Ireland's economic diffi-
culties. Even if:the letter were genuine, he was then in con-
H » 
trol of what was ,published in Mist's Journal, ,but it is more 
likely that he was using acorrmon editorial practice of the day. 
In.thisway he could air views Without the paper being closely 
associated with them, although the 10,000 weekly subscribers 
to "this most popular of.the.Tory newspapers'(2l0) Were likely 
to be more sympathetic" towards Ireland than the Whig merchants 
of London. The "correspondent" reported that Ireland's trade' 
was in the most deplorable condition that could be imagined and 
dated its decline from,the Act prohibiting the export of Irish, 
woollen manufactures which he described as 
208. 
209. 
210. 
Reyiew, Vol. VIII, (No. 54) p. 217. 
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"fuller of Greediness than good Policy!" ,. An Act as j 
beneficial to France and Spain, as it has been des-
tructive to England and Ireland •. At the,passing 
of this fatal Act, the Condition of our Trade was 
glorious and flourishing, tho' noway interfering ~ 
with the English; we made no Broad-Cloths above 
six Shlllings'per Yard, coarse Druggets, Bays and-
Shalloons, worsted Damasks, strong Draught-vworks, 
slight Half-Works, and gaudy Stuffs, were .. the only 
Product of our Looms; these Were partly consumed 
by themeanest.of our own People, and partly sent , 
to the Northern Nations from whom we had in Exchange, 
Timber, ,Iron, Hemp, Flax, Pitch, Tar and hard.Dollars. 
At the Time the current Money of Ireland was foreign 
Silver, a Man could hardly 'receive IOO.l.without. 
finding the Coin of all the Northern Powers, and 
every Prince'of the Empire among it. This Money 
was returned into England for fine Cloaths, Silks 
:etc. for our.own Wear~'for Rents, 'for Coals, for 
Hard-Ware, and all other English Manufactures, and, 
in,a great Measure, supply!d the London Merchants: 
with foreign Silver for Exportation." 
The English weavers, however, did not gain the profitable North-
, . ~ ~ ~ " 
ern Trade which the Irish then lost. On the contrary, there 
• ,'. 4"_ , "-
were noW towns without one loom in them, which previously "sub-
" l <". ''"' ~ 
stated, entirely upon the Woollen Manufacture." 
;.' ..... 
'I " l' " ~ 
The writer claimed that three-quarter~ of the)people in 
his part of Dublin were English manufacturers, "whom either 
Misfortunes in Trade, little petty Debts contracted thro' Idle-
ness, or the pressures,ofa numerous Family, had driven into 
< " .". ~." -', '. -: ~ ,',' 1 ' .. - > ; 
"- " ,..." ~," -' • - ' • '>f'. 
our cheap Country." Several had taken apprentices from the 
native Irish, but the Act. caused the dismissal of thousands of 
,._ ,~ , ~J _ ~. +_ i - '.'~ .j ". ' 
~ ~ -",- • >~ "" -~ -.,..', • " '..,) ~ " i. " >'" ,). 
workmen, some of whom returned to glut the labour market in 
England while others went to teach their skills in France, Spain 
, . 
and the Netherlands • Because Ireland had more pasture than any 
• oth~r E~ropean country, there was a constant supply of artisans 
f' ~ ~ _ ~ , • ., 
~ 
for Europe. He proceeded:to make the customary charge that 
" 
\ 
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much of the raw wool which Ireland could no longer make into 
, I; 
cloth for. export was smuggled to France or Spain, a custom-
house oath having as little significance in Ireland.as in England. 
When the Irish woollen manufacturers'had been limited to the home 
marke t, they :had. been obI iged to try to make fi ner quali ti es and 
they. had now produced better cloth than the English II in several .. 
kinds of narrow Goods" YJhile. there was also the poss ib 11 i ty that 
" 
they would equal them. in broadcloth.within afew.years. As a 
result Irish imports. of English goods had fallen to scarcely ~. 
one-tenth of the former ,volume.. The commodities which the Irish 
were allowed to export had little or no sale .in northern Europe 
and therefore they had.topaY7 for their imports from these nation 
with ready.money, "instead of carrying woollen Goods to their 
'~ . -, " ~ .. {- '} 
* , - ~ -4 
Markets and bringing home Money." If some foreign currency 
~ "u ~ 
had not been acquired by her fraudulent trade in wool" to France 
and Spa in, . Ireland W~uld "scarc~ hav~ a Penny. to turn upon. tt 
! 
As the Irish exports were largely p~imary products, they were 
tlvery much' over-balanced" by her imports, so that the rate of 
exchange was unfavourable and people chose rather "to make their 
,,' ' , :... ,~ , , 
Remittances.to England in SpeCie, than by a Bill" and Ireland 
",. , ' , • ,< ~ 
was "perpetually drein'd of its little·running Cash." 
. ~ 
If Defoe wrote this letter from a correspondent, he was well 
" ,-
aware .. of. '~ther fun'd~m'en tal causes of Irtei~nd' s· diffi.cUl ties. and 
\ ~ -f. .. , ;., ~ 1: ' 
which.remainedthe.roots of.theIrish problem in' the nineteenth 
century: 
. 
"Another Cause of. the Decay of Trade, Scarcity of 
Money, and Swelling of Exchange, is the unnatural 
Affectation of our Gentry to reside in and about 
London: Thetr Rents are remitted to them and spent 
there; the Countrymen wants Employment from them-, 
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the Country Shop-keeper wants their Custom; 'for 
this reason he can't pay his Dublin Correspondent 
readily, nor 'take off a great Quantity of his Wares. 
Therefore the Dublin r,Terchant can't employ the Arti-
zan, nor keep up his Credi t in foreign Markets." 
One of" the excuses given by 'the Irish gentry for residing in 
London, loyalty to King George, ,would be better demonstrated by 
"staying in their respective Countries, influencing their Depen-
dantsby their Examples, saving their own Wealth, and letting 
their Neighbours profit.by their necessary Expences, thereby. 
keeping'them from l!Iisery and .' its unavoidable Consequence, Dis-
content'?'" What employments had they gained by their attendance, 
at the English court'? About forty of them had been created 
peers and less than a hundred, <baronets andknigh ts. 'In return, 
"Thousands of our Gentry have'squeezed their'Tenants, 
impoverish'd the Tr~der and impair'd their own Fortunes! 
'.. " ~ 
Another great Calamity, is the exorbitant Raising of 
the Rents of Lands; upon 'the Determination of all 
Leases made before the Year 1690, a Gentleman thinks 
he has but indifferently'improved his·Estate, if he 
has only doubled his Rent-Roll. Farms are screw'd up 
to a Rack Rent, Leases granted but for a small Term of 
Years, Tenants tied down to 'hard Conditions, and dis-
couraged from cultivating the Landstthey occupy, to the' 
best Advantage, by the Certainty they have of the Rent 
being raised'on the Expiration of their Leases, pro-
portionablY to the Improvements they shall make. Thus 
is honest Industry restrained, the Farmer is'a Slave,to 
his Landlord; 'tis well if he can cover his Family With 
, a coarse home-spun Frize. The Artizan has little Deal-c 
ings with him, yet he is obliged to take his Provisions 
from him at an extravagant Price, otherwise'the,Farmer 
cannot pay his Rent. 
, " 
The Proprietors of Lands keep a great Part of them in 
their own Hands, for Sheep Pasture, and there are Thou-
sands of poor Wretches, who think themselves blest, if 
they can obtain a Hut worse than the Squire's Dog-Kennel, 
and an Acre of Ground for a Potatoe Plantation, on Cond-
ition of being as very Slaves as any in America. What 
can be more deplorable than to behold Wretche s starving 
in ,the midst of Plenty! tt :, ' 
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The charge of laziness had often:been levelled at ,the 
Irish, even by Sir ,William Temple in his comparison between 
Ireland and Holland, but the want of tradewas,due to the re-
strictions which England had'placed on .the· Irish rather than 
to any shortcomings in the people. . Within .recent months the 
distress had reached heightsunknown:in the past. thirty years 
and it Was difficult to give any adequate account of the present 
calami ties: "Numbers of miserable Ob jects croud; our Doors, begg-
ing us to take their.Wares at any Price, to prevent .their Fami1iee 
. . . 
from immedia te starving.' .We cannot part with our Money to them, 
.... ' 
both, because we know not.when we shall.have Vent for their Goods; 
. 
and as there are no 'Debts paid, we are afraid of reducing our 
selves to their lamentable Circumstances. 'The dismal Time of 
Trade.we had during Marr's Troubles in Scotland, are look'd Upon 
as happy Days when compared ,With 'the present." The immediate 
. . 
cause of "this griping Want, this dismal Poverty" was "the accurse 
( . "-
Stocks" which had desolated Ireland more than England. The 
Ir i sh "wen t late to the South-Sea Marke t, and bore a great Share 
. ~ . 
~ ". -
in¥the Losses of it, without having tasted any of its Profits." 
Many in England had been ruined, but some had been advanced ~nd 
.' 
the English had "a free and open Trade to repair their Losses." 
-,. -' ", <t 
As editor, however, Defoe added only one observation, that the 
. . 
writer must be wrong in his estimate of the scarcity of money in 
, , . 
. . . 
Ireland, "or' surely such a thing as a Publick Bank would never 
be projected." (211) 
, . 
. . , John Cary agreed that Ireland had an adverse balance of 
trade because of the restrictions imposed bY,the English govern-
21l~ (Mist's)' The Weekly Journal or Saturday's Post, September 
30, 1721. 
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ment, her imports from England, the increasing difficulties 
of marketing her primary products in western,Europe and the 
rents paid'to English absentee landlords, (212) but whereas 
Defoe noted the drain of money from Scotland'by the expenses 
of Scottish M.PS. and peers in London, his only comment on the 
much larger transfer'of money from Ireland was in the above 
letter in 'Mist's Journal.' ElseWhere he argued that as her 
trade expanded, Ireland might draw specie from England:, 
"Upon the whole, the Irish'are Gainers by every 
Branch of their Commerce: for they have no ex-
traordinary Consumption'ofany Goods of foreign 
Growth, unless from England: All their Clothes 
except SilkS, some of which also they make at 
home; as also all their ,b'urniture and Equipages: 
and they import nothing but the less necessary . 
Articles of Life, the chief of which are Wine, 
Brandy, Tobacco, Sugars and Spice; 'the last of -
these in some measure serve to ballance the great 
Sums they would otherwise draw from England in 
Specie, for the Linen, Wool, and Yarn Which they 
send every ,Year hither, and Which would make their~ 
Trade s till more to the Disadvantage, of England." (213) 
In Defoe's opinion, the Irish currency difficulties had been 
aggravated by their rejection of Wood's halfpence. 
\ 
As a Ii ter-
" 
ary agent for the Whig ministries after 1714, he published a 
pamphlet, using his old device of a discussion with a Quaker, 
to defend the pa tent granted to William Wood. He ar gued tha t 
'there was no irregularity in the grant, that the neW coinage 
was not imposed upon Irel,and and that, there was no valid ob jec-
tion against the workmanship:or value of the metal. The Irish 
people wanted the new c?ins because,of the real shortage of 
small change Which obliged retailers to give long credit, so 
that there was not "the least Complaint against them, 'till 
212. J. Cary, Some Considerations relating to the carryin~ on 
the Linnen t:anufactw e in ••• Ire1an,g (1704) pp. 5-7. 
213. Atlas Maritlmus , p. 114., ' 
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they had been current, and past as Current money among us, for 
several Months." The complaints did not begin amongst "the 
trading Part of the Na tion" and the furore was solely due to 
a conspiracy among "a Sett of Persons, in Ireland" to obtain the 
patent in place of Wood. Far"from Wood making an excessive 
profit, the Irish~"the,Circumstancesoftheir Situation_con_ 
sidertdn , had received their copper coinage cheaper than the' 
English received theirs from the Tower Hint. This' pamphlet, 
however, was more of a political tract:than an expression of 
his economic, idea s about Ireland. (214) 
When Defoe' made his' final sta tements \ on the trade of Ireland 
in the years 1727-29, he still admitted that the economic situa-
tion of Ireland was deplorable and he Was only able to excuse 
the English treatment of Ireland by the plea 'of necessity. 
Ireland was "in nothing more,severely,t~eatedby the English than 
in Matters of Trade." Whatever Was the pOSition in law,or jus-
tice, in trade they VJere treated "as a conquered Country". '. In 
spite of their love of liberty which made the English unWilling 
to tyrannize over their subjects, they were under '''a sort of 
Necessity ,to carry a"high'Hand in this Article of Uommerce'upon 
Ireland, in mere Self-defence, suppressing and prohibiting the 
Exportation of the Irish Manufactures, to prevent the Ruin of 
their own.;" But the English and Scottish Protestants, Who 
carried on most of the trade of Ireland, ought to accept this 
posi tion, and "enjoy the Country upon, the English Terms"because 
they had been planted there by-English military power. Even 
214. Some farther Accountuof the Original Dispu teg in Ireland. 
aQDut ~arthin¥s and Halfpence •• ~ (1724).pass1m. 
, 
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the sheep had been· transported to Ireland originally, although 
the English tried to prevent their transfer from England to any 
other European country. He admitted that Irish trade was now 
"very much contracted" and "almost confin'd to the mere Produce 
of their Land. n, 'This went out in three main channels, bu tter-" 
and smaller quantities of tallow and leather to the Low Countries, 
barrelled beef and pork particularly for victualling French ships 
and.fish to Spain and Portugal. "Almost the only industrial 
development was in shipbuilding'and'the:new linen industr-y. 
Because the Irish built ver-y~good ships and had large supplies 
of excellent oak) many English merchants had their vessels built 
there, especially for foreign trade. (215)' 
His views on'Irish trade tended to vary according to'the 
fluctuating fortunes of the English woollen industry. When 
cloth exports rose as in 1716 and 1717, he was most concerned 
that there should be an-ample supply of wool and he observed'that 
the restrictions on the importation:of.wool into England were 
"a sensible Injury to the Trade,rand·tiedup~the Hands of the 
Clothiers and Manufacturers." Therefore,. he cri ticized the, 
limitation of these imports of Irish'wool to the'ports of the 
Bristol Channel such as Minehead and Barnstap1e. (216) ~ Previ-
ously, "before the 'Stop was put to the fr-ee Exportation of the 
Irish Woollen Manufacture, the Quanti ty of' the Wool of England 
was too great for the Manufacture" and he had heard farmers com-
plain tha t they could not pay their rent because., they had two or-
three years stock of wool which they could not sell. When Defoe 
' .. 
215. Atlas Mari timus, p. 113. 
216. Mercurius Britannicus, !ebr-uar-y 1718, pp. 54-55. 
: : ~ 
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wrote this in 1728, the English woollen manufacturers were 
facing a marked slurr.p in'trade and 'in trying to maintain confi-
dence.he instanced the importation 'of 100,000 "Horse Packs from 
Ireland" each year as complete proof of the continued expansion 
of the industry. (217) . The depression, however, made him com-
plain of the Irish evasions'of the.1699 Act and of the 'import 
of Irish yarn instead of wool as "two Articles in the., Irish Trade, 
which appear exceeding grievous to the English, especially at 
this' time when the· Woollen Manufacture in England runs low. '. 
This yarn' impor t had been allowed at firs t "as a small' thing, ' 
and of no great Use except at Bristol: and 'tis plain the English 
Parliament intended not to mal-ce it extensive, by, their rejecting 
the Petitions: from London and Norwich for ·the allowing Irish 
Yarn to be brought directly' into" the Thames and to, Yarmouth." 
The quality of this yarn; however, was good and it was so cheap 
that it could bear the' added cost of.land carriage from Bristol 
to London and by water from·Londonto Yarmouth. ' As a result' 
40, 000 packs, eachVJeighing 240 pounds, ,were imported each year , 
"antic1pating" the English spinn1ng,and'causing unemployment in 
England., At 3d. per pound for' spinning, he valued each pack at 
£6. Thus £240,000, per" annum were '. It taken from' the Employmen t of 
the Poor of 'England, and paid to the Poor of Ireland" at a time 
when " all., the world's markets, were II scarce sufficient" for the 
sale of Eng11sh " cloth To prohib1 t the Irish yarn would not be 
a satisfactory solution and would also be a great loss to Ireland, 
so that it was as much an Irish concern as an English "to keep 
the Trade running in'the right Channel." The Irish should also 
remember that any further encroachment on the English Woollen 
217~ A Plan of the English Cowmerce, pp. 196-197. 
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industry might provoke the English into taking away~the incen-
tives which. t~eir;government had given for'the encouragement 
of the Irish linen manufacture. (218) 
Defoe's fears of Irish competition'made him exaggerate both 
the quantity and value of Irish,woollen output. Sir,Arthur 
Dobbs pointed out-that he had doubled the ,value,of a pack of ' 
Irish yarn at £6, after giving 3d. per pound as the cost.of 
spinning the 240 pounds in a pack. Defoe's 40,000 packs at 
15 stone per pack would amount to 600,000 stones but Dobbs de-
clared that Ireland sent only.l03,459 stones in 1726, ,not much 
above one-sixth of Defoe's estimate., Therefore, the ", true value 
of the Irish yarn imported into England was only'£20,69l.l6s., 
It a small Sum to. grudge to the Poor of Ireland.~' Dobbs also 
correctly surmised that itA Plan of the English Gommerce" was 
written by, the·same person as the 'Atlas Maritimus', since his 
calculations were Itequally widelt, and he'again disputed Defoe's 
figure in his. Itplan',' tha t England imp or ted 100,000 packs, of . 
Irish wool and yarn, that is 1,500,000 stones,.whereas the true 
amount was 227,049 stones, again not much above one-seventh of 
Defoe's computation. On the other ,hand, he alleged that Defoe 
had underestimated the English imports of Irish linen at 2 
million yards, whereas he main~ainedthat,this should have,been· 
3,265,486 yards, and tha tthis was .. improved. in England by stamp-
ing. (219) 
. , 
Most English writers on trade agreed that England-should'" 
. i 
regulate the trade of' all her'possessions and looked on Ireland 
~ ~-", ~ 
, ,. .\, ~ ,. ., .",. _. •• . " ,~. ~_ _ <t 
218. Atlas Marl timus, p. 114.;."", .. " ... -
219. SirA. Dobbs, . .ell. cit.,.pp. ,,61-62; A Plan of the Enilish 
Co~merce, p. 117. 
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as merely the nearest, and-often'asthe most'prejudicial of the 
plantations. (220) 'Therefore, they usually supported the em-
bargo on the export of Irish woollen cloth, but were, to some 
degree, on the defensive because of the claims of the Scottish 
and English settlers for support against the Catholic majority. 
Thus Defoe thought that they.were-not more than'athird'of the' 
popula tion but tha t they were" the chief Managers" of Ireland's 
trade, the native Irish being chiefly employed in' "Country Viork. II 
( 221) But even those :who urged the claimsof\Ireland for more 
sympathetic consideration 'still thought that it was undesirable 
tha t . Ireland should compete with the English woollen ~ indus try. 
Thus Dobbs agreed that England' "ought to .rhavethe Preference; 
as well upon Account.of our being Embark'd upon «the same Bottom, 
as that our Trade is but a Branch of -their extended Commerce." 
( 222) Writers like Brewster-seem more liberal in their views 
oecause,un1ike Defoe, they did not think 'that Ireland was a 
danger to the English industry. The Irish woollen manufacture 
was "so very inconsiderable", he wrote, and only consisted of' 
"some ordinary Woollen Cloth for their own use." (223) Earlier, 
another pamphleteer declared, "the whole quantity'of what we 
work up in' Ireland, . amounts not to the' half of' wha t anyone 
Cloathing-County in England"~would produce. (224) They did 
not so much plead for greater prosperity for the native Irish 
, " . ",' ~ , 
or even for the protestant minority as maintain that England was 
acting against her own interests by her policy. Even the 1729 
220; 
221. 
222. 
223. 
224. 
, 
e.g. 'Joshua Gee, The Trade'andNayigatiOn of "Great-Britain 
Con s 1 de red,. p p. 75-80 ; J. Car y, QA .... n-.wE.llils.Jiils'"=!a..x.y-.looio~n'--llt.rJh..s2e-...102S~t~aw.t~ewo~f 
Englapd, pp. 89-106. 
Atlas Mar1timuS, p. 114. 
Sir A. Dobbs, OPt cit., p. 52. 
Sir F. Brewster, A Discourse concernins Irelapd ••• p. 35. 
(Anon) A Letter from a Gentleman ip Ireland to his Brother 
in En~lapd ••• (1677) p. 12. 
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HOME TRADE 
'. , 
Most of the wri ters on trade before Adam Smi th were con-
vinced that national advantage consisted solely in' the profit 
! ',' - -
from foreign trade and confined their :emarks to suggestions 
for extending England's overseas trade and for increasing the 
-1 • 
balance in her favour. From Hales and Uun to Gee and Decker, 
,l 
. - ., 
even those who are reckoned to be the freest from mercantilist 
, 
- ,~, '. 
preconceptions, if they men~ioned home trade at all, it was 
only to emphasize that it was subordinate to, or rather contribu-
. { -: ~ -
tory to foreign trade. (1) A particu,lar manufacture making 
.. ./ 
goods primarily for domestic consumption WO~ld be acceptable 
if it replaced a commodity pr~viouslY imported, but the main 
emphasis was on the accumulation of export surpluses to produce 
, >,' ," '. ~ "'" ~ ,,~ • 
an influX of "universal Wealth". Thus the author o~ 'Angliae 
, . 
Tutamen', "'tis not what we eat, drink or wear, or use other-
ways at home, either of our own, or Fo~eign Produce, that is 
beneficial to us, but the sending abroad vast Quantities of ••• 
all sorts of English Manufactures." The profit which indivi-
, 
duals extracted from one another at home did not enrich the 
..... 001, ' 
state "one' jot." (2) Later writers ~suallY accepted Davenant's 
conclusion, "1 t is the interest of all trading nations whatso-
,,' ~J 
ever, that their h?me consumption should be li ttle, of a c~eap 
" -,.1 t 
and foreign growth, and that their own manufactures should be 
sold at ,the highest markets, and spent abroad; since by what 
is consumed at home, one loseth only what another gets, and 
1. 
2. 
Sir VI. Petty, 'Poli tical Ari thrnetick' (1676), Economic 
Writings ••• ed. C.H. Hull (1899)·1, p. 295; R. Coke" 
A Discourse of Trade (1670), p.o,3;, W.,Wood,'! Survey Qf c 
Trade (1718) pp. 226, 248-250. . 
(Anon) Angliae Tutamen ... ' (1695) ,p. :'8.: .. 
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the nation in general is not at all:the richer, .but:allforeign 
consumption (exportation) is a clear and certain profit. tt Here 
he was justifying the imports into England'of East-India goods, 
even calicoes, but he,believed that this Was a valid general 
principle and he proceeded to explain the. wealth of the Dutch 
by .their "frugality of consuming at. home what'iS cheap or comes 
cheaply, and carrying abroad what ••• Will yield mostmoney.tt 
He claimed that it was "an undoubted truth, that £400000 worth 
., 
of ournati ve goods' sold' abroad"" added more to' the ne tional 
stock "than 4 millions worth of,:'our home product consUmed within 
.,:: ! 
the kingdom." (3): ·D~foe. agreed that "National Wealth n~ver 
grows by all' we consume among our selves; this or that Family, 
and this or that Town or County may grow richer than another, 
': ~ ~ j.. :. .' -. .: ,'-. ,. ~,. , '-. 
as the Product is richer, or the People more employ'd,than the 
... 
rest: But this is all gaintd from one another, and the publick 
Stock is still the same. '! (4)' Tow'ards the end of 'his" career, 
-
, . 
he was still reiterating this thesis "the'Cheapness or Dearness 
of th~t Part of'our,.publick'Stock, which is consumed at Home, 
is not of one Farthing Value in our Trade, because it is"not of 
any Weight, one Way or other, in the publick Stock •• ~ tho' all 
the Ha~ds it,pas~es thr~',!raisea ~ainfro~ it, ••• yet the 
" ; < 
• ~ ~I 
last Consumer'pays it all; he loses whatever others gain, and 
so you are but just where you was; 'tis a Dance in aClrcle, 
. . 
and you end just where you began,; the People live by one another, 
and then live upon one another." (5) . Defoe was never able to 
reconcile this conviction with his intuitive realizatlonthat 
c. Davenant, 'An Essay on the East-IndlaTrade', (1696), Qollected Works, ed. C. Whitworth (1771), Vol. I, pp. 102 
103-104. .' , . , ' ' 
Mercator, No. 48, September 12, 1713; quoted more extens1vel~ 
SUJlra,pp. 33-34. 
The Compleat En.llsh Tradesm§o, Vol. II, Part I, p. 146. 
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such a large volume of economic activity as Bri tain's home 
trade comprised must be advantageous to the nation as a whole. 
Even the final cost to the last consumer might be passed on to 
the foreign purchaser, for in the following passage he seems 
to have anticipated the notion of foreign-paid incomes which 
his Whig antagonists developed in their campaign to discredit 
his advocacy of the commercial ,treaty with France. (6) 
II ••• Every labouring Man is an Encrease to the 
publick Wealth, by how much, what he gains by his 
Labour, amounts to more than He or his Family eats 
or consumes - For every Encrease is an Article in 
the Credit of the General Stock - And for this Reason, 
I say, it is an Addi ti on to the pub lick Weal th to have 
the Price of Labour dear; 
Every labouring Man then, however poor, encreases the 
publick 'ivealth - Nor is it enough to say, that the 
publick Stock is the same; for that what A gains, B 
pays, and it is still all in the Kingdom, both A and 
B being Members and Residents of the whole Body -
For still the Circulation is the Wealth - And every 
Body encreases the Value, till the last Consumer pays 
it - And this almost in every Article of Trade falls 
upon Foreign Export; but be it that it were at home, 
yet the Profit is the same Thing, as it encreases the 
Value of the Thing, and that encreas'd Value is an 
Addi tion to our 'Neal th; it is an Advantage upon the 
general Valuation of all Things among us, and let it 
seem to be upon our selves alone, yet it is evident, 
it is upon every Thing, and must at last affect every 
Part of Trade - The Domestick and the Foreign depend 
upon one another; and ••• give new Value to every 
Thing advanc'd above what it Was before, and that 
Thing so advanc'd will purchase any Thing in the 
World at the advanc' d Pr ice I spealc of, whether there 
be an intrinsick Value or no. 
I think therefore this must be plain, whatever Value 
we can put upon our Labour, which we can make our 
Neighbours pay, must be clearly our Gain. II (7) 
~. ' ,. , 
Although Defoe's confusion of thought about .the respective 
merits of home and foreign .trade.is ,again apparent in the next 
. \ 
< '" ' -' ," ~ "-
6. E.A. J. Johnson, Predecessors of Adam Smitb, pp. 150-154, 
308"!"3l5. 
7. Beview, Vol. VI, (No. 35) p. 138. 
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extract, it also shows that he thought that the employment of 
so much improving labour, -even in production,for the home market, 
must result in an increased nation~l inc?me and a higher standard 
of living. "The real Gain from Home Trade", he now announced , , 
tlby which the publick stoc~ encreases, ,doth not consist in the 
Money gotten by one Man, for. what he sells to another; but by 
the Produce of Land and Labour, and People, and yet even ,this 
does not encrease us in ~ealth, in one respect, because what 
the Encrease of Land" or Industry, of the Worlcrnan,. encreases the 
! ;-
Necessities of :Nature, sink again in the Consumption;: tho' it 
, ' -." ~ '. ' ' 
c 
is a gain also,.because, by'raising the Value of, the Produce, 
and the Value of Labour, it enables the Uonsumer to live better, 
and spend more, which is a Wealth in its kind, and encreases, or 
at least keeps up'the Rents and Value of Land." Seven,years 
later, he still' justified home consumption on this ground, "The 
Rents of Lands are raistd by the Consumption'of their Produce; 
the produce of Lands are consUm'd by the Numbers of the People; 
and, as they are:enabled to fare well, it encreases ,that Consump-
tion." (8) But as" he was waging a vigorous campaign for the 
complete prohibition of even the use'of Indian calicoes' 
in Britain, his renewed demand for.protection for his darling 
woollen manufacture again led him to emphasize parsimony at 
home to release a greater flow of precious exports:1 
"What is consum'd at Home, forms no Article in the 
Accompt of the General Stock, except it be that which 
comes from Abroad, as the Return of our Manufactures 
sold there. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
••• every Year Nature gives us a new TreaSUre, and 
that of an immense Value: Fields cover'd With Corn; 
Meadows and Plains,-wlth Flocks and Herds-of Cattle; 
8. .lll1Jl, Vol. IX, (No. 39) p. 78. 
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and our Coast with Shoals of Fish ••• Now, could 
all the Nation live but one seven Years Without 
.Victuals and Cloaths, that all the Corn, and Cattle, 
and Fish; all the Wool, or Goods made of Wool, 
might be sent Abroad and sold, we should be the rich-
est Nation in .the World. But, on the other Hand, 
suppose that the Back and the Belly consume all this .. 
at Home, and by the next Season we stand gaping for 
another Harvest, ••• pray, What, the richer'are we 
for all this Increase? All that Nature gives us, 
is but a meer Annuity, ••• Or, like ill Husbands, 
anticipate our Annuity, and eat the Calf in the Cow's 
Belly; . that is, buy from· our. Neighbours, which is,a 
dead Loss to us, and is like an Heir mortgaging th~ 
Reversion. ..' . . . . .. ', 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
- But 1f Nature is bountiful, and the People, by 
Labour and good Husbandry, can increase the Value 
of their Annuity; can tradecwiththeir Bread and. 
Butter, and save some of it; or spin their Bread 
and Butter, ••• and sell some of it to their Ne1gh-
bours; every Ounce of that, is clear Gain to the 
Nation. It (9) 
.' When Defoe was not imprisoned in the current dogma, how-
ever, ··he frequently eulogized Britain's home ~trade in terms 
which'made him almost unique amongst. his contemporaries. In 
an early issue of the 'Review! , ,he .. wrote' of" the., vas t and Pro-
. . 
digious Circulation of Home Trade •• ~. which, Without doubt, 
, . ~ , 
exceeds any Na tion . in the Worid. It. (10) Twenty years later, 
"the Inland trade of England is a thing not. easily described; 
-. . 
it WOUld, in a' word, take up a whole book by itself; it 1 s 
.. 
the foundation of all our wealth and greatness; itis the supp-
ort of all our. foreign trade, and of our manufacturing." (11) 
~ ." . . 
This last statement 'vV8s:anticipated by Carew Reynel but it is 
obvi ous tha t in the following extract Reynel ~ was thinking prima-
rily of. the substi tution of.foreign imports by home manufactures: 
9. The Manufacturer~ No~ 22, January 13, 1720. 
10. Reyiew, Vol. III (No.6) p. 21. 
11. The Compleat English Trade.§.m.Wl, Yol. I, p. 319 • 
. i" 
"Trade is to be advanced every way .... but especially the ~ 
home, as being of more Consequence than' the Foreign: for' what 
ever we can raise at home we should never have from abroad. 
Foreign Trade is a secondary help,' home' Trade is our primary: 
advantage. • •• To encourage home Trade we should enjoyn our 
own People chiefly to use our own :Manufactu.res, and make them 
pay treble Custom that'bring in" any Foreign'Manufacture, that 
we.do make or may make at home ••• " (12)' While John Pollexfen 
wrote that "Buying, Selling and" Trading among our selves ~ •• 
hath no immediate influence upon the inriching or impoverishing 
of the Nation" and that those nations "that' are prodigal in· the 
expence· of their own Products, do· decrease the Exportation of 
so much as they might have saved. 1t he recognized that home and 
foreign trade were interdependent' 
"Much doth depend upon the incouragement of our 
Home Trades; vast numbers of People have their 
Livelyhoods from it. and the Grandeur, Strength 
and Wealth of great Cities and Corporations are 
'chiefly supported by it ••• The more are main--
tained by Laborious Profitable Trades, the Richer 
the Nation will be both in People and Stock, and 
thereby all have the conveniency of Commodities 
the cheaper: Therefore -all Laws, By-Laws, and ", 
Customs of Corporations, that tend to Restrain. 
Limit and Narrow our'beneficial Home Trades, may 
upon examination be found prejudicial to the Pub-
lic. Building Ships,-and the great Dealings ' ~ 
which are necessary for the Manufacturing of all 
Goods to be made fit for Exportation, and for the 
Consumption of what brought from Abroad. may be 
esteemed as part of our Domestick Trade: So that-
although the Riches of the Nation cannot be said 
to be immediately' from our Domestick Trades, yet 
it is that upon which our Foreign Trade, and con-
sequentlyour Riches, have so great dependance. 
that there cannot be one without the other. in 
any great measure." (13) 
Against the current conclusion that the home trade contributed 
12. 
13. 
C. Reynel. The True'English Interest: Or an Account' of 
the Chief National Improvements; ••• (1674), pp. 7-8. 
J. Pollexfen. Of Trade ••• Also, of Uoyn, Bullion III (1700) pp. 40-42. 
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nothing to the enrichment of a nation, Sir ,Dudley North said 
much the same, "what is cOr.'JTlonly understood by Weal th, viz. 
Plenty, Bravery, Gallantry, etc. cannot be maintained without 
Forreign Trade. Nor in truth, can Forreign Trade subsist Wi th-
out the Home Trade, both being connected together." (14) Bishop 
Berkeley was p.os'sibly referring to internal trade rather than 
imports when he asked "whether it be not folly to think an in-
ward commerce cannot enrich a.state,'because it doth not,increase 
its quantity of gold and silver? And whether, it is possible a 
country should not thrive while,wants are supplied and business 
goes on?" (15) - Apart from the authors of 'The British Merchant' , 
however, these seem to be the only references to the home trade-
in the vast pamphlet literature of the period and no other writer, 
except Defoe, examined the trade in any. detail. -
It is unlikely that these Whig propagandists of 1713 
genuinely thought that the home trade was a t least twenty times 
the value of Britain's foreign trade, because this additional 
argumen t 1n favour of __ protection was' adduced solely to defeat 
the proposed commercial treaty with France. Their opposition_ 
to the measure was motivated by fear 'of French.imports coupled, 
with political and religious 'antagonism to "France, ,and they 
obviously overvalued exports as much as any of their contempor-
aries. Their doctrine' of fOreig;-paid incom'es was" a modifica-
1 -
.J, -.. ~, ~ ' •• 
tion of the theory of the particular balance,of :trade and Was 
15. 
D~ North'(~rROge~ No~th);! 'Di~c6~r~e~~up6ri' Tra~~ ~:.~ (169i' 
Early English Tracts on CO!!1merce'(edited J.R. McCUlloch, I 
(1856), p •. 529. 4 
G. Berkeley, The Querlst (1735-3 ), query number 541. 
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used to demonstrate that Britain earned-from her export surplus 
part of the income of her labourers and landowners. (16) , Daven-
ant es tima ted that the home marke t for :"Joollen cloth was three 
times the value of British cloth' exports but these accounted 
for half of the total value of exports and the ratio for other 
commodities would be much greater. ,( 17)' Thus the home consump-
tion of corn"was more than eight·times as large as the quantity 
exported in the peak year of export in 1750. (18) On·the other 
hand, total'product10n of other manUfactures, both for home' and 
export, was small. On the basiS of Gregory King's estimates, 
the home marl{et was· twice as valuable as exports in the case of 
manufactures and the total home market about eight to nine times 
the value of the foreign. (19) Thus the home market was much 
more important than most economic writers of the time visualized, 
'"" , .. ' 
but much less valuable than the propagandist assertions of the 
, 
'British Merchant'. 
. " 
Defoe used various classifications in his writing about 
, , ;i-
trade. In the 'Review',hestate~ that~"a1l,the Innumerab1es 
. 
of Trade" came under "two Heads; Natural Produce, and Manufac-
, . 
. ' . 
ture tt , . but in thepreceding paragraph he had already subdivided 
the latter into "House-Furni ture, and Cloathing." (20) S1mi1ar1~ 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
E.A.J. Johnson, o~. ctt., pp. 150-154; The British Merchant, 
Nos. 11, 14, 29. 
C. Davenant, 'An Essay upon the Probable Methods of making a 
People Gainers in the Balance of Trade', Collected Works, 
edt Whitworth, II, pp. 233-234. . . 
R. Davis, The Rise of the English Sh1~~in~ Industry, (1962), 
p. 191.. _ _ __ .' 
D.E.c.Evers1ey, 'The . home market and economic growth in 
England 1750-1780'. 1n E.L. Jones.andG.E •. Mingay (ed1tor~) 
lland, Labour and Por;ulation in the Industrial Reyolutio.n 
(1967) p. 227;~ C.Wilson, England's A~~renticeship 1603-
.l1.6.5.,(1965),.;pp. 20-23,·W.E. Minchinton, editor, !De Growth 
verseas Tra e t e t d 8t ce t 
19 9 , pp. 38- O. 
Reyiew, Vol. III, (No.2) p. 5. 
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he divided domestic trade into three parts, "I. Buying and, 
Selling, which, we call Shop-keeping, 'and 2. Manufactur ing, tI ~: 
With husbandry as the third branch. (21) In his 'Tour' as in 
the ,'Review', he showed least interest in the last and his most 
frequent comments were on the influence of the great London mar-
ket on the specialization of', farming. At the-outset of his 
account of his travels, he had only reached Tilbury from London 
when he was.describing;how the farmers and grazing butchers. 
there bought Lincolnshire 'and Leicestershire wethers'cheap at 
Smi thfield in September-October rand kept, them until Christmas." ~ 
or,Candlemas for?the'pricerise. (22) '"The fishing off~the' coast 
of Essex prompted this observation ,which ,runs like a.refrain 
through his account: f • \ J,' 
·"N.B. I am the more particular in my remark.on 
this place, because in the course of my travels 
the'reader"will meet with the like'inYalmost 
every place of note through the Whole island, 
where, it will be 'seen how this whole kingdom, 
as well the people, as the land, and even the 
'.- ; ........ ' sea, ,in every part of it, are employ'd to; .. 
furnish something, and I may add, the best of 
every thing, to supply' the ci ty. of London with .. , 
provisions; I mean by provisions, corn, flesh, 
fish, butter, cheese, salt, fewel, :timber, etc. "; 
and cloths also; with every thing necessary for 
building, . and furni ture .for : their own use, or' . 
for trades; of all which in their order. tt (2.3) 
Woodbridge in Suffolk sent corn and barrels of fine butter, 
st. Ives three thousand couple of wild fowl a week from the 
rr '.~ •. " 
fens and the Maidstone area bullocks, corn, hops and fruit. (24) 
• • c .~ 
From Suffolk and Norfolk three hundred droves of from three hun-
. . 
dred to a thousand turkeys at a time had been observed to pass 
21. 
22. 
< 
2.3. 
24. 
A General'History of Trade, June 1713, p. 11. 
A Tour throush-the Whole Island of Great Britain (1724-6), 
I, p. 9. > ,. . ~ 
.Il;U.d, I, p. 12., 
'.IJ;U.Q., pp. -55, 79, 113-114. 
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over Stratford bridge on the river Stour'in one season, but 
these were outnumbered.by those which walked to London by other 
routes. In like manner, droves of a: thousand totwo thousand 
geese fed on, the stubble 'as they passed up to London between 
la te Augus t and the end of October when the roads became "too 
stiff and deep." Four-stage carts had recently been int~oduced 
for carrying fowls, especially young turkeys and live chickens, 
to the London market. (25),,' He had been told that forty thousand 
Scots c~ttle were fattened each year on the marshes between 
Norwich, Beccles and Yarmouth, (26) while:theLincolnshire fens 
sent tench, pike, perch,and eels live by 'land carriage in "great 
buts fill'd with water in waggons", the:water being changed When 
they stopped at an inn for the.night. (27) ,'The influence of 
the London market extended as far west as Hereford"where'Leo_ 
minster not only produced the'finest wool in the 'country but 
also sent great quantities'of'cyder by land to the.capital. (28) 
Similarly, Wiltshire, in addition to its ','vast manufacture" of 
fine Spanish cloths, .supplied cheese, bacon and malt •. (29) Only 
Cornwall failed to send any foodstuffs but made "amends by send-
ingup an'immenseWealth in ,their tin, 'lead, and copper." (30) 
The former tradesman was na turally absorbed' by the', corn and 
malt markets ai Farnham, Dorking, Croydon;,Reading and Bedford, 
(31) by the Yarmouth "fishing-fair" of herrings in October, by 
the Wey-hill sheep fair, in Dorset and the Penkrige horse-fmr 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
, 
pp. 59-60. 
p. 65. 
II,'pp. 100-101. 
II, p. 49. . 
I, "p. 284.) 
I, p. 265. 
I, pp. 142, 153, 157, 291; II, p. 113. 
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in Staffordshire and, of course,.bY the famous Stourbridge.fair 
at Cambridge. (32) G.D.H. Cole, however, pointed out that' 
Defoe was more interes ted" in the buying and selling of goods 
than in their production" end that in his famous account of 
the West Riding cloth . industry "he is I far more concerned to' .. 
tell us how the manufacturer gets his ... wares,to market than how 
they are actually. made. It - (33) Yet Defoe w~s always an acute , . 
. observer, which makes it all the more. surprising that at.Kings 
Lynn he noted the large imports of coal and wine into the great 
inland navigation of the Ouse.basin but made no mention:of the 
extensive corn trade, possibly because .it was so well-known. (34) 
He took particular note of cheese: at Stilton, Wiltshire-Glouces-
tershire, Cheshire and Cheddar, which he' considered, "without 
all dispute, ••• the' best cheese' that England" affords, It often 
selling for six pence to:eight pence .per pound, three··times the 
price.of Cheshire. (35) Lastly,.he_was particularly interested 
in any. improvements in methods of farming. Thus .. in east Suffolk 
he pointed out that this was .. the ,first. part of. England, '.'where 
the feeding and fattening of'cattle, both sheep as well as black 
cattle with turnips, was first practls'd in England, which is:. 
made a very great improvement-of their lands to this day; ·and 
from whence the practice is spread·· over most of the .east and 
south parts of England, to the great enriching of: the farmers,. 
and encrease of fat cattle." (36) The pace of.changewas much 
32. 
33. 
34. 
, 
35. 
36. 
~, I, pp. 66, 289, II, pp. 78-79, I, pp. 80-85~ 
~, I, Introduction, p. xii. 
Ibid, I, pp. 73-74. In.Vol. II,;p •. 113, howeve~,.he.,.·. 
referred to the. corn trade. of Lynn in his account of Bedford 
marke t - '~great quanti ties of corn are bought here, and 
carry'd down by barges and other boats to Lynn ••• " 
J.:b.1ll, II, pp. 72, 110; .. I, pp. 278, 283-284. 
lb..1.d, I, p. 58. 
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slower than Defoe-imagined but E. Kerridge pas shown that this 
practice did indeed begin in Suffolk: and then spread to Norfolk. 
(37) He observed that Romney Marsh was not only famous fori 
large fine sheep but also for large,bullocks, "and especially 
those they call stall' d oxen, that is; house' fed,and kept within 
the farmers sheds or yards, all the latter season, . where they are 
fed for the winter, market. II This he noted, "because these oxen 
are generally the largest beef in England." (38) Again, around 
Wisbech he saW many hundred acres ,: "bearing grea t crops of hemp." 
(39) Thus it seems strange' tha t he did' not ga in' the full facts 
about the \ViI tshire water meadows. '. Having been·told tha t a 
meadoW at Amesbury was let for £12 a' year per acre !tfor the 
grass onlY", he made particular enquiries !tand was shew'd the 
meadow sIt wi th gras s "to the length' of ten or" twel ve foot"· and' 
"of so~ich a nature as to answer very.well such an 'extravagant -
rent", but the reason which he was"given;was "the washing of the 
rains from the hills adjacent" not the usage of covering the 
early grass with water to protect it from the·frost. (40):: On· 
the downs around Salisbury Flain, 'he noted, "for the observation 
of those counties 'in England, where they are not yet arrived to 
that perfection of husbandry," the practice of.' folding sheep 
upon neW plough lands "and this alone, has made 'these lands, 
which in themselves are poor, and wh~re, in some places, the earth 
is not above six inches above the solid chalkrock,~able to bear 
as good wheat, as any.ofthe richer lands, in the va~es, though 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
E. Kerridge, 'Turnip Husbandry-in High Suffolk', Eeon. Eist. 
Eeyiew, VIII, _No.3, (1956). ' .• '. 
A Tour, I, p. 125. . 
I~id, II, p. 100. 
~, I, p. 211; E. Kerridge, 'The Sheepfold in Wiltshire 
and the-Floating"of the Water Meadows', ECQn. Hist, Reyiew, 
VI, No. 3,(1954). - " 
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not quite so much. 1I He further reported that if a Wiltshire 
farmer had sheep and no fallows to-fold them. on, his neighbours 
would give him ten shillings a night for every thousand. (41)' 
Commending the Leicestershire and Li~colnshir~ farmers for their 
large sheep with fine long-staple wool and "the greatest weight 
of flesh on their bones, It he,stated that,it was not uncommon for 
~ 
them to pay from £500 to'£2000 ~,year rent for thei~ farms. 
, '" 
Leicester and the adjoining counties of Northampton and Bedford 
also produced the largest horses .in England, "generally the great 
black coa ch horses and dray horse s." (42) 
. . 
His love of horses 
'. , 
came out strongly if.1 his praise ~ of the racehorses which were 
, 
bred around Bedale in the North Riding. He claimed that they 
.. . 
were Itperhaps some of the best in the world lt and would "outdo 
. , 
for speed and strength the swiftest horse t~at was ever bred in 
" Turkey, or Barbary" especial~y over a four-mile course and carry-
, 
ing twelve to fourteen stone Weight. (43) 
Similar observations had appeared earlier in the 'Review'. 
In Juiy, 1709, he gave the following two reasons for the low 
yield of land in ScotIan d: 
"I. The Want of Enclosures, in order to laying 
the Lands several, that every Husbandman may dung 
and manure each Piece of Ground, in Proportion to 
what it will bear,and keep Stocks of Cattle upon 
their own Land - Whereas now he that has 100 Cows 
is,oblig'd to let them'run at large, and his Neigh-' 
bours Land reaps the Benefit of his Stock - And 
that Benefit is it self lessby'nine Parts in ten 
than it would be, if the same Number of Cattle are 
fodder'd and fed upon Enclosures of ' his own,'at. 
the proper Seasons, and in the Manner that the 
Rules of Husbandry direct. 2. Want of Winter 
¥rovisions for Cattle -Without which the Farmer 
cannot,breed large Cattle or keep a large Number 
41. A Tour, I, pp.284-285. 
42. ~, II, pp. 89-90. ,. 
43. ~,II, pp. 221-222. 
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of them, and for Want of which, those ,they have' 
are stinted in their Growth, and starv'd by the 
Severities of the Winter ••• the Cattle are 
starv'd not with Cold, but with Hunger." (44) 
} .-
In June 1711 he first mentioned his visit in 1697 to Sir John 
Fagg of Steyning in Sussex which he later described in the 'Tour'. 
. , , 
Sir John showed him four bullocks of his oWn breeding which 
weighed eighty stone per quarter, "or each of the~ '320 Stone in 
the whole, of Beef when d~est up", , and which he sold at Smi th-
'-, ~ -,. -
field for £25 a head. Defoe said that these were much heavier 
. ,-
than the bullock which Sir Edward Blacke t of Ripon sho'wed about 
, . 
the north of England, and he,maintained that neither France, . 
Spain, Germany nor Italy could f~ed "a Bullock'of' such Dimensions'l 
as England. (45) Comparing the relationship between land and 
trade to that between land and ca ttle, he declared, "the more 
Cattle the Land can feed, the more it will be -enabled to feed, 
and it is a good Husband-Man' s Proverb, that Stock upon Land 
• ... '... .> 
makes good Land; if the Stock be fed off the Land ••• the Land 
is i~mediately beggar'd and spoil'd; and this makes our Land-
..' ..,,' ,', 
lords contract with their Tenants, for spending the Hay and Straw 
, ". -- ... ' .. 
of a Farm upon the Farm." (46) Pleading for the settlement in 
. 
England of the poor Palatines, he asked "are we arriv'd at the 
. ,.- ,', 
utmost Perfection of Husbandry? Have not many Things been 
introduc'd among us in the Memory-of Man, as foreign Gra~ses, 
~ " ~ • 4" ~ 
, ' 
Turneps, and several other Parts of our Improvements, which are 
" 
but lately brought hither? And no doubt but many other Things 
are still behind, to bring us to Perfection." (47) On the 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
Beyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 49) p. 195. 
~, Vol. VIII, (No. 31) p. 127; A TOUr, I, p. 131; 
II, p. 218. 
Eeview, Vol. VIII" (NO. 22) p • . 91. _ ',.', .: . ' , 
A Brief History of the Poor Palatine Refurees ••• p. 15. 
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other hand, in regretfully,accepting the prevailing taste for 
luxurious living by the fashionable world, he condemned what 
he considered abnormal demands on nature, such as "raising 
Plants by mere Violence, and, as it. were, a rape upon the Earth-, 
forcing her to pr oduce things befor e her time. II 
"What Rapes", 
he protested, "are cornmi tted upon na ture in the production of 
Animals. as well' as Plants! . making the Ewes .bring Lambs all 
the Winter, fatting C~lve~ to.a monstrous size, u~ing cruelties 
. . 
and contrary diets to the poor Brute, to-Whiten its Flesh for 
the Palates of the Ladies and·to gorge the dainty Stomachs of 
those who lay up their felicity in Eat~ng fine.~,(48)i 
, .... , 
Defoe, however, had no doubt that enclosure was the essen-
, ." 
tial first step towards further" improvements in agriculture and 
. , I 
claimed that this had been carr~e~ out previously by.agreement 
" 
amongst the village community. England, he said, "once lay 
opentl like Scotland in 1709, but thousands of manors had been 
enclosed and improved. This had been done "not by iorce ~nd 
'. . ~ 
invading the Proper ties and Rights of· the Tenan ts and Poor. 
No, no, Gentlemen, our Poor are no such ta~e Creatures;. but 
it has always been done by Consent, by Agreement.betweenthe 
, 
Lords and the Copyholders, and the·Lords and the Freeholders, 
who had Right ,of Common, and between the Lords and the Parishes 
.. .,. ,. .".. 
in Behalf of the Poor, and between the Lords and the Cottagers; 
all which in their several Capacities have,had their respective 
Rights reserv'd or made up to them in the Enclosure, to. their 
full Satisfaction; and so. the Mannors have been'enclos'd." (49) 
48. :rhe Compleat English Tradesman ... , Vol. 'II, Part II, 
pp. 106-107. 
49. Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 43) p. 171. 
The previous week, however, he had admitted that in many in-
stances enclosure proposals had "rais'd'Tumults,and Rabbles" 
but he ridiculed the idea that these had involved'aninvasion 
of the rights of co~~oners. Any opposition had consisted of, 
the unreasoning ,protests of the uninformed rabble or organized 
demonstrations in the interest of the chief landholder, 
tI ••• We will not give·up our Common, even tho' in 
many Places 'tis of no Manner of Use - ••• Even in 
New Forest, where some Land was enclos'd by Author-
ity of Parliament, in order to preserve the Timber, 
a Thing too much wanted in England - Yet the miser-
able, unsatisfy'd Rabble rose and tore down the 
Fences, des troy' d the Enclosure. )' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
But the poor - That indeed 1s the'Cry - But, I tell 
you, 'tis a National Fraud - The Commons and open 
Grounds in England were, originally", indeed, left 
open to the Poor, and were design'd for their Supp-
ort; but 'tis the Rich enjoy them, ; •• 'A perhaps 
Lord of the Mannor, Ie tts B a Farm - A demands 100 1. 
a,Year for it, B bids 80 1. a Year, and says ••• 
there is but so much Land ••• so much Arable, so 
much Pas ture, so much Meadow ~ Ay bu t~ '" says A, ••• 
by Vertue of this Farm, you have Right of the Corrmon 
in the whole Mannor; you have Liberty to put' 20 Cows 
or Horses upon the Town-Field, as soon as the Corn is 
off; you have two hundred Sheep'allow'd you on the 
Down, Room for your Horses to run in, the great Meadow, 
and you have Liber ty to,- feed so and so upon' THE 
FORH~aT ••• • •• besides you have Liberty to cut 
Wood for Fewel upon the,Forrest:- This makes the·· 
Farmer comply with the Rent, the Common is annex'd 
to the Farm, but the Landlord gets. the Rent even of 
this Commonage - ••• the Landlord really makes 20 1. 
a Year" of the Common; and' we talk· of the Poor' having 
the Benefit of the CorrmoD; the Thing is a Cheat - ••• 
If any Poor get by the ,Common, it'is the poor Cottager; 
and GOD knows, they are so few, and their Profits are 
so small, that they are easily satisfy'd by,such equiv-
alent Advantages as may be given another Way. • •• 
when any Attempt is made to enclose Wastes or Forrests, 
it is not the poor Cottager that rabbles the Lord of 
the Mannor, it is the Tenan ts of the Lordship; ,and 
the Reason is put, because the Common has always been 
an Appendix to the Farm, and the Rent 1s paid accord-
ingly.1t 
Therefore Defoe proposed "a Court of Claims" which he thought 
would "remove all possible Objection~against improving and 
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enclosing Forrests and Wastes. It This tribunal should have power 
to award equivalent lands to the claimants in place of their 
rights in "the Wastes and Herbage". There were many precedents 
for this course, such as Richmond 'New Parle in Surrey and Enfield 
Chase in Middlesex, which had been enclosed "and the Chase lett 
into Farms" in the Civil War, al though this had been reversed 
after the Restoration, "principallY because the Crown had not 
the Rent." (50) 
The desire to see every acre of land improved, which was so 
,typical of the period, appeared very strongly in the contrast 
which Defoe drew in his account of Surrey, between Bagshot Heath 
and the prospect of the Thames countryside between Richmond and 
London. Writing well before a romantic taste for a wild natural 
landscape had developed, he found this heathland'''horrid and 
frightful to look on" wi th no "villages, worth mentioning, and 
but few houses, or people for many miles far and wide." It 
was so poor and barren that it only supported a few very small 
sheep and the sand on a windy day put him in mind of Arabia 
Deserta. Yet some of this waste was within eighteen miles of 
the capital. (51) Diametrically opposite was the view on either 
side of the Thames, with numerous estates of the merchants and 
gentry, surpassing the banks of the Seine at PariS, of the Danube 
above and below Vienna or of the Po at Turin and shining "with' 
a lustre not to be describ' d." "In a word," continued Defoe, . 
"nothing can be more beautiful; here is a plain and pleasant 
country, a rich fertile soil, cultivated and enclosed to the 
50. Ih1d, Vol. VI, (No. 40) pp. 158-159. 
51. A Tour, I, p. 143. 
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utmost perfection of husbandry, then bespangled with vi~lages; 
, -
those villages fill'd with these houses, and the houses surroundel 
• <'._.... .' ,J. 
. , 
With gardens, walkS, vistas, avenues, representing all the beau-
< " .' ''-
ties of building, and all the pleasures of planting: It is im-
possible to view thes~ count~ie~ from any rising ground and not 
.' -
be ravish'd with the d~lightful prospect." In the background 
" . , 
'the city of London made the most glorious sight tha t the world 
~ " , '\' , ,'> ". i 
could then show, "or perhaps ~ver cou'd show since the sacking 
of Rome in the European, and the burning the Temple of Jerusalem 
" 
in the Asian part of the World." Characteristically Defoe found 
,< .' • • , ~ 
great sa'tlsfaction in the fact that most of these estates were 
• A .. , '. • ," .~, • 
"houses of retreat" only used in the summer months and thus an 
indication of the luxury of the age and of the immense wealth 
1" ' ,-, I!' ... " ~ 
of the ci ty which crea ted them "in one man's age." (52) 
}> ':. ,,: -t ~. ", , .~ .•. 
He was naturally pleased that Britain had become a net ex-
, ' , 
\, : t· ; ). 
porter of corn by the opening of the eight~enthcentury, that 
"!. .. ~ , 
she was noW Ita Corn Countrylt ready.to supply, any of the countries 
of wes tern Europe, Itt t being very rare" tha t both England and 
." .' 
Scotland had "a general Scarci t y ll to stop the exportation. This 
-. ~ " . . 
was "one of the most advantageous Parts of our Commerce" because, 
'. ' , . , ~ 
apart from the provisions cO~Sum~~,by_the sea~en during thevoy-
age, it was all "clear Gain r,to th~ pUb~ick Wealth of the Nation. lI 
The greater the price of corn. abroad, the more gain to,Britain. 
"Nor is the Dearness of the Price of Corn at Home, any real Detri' 
ment to the Generali ty, ••• provided we ~ adIIli t 'none from Abroad; 
for tho' .it may be,a Damage to some particular Persons, and may 
, . 
52. ~, I, pp. 167-169. 
pinch the Poor, who yet, for'ought I see, are always alike poor, 
in Plenty, as in Scarcity; ••• ~tisno.loss to the publick 
Stock, because it is all paid among our selves:" (53) He com-
pared this to ten men gaming in a room.where the.amount of money 
in the room remained the same at the end of their.play, although 
some individuals might have lost heavily, an.analogy he had used 
previouslY in the. 'Review'. (54) " So wedded Was .Defoe to the .. 
principle that it was ""the Interest and very great'Advantage of 
this Nation to have Corn dear u , adding thatcheapness.of corn 
was Uthe greatest publick MischiefUthat could befall Britain, 
that he was publishing these statements in the 'Review' on 
October 13,1709, after the worst .harvest·, of the first three 
decades of the century. (55) . The price of Wheat had reached 
lls.6d. per bushel at Michaelmas, 5s. Od.' more than the previous 
year, which, in turn, had been 2s.8d. more than the year before. 
A good harvest in.17l0brought the price down,to 8s.0d. and it 
only once again reached that figure, in 1713, before Defoe! s 
death 1n 1731. (56) _: yet he could maintain ,that there was' in 
England at that time liND S<.::ARCITY AT ALL OF, CORW,' and that there 
- . 
had been, "generally speaking"a.very good Crop of Corn thro'out 
England." He even claimed.that.there,was enough co¥n in Britain 
Uto suppiy the whole Island for .,very near three .,Years .to come, 11 
although the general distress during.the,following·months was ~ 
one of the factors which contributed to the triumph of Sacheverel: 
and the decisive Tory victory at the polls in 1710. (57) He 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 174-175. 
Eev1ew, Vol. IX, (No. 39) p. 78; (No. 59), p. 117. 
Ibid, Vol. VI, (No. 82), pp. 325-326. 
T:S7 Ashton, ~onomic Fluctuations in En~land 1700-1800 
(Vxford 1959) pp. 16-17, and Statistical Table 1. 
Reyiew, Vol.VI,.(No. 82), pp. 326-327.: . 
contended that the 'whole nation was'"fullof Corn" and that he .. 
could not, "by diligent Enquiry", find one place where there 
was any scarcity. (58) He~admitted that it had rained excess-
ively for ten or twelve days during ·the second half: of September 
but claimed that the harvest was then completed within a hundred 
mile radius of.London. 'Harvesting~was"still going on in'the 
nor th, but there·. had been very little rain there •. (59) . English-
men were noW being' tlCorn-jobb' d" because the rise .. in . corn prices 
oust be due to the machinations of stock jobbers. (60) He 
blamed the oldtlmalpractices" of. engrossing, forestal11ng and 
wi thholding which were all examples of ttClandestine Trade lt for 
any apparent scarcity at the markets and it was the magistrates' 
duty to enforce the laws' against these evils. . If· this were 
done, the price of corn would soon falluin spight of Exportation. 
(61) The clamour against'the export of Corn was'''aPartY-Trick lt 
with tla Jacobite Interest at the Bottom of it.". ·Because.the 
Dutch "scarce sow Corn enough to feed '. their Cocks and Hens, tI 
they had "their great Magazine of Corn: in Poland and Pruss ia" 
but they also drew a great quantity from Britain.' TheY.had 
"generously, rather than politically, exhausted themselves last 
Year for the Supply, of the Armies in· the Netherlands, and for 
the Relief of the great Cities in Brabant and Flanders~~t Be-
cause of an outbreak of· plague at Danzig, Bri tain Was now tttheir 
only source of supply. To "straighten the Dutch" and'weaken' 
the Grand Alliance ttwould be~a most.acceptable Policytt to the 
Jacobi tes. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
Because of the high:pr1ces on the Continent,UA 
No. 83) pp. 329-330. 
!NO. 84l p.335.' No. 83 p. 330. No. 82 p. 326 and (No. 84) p. 334. 
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stop of Export of Corn ought,to be the'last Thing.we should do." 
Every quarter of corn sent, abroad would be'as profitable as three 
quarters in an,average year, and if all. the surplus ,"above our 
own necessary SupplY""could be exported "while the Pr ice holds 
thus dear",-"it would: furnish us With. above two Millions Sterling 
of ready Money.II.(62) ,Six months,later, he Was blaming the 
London bakers for,contributing to the rise in prices, "of.,making 
the Price' of Corn it self rise and fall as theypleas'd.",. They 
"were become so much Masters of the Markets" because they had. 
been of late "the prinCipal Buyers at all; Fhe Marke tsround 
London. " Because of the shortage of corn, the bakers ,had been 
ignoring the regula tions of' the Lord Mayor in. his "Weekly Assize 
of Bread" and were· treating the' old laws as "Scare-Crows they~, 
valu'd not at all." Therefore Par11ament had passed an Act to 
limit and regulate the assizes of bread'throughout,Britain, des-
pite petitions of the bakers from all.over the country against 
1t. Defoe strongly supported-the action.which had been taken, 
calling the bakers "a .Parcel of Mechanicks'~ ;and claiming that in 
the past the p1110ry:had seemed a punishment particularly appro-
priate to them until "modern Justice" had decided "to bestow , it 
upon Men of Letters."·:The bakers had,indeed.lIgot the ,World.in 
a String ••• when they pleas'd to tell us Corn Was dear, behold. 
it became dear." If they should attempt _to defy the law and •. ~ 
refuse to bake, Defoe made ,two suggestions to prevent the'cit1zen! 
from becoming "Slaves to -their Ovens," first a proclamation that 
recalcitrant bakers should:be.obliged'to pull down their ovens 
and lose any further privilege of baking bread within the Liber-
" ~i· ~" 
ties of the City and secondly conferring the freedom of the City 
62. lQid, (No. 85) pp. 337-338. 
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on any outside baker who would accept the new law. (63) 
Throughout "this heavy expensive War", Parliament had shown a 
particular solicitude for the poor and had avoided a general~ 
excise. No "Necessaries of Life". had been taxed, "While your 
Neighbours pay something to the Government for every Bunch of 
Turnep,they Eats." This "constant .regard to the Poor" would 
be comple tely defea ted if the baker s' succeeded, in effect, . in 
imposing "a Tax upon Bread.~ (64) Two years after this disas-
trous harvest of 1709, Defoe remained:convinced that there had 
been no real shortage. -In September 1711, in an ironical sur-
- ,', ; ". 
vey of the benefits which 'would result from any further increases 
.. . • ~ l 
) . ' 
in wartime taxation, he wrote in·his 'Review', "'tis'not above 
three Years ago, since Corn rose above 3s a Bushel to 9s meerly 
on a wild Notion" without Ground,a Whymsie of Dearth in the 
midst of Plenty; - a Prohibition followed •••. they were not to 
Export'~ny Cor~ till the Michaelmas.~fter, when.~hat.Time expir'd, 
, " 
there was more Old Corn in England than had.been in 20 Year before 
, " " \ 
~ .. .. " 
••• we had more Corn in Britain:than.we could Consume - Yet in 
t 
this Time, What a Price'did the Corn:bear? Above double the 
Rate ••• should a Gabel of.but half the rising Price be put upon 
our Bread, what a Murmuring Nation should we have been? •• Do 
you not think we should have been. all in Tumul t,Rabbles, Riots, 
and perhaps in Blood, for Bread is a,mighty.Mutinous Article, ••• 
Yet this Tax of four shillings per Bushel upon Wheat, I affirm 
we paid for near one whole Year, ••• purely in the ungrounded 
Notion of a Scarci ty of Corn ••• " (65) 
63. lQid, Vol. VII, (No. 17) pp. 66-67. 
64. lQid, Vol. VII, (No. 18) p. 70. 
65. lQid, Vol. VIII, (No. 72) p. 290. 
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Defoe remaine~ convinced that there were adequate safe-
guards for the consumer, if only the regulations concerning the 
,. - '. , . 
corn trade were enforced. He ,also believ:ed that in a normal 
year Bri tain noW produced more corn,than she ~could consume and 
this led him to 'give such warm appr,oval to the distilling trade, 
as early as February 1713 when he noted that this now consumed 
, 
200,000 quarte~s .o~:malt eac~ year~ (66) In May he explained 
his position in more detail.' 
, 
"The Distilling of Malt Spirits is founded upon. an 
Article of Trade, as essential to the publick Good 
in its Proportion, as any Trade We have, or can _ 
have'in the Nation; I mean the .Consumption .of Corn, 
which being the neat Produce of the Land, it must' ; , 
be allow'd is the most immediate Profit to the Nation, 
of any Trade whatsoever. • ••. the Consumption of . , 
Corn is one of the Fundamentals of the Nation's Wealth: 
Every Quarter of Corn which the Nation can Export, 
reserving a sufficient Quantity for our own Expence, 
so that the Price may not rise too high, is clear 
Gain to the publick Stock. ' Every new Trade, which 
ei ther causes the Corn to be Exported, or to be 
,applied to some Use at Home, : which 1 twas' not applied 
to before, and which prevents the Importation of 
something which must otherwise be brought from abroad, 
must be a gainful Trade to the Publick, ••• This, 
now, is eminently seen in the Distilling Trade; Where 
first the Corn is consum'd; which Corn is our own 
~roduce, pays Rent for our Land, employs our People,. 
our Cattle, our Shipping, etc. And secondly, The 
Imoortation of Foreign.Spirits is prevented that 1s 
to~say, in Proportion. 
Nothing is more certain, Than that the ordinary Produce 
of Corn in England is much greater than the numbers of 
our own Feople or Cattle can consume; And this is the 
Reason WhY, when the Markets are low abroad,' ••• that 
Plenty which is other Nations Blessing, is our intoler-
'able Bur then. Thi B-Wes apparent in the la tter Years of 
King Charles and King James, when Corn was so very 
Cheap, that almost all the Farmers in England were un-
done by it; and had it held so till now, the Value of 
Lands in England mut have sunk very considerably before 
this time. I have knov'm a Farmer Plough twenty Acres 
. of Land, and Sow it With Wheat, and have a, vast Crop;' 
and when carried to Market, the whole quantity would 
not pay for the Husbandry, carrying in and; carrying 
66. 1ll.1Q, Vol. IX, (No. 57) p •. 114. 
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out; the whole Rent of the Land being sunk out of 
the Farmers Stock. The Distilling Trade is one 
Remedy for this Disaster, as it helps to carry off 
the great quantity of Corn in such a time of Plenty· 
and it has this particular Advantage, That if at any 
time a Scarcity happens, this Trade can halt for a 
Year, and not be lost entirely ••• Put in times of 
Plenty, ••• the Distilling of Corn is one of the most 
essential thinss to support the Landed Interest, that 
any Branch of Trade can help us to; and therefore 
especially to be Preserved, and tenderly Used. I 
have, upon all Occasions, been a constant Opponent 
of the common Nations of our People ,for prohibiting 
the Exportation of Corn: It is true, our common 
People, upon the least appearance of the advance of 
Price, immediately begin there ••• but this is not 
the only Instance of Popular Errour, and where People 
to redress their Grievances, think of the very Methods 
that increase them. -These poor People, while they 
Rage at the Exportation of Corn, and Distilling of 
Corn, overlook the Engrossing, Restraining, Regrating, 
or as I may well call it, the Stock-Jobbing of Corn, 
which generally is the occasion of raising the Price, 
, and gives us Dearth in Plenty, and Famine Without 
Scarci ty. ' (Distilling) must for ever pass wi th me 
fora Trade as Profitable to the Publick, as Necessary 
to be supported, and as Useful to be Encouraged in 
Proportion to its Magnitude, as any Trade in the Nation." 
In the pamphlet which he wrote thirteen years later, Defoe was 
again solely concerned with distilling as a trade, but in the 
. 
interval he had found in it neW vir tues. For the farmers, it 
provided "a Market, for those Grains of the neanes t Quality and 
(67 
which it would be difficult, if not impossible for them to dispose 
" 
of to Advantage any othe'r, way." This was the case when the grain 
seemed ttthin and light" after a ,long drought,' or when "by unseas-
onable Rains" in Harvest" the farmer's had difficulty getting in 
their corn, or when it was damaged "ei ther in the Field, or in 
the Barn, in the Ear, or in the Sack." Were it not for the dis-
tilling trade, the farmer "could do little With it but feed his 
Hogs, which would not enable' him to pay hi s Rent." Some land 
would not "bear any other Corn," especially in the nor thern and 
67. 1.l1.iQ, Vol. IX (No. 92), pp.' 185-186. 
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eastern counties, "where a very great Quantity o'f poor and unim-
provable Lands, which formerly lay waste" were now sown with 
barley. Because two quarters per acre was "no mean Crop" on 
these lands, he estimated that 100,000 acres would be used to 
produce 200,000 quarters of corn. "The Horses employ'd in the 
Husbandry of 100000 Acres of Land ••• and in the Carriage of this 
Corn ••• and the Re-carriage of the Malt ••• must necessarily 
consume the Growth and ~roduce of many Thousands of Acres of 
Land more." Much shipping must also be employed in bringing 
the corn and coal used by the distillers to London "from the re-
motest Parts of the Kingdom." In addition to the duty upon the 
malt, the excises upon the spirits amounted to more than £100,000 
per annum, and there was also the duty on the 20,000 chaldrons of 
coal used by the distillers. If the industry had made So much 
progress in a Ii ttle over twenty years,' encouraging it would be 
a better way to raise a revenue than by imposing new taxes which 
could only r educe the consumption. Both the brewing and the 
wine trades were open to the same moral objections and he there-
fore quoted the following: 
So hasty Showers, when they from Heaven fall down, 
Are sent to fructify, and not to drown; 
And in the Torrent if a Drunkard 'sink, 
'Tis not the Brook that drowns him but the Drink. 
But 'twou'd be hard, because the Sinner's slain, 
For fear of Drowning, we must have no Rain." (68) 
Defoe was naturally eager that Britain should export the \ 
maximum amount of corn because he never tired of reminding his 
readers that, by God's bounty, she had more of her native produce 
68. A Brief Caee of the Distillere, and of the D1stl111n£..,.Trade '. 
in England ••• (1726), pp. 1-17. 
to export than any other nation. (69) Yet :while he supported 
the payment of a bounty on corn export, he recognized that this 
was "an Art of selling Bread cheaper rtoForeigners, :than to our 
oVJn People, by whose Sweat and Labour:' it was produced. (70) 
ThiS, however, was an isolated comment, written in August 1709 
when he was arguing that the admission of the Palatine refugees 
would increase the internal demand 'for :the, produce of her Soil, 
and was followed in October byhis vigorous advocacy of continued 
exportation even after such a disastrous.harvest. On, the other 
hand, his enthusiasm for the corn trade was limi ted and as usual 
he favoured the maintenance of "a just Ballance between the feed-
ing Grounds and the Corn Grounds." " He noted tha t corn prices " 
had risen abroad during the war of William Ill's reign,because 
of bad, harvests, or damage to crops by the Warring arm~es or 
the 'interruptions of trade by privateers, and had remained high 
during Anne's reign under the stimulus of a large demand from 
portugal and Spain. Wi th his habitual exaggeration, ,he. declared 
that "great Quantities of Grass Ground'~ had been;turned into 
arable, "also enclos ing Commons, and, ploughing up Downs, and l 
Heaths, or Moors where the Plough had never touch't·before; so 
tha t many Millions of Acre s had been plough' d up since the Year 
1700, which were never plough t d before. This had coincided 
.' 
with an increase in population in England to give·lla check to 
the Grazier" so that meat prices ,had risen. Plenty of corn Was 
"without doubt a Blessing to the World" but if this led to a 
drop in rents "the Grand Capital of the Nation" would be abated, 
69. ESlyiew, Vol. IX, (No. 57) p. 113; Atlas Mari timus, p. 100. 
70. A Brief History of the Poor Palatine Refugees ... pp. 14-15. 
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and "speaking in the Language of Trade, we. may be undone by 
too much Plenty." Yet. he suggested that Nature would correct 
the unbalance "Wi thout any Laws" by Parliament," "for if :.the 
Plough has broken up too much Ground, and therebY·:made Corn. too 
cheap, 'tha t Cheapness will oblige' the Plough to lay down these 
Grounds again." (71), Nor Was arable farming'· the most profi table 
use of the land. It was Scotland's disaster, "that the Lands, 
gener ally speaking, over the .. whole Kingdom,' were. g1 ven up so' 
completely to the plough, that "all the fertile Meadows 'and rich 
Pastures" were ploughed up, '.'even to. the. very Banks of theRi vers, 
whereas in England, the grazing .land,. ~'tho' of the same Goodnessll 
was let for five times as much as the arable. "There:are Mill-
ions of Acres of Land", .he continued, "in Scotland, which really 
turn to no Account at all,except to starve,a few Sheep, which 
with good Husbandry and Industry would bear as.good Corn~as the 
lower Lands of Scotland.now do." He said 'that he was. not pro-
posing, tha t the dairyman should' replace ~ the ploughman,. "bu t to 
transpose the Plough from the Valleys ,to the Hills -'To.turn. 
that rich, fertile' flat 'Country, adapted to Flocl{s and Herds; 
into Pastures and;feeding Grounds,~and'carry the Plough'to, the-
Hills." (72) 'But even feeding land~was;not ~the SUl':'..mit of farm-
ing improvement, since "Garden.Grounds" were let at £6 to £7,. 
and even at £10 an acre compared with the 50 shillings.per acre 
for feeding grounds. Therefore; a garden vIas "the highest ;Im-
provemen t of Land in the World.". "Were .Englandso full of', 
People, that all the loW Lands of the Nation were but enough. to 
mal\:e their Gardens, and feed Homestall, as they call i t, the1r~ ,'. 
71. 
72. 
,', ;. 
Xhe Poll tical State of Great Bri taln, Septer;iber 1730, 
pp. 246-248. 
Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 47) pp. 187-188. 
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Horses and Cows, and the Hills their Sheep, that they could 
neither SOW their own Corn, nor feed their own Cattle- It 
would still be the'richer, and be the-greatest Nation in the 
World. " "You should then need no Laws to prohibit the Irish 
Cattle", he told his countrymen, "all the World should be your 
Breeders and Feeders, all your Neighbours should be your Plow-
men, your Hewers of Wood and Drawers of Water, and your Wealth 
and strength -would be a Prodigy like your selves." When the 
Roman empire was at its zenith and there were no fewer than 
1,400,000 heads of families in Rome itself, "the prodigious 
Concourse of People spread the Country; the Cities were full 
of Freemen, the Country full of Gentlemens Houses, Italy Was 
all a Garden, they fetch'dtheir Corn from Sicil, and Barbary, 
their Cattle from Hungary and the Banks of the Danube."- . The 
same was true of the ',land of Canaan) and the Dutch suffered no 
want, although they ploughed no land, 'and sowed no corn, "com-
parati vely speaking." (73)" 'The supreme' example of this perfec-
tion of husbandry ,was Barbados, '''an unanswerable Testimony of 
its being a Nation's In teres t,' to put" every Inch of Land to the 
highest possible Improvement, and to fill the Country; if poss-
ible so full of people, that the whole Kingdom could only serve 
to make their Gardens and Stable-Yards." , Thiswas-a'complete-
proof that no nation that had Ita rich Produce" could have too 
many people. ,(74) "But if our Lands should be made to yield 
their utmost Increase, and your People cannot consume the Increase 
or foreign ,Trade take it off your Hands, 'tis then 'no Increase 
to us, and must not be produced: so that the Lands must be laid 
down, that is to say a certain Proportion of them, and left to 
73. ~,Vol. VI, (No. 36) pp. 143-144. 
74. ~, Vol. VI, (No. 47) p. 186. 
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bear no Corn, or feed no Cattle, because your Produce is too 
great for your Consumption." Only trade could remedy this de-
plorable situation~ "If our Manufactures Were soincreas'd by 
Trade, that they could maintain more People than the Land could 
feed, and that, as the Dutch do at this Time, We were obliged,. 
to fetch all our Corn or great Part of it, -from abroad, it would 
most certainly be an Advantage to the Publick, and the Rent of 
Lands would-rise in Proportion.".(75) 
, , 
Thus manufacturing was more important than husbandry. The 
na ti ve produc t or impor ted raw ma ter lals were.~ then· fully improved 
and therefore could earn a higher'return' when exported. The 
early economists assumed that those engaged in farming cOUld: 
feed many more people' and Defoe thought that the initial nucleus--
of his imaginary settlement, fifty farmers with their families-
and labourers, could suppor t four times the ir number. (76) '. The 
larger population which manufacturing attracted, increased" the , 
internal demand for farm products and thus benefited the whole 
agricultural community. The second reason why.manufactures 
were so significant was the need to employ the poor, the acute 
problem of under-employment' which Defoe expressed, in statements 
such as "our Manufactures which is the Labour of our Poor," !tin 
all Business 'tis a standing Rule to employ as far as possible 
our own poor," and "the Labour of the Poor; .. a Thing .in all our I 
I 
Discourses of Manufacturing principally to be consider'd, as· 1 
I wha t lies at the Bottom, and is .the Soul of. our Welfare in Trade. til 
(77) This vital function of manufactures Was established by 
75. 
76. 
77. 
The Compleat English Tradesman, "Vol. II, Part I, pp. 
A Plan of the English COITmerce, pp. 15-21. 
Review, Vol. IV, (No. 146) p. '584, (No. 158) p. 630, 
p. 637. 
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(No. 
~ 
12°1 
16°1 
i 
one of his favouri te chains of reasoning:: "Manufactures are 
, , 
the Life of. the Nation, . the Work ,employs the Poor,the Foor 
, 
consume the Provisions Which"~re the Produce, the Consumption 
of Provisions' keeps up the Value of Lands, . the ,Value of, Lands 
-'< " > 
~,' 4" 
pays Taxes, the Taxes support the War, the War defends the Gov-
. ": , 
ernment, the Government our' Religion and Liberty;' and thus, by 
i ~ - " •• 
a noble Chain of Causes and'Consequences, the whole,publick 
Welfare turns upon ~his one Glorious ArticI E3 of, Commerce. tt (78)' 
- - ~ , .. ~ 
He was, of course, thinking: primarily.· of manufactures for export 
_. !,' '. -. > 
, 
and their importance in internal trade·was 'seldomexpressly statec 
Even the following remark Was probably made wi thO reference to 
some. expor ts which brought, in Ii ttle return, 'ttTha t Employment 
of People, Consumption of Froduce, either of Labour or Growth, 
is real GAIN to a Nation, thot'the Gain in Specie do not appear." 
(79) Home needs'were, however,.indicatedinthis comment~'al­
though the emphasi swas still on' employment:' ; ttManufactur es are 
a Benefit to the Nation, ·not only as· they supply our Wants, ,serve 
our Exports, return Forreign Wealth, and create Trade, but.as 
they Employ our People, Enable the Poorer Families 'in making.·, 
them to subsist and support them selves, and the Midling Sort, 
by buying and selling them to grow Wealthy and live:Happy. tt (80) 
That final remark '. reveals that' it was the third branch of 
the home trade which was, in Defoe's eyes, the most valuable. 
At the beginnir:g of his 'Plan' he divided home!trade into labour-
ing and dealing and proceeded to classify all the various kinds 
of employmen t in trade: . c,. 
78. .I:l:.1.1Q, Vol. IV, ~NO. 149). p. 596. 
79. .llL1d, Vol. IX, No. 38). p. 76';' . 
80. .llU..!l, Vol. II, No. 10) p. 38. 
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"Those, concern' d in the meaner. and fir st Employ- , 
ments, are called in common, Working Men or Labour-
ers, and the labouring Poor; : such as .the meer , 
Husband-men, Miners, Diggers, Fishers, and in short, 
all the Drudges and Labourers in the several Produc-
tions of Nature or of Art: Next to them, are those 
who, tho' labouring perhaps equally wi th "the 'other, 
have yet some Art mingled with their Industry, and 
are to be particularly ,instructed and taught how to 
perform their Part, and those are called Workmen or 
Handicrafts. Superior to these, are. the Guides or 
Mas ters, in such Works or Employmen ts, and these are 
call'd Artists, Mechanicks;, or Craftsmen; and in " 
general, all are understood in this one Word Mechan-
icks;' such as Clothiers, Weavers, etc. Handicrafts 
in Hardware, Brass, Iron, Steel, Copper, etc. 
Superior to these are the Dealers who only buy. and 
sell, either by wholesale or retale as above: these 
are the Factor, the Pedlar and the Merchant. tI (81)" 
In the 'Compleat English Tradesman', he gave full details of 
the last group, his criterion being whether the tradesman was 
engaged in distribution, or as he called it, circulation. Thus 
shopkeepers such as smiths, shoemakers and jOiners,' who sold the 
goods which they themselves made, 'were excluded, as twereall 
primary producers,even master manufacturers: "tho' indeed the 
very foundation of Trade." Similarly farmers.and graziers, 
"tho' they are springs and wheels,in the movement of Trade," 
were omitted but "Brokers and~Buyers.and Sellers of Cattle,.Corn 
and other Provisions by wholesale for other menu were ranked a's 
tradesmen. The same was true of "Brewers and'Distillers, and 
the Dealers in many things relating .to' them, as the Hop-Merchan ts, 
Hoop and Stave Merchants for their Cash; 'nay the Iron-Merchants ',' 
for their Iron-hoops ••• all the,Vintners, Inn-holders, Alehouse-
keepers and that prodigiously multiplied Article of Strong-water 
Shops. " Wholesale and retail butchers ,and horse-dealers were 
tradesmen, as were Manchester men and pedlars and all the countl:'y i 
81. A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. '3-4; 
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shopkeepers.. There was scarcely one of England's 10,000 
parishes that did not have some of these'retailers'and "not a 
few" had many hundreds.· ,Thus he had been·. told that there Were' 
60,000,tradesmen, by the above definitions, wtthin,Norfolk alone 
and probably ·100,000 if 'dealers in wool and spun-yarn Were justi-
fiably included. Therefore, he, thought .. , tha t there could be 
"near two millions of Tradesmen, including their Servants, Appren-
tices and Journeymen in Great Britain.",(82) Distinguishing 
between peop1e,making and people selling in an early number of 
the 'Review', he declared, "I am of Opinion,· there are. greater 
Numbers of· Families Maintain'd, thus by our Manufactures after 
they are made, than there are,by the making them." (93). 
Although manufacturing played such a vita1.part in satisfy-
ing men's wants that withoutthe.labour of the poor, "the Rich 
would go Naked", it was yet a "Mechanick Employ" and· clearly in-
ferior to circulation. (84) The former tradesman"always used, 
"mechanick" in a derogatory sense. ,-During the public debate 
about the peace negotiations in 1712, he regretted that every 
mechaniC now pretended' II to reason upon Sta te-Ma tters.'" (85) " 
Roxana expressed her relief when her.son Was "rescued from the, 
unhappy Circumstances of being Apprentice to a Mechanick" (86) 
and in his attack on the London.bakers in 1710 he regretted that 
he was "descended at once so 'low, as to be talking to a Parcel 
of Mechanicks call' d Baker s." (87). 'He believed tha t the people 
82. The COIDDleat English Tradesman, Vol. I, pp. 1-4, Vol. II, 
Part II, pp. 72-81. < 
83. Reyiew, Vol. ,II, (No. 10) p. 38. 
84. A General History of Trade June 1713, p. 28. 
85. !he Present Negotiations of Peace Yindicat~ ••• (1712) 
pp. 19-20. 
86. Roxana, Vol. II,p. '6.' 
87. Reyiew, Vol. VII, (No. 17) p: 66. . 
engaged. in distribution· were more useful than primary producers 
because they ensured a higher standard of.living by making poss-
ible increased specialization and thus providing a greater variet~ 
~' ~. 
of goods and services. It was this that really constituted 
trade, both internally and internationallY, and' enabied a commun-
i ty to expand both in numbers 'and weal the '" .. H~ _ s t~ted, "I mus t 
Distinguish between the Reason of Labour ~~d the Reason'of Trade; 
".' , 
for Labour and Manufacturing is not properly Commerce, ,but rather 
." * 
• • • Employment, and might.have been so ordered in the World as 
that every Man should have.been his own Labourer." (88) : His 
-" f! 'J.,... 4' , ~ 
imaginary settlement of fifty farmers,which.attracts a thousand 
, ,- , 
more people'is in effect a ,colony, ,such as he ,proposed for the 
Palatines in the New Forest and described in h1s'T~ur'. Those 
who join the settlement are shopkeepers and professional men and 
..... ~ " ' .. ' ". '- . """ , 
craftsmen producing essential articles and services for a largely 
). ,,' 1 > 
self-sufficient community. There is little manufactUre apart' 
from spinning by the women who provide work for"a linen-weaver, 
, .. 
". " 
a woollen-weaver and a flax and hemp-dresser, and if they draw 
.>' c ~ , ' __ 
supplies from outside there is no explanation of what they offer 
in return. ~(89)' During the debate about the admission of the 
poor Palatines in 1709, he gave a fuller statement of his views 
in the 'Review': 
.. . ., 
"Again, barely plan ting a Number of People upon our 
Land, .who should 'produce .theProvisions they eat,~,' 
and manufacture the Clothes and Household-Stuff ·they 
wore; ••• would not perhaps 'answer, all that .is alleged: 
of encreasing Wealth to a Nation - Nor would ,a Colony 
so cons ider' d, make .. good what I have said ••• ':There 
is no doubt but a hundred thousand People planted in 
any Country might subsist them selves,' and do all .. the ,.' 
necessary Works they should want, without employing 
any Body. • •• Trade ,is,; to be conslder'din its 'full 
88. A General History'of Trade, ,June~1713, p. 33. 
89. A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 15-21. 
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Circulation, by which it employs perhaps ten times 
the Hands, which the same Things produc'd in another 
Manner would employ, and which Circulation is the 
Life of general Commerce - 'Tis for Want of this Dis-
tinction,' that most ofiour vulgar Errors,about Trade 
are midwif'd into the World. . 
I wear a Suit of Clothes - Th~y a~e made of Cloth, 
lin'd with Shalloon, stitch'd with Silk, ·the Buttons 
are of' one Work, the Button-holes', of another, the 
Pockets are of Leather, the Wastcoat is.lin'd'with 
Flannel, .the Breeches wi th Dirnmety, ••• from the fir s t 
Principles of'the Clothes to my.wearing them, 100 
Families have a Part of ·their Subsistence out of,.this 
one Suit of Clothes· ••• The Farmer bred the Sheep, 
part in Lei~estershire, part in Lincolnshire, part in 
Kent, part in Wiltshire etc. where the Wool being shorn 
he sold it to the Staplers, who carry'd it tO,London, , 
or to Sturbridge-Fair, or to Gloucestershire for Sale; 
••• the Clothier bought it" ••• and a Multitude of Hands 
it runs thro' there too;. the Shalloon-maker dwelt in 
Northamptonshire, perhaps at Kettering, he bought his 
Wool at London, had it spun in Bedfordshlre, dy'd,it 
at Coventry, wore it at Kettering, and it was sold 
three times after it was made, before, I bought it for 
the Taylor." 
Similarly, he commended the number of transactions in the cotton 
manufact~e from the cultivation of the raw material in Jamaica, 
its transport to London, carriage to Manchester, the' ten to 
twelve processes there before its return to London as fustians 
for lining clothes in England or its shipment to the same island 
of Jamaica. (90) 
This was the main reason for his swingeing denunciations 
of Sir Humphrey Mackw~rth's proposal to employ the poor in parish 
workhouses. He admitted that goods might be made in every 
little village in England, but" this would be nothing but re-
ducing us to our primitive State, and making every Village be a 
Colony within it self, independent of all about it - In this Case l 
five Farmers, and one of every general Occupatibn shall feed and 
90. Eeyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 42) p. 166. 
cloth the whole Parish; and where is the Thing you call Trade 
••• ,. You would by this Method leave~two Millions of.the People 
• • • wi thoutEmploymen t." In marked contrast, 
" ••• by the Circulation of Trade; every single 
Person in this Nation makes ten times more Work 
than he can do - And all this iS'owing to the 
several Branches of Manufacture, the several 
little Fountains from whence Supplies of Pro vi-
sions come, and from whence every Part of Britain 
helps and assists one a~other, corresponds and' 
barters with one another for what they want, just 
as the distinct Nations of the World do in the 
more general Commerce. Norwich sends Stuffs to 
London, and buyes there all· her other,Manufactures; 
as Cloth from Leeds, Stockings from Yorkshire, 
Serges from Exeter, finer Cloth from Wiltshire, 
Cotton Ware from Manchester, Flannels from Wales, 
••• All these Places again being~employ'd lntheir 
other respective Manufactures, which universally 
go to London, buy their Stuffs therefrom Norwich.": 
He condemned direct trade between the various clothing centres 
. , 
"a Model too muchpractic'd" astlanInvasion made upon 'the Circu-
la tion" because' the manufacture passed through fewer hands. ,"A·. 
large home trade had not developed in Scotland because the circu-
lation of· tr.ade was "anticipated" and the wool grew, was wrought 
and was worn in the same place, "perhaps in the very same ,Town", 
whereas if the poor were encouraged in their own manufactures, 
"the several Shires and Burghs" would concentrate on their own 
particular speciality. "The Wool,' the Flax,. the Yarn; the Cloth" 
would "pass and re-pass from place to placett -and ttemploy twice', 
the Hands in the Work" Without apparently any increase in prices, 
for the same number of people would ·be clothed "but in' the same 
Manner, and wi th the same Expence." (91) ,. '. 
"The Manu~actures of Englandtt , .he asserted,' are happily 
settled in different Corners of the Kingdom, from whence they 
91. ~, pp. 166-167. 
are mutually convey'd by a Circulation of Trade to London by 
Wholesale, like the Blood to the Heart, and from thence dispers'd 
in lesser Quantities to the other parts of the Kingdom by Retail.' 
He alleged that trade had already suffered "a manifest Detrimen til 
by the IITransposing a vast Woollen ~!Ianufacture from several Parts 
of England to London" so that "the several Woollen Goods now~ 
made in Spittlefields, where within this few Years were none at 
all made, has already visibly affected~the .sever~l.Parts, where 
they were before made, as Norwich, Sudbury,: Farnham, and other 
Towns, many of whose Principal Tradesmen are now remov'd hither, 
••• and. leave the Poor of. those Countries to shift:for Work. 1t 
Such a "Breach of the Circulation of Trade must necessarily Dis-
temper the Body." By the use of the knitting 'frame, the manu-
facture of.worsted stockings had been "wholly transpostd into 
London" and "the Spittlefields men"had' also'invaded.the Norfolk 
stuff trade. ' Canterbury had suffered even worse from the compet: 
tion of London with the result that fewer than fifty broad looms 
were at worlt: compared with two hundred's few years before.' His 
reaction to these changes' was to announce" "All Methods to bring 
our Trade to be manag'd by fewer hands than it was before, .are 
in themselves pernic:l.ous to England 'in general, as they lessen 
the Employment of the Poor, unhinge their Hands from the Labour, 
and tend to bring our Hands to be superior to our'Employ, Which 
, as yet 1 t is not." . It was "hard to calculate what a blow it" 
would be to Trade in general, should every County but Manufacture 
all the several sorts of Goods they' use,' it would.,throw our In-
land Trade into strange Convulsions, which at present 1s perhaps, 
or has been in the greatest Regularity of any in the World~ ~~, If 
every town should have a manufacture "and every Parish be a 
Ware-house n , trade would be "bur then' d wi th Corporations" which 
were usually as destructive as monopolies.·,' "Parish Stocks" 
" 
he continued, "under the direction of Justices of Peace, may 
soon come to set up petty Manufactures, •••. and all the'. poorer 
sort of People shall be aw'd'or,bypass'd to Trade there ,only. 
Thus the,Shop-keepers, who pay Taxes, and are the Support of 
our inland Circulation, will immediately be ruin'd, and thus we 
shall beggar the Nation to provide for the Poor. It .AI though 
"the settled Poor" could not remove, single people Would follow 
the manufacturer and 'the government might find it inconvenient 
to have so many more inhabitant s in the, London area.. In the 
I:' '''' " 
districts which theyleft,'lands:would immediately,fall in value 
I .. 40' i< ' ~ 
because the farmer, would be obliged to '; accept .. a'lower profi t on 
the foodstuffs which he produced because of the increased cost 
of carriage to more distant markets. Defoe,'who always set ~ 
great store by quality, feared that,the' reputation'ofBritish 
goods would suffer, because "our several Manufactures are known 
by their respective,Names; and our Serges, Bayes and other,Goods 
are bought abroad by the Character and Reputation of the Places 
where they are made", and these would be replaced by new goods 
of uncertain quality. If the, parish authorities sold their 
products wholesale, they would prove poor merchants because their 
other interests would divide their attention, and if by retail, 
they would be in effect pedlars and thus Ita public nusance. to 
Trade lt which they would finally ruin. To "parcel out·our Trade 
to every Door" would have other fatal consequences:·, "the Wool 
will be all Manufactured where it is sheer'd, every body will 
..... ...,.,.,. A 
make tneir own _Cloaths, and the Trade, which now lives by running 
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thro' a multitude of Hands, will go then thro' so few,that" 
thousands of Families will want Employment" whereas at present 
II'Tis the excellence of our English Manufacture, that itis so" 
planted as to go thro' as many Hands a's' tis possible; . he that 
contrives to have it go thro' fewer, ought at the same time to 
provide Work for >the rest." (92) He claimed that "the only argu-
ment -that could be advanced by Mackworth' s supporters for preserv-
ingthiscirculation was that no one parish could make all the' 
different varieties of cloth and that they would send the surplus 
of what they did not need to London, bu the ,"replied, 
"1. Some Towns are large enough to have all the 
necessary sorts of the Manufacture made in them, ••• 
2. If every Parish cannot, every County maY,'and 
doubtless will. 3. If none do make all the Manu-
factures, the Circulation will be stop'd, as far as, 
they do make; and ••• by how many more Places it is 
made in, so much the :less Circulation: .~'.", 
Lastly, there were counties like Sussex," which had no woollen 
manufacture but produced some of ' the best" wool in the country. 
If they ,began to make;their own cloth, "would not .they want-the 
less Broadcloth from the West, Serges 'from Exeter, Flannels from 
Salisbury and Wales, Druggets and Stuffs from Spittlefields, or 
Norwich, Stockings from Yorkshire and the like." '>- What would' 
become of the people of Norfolk which had more than '!50000 People 
in it, more than 1 t couldMa1nta1n, wi thout the help of the Manu-
factures?1I (93) He envisaged that Mackworth's plan would ~ruin, 
or at least greatly impoverish. the great Trading Towns in England tl 
which were noW "like separate Colonies 'in every disti'nct Manufac-
ture" but when their surrounding villages produced "petty and 
debased Work s", would decay like "VJinchelsea, Sandwich, Bramber, 
92. aiying Alms No Charity ~ •• pp. 17-23. 
93. Review, Vol. II, (No. 11) pp. 41-42. 
and other Towns, which once flourish'd in Trade and People.'" 
Whereas these towns were "the Glory and Wealth of the Kingdom" 
this scheme would "reduce England to one great Village,.be (by) 
employing the People in their scatter'd Habitations, rather. 
than encorporating them into Bodies", which not only. helped 
trade but added to "the Methods of Employment" •. (94) Defoe 
could not think that anything 'could be so fatal to'the woollen 
manufacture "as dispersing it into every Village must be". (95) 
Defoe strongly maintained .the corollary of this:proposition, 
namely that large concentrations of population increased, demand. 
He devoted a whole chapter of his 'Compleat ~nglish Tradesman' 
to the great benefit which the whole kingdom received "from the 
magnl tude of London and its mighty trade." ,. \ It was "the cen tre 
of· nour ishment to the whole na tion." " "Collected bodies of 
People" Were "a particular assistance to Trade" and therefore 
"one great and capital City in a Kingdom""was much more advanta-
geous than if .the same number of people. dwelt in several places. 
The same was true of navigation. It was much better to have 
"one cornmanding Port, one noble navigable River, . than that they 
had, in the ir divided and remote s i tua tion, . as above, fifte en 
navigable River s. " He cited the opposite position of Spain, 
where he dismissed Madrid as a village rather than a capital 
city, despite its supposed 300,000 inhabitants, because it had. 
"neither Sea-port or Inland Navigation", 'the river Tagus being 
distant twelve leagues and entering the sea in Portugal.' The •. ~ 
ten chief towns of Spain did not contain more people than London 
94. ..I:Il.1!l, Vol. IV, (No • .5) pp. ~ is-19: 
95. lh1d, Vol. IV, (No.4) p. 15. 
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and its immedia te surroundings, and because. they were gene rally 
situated in the richest and most fertile soils, on or near the , 
sea coasts, or on the banks of navigable rivers, their supplies 
of food and.other commodities did not reach them "with difficulty, 
nor call for multitude of hands to be employ'd in raising, pro-
curing, fetching or carrying them." (96) Similarly in Italy 
there was "a very great Collection' of petty Trades" in all the 
great cities of 'Italy, "but,were all those Cities join'd into 
one vast Metropolis, like London, the whole Country wou'd be 
employ'd to furnish needful Provisions and vast Quantities of 
Materials ••• for Clothing, Furniture, Equipages etc • ••• ·as 
Feople make Trade, and' Trade' employs and enriches People. It (97) 
It was not a valid objection to,say that the same number of 
people would consume the same quantity of provisions in whatever 
situation they might be placed. ,"For, though the quantity 
should be the same, yet,the Influences upon Trade occasion'd by 
it being all pOinted to one Center, is such as quite alters the 
case, and would put the whole Body of the People:into motion, 
as it is in England."The number of.people at'London made it 
the centre of foreign commerce because they provided a market 
for any commodity. Many English ports could send ships out, 
but few could "bring them Loa den home." Even Bristol could 
not always dispose of the return cargoes. Thus Yarmouth could 
send "perhaps eight to ten large Ships out to the Streights ••• 
every Year, laden with Red Herrings: but if those ships load' 
back with Currants from Zant, Oil from Gallipoli, Silk'andL1par1' 
96. 
97. 
~he CamDleat English Tradesman, Vol. II, Part II, pp. 123-
125; Cf. Atlas Maritimus ••• pp. 161-162. 
Atlas Maritimus, pp. 165-166. 
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Raisins, and Oil, from Messina;' :Sllk' and Wine, fine' Oils, 
Anchovies, Capers etc. from Leghorn; ~. Silks, ;Paper and SUlphur, 
and blocks of Marble from Genoa, . wha t shall they do With those 
at Yarmouth?" 
,He summarily rejected the charge that" the bulk. and grOWing 
greatness of the City" was toomuch'for ,the'whole countrYithat 
the nation was "Liver"grown, and must'die .of a,Pleura; :.The 
City,drawing away the nourishment from, the Country, as a dropsle 
swells the body, but draws thenourishment,away.from the extreme 
parts." His native c1 ty was no mons trous Wen. ,.' On' the contrary J 
in his 'view, "this swel11ng,theBody of the CIty,makes"it the 
Center of Nourishment to the whole Nation,!and'as every'part of 
the Kingdom. sends up hither 'the best of their ~roduce" so they 
carry back'a return of wealth. The'Money flows'from the CIty' -
into the remotest parts, and furnishes'them again to encrease 
that Produce, to improve the Lands, 'pay Rent to their Landlords, 
Taxes to their Governors, and supply,their Families·with necess-
aries and this is Trade." Similarly, he accepted the restric-
tion of certain foreign trades,to London, as the,Bristol merchant , 
John Cary, put, the view of the outports'and campaigned for the, 
ending of London's monopolIstic position In trade •. !According 
to Defoe, "Several: of the mos t cons iderable Branches of Trade' 
are confin'd to this place by Law: The East-India Trade, is all~ 
settled here;~ the Greenland Trade deliver'all here;. the Italian 
Thrown Silk isconfin'd to be imported here, ••• Here the African 
CompanY,import all their Gold, and,the South-Sea Company. all . 
their Silver; in a Word, 'tis the great gulph of the British 
_ < > ., • .,... • '. t. ''''~,j 't i'...~ ~" 
Trade: and as it comes in herle so it goes out again from hence 
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to all parts of the Nation, circling in Home-Trade from the ._ 
Merchant to the Consumer." (98) Inffact, since the Revolution 
the outports had successfully invaded London's former monopoly 
in a number of trades but Defoe is silent about this. (99) 
Again, the whole surrounding area within a ten-mile radius was 
"made populous by the vast run of Business occasioned by the 
neighbourhood of the Ci ty" .. so .that in addi tion to his estimated 
Ii millions in London, he thought that were a further 500,000 
in Middlesex and.the adjoining parts of Essex, Surrey and Kent. 
For "the supply of these two Mil110ns,of People, we find the 
whole Kingdom more or less engaged, and the wheels of Trade are 
set a-going by it almost allover the island. 1t The "bare 
bringing Coals from the North" was "a prodigy of Trade," employing 
30,000 people underground, "a·thousand sail of Ships" and 10,000 
~ISeamen, Lightermen, Keelmen and Boatmen in the Loading,· Carrying 
and Unloading the Coals." Not one half of this prodigious 
demand would·be felt if the population of the London district 
Was scattered in,ten or fifteen separate cities. Smaller ci ties 
had no need of hackney coaches. Edinburgh,. "tho' a Capital of 
a Kingdom" had only ten or twelve and no other town in Bri tain 
had any at all, "so .there would-be eight hundred Hackney Coachmen 
. ' 
and above two thousand Horses, .besides other depending People 
and their Families, and all the Farmers and Carriages employ'd 
to furnish them with Forage, dismiss'd-at once~" 1f.the population 
was dispersed. The Thames was the only river in Britain-with 
watermen plying for hire and he estimated their number at:4000 
to 5000, "some say twice the numbers". If London were reduced 
98. The Com~leat English Tradesman, Vol. II, Part II, pp.- 125, 
128-130. 
99. , \V.G. Hoskins, lndlls,try, Trade and·Pe~lfL1.n Exete.r. 1688-180Q, 
pp. 14-15. 
to the size of Bristol at least 30,000 people would be "imme-
diately dropt out of Business." (100) 
He compared the effects of the number of people in London 
to good spring showers with "a weight of Vlater' sufficient to 
set Nature at Work, sink down to the Root." "It is not the 
Kingdom makes London rich", he added, "but the Ci ty of London 
makes all the Kingdom rich ••• London comsumes all, circulates 
all, exports all, and at last pays for all; and this is Trade; 
this greatness and wealth·of·the 'City, is the Soul of the Comm-
erce to all the Nation."· Not "a Shop-keeper 01' any Note in the 
remotest Town in England, but he holds some correspondence at 
London, or els~ he must be a mean Tradesman, that buys his Goods' 
of some of his better furnish'd Neighbours, and they buy.at ' 
London" • As a result they VJere all in debt at London, IIso·that 
the whole Country may in some respects,.be said to Trade upon 
the City's stock.!' Indeed, he claimed that London gave credit 
to all the world, in that her merchants carr~ed on most of their 
trade "on the strength of their Stocks: they do not receive the 
Goods from Abroad, and so make the returns back to the several 
Countries from whence they come; but they'send their own Goods 
first out, and receive the Goods of other countries becl,,: in pay-
ment. U London's share in world trade was even more extensive: 
"Not a fleet of Portuguese ships from the Brasils, not the Gall-
eons or Flota from NeW Spain, but the Gold of the first; and 
the Silver of the last, or at least a great share of it, is the 
. , 
product of English stocks, and belongs to London Merchants, whose i 
.,,- --, 
Goods sold upon.Credit at Lisbon and Cadiz, went first out to 
100. Xhe Com~leat English Tradesman, Vol. II, Part II, pp. 133-
138. . 
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America to purchase that Gold and Silver." Lastly he reported 
that there were no fewer than "thirty thousand Higglers, and 
Travelling Market Folks" about London, "a poor sort of People 
••• wholly employ'd to bring Butter, Eggs, Pigeons, FoWls, 
Chickens, etc. to London market, and bring Veal and Pork, ••• 
upand down from House to House, and everyone of them have a 
Horse, some more, some Carts; some of them come forty or fifty 
Miles", together with a prodigious increase of gardeners, who 
kept "Carts and whole Teams of Horses, or large Luggage-Boats 
upon the River" for the supply of this great City. (101) In 
his 'Tour' he gave much space to the London markets and observed 
that a certain Spanish ambassador had said that there vvas as 
much meat sold in Leadenhall market in one month "as Would suffice 
all Spain for a year." Barges which came down the Thames from 
as far west as Abingdon brought above a thousand quarters of 
malt in one vessel to Queenhit~e, market, the great market for 
inland corn and meal as Bear Key was for the corn which entered 
by sea. The seventeen Wharves, with their warehouses and light-
ers, between London bridge and Tower Dock brought in a revenue 
of more than £40,000 a year. (102) At a time when her merchants 
probably still controlled half the country's shipping traffic 
and a quarter of London's population depended on the sea for its 
living, (103) itis not surprising that Defoe should take so 
much pride in London's trade. He claimed that he had counted 
more than 2000 sea-going merchant vessels in the Pool, (104) 
101. ~,II, Part II, pp. 139-146. 
102. A Tour ••• I, pp. 342-348. 
103. C. Wilson, Epgland's Apprenticeship 1603-1763(1965) p. 176. 
104. A Tour ••• I, p. 348. 
and that during the French war he had seen "a Fleet of laden 
Colliers of 6008ail, with the Norway, East Country, and Hull 
Fleets, including the Lyn and Yarmouth Fleets; after having 
all v;a i ted for a Wind as well as a Convoy, come up the River 
almost together, to the number of near 1000 Sail; and yet when 
they came into this Pool, they all found room, and might have 
done so if they had been many. more." (105) 
Analogies wi th the circula tion of the blood were very much 
in men's minds in the century after Harvey's discovery and parti-
cularly in Defoe's: 
"Manufactures and Trade are in -this Nation like the 
Blood in the Body, they subsist by their Circulation" 
if once that Motion ceases, is inverted, or otherwis~ 
interrupted, it stagnates and corrupts, or breaks out 
in Torrents beyond its ,ordinary Uourse, and these , ' 
prove infallibly mortal, ••• London is the great Center 
of this Circulation, the Heart thro' which, by proper 
Fulsation, these Streams pass in their due Course, hither 
all the Manufactures in the Nation from the several and • 
remotest Counties are convey'd in gross, as to the vast 
Center of Trade; and here they pass from the Whole-
saler to the Merchan t, from the \~ are-house to the Shop, 
and from thence, by a happy Uounter-chanxing again, are 
transmitted to the several Parts of the ingdom again; 
and upon this Circulation, ••• more Families depend, and 
are maintain'd, than upon the first Working of the whole 
Manufacture of the Nation." (106) ~ .' 
No other city could form the heart of this circulation of internal 
trade because only London, and to a lesser degree Bristol, could 
Itfurnish a back Carriage by Shopkeepers Goods ••• such as Grocery, 
Oyl, Wine, Fruit, and in a Word, all Goods of Foreign Importation. 
These corresponded to the return freights of overseas trade, and 
without them he asked, "how would the Sheffield and Birmingham 
Carriers bring up their wrought Iron, Things of a heavy CarriaBe? 
HoW would the Warwick People bring up their Cheese?" The London 
105. Atlas lIari timus ••• p. 19. 
106. Review, Vol. IV, (No.4) p. 15. 
wholesale dealers, however, enjoyed a reciprocal benefit for . 
they could not "supply the Country Chapmen With Foreign Goods,' 
without a double Charge for Carriage, which would make the Price 
so much the dearer to the Buyer" but for. the back carriage of 
goods being sent to London. Therefore~ Defoe'concluded, "this 
Circulation is an Alternative to Trade, the Country isa.Help 
to the City, and the City'is a Help to the Country.1t (107) His 
phraseology here is interesting as it shows how he persisted in 
the conviction that only a favourable balance of foreign trade 
brought any addition to the wealth of the country. In 1720 he 
had written, "our Consumption at Home is, however, useful as it 
circulates our stock, separates it into small Parcels among the 
. ' 
Poor, and causes the Return to enrich one Family by.what another 
Family spends; and this ••• is in inexpressible Benefit to the 
Nation, tho' not an actual Increase of its Wealth". and he had 
added "it circulates and separates Things'which wbUld otherwise 
lie collected in Heaps;: the Rich.would have the Money lie at 
Home, and the Poor could not live by their Labour; theRich 
who had large Crops, would not find Markets for their Corn and 
Cattle, or the poor be able to pay for the Uonsumption: A thou-
sand Ways the Home Consumption is useful; But ••• not one Far-
thing Increase comes to the Publick Stock by anything that is 
consum'd at Home." (108) 
To show how completely London dominated the home trade, he 
reported that both Exeter and NorWich had claimed to send up more 
107. 
108. 
A Brief state of the Inland or Home Trade ••• (173q) 
pp. 18-19. 
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goods to.the capital each week than the other but that "it was 
found, for several Months together in the Fore-part or Spring of 
the Year, each of those Citys.sent up the Value-of 100000 1. a 
Week. tt He added, ttI.do not say so great a Trade continues still-, 
••• the great Quantity of Goods they both export directly from 
their own Ports to Holland, Germany, Spain, Portugal, ••• and 
also the great Quantitys they send cross the Country ••• whereby 
they begin to interfere with the Trade of London." (109) By 
this admirable Oeconomy of Trade" which the availability. of 
return carriage afforded, Defoe described how.business was "ex-
tended into the remotest Parts of the Kingdom~" 
"Shops are opened in every Parish, nay, in every" 
Village and Hamlet. These smaller Shops diffuse 
and spread not the Manufactures of'the remotest 
Part of the vountry only, but the Product and·im-
ported Growth of Foreign vountries and Kingdoms . 
into every vorner of the Island; ••• By this Means, 
the Tea of China, ,the Coffee of Arabia, the Choco- , 
late of America, the Spices of the Uolucca's, the 
Sugars of the Caribees, and the Fruit of the Medi-
terranean Islands, are all to be found in the remotest 
Corners of England, Scotland, 'Wales, and Ireland. 
Those little Retaling Shops are the Life of all our 
Trade; ••• and here all the Wholesale Trade, as well 
of Home Manufactures as Foreign Importations, is 
termina ted and fin ished." .' ..' 
Even the clothier could not clothe himself nor the.farmer feed 
himself Without these retailers. They were supplied by whole-
sale dealers or by large shopkeepers" in the larger towns and 
cities and these in turn were furnished with goods on credit 
by the wholesale men in London. These las t were tI the suppor t 
of the whole Trade" and both home and foreign trade was "in a .. 
great measure carried on upon their Stocks." (110) 
109. 
110. 
AtlaR Mar i timus ... p. 109. 
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Professor Willan's account of the business dealings of an 
eighteenth-century shopkeeper in the small Westmorland market 
town of Kirkby Stephen has revealed, even more than the earlier 
autobiography of the Quaker shopkeeper of Lancaster, (111) ,how 
considerable country shopkeeping was within two decades of 
Defoe's dea the Kirkby Stephen, with only 1141 people in the 
actual township at the census of 1801, was situated in an agri-
cultural district, without communication by water and remote 
from a large town or a port, in the far north-of England,: yet 
it had at least twelve shops. Although people also bought 
goodS at fairs and markets and from pedlars, "shops were more 
numerous and more important than is corr.rnonly realized. tt As 
Defoe's account indicates, "the shop sold exotic p~oducts; the 
market local produce." Thus-Abraham Dent sold-tea, sugar, coffee 
treacle, soap, tobacco, rice, sago, lemons, almonds, figs,prunes, 
currants, raisins, pepper, nutmegs, mace, and cloves among importe 
products, materials for making clothes such as thread and hooks 
and eyes, silk, flax ready for spinning, at least forty sorts'of 
cloth, a considerable variety of paper and writing materials, 
patent medicines, gunpowder, for shooting and for blasting'and 
large quantities of wheaten flour. He was also a hosier, and 
may have been a manufacturer of knitted stockings, but this chief: 
local product "rarely, if ever, figured in the retail trade" and 
"even the agricultural produce came largely from outside the 
county, tt like the flour from Barnard Castle. Between 1756 and 
. 
1777 the Dents bought from about 190 suppliers from as far afield 
as Norwich and Nottingham. From London they obtained scarlet 
111. The Autobiogra t2DY of William Stout of"LancssterI665-1752, 
edi ted J.D. l,:al'shall, ,(Manches tel' 1967). 
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I 
and blaclqcloth, saltpetre, pearl ashes, alu:n, watches, hops, 
I 
rum, gin and brandy but Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 60 miles distant, 
was an important centre of supply of grocel'ies, gunpowder and 
cloth, some of which might have been sent by the coasting trade 
from London. The Dents naturally dealt with as many as 34 
suppliers in Kendal but their other important centres were Penritb 
and Lancaster and they obtained their goods by regular carriers. 
( 112) Thus Defoe was not exaggerating undulY,when he wrote 
"every town in England uses something ••• of all the rest; every 
sort of goods is wanted everywhere;~ or "that all the manufac-
tures of England, and most of_them also of foreign countries, 
are to be found,in 'the meanest village, and in the remotest 
corner of the whole island of Britain, and are to be bought, as 
it were, at every body's door. 1I Of course he,had to add that 
he had tried to make some calculation of the number of shopkeepers 
in the lc'ingdom but "we may as well count, the. stars, II al though he 
thought that they were "some hundreds of ,thousands". He also 
stated, "if there is made in England, for our home..-consumption, 
the value of one hundred thousand pounds worth of any particular 
goods, say, for instance ••• so many pieces of,Serge, or Cloth, 
if this goes through ten tradesmen's hands before it comes to 
the last consumer, then, there is ten hun~redthousand pounds re-
turned 1n trade for that hundred ,thousand pounds worth of goods." 
( 113) 
112. 
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was Defoe's alarm about Mackworth's scheme, it is not surprising 
that he should ask, "if every Town or. Parish shall set to work 
to make every Sort of Goods they shall use, {. where Will be the 
Circulation?" Or, that he should describe the plan as "levell-
ing Designs upon our Manufactures." (114) Writing of "the Ex-
cellent Order and Method of carrying 'on our Home Trade in England' 
he proclaimed "Production and Consumption are the Beginning and 
End of all Trade" and noted "how the meanest Trifles accumulate 
a Value,as they pass from Hand to Hand. How they become Im-
portant,Rich,UsefUl and Beautiful,by the Addition of Time, 
Labour, and the Improvement of Art; and. how the meanest Labourer 
or Mechanick contributes,by unwearied Application, to finish ••• 
those Beauties in Nature, which even he'himself does not at all 
understand. tI But it was of course-the clothing trade which· 
most fully exemplified this process. -He:regretted.that it 'Was 
not possible Uto give the Detail in the narroW Compass of this 
Work, of all the several Sorts of Workmen, their Engines, Mills, 
Looms, and other Tackle, with the. several Operations, through 
which our Woollen Manufactures pass before they,come to Market" 
but he claimed that,it had been calculated thatUthere is not a 
Broad-Cloth that goes to Blackwell Hall, but that 10000 People 
have something'to do, by the Means of it, and all get something 
out of it before it comes there." He obviously included "all 
that innumerable Number of Carriages, Horses, and Servants, With 
all the necessary Appendices of Land Carriage which such a Trade 
calls for" and the "incredible" number of inns' and public houses. 
He also noted that "the Increase of Trade among those Inns, etc. 
and by their Means ihe Consumption ~i Fodder, Hay, Corn, etc. 
114. Eeview, Vol. IV (No.7) p. 27. 
With Provisions of.all Sorts is unaccountably great." (115) 
Indeed, Defoe's anxiety to maintain employment·appeared,most 
strongly in some of his writing.ontransport •. He was well 
aware of the great benefit from good cow~unication by water and 
of the cheapness of water carriage.' Thus he knew that Gloucester 
shire sent its cheese by land to Lecklade and Cricklade on,the 
Thames and so by water to Londonand,that Cheshire's alternative 
to the long voyage round Wales and Cornwall for the carriage of 
its cheese tO,London was to take it by land to Burton-on-Trent 
uand so down that river to Gainesborough and Hull, and so by sea 
to London. The Warwickshire men, however, lacked water carriage 
and either carried it by land once a year to Stourbridge Fair or 
again by land the 100 miles to London. (116) Yet he could write 
tin otwi ths tanding in general, it is the Advan tage, of Commerce, to 
have all Things done as cheap as possible; yet that as it is the 
grand Support of Wealth nd Trade in England,.tb.have our ~roduct 
consum'd, and in order to it, to have our People and Cattle 
employ'd; So; it is not always the Advantage of England, to 
lessen the Labour of the said People and Cattle, by the Encrease 
of River-Navigation." (~17), On the other hand, in the accompany-
ing text of the 'Atlas Maritimus', published just after tpe second 
volume of the 'Tour', he proposed a canal to link the Thames With 
the Severn and to open the Midlands to water traffic. After, 
listing the navigable rivers which entered the Thames, he added 
the following note about Oxford: tlHere 1s perhaps, the only con-
venient Place where a Navigation, so much wish'd for, might be 
115. A Brief State of the Inland .t, Trade, pp. 5-6, 11-12, 18. 
116. A Tour, II, p. 131. . 
117. A Elan of tbe Enrlish Corr@erce, pp. 170-171. 
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artfully made to join the East and West Seas, by making a Canal 
from the River Evenlode to the West side of Oxfordshire, or the 
Char';iell on the side·of Banbury, to the Avon in Warwickshire· , a 
Design often spoken of, though not yet undertaken, and which 
would be infinitely advantageous to the Corrmerce of England, ••• 
and which I take notice of in this place, because I have occasion 
to mention many of.the like Undertakings, done or.now doing in 
several Par ts of the World abr oad. II (lIS) This was almost iden-
tical With the plan which had been suggested by Yarranton in 
1676 and he reported that a Bill had been introduced into the 
Corr-mons ten years before to make.a cut from Lecklade into the 
Bristol Avon above Bath. Yarranton proposed to ma:te the Cher-well 
navigable to Banbury at a cost of £10,000 and the river stour to 
the west from Shipston into the Avon two miles below Stratford 
fora further £4000 although eight miles of land carriage would. 
still have separated the two improved rivers. (119) Defoe did 
not give any details of the route of his canal, but possibly he 
favoured a cut through the Cotswolds at Moreton-in-the Marsh to . 
the river stour. Of the "like undertakings" abroad, he wrote 
tha t a channel had been cut, II or ra ther open' d" from the Elbe to 
the Trave, linking Hamburg with the Baltic through Lubeck. In 
France the trade of Nantes had 'been exceedingly increased by the 
Orleans canal joining the Loire and the Seine, but he was most 
enthusiastic about the Royal Canal from Narbonne' to Toulouse and 
claimed that lithe Oil, Olives and othel~ Goods of Lucca, the fine 
Goods of Leghorn" were being imported into England by this x'oute. 
He added, howeve~, that "this Trade by the Canal declines of late 
118. 
119. 
Atlas l,zaritimus, p.18. co 
A. Yarranton,' Enrland' s Im);lrovement by Sea and Land (1676}, 
pp. 64-65." 
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very much, the Canal not aswering so well in Times of Peace." 
He also suggested a canal from the river Hudson at Albany to 
lithe River of Canada." Conversely, in addition to the example 
of Madrid, he ascr~edItaly's small internal trade to her short-
age of navigable rivers, "not one on all the West shore" and none 
on the oPPosite coast below the Po that Was navigablei;"lO Lea81cs 
into the Country; ••• no such thing.as Water-Carriage,_ but all 
that part is perform'd by 1:ules and Horses." (120), 
His eagerness to maintain the maximum amount of employment 
seems to have'ledhim to prefer road transport to river naviga-
tion, because it used so many horses which., in turn benefi ted the 
farmer by their consumption of fodder. Earlier he had observed 
that the horse Was a more useful creature than an,idle man for 
this very reason. (121) "This carriage of goods in England " . .. , 
he announced, I'is chiefly managed by horses and waggons; the 
number of which is not to beguess'd at, and is equal, in my 
opinion, to the whole trade of some nations, and the rather, be-
cause of the great improvement of land, which proceeds from the 
employing so many thousands of horses." (122)· Indeed, he says 
little of the improvements which were taking place on many rivers 
during the second half of his life and he gives the impression 
that river transport was less extensive than other sources 
suggest. If, however, as is probable, his 'Tour' was based on 
the journeys which he made in the first decade of the eighteenth 
century, his account may be accurate for that date as many of 
j • 
, ? 
the Acts for the improvement of particular rivers had only just 
120. Atlas Maritimus, pp. 30, 56, 56, 165, 287. 
121. Supra"p.142. . 
122. The Compleat English Tradesman, I, p. 325. 
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been passed or did not receive approval until the third wave 
of improvement schemes in 1719-21. (123) "In most countries 
in Europe", ,he insisted, "all their inland-trade is carry' d '. on 
by the. convenience of navigation, either by coastings. on the '~ 
sea, or by river navigation." He agreed that ,the English coast-
ing trade, of which he thoroughly approved, was "exceeding gr ea ttl 
and employed "a prodigious number of ships" but that the river 
navigation was not equal to it, 'although very important in some 
areas. England had "but a very few navigable rivers" compared 
with other countries, nor were manY'of these "navigable .to any 
considerable length from the' sea." Except for the Thames, Trent, 
Severn, Wye, Ouse, Humber, Aire and Calder~ which were navigable 
a considerable distance and received several other navigable 
rivers into them, 'he maintained that very few.English rivers 
were navigable much above the first town,of note within; their· 
mouths. Thus' 
"the 'Northern Ouse but to,York, the Orwell but to 
IpSWich, the Yare but to NorWich; the Tyne it self 
but. a very Ii ttle above Newcastle, not in: all above ,'. 
twelve miles; the Tweed not at all above Berwick; 
the Great Avon but to Bristol, the Exe but to 
Excester; and the Dee but to Chester· in a Word, 
our river navigation is' not tO,be nam'd for carrying, . 
with the vast bulk of carrying bT pack-horses, and 
by. waggons, ~ nor must the carrying by Pedlars on their' '., 
backs be omi tted. tt (124) 
In the 'Tour', he was strangely silent about the Severn, which 
may have ca~ried more traffic than any other river in Britain 
. , , 
in his day, and he said little about the navigation of the Thame 
" ! I ~ 
On the other hand he was well aware of the part played by 'the 
Aire, navigable to Leeds, and the Calder, navigable to Wakefield, 
, " " 
in distributing Yorkshire coal up the Ouse to York or up the 
. ,'..; . -
123. T.S. Willan, Riyer Nayigation in Bngland 1600-1750 (1936) 
pp. 28~51,131-l40. ' " 
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Trent and in sending cloth to Hull for despatch coastwise or 
abroad. By the same rivers the people of the West 'Riding" ' 
received all their heavy goods which came 'coastwi se' from London 
or were imported at Hull. He also noted that the shipments of 
Derbyshire lead~ Sheffield wrought iron-and edge-tools, millstones 
and grindstones "in very great quanti ties" made Bawtry Wharf be 
" famous allover the south part of' the West Riding. "Againthe 
extension of the navigation of the Trent from Nottingham to 
Bur ton' and up the Derwent to Derby was "a' great support' to and 
increase of the trade of those counties which border upon it" 
and 4000; tons of Cheshire cheese were now sent down the river 
from Burton to Hull. (125) In the 'Atlas' he observed that 
the Dee was the longest river between the Severn and the Clyde 
and that but for the silting up'of the estuary"the port;was much 
better situated for trade than Liverpool. He forecast, however, 
that the latter was likely t6 outdistance Bristol, the Mersey 
being navigable almost to Warrington and was joined by ,the Weaver 
which brought down great quantities of rock salt and cheese. 
Hamburg had "such a Port and River as nothing in Europe excels, 
if not the Thames." (126) But in general'hewas misled by Com-
paring British rivers with the much longer rivers of Europe which 
might have carried a greater tonnage but often served a number 
of separate states. He observed that Franc e carried on her 
home trade "w i th grea t ease and much less expence" than England 
because she "had so many large navigable rivers. (127) He qui te 
failed to realize the great advanta'ge which Bri tain enjoyed by 
its long, deeply-indented coastline and its large river basins 
125. 
126. 
127. 
A Tour, II, pp. l40~141,~ 181, 187, 196-197, 207-208. 
Atlas ~!ari t imus, pp. 16, 17, 30. 
Atles Meri tirous, 'p. 147.' 
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penetrating deep into the country and providing outlets for 
inland industries and bulky natural products so, that the rivers 
Were a vital adjunct to the coastal. trade. (128) Finally, to 
Defoe cheapness Was usually less important than quality of pro-
duction or the volume of employment which a particular, method of 
manufacture provided (129) and his fundamental at~itude is re-
vealed by his anecdote of an earlier ruler of Russia. This 
Grand Duke was said to have expelled ,an English projector who 
proposed to replace the great Volga barges or ballatons, which 
needed the labour of 100 to 120 men for the journey from the 
Caspian to Moscow, by rather smaller boats Which,bY,the,useof," 
sails and the work of only 18 to 20 men"would perform the journe3 
in less than half the time. His condemnation of the Russian 
ruler,'s action was tempered by this conclusion, "the Folly of 
this,Uonduct makes a kind of Jest upon the People of Moscow; but 
the Moral of the Fable, be it so or not, is good; 'tis certainly 
the Wealth and Felici ty of a Na tion, to., have the People, fully 
employ'd,for Wages, let that Wages be what it will." (130) 
Because he thought that most of the inter'naltradeof the 
country was carried by road, he frequently commented on the con-, 
dition of the highways and made sUGgestions for their ~mprovement. 
The travels which were to give him suchan unrivalled knowledge 
of Britain's ,economic resources had apparently begun ,before the 
"Essay on Frojects" and he quickly realized, that poor roads Were 
~etarding.the growth of trade. (131) Later he described how he 
128. 
129: 
130.~ 
131; 
T.S. Willan, Riyer Navigation in EnQ'land. q pp. 2-5; '~ 
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saw in a village near Lewes in Sussex "a lady of very good 
quali ty • • • drawn to ChUl~ch in her coach wi th six oxen" because 
the way was "so stiff and deep, tha t no horses could go in it. " 
(132) He was impressed by the remains .of the Roman road sy stem, 
especially the Fosse Way between Cirencester and Marshfield, and 
Watling Street·althoughthe Romans had not "the. five hundredth 
part of the commerce and carriage that is now. \I (133) He gave 
details of the method of construction as he had seen it exposed 
between Castleford Bridge and Aberford on the way to Tadcaster 
and York, but concluded that'wages were now so high that "it 
would exhaust the whole nation to build.the edifices, the cause-
ways, the aqueducts,. and other publ ick : Works, which the Romans 
buil t with very little expence." (134) He condemned the exist-
ing system of parish maintenance of the highways for its'expense, 
unfairness and inefficiency. In spite of,"the prodigious Charge 
the whole country groaned under for the repair of the roads; they 
remained "in a very ill Posturetl.and "in many places. totally un-
pas s:'ble. " The highways. ra te. was "the mas t Arbitrary and Un-. 
equal Tax in the Kingdom; in some places two or three Rates of 
sixpence per pound in the year, in others the whole Parish cannot 
raise wherwith to defray the Charge" either by the very bad con-
di tion of the Road, or .distance of Materials.". Lastly.the corr-
uption of many of the surveyors led to innumerable."Frauds and 
Embezlements." He also recognized that standing water was "the 
Chief, and almost the Only Cause of the deepness and. foulness of 
the Ro ads. " Because there were no, drains, water softened. the 
earth to such a degree that it could not bear the weight of. horse: 
132. 
133. 
134. 
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and carriage s." (135) 
His solution was characteristically bold. He proposed 
that an Act.of Parliament should give wide powers to an improve-
ment commission of at least 15 "Undertakers" to which every 
county should have power to add 10 when-they were dealing with 
its roads. Any five of. these. county represent~tives would 
advise "in matters of Right and Claim" as he proposed that there 
should be compensation, independently assessed, in land or money 
for those_landowners who lost land because of the improvements, 
With a right of appeal to the Lord Chancellor or to a commission 
appointed by him. The undertakers would have·· power to press 
"Wagons, Carts, and Horses, Oxen, and Men" .wi thin .the particular 
area, "at a certain Rate of payment" except that none were to be 
taken without their consent during hay time, or ,harvest or upon 
market days. The ten: county representatives were to be empowerec 
to inspect the improvements and if they were not satisfied,. to 
complain to the Lord Chancellor who would then "make a survey". 
Defoe had observed that in most parts of the country "a convenien" 
distance of Land" was left open on each side of the road,"for 
driving of Cattel, or marching of Troops of Horse"but that this 
"Overplus" of waste land was "no Benefit at all either to the 
Traveller as a Road, or to the Poor asa Corrmon, or to the Lord 
of the Mannor as. a Was te." Al though it grew·" nei ther Timber 
nor Grass" it was "as good Land as -any of the Neighbouring En-
closures, as capable of Improvement, and to as good pupose." . 
Therefore the enclosure and improvement of these lands, beyond 
Vlha t was needed for any road Widening, was to be the fund which 
135. An Essay on Projects, p. 76. 
was to finance his national road plan. This land could be 
awarded as compensation to those landowners who lost land or 
could be sold to raise the necessary capital, lIalways reserving 
a quantity ••• to be let out to Tenants, the Rent to be paid 
into the Publick Stock or Bank of the Undertakers" to pay for 
repairs. To provide the necessary labour force and their horses 
and carts, "every County, City, Town and Parish" was to be rated 
at a charge equal to eight years existing payments for the repair 
of highways and to discharge this by supplying the men and their 
equipmen t. A certain number of days work on the'roads might be 
substituted for all corporal punishments such as whippings, the 
stocks and the pillory. Apart from building of bridges, no 
county should be' liable for any further contribution, either in ,,' 
money or ,labour, for ,road repairs. As for the vexed question 
of injury to the poor by enclosure and the claim that this con-
travened Magna Carta, he argued tha t the POOl' gained no benefi t 
from these lands and that they would be amply compensated by the 
number of new jobs "fit only for Labouring Poor Persons to do" 
which would be created by his road scheme. He also suggested 
that the undertakers should be obliged to build cottages, at 
convenient distances, "which wou'd be useful to the Work." 
There should be at least two in each place, with an allotment of 
land, so that a traveller "might travel over all England as 
,through a street, where he cou'd never want, either Rescue from 
Thieves, or Directions for his way." If these proposals shoUld 
prove so effective tha t there was "no Poor for the Common," there 
would then be no need "of a Common for 1 the Poor." (136) 
136. An Essay uPQn Projects, pp. 75-86. 
Defoe proceeded to illustrate his national plan by detailed 
proposals for the roads of Islington. parish, through which., ran 
"the greatest Road in England, and the most frequented, espec-
ially by Cattle for Smi thfield Market.'!' Because of the "Clayey 
Ground, and no Gravel at hand lt , the: parish was unable to keep 
its roads in. repair "and·Carts and Horses, and Een too", had-
been·tlalmost Buried in Holes and Sloughs." 'Instead "a noble 
Magnificent Causeway might be Erected~ extending for ten miles, 
forty feet broad and paved in the middle with stone, chalk or 
gravel, four feet high "and kept always· two ~Feet higher than the 
Sides", with drainage ditches at each side. eight feet broad and 
six feet deep.' He then extended his plan for Islington to the 
whole county of Middlesex, calling on the Ci ty of London to pro-
vide £10,000, which might be paidrby carriers and drovers, to 
add to the £20,000 which he estimated was raised by.,the highway 
rate for the county. This was to him a just demand because the 
road from Higbga te to Smi thfield MarIte t was ruined by the live 
cattle for London's food supply and yet the cost of repairs fell 
on the one parish of Islington. In the cases of both Islington 
and Middlesex the capital and labour were to be provided by the 
sale of' the. enclosed and improved surplus corrunon land and the 
eight years highways rate although he suggested using the labour 
of criminals _ 01' 200 negroes, by arrangement wi th the Royal Afri-
can Company, to reduce the,cost by half. Every two miles, a 
cottage with half an acre of land was to be provided rent-free 
and one shilling a,week,in wages "to such poor Men of the Parish 
b 'd II as shall e approv • Each cottager, at least once every day, 
was to "view his Walk, to open Passage for, the Water to run into 
the Ditches, to fill up Holes or Soft Places. 1t TWo "Riders tl 
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were "to be always moving the,Rounds to view everything out of 
Repair, and to mak~ Report to the Directors, and to see that 
the Cottagers do their Duty.", ,The plan for Middlesex was. to' 
embrace 67 miles of "High Post Road" ,'.140 miles of less public 
cross-roads and 1000 miles of "Bye-Lanes and Passes." , The, 
estimated annual income from the waste lands of Middlesex, border-
ing the roads and allotted to ,the commissioners, £5000, ,was to be 
set aside to meet the cost of repairs. (137) 
Although his scheme had some of ,the defects which were to 
be found iri all the paper plans of an age of prOjects, Defoe reco€ 
nized the chief defects of the roads and the remedies:which were 
needed. He defended the wide powers Which he proposed to give 
to his 'commissioners as:absolutely necessary or the.work could 
not be done and insisted that the benefits would far outweigh any 
damage 'which might be caused. He underestimated the difficultiee 
Which would have,been encountered'inpractice, even if his na-
tional road plan had stood any chance of being adopted, and the 
administrative weaknesses which ruined the existing parochial 
system of road maintenance would not:havebeen eliminated. It 
is very unlikely ,that his poor men of.the parish would,have provec 
efficient in their tasks of noting deteriorations in the,road 
surface and of carrying out the necessary,repairs.Nearly thirt~ 
years later, however, his~interestin the state of the roads 
remained as strong as ever and he devoted sixteen pages of his 
'Tour' "to the improvements which had resul ted from the turnpikes 
which had been set up during recent years.' . He pOinted out that;, 
the chief problem~was, "tha t the soil of all the midland part of 
137. ~,pp. 87-104. 
England, even·fromsea to sea, is of a deep stiff clay, or 
marly kind, and it carri~s a breadth of near 50 miles at least, 
in some places much more; nor is it possible to go from London 
to any part pf Britain,north, without crossing this clayey; 
dirty part.~' Not only did the midland counties "drive a very 
great trade with the city of London, and With pneanother, per-
haps the. grea test of. any coun ties in England" bu t "all the land 
carriage. of the northern, counties" with London also,had to cross 
this belt of clay.'. As a result I~he roadshad,been plow'd so 
deep, and materials have been in some places so difficult to be 
had for the repair of.the roads, that all the surveyors rates 
have been able to do nothing." Local shortage of suitable mat-
eria1s for, repair was perhaps the chief difficulty. "In some 
places", he remarked, \I they;, have a real, sandy kind of asIa te 
or stone, which they lay wi th timber and. green faggots, and puts" 
them to a very great expence; but this stone does not.bind like 
chalk and gravel, ,or endure like flint.and pebbles, but wears 
into clay from whence it proceeds." Repair of the rpads in 
Bedfordshire was made more difficult by "the drifts of cattle" 
which· passed up to Smithfield from "Lincolnshire and the.fens 
of the I~le of Ely" and which; often worked through in 'the' winter 
what the turnpike commissioners had mended in the suriuner: Many 
of the main highways which radiated from London, such as the· 
Great North R~ad and Watling St~~et, suffer~d irom ~hese defects 
and Baldo~k Lane ~was "famous for being so, unpassable, that the 
, '~' " '. ' :, t·"· . , 
coaches and'travellers were obltg d to.break out of the way even 
f 
by force, which ,the people of the c~untry .not abie'~ to prevent, at 
length placed g~'tes,; and laid their lands open, setting men at 
- ,; 
the gates to. take a voluntary toll, which travellers always chose 
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to pay, rather than plunge into sloughs and holes, which no 
horse could wade through." 
The road from Lon~on to Colchester and forward to IpSWich 
and Harwich, he considered the most,improvedbut a few pages 
further he added that the. road from Mims to St. Albans was "so 
. -"- '" , 
well mended, the work so well done, and. the materials so good" 
so plentifully furnish'd, an9- so faithfully apply'd, that, in 
short, if possible", it out",:"did the Essex road.~ Otller good 
stretches of turnpike road were between Ware and Royston, Barnet 
and Highgate, and from Dunst~ble " through Hockley-in-the-Hole to 
Newport Pagnell, formerly "the mos t dismal piece of ground for 
travelling, that ever was in England." Nowhere were the tolls 
"thought, a burthen that ever I met With, the benefit.of a good 
road abundantly mru{ing emends:for that little charge ,the travell-
ers are put to at the turn-pikes." If these'improvements con-
. • J 
tinued he held out the hope that posterity might have better 
transport than at ~ny, time since the Roman occupation. He 
enumerated the various benefits as follows:-
" ••• as for trade, it will be encourag'd by it every 
way; for carriage of all kind Of.heavy goods will be 
much easier, the.waggoners will elther perform in less 
time, or draw heavier loads, or the same load With fewer 
horses; the pack-horses will carry heavier burthens, 
. or travel further in a day, and so perform their journey 
in less time; all which will tend to lessen the'rate of 
carriage, and so bring goods cheaper~to market. 
The sheep will be able to travel in the winter, and the 
city not be oblig'd to give great prizes,to the butchers. 
for mutton, because it cannot be brought up out of 
Leicestershire and Lincolnshire, ••• the graziers and 
breeders will not be oblig'd to sell their stock of 
weathers cheap in October to the farmers within 20 
miles of London, because they cannot bring them up· 
but the ways being always light and sound, the gra~iers 
will keep their stocks themselves, and bring the~up to 
market ••• as ~ell in Winter as in summer." 
, . 
As a result, London "would be serv'd with mutton almost as cheap 
in the winter as in'the'summer,dr the profit of the advance 
would be to the graziers'of Leicester and Llncolnshire"who were 
:i ," ',.5 .... ;," , . -( ,J -
the original b~eedersll; ,8, surpr:lsingremark from' one who rated 
, - ~' . ~ 
the services of middlemen sO,highly, but~ln,this case the farmers 
near London were guilty of engrossing for they were selling the 
. '"-' 
sheep at an: advanced price, "tho' not an ounce fatter than before. 
Were the Viarwicl{shire roads made as good as they noW were in 
'"" "--
Essex, the'carriage of cheese lt~ouI~'be perform'd for little more 
" ' 
than half the price that it now'is, and the poor would have their 
provisions much cheaper. tt ' The" inland ,ma'rket for, fish Would be 
J ,'~' ',-'.' ',', .,\ 
extended by better roads and fish from,Ya~1mouth and IpsWich might 
. ' . 
be sold as far west as Northampton and Coventry. He came to the 
conclusion that his account of any county would be i~complete 
unless he mentioned the road improvements "for certainly no pub-
, ,0- ><- • • '.~' c",· . 
lick edifice, ,almshouse, hospital or,nobleman's palace, can be 
. ,. '" . ,'., 
of equal value to the c?untry With, this, no nor more an honour 
and ornament to it." (138) 
The almost magical qualities which Defoe ascribed to circu-
lation made him denounce those who interrupted it with unmitigated 
vehemence, but none roused his antagonism more than "those Enemies: 
to all fair Trade", the "Hawkers, Pedlars, and other Clandestine 
Traders. tt Having described the "back carriage" of shopkeepers' 
goods which London 60uld prq~~de for the particular products Of 
the res t of the country, he exclaimed, II the wre tched Pedlar would 
at once bloW up this happy Order of Things; he cuts off the 
", -
Carriage ,to and from the Center of Trade, and pretends to· carry 
things a nearer Way, tho' quite out of their oWn Road: ~;. he 
~ 
138 •. A Tour, II, pp. 117-132. 
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does all the Mi schief to Trade, tha tits worst Enemy can do 
Enlarging on this mischief, he continued, 
"He sees Trade.run on in a happy'Round of Buying 
and Selling, Importing and Exporting, Carrying up 
• • • 
and Carrying down, . and that all the Way as it passes, 
tho' through a Multitude of Hands, it leaves some-
thing of Gain every where behind it, and yet lessens 
not the Value of what it carries on; looking on this 
Beautiful Order of ,the Trade with an evil Eye, he 
projects to cut off the Progress of Things from their 
Natural Course; shorten the length o~ the Circulation, 
which is indeed the Life of the Whole; and thinking 
to put all the Gain of Five or Six Stages of the Trade, 
into his own pocket, he contrives or at least pretends 
to carry the Goods a shorter Way .. to' the last Consumer; . 
••• making himself the Carrier, Factor, Wholesale-
Dealer, Chapman, and Retailer all in one Hand, putting 
the Gain of all those Trades into the single Purse of 
a Pedlar; ••• • •• He acts like a Man tha t. maliciously 
turns the Stream of a Mill-River to his own private Use, 
••• valuing not the starving twenty Mills which lie on 
the same stream and must get their Bread, and the Sub-
sistence of their Families by the fair Produce of their 
Labour." (139) 
He dated the increase in the number of pedlars to the 
decision t~ lic~nse them during William's war and renewed under 
Anne at the rate of £8 if the pedlar had a horse and £4 if he 
travelled on foot, (140) "a trifling Payment, compar'd to the 
fatal Effects of it to Trade." Although pamphlets against 
this measure appeared in 1706,Defoe does not seem to have used 
hi s pen on behalf of the "fair traders" on thi s occasion, but 
he was no doubt fully occupied wi th his long political poem 
'Jure Divino' and his strenuous campaign for the Act of Union. 
" 
. , 
Since 1706 these "perni tious People" had been like "Moths 
in Trade", and had eaten into tithe very Vitals of our Commerce." 
139. 
140. 
A Brief State of the Inland or Home Trade (1730) pp. 20, 
25-27. 
R.B. Westerfield, Hicd1emen in English Business ••• 
(New Haven, Conn. 1915) pp. 315-316. 
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He repudiated the pedlars' claim to· "buy. at the best Hand," 
to be fUrnished with the best goods and to sell them more cheaply, 
declar;1.ng that their whole trade was "a stated and premeditated 
Fraud. \I, "Fa ir Dealing" wa s "the Honour of Tr'ade, and the Credl t 
of the Tradesman." A shopkeepermlght somewhat exaggerate the 
worth of his goods as likewise the ,buyer, in running them down. 
"But these People", he declared, IIcan speak no other Dialect; 
their Trade ,isa Fraud in it self, and must be suppor~ed by 
• • • 
Falshood, ••• they can, Trade no longer" than they can L - e. It . He 
drew a dlstlnctlon,between these "Pyrates in Trade, Thieves to 
theirCountrylt and the country chapmen who had a more extensive 
and regular trade and whose credlt was sound. Because of this 
and because they were, in Defoe's opinion, a necessary link ln 
the chain ot distribution, they merited and received better treat-
ment from the warehouse men who would never show the pedlar their 
best goods. The latter was obliged to,pay·cashbecause he had 
no credit and necessarily bought "the worst and meanest Goods." 
He admitted :that in some respects the·.pedlar,'s expenses were smal] 
er than the shopkeeper's, but in part, this was because he did not 
contribute his due share of. local rates or of national taxation: 
"It is true they travel as we call it cheap, that they feed 
their Horse upon the Waste, . and them selves upon the Spoil, that 
they lodge at the meanest Houses ••• where they live like them 
selves, ••• they supplant the establish'd settled Shopkeepers,. 
who as above are. the Supports of the whole Body, maintain both 
, 
Church and State, the Civil and Religious Government, feed the 
Poor, and cloth the Rich: ThesePeople:do nothing in_Civil. 
Government, pay'for nothing,.bearno Offices, raise no'Taxes, 
and which is still more, pay no Rent, for they have no Houses 
nor Legal Settlement: They pay neither Scot or Lot, Church or; 
Poor, but'in short, are complete Vagabonds; and ought ' ••• to 
be treated as such.'" But he denied that they could operate 
more cheaply than the shopkeeper in bulk because the latter had 
the advantage of the carrier's regular transport'service and 
back carriage. Also the shopkeeper carried a larger stock 
because he relied on a small profit on a large return. In 
both these cases, however, Defoe was stating the obvi ous. In 
" 
making the pedlar "the'great support of the Smugglers", he was 
repeating a cowmon charge of the shopkeepers against their rivals. 
Because "one clandestine Trade always upholds anothertl~ the 
smuggle~s could never be completely suppressed while the pedlars 
continued to provide their outlet. '''As' the Retailer is the Life 
of all Trade, so the Pedlar iethe Essence of all Clandestine 
Trade; 'as the Rece i ver is the Support: of all Thieving, so t'he 
Hawker, is.the Life of ' all Smuggling; he hands on the Goods to 
the Consumer.": He sugcested that the pedlars sometimes pretended 
that their goods were run when they were not so that the bUyers 
would believe them cheap and he thought that the Co~mons shoUld 
consider, "whether a set of People should be any longer continued 
in Trade, whose greatest Advantage it is to have Customers be-
lieve them to be Knaves and Thieves, and who are chiefly traded 
with ripon that Foot." If they were able to un~ersell'the fair 
trader, this must be the reason. He also attacked pedlars· 
without licences whom he accused of selling "India"Silks, Chints, 
painted Callicoes" which were even prohibi ted from being Worn ','" 
and yet it was thought that in the towns, and especially in 
London" these traders outnumbered" those who were 'licensed. The 
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trade that was lE:;lft to the shopkeeper was "the· trusting Part, 
where the Money comes sloW, and where Losses often falls heavy; 
so tha t ••• the Shopkeeper has ,. the Milk, '. and. the Pedlar the 
Cream." His chief complaint, however, agains t the pedlar'S was 
that they interrupted the circulation of,trade by.inverting.~the 
due Order and Course of Business; for instead of the ,Customers 
going. to the· Shop, they carry the Shop to the Cus tomers; . in-
stead. of the Country Inhabi tants frequenting the Markets which 
are the proper Places of Trade, they make, the Marke ts walk about 
to the Inhabitants." (141) 
Defoe's pamphlet was probably written to support the shop-
keepers' petitions to Parliament during.1730 asking:for legisla-. 
tion to suppress the hawkers and pedlars •. :: He also helped their 
campaign by co~mending his pamphlet, as if by an unknown author, 
in the 'Political State of Great Britain' and by printing extracts 
from it. (142) .. A broadsheet of the same year repea ts so many 
of his arguments and in the same characteristic phrases such as 
"the Pedlar being to the Smuggler, . the same as the Receiver is 
to the Thief" that it could wel~e Defoe's. The writE;lr refers 
to "this Beautiful Consti tution of .Trade" being '"'invaded by the 
Frauds and Arts'of HaWkers, Pedlars and private clandestine 
Traders", and to pedlars inverting the order of· trade and fore-
stalling the markets but the following short extract is even 
more typical of his thought and style: HEy this vagrant way of 
... , '" 
Trading, the.whole Scheme of our Inland-Trade is broken; the 
Manufactures know no regular Motion; ••• The Carriers are inter-
141. A Brief State of the Inland or Home Trade~ pp. 28-58. 
142. The Political State of Great Britain, April 1730. . 
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cepted, and must in time cease to Travel for want of double-
Carriage; or the Foreign Goods: (whi~h the Shopkeepers must 
, c 
have,) will come heavily charg'd With the said doubieCarriage; 
~ , .. ~ . 
the Inns and Houses of Entertainment on the Road, which are now 
beyond Comparison, the best in the Viorld, will sink; and ••• 
the whole Commerce feel a sensiblecand terrible Decay." (143) 
His dislike ~f the pedlar did n6t exte~d to. the' hlanch~ster Men 
and those who carried "Leeds Cloth,.Kersies and Yorkshire-cloth 
of all sorts upon Horses allover Britain," because he did not 
think that they interfered with the circulation but rather pro-
moted the sale of goods. He noted that some of. them were "very 
considerable Dealers" who furnished "the Shopkeepers allover 
Britain with thei!' goods,-without·cutting or retailing any thing." 
Presumably, too .those pedlars who also .kept "Shops, or Chambers, 
or Ware-houses in the adjoining Market-Towns" and sold their 
goods in the surrounding villages were less obnoxious than the 
vagabond pedlars. (144) 
The following extract admirablY,expresses his particular 
viewpoint. 
143. 
144. 
"There is a maxim in Trade ••• especially in the 
Home-Trade, which will ever remain true, as long 
as Trade bears its Name in the World, viz. That 
the more Hands it goes through, the greater pub-
lick Advantage it is to the Country it is carried 
on or managed in: - and therefore, it is not always 
the true Interest of a Manufacture-in this or that 
particular Place, to shorten or lessen the needful 
Expence of Trade, tho', it, should render the Goods 
something the cheaper at Market ••• it must always 
be true, that it is our Interest to send our Manu-
facture as cheap to a foreign Market as we can, 
especially when they are rivalled.byother Manufac-
tures of the same or a like kind. But even in that 
Xhe Case of the Shopkeepers. Manufacturers and" Fair' Traders 
of England ••• (1730). 
The Compleat English Tradesman, Vol. II Part II p 78-
Cf. Atlas Maritirous • p. 108. ' ,., 
Case~ it were better that Encouragement "'lVere given 
to the Exportation, by taking off Imposts or Duties 
payable on the said Exportation, and even by Bounties 
given by the Publick to encourage the Merchant, than 
by Depredations upon the Trade itself. Every Manu-
facture; has its proper Channel of Trade, after it 
is finished as a Manufacture; as it is made in this 
or that particular Country remote from London, it is, 
generally speaking, sent up to London for Sale: there:· 
it is sold by a Factor or Warehouse-Keeper to the Mer-
chant for Exportation, or to the Shop-Keeper for,re-
tailing, or to the Wholesale-Man for sending again into 
other Countries proper for its Sale ••• . 
It is not an Equivalent to say, that the V/earer or 
Consumer shall buy the Cloth or Stuff Six Pence or a 
Shilling 8 Yard, or a Suit of Cloaths TWo or Three 
Shillings the cheaper; Equivalent to the finding 
Bread and Subsistence, 8S it passes, for six 'or seven' 
Families, who might otherwise gain their Living by 
that Manufacture, if it Ylent in the ordinary Channel." 
Defoe illustrated his point by supposing that C, a Northampton 
shop-keeper, and "an over-grown Tradesman", sent to a Warminster 
clothier directly for pieces of broad cloth, and bought it a 
penny per yard cheaper than Mr. A, his Blackwell-hall factor sold 
it to Mr. B,the woollen draper. ;By sending wool direct to the 
clothier he bought his cloth 2s.6d. per yard cheaper than his 
neighbour shopkeeper and Bained all the custom.' But all the 
following intermediarie s 1Nere rufned, . the \iarmins ter carrier 
who had been paid 2d. per yard on the cloth, the Blackwell-hall 
factor whose 2~ per cen t commi ssion emounted to 4-id~ per yard 
on cloth which sold for l5s. a yard, the woollen' draper who 
charged 9d. or Is. per yard for his 6 to 9 months credit and 
the Northampton carrier who received lid. per yard, or a ·total 
addition to the price of Is.Sd. per yard. "Thus the Channel 
of Trade is turn'd,the Stream is cut off" and no one except C 
received any benefit from "this Spoil upon Trade.'" "This,' he 
proclaimed, "is cutting off 'the Circulation of Trade; this is 
- ;; 
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managing Trade with a few Hands: And if this-Practice, which 
is indeed evidently_begun, was come to be universal, a Million 
of people in-England, that noW live handsomely by Trade, would 
be, desti tute of Employment, and their Families in Time, '.want_ 
Bread. U The gentry, the "last Consumers,"would ultimately 
suffer too from this "Want of Employment" because people would 
leave the area and· therefore the produce of the land would not 
be consumed, leading. to a reduction in rents. " "Certainly," he 
concluded, Uthe Gentlemen. find their Interest i.n the Dearness-_ : ... 
of the Manufacture, .if it may be call' d _Dearness .... 'tis,highly 
their Advantage to have Multitudes of People upon:their Lands, .. 
and'nothing,can keep the People together. like something that:_ 
can find them Employment." (145) 
Defoe also disliked:the changes which were taking place, 
in "the Corn-trade, ,the. Butter. andGheese-trade, .and: the Mal ting-
trade; -three articles which employ so,much of-the Lands of 
England, and such an·innumerable;number of our People and Cattle, 
tha t they are, ..... a quarter par t : of the whole' inland Commerce." 
First, he disapproved of corn factors searching out the farmers 
to buy corn in_the barn before it was threshed or in the field 
before it was ripe,' a "subtle business" and very profitable be-
, 
cause they were able to take advantage of the farmers' need and 
. ..; .' " ' 
by advancing money,~buy cheap when there was,a prospect of sharp 
T ~, • , • " ," 
, , 
increase in price. Secondly, the meal-men, ',w~o had 'previously 
,. 
,. 
been the general buyers of corncwlthin a30 or 40 mile radius 
of London, had been suppl~~ted--by .. the London bak~rs wh~ 'had "cut 
-t' ' 
ou t the Meal-shops" in London." S 1milarlY they had-'been displacee 
145. lQid, Vol. II, Part II, ppoo 109-115. 
by the millers in the country who now bought the corn and 
ground it for themselves, with the result that the baker now 
went to the miller for his meal and the miller went to the marke" 
for the corn. "This is an anticipation in Trade", he pronouncec 
"and i.~'against a stated wholesome rule of Commerce, That Trade 
ought to pass thro t as many hands as it can;, ,an d tha t the c ircu-
lation of Trade, like that of the blood, is the Life of the 
Commerce. tt The millers "who in former times were esteemed 
People of a very mean Employment", had become "men of vast Busi-
nessn'and it was now not uncommon for mills upon some of the 
large rivers near London to be let for~£300 or £400 a year rent. 
In the third place, maltsters were now no longer farmers. As 
the demand for malt increased, the most considerable farmers who 
had mal ted their own barley began" to buy fur ther supplies from 
the smaller farmers within a radius of twenty to forty miles. 
They finally "left off Ploughing" or other men established,them_ 
selves purely as maltsters. But the new practice which he most 
deplored Was the buying and selling of both corn and malt by the 
factors "by samples only" though it was,"an unlawful way of 
Dealing, and many ways prejudicial to the Markets.", ",Defoe des-
cribed it as follows: 
"The Farmer, who has perhaps twen ty load of Wha t 
in his Barn, rubs out only a few handfuls of it 
with his hand, and puts it into ali ttle money-bag, 
and With this sample, ••• in his pocket, away he 
goes to Market. When he comes thither, he_stands 
with his little bag in his hand, at a particular 
place where such business is done, and thither the 
Factors or Buyers come also; the Factor looks on 
the sample, asks his price, bids, and then buys; 
and that not a sack or a load, but the whole quant-
ity; and away they go to the next inn"to adjust 
the bargain, ••• Thus the whole barn, or stack, 
or mow of Corn 
bu t the Factor 
to his house; 
no more. 
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is sold at once ••• but 'tis odds 
deals with him ever after, by coming 
and so the farme I' troubles the Marke t 
This kind of trade is chiefly carried on in those 
Market-Towns which are a small distance from London, 
••• such as Rumford, Dartford, Grayes, Rochester, 
Maidstone, Chelmsford, Malden, Colchester, Ipswich 
••• and particularly at Margate and Whitstaple, on 
one side; and to the coast of Suffolk ••• " 
The place where the farmers and factors transacted their busi-
ness was, like a little exchange, a hundred times the quantity 
of corn which was on view in sacks in the market hall being 
bought and sold there. Whereas very few wagons with corn Were 
to be seen in the market on market day, the rest of the week 
the wagons and carts were "continually coming all Night and all 
Day, laden with Corn." But this was really "a clandestine 
Trade, utterly unlawful" and opening a door "to' the fatal and 
forbidden Trade of engrossing, -regrating, forestalling the Mar-
kets" which was so injurious to the poor in times of scarcity. 
Defoe's-chief concern, however, seems to have been the "great 
injury to the Markets as well-as to the Market-Towns-in prevent-
ing the concourse of People, and horses, and carriage to the 
place, which affects the whole Trade of that Market, ••• as also 
. 
to the market as a property." (146) 
He believed that the increase in the price of a commodity 
by passing through' a number .• of hands and by the cost of carriage 
was an actual increase in its value. Thus coal could be bought 
i 
for 28. or 4s. pCI' chaldron at the pit and was sold to the con-
sumer for five to ten times tha t sum, "merely by the expence of 
carrying." . Even Wakefield coal which VJas taken to York "all 
146. ~,Vol. II, Part II, Introduction, pp. 33-46. 
• I 
I 
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the way by water" increased in price from ld., to l~d. per bushel 
to 7d. or Sd. at the cheapest, although it was not subject to 
any tax like that levied on the "sea coal" brought into London 
to pay for the rebuilding of st. Paul's. He reckoned "seven 
severai removes" between the loading of Newcastle coal' into the 
baskets or tubs at the bottom of the mine shaft and its delivery 
by carts, 15 or 20'miles from the river barges at Oxford or 
Abingdon, with a consequent increase in price from under 5s. per 
chaldron to sometimes 45s. to 50s. Therefore, he concluded, 
"as the workmanship adds to the value of Manufactures, .so the 
carriage.to that of heavy Goods." (147) 
The same concern for the maximum amount of employment appearE 
in his s tr ic ture s on the over-grown tradesman, '.' a mere trading 
dragoon," in which he condemned many of:the practices of the mon-
ppo11st: 
" ••• How often have we seen one over-rich Tradesman 
attempt, at an India Sale, to buy all the Coffee, 
another all the Pepper,·· ••• and then put their own 
Price upon those Goods ••• and so impose upon the 
whole Ha tiona , ••• Tr ade ought to c irculete thr ough 
as many Hands as possible, it is not for the Advan-
tage of the Trade in general to be managed by a few 
Tradesmen. In the first place; it is more in the 
Power of these few;to make Combinations in Trade ••• 
two or three great rich r,~en are able to join together, 
and to buy up any Quantity of Goods ••• It is cert-
ainly better that fifty Tradesmen were carrying on a 
particular Trade, with every Man a 10001. Stock,' than 
one great over-grown Tradecman with 50000 1. Stock; 
for, besides that by so n1Uch Trade being engrossed in 
one Hand, as would maintain fifty Families, 'tis also 
in the Power of that one Tradesman, to oppress, "and 
perhaps injure an hundred more, ••• In a Vlord, an 
over groVJn Tradesman is a publicl-c Grievance in Trade. 
1. As by his growing Stock, he has the Opportunity 
of watching'Advantages; of buying only of the poor-
est Dealers, a nd when they wanting Money, are obliged 
to sell, though to Loss, rather than not raise immedi-
ate Cash to keep the Wheel of their Trade a-gOing ••• 
147: lhid; pp. 27-30. 
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2. By the vast Stock they have. in Trade, they give 
large Credi t where they think the Tradesmen they 
deal with are safe; and by keeping such Men always 
in their Books, they secure the Customer, and make 
him pay a better Price than otherwise heviould do; . '. 
so making themselves whole that Way, for what they 
sell at Under-Rates at other Times, and to other Men. 
3. Where they are rival'd by any other Tradesmen, 
they immediately sell their Goods at Under prizes, 
to get and secure the Trade from that Rival; and 
this they ~ill do; so long, 'till they sha1l·tire 
the other out, and cause them to give it over; 
4. Upon all Occasions, these 1:en stand ready to buy 
••• the good Bareains, to get all the Penyworths, 
which other Tradesmen cannot do for want of Money." 
yet they were "a general Calamity to the whole Nation ••• in its 
trading' Capacity only, for otherWise, to have Men be Masters of 
large Stocles gain'd in Trade, 'is an Encouragement to Trade itself, 
and a Benefit to the Pub1ick. II Not only was the overgrown 
tradesman "a trading Tyrant" over other tradesman, but "he tyrann-
izes over Trade itself; ·for while it is the true Interest of 
Trade to be extended, and dilated in such a Manner, that as many 
Families and as many People as possible, may be employ'd in, and 
maintain'd by it; he, on the contrary, contracts it, crowds it 
into a narroW Compass, manages as much in his ovm little Circle, 
and perhaps with four or five servants, as would, and might, and 
'indeed ought to employ and'maintain twenty Families of'Head-
Tradesmen such as himself, ••• " He was also gui1ty.of breeding 
up,apprentices "to nothing" because they could not,set up in 
business near him when 'they were.outof·their time. He was "a 
Calami ty in Trade" because "Trade should be a current Channel, 
and ought to flow for the Benefit of the whole ,Body." (148) 
Therefore his desire to see the maximum number of people 
"'" ~ 
maintained in employment by the, circulation of internal trade 
.. ' " 
148. lQ1d, Vol. II, Part I, pp. 148-158. 
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did not _ include those' who were guilty of' monopolistic practices 
and in June 1710 he began a campaign in the 'Review', which con-
t inued into 1712, against theencroachlng middlemen in the mar-
Iteting of' London's supplies of' "sea coal;" . Af'ter they were 
incorporated as a London'Company in 1700, the Thames 1ightermen 
had seized.control of the unloading of the coal ships 'from their 
former. employers, .. the woodmongers, by their monopoly of' their 
small boats and by acting as "crimps" or brokers between the 
masters of the ships and their London buyers.. On the Tyne a 
new group of middlemen appeared, the f'itters, also members of' a 
gild organization, the Newcastle. Company of Boatmen. In addi-
tion to,their own investments in the collieries, they bought 
coal from other owners and sold it to the masters of the coal 
ships. They reduced the keelmen who ferried the coal from the 
staithes to the ships'to precarious wage-earners~ while the 
masters of the colliers were sq,ueezed between the Newcastle 
fitters and the'lightermen in London. (149)· ~ The masters tried 
to safeguard their position by. entering 1nto an agreement "not 
to run before one'another, out or home," which the l1ghtermen 
denounced as a combination. Because the ships had-taken three 
months f'or a voyage which they generally made in one, London 
had 100,000 chaldrons less than the normal supply of coal (150) 
and Defoe forecast a rise of £3 per chaldron before Christmas. 
. " ': ' 
N " ~ (151), .. Th~s . was ".the wors t .kind of dearness" in that it Was a 
pri~e incr'ease to the p~or and not to the rich, since the poor 
~ 'Ii '.. ;, 
149 •. J.U. Nef, The Rise of' the British Coal Industry (1932) I 
i pp. 401-408; E. R. Turner, "The English Coal Indus try in ' 
150. 
151. 
the 17th and 18th Centuries", 'American Historical Reyiew, 
vol. xxvii (1921) Ji>P. 17-20. 
Reyiew,' Vol. VII, <.No. 33) p.127~ 
.lb.j.g, . (No. ;34) p. 131 •. ·· 
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could not buy ahead. (152) Yet hi s sympathies were entirely 
with the ships masters as they also were with the other victims 
of the monopolists, · the Tyneside, keelmen. To sue the masters 
for confederating was no solution as no law in England could 
Itbind Mento worle for Nothing, much less to sail a Voyage • • • 
If the Masters were not Gall'd, ••• they would fetch,Coal fast 
enough." (153) "In support of their case, he printed a presum-
ably fic ti tious affidavi t of ItS olomon Loadsman", ma s ter of the 
"Friendship", in a RevieW Miscellany, giving the financial results 
of four voyages in l709~1710 which,had,produced a profit of 
£38.15s. on a ship costing £2,200 in May 1709.(154). Defoe, 
however, shared the general concern for. the Newcastle coal trade 
as the tradi tiona1 breeding gr01.;md, of mariner s. 
Apparently ,the lightermen had defended ~ their monopoly by', 
the specious plea,that it enabled them. to keep ,down the price 
of coal to the London consumer, but Defoe retorted;that his ob-
, . 
servation of Itthe Monopolizing, Encroaching, Invading part of 
the Trading Worldu had led him to formulate the following maxim, 
"those that run down the Price of Goods on a general Head of 
Trade, do it with a prospect of Selling Dear, and those that keep 
up .the Prices have the like view of Buying Cheap." He considere( 
152. 
153. 
154. 
llUd, ~NO. 39l p. 151. 
.lJ2jJl, No. 35 p.135. , 
lQ1g, No. 40 pp. 155-156; cf. Henry Liddell's letter to 
William Coteswor th in July 1711, quoted by.E. Hughe s, " .. 
North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century (Oxford 1952) 
I, p. 161, "Scarce.a master that comes over the Bar that 
can clear £10 a voyage ••• the common saylors are reduced 
to such a low ebb that they cannot so.much as feed their 
familys with Bread and water." In 1730, The Case of the 
Qwners of ShiQs EmQloyed in the Coal Trade argued that the 
freight charges for other, bulk commodities, such as corn 
and Portland, stone, ,were at least double those for coal and 
that a, coal ship. WhlCh cost £2000 was only viorth half that 
figure after ten years. 
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it unlikely that the price of coal could be reduced in view· 
of the taxes·to which it had been subjected.during the'war, 
such 'as the extra charge of 3s.perchaldron'imposed,by the 
last parliament. Any reduction 'would only be temporary for 
"to make the Collier s sell them Cheaper than they' can. bring 
them,tho'.it may tickle us with"alow Price just now, must, 
~ -', . 
when it has ruin'd the Masters'and Owners, make all good again 
out of the Pockets of ·the Buyers." (155) 
, 
Defoe described the arrangement by the ships masters as 
"no more a Combination than Travellers Combine to go togethel1 
fOl1 fear of.Highway-men;" ·than the Gl1andAlliance was Ita Com-
bination against French Tyranny." (156) He agl1eed that combi-
nations, whethel1legally established or "Couch'd by cl1afty Menlt, 
welle genel1ally "in theil1 nature'injul1ious toTl1ade~ oppl1essive 
to pal1ticular Men, and tending to Monopolies lt and that this was 
the reason why Engl i sh laws were, so s tric t "aga ins t Monopolies 
,', , 
Engrossings, 'Forestalling of Mal1kets, and exclusive,Privileges 
in Trade." But it was necessal1Y to distinguish between "Con-
federating against the very Being and Prosperity of the Trade, 
, 
and honest Men Combining together. to prevent unjust Encroach-
ments" and ,the really' dangerous confederacy Was that between the 
. . 
fi tters at Newcastle "as Tools to the Coal Owners lt and the'~L()Jndon 
~, ) \ ' ' , . 
lightermen. He accused some coa10wners of entering into a con-
) . 
tract with ten 1ightermen and of paying them £1500 a yeal1, "some 
~ ~ _. .; 
say a, great deal more", by ~hich, coal from th~ir collieries' ' 
would have preference on the London markets. (157) He claimed 
155. Reyiew, Vol. VII, (No. 30) p. 115. 
156 • .:!:.:bJJl, (No. 31) p •. ,120 •. ,'0 ., 
157. Ibid, (NO. 32)pp. 123-124. 
that by this agreement the owners had been able to raise the 
price of their coals by IS., 2s. or even 3s. per chaldron while 
reducing their measure "almost an Eighth part," but he believed 
that the lightermen, who played "Jack-a-both sides With the 
whole Trade ll were more to blame than the owners:~(158} 
" ••• the Knavery of this Project began all at 
L( ondon} ••• It is true the Coal-Owners are the 
Gainers, and being inform'd by this knot of Sinn-
ers, that they could so Manage the Market here, 
as to raise the Value of the Coals, and put the whole 
Command of the Trade into their Hands, ••• The Coal-
Owners, whose Charge is great; and Gain low,'were 
willing to Embrace any Opportunity fairly, to raise 
the Value of their Estates'and no Man can blame them 
_ ••• they did not Examin into the Clandestine Methods 
'of~, the Lighter-men." (159) c.. · ~ . '.' 'l' . 
A month earlier, he had given the following catalogue of their 
malpractices:-
c "Sucp as Buying a t a Marlm t Pr ic e and then' bringing 
a Ship to Sell lower - That they may bring down the 
last Seller-and Abate him:to loss, or makeihim sue 
for his l,Iony. Such as Buying and beginning to Work 
upon a:Ship, and:then'delay sending Lighters for the 
Coal. - Making them Pre tence s of the want of Boa ts ••• 
.. or the.Badness of the Coals, or the Want of Sale -
and thus making the Ships lye till tyr'd with the Ex-
pence, they bring"the Masters to abate Is. or 2s. per'. 
Chaldron. Such as keeping Masters from the Gate, 
-,theMarket; ~perswading them there are no Buyers; 
keeping Buyers from the Gate, pretending there are 
no Coals; ••• Such as delivering whole Fleets-into 
their small Craft ••• that the Ships being gone, they 
. may get an Advance of Price from theirCustomers~ on 
Pretence of Scarcity. Such as delivering only such 
and such Ships Whose Coal belongs to their Contractors 
at New-castle, giving them all the Dispatch they can~tI 
He had also listed "infinite Perplexities, in Payment" by the 
lightermen, such as giving "Jjotes under their Single Hands at 
20 Days sight" only current at NeWcastle to those fitters who 
were in· the combination 80 that- the' sh1ps masters were obliged 
to obtain their coal from them. (160) 
158. ill.d, !NO. 371 pp. ,. 143-144. 
159. .I1.U.!l, No. 46 p. 180. 
160. ~, No. 33 p. 128. 
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This was not the ~irst time that he had complained of the 
lightermen. Early i~ the Spanish Succession ~ar he alleged 
that a rise in the price of coal from 35s. to 55s. a chaldron 
. . . 
was "chiefly~occasion'd by the Jugling and Frauds of the Crimps 
and Lighter-men, more· than by Defects in Convoys, Want of Sea-
men, or theilke:~ He had raised the. question in one of his 
.<. ',' "',. 
supplements at the end of. the earlier issues of the 'Review', 
.. . - ? • .' ~ y- . ..,. ~ '* '\10 
which·he called."Mercure Scandale: or Advice 'from the Scanda-
4. ~ ¥ .. ~ ~ ~ .;~; i ' .,. ~' 
lous Club", and, in· which be tried' to provide lighter fare for 
his readers. ~ j, H~ . introduced a coal-merchant who~'had been brought 
before this fiGtitious'Societyfor blaspheming,~in that he had 
< • - • : .. ,*, .. • ~.. ' .:, .. 
blamed God for sending such warm weather in April that it had 
brought down the price of.:coals "in spight of all their Forg'd 
.. 
NeWS, buying up Quantities, and such like Practices." This 
coal j~bber admi ttedt.obeing,.the, agent of : the lightermen, to; 
-!'laving wri tten a false letter. of,colliers,being. captured by the 
French and of having been guilty of keeping-50 or 60 vessels" 
. :,." 
~ack ~hen a large fleet of colliers ,came into the Thames. (161) 
In 1709 Defoe again declared that the coal-jobbers were the 
, ,,.. , ~ • .• ,<'. ". ... ," 
lightermen and crimps who made use of so many stock-jobbing 
I " ' . - '" 
vil1einie s the t ,the Romelands, at Billingsga te began "to: show 
herself one of Exchange-AIley's Bas tards. 't. (162). 
, ? .-
Defoe's remedy was the traditional attempt to enforce a 
just price'by regulations • 
. ' ~ 
. " 
.Ib..id, Vol. I; (No~' 10) pp.' 55-56;' (NO." 11) "p. -60.~· He 
used. hi s ):lercur,e ,S candalefor-l ighter a ttacks on moral 
failings.and.soc~al absurdities which anticipated the later 
~.'Spectators" an~"Tat1eJ;'st:. ' .. See P. Dottin, 0D. cit., 
pp.: 118-120; J. Sutherland, 0D. cit., pp. 123-124. 
11?1Q ,V~l.yI, (No.S4) .. p. ,335. , ' . 
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"l. That during the Continuance of these heavy : .. 
Taxes upon Coals, the Measure and Prices of Coals 
shall be adjusted and stated at New-castle - For 
there have been Encroachments and Invasions there, 
as~well as at London; and, <perhaps some Newcastle 
Knavery, may prove the Original of some London 
Knavery: •••.. 
2. That as the Assize and Price of Bread is settled 
by Parliament, in proportion .to the Rising or Falling 
of the Prices of Corn, so the Rates of Coals should 
be affix'd in the Parliament,of London, in due Pro-
portions to the Circumstances of the Navigation -
Such as War or Peace, Price of Wages~ Season of the 
Year, etc. and proper Magistrates ••• may be appointed 
to do this. 
3. That, as in the Case of Provisions, we have Laws 
in some part of Britain, that Butchers shall not be 
Graziers, ••• so we might have a Law, that Lightermen, 
Fitters, Mesters, and such like little.depending Fell-
ows, who feed upon the Life Blood of' the Colliery, 
should not be permitted to turn Dealers in, much less 
Engrossers of Coals; ••• which really is none of their 
Business. 4. That Coal-Jobbing be forbidden by Law - an Evil 
growing upon us at Billingsgage, like Stock-Jobbing on 
the Exchange ••• " (163) 
He certainly recognized the difficultiesbf the trade which 
he described as "an Article of our Commerce driven wi th as Ii ttle 
Gai~ and as great Hazard, as any Branch of Trade in this Nation." 
This made Itthe least Invasion upon its Freedom the more.sensible, 
and all Interruptions the more Mi~chievous." (164) In only two 
years, 1699 and 1701, since 1688 had the quantity of coal shipped 
from the Tyneapproached the peak figure of that year, (165) and 
Charles Povey, who began his business career as a wholesaler of 
coals in Wapping, believed that the slump in the trade, which 
had halved freight charges, was at the root of a general decay 
of trade, (166) although he also attacked the "indirect practices. 
(167) 
163 •. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
The "most advanced experiment in industrial organization 
.I1l1.d, Vol. VII, (NO; 30) p.; 115. 
lhid, (No. 37) p. 144. 
E. Hughes, o~. cit., pp. 160-161. 
C. poveY,.The Unhappiness of Jngland as to its Trade by Se§ 
and Land trulY stated (1701) pp. 4-5; for his colourful 
career, see P.G.M. Dickson. The Sun Insurance Officer 1710. 
l3£Q (1960) pp. 18-31. 
C. Povey, DiscOyery of IDdir~ct Prac~1ces in the Coal Trad~ 
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tha t England had yet seen," the noted Regula tion of 1709, in 
which William Colesworth and Henry Liddell were the dominant 
figures, was a.vigorous'attempt to preserve· the owners' profits 
during these difficult years when keelmen, owners and ships' 
mastel~s \'Jere suffering from "a glutted market, intense competi-
tion and redundant numbers. It' (168) 
Defoe denounced the owners tat tempts to regula te the trade 
a t Newcastle as It the mos t prepos terous Error; by which we should 
in one Year put it into the Power of' about 24 or'· 26 ~i:en, to have 
raised a Tax of an hundred Thousand Pounds a Year upon the City 
of London;: and have made many Thousand Fami1ies'of Sailers, 
Owners of Ships, Masters, and poor Keelmen, the most Subjected 
Slaves that ever this Free Nation saw." He described their 
Coal Office at Newcastle, "where they made By-Laws,.impos'd Regu-
lations.andFines upon the poor Keelmen, .by their own Arbitrary 
Authority" as "that New Star-Chamber"and'claimed that it,was 
intended that the London trade should always pay12s.6d. per 
chaldron more than other areas. (169) He also defended the 
strike of the keelmen when they resisted the pressure put on 
them by the fitters who were probably losing control of the trade 
on the Tyne to this new organization of the ovmers. If the 
kee1men viere It tumul tuous tl , tha t was only to be expected for II had I 
such a stop of Trade, and in such a manner, happn'd to your Wea- I 
vel'S' in'Spittlefields, the Authors must have fled the Town before I 
now. II (170) .When there was further trouble in 1712, he announcedi 
!tif once they get the Keel-Men at their Mercy, it shall for ever 
168. E •. Hughes, Qg. cit.,·pp. 165-180.-
169. Reyiew, Vol.-VII, (No.·42) pp. 163-164. 
170. Ibid, (No. 44) pp. 171-172., 
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be in their power to put what Price upon their Coals they please, 
end the City of London in particular, shall pay a larger Tax. to . 
them, than ever they ye t pa id· for' the Buildi ng of Chur ches. II . (171) 
Defoe seemsto:have been unaware of the extent of this 
cartel and put most blame on first thelightermen, and then the 
I . 
fi tters for the troubles in the trade. It was probably well 
for the coalowners that he did not know of their decisions to 
restrict their output for Henry'Liddell certainly recognized the 
power of Defoe's pen. He wrote to Cotesworth with reference to 
Defoe's visit to Newcastle at the .end of l710,·to.ask if he had 
had "any discourse with Dan D(ef)oe when in the Country? What 
sort of Spirit possesses that man, who seems by the print, of 
which he .. is suspected to be ye Author, ,to encourage modestly 
speaking. a Refractoriness among thatisort of people?'" (172) 
TWO months later, he wrote again to William cotesworthto warn 
him aga ins t quarrelling wi th 11 the Dealers", . tha t is, the ligb ter-
men, because of the possibility that "their natural Malice and 
Spirit of Revenge" would lead. them to reveal the agreement be-
tween them. The chief danger would be a leak of ·the.information 
that "some of the Ten had received £50 for the sale of Field-
house'coals contrary to the Gt1pulation" with the group aS,a 
whole. He continued, tlif .this Letter (the agreement) were ex-I 
posed, as cer tainly it would be by them,. if disobliged, the ... , 
'Review' would lay hold of itt and handle us as last year,that 
1 twas. a plain proof of ,8 de,sign' d Monopoly, so tha t wha t now 
seems to sleep would be raised up against us." (173) Defoe, 
171. 
172. 
173.; 
.Ib..id, Vol. VIII, (NO.' 142) . p. 569. < \ 
E. Hughes, OPe cit., p. 173. Letter of 4 Decenmer 1710. 
.I.:b..1.Q.; . pp.·180~18l. . Letter of 8 February 1711. 
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however, was unable to arreBt the growth of monopoly in the 
coal trade. Although public disquiet produced legislation in 
1711,' the Act was directed against all combinations in the trade 
,- , ;: ' 
including the recent action by the ships masters, and it did not 
succeed in restricting th~ ac~ivities of the variou~ sections. 
,~ , 
The Regulation, which had not controll~d half the output of coal, 
broke up in 1715 but w.3S, replaced by the Grand Alliance in 1715 
and in 1730 it was stated that 12 lightermen still controlled 
, ' 
half the sales of London coal. (174) 
. . 
Liddell described the bulk of the lightermen as "people of 
little or no substance" who tended to "fol~ce a Trade" on the 
f 
credit whieh they could secure from the coalowners but were 
liable to have difficulty in settling their accounts later. (175) 
" '.' ./ 
Similarly, Defoe's attitude towards these middlemen seems to 
. ," I<~. 
have been coloured by the fact that they were "little depending 
, ' 
, '-' .' l' ,',.:" "" ',;' , 
fellows" who obstructed trade rather than extended it, ~hereas 
he looked upon the SUbstantial wholesale dealer as the key figure 
" ,. ". 
in inland trade. This appeared most strongly in the summer of 
1712 when he was objecting' against any further taxes on trade, 
, \ 
and particularly against'aproposal to tax stocks of goods. He 
did not. object to' taxing stock' in: the hands of the· importer for 
-~ ~ . ". 
this was "no more than Taxing the Importation a little back, 
. \ 
perhaps' half.a Year, or less, and is·of no great Consequence." 
But a tax upon the stock of the wholesale,dealer was likely to 
, ' 
ruin the whole inland trade, particularly the importation of 
foreign goods. 
" 
174. :'.Il:2.1.d, pp. 183-248; cf. J.U.Nef,ol;l. cit., II, pp. 97-100, 
:178-179. 
175. '.lll1Q, p. '.180. J. U. Nef,' 0D •. ' ci t., . I, p. 398 refers to 
~povey's estimate that the' ordinary overhead charges of a 
London coal merchant were from £350 to £400 a year. 
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liThe Wholesale Trader· is the Medium between the 
Merchant and the Retailer; He buys of the .first 
and sells·to the last, and has nothing to do 
immediately,with either the Consumer at Home, or 
the Producer Abroad: It is the wholesale Man that 
gives Spirit and Life to our Trade; 'tis on his 
stock the Retailer ~rades, and by his Cash the 
Merchant supports his Credit:. He sweeps off whole. 
Cargoes, clears the Warehouses, the \Jb.arfs, the. 
Ships, and is the Nation's Magazine of Gommerce: 
He buys in Quantities, lays in a vast Stock, and 
gives Credi t allover the Nation." .. " .. 
If stocks of goods were to be taxed,he would not buy large 
quanti ties for fear not only of being taxed after they were .. 
bought but of being left with a large stock.on his.hands because 
the tax had reduced the retailers' sales. This "not only RUins 
the present Wholesale 1,1en, but it Ruins the future ~:iholesale 
Trade; for the Wholesale Men not daring to buy Quantities, all 
your Companie sand Z,/Ierchant s must turn Pedlars, and the Pub lick 
Sales of Goods must be d~videdinto small Lots,so that every 
Coffee Man, every private Family, every Retailer, will buy their 
Coffee, their Tea, ,their prugs "etc. of the Merchants, and at 
the East-India Sales, and the very Being and Occasion for a 
Wholesale-Man sinks'and.dies away at once." But 
.' ~" .. " 
. "Evils in Trade never rest where they begin;· the 
Ruin of the Wholesale-Man is the Ruin of Trade in 
General, for,the Merchants or Importers cannot. 
drive half the Trade they do, if they must wait 
the Consumption of their GoOdS, and sell them 
ab ou t in small Lots and little Parcels only, as 
People want them. The life of Trade consists in 
two Things; (1) The quick returns to the Merchant 
(2) The many Hands and Stock, thro' which, and by 
which, it is Managed. By the first, the Importer, 
who fetches the Goods home is enabled to Trade - The 
, Merchant's stock is supposed to lye in the Factors 
hands, in Shipping in Adventures, and the like: if 
when his Goods arrive, he can not sell them in Bulk, 
, and receive his Money in Lump, and at a short Day, 
he cannot Trade, he cannot pay his Bills, fit out his 
Ships, send out his Cargoes etc.· His Trade will be 
:~ reduc'd to less than half what it will otherwise be • 
. Again, The-Retailer~ is a Man generally of a weak 
Stock, a narrow Compass, and a small Trade; he must 
have Credit, and long Credit too; if he can have no 
Credit, he can Buy but a little, just from Hand to 
Mouth, like a poor House-keeper that buys his Coals 
by the Peck; he cannot go to the Merchant, or to 
the Companies 3a1e, but is obliged to the Wholesale 
Men for the Capacity he is in to Trade, and Trades 
upon their Stocks. The Wholesale-Man is the Life 
of both these; he is the middle between the Extremes; 
his Stock is large, his Courage in Trade generally 
good; he ventures here in buying great Quantities, 
there, in buying great Quantities, there, in giving 
great Credi t, and by him alone, both the Merchant and 
the Retailer are Supported; he finds the Merchant 
Money, the Shopkeeper Stocks, and Trade a Circu1a tion." (176) 
Six months later, before peace Was finally concluded at utrecht, 
he considered that trade was undoubtedly decayed by reason of 
. 
the heavy taxation and the withdrawal of capital from trade into 
the funds. 
"1. The Circulation of Trade in England is ruin'd, 
and things go in strait Lines, that formerly took-
large Circles, and every thing is gone back to its' 
Original... There are.fewer Hands engaged in every 
Commodity than there used to be between the Maker and 
Consumer ••• we shall find you Graves of whole Denomi-
nations 6f Trades wholly lost in Business, so that tho' 
six times the Quantity of the ?,tanufactures were made 
and consumed, yet not one sixth part of the People 
shall be employed in the doin? it. This is Depo~u1a­
tion in Trade, ••• 2. Credlt in Trade is decay d; 
••• Tradesmen cannot make a Third part of the Returns 
now they did formerly, nor give a third part of the 
Credit they used to give; The Retailer Trades wholly 
upon his own Stock, ••• this contracts his yearly 
return, ••• ·3. The Mediums of Trade are destroy'd 
••• This Wholesale Trade, was like Joseph's pub1ick 
Magazine of Corn for the Egyptians, which kept up 
their Supply, when they had nothing to buy with, 
neither Mony or. Land ••• ,The wholesale Dealers in 
this City, were" the ~en, upon whose Capital Stock, 
,I may almost say, one half of the Kingdom Traded; ••• 1t (177) 
An increase of retailers Was associated With this contraction of 
wholesale dealing, "the,Encrease of Pedlars' and travelling Chap-
men, and the Encrease of all those who,help to destroy the Circu-
lation of our Home Trade." (178) 
176. Eeyiew, Vol. VIII, ,(No.~188).pp. 173-5. 
177. ~,Vol. IX~" (No." 51) p., 101. : 
178. lh1.Q..," (No. 52) i p. 104. 
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The above concern for the maintenance of full employment, 
coupled with his' preference for the regular "channels.of' trade", 
wa$. responsiblef'or his ambivalent attitude towards invention. 
In 1697 he corrmended the l{ni tting frame "to be seen in every 
s tocking-ttVeaver' s Garret" as an example of a It true genuine' Con-
trivance , without borrowing from any former,use."· Built "With 
admirable.Symetry", it. worked with "a very happy Success." (179) 
The threat of parish workshops throughout England caused him to 
revise his opinion and to use it as an illustration of.how an 
established trade could be dinplaced: "Now as the knitting Frame 
'pel~f'ormS that in a Day which .. would otherwise employ a poor Woman 
eight or ten Days, by consequence a few Fltames perform' d the Work 
of many Thousands poor People; and the Consumption being not 
increas'd, ••• in a few years the Manufacture there wholly sunk 
••• and whereas the Hose Trade 'from Norfolk once return'd at least 
5000 shillings per Week, and as some say twice that Sum, 'tis not 
now worthnaming."'(180) Contending that, 500 frame work weavers 
could do the, work 5000 kni tter s ,. did. before, he protested, "Nothing 
obeys the Course of Nature more exactly than Trade, Causes and 
Consequences follow as directly as Day and Night; .. if one Man 
can ;do two Mens Work, one ,of the two must stand still; if a 
Manufacture grows in one place, that or another will sink some-
where else;' and I wonder from what weak Thoughts in Trade, . any: 
Man'could form a Notion~ that.vast Quantities of,Goods shall be 
made in one place, and not, the' less ••• in another place." (181) 
yet by the time he came to write his' 'Tour', he seems to have 
179. 
180. 
181. 
Essay upon Projects, pp. 23-24. 
aiyln~ Alms NoCharlty. pp. 18-19_ 
Reyiew, Vol.· II, (NO •. 7) p.26. 
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fully accepted this invention. At Leicester he remarked, "they 
have a considerable manufacture carry'd on here, and in several 
of the, market towns round for weaving of stockings by frames; 
and one would scarce think it possible so small an article of 
trade could employ such multitudes of people as it.does; for 
the whole county seems to be employ'd in it, as also Nottingham 
and Darby." (182) , Defoe was basically an expansionist. As 
Sir George Clark pointed out, his "instincts Were all on the 
side of invention. He made Robinson Crusoe triumph over· his 
adversities by applying reason to the mechanical arts:",(18.3) 
"By making the most rational judgment of things, ". said Crusoe, 
Itevery man may be, in time,' master of every mechanic art, II even 
if he had never handled a, tool before. (184) Defoe's final' 
., ~. 
comment on his story of the Russian Grand Duke v:Jas, It The poor 
Muscovi te ,'Ire tche s who mann' d' the Balla toon wi th one hundred and 
twenty Men, liv'd on that Employ; that is tosey, theY'did not 
~. 
immediately perish; but the Truth, is, they might be said'to 
starve at it; ,not live at it." (18~) Sir George Clark says 
that Defoe was inconsistent because he Was not a systematic 
writer and therefore could not resolve his dilemma. Believing 
that there, was a serious danger of over-production because of 
the stagnation of the traditional markets for British.?loth in 
northern Europe, he ?bviouslY did not welcome new machines which 
would greatly increase'output~ It is also,significant that 
there is scarcely any mention of a mechanical invention in either 
the 'Essay upon Projects' or in the 'General History of the Dis-
coveries, and Improvements in Useful Arts' where the emphasis is 
182 • 
18.3. 
184. 
185. 
A Tour, II, pp. 88-89. 
. G.N. Clark,.Science and Social W~lfare in theA~e of Newton 
(Oxford 19.37) pp. 113-115.' , 
Robinson Qrusoe. (Shakespeare Head edn. Oxford 1927) I P 77 
A Pl~n of th~ Ensllsh Qowmerc~, p. 46. ' • 
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on geographical discoveries and on inventions such'as the 
mariner's compass which facili ta ted ttese and thus opened the 
possibility of new markets. 
Believing that high wages would tisually produce better work-
, 
manship and therefore the quali ty goods which he, thought would 
always sell abroad, he also recognized ,that this gave the British 
labourers a higher ,standard of living and increased home demand: 
"It is upon the,se two Classes of People, the ManUfactur-
ers and the Shopkeepers, that Ibu11d the Eypothesis 
'which I have taken upon me to offer to the Publ ick, 'tis 
upon the Gain they make either by their Labour, or their 
Industry ··in Trade, and upon their inconceivable Numbers, 
that the Home Consumption of our own Produce, and of the 
~roduce of foreign Nations imported here, is so exceeding 
great, and that our Trade,israised up to such a Prodigy 
of Magni tude, ••• • •• They· eat well, and they drink 
well; for their eating, (viz.) of Flesh Meat, such as 
Beef, Mutton, Bacon etc. in Proportion to their Circum-
stances, 'tis to a Fault, nay, even to Profusion; ••• 
for the rest, we see their Houses and Lodgings tolerably 
furnished, at least stuff'd well with useful and necess-
ary household Goods: Even those we call poor People, 
Journey-men, working and Pains-taking People do this; 
they lye warn, live in Plenty, work hard, and (need) know 
no Want. These are the People that carry off the Gross 
of your Consumption; 'tis for these your Markets are 
leept open late on Saturday Nigh ts; because they usually 
receive their Week's 'vVages late: 'Tis by these the 
Number of Alehouses subsist, so many Brewers get Estates, 
and such a vast Revenue of Excise is raised; by these 
the vast Quantity of Meal and Malt is coneumed: And, in 
a Word, these are the Life of our whole Co~merce, and all 
,by their VIul ti tude: The ir NU'11ber s are' not Hundreds or 
ThousandS, or Hundreds of Thousands, but Millions; 'tis 
by-their Multitude, I say, that all the Wheels of Trade 
are set on Foot, the Manufacture and Produce of the Land 
and Sea, finished, cur'd, and fitted for the Markets 
Abroad; 'tis by the Largeness of their Gettings, that 
they are 'supported, and by'the Largeness of their Number 
the whole Country is supported; by their Wages they are 
able to live plentifully, and it is by their expensive, 
generous, . free way of Ii vine, tha t the Home Consumption 
is rais'd to such a Bulk, as well of our own, ,as of 
foreign. Production: If their Wages were low and despic-
able, so would be the ir Living; . if they, got Ii ttle, they 
could spend but little, and Trade would presently feel it· 
as thei~ Gain is more or less, the Weal th and Strength of' 
the whole Kingdom would rise or fall: For ••• 
upon their Wages it all depends; the Price of 
Provisions depends on the Concumption of the 
Cuantity; upon the Rate of Frovisions the Rent 
of Lands, upon the Rent of Lands the Value of 
the Taxes, and upon the Value of Taxes, the S tl'enBth 
and Power of the., whole Body:.· So that these are ori-
ginally the first Spr'ing of a.ll the lIotion. In 
like manner it affects fo~eign Trade; if the Foors 
Wages abate, the Consumption of Quantity also, as 
abbve, v:ould abate; if the Quantity abates, the 
foreign Importation would abate, the Brandy, the 
Oyl, the Fruit, the Sugar, the Tobacco: For if the 
Poor have not the Noney, they can't spare it for 
Superfluities, as those foreign Articles generally 
are, but must preserve it for Necessity; upon their 
Necessi ty. depends the Consumption of the ordinary 
Food, which is the Home Produce; and upon tt.eir 
Superfluity depends the Consumption of, tt.eir Extra-
ordinaries, which is the foreign Importation. Even 
the Wine, the Spice, the Coffee, and the;Tea, after 
the Gentry have taken the nice and fine Species off, 
are beholding to the mean, middling and trading People 
to carry off the coarser Part, and the Bulk of the 
.Quantity goes off that way too: So that these are 
the People tha t are the Life of Trlade." 
He conceded that the gentry were the chief support of the 
1 .' <"4 
silk industry and that they bought" the. finest Hollands, Cambricks 
. \. ; . 
l\i;usl ins etc." But again the middling tradesmen followed so close 
" 
at their heels that it was questionable \'Jhether they "by the help 
of Numbers do not out go them, even there also; not to mention 
, .' 
the vast Quantity of Linens of other Kind, which they consume 
~ ~ , 
every Day, imported from Ireland, France,RuGsia, Poland and 
Germany." (186) 
He was fully aware of the part which rising expectations 
amongst the mass of the population might play in stimulating 
demand: "As. the. people get grea ter . wages, so they, . I'mean the 
#' ~"' * 
same poorer par t of the' people, clothe better, ~andfurnish better; 
• 
, ~. ,,' 
186. Ibid, pp. 76-78. 
-. 
sse 
and this increa£es the consumption of the very,manufactures 
they make; then that consumption increases the quantity made, 
, 
and this creates what 'we call Inland trade, by which innumerable 
families are employ'd, and the increa se of the people maintain' d; 
and by which increase of trade and people the, pre sen t growing 
" 
prosperity of this nation is produced. 1I (187) But even this 
large internal demand,which'not only consumed home produce but 
provided return carg~es to promote the sale of British goods 
, 
abroad, might ••• not be sufficient if Britain succeeded in keep-
ing all ter wool a t home and con t inue d to develop new manufactur es. 
On the other hand, he always looked on the British colonies as 
part of the home market. Claiming that the home trade of the 
British Isles was greater than that of the rest of Europe, he 
added, "as to our Plantations or Colonies, they are naturally to 
be included, their people being our own, and their consumption 
always to be reckon' d as part of our own, their Proc:.uce our Prod-
uce, and their Wealth OUI' Wealth." (188) In another pamphlet, 
he was possibly even more specific: "In this Article of the 
Circulation of our Home Trade all our Exportation to the ~ritish 
Colonies and Plantations ••• is to be reckoned: For as these 
are to be esteemed our own Dominions, so the Trade to and from 
them ought to be esteemed as a mere Coasting Trade, and no other." 
(189) Therefore the development and extension of the colonies 
was the final key to this problem of employment and effective 
demand: 
187. The Com~leat En~lish Tradesman, Vol. I, pp. 318-319. 
188. The Com~leat English TradesC)ao, Vol. II, Part II, Intro, 
pp. 10-11; Vol. I, pp. 321-3 22; Cf. A Plan of the En~lisn 
Qorrmerce, p •. 54. .' 
189. Atlas r!aritimus, p. 110. 
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"I therefore lay it down as a Fundamen tal, tha t 
additional Colonies, where the People may plant 
and settle to their Advantage, is a visible Im-
provement to our Trade. ,Employment of our People, 
or as we call them, our Poor, is the grand Support 
of our very being as a Nation; : without it; the " 
Poor would eat us up, the Parish Rates would in 
short devour not the ~roduce of our Land only, but 
the Land itself and the Church-Wardens would call 
upon you for 20s. in the Pound for your Beggars. 
This employing of the Poor is the Effect of our 
Manufactures; ••• but as our Manufactures employ 
the Poor, so Trade carries off the ~anufactures, 
or else they would soon over-run the Consumption; 
and come to a full Stop: The Manufactures support 
the Poor, Fore ign Commerce sl;lpports the Manufac tures, 
and planting Colonies supports the Commerce." (190) 
" 
190.,'A Elan of the Eoftlish Corrmerce, p. 273., 
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J)l!;,lt'UK .Ai~J) THl!I t;OLON IES 
Defoe fully shared the contemporary opinion that the planta-
tion colonies, parti?ularly. t~e Vest Indian islands, were the 
most important of British colonial possessions. (1) This was 
the chief reason why he defended and Wished to extend England's 
share of the African slave trade and. their mutual dependence was 
strongly emphasized in the 'Review' of January lOth 1713: No 
possible trading disaster, he affirmed, 
"could be so grea t a Blow to Trade in gen'eral, as 
. the Ruin of the African Trade in particular; and 
those who know how far our Plantation Trade is 
Blended and Interwoven with the Trade'to Africa, . 
and that they can no more be parted than the Child 
and the Nurse, need have. no time spent to convince 
them of this; The Case is as plain as Cause and 
Consequence: Mark the Climax. . No African Trade, 
no Negroes no Negroes, no Sugars, Gingers, Indicos, 
etc. no Sugars etc. no Islands; no Islands, no 
Continent; no Continent, no Trade; that is to say, 
farewel all your American Trade, your West-India -
Trade, ••• it is all gone ,at once, Virginia excepted." (2) 
Because he believed that white labour was not profitable in the 
West Indies, he was opposed to the settlement of the Palatine 
refugees there in 1709 although he had strongly supported their 
entry into England. The-planters, he said, must have people 
used to the hot climate, "entirely subjected to the Government 
and Correction of the cruellest Masters; that they may ,be whipp'f 
forward like Horses, that can live on what is next to the.Offall 
of Food, ••• that have the Strength of the Ox, ••• and that 
suffer every thing the Horse suffers, but being flead when they 
are dead, which would be done too, if they could get 6d. for the 
Hide - These they get their Wealth from," ending With a character-
2. 
J. Cary, An-Essay Qn-theState of England ••• pp. 66-69; 
S irJ. Child, A New Di SCQurse .•••. pp. 197-205; J. Houghton, 
A Col~~ ••• (1681) No.3, pp. 35-38. 
Reyiew, Vol. IX, (No. 44) pp. 87-88. 
lstic moral aside, no sooner mentioned than dismissed," - And 
these, I doubt, they have much to answer about, as to Cruelties 
and Barbarities; which ,it is not my present Work to enquire 
into." (3) It was the particular merit of "the improving 
English Genius" that they had exploited to the utmost "a few 
little despicable Islands not worth the Spaniards possessing, 
hardly worth their naming, in Comparison of their vast Possessions 
on the Continent; nay not worth naming in Comparison of the'vast 
Islands of Cuba and Hispaniola, one of which is bigger than all 
our Islands put together, and yet Cuba and Hispaniola, tho' 
equally rich ••• and infinitely full of natural Wealth, are left 
unplan ted." (4) By contrast, Barbados was "one of the richest 
and most fertile Soils" in the world, althou(;h if it were devoted 
to subsistence farming instead of a lucrative cash crop, it would 
not support one-third of its population or. produce one-twentieth 
of its annual value. It was "infinitely their Advantage" to 
have many more mouths than they could feed: 
"they maintain 50000 Slaves and Servants, they 
support a most intollerab Ie Luxury and Gallantry, 
they live at a prodigious Expense, they maintain 
their own Government, and remit to England a vast 
Wealth every Year. It is no Grievance, but a 
Gain to them, that they do not sow Corn enough to 
feed their Cocks and Hens, that they have no Horses 
for'their Work, Oxen for their Flesh, or Swine for 
pork, nor Food f6r them if they had them there; It 
is infinitely their Gain to send to Ireland for Beef, 
to Virginia for Fork,New York for Peas and Flower, ... 
New England for Horses, and to Old England for Beer, 
besides buying all. their Clothes and Necessi ties 
from hence. This is a full Proof that no Nation, 
that has a rich Produce, can have too many People; 
and if England was as full of People, as the Land 
of Canaan was, they would be rich in proportion." (5) 
3. Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 47) p. 186. 
4. A Plan of the En~lish Commerce, p. 228. 
5. Reyiew, Vol. VI, (No. 47)p. 186. 
Whereas Barbados had IIhardly an Inch of Ground" tha t could pro-
duce "one Ounce of anything more", Jamaica still needed people. 
for its full developmen t •.. Ye tit was an even more striking. 
example of English improvement, because it had been formerly in 
the neglectful hands of the Spaniards. While they had introduced 
the cultivation of cocoa, pimento and indigo, the ~ngli~h had made 
the island "the greatest Article in all our West India Corrmerce" 
With a greater volume of trade than all the other English islands 
put together. (6) 
Defoe, however,had surprisingly little more to ssy about 
the West Indies and, in marked contrast to his fellow ';vri tel's on 
colonial trade, had a vision of·the immense future possibilities 
of the mainland colonies, even the much-cri tlcized new England 
which Child called "the most prejudicial Plantation to.the King-
dom of. England." (7) CareV1 Reynel even wished tha t Virginia and 
NeVJ England could have been moved ful~ther south so that they Would 
not Ifta}~e the .. Bread out of our mouths, by supplying Barbados, 
Jamaica, and the Southern Plan ta ti ons wi th. the same Cor:mlodi ties 
as we do." (8) To Defoe, the mainland colonies were an even 
better iliuotration than the V/est Indies of the English national 
temper for improvement, which, he suggested, was such a marked 
characteristic of his countrymen that they could be said proverbi-
ally to be Itbetterto improve than to invent." The Spaniards, 
after almost two hundred years of peaceful possession of the most 
favoul.,'ed regions of America, had not made them much more product-
i ve than they were before, whereas the English "tho' plan ting near 
~ . -,. ..," 
6 •. A Plan of the Eptzlish Commcrce,p.232 •. 
7. Sir J. Child, o~. cit., p. 193. 
8. Carew Reynel, The True English Interest "', p. 34. 
100 Years after them, and taking •••. the Fag-end of the Discovery, 
~he northern, cold, and barrent Parts, without Silver and Gold, 
wi thout Mine or Hineral . . . (had) brought Gold out of their Dross. 
They had triumphed over the difficulties of temperature, terrain 
and native hootility to such effect that they had transformed 
"the Leavings of the Span iards" in to "the riches t, . the most im-
proved, and the most flourishing Colonies in all that Part of 
the Vvorld." Defoe suggested that England!s:mainland and island 
colonies were more valuable than Spain's vast American possessions 
but, like all his contemporaries, still bewitched by the flow of 
treasure from the New W6rld, he was obliged to add the consump-
tion of British manufactures in the colonies and the value of the 
inter-colonial trade to tilt the balance definitely in England's 
favour. He also reminded his readers that most of the gold and 
silver Which reached Spain had to be re-exported to pay for ess-
ential imports, including the goods which she sent to her colonies 
(9) As a further demonstration that the Spaniards were not It~en 
for Improvement", he declared that there was no possibility that 
they would make a canal from the River Chagre to Panama, Whereas 
if the French or Peter the Great had been in possession of the 
isthmus, it would have been done "long ago." (10) 
It was, however, the possibility that the English mainland 
colonies might replace the Baltic countries as the chief source 
of supply of naval stores which was chiefly responsible for 
Defoe's favourable attitude towards these generally-underrated 
9. A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 227-231. Cf. The Complete 
English Tradesman, Vol. II, Part 2, Intro. p. 17. 
10. Atlas Maritirous et CQ!"'1l"1erc ialis, p. 304. 
terri tories. Instead of the drain of,specie and coin to North-
ern Europe, especially to Norway, theseessen~ial imports would 
be purchased by Briti~h manufactures, at "the Rate of,lOO to 
15 ° per Cen t advance." (11) Whereas two-thirds of these goods 
were imported in foreign ships, ,navigated by foreign seamen, he, 
thought that 400 ships, navigated by 10,000 seamen, plus 100,000 
American colonists and 500,00~ men at home would be employed in 
a trade which waited at England's own doo~. (12) Two years 
later, he revised these estimates upwards and now maintained 
that ten years of this projected Atlantic trade in naval stores 
would Itcause to be built a thousand Sail of very great Ships, 
and twice the Number of small Vessels." _ These :would employ 20,00 
seamen, "inclusive of those employ'd in building Vessels, and 
managing small Vessels in the Rivers there, for bringing Goods 
to the Ships.". The population of the colonies would rise by 
almost 100,000, and in twentyyears,by three times that figure, 
with a consequent vast increase in their consumption of English 
goods. (13) Later, he added that the trade would also provide 
the northern mainland colonies with "returns" to pay for these 
imports of manufactured goods from England and enable them to 
keep the silver which they obtained from their trade with the 
West Indies instead of sending it to England •. Thus "there would 
be.a Circulation of current.Money in the Colonies on 
a Thing they have of late b~en Strangers to." (14) 
the Continen tl 
I 
. The impor tanc\ 
of these return cargoes is underlined by the available trade 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
lhid, p. 331. . 
Reyiew, Vol. I, (No. 96) p. 398. 
~, Vol. IV, (No. 135) p. 540. 
A Plan of the :E:n~lish CQITlllel'Ce, p;'270. 
difficulties continued un~il the War of 
American currency 
Independence. 
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statistics. In 1697,' Barbados had a larger share'of British 
foreign trade than the three "bread colonies", New England, New 
York and Penn sylvan ia, comb ined. 'Twen ty years later, Br it ish 
imp or ts from Mon tserra t were wor th' three times those from', Penn-,' , 
sylvania and those from Nevis almost double those 'from New York.~ 
In return Barbados and Antigua' together were' as valuable to 
British exporters a~'New York, and'Monise~ratland Nevis Were 
jointlY a better market than Pennsylvania. (15) 
The initial difficulty "in turning the Current of the Norway 
Trade to our own Colonies and Plantations" was that naval stores 
from America cost so much more than:those lmported'f'romnorthern 
Europe. ' For Defoe the" high co s t; of colonial labour was due, to 
shortage of hands rather. than high food prices, because he be-
lieved that New England was in danger of producin~'a glut'of 
foodstuffs, and he ~uegested that"Afri6an slaves c~~lde~~ily be 
furnished until the increase in the number of colonists should 
re~uce~the pric~ of labour to "a'just pro~ortion"of Val~e." The 
higher freight charges ofthe'lcinger Atlantic c~6ssing, however, 
would'remain and he proposed to offset these by a duty of at 
least 20 per 'cent. 'on"the value' of ',the imports of naval stores 
from Europe ~nd "a Tonage on the Ships" and by a bo~nt~ of' 20 
per cent'to be' paid:tothe importer of' the colonial product 'which 
should also entel' duty free~ "To free 'the British taxps'yer froLl~ 
any additional burden, 'the cost of tne'"bounty was to be defrayed. 
by a tax-of 5 p~~ cent on the Englls~,manufactures exported to 
15. E. Williams, C8:,;Jitallsm and 81ayer;l (1944) pp. 53-55, based 
on SirC. Whitworth's The State'of the Tl~ade of Great 
Britain; 1~97-1773:(1776). . 
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the colonies. (16) Although the colonists would thus be paYing 
the bounty "seemingly bestow'd on them", he believed that they 
would not complain because they would enjoy a much greater benefit 
from the expansion of their trade in shipbuilding materials. (17) 
By 1728, however, he entirely condemned bounties to the importer 
as "a meer Charge upon the Nation" and only removing "the Burthen 
from private Hands to the Pub lick. II Instead, he now proposed a 
10 per cent duty on the English goods sent to the American colo-
nies and that this money should be paid to the commanders of the 
ships on the actual tonnage of the naval goods loaded by them for 
England. From another standpoint, this tax would be "in a 
manner" paid to the colonists themselves and was only "taking the 
Money out of one Pocket, and putting it into the other." (18) 
Defoe's hopes from this particular colonial trade were 
never realized. Although the Lords of Trade and Plantations, 
and especially their Surveyor-General, in New England, John 
Bridger, made strenuous efforts to promote the growth of 
naval stores in America, expending nearly £It million in 
bounties in the seventy years before 1776, they were unable 
to overcome the short-term interests of , the local inhabitants who 
refused to co-operate in a policy of reserving the tallest pines 
for the Royal Navy in an area where there Was so much timber and 
where cutting lumber for general export Was much more ,profitable. 
Even in the most favourable year, 1713, the number of New England 
masts sent to Britain was only one-eighth of her total imports 
of ship's masts. (19) Defoe had to admit that the value of 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Bey1ew, Vol. I, (No. 97) p. 401. 
.IQ1.Q., Vol. IV, (No. 135) p. 540. 
A Plan of the EnClish COmmerce, pp. 265-266. 
R.G. Albion, Forests and Sea Power, (Camb., Mass. 1926) 
pp. 239-280. 
American turpentine was not large while masts, although very 
good, were "too dear to bring'many" except for the Navy. He 
had claimed that the freight charges would be paid to ourselves 
and thereby an added recormnendation, but the distance made the 
cost at least three times that of Norwegian c timber and the -"Broad 
Arrow" policy proved a failure. (20) 
Whereas most English writers on economics only reconciled 
themselves to the possession of New England because of the pros-
pect of developing this alternative.and secure. supply of these 
strategically-vital cowmodities, Defoe was alive to other poss1-
bilities of growth. He· seized every, opportuni ty to commen t on 
the development of some new product or the exploitation of new 
deposits of minerals. This was true.even in the last few 
months of his life. In April 1730 he was enthusiastically noting 
that ~e received over 5000 tons of rice each year from Carolina 
and that it had IIbecome a very great Article in the Re-Exporta-
tions from hence to Holland, Hamburgh and the Baltick.1I TWo 
months later, he welcomed the Act allowing the colonis ts to send 
their rice directly to any European port· south of ' Cape Finistere. 
In September, he claimed that all the northern' parts of Europe 
were likely to be supplied with rice from Carolina and that the 
Spaniards and Italians had begun to demand it because the quality 
was admitted to be much better than that from Turkey or Egypt. 
Similarly in the April he had rejoiced in the news of "a very 
considerable Quantity of Iron" in Pennsylvania and Maryland and, 
that they had produced bar iron Which had already been brought 
to Britain. He continued, "Pennsylvania is a very improving 
20. !\tlas Meritlmus et Commercialls, p . 329"' Albl" on on' cit 
.0--- -- ------- --- _ ___ ., 'v.., p. 280. . . 
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Province, and produces even in an Equality the same Metals and 
Minerals tha t· Old Englad is able' to furn ish, not even Coals 
themselves excepted." Eventually they would find out the methods 
of manufacture 'so·that instead·of Britain . supplying them With 
hardware, "they may supply all their over-plus Fund of Metals to 
us." Their :greatest n~ed, however, would be labour so that it 
would not_be possible "that'they·should arrive.to"that Part in' 
many Scores of Years, perhaps Hundreds." Otherwise, we can be 
sure that he would have been less enthusiastic, but he added 
that although 'these were "dormant Blessings ••• . they Shew us a 
most glorious Fund for Improvement, whihh in Time will make what 
we call the English Empire in America, the most Powerful of all 
the European Settlements in those Parts of the World." (21) He 
estimated the imports of whale oil from New England at 2000 tons 
a year which would compensa te ,for the .. Bri tish loss of the Green-
land fishery, but he was most impressed by their progress in ship-
building,where they not only built almost all the.ships employed 
in their trade with ·the West Indies but also "large Ships for 
the llerchants of .London and of Barbados, and many more for mere 
Sale, Which are sent'to England to Market." Further, ·their 
ships had'the reputation of being very well built. Hudson's 
Bay employed three ships a year in the fur trade and the last 
ship had brought 150,000 beaver skins, although elsewhere Defoe 
thought that the, trade was declining. (22) He was pleased to 
learn that not far inland the soil-was fruitful andithat the, 
weather was milder than upon the shore so that "a good flourish-
ing Settlement" could be made thel'e, "notwi thstanding the long 
21. 
22. 
Xhe Political State of Great Britain, Voi: XXXIX; 
pp. 344-346; Vol. XL, pp. 239-240. 
Atlas Maritin;us et Corr.mercialis, pp. 326-327; Reyiew, 
Vol. V, (No. 46) p. 182. 
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Winters and the severe Cold", the country lying south of 520 
North, or about the latitude of London. To Defoe, colonies 
in cold climates "vere "not wi thout. their Advantages in Trade" 
because of their returns and were particularly profitable to 
England because they would call for more woollen goods. He 
observed that there was "a much greater Consumption of the' 
British Manufactures" in the mainland colonies, "in proportion 
to the People" than in the West Indies. It Was undoubtedly 
"the Interest of Great Britain to increase as much as possible 
the peopling the Northern Colonies, ••• and by civilizing the 
Natives to bring them into a proper Method· of Covering and 
Clothing; especially since their exports of furs would pay for 
their clothes. (23) 
A shortage of people was, indeed, in Defoe's estimation, 
the greatest obstacle to the development of these mainland 
colonies. In 1730 he found the recent emigration to Pennsylvania' 
"a very great Improvement" and said that if five times as many 
were to go there, it would be "so much the greater Advantage; 
for as much as the Prosperity of any Colony consists in the 
Numbers of People coming to plant among them." (24) At the 
time of the Union, in a striking anticipation of one future 
trend, he looked to Scotland to remedy this shortage of man-
power which was preventing the exploitation of the natural 
resources of the mainland colonies, particularly mineral wealth 
like the iron of Pennsylvania. Instead of the Scots supplying 
23. Atlas Maritirnus ... p. 328. 
24. !he Political state of Great Britain, Vol. XL, p. 18. 
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recruits for the armies of so many European nations from her 
"inexhaustible Treasure of Men", they would "People our Colonie s, 
and extend our Borders on the Continent of America, a Part·of 
that World which this Nation has room in, to grow equally popu-
lous and terrible to what they are at home, and whose growing 
Wealth is all our own, and can never be thought too great." (25) 
No part of America would gain more from this influx of people 
than New England. (26) In the first of a series of articles 
in the 'Review' in December 1707, which followed the vote by 
Parliament to enquire into the state of the Plantations and 
British trade there, he rebutted the view that England gained 
nothing by her colonies and laid down two maxims which should 
govern the relations between the mother country and her overseas 
possessions. In the first of these, he declared, "we ought to 
make their Safety and their Prosperity our own, for that they 
are a part of our selves, and their Weal th is really our Wealth; 
we are Great in their Greatness, and Rich in their Encrease, both 
as we are the Center of their Wealth, and as they are the Supply 
of ours; and those who ,talk of,the Plantations Exchausting us of 
our People, etc. know not; or do not consider what they say, 
, 
since sending our People to tbe Colonies is no more, ••• than 
sending People out of Middlesex into Yorkshire, where they are 
still in the same Government, employ'd to the Benefit of the 
same Publick Stock, and in the strength and Defence of the same 
United BOdy." (27) 
25. 
26. 
27. 
An Essay at Removing National Prejudices 
Part II, pp. 5-6. 
Atlas Maritimus et Comrr:ercialis, p. 331. 
Reyiew, Vol. IV, (No. 126) p. 504. 
• •• Part I, p. 27, 
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As always with Defoe, his comnents on emigration need to 
be examined in their particular context. When he \'Jrote "to 
Export the People, instead of the Labour of the People is ••• 
letting out the Life-Blood of a !~ation" this was not a general 
staterr.ent of the results of enigration but was made With special 
reference to Scotland, which, in Defoe's view, had suffered so 
much by the depletion of her manpower that her own resources 
had renained unceveloped. (28) Again, in October 1707 the 
possibility of an end to the conflict with France caused him to 
examine his own conditions for peace. He rejected any idea 
that Britain should try to acquire any ~rench territory "in Europe 
and emphasized the cardinal importance of securing safeguards 
for British overseas trade. In developing this theme his journ-
a11stic fancy led him to portray.his countrymen as completely 
conten t wi th their own land and thus different from"' other 
nations: . 
ItTheSpaniards go away, to Mexico and Peru, the Dutch 
to Batavia and the Portuguese to Brazil, where the 
Ease, the Plenty, the Climate, and the Convenience 
of Living, so much excell their own, that they. care 
not to return. • •• Thus: the Dutch, some. tell us, 
are as Populous in the East Indies as in Holland, 
the Portuguese as numerous in the Brazils as in 
Europe, and the Spaniards much more in Mexico than 
in Castile - But England is the true Center of all 
her own People; the Rich stay at Home, because they 
can no where 'live more Deliciously, Pleasantly, and 
agreeably than there. The Poor stay at home, be-
cause they can 'no where gain so 'much Money, or get 
so much Wages as at their own Doors. 
, , 
And this is the Reason why there are fewer English 
in Foreign Parts than of any other.Nation, and fewer 
Soldiers, and harder to be raistd than in any other 
Nation. What should they go Abroad for, that. live 
so well at Home; what should make the Soldier fight 
~t 3s.6d. a Week that can Work at home, and get near 
,that in a Day? 'Tis Poverty malees Nations scatter, 
and want of Bread drives Men into the Army." (29) 
28.:, A Fifth Essay at removin c; National Prejudi~ ... (1707) 
p. 15; SUtira, pp. 842-843. 
29. E.~yiew, Vol. IV, (No. 101) pp. 402-403; cf. The COrll;ll&a1 
En~li$h Tradesman, Vol. I, pp. 316-317-
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Defoe genuinely believed that the high standard of living 
in England made both colonization and recruitment for the armed 
forces diffic~lt but he still looked to the numerous English 
poor, who otherwise "would eat us up" by the increase of the 
poor rate to twenty shillings in the pound, to provide. the emi-
grants'to develop the empty spaces of America. Although he 
believed that England itself,was under populated, he meant by 
people who Were effectively employed and he was thus able to ask 
if she could not ~spare enough of the unprofitable,Part of our 
People, those who are rather said.to starve among us than to 
live? Vlho, if, they were well settled there, would be Industri-:-
ous, Thr i ve, and grow Ri ch. II Wherea s our exports of cloth were 
meeting increased competition in'Europe, our .colonies would con-
stitute an ever-expanding market. He postulated the following 
cycle, "The Manufactures support the Poor, 'Foreign Commerce 
supports the Manufactures, and planting Colonies. supports the 
Commerce." Defoe, however, was not advocating a forced migra-
tion of the English poor and said that he was to be understood 
to mean "go. freely tand voluntarily", to America. To transport 
the poor "would be sending them away because they are poor; but 
those who being destitute of Employment here, are willing to 
seek.itAbroad, would have a visible Advantage, and would soon 
give Encouragement to others to follow them, and Thousands of 
such Families would raise themselves there by their Indu'stry, 
and grow rich; for where Wages is high, and Provisions lOW, as 
is the Case there, ••• the diligent labouring Man, ••• from a 
meer Labourer he becomes a Planter, and settles his Family upon 
the Lalld he gains,and so grows rich of Course. II The consequence 
of'this development of colonial.prodllcts would necessarily be 
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increased trade, calling for more ships'and therefore an increase 
in seamen •.. "Thus your strength, as well as Wealth, grows wi th 
your Colonies, the Climax is really pleasant'to look upon." (30) 
Defoe frequently enlarged upon the opportunities awaiting 
the diligent poor in America. They" go there poor, and come 
back rich; there they plant, trade, thrive and encrease; even 
your transported Felons, sent to Virginia instead of Tyburn; 
Thousands of them, if we are not misinform'd, have, by turning 
their Hands to Industry and 'Improvement, and, which is best of' 
all, to Hones ty, become rich subs tan tial Plan ters and Mercr.8 n ts, 
settled large Families, and been famous in the Country: nay, we 
have seen reany of them made Magistrates, Officers of Militia,· 
Captains of the good Ships, and Masters of good Estates." (31) 
M. E. Novak, in his excellentanalysis'of the influence of 
Defoe's,economic ideas on, the novels, devotes a chapter'to 
Defoe's fiction as a vehicle of,colonial propaganda. For the" 
potentlal emigrant to America, he thinks that in 'Moll Flanders' 
and 'Colonel Jack' ,,"Defoe offered a·re1atively realistic picture 
of a land in'which diligence was often visited With success. 1t (3 2) 
, 
When 1ioll firs t arr i ve s in America in' the mid-seven teen th century,: 
she learns from her mother-in-law, who 1s 1n fact also her mother, 
that there are only two kinds of inhabitants in Virginia, servants: 
and convicts, and that all are treated equally when they have 
served their time. Then "they have 'encouragement given them to 
plant' for themselves" being allotted land, "and as the merchants 
30. 
31. 
32. 
A Plan'o! the En~lish Co~merce, pp. 271-275.-
~, pp. 273-274. 
M.E. Novak, Economics and'the Fiction of Daniel De!oe~·. 
(Berkeley, Calif. 1962) pp. 140-155. 
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will trust them with tools and necessaries, upon the credit of 
their crop ••• so ·they again plant every year a little more 
than the.year before." Thus, "many a Newgate-bird becomes a 
grea t rr.an" and she ins tance s "several justi ce s of the peace, 
officers of the trained bands, and magistrates of the towns they 
live in, that have been burnt in the hand." (33) Similarly in 
'Colonel Jack', after his hero has been successfully established 
as a planter by his kind master, Defoe, ,as if to emphasize that 
success in Virginia does not depend on such good fortune, takes 
"a man in the meanest cil'cumstances of a servant, who has served 
out his.five or.seven.years (suppose a transported wretch for 
seven years)." He receives the customary fifty acres and credit 
"for tools, clothes, nails, ironwork ll and sometimes a few live-
S tocl{. Defoe continues, "from this little beginning have some 
of the most considerable planters in Virginia, and in Maryland 
also, raised themselves,.namely from being without a hat or a 
hoe, to'estates of £40,000 or £50,000. And in this method, ••• 
no diligent man ever miscarried if he had health to work. and was 
a good husband; ••• he must gradually increase in substance, 
till at length he gets enough, to buy Negroes and other servants, 
and.then never works himself any more." He adds that "innumer-
able people have thus raised themselves.from the worst circum-
stances in the world, namely from the condemned hole in Newgate." 
(34) 
33. 
34. 
Defoe Was naturally impatient with those who were opposed 
lI~oll Flanders (Everyman reprint 1955) pp. 73-74. 
Qo]onel Jack (Shakespeare Head edition, Oxford 1927). 
pp. 163-164. Ct. ADDlebeets Weekly Journal, Jan. 26, 1723. 
A letter from a Itcorrespondent" expressed surprise a t the 
number of convicts who returned from Virginia at the peril of: 
their lives when their labour was the easiest of its kind for 
any criminals and where the opportunities for advancement 
were so grea t. 
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to the development of the colonies on the grounds that they 
would become independent as soon as they could stand on their 
own feet. He countered that it had previously been "a Court 
Maxim in England, while the Courts were afraid of the Feoples 
Greatness, to keep the Colonies under, and the Notions of their 
setting up for an Independency have been started to ••• justifie 
the Maxim ••• But these Principles with respect to the Colonies, 
have never been broach'd nor maintain'd, but by a Party, whose 
Aim was Oppression. This was the mighty frightful Chimera that 
prevented England encouraging the Proposal of a Co~per Mine in 
New England, • • • ••• this Court-Wbymsie • •• has for twenty 
years before the Revolution been the Bane of our Colonies Pros-
perity, New England had by this time been our Store-house for 
Naval Provisions, and a Nursery of Seamen, and perhaps been of 
twice the Magnitude it is now of; but for this fatal and most 
preposterous Jealousie, ••• " (35) In another issue of the 
'Review' he blamed this delay ~m "tha t unhappy, scandalous Temper 
of keeping down Phanaticks. II (36) Therefore, he again laid 
down a maxim, "tha t to encourage, en crease, and improve our Plan-
tations by all possible Means, is the most, if not the only effec-
tual Method in the World to secure us against their setting up 
for an Independency of Government." (37) To be afraid of making 
the colonies too prosperous was, "as if a Father, in the educating! 
his Child, should fear to make him too wise, or to give him too 
much Learning. It (38) His solution was to bind the colonies to 
England by strong ties of economic dependence as in his proposals 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
ReVieWl Vol. TV, (No. 126) .IQ..1.O., No. 135l p. 540. Ibid, No. 126 p. 304. Ibid, No. 134 p. 536. p. 304. 
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for establishing a colonial trade in naval stores: "make them 
great,and rich,:and strong, give them People and ~:oney, and you 
secure them to be for ever your o~n, that never Will, no never 
can set up for them selves ••• without putting a full Stop to 
their Prosperity ••• " (39) If they should nevertheless decide 
to "cast off the English Yoke", he believed tha t they must either 
. 
"put themselves under the Protection of another Nation" or becorr.e 
"perfectly independent of all Nations." (40) The .first altern-
ative was only to exchange one form of dependency for another and 
Defoe claimed that no other colonizing nation could offer the 
same advantages to the Americans, whom, he.assumed, were the only 
colonists who might consider a rupture. Whilst the Dutch might 
supply them with manufactures almost as cheaply, they would not 
prejudice their Baltic trade, "the Mart of their Wealth" and 
their chief market for their herrings, ,to encourage the' production 
of naval stores in New England, especially as they were so much 
nearer to Norway and further from America. Similarly, Surinam 
and Curac£o, the main Dutch colonies in America, would not be 
able to absorb the mainland colonies' surplus production of food-
stuffs. In Defoe's opinion they were "not sufficien t ,to employ 
one Creek in our Collonies, viz. The Ri~er of New York" so that 
the English colonies "would only change the Master that fed them, 
for another that woul~ starve them." Leaving aside the question 
of religion, the same economic arguments would prevent any close 
links between the English colonies and France. The French 
colonies in Canada would have the same timber resources calling 
for development and their West Indian islands would not consume 
the same quantities of foodstuffs as the single British island 
39. .lb..lit., (No~ 137) pp~ 547-548. ' 
40. .Ib..1.d, Vol. IV, (No. 136) p. 544. 
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of Barbados.' The alternative of Spain or Portugal was not 
worth considering. (41) If the English colonies should be 
so blind to their economic interest as to attempt to stand 
alone, there would be no need to attack them;: only to stop 
trading with them, especially by closing their West Indian 
markets. Defoe thought that the colonies of New England and 
New York produced six times as much corn and cattle as they 
needed for their OViD consumption and that they could not pay 
for their essential imports from England without the bullion, 
sugar and molasses which they acquired by their trade with 
England's island colonies in the Caribbean. Although they in 
turn depended on the mainland colonies for their foodstuffs, 
Ireland was capable of meeting their needs~ Thus the English 
colonies were "clenched in an entire Dependance" upon the mother 
coun try. (42) ~evertheless it was vitally important to develop 
the colonies so that they could produce more goods to exchange 
for their imports from England. In 1709 Defoe thought that 
the trade of the West Indies was ceasing to grow wherea~ 
the output of foodstuffs in New England and other "bread colonies" 
was increasing. If this 6~useda glut in"their trade, there 
was a danger that they might turn their hands to British manu-
factures, although he did not believe that this was an immediate 
danger while the rate of labour remained at fourpence or five-
pence a day in the American colonies. The high prices of Brlt-
ish manufactures in America resulting from the inadequate return 
cargoes were a more seriou? threat, "for the selling our Manu-
factures in America at 100 per Cent. Advance, nay tho' it were 
41. ~, (No. 138) pp. 551-552; (No. 139) p. 556~ 
42. ~, Vol. IV, (No. 137) p. 548. 
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500 per Cent. is not at all our Gain." Amel'ica had "Treasures 
of Trade" by which they might ''both enrich us and employ them-
-
selves" so that if these could beexploi ted and the price of 
English goods thereby reduced by 80 per cent., there need be 
no fear of American competition in n:anufactures, while the 
colonies would be reduced to a still greater dependence upon 
England. (43) 
Since Defoe was so eager to see the rapid growth of these 
colonies, he was soon aware of the danger which the French ex-
pansionist plans in North America presented along the entire. 
western frontier. As early as 1700, when he was trying to Vlarn 
his countrymenlthat France threatened to acquire a stranglehold 
on Spain's foreign trade, he asked "What will the Virginia Coll-
onies be worth,when the French come to be strong in the Lakes of 
Canada, and have a free Commerce from Quebeck to Mexico behind 
ye?" (44) In 1708, during the war which folloYJed, he further 
demanded, "Were the French Masters of New Spain, ••• how long 
••• should we possess any of our Plantations in America, espec-
ially our Island Collonies?" If the French strengthened their 
position in Canada, New England could soon fall int~ their hands, 
but they were equally vulnerable if we made New England lias 
great and strong. 1I France was virtually investing "all our 
Main-Land Colonies, lying on our Backs for above 800 M1les in 
Length" while the Spaniards could attack the islands from Havana 
before'we could despatch a fleet to help them. Therefore a 
force large enouGh to withstand their combined strength would 
43. 
44. 
, 
.lJ2.i.!l, (No. 138) pp. 551-552;. (No. 139) p. 556; Vol. VI, 
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cost more than 100,000 men in Flanders, so that the only long-
term solution was to put the colonists in a posi tion to def'end 
themselves and to help each other. (45) When the question of' 
peace began to be so keenly debated in 1711, he declared, "I 
Wish some-body would think of' a good English Barrier to our 
American Colonies, by obliging the French to restore Canada and 
New-found-land, both which were our Ancient Right. tI (46) The 
ignominious f'ailure of Colonel Hill's badly-led expedition against 
Canada caused him to return to this notion of' a barrier against 
French aggression in America, just as necessary as the Dutch 
f'ortif'ied towns in Flanders against French attacks in Europe. 
By their strong strategic pOSition, he continued, the French 
"not only proscribe our Commerce, and straighten our People, 
but raise Rebellions, Wars and Combinations against us, among 
the Indians ••• That severalFlourish~ng Settlements of the 
English have been RUin'd by the French on that.side, and the 
-English quite Supplanted and Removed." " (47) Therefore, it 
was essential that there should be "a Barrier in the Wilderness" 
of North America, a limit beyond which the French should not be 
allowed to advance. (48) 
But it was the danger f'rom the French in Central and South 
America that.was more menacing than their aggressive activities 
in the north of the continent, in particular the possibility 
that they would secure control of' the Spanish colonial trade 
and establish themselves on the Pacific coast. It Was the 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
Review, Vol. Dr, !NO. l41l p. 564;. (No. 142) p. 
.lll1..d, Vol. VIII, No. 114 p. 460 •. ' 
~, Vol. VIII, No. 134 p. 539. 
.lll1Jl, (No. 142) p. 570; (No. 129) p. 519. 
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importance which he attached to bullion which determined 
Defoe's attitude to this trade. Although,he made the custom-
ary criticisms of Spain's failure to develop her colonies and 
believed that 3ritain's pl'1oductive capacity was a much greater 
asset than the silver,of PotOSi, he obviously thouLht that, 
with better man8ge~ent of her economic affairs, the flow of 
bullion which entered Spain each year could have made her 
mistress of the world. l1exico, he, said, was probably "the 
Richest City in the Viorld" with "Thirty Thousand Coaches, Three 
Hundred Thousand Servants or Slaves, and 'Uarehouses pil '0. up to 
the Roofs with Bags and Bars of Silver." One ship had been 
"ordinarily known to bring into Cadiz above 400 Tun \'Jei£ht of 
Silverlt and he instanced the "Great Carrick, Madre de Deos" 
~'1 .. hich brollsht into Cadiz six million pieces of eight and a 
ton of gold in Philip II's reign. Although he ad~itted that 
the treasure now came in smaller ships, some of them were of 
700, 800 or 1000 tons burthen, and in July 1711 he claimed 
that the last flotilla, of only six ships, had "brought Home 
the Value of 11 l~illions of Pieces of eight ••• whereof above 
6 Millions in Bullion." (49) Therefore he argued that if "a 
Folitic Active Prince" should come to occupy tte Sp8nish throne 
and "bring their Trade to a New Model, Encourage Eanufactures 
and Industry, and set the Inhabitants to improve themselves; 
(so) that the Im~ense 'Treasure they possess mi~ht not necess-
,. 
arily flow from them to other Countrie s ••• they would recover 
themselves, and be the Greatest Nation in the Viorld. II (50) He 
49. .Ib.i.Q.., (No. 43) pp. 174-175. 
50. ~he Succession of SQain Consider'd ••• (1711) pp. 10-11. 
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also quoted with approval the speech of Sir' Benjamin Rudyard 
in the House of COIT'r.'.ons in Jame sIt s la st Farl iamen t, in which 
he had asserted that it was his mines in the New World, not 
his vast territories, that enabled the King of Spain to aim 
at universal monarchy. (51) . If both the treasure and the 
trade of these rich lands fell into the vigorous, improving 
hands of the French, the danger for Britain and Europe was 
obvious. Early in the Spanish War, in January, 1705, he de-
clared that French control of Spain "wounded us in two of the 
most sensible Parts tt and struck at the foundation of English 
trade, "the Export of our ManufactW'es and the Import of. our 
Bullion~" Further, by "mannageing that Supine Feople, they 
have opened the Sluices of their Silver, and made New Channels 
for it to run in, so that the Current.lyes directly from Peru 
to Paris, and from Mexico to France." Whereas the Spaniards 
were content to send a flota once in·three years~ "the French 
Ships, on pretence of sending Orders, Intelligerice, and other 
frivolous Occasions, are continually running between Brest and 
the Havana, fill the Spanish Colonys with French Toys, and 
slight ManufactW'es, and thereby Supplan t the English Trade for 
the Future, ••• and come back straighted with solid Bullion, 
the Sinews of War, and the Soul of Trade. II (52) Two years 
later, he claimed that the return of bullion had more than 
made amends for the men and supplies which the French had poured, 
into Spain, "so that his trading, merchandizing People desire 
nothing more than the Continuance of the War." (53) In 1707, 
~ ~ ~ 
however, believing that the Allies had' the_ super ior economic 
., 
51. 
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53. 
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and financial resources and that "he that is Beggar'dfirst, 
must give out first," Defoe was confident of ultimate victory. 
(54) Yet the French influx of treasure threatened to turn ~ 
the dictum that wars Were now won by the longest purse rather 
than.by the longest sword to the advantage of France. (55) 
Therefore, in October of that year, he proposed an attack on 
the Spanish flota Which assembled twice a year at Havana. 
This Would save England the trouble of finding £6t million, 
for the war the following year, While lithe Loss of such,aSum 
to the French and Spaniards Would be a Elow superiour to Hock-
stadt or Ramellies." The magnificent efforts of the French i 
in this war, which had been II the Wonder of this Age" had been 
made possible by this floW of money such as the twelve million 
pieces of ,eight which had been brought by five ships into Brest 
and three into Spain. (56) By 1711, he was using this steady, 
, 
supply of bullion both for propaganda for Harley's new venture 
of the South Sea Company and as one of his strongest arguments 
for bringing the war to an end or for a determined attempt to 
dislodge the French from the pOSition which they had usurped 
in the West Indies, by which he meant the Whole of Spanish 
America. Had this been attempted seven years earlier, the 
war Would have been terminated five years ago and until they 
were recovered, it would never be brought to an end. (57) 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
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which the French had secured in the Spanish colonial trade 
and the commercial and military bases which theyhad acquired 
and which he was sure they would try to retain after the war. 
They had taken possession of a great part of New Spain by pre-
tending to strengthen its defences, which, however, they had 
done "but too well." Not only had they established a citadel 
at the entrance to Lima, but they had four more considerable 
fortifications further southwards. They were "planted ••• 
over the whole Kingdom of Chili" and had over fifty ships, "all 
Ships of Porce", ,trading in the Pacific. They were able to 
defeat any force of merchant vessels which Britain might send, 
for they could concentrate thirty of these ships, each one 
carrying thirty-four to forty guns. Although under Spanish 
governors, they had garrisons at Cartagena, Havana, Portobello 
and Panama and the defences of each had been strengthened. (58) 
They had so engrossed the colonial trade as to produce protests 
from the Spanish merchants, notably from the Ch~ber of Cor.merce 
in Seville, but the early reverses suffered by the Spanish army 
in Spain had led to a new treaty of alliance which was even 
more advantageous to the French. (59) Whereas Britain was 
restricted to a clandestine trade by sloops between Jamaica and 
Nicaragua, Guatemala and St. Martha, France had "an open allowtd 
trade with the whole Country." (60) Thus they had "laid a 
Foundation, not only to keep Old-Spain in a perpetual Depen-
dence upon them, by depriving them of that Com~erce in which 
their Riches.and Subsistence mainly consist, but also ••• to 
supplant all the rest of the World in the Beneficial Trade to 
58. 
59. 
60. 
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Old and New Spain; and to encrease the Wealth and Power of 
France to such a Degree as ••• to put that ambitious Crown in 
a Condition to give Laws to Europe, and revive her lately 
baffled Froject of an Universal Monal~chy." (61) 
Alarmed by this ~rowth of ~rench pmJer, Defoe, even ~ore 
strongly than his great rival, SWift, deplored Britain's failure 
to seize Borne part of Spanish America during the War. (62) 
When the South Sea Company was launched, he claimed that he 
had proposed to rlilliam III, "in the beginn ing of the Her, for 
the carrying the '.'iar not into Old Spain, bu t into New Spain" 
and that the King had "fully purpos'd to put (this) in Execl.l-
tion" but for his untimely death. (63) This may be a true 
statel.lent for in his parr.phlet, 'Reasons against a War with 
France' of 1701, he wrote, 
" ••• I must say in case of a War with Spain; 
If our Fleets do not surprize their Galleons, and 
wholly Interrupt the Commerce of Spain With their 
Indies. 
If our Plantations are not Lnrich'd by Constant 
Depredations upon the Spaniards in America 
If we do not take from them the Islands of Cuba 
and Hispaniola. 
If we do not Land on the Continent, and share with 
them in the Treasures of that Rich Country. 
We must either be acted by VGry ill Councils at 
home, or have false and ridiculous Uanagemen t 
Abroad." (64) 
Ten years later, he blamed the British ministers for neglecting 
our interests and allowing our enemies to "run away with a 
Trade so advantageous to them, and which it was so easie in 
the beginning of this War for us. to prevent." ..They could 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
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"have planted the Queen of England's Standard upon the Gates 
of Lima and Panama, and cut off by the Isthmus of Darien, all 
the South Parts of America from the Spaniards. .. What Resist-
ance could Cartagena or Porte-Eello have made to our Fleets, 
had ten or twelve thousand r-r.en, Ref;ular Forces, been sent 
thither, instead of the Thousands that Perish'd in Portugal 
and Spain - While yet the French had no Footing there, and the 
Spaniards in no Posture to oppose us?" (65) He considered 
that they had shown a culpable disregard of vital British 
interests in that they had taken no advantage of the clause in 
the Treaty of Grand Alliance which allowed them and the Dutch 
to seize what lands and ci ties they could of the·· Spanish dom-
inions in the Indies and to keep what they captured. (66) He 
described this treaty as "a Treaty of Partition" which had 
"expressly stipulated tha t wha tsoever the English and Dutch 
could possess themselves of belonging to the Spanish Monarchy 
in America, should.be their own without any limitation, nay, 
tho' the whole Empires of Mexico and Peru should be taken." (67) 
It seemed to him that ViJe had been fighting, "like Knlghts-
Errants, for Honour's Salce ••• without any Regard to our private 
In terest • • • instead of making a good Use, ei ther of the Nec--
essities and Streights of the House of Austria, or of.the Mis-
for tunes of the Common Enemy." In marked contrast, the French, 
in spi te of all the reverses Which they had ,suffered in Europe, 
had seized every opportunity to establish themselves in America 
at the expense of their allies, the Spaniards. (68) What made 
65. Reyiew, Vol. VIII, (No. 53) p. 218. 
66. En~lish Historical Documents, Vol. VIII, p. 874. 
67. Xhe Felonious Treaty (1711) p. 45. 
68. A Xrue Account .,t of tee South Sea Trade, p. 5. 
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the British failure so unaccountable was the fact that they 
had naval strength to profit by the Spanish weakness. England 
and Holland" should have turned the ir naval power, Yihich were 
eminently superiour to those of France, to the conquest of the 
Spanish West Indies, by which the channel of trade, or return 
of bullion, which now enriches the enemies of both, had been 
ours." (69) Although he never subscribed to a purely maritime 
strategy and always maintained that Flanders Was the main 
theatre of the war, he was disappointed that We had made no 
attack on "a vast unguarded Coast for above a thousand :Miles." 
(70) Urging that the much more formidable fighting strength' 
of the French should not prevent an attempt to dislodge them 
from the West Indies, he declared that ~e had already, in the 
course of the Ylar, "compass'd Things of far breater Difficulty; 
such as the Taking of Barcelona, Gibraltar and 1?ol,t-r·,':ahon: And 
••• did not·Colonel Nicholson, With inconsiderable Forces, make 
himself Master of Port Royal in Nova Scotia. II (71) . Whenever 
war with Spain seemed imminent, he advocated the same strategy. 
In 1718, he told those who were alarmed at the renewal of hos-
tilities to "remember What infinite Advantages our superiority 
at Sea gives our Subjects in a War wi th Spain ••• infinite Ad-
vantages may be made of it in the Spanish West Indies, Cppable 
to make full Reparation for all the Damages our Trade can suffer. 
(72) During the short struggle of 1727-29, he wrote three 
pamphlets in support of the conflict, each emphasizing the rich 
prizes which could be gained and the opportunities for colonial 
69. An A~Deal to Honour and Justice ••• (1715). p. 210. 
70. Ihe Byident AIi~roa ch of 8 vial' ••• , (1727) p. 48. 
71. A True Account .ft. of tee SQuth Sea Trade, p. 27. 
72. The Case of the War in Italy Stated ••• (1717) p. 33. 
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expansion. (73) "Bu t where", he asked, "is the Na tion of the 
World that we can get more by, and are likely to lose less by, 
in case of,a War? In how many Places in the World are they 
exposed even to our Adventurers and Letter-of-r.:art 1.:en, where 
they cannot defend them selves against five hundred }.:en, and 
yet have immense Riches to lose? How easie is it, not only 
to insult their West-India Colonies, but even to dispossess 
them; and to take from them the irn.mense Riche s of Mexico and 
Peru? It (74) 
As the Spanish Succession War drew to a close, he urged the 
British clai~s to compensation in America for her i~nense efforts 
during the long conflict. In January 1712, six months before 
the proposed terms were officially revealed, he aslced . "v/hy We 
alone, of all the Confederates, should spend so much, .and get 
so little • • • The Bmperor has creat Dominions ••• and more he 
may have; the Duke of Savoy, the King of Portugal, the King of 
Prussia all have their Stipulated Po~tions, ••• but nothing to 
En;::.:land, nothine to l'eCOVC1' OUI' Exhausted Treasure, and help 
payoff an immen se Deb t." (75) Although he demanded a barrier 
against the French in Horth America, his gl'E~ateGt hopes were 
centred on the west coast of South America. In two pamphlets 
of 1711, he offered two schemes of partition in each~ according 
to whether Spain and the Indies went to Charles III or to Philip 
V. In the second alternative, he asked for the Canaries, 
Ifinorca and Port rahone fer England and "four POl'ts as shall be 
73. 
74. 
75. 
The "Svident 
The r:;vicent 
(1729) 
, ~~ 
Adv8nta~es to Great ~rit8in ••• (1727), 
t.a.~?Qro8ch of a War ••• , Reasons for 8 War 
"'1-:e ~yident A!:'pro8ch of 8 "Tar ••• p. 9. 
Review, Vol. VIII, (No. 124) p. 499. 
• • • 
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named in Chili and Peru, and a freedor.1 of corr-ncrce to all 
the Spanish Dominions, South of the :P;quinox on the \,iest coast 
of America." (76) In the similar sche:--'e in the second pam-
phlet, he specified that the four ports should have " sufficient 
Extent of the Country round" and added the island of Hispaniola' 
to the American demands. (77) In Kay 1712, he demanded that 
England and Holland should have "a safe footinG in the 'Wealthy 
Countries of Peru and Chile." (78) So eager was he that 
Britain should acquire territory in the southern part of South 
America that in Auzust 1716 he was ready to propose that she 
should exchange both Gibraltar and the Whole island of hlinorca 
"for' tr.e entire possession of the Buenos Ah'es, or such other 
Equivalent share of America as mi[ht be equal to the Spaniard, 
and perhaps much more to the Advantage of Great-Britain than 
those Places in the Streichts, which are hitherto at least an 
Hundred Thousand Pounds a Year Expence to.us without being in 
time of Peace of any Consequence to us, Compar'd to a good 
Collony upon the Terra Firma in America, which we are Capable 
of Improvino: to a prodigious degree." (79) 
By 1711, however, after the failure of Hill's attempt to 
seize Quebec, Defoe.probably came to realize that defects of 
organization and supply would make such overseas expeditions 
against the long-established Spanish colonies of Cuba, Hispaniola 
MexicO and Peru more difficult than he suggested in his pamphlets 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
Reasons whv this Nation oU0ht to put a Speedy End to this 
Expensiye Wer (1711) p~. 44-47. 
Reasons for a War ••• (1729) p. 8. 
Eeyiew, Vol. VIII, (No~ 181) p. 727. 
Mercurius PolitiC1l.1ts, August 1716. 
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and in the 'Review'. Moreover, war weariness in England 
made it unlikely that they would even be launched. There-
fore, he began to lay emphasis on the great empty spaces which 
still remained in South America and to claim that the Spaniards 
were only in actual control of the,coastal fringes. Effecti ve 
occupation was the only valid title to colonial territory. 
"What Ti tIe", he asked, "What Claim do we make to our Colonies 
Abroad, either in Virginia, the Indies, Africa, and the Gold 
Coast, or any Where else? ••• that we should pretend to pro-
hibit others settling there also? And .therefore I think the 
Scots Settlement at Darien, had no just. pretence against it 
from the Spaniards, but it was the Property of the Scots as 
much as of the Spaniards." (80) If the English had encouraged 
their· Scottish brethren, Darien migh t have been, by 1711 "an 
excellent Footing for the South Sea Trade." (81) In any case, 
we had a right, by Drake's prior discovery,. to "the great Island 
of California". (82) But Defoe believed that there Was room 
for both Spaniards and English in this large continent. He 
wrote in the 'Review', "the~e is Room enough on the Western 
Coast of South America, 'call'd the South Seas, for us to Fix, 
Plant, Settle, and Establish a Flourishing Trade, without Injur-
ing, Encroaching on, or perhaps in. the least Invading the Prop-
erty or Commerce of the Spaniards." While the British were 
entitled, by the Grand Alliance, to seize any Spanish ter~itory, 
he did not think-that they were "Empower'd to. take any Place by 
Force" once peace had been Signed, but this statement. obviously 
80; Reyiew, Vol; VIII, (No~ 13) p. 51. 
81. .l.b..1Jl, (No. 49) p. 198. < 
82 •. A True Account; ••• of the South"Sea Trade, p~ 30. 
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only applied to established colonies. (83) Although the 
Spaniards would never a&mit the British to an open, direct 
trade With their American colonies, any settlements established 
by Britain in South America would always be "an open port and 
market for them to buy" by private, that is clandestine, trade, 
as at Jamaica. (84) Therefore, there must "necessarily f'ollow 
as much Trade With them as we shall care to drive, and to mutual 
Advantage, without any Detriment to the Trade f'ormerly carried 
on by Old Spain." (85) The final argument by which he justl-
fied a new English colony in lands claimed by Spain Was ,the old 
charge that the Spaniards had failed to improve their territor-
ies. He instanced a rich deposit of copper which outcropped 
in the valley of Eupori, in the province of St. Martha to the' 
east of the River Magdalena and which, under good management, 
would produce a million pounds.a year, "and be equal to any of 
the ~ountains of Peru, Potosi only excepted. But the Spaniards 
wholly neglect it, and yet will suffer no other Kation to take 
it neither; exactly like the Dog in the Manger, that would 
neither eat the Oats himself; or let the Horse eat them." 
Similarly there was a ,very large salt pit at Cape Salinas, 
"sufficient for all nations", but when the Spaniards built a 
fort to prevent the Dutch from Surinam from using it, they 
failed to exact a duty or to sell the salt at a good price. 
"But", he declared, ~"neitherto suffer others to fetch it, 
nor make use of .it them selves, is indeed ,a little Spanish." 
( 86) 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
In the _'New Voyage Round the World', the Spanish planter 
Beyiew, Vol. VIII, (No. 49), pp. 198-199; A True Account 
e •• of the South Sea Trade, p. 29. 
An~ssay OD tbe South Sea Trade ••• p. 40jLetter'to 
Harley, July 1711, F..rl. C. (por tl and rss.) vol. v, p. 61. 
Beyiew, Vol. VIII, (No. ?8) p. 235. 
Atlas Maritlmns et COr',r~ercialis ' ... pp. '306-307. 
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whose gratitude they secure by.releasing him from some English 
privateers and with whom they later journey into the interior 
of Chile, becomes the spolcesman for Defoe's -views on the paucity 
of the Spanish inhabitants of America and their failure to de-
velop its resources. He assures the English commander of the 
voyage, "We Spaniards' are the worst nation-in the world that 
such a treasure as this could have belonged to; for if it had 
fallen into any other hands·than ours, they would have 'searched 
farther into it before now." He proceeds to inform him that 
"there is not one Spaniard to a thousand acres of land ... 
throughout New Spain" and that most of those are concentrated 
in the relatively poorer .territory of Mexico so that "there are 
more Spaniards in t1exico than in both those two prodigious em-
pires of Chili and Peru." He esti~~tes the adult ffi81e Spaniards 
in Chile at no more than 2,500, and those in Peru at 7,000. (87) 
Defoe selected two areas of South America for his projected 
English colonies, one in the north of the continent and the 
other in the south. He alleged that "the Pride of the Spaniards 
and of the Portuguese, always prompted them to call every Place 
their own, on which they have bu t set their Foot" so tha t the', 
Spaniards called the 'territory south of the Orinoco, Nova 
Andalusia while the Portuguese claimed the same area, to the 
, 
north of the Amazon, as Brazil, although neither was in effec-. 
tive possession. He estimated this area, "reaching from 
popayana wi thin. 30 or 40 Leagues of the South-Sea, to the I.:outh 
of these two great Rivers", at 2000 miles from east,to west 
and near 1000 miles from north to south, and claimed that it 
87. A New v);y,a['e Roun.d t16e World 
yol. VI pp. 358-359. 
. .. ': (Bohn! S 1856 edi ti~'~ 
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was "exceeding populous, fel~tile and rich; ••• infini tely 
full of great Cities, and unknown Nations of People." (88) 
This region had the added attraction that it was where one 
of his heroes, "one of the most illustrious Commoners that 
England, or perhaps the whole ,[lorld ever bred ll , namely·S ir 
Walter Raleigh, made "the greatest Enterprize that ever Was 
undertaken by any private Person in the World." Because of 
Gondomar's influence on James I, in the event we lost,"the 
Soverignity of the Richest, most Populous, and most Fertile 
Country. in the World; a Country richer in Gold and Silver 
than Mexico and Peru; full of Inhabitants ••• among whom an 
infin1 te Consumption of our Woollen Manufactures might have 
been expected, and a Return of that most desirable of all Re-
turns ready Money, by which such a new Branch of Commerce would 
have been made 1n the World, that our Merchants would have no 
more need to Quarrel one with another, or contend about the 
Property of Trade; for there would have been room to Trade 
at large, for as much as all the rest of our Trade with the 
other Parts of the World amounts to." As befitted the fabled 
s1 te of El Dorado, it was an "inexhaustible Fountain of Gold." 
If the South Sea Company were now able to complete his project, 
"in a few years the Consumpti on of our own 1:anufactures, and 
even of all sorts of European Goods, to cloath such innumerable 
Populous Nations, who have such a Return of Gold to pay for it, 
would be infinitely greater than all our present Export to, 
Spain, Portugal, Italy and Turkey put together", which he ~ 
thought were four of our best markets for cloth. (89) 
88. 
89. 
Atlas Meritimus et CO::lrrercialis, p. 313. 
An Historical Account of the voyages and Adv~ntures of 
Sir Wal ter Raleigh ... (1720) pp. 25-44. 
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No area could offer a more alluring prospect of riches, 
and either Chile or Patagonia, but preferably both, comple-
menting each other, were earmarked by Defoe to provide the new 
expending markets for the products of both Britain and New 
England and to surply the steady stream of bullion flowing 
direct to the British Isles to make good their deficiency in 
gold and silver mines. This was indeed his American dream. 
"Are there not", he aSked the readers>of·the>'Review'~ "vast 
Tracts of Land in the Latitudes South as they are North, in 
America, where the Spaniards hardly meddle, and with this Add-
ition, that besides the equal Fruitfulness of the Soil and 
Clima~e, they have the Advantage of a Quantity of Silver and 
Gold, to make an effectual Foundation of all manner of 'Comrnerce? 
Are not the Countries in those Latitudes, infinite beyond the 
Plantations of New England, Virginia, etc. in the Fruitfulness 
of the Soil, Kind of Production, and other Advantages? Will, 
not a vast Variety of unforeseen Advantages in Trade follow an 
Englis!l Settlement upon the East or West Shoal'S of South America, 
to the Consumption of our Nanufactures, and the Enriching us by 
a Re tur n of vas t Wealth in Specie?" (90) A new colony in 
America might provide a marleet for the increaSing production of 
foodstuffs in New England, "the Glut of which ••• is ·at' present, 
the Calamity of' those Places,," (91) because of the alarming 
possibility to Defoe, that this food surplus might cause those 
colonists to turn to manufacturing. (92) As late as 1729, he 
was hoping that a colony in South America would also provide 
the new market Which would .enable England· to manufacture all 
90. Review, Vol. VIII, (No. 58) p. 235. . 
91. Ibid, (No. 50), pp. 203-204. 
92. Su~ra, p. 1007 
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the available Irish wool. (93) 
On every count, Chile was the most invitinG area for a 
new plantation. "How easy it would be", he observed, "for 
the English to dispossess the Spaniards of the whole Kingdom 
of Chili. the richest in Gold, the weakest in Strength, and 
capable of being improv'd, even to Prodigy, far beyond any of 
the other Dominions of the Spaniards in America." (91.j·) He 
repeatedly st~essed that the territory Was almost defenceless, 
that it had never been entirely subdued by the Spaniards, that 
the numerous natives hated their cruel and tyrannic masters snd 
that they would be ready to.assist any nation that would deliver 
them from their slavery. (95) On the other hand, in 'The New 
Voyage', he maintained that the natives in the north of Chile 
were tractable and inoffensive, but they Were ten thousand to 
each Spaniard. (96) Once the British were established there, 
it would be difficult for the Spaniards to dislodge them by 
land from their other colonies such as Peru and they would not 
be strong enough to attempt this from the sea. The temperate 
climate and fertile soil made Chile "particularly proper for 
an English colony" just as the absence of these features had 
been the ruin of the deSign at Darien." In latitude itcorres-
ponded to Carolina which was considered to be "the mas t heal thy 
of all our colonies in the north part of America." Baldavia 
or Valdivia was an excellent port with good river communication 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
An pur:;.ble 1:1'0/;)0881 to tbc Peo'Qle of Nni'land, For the 
Encrease of their Trade, ••• (1729) p. 43 • 
. Bee sons_fer a 'dar ••• pp. 28-29. 
Enclosure to Harley, F .1,r. c. "(portland) v. 59. 
A New Voyar-'e r..Q;Und the.World ... , pp. 380-381, 401. 
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into the interior. The English settlers would produce rice, 
cocoa, wine, sugar and spices, but especially gold and salt-
petre. He claimed. that gold was more plentiful than on the 
Guinea coast and that the Spaniards "would have much more if 
their improvident pride would permit them to encourage the 
natives to bring it in.1I (97) -The ricr:es revealed by Cortes 
and Pizarro and the subsequent flow of treasure from the New 
World had made such a profound impression on Europeans that 
Defoe, like all his countrymen, held the most extravagant 
notions of the wealth of the. Indies. He repeated Sir John 
Narborough's story that at Baldivia, lithe Hilts of the private 
Soldiers Swords.were Silver, and their Officers Gold; as also 
the Heads of their Half-Pikes and the Plates at the,Butt-ends 
of their Fusils all of Gold, and those of the Soldiers of 
Silver. II At. the cap i tal, St. Jago, "pri va te ci tizens and 
merchants, not only officers of state, were "serv'd all in 
Gold, and the ordinary Vessels, not their Table-Furniture only, 
••• but even their Kitchens, and the Utensils of their Cooks 
and Pantries at least Silver, ,but often Gold • • • all those 
necessary things of Gold, which in Europe we make ordinarily 
of Tin, Pewter, Brass and. Iron. " He added that a geographer 
had called Santiago "the richest City.in the Universe." (98) 
The Spanish planter asserted that more gold every year was 
washed down from the Andes of Chile into the sea and lost there, 
than all the riches that went from New Spain to Europe in 
twenty years. When the co~ander and his party were his guests 
at his house near Villa Rica, they drank wine and chocolate from 
. ,~ j • • ,-- . • 
97. Enclosure to Harley, H.H.C ... ,C..E.or..tland), v. 58-60. 
98. Atlas Haritirr..us et Commerciali..s., pp. 318-320. 
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gold cups and water was served in large silver decanters that 
held five quarts apiece. The cOn'l'::lander was at first of the 
opinion that their host "had borrowed all the plate in the 
tOVJn to furnish out his sideboard and table, tI bu t noted that 
gold was so abundant that the Spaniards gave excessive prices 
for everything, "even ten or twenty for one. tI A lake in the 
interior was known. as the Golden Lake because of the gold which 
was washed down by the rivers that drained into it and,gold was 
so plentiful in the mountains that every poor,Chilean could 
gather as much as he pleased. (99) 
Defoe proposed to his patron, Harley, that an initial 
settlement should be made on the coast of Patagonia, between 
the Plate River and the Magellan Straits, to safeguard the sea 
passage to Chile, "to supply the colony itself With corn and 
cattle in case of need, and also for the refreshment, and, 
per'haps, wintering of our men and shipstl on the long voyage .. to 
th ewe s t c 0 a st. He considered "that a colony on the coast of 
Chili could not be so well maintained as by the assistance of 
such a sister colony" and that land communication could be es-
tab1ished between the two, a journey of not more than 360 miles 
compared with a sea voyage of near~y 2000. (lQO) The chief 
purpose of the commander of the "New Voyage" in visiting the 
Chilean planter was to discover if such communicatio'n through 
the Andes was practicable and he then sent a party of fifty-
three men under the command of the lieutenant of the Madagascar 
ship on this journey to the east coast, Which formed the climaX 
of the whole enterprise. (101) In a pamphlet which appeared 
99. 
100. 
101. 
A New Voyage round the Wor1d,.pp. 360-361, 370-372, 
408-409, 425. 
HeMeCe [EQ~tland), v. 60. 
A New VQyaf,Ze round the World, pp. 424-456. 
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within a year of the "New Voyage", Defoe en;targed on this pro-
posed settlement in "a large tract of land in America unpossess'd 
at present by any European Nation; abandon'd for so long, as 
that, even the Spaniards themselves do not, and cannot ••• lay 
any claim to, it," between" the F1ains of st. Andrew ••• about 
120 Miles South of the Rio,de 1a Plata, ••• and reaching to & 
Port st. Julien ••• (about) 840 r'..111es from North-East to South-
West. " It was "particularly· adapted for a Colony of England, 
by the aptness of the Climate and of the Soil, for all the usual 
growth of England, such as English Corn for Bread, Barley for 
Malt, Apples and such other kinds for Cyder etc. In short, 
the Country is as it were singled out for Englishmen, not only 
to live in, but to live in just after the manner of English 
People' s Living ••• Nor is the Country over-grown wi th Woods, 
as in New-England, Virginia, and all the Northern Colonies, 
where there is no present Plantlng,till after immense Labour 
and Expence to clear the Ground of Timber." Further, there 
were no wild animals and the natives were not sufficiently num-
erous to be dangerous. This was the country where Sir John 
Narborough had Wintered in 1670 and which he had compared to 
Newmarke t' Heath, bearing "exceeding sweet and good Grass. 1I (102) 
The ships in the "New Voyage" anchor in the bay Which Sir John 
called Port Desire and find a cross which he had erected, carry-
ing an inscription on a copper plate of English ownership. (103) 
Black cattle, which the Spaniards had brought to Buenos Aires, 
had increased so rapidly to the south of the River Plate that .. r 
they were now hunted. Again there is the expectation that 
102. A General Historu of Discoveries ••• in Useful Ar~ (1725) 
pp. 287-292. 
103. A New yoyace round the World ••• pp. 420-421. 
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communication would be established with Chile and the possibility 
that the colonists would in time be able to seize a harbour on 
the west coast. 'Defoe used this prospect of a further "great 
market for all kinds of European Goods" to counter the usual" 
objections to a colony which, although in the southern hemisphere 
would be, like New England, in the same latitudes as England. 
It would therefore, produce the same cOITmodities rather than 
the tropical products from the West Indies which could be re-
exported at a profit. As he remarked, . "without Corrmerce, say 
the enquiring World, of what use is a Colony?" He Was now so 
concerned to find new markets for English cloth and other manu-
. , 
factures that this aspect of colonies had come'to·seem much the 
most important and he announced, ":Numbers of People make Cor:'.r.1erce 
in the very consequence of their living together ••• as they 
must have all their Clothes, Utensils, 'and Furni ture, from 
Europe, there wou'd be immediately, with a new encrease of 
. 
People, a new Consumption of the Woollen and Linen Manufactures 
of Europe, besides all the necessary demands of Iron, Brass, 
Lead, Tin, Copper etc. in all the necessary Materials for the 
Coriveniencies of Life." He contended that this territory could 
prove more valuable than all the colonies that Britain possessed 
in America and that there was in view "an Ocean of Commerce,' and 
a Sea of Wealth, were it rightly pursued." To the quer ie s wha t 
returns this colony would make, what freight for the ships arid 
how would they pay for the English goods Which they imported, 
he replied wi th his customary vehemence, Itt tis only the best ••• 
furnish'd with Returns of any Country wherever the English are 
yet planted on the Con tinen t of America. If By contrast, New 
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England and New York, were it not for their provision trade 
to the 1iiest Indi es, "wou' d not be able to pay ~ngland for the 
Clothes they wear; and ••• wou'd be an insupportable Burthen 
,to us and to them selves. " Their returns of IIPel try, Train-
Oil, Turpentine" " wou'd not in their Value load the tenth ••• 
part of the Ships that go thither, 01' pay fOl' one-twentieth 
part of the Goods they consume. " Convinced that the Chilean 
side of the Andes was rich in gold, he thought that the same 
• c 
would be true of,their eastern slopes and asserted that there 
was "e moral Certainty'6f'Gold lt and also of saltpetre, "in its 
proportion as sure a Wealth as gold itself." In addition to 
the hides cif black cattle, there were "Deer Skins, Ostrich 
Feathers and Seal Skins in great abundance, while the sea Was 
"full of Fish." The901onists might be able to supply flour 
to the Portuguese in Brazil, but if this trade could not be 
developed, it VJas no further from Patagonia to the 'Nest Indies 
than it was from Ireland. This led him to the conclusion that 
the world could not 'show a prospective colony which was "more 
Promising, more capable of infinite Advantages, or every way 
more sui ted to the Br i ti sh Nation." (104) 
It is true'th~t one of Defoe~s letters to Harley in July 
1711 shows that this emphasis on colonial settlemont'rather 
than trade with Spanish America was, at that date, partly de-
signed to advance his patron's new project. It seems that 
hostile critics had already tried to discredit the scheme by 
calling in question any possibility that Spain would alloW a 
direct trade with her colonial empire. Therefore,.he suggested 
104. A General History of Discoveries 
pp. 237-298. . 
. .. in Useful Arts (1725) i 
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. to his benefactor, 
II ••• Tha t all proposals for the carrying on a 
trade to the South Seas should be made so that 
the ••• subs tance or main·· stre ss of the design 
may turn upon making a settle~ent or colony (or 
several such) on the continent of America, and 
suppor ting it by the Government fall improvement. 
Not laying any (or not so great) ,weight on an 
immediate corrmerce through the Spanish dOJ7!inions 
(which people have already a notion cannot be' 
obtained), as on the real advantages of having' 
an English colony on the continent of America, 
and in the midst of the gold, silver and other 
productions With which the Spaniards have so 
enriched themselves, "and which the English are 
much more capable to improve than they. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
No man can object against the advantages of a 
Colony, provided the place be well chos~n; and 
even those places in Which the Spaniards could 
make little or no advantage shall be infinitely 
profitable to us; since England is qualified to 
grow rich even when the Spanish Settlements would 
perish and st~rve;' because we are possessed of 
so many other Colonies which would be their support. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
That a settlement made in America would be infinitely 
advantageous to England though there Viere to be no 
free trade wi th the Spaniards, is easy to prove; . 
nor will the people be hard to take in. the notion 
of it and understand" it. The advantages are mani-
fest and may be handsomely enlarged on, if New 
England, New York, etc. and our Colonies on the 
north, where the Spaniards thought it not worth 
while to plant, and where mere husbandry and labour 
have brought so great a trade. Planting on the 
south and west of America, where the soil and 
country are so.naturallyrich, and gold.and silver 
are the irrmediate return, will much sooner and with 
much more ease make the trade great and the planta-
tion flourish. • •• To carryon such a proposal and 
make it more intelligible I'humbly suggest that 
schemes of proper places for such settlements ••• 
may be laid before your lordship, and if approved by you 
may be made public; and that people may be taken off 
from amusing themselves about difficulties and impossi- . 
bilities, and may be led to a probable view of the thing 
which may be intelligible and encouraging, which schemes 
I shall humbly lay before you whenever you shall please 
to command me." (105) 
Defoe, however, Was not trying to mislead British public 
10§. H.M,C. (Eortlsnd) v. pp. 66-68. 
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opinion as to the true nature of the new enterprise. Instead, 
the closing paragraph of his letter indicates his desperate 
need at this date to find ways in Which he could be serviceable 
to his first employer, after the dra~atic turn of events 1n 
1710 had made Harley the leading minister of the Queen. For 
nine months, in both pamphlets and articles in the 'Review', 
he had tried to counter the Whigs' attempt to undermine confi-
dence in the financial standing of the new Government or had 
endeavoured to undo the harm Which Tory zeal had caused in 
Anglo-Scottish relations, but the founding·of the South Sea 
Company in May 1711 seemed just the opportunity he had been 
looking for to attach himself more closely to his patron. (106) 
But in commending Harley's new venture, he did not want this 
enterprise to interfere with the existing indirect British trade 
with Spanish America through Old Spain and he genuinely hoped 
that it would try to establish a settlement in South America. 
( 107) 
There were other pamphlets during the Spanish Succession 
W§r which looked to increased trade with Spanish America or to 
a British settlerr.ent there to divert the bullion Which flowed-
to Spain and France towards Britain and thus to deny to the 
French the means to continue the war. One writer voiced the 
fear that the French would It inspire the Spaniards with the ir 
active and martial 'femper," (108) but they all thought that 
conquest would be easy because the Spaniards were so thinly 
scattered~ (109) One envisaged another attempt near Darien, 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
Supra,pp. 411-431. 
Supra pp. 590-595. 
(Anon) "Pr0Pt0sals for carrying on an effectual War in 
America ••• ' (1702) in Harleian Miscellany, I, pp. 379-384 • 
.Il:l1.d, p. 382; CAnon) An Account or what will Do ... (1707) 
'0. 14._ 
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at Santa Maria, (110) a second chose Tierra del Fuego (111) 
and a third was almost as enthusiastic as Defoe about the 
advantages of Chile for a British colony. This writer also' 
observed that the Chileans had never been subdued and resented 
the cruel Spanish yoke so bitterly that they would probably 
support the British invaders if they maintained "a fair Carr-
iage to the Indians." He also quoted Sir John Narborough's 
remarks' on the territory and he too believed that Chile had 
the richest depOSits of gold in America so that "all the House-
hold Furniture tt was made of silver or gold. He even outdid 
Defoe in his-glowing description of the country claiming that 
it offered nas great Plenty of Milk and Wool as is possible for 
Sheep and Cows to afford in most plentiful Pasture; it yields 
as much Honey, Wheat and generous Wine as more than serves for 
its own Use. The Strawberries and Apples growing about wild 
are wonderful sweet; the Wholesome Delicacy of the drinking 
Water which runs through Veins of Gold are in high Esteem among 
the Spaniards. No Thunder is heard throughout the Year; 
Lightning, stormy Winds and Tempests are not known; the whole· 
Country produces no poisonous Creature, nor hurtful wild Beast." 
(112) No other publicist, however stressed the field for de-
velopment in Spanish America as vigorously or as regularly as 
Defoe. 
This emphasis on improvement permeates all his writings 
on colonial affairs. All the propagandists for colonial expan-
sion justified their proposals for seizing Spanish territory by 
110. 
111. 
112. 
An Account of what will Do ••• 
(Anon) The Considerable Advantages of a South Sea Trade ••• 
(1711). 
lAnon) A View of the Coasts, Countrys and Islands ••• (1711) 
pp. 47-56, 57, 210-229. 
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their conviction that the English were so much more industrious 
than'the Spanish colonists, but Defoe was the most eager for 
the founding of new colonies throughout the world and for the 
utmost development of the existing settlements. Almost at 
the end of his career, he was asking, "why then do we not in-
crease our possessions, plant new colonies, and better people 
our old ones? Both might be.done to infinite advantage. 1t (113) 
The only requirement was hard-working,settlers. "No Plan ta-
tion", he contended, "undertaken by sufficient Numbers of indus-
trious Feople can fail of Success, if the Fertility of the Soil 
is such, as ••• to produce ••• a sufficient encrease for their 
Subs istence. It (114) Sir George Clark has remarked how "from 
this, side and from that, the belief in improvement flowed 1n 
on the economic writers." (115) Defoe was in fact ambivalent 
in his attitude towards technological change. and sometimes mis-
trusted it if it was likely to reduce employm~nt in a particular 
industry, but,he was consistent in his enthusiasm for the intro-
duction of new crops even though these might compete with the 
products of other British colonies and with established trades. 
Nowhere was this more in evidence than in his writings on Africa, 
which he described as "the worst Quarter of the world" because 
it was cultivated "in the worst manner" and "inhabited by the 
worst People of any Country under the Sun~ but which, in the 
richness of its soil and its ideal situation for trade between 
the other three continents, could be "the best Quarter of the 
113. 
114. " 
115. 
An Humble Proposal ••• p. 43. Compare A-Qeneral History 
.of Discoyeries ••• p. 306. "There are no doubt new Coun-
tries and Lands yet to be discover'd, new Colonies to be 
planted, ••• and ••• those already planted are capable of 
neW Impr ovemen t. " 
A General History of tte Discoyerie~ .:.iiUseful Arts 
p. 286. 
Sir G. Clark~ Science aOQ Social Welfare' in t~-AJre.-.O.f 
Newtcn (1937) p. 94. 
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Quarter of the Four. 1t (116) He looked forward to the com-
plete suppression of the Barbary Corsairs and the division of 
north Africa between the nations in proportion to their part 
in the conquest. The area, being then in the possession of 
"new Nations made rich by Commerce and the Country adjacent 
cuI ti va ted and peopled after the f.,Canner of Europe", the resUl-
ting trade would be twenty times greater, apart from the removal 
of "a merciless Crew" of sea robbers. In West Africa, the land 
was already in British possession which made the failure to ex-
ploit its riches all the more unaccountable. itA vast extended 
Country", he announced, "pleasant'Vallies, the Banlcs of charming 
Rivers,' spacious Plains"capable of Improvement and Cultivation, 
to infinite Advantage, lie waste and untouch'd, over-run wi th 
Shl'ubage and useless Trees; as a Forest trod under Foot wi th 
wild Creatures; and the yet Wilder Negroes, who just plant 
their Maize, and a few Roots and Herbs, li1ee as we do for our 
Garden-stuff, and all the rest is left naked, and thrown up to 
the Wilderness." He was surpri sed that tI diligent Nation sIt 
such as the Dutch and the English did not display their usual 
spirit of enterprise in Hest Africa, as he was convinced that 
the same latitudes throughout the world had the same climates 
and thus should produce "the same Harvest,. the same Plants, 
Fruits, Druggsj or, whatever grows and is produced in one, 
why should it not be planted, grow, and produce the same in 
another2" (117) He had already commended the Dutch for their 
initiative in growing coffee and sugar in Java, (118) and he 
now asked if the Dutch could also grow coffee in Surin.am, the 
116. 
117. 
118. 
AJlas Mar.itimus et Commercialis ••• p. 236. 
A Plan oL.the English Comrr:erce, pp. 245, 248. 
Atlas Hari tigms et Cor:\r;erciBlis .... p. 227. 
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Portuguese in Brazil and the Prench in Madagascar, why should 
not tte British also grow it at Siel'ra Leone and "upon all the 
Grain Coast, Tooth Coast, Gold and Slave Coast." He accepted 
.the story that a tea plant grew in the Governorts garden at 
Cape Coast Castle when Sir Dalby Thomas was Governor, as proof 
that a similar attempt With tea would also succeed. He con-
eluded that "all or n:ost of the Productions, either of the 
East or ~7est Indies" might be grown in West Africa, "such as 
the Cotton, Ginger, Sugar, Cocoa, Fiemento, Indigo, and several 
others known at Jamaica; as also the Cochineal, the Vinelloes, 
and even the Peruvian Bark also, if Industry and Application 
were set on work to plan t them." (119) Similarly, the culti-
vation of spices would avoid the drain of bullion to the East. 
This would also be the solution to the difficulties of the 
Royal African Company, for "would the Company apply to Plan ting, 
••• build Forts and Strengths within Land, drive the Negroes by 
force farther off, ••• they Would not only reap the rich Product 
from the fertile Soil, but remove the Gold·Trade, Slave Trade, 
and Ivory Trade from the Sea Coast to ~ir inland Frontiers; 
and the separate Traders would be at once defeated without an 
" Act of parliament." He claimed that the Portuguese had no 
trouble from separate traders because they had "possessed the 
Coast as a Colony", but he criticised them for failing to raise 
crops of coffee, spices and tea for fear of damaging their colo-
nies in Brazil, especially since these were the products of the 
East Indies from which they had been ousted by the Dutch. If 
the African Company, on the other. hand, would set up colonies 
and develop the na tural wealth of the regi on, it "would be rais ine 
119. A Plan of the English CQ~merce,pp. 252-253. 
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a Product in Guinea, ·infini tely more profi table than tbe Gold 
it self; it would in a few Years remove both the Indies into 
Africa, and make the Trade to Guinea'the richest and greatest 
Commerce in the World." (120) His entbusiasm for colonial 
development followed nDturally from the contemporary view that 
the cbief value of colonies was as sources of supply in provid-
ing Britain with products which otherwise she would have to ' 
import from foreign countries. (121) He expressed this rather 
tortuously in the 'Review' in 1713: 'II ••• our Colonies prevent 
our Wanting some Things, which other Parts might be said to 
su[ply us With, if·we bad tbem not there." (122) Sbould, 
however, the cultivation of a crop already being grown in one 
colony be attempted in another? Defoe first touched on this 
question in 1709, when the dispute between the Royal African 
Company and the interlopers was at one of its peaks. Dealing 
with the specific subject of indigo, he asked, "Can all our 
Colonies supply us with Indico for our Business? Do we not 
fetch vast Quantities every Year from the East-Indies, and pay 
our Bullion for it? - And does not 'the Dearness of it render 
the Dyeing of our r,~anufactures dear, by which our Neighbours 
ou t do us ••• "" He 60ntinued, "I do affirm, if the African" 
Company, or any Company cotild plant and make in Africa a thousand 
Tun of Indico a Year, and bring it hither, it would be so much 
clear to this Nation" ••• and the Colonies be not injur'd. • •• 
could all the Cotton, Pepper, Indico, Salt-peter, or any other 
COI.~odities we now bring from the East Indies be produced in 
Afric, ••• it would soon show us, ••• that'the African Trade, 
is in its Degree the mos t profi table Tr ade in this Na t ion; and 
120. 
121~ 
, .' 
122. 
Atlas r.arj tiums e.t. c.ohl~·er..cialis, pp. 251, 271-272. 
G.L. Beer '- The Q.ld CO]Qpj21 SYstem 1650-1754 (New York: 
1912) PP6.637-38; J. Cary, ~ssav on the State of Enr'laUC! 
••• pp. '-68. 
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the Reason is plain, viz. Tha t OU1~ Colonie s cannot supply us, 
with Indica and cotton; if they can, why do you not prohibit 
them from Spain and the Indies! ••• it is the undoubted 
Advantage of this Nation to plant, raise, or produce any Conm1-
odity tho' now growing in our own Colonies, while our. said Col-
onies are not able to produce the Quantity we want, and that we 
are oblig'd to buy it in other Countries for our ready 1,;oney." 
( 123) Sugar, however, was not only the chief product of the 
West'Indies, which were generally esteemed to be the most val-
uable of all the British colonies, but the basis of their pros-
perity. Moreover, it was almost the only crop, in,that the 
inhabitants had ceased to grow even their own food.. In his 
introduction to the 'Atlas Maritimus', he considered the poss-
ibili ty that· the development of West Africa could "be fatal.to. 
our Island Colonies. II He observed that the crop would be pro-
duced wi thin "only eighteen or. twenty Days sail of our own 
Country" and concluded "that such· a Colony would be infini tely 
of more Advantage. to England, than it 1s now by the continuing 
the Trade at so great a distance, with so difficult a Navigation,' 
and at the Expence of so many thousand Lives, which the unwhole-
som Climate of the Island of Jamaica,only destroys in a Year." 
As for New England and the other bread colonies of North America, 
they would have an added advantage in supplying West Africa 
rather than the West Indies with provisions as they would have 
a return cargo of salt from the Cape Verde Islands and wine 
from Madeira and the Canaries. (124) Later, he discussed the 
problem.in more detail in his 'Plan of the English Cowmerce'. 
Negro slaves would be available for a tenth of their cost in 
123. Ibid, Vol. V, (No. 150) p. 600. 
124. Atlas Fari tirnus et Coqnercialis, pp. 252, 275. 
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in Barbados and Jamaica and there would be no great.danger of 
their escaping as they were procured from distant parts of 
Africa,and did,not even know the language of the natives of 
,the adj oining terl~i tories. The Guinea coast could supply food 
and there would be no need to fe tch it fI'om Ireland or New 
England "at avery monstrous rate lt • The voyage from England 
to West Africa was a Itsafe Passage lt and often took only tvvelve 
to fifteen days compared to six to ten weeks between Jamaica 
and Loncon. Lest "any weak-headed Christianlt,should suggest 
"that this would be to anticipate our West India Trade, supplant 
our other Colonies, and weaken us on one Hand, while it streng-
thens us on another", Defoe made the following two points: 
"1st, the great Improvements proposed, wi thout meddling either 
with Sugar, Ginger, or any of our Island Productions, ••• 2dly, 
••• that as it is evident all our Island Colonies are not at 
this Time sufficient to supply our !I'larke ts wi th Sugar, including 
the Quantity demanded for Exportation, the Quantity cannot easily, 
be too great; ••• so that those phlegmatick Objections are 
easily to be answered, ••• Let us see the Improvement begun, 
and let us see the Danger begun, of overcharging our Markets, 
and hurting the Trade of our Islands, and let us hear if the 
Islands complain; it is then Time enough to answer those 
Scruples ••• It (125) Obviously, he did not consider it an 
immediate problem and-therefore did not face up to the issue, 
but it'is to be doubted if he was really prepared to sacrifice 
the West Indies, although he dreamed of West Africa as a future 
ideal colony producing all the tropical commodities of both 
the eastern and western hemispheres within easy access of 
125. A Plan nf the English C~~erce, pp. 250-251, 256-257. 
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Bri tain. Thirteen years earlier he had wri tten, "SolY:e attempts 
have bEen made for the Planting this part of the World with 
Cotton, Ginger, Sugar, Indico etc. but the mistaken Policy of 
Jrade among those who fancy they understand it, has put a check 
to that encrease of Commerce which is yet reserv'd for wiser 
Posterity, till when, we continue foolishly to carry the Negroes 
to the Plantation, \,hen we might bring the Plantations to the 
Negroes, and make the Coast of Africa as great as TLN of tLe 
Islands, ei ther of Barbadoes or Jamaica.',' (126) 
Colonies not only increased Britain's wealth from trade 
bu t necessarily strengthened her mari time pOVJe!'. Defoe con-
firmed this by one of his chains of "cause and consequence" by 
which he loved to clinch an argument: "An Encrease of Colonies 
encreases People, People encrease the ConsUI!1ption of r,:anufactures, 
~anufactures Trade, Trade Navigation, Navigation Seamen, and 
altogether encrease the ~ealth, Strength, and Prosperity of 
England." (127) r,:o s t of hi s conter;:pol'sr ie s looked on the in-
creased number of ships in the colonial trade as an undoubted 
'benefi t fror.1 the pas ses sion of colonie s , althouGh earl ier the 
author of 'Eritannia Languens' had blamed many of ringland's 
difficulti~s on the plantations, particularly the failure to 
develop her fisheries which ~rovided the nursery of seamen to 
man the English navy in uartioe. (128) Similarly, Davenant 
thought it would be highly dan~erous to allow the New Englanders 
to build warships and was doubtful about the policy of encourag-
ing the production of naval stores there lest they should tecide 
126. 
127. 
128. 
A 0en~ral HistQry of T~2de, July 1713. 
A Plan of' tt'e En ;/11 sh COlT'r:;,erce, p. 276. . 
R e PI' 1 n ted in J. R. l~ c Cull 0 ch, _.:: .... 9:,.=r ... l.. YI...-or; .... ' r~p ,lo(C~t ..... s~Q'""'ll:-.:.CouoQ~r ..... : rn~:.e","-l:£;.;.'::::.,C ,se".., 
pp. 370, 409. 
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to becone independent and seize the ~est Indian trade or 
ignol'e the Navication Acts. (129)"· 
Lastly, Defoe thought of colonial expansion in terms or 
a wider market for British manufactures, not rerely from the 
demands of British settlers and their descendants, but also} 
from the native population as they became civilized. He 
instanced the American Indians, contrasting their·limited 
possessions befOl~e the Europeans arrived, when" they had "neither 
Houses, Cattle, Clothes, Tools, r.'eapons, Ammunition, or House-
hold Sturf" vvith their later demands for a long list of British 
goods from blankets to nails, which they were able to buy with 
their "peltry." (130) He obviously thought that they had no 
native crafts and as he characteristically exaggerated the 
numbers of native inhabitants, the possibilities for expansion 
seemed limitless, particularly 8S he believed that there were 
many lands yet to be discovered in the world, including tla 
Terra Borealis as well as a Terra Australis incognito." (131) 
He referred to "vastly populous Nations, nay Empires; where 
are Billions of People yet to trade with." Colonization 
necessarily increased trade by "enlarging the Field of Action; 
it calls in more Hands to assist in the Publick Prosperity; it 
employs profitably the unprofitab.1e Numbers of your Poor, and 
lays a Foundation of an extended Trade, and therefore of a ~ 
still larger Zxportatlon from Home." Therefore, the English 
people should "encrease the Colonies of their own Nation in all 
the remote Parts, ••• and ••• civilize and instruct the Savages 
129. C. Davenant, ~rks, Vol. II, pp. 8-10. 
130. A Plan of tbe 5n~Jish CQr.~erce, pp. 254-256. 
131. AtlasJv1ari tirnus et COilllY1erciali.s., 'p. 278. 
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and Natives of those Countries ••• so as,to bring them by the 
softest and gentlest Methods to fall into the Customs and Usage 
of their own Country, and incorporate among our People as one 
Na t ion." (132) Although Chile, Patagonia and the Guinea Coast 
were his favoured sites for new settlements, Madagascar, Which 
figures in so many,of Defoe's accounts of piratical activity, was 
another possible area. Captain Singleton had the idea of retir-
ing from piracy and establishing a colony there·which was also 
the site of Captain Misson's utoplanenterprise~ while Captain 
Tew's quartermaster also successfully,founded a settlement on. 
the island. Defoe included a good deal of colonial propaganda 
in his 'History of the Pyrates'., The quartermaster resisted 
Captain Tew's invitation to migrate to Libertalia but gave his' 
former commander a paper setting out the. advantages of making 
an English colony on Madagascar and offered to subm1 t to "a 
Commission from a lawful Government." Defoe claimed that the 
island 
"affords all the Necessaries of Life, and yields 
to none either in the Wholesomeness of the Air, or 
Fruitfulness of the Soil: The Seas around it are 
well stor'd with Fish, the Woods with Fowl, and 
'the Intrails of the Earth are enrich'd with Mines 
of excellent Iron, ••• and doubtless there are 
here both Gold and Silver Mines in the Mountains. 
The Soil will produce Sugar, 'Cotton, Indigo and 
other Growths of our American Colonies, at a far 
inferior Expence." 
He compared the £100 which it Vlould cost to erect a windmill 
to crush the sUgar,cane in Barbados with the negligible charge 
in Madagascar, while negroes Which were 'now valued at £30 to 
£50,1n Barbados could probably be bought for lOs. Because 
. . 
all the food had to be imported in Barbados, the negroes Vlere 
. . 
'132. A PI en of the English Commerce, p. 256. 
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"half-starved" so that the Madagascar_slaves would be able to 
do much more work. The rich timber resources of the island 
would furnish "all Sorts of medicinal. and dying Woods" and 
iron-wood, . cedar and mahogany. The climate and soil would 
also be., sui table for many of the goods brought from ASia, such 
as silk and cotton.. The natives. seemed to be "very humane" 
and the settlement would not only be "a Curb on pyrates" but 
also a calling station for the East India Company's ships. 
In the account of Captain Edward England, the list of commodities 
included "Oxen, Goats, Sheep, Poultry, Fish, Citrons, Oranges, 
Tamarinds, Dates, Coco-Nuts, Bananas, Wax, Honey, Rice ••• or 
any other Thing.they will take Pains to plant" and ebony. (133) 
There were, however, many other areas !tnot taken up nor claimtd, 
or pretended to by Spaniards, portuguese, Dutch, or French, Dane 
or Swede, Pope or Devil; Places where 100,000 People may immedi-
ately plant and build, find Food, and subsist plentifully; the 
Soil fruitful, the Climate comfortable, the Air healthy, unmol-
ested by Savages and Canibals, as in North America; unravaged 
by Lions and Tygers, Elephants and Monsters, as in Africa; 
fill'd with Cattle useful and eatable, tame and tractable, 
abounding with Fish, FOWl, Flesh, wanting nothing but to be 
inhabited by Christians, and allytd to the rest of the Christian 
vVorld by Commerce.and,Navigation." Defoe was well aware that, 
much hard, unremitting toil would be necessary to establish 
these.new ventures, but he presumed that the emigrants would 
be industrious, not "Drones and Solomon's Sluggards" and he was 
133. GaptainSin~leton (Shakespeare Head edition, Oxford 1927) 
pp. 221-222; Captain Charles Johnson (Defoe), A General 
HistorYQf the Pyrates, edited .. in one volume, M. Schonhorn 
(1972), pp. 434-436, 130. . In 1707, Reyiew, Vol. IV 
(No. 107) pp. ,427-428, Defoe had been in favour of accepting 
the Madagascar pirates t,. repu ted offer of a large sum of 
money.for their pardon. 
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avowedly writing colonial propaganda. (134) 
Defoe was thus the most expansionist of all contemporary 
English writers on colonies and in general one of the most 
liberal. The views of Carew Reynel and John Cary have already 
been noted. Sir William Petty wished that the people of New 
England could be transported back to England or' to Ireland~ . (135) 
Roger Coke thought that owe had suffered in competi tion wi th the 
Dutch because so many had emigrated to America. (136) Although 
~ir Josiah Child thought that one Englishman abroad was as pro-
ductive as four at home and Charles Davenant thought that he 
was at least seven times more valuable, they were writing of 
an Englishman in the plantation colonies of the West Indies 
and they certainly did not put the same value on a New England 
coloni st. (137) Davenant reconciled himself to the loss of 
about a 'thousand emigrants a year for the previous eighty years 
by believing that they were generally people Whom "their crimes 
and'debaucheries would quickly destroy at home, or whom their 
wants would confine in prisons or force to'beg." The northern 
colonies had "drained us most of people" although they yielded 
commodities of ' little value." He.accepted their production of 
foodstuffs·for the West Indies because these Were "unimproved 
product of the earth", much less valuable than the manufactures 
which they imported from England at four-fifths advance in 
price.;. Defoe' thought that this hindered' the growth of trade 
• 
and hoped th~tthe colonists Would be able to find'more return 
commodities. (138) Finally, Davenant thought that "the neg11-
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
A Plan of the English Commerce, pp. 275, 276-277. 
"Poli tical Ari thmet1cktl 1n Economic Wri tings of Sir 
William Petty, ed. Hull, I, pp. 301-302. 
R. Coke, A'Discourse of Trade, pp. 7-9. 
Sir J. Child, A New D~urse of Trade, p. 179; 
C. Davenant, Works, II, pp. 8-10 •. 
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gence of former times" had allowed too many mainland colonies 
to be established in North America. (139) William Wood 
believed in freeing trade from some current restrictions and 
would have allowed the British co10nies.to trade with foreign 
colonies and to bring their produce here even though it com-
peted with our own plantation produce, yet he was convinced 
that the rest of the Laws of Trade must be upheld. He followed 
Davenant·in his estimate of the value of the plantation colonies 
and said that without these, the northern colonies would be 
"prejud1cial,Colonies to their Mother Country." (140) 
Defoe agreed that there must be firm central control of 
the colonies by the British government, 
"the Plantations can never thrive, but by the 
Laws, Managemen t, . and Direction made and regu-
lated at Home in Britain; ttis from hence they 
receive Governours and strength, are supplied 
with Ships to guard their Countries and Convoys 
to secure their Trade, and if this be ill directed, 
the Plantations must decay, and must decline." (141) 
Writing in support of the African Company in 1711, he also 
claimed that successful English colonization in any continent 
had only been achieved through the agency of chartered companies 
and supported this dictum by the following three propositions: 
"1. That without Companies Establish'd with 
Exclusive Privileges, they were never Success-
fully Undertaken. 
2. That when Undertaken, if they had not been 
Supported by a Company, they could not have been 
Maintain'd. 
3. Such Attempts as have been made to Plant and 
settle upon New Discoverys without a Company, 
have not only miscarried, but have been rescutd, 
preservtd, and after carried on by a Company." 
He made an exception for certain islands where Britain had had 
complete possession and where there was no serious nat~ve oppo-
139. 
140. 
141. 
C. Davenant in Works, II, pp. 20-29. 
W. Wood, A Survey of Tradf' Part III, pp. 132-151. 
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sition or rival claimants and yet even in some or these she 
had been supplanted "ror want of a Company to carl'y on the 
Flantations; as in Tobago, Hispaniola" and, in 1711, he also 
reared that Newroundland must be added. (142) On the other 
hand, he had a much larger vision than most or his contempor-
aries of future co~mercial prosperity and imperial greatness, 
as in this passage written in Dece~.ber 1707: 
"... Ie t them be di vi ded rrom us by never so grea t 
a Gulph or Waters, they are united to us by the 
strictest National Ties in the \iorld, such as are 
1n their Being natural, in their Advantage recipro-
cal ••• Ir they die, we decay; if "Ve decay they 
die; ir we cannot support them, they raIl; ir 
they raIl, we must in Proportion sink; their Blood 
runs thro' our Veins, I speak in the Language or 
Corr~erce, is formed, centers and circulates with 
ours; they are every Way a Part of our selves, and 
who ever goes about to. lessen our Concern for them, 
divides us against our selves, raises a War between 
the Membel's and the Belly, and is an inveterate 
Enerny to both; ••• • •• all your Want of Seamen 
and Want of Trade might have here a Supply: To 
and from these, you might have the greatest Spring 
of Commerce and Naviga ti on now in the World, and 
even these Colonies are able to make you in Time 
the createst Nation in the World." (143) 
Defoe's main works of colonial propaganda were published 
in the period of comparative stagnation of trade which followed 
the Treaty of Utrecht until recovery began in 1730 and led to 
" 
the first period or rapid growth in mid-century. Northern 
Europe remained a very disappointing market for English manu-
factures, there was increased difficulty in exporting to the 
heavily-protected markets of central Europe, the failure of 
the,proposed commercial treaty prevented any expansion of the 
small direct trad~ with France, there was increased corrpetition 
from France in the Levant trade, differences with Spain caused 
142. ~,Vol. VIII, (No. I)' p.3. 
143. .lb.i.Q., Vol. IV, \ N o. 134) p. 536. 
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a serious decline in the previously-valuable trade with Old 
Spain an~ thus in the usual channel of trade With Spanish 
America while the Asiento contract and the very limited new 
commercial pri vileges in the Spanish empire proved mor'e pro-
ductive of disputes than of trade. Defoe believed that the 
superior workmanship of tlle Bri tish laboul'er 1iioulci enable him 
to compete with the lower wages of his foreign rivals, but the 
main reason for his continued optimism in the future of British 
trade ~as his hope of new markets in his projects for new 
settlements. As the growth of Britain's trade in the eight-
eenth century was almost entirely due to the large increase in 
her colonial trade and was mal'ked bya pronounced swing from 
the tradi tional r.;.arkets of Europe to more distant Iilarkets in 
America, Africa and the Far East, his general vision of future 
trends proved sound, although tr.e expansion car.le mainly from 
the development of existing colonies, particularly those in 
, 
North Ancrica, rather than. fl'om the new ventul'es which he tried 
to promote in Africa and South America. (144) 
144. T.S. Ashton's introduction to E.B. Schumpeter, ~n~lish 
Overseas mrade qtetistics 1697-1808 (1960) pp. 10-11; 
P. Deane and W.A. Cole, British Economic Growth 1688-1959, 
(1962) pp. 47-49, 83-89; R. DaviS, "English Foreign Trade, 
1700-1774", :Scon. Fist. pev., 2nd. Series, Vol~ 'A'V, (1962); 
J.O. PcLachlan, Tre~e ~cC resce with Old Soain, 1667-1750, 
(1940); A.C. Wood, A History Qf the Levant Comrsny (1935). 
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CONCLUSION 
By the year 1700, the development of home and overseas 
trade had already attained a complexitY,which captivated a writer 
with such a keen sense of the paradoxical as Defoe. This was 
also responsible for his feeling that trade was a mystery which 
few could fully comprehend and yet a subject which he knew would 
always interest his predominantly urban Whig readers. Al though 
he had begun his chief' newspaper on February 26,_ 1704, under the 
title of itA Weekly Review of the Affairs of France, and of all 
Europe as influenced by that Nation" to warn his countrymen of 
the formidable task which faced them in the War of the Spanish 
Succession, he had begun to devote whole issues to trade before 
the end of the year. (1) As he closed the first volume, he 
felt obliged to excuse his digressions from his original plan 
by the following statement: 
"In the bringing the story of France down to the 
matter of Trade, I confess myself surprizingly 
drawn into a vast Wilderness of a Subject, so 
large, that I know not where it will end; the 
Misfortune of which is, that thinking to have 
finished it with this Volume, I found my self 
strangely deceiv'd, and indeed amazed, when I 
found ••• hardly enough of it entred upon to 
say, it began. , 
••• I am oblig'd to content my self w1thtaking 
what is here as an Introduction tothe next Volume, 
and to give this Notice, that the matter of our 
English Trade appears to be a,thing of such . 
Consequence, to be treated -of, 'so much pretended-
to, and so little understood, that nothing could 
be more profitable to the Readers, more advanta-
geous to the publick Interest of this Nation, or 
more suitable to the Greatness of this Undertaking, 
than to make an Essay at the EVils, Causes, and 
Remedies of our general Negoce." 
... >-, 
1. Review, Vol. I, Nos. 81-86 of 12-30 December 1704. 
Trade was,the.subject of the remaining issues of Vol. I. 
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He claimed that letters from his readers and "a .Croud 
of Entreaties from Persons of the best Judgement" to continue 
his recent practice were a sufficient reason for his departure 
fr om hi s or iginal plan, to which his title "a t firs t too 
s treightly" . bound him. (2) If the work were .to extend to 
.. 
twenty or thirty volumes, it would not seem preposterous to 
devote a whole volume to lithe most delightful as well as profi t-
able Sub ject of the English Trade,". (3) , but he was ob liged to 
, 
acknowledge at the end of the second volume that this aim had 
suffered "a powerful Diversion," namely the violent election 
campaign of 1705. He hoped that he would be able to complete 
his discussion of "a vast Scheme of Trade" in the next volume, 
(4) but his advocacy of the Union with Scotland necessarily 
. took up many of the pages of both the third and fourth volumes. 
Towards the end of the fourth volume, he again,had to acknowledge 
that "Feud, Farties and daily Occurrences" had preven ted him 
from making trade the chief, subject of a whole volume. (5) In 
November 1709 he expressed his readiness to desist from "this 
Paper War" so that the "Pen and Ink Rabble":might-be suppressed 
on both sides, and insisted that this was not the first time 
that he had offered "to lay down the 'Review', or turn it wholly, 
and singly to the Sub ject of Commerce," in which he could please 
them all. (6) In 1710, an advertisement appeared at the end 
. .' 
2. The title successively became, with the third volume "A 
Review of the state of the English Nation", with the fourth 
volume and the Union wi th Scotland "A Review of the State of 
the British Nation" and "The Review" with the ninth and 
final volume.' , 
3. Reyiew, Vol. I. Preface. 
4. Ibid, Vol. II, Preface. " 
5. .lb.1.d, Vol. IV, (No. 147)' p. 588. 
6. lbid, Vol. VI, (No. 91) p. 364. 
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of the issue for JulY 8, announcing that he had received 
many importun~te letters urging them to proceed with his 
"promis'd Discourses upon Trade". . Therefore, 'he gave notice 
that 
"finding it impossible to·have his Essays upon 
Trade pursu'd in this Paper, in such an uninter-
rupted Manner as .a Subject of that Consequence -
requires; some Gentlemen ••• have made a Pro-
posal, For the Writing a REV lEVi to be entirely 
taken up upon the Subject of Trade, with a Misc-
ellany, or a Part reserv'd to handle particular 
Cases in Trade - And expressly condition'd not 
to meddle with Matters of state, Divisions of 
Parties, or any thing relating to the Affairs 
of Government, Civil or Ecclesiastick." (7) 
He asked for subscriptions to launch this new periodical but 
presumably the response was, inadequate for he began his next 
volume with the admission that he would be "very glad to set 
a.-part this Paper wholly to that Work," but that the deep d1vi-
sions between' the parties made this impossible. (8) Finally, 
in the last volume, after remarking With his tongue in his 
cheek' that,he never told a long story, he expressed his journa-
listic satisfaction that the subject of trade Was "so copious" 
that it could never be exhausted and economic matters did fill 
many of the remaining pages of the 'Review'. (9) 
Thus Defoe' found it impossible to maintain a' continuous' 
discussion on matters of trade, even by using the Miscellanea' 
section at the end of many of the issues because current poli-
tical controversies continually obtruded. As publicist for 
7. < .Il;Wl, Vol. VII, (No. ~5) p. 176_., ' 
8. .Ibi.d, Vol. VIII, (No.1) p. 3., ' , 
9. l.b.1.d, Vol. IX, (No. 41) p. 81; (No. 43) p. 85. 
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the Godolphin - MaI'lborough administration and then for 
Harley's ministry, he felt-obliged'to engage in any political 
'dispute such as ,the Tack of,November 1704, or the affaiI' of 
Dr. Saheverell in the winter of 1709-1710, which happened to 
occupy the centre of the stage., But journalism was not his 
onlY,activity. ~Throughout the nine yeaI'S of the 'Review', 
his secret service tours_of England and Scotland on behalf of 
Harley or Godolphin totalled no less than three years and he 
told his readeI's how difficult it was to continue to publish 
it three times a week" and ye tat the same Time I'eside for 
16 Months together at almost 400 Miles Distance from London, 
and some times at more." (10) Only with the 'Mercator' did 
he have a,regular platform for his economic beliefs, but this 
journal was expressly founded to defend the proposed commercial 
treaty with France and his views had to be tailored to this 
project. In the aftermath of the collapse of Harley's govern-
ment, his chief jour~alisticactivity comprised attempts to 
defend his former employer, and first benefactor, from the 
threat of impeachment and at the same time to rehabilitate 
himself with the neW Whig ministers, (11) but throughout this 
first Hanoverian decade he was also much occupied With the 
menace of Jacobitism, religious tracts and the Bangorian con-
tI'oversy (12) and finally with his new ventUl'e into the exciting 
world of fiction. Within two yeaI's of the demise of the 
'Mercator", he had again a weekly channel for his reflections 
10. 
11. 
. 
12. 
~, Vol. IV, Preface. 
J. Sutherland, Defoe, pp. 207-221. See also my Leeds M.A. 
ThesiS, Ope cit., pp. 249-251, 312 • 
Defoe published 15 pamphlets in 1717-1719 on various 
aspects of the disputes centring on Dr. Hoadley, Bishop 
of Bangor. ., , 
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on the affairs of the day, but his government brief to moderate 
the Toryism of news~apers such as 'Mercurius Politicus' and 
'Applebee's Weekly Journal' (13) restricted any extensive' 
corrment on economic issues except during the debate about the 
debt conversion proposals of 1717 and the speculation crisis 
of 1719-1721. Therefore, until 1724 the publication of'his 
economic ideas had been largely prompted by some particular 
controversy, such as the'stru&,:gle between the two East India 
companies or proposals to relieve insolvent debtors, and it 
was only in his clOSing years that he came nearest to formula-
. ting a corpus of economic doctrine with the appearance of the 
three volumes of his '~our', 'A History of the Principal Dis-
coveries •• ~. in Useful Arts', the two volumes of the 'Complete 
English Tradesman', 'A Brief Deduction of the Original, Progress, 
and Immense Greatness of the British Woollen Manufacture', 'A 
Plan of the English Commerce' , 'A tlas Mari timus and Commercialis': 
'An Humble proposal', 'The Advantages of Peace and Commerce', 
and 'A Brief State of the Inland or Home Trade'. 
But he wrote more than forty other pamphlets 'during 
these seven years and throughout his career he must always 
have written at great speed. (14) As ministerial propa-
gandist, secret'agerit and busy journalist who Was invari-
.ably:deeply engaged in any dispute of the day, pcilitical, 
religious or economic, he did not have the time to think 
deeply on economic issues and to produce a consistent theory. 
13. ~~, p. 462. 
14.·· P.S. Buck, The Politics of Mercantilism (New,York 1942) 
p. 33, half suggested "that Defoe must really have been 
a propaganda organisation, for his output surely exceeded 
that of a"single pen, even in his long lifetime. 1t 
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There was of course no coherent system of economics already 
in existence. Most of the pamphlets and broadsheets were 
propaganda for special interests, as the Bri~tol merchant, 
John Cary, expressed the views of the clothiersandoutports 
of the south-western counties, and they appealed to some 
current economic dogma, such as an expected increase in popula-
tion or in the value of land or in the use of English shipping, 
in support of their case. They attacked or defended the Bank 
of England or the great chartered trading companies, or promoted 
projects.such as land.banks or new manufactures, or suggested 
an alteration in some particular tax or tariff, or called for 
yet another attempt to develop the fisheries, to solve the 
problem. of poor relief or to stop the 111egal export of our 
precious raW wool and fuller's earth. Similarly Defoe may 
have been paid to defend the Royal African Company but of this 
there is no evidence. and it is unlikely that any payment would 
have. substantially altered his, views on this question. " He 
was bound to Harley. bya deep sense of obligation for his deli-
very from Newgate and as the source of his government "bounty", 
but he followed an independent line on his patron's South Sea 
Company from the beginning. To Defoe, i t ~vas primarily a·· 
financial:co~poration to fund the floating debt which had pro-
duced the credit crisis of 1710. He hoped that it would 
realize one of his cherished schemes of colonization in South 
America, but it would be unlikely, indeed unable, to embark on 
di;ect tra~e~ith any.~a~i of,Ne~.Spain.and.would seriously 
damage Britain's vital trade interests in Old Spain if it tried. 
(l~)-' He had ~ot enga~ed in any trading activity, apar~ from 
15. supra, pp. 441-447. 
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his references to some small ventures in Scotland at the time 
of the Union, (16) since his imprisonment in 1703 put an end 
to his tile manufacture and none of his economic pamphlets, 
apart from those in support of the French commercial treaty, 
seem to have been written at anyone's bidding. In these 
publications he was a freelance journalist who tried to look 
at the British economy as a whole and even attempted a survey 
of world trade which was -quite comprehensive as far as European 
countries were concerned. He wrote his pamphlets to earn 
money, because he could not resist his journalistic impulse to 
contribute to a particular controversy and because he was so 
anxious that Britain should maximize her unique advantages for 
industry and commerce and become even more firmly established 
as the greatest trading nation in the world. 
As in his political thinking, (17) he was eclectic, 
familiar with the works of Mun, Petty,Yarranton, Child, Davenant, 
Faterson, Law, Locke and Hutcheson, (18) but with characteristic 
ideas of his own, although he was less original than was at one 
time thought. We no longer think of him as the convinced free 
trader of William Chadwick and William Lee in the mid-nineteenth 
century, (19) but he was the first English writer on economics 
to recognize the great importance of the home market.· "Of all 
Trade, our Home Trade is the Life, the Soul, the Support of all 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
SU;Dra, p. 830; B.M. Add MS. 28094, f. 165. 
See my Leeds M.A. theSiS, 0];). cit., pp. 323-324. 
He either named these authors or their works were in his 
library. 
pat Rogers, Defoe~ The Critical Herita~e (1972) pp. 20-22. 
Even James Sutherland regarded him as a moderate free trader 
in 1937, OPe cit., p. 130. 
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the rest", he wrote in 1726. (20) This may have been in part 
because he had travelled so extensively throughout Britain, 
for by 1711 he claimed that.he had been in every English county 
except one. (21) Certainly the home market was very much 
larger than 'the export trade, with the volume of manufactured 
exports virtually stationary between 1708 and 1735 and With no 
marked rise until 1748. (22) 
.. Defoe was also one of the very small minority of writers' 
who supported high \vages. (2.3) , He was proud of the. higher 
standard of living of the average Englishman compared with the 
inhabitants of other European countries, but one of the main 
reasons for his approval of high wages was his belief that this 
was responsible,for.the superior quality of British merchandise. 
(24) Despite his eagerness to secure full employment, this 
was also the reason why he claimed that it would be better to 
restrict output. than to accept "all the fatal consequences" of 
reducing the wages.of the poor. (25) The few inconsisten-
cies in his attitude are not serious. His strong criticisms 
of the high wages and insubordination of servants belong to his 
later years and servants were.not engaged in primary production 
or in manufacture. The instances drawn from his own experience 
as a manufacturer of the Englishman's frequent preference for 
20. A Brief state of the Inland or Home Trade, p. 58. 
21. Reyiew, Vol. VII, (No. 143) p. 570. 
22. A.H. John, "Agricultural Froductivity 1700-1760" in 
E.S. Jones (ed.) A~riculture and Economic Growth in En~land 
1650-1815 (1967) p. 190. 
23 •. Others were Cary, Child and Sir Thomas Culpepper, junior. 
24. supra, p. 155. 
25. Reyiew, Vol. II (No. 21) p. 82 • 
. , 
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more leisure 'rather than extra money during good trade were 
also supported by other pamphleteers and may well have been 
a corr.mon pr ac tice in pre-indus tr ial Br i tain. His conclusion 
that he never knew a servant or a workman "one'farthing the 
better for the Encrease of his'wages was a reflection on their 
"profuse Extravagant Humour" and did not change his conviction 
that high wages should be maintained. (26) While his plan 
for manning" the' navy by a reserve of seamen on' the French 
pattern would have meant a large reduction in merchant seamen's 
wages, these had doubled during the war and critics of the Navi-
gation Acts had always pointed:to the cheaper freight charges 
of the Dutch,-Britain's most serious rival in~the shipping trade. 
Al so his scheme offered the seaman se curi ty of employmen t 
throughout'the y~ar. (27) On;the'other hand, examples of 
current orthodoxy abound: ,1180 much only of What we Export, is 
a Gain to~he Pub1ick Stock, as that Export produces more than 
it cost the Nation to Produce and Export it", or "No Trade, 
carrying out Money, and returning what is consum'd at Home, 
can be gainful to the Na ti on", ,or "Tha t Trade which returns 
" 
the mos t valuable Ipport for the mos t tr if1ing Export mus t, 
in proportion ,to the Quantity, be the most profitable Trade 
, . . ~ 
tO,a Nation." (28) But the importance of the context in eval-
uating all Defoe's statements has already been emphasized. 
" 
The.first occurred in an issue of the 'Mercator' where he 
seems to have been trying to show that he was more orthodox 
than his opponents in the 'British Merchant' and the 'Guardian' 
by,protesting'th~t the cost of SUbsistence of the British 
26. Supra,pp. 161-162, 170-172. 
27. supra, pp. 278-255. 
28. SuprA, pp. 34, 753, 789. 
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labourer must be added to'the costs of production. The 
second appeared in'an issue of the 'Manufacturer' during the 
second great controversy about the damage done by foreign 
calicoes to our home manufactures of silk and wool and the 
third was made in support of the monopoly of the Royal African 
Company. But he Was always prone to extol the supreme, even 
the exclusive, advantage of ' the export trade: 
"Now 't1s most certain, that we live and thrive 
, in these Nations by what we carry out, not by 
what we bring Home; and were it possible for, 
us to want nothing from Abroad, and bring nothing 
but just such Things as relate to the Manufactures 
which we carry out, or such Things as we are to 
export"again to other Nations, our Trade must be 
then much more profitable than it is now, because 
all the Returns of Foreign Goods which· are expended 
among ourselves are, so far as the Consumption at 
Home extends, so much dead Loss to the Common Stock; 
and nothing is Gain to us, the Labour of our Seamen 
excepted, but so much of our own Produce, whether 
of Labour or of Land, as is consum,' d Abroad. '.' (29) 
He did not always accept that exports of natural produce could 
be an addition to national wealth. He agreed that improvement 
of the land was an increase of the public stock, but on another 
occasion he insisted that this increase came only from the 
,. 
export of manufactures, presumably because the natural product 
had not been the subject of any further improvement (30) Many 
English imports, however, received fUrther applications of art 
before they Were consumed, (31) whereas the Dutch, who had few 
manufactures, bought to sell again and were only carriers of 
trade. (32) Defoe always recognized that Britain must have a 
large import trade to maintain the sales of British exports, 
29. Applebee 's Journal, September 17, 1720. 
30. Supra, pp. 103, 34-35. 
31. E.A.J. Johnson, Predecessors of Adam Smith, pp. 264-277 
discusses art as a factor of production in contemporary 
economic' thought. 
32. Supra, pp. 25-26. 
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that no nations could unite in trade;without a reciprocal 
re turn. Thus he insisted that Britain had an advantage 
over her competitors, France and Holland, in trade With the 
Iberian peninsula because she was a much better market for 
Spanish,and Portuguese wine.and,fruit. Even retained imports 
consumed here promoted the exports of British products and 
without return cargoes ,the "back freighttl,mu~t be a charge on 
the goods sent abroad. (33) These demands of Britain's large 
home market were an important reason for his chauv1rtistic claim 
that Britain had not only the. largest export of her own produce 
and manufactures but an even greater import trade than the 
Du tcb. (34) But he was concerned to emphasize that she had 
the least>import of foreign manufactures, indeed that she had 
the least need to import goods from other nations. (35). Raw 
materials and commodities which satisfied.strategic need~ such 
as saltpetre, and naval supplie~were acceptable imports to all 
writers,but his own:experience as an importer of wine may have. 
helped him to appreciate that most international trade was, in 
fact, in luxury goods. He conceded that there were very few 
articles which,any nation needed to buy from another and that 
except for-fishing vessels and ,the transport of coal, salt and 
corn, nearly all other British ships were carrying luxury cargoes. 
One of his repeated axioms was that wealth and luxury increased 
together and he Was aWare that his favourite broadcloth, as a 
quali ty, produc t, was a luxury abroad. Exportation and consump-
tion were, . therefore, "the two Essential Articles of Commerce." 
(36) • 
33. Supra, pp. 263-264, 584-586. ' 
34. Sutlra , p •• 24.., 
35. liuDra, p. 30. 
36. ~ul:lra,' pp. 43-44,' ?08, 59, 29.-
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Although Defoe invoked the distinctive mercantile 
concept of the balance of trade (37) to support a particular 
contention~ the latter was always the most'important'consider-
ation, and'the doctrine itself Was subject'to certain'qualifi-
cations~ " Uhile we traded to Holland "to more real Advantage 
in the General Ballance"·than to any other country after Spain, 
he acknowledged that it Was in fact difficult to determine the 
balance in the direct trade 1n commodities and that even this 
generally-accepted favourable balance could easily become ad-
verse by changes which were by no means "abnormal. (38) He 
also stressed the importance of indirect or "oblique channels" 
of trade when he Was call1ng for an open trade'with France, 
especially when:he was trying to convince his readers in 1713 
that there Was already a large market in France for British 
cloth despite:theban:on the direct trade. (39) Even such a 
categorical'statement as that bullion is "the best of all 
Returns,' and is,in'itself the Ballance lt must not be interpreted 
as crude bullionism. (40) Quite early in his career as a 
propagandist, he recognized that the East India trade could 
not be carried on Without an export Of bullion and he only 
became seriously concerned at this loss after the Spanish 
Succession'War not only interrupted the supply from America 
but diverted someof'it to France. (41) As his alarm at the 
37. Heckscher,ODecit., I, pp. 26-27, makes this one of his 
five features of mercantilism; Professor Viner, Studies 
in-the Theory of International Trade, p. 55, rejects 
E.A.J. Johnson's contention, Q~e Cit., p. 275 that "not 
": ten per cent. of English mercantilist literature Was devoted 
to the ill-fated doctrine of the balance of trade tl and main-
tains Itthat not ten per cent. of it WaS free from concern ••• 
in,the state of the balance of trade, and the means whereby 
it could be improved." 
38. Supra, pp. 557-559."Cf. J. Pollexfen, Of Trade ••• Als~, 
Qf Coyn, Bullion ••• pp. 87-88. 
39. ~Dra, pp. 662-664. 
40. SUDr,a, p. 325. 
41. Snpra, pp. 731-733, 568, 323-324. 
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importation'of Indian calicoes increased, so did his complaints 
that the natural course of trade Was being inverted by money 
going out to fetch goods in, which was. "letting out the Blood" 
in trade, that is, reducing the amount. available for circula-
tion within the country. (42) Again in emphasizing the drain 
. of, both currency and bullion because of the persistent adverse 
trade balance with Norway, he was probably hoping to stimulate 
the government into greater efforts to develop al ternative,· 
'sources of supply of naval stores in the New England colonies. 
In fact, he seems to have been ,thoroughly conversant With the 
extent to which the bill of exchange reduced the need for much 
transfer of specie in an already developed system of multi-
lateral trade •. (43) 
One. "invisible" item in trade had soon been recognized 
and Defoe shared the general tendency to exaggerate;the contri-
bution which shipping made to the nation's economy. He esti-
mated'that Britain had more tonnage employed in the coasting 
trade,in coal or in the West Indies:trade than France had in 
the whole of her shipping and it is not surprising that he 
" 
considered that the value of naVigation was equal to one-third 
of Britain's' total trade. (44) . Naturally, he consistently 
supported the Navigation Acts although he admitted that.Dutch 
ships were cheaper to build and to man. The Acts.also pre-
vented acquisition of British overseas possessions by any rival 
colonial power and he logically condemned British infractions 
• > 
42. 
43. 
44. 
~ ,,«' 
Sucre, pp •. 764. 
supra, pp. 571-574 •. 
supra,_pp. 264, 273. 
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of the similar restrictions which Spain placed on her trade 
with her colonies. (45) Although he shared the general 
assumption that the fisheries were an invaluable training 
ground for seamen and hoped that English capital would enable 
the Scots to make spectacular progress in their fisheries, 
Defoe was usually refreshingly realistic about the comparative 
~ailure of the British to develop the herring ~ishery of~ their 
east coast.' ~He ascribed the striking Dutch success to super-
ior organization'rather than to some peculiar villainy and did 
not recognize national claims to sovereignty over the seas. (46) 
In nothing was Defoe more typical of his age than in his 
concern for full employment at the same time that he hoped that 
~oreign immigrants would add another million to his estimated . 
population of,ten millions. Various historians have maintained 
that one of the most characteristic features of English mercan-
tilist literature is this urge to develop English resources to 
the utmost in order to provide the maximum opportunities,for 
setting: the poor to work. (47) Defoe believed that increased 
prosperity had always been associated with an expanding popula-
that 
tion and/thore was noW an overall shortage of labour in England 
which was hindering her further economic progress. His dictum 
that there was more labour ,than hands to perform it was, however, 
one of those paradoxes which, as a journalist, he found so' 
irresistible and denoted an ominous condition of under-employment, 
45. 
46. 
47. 
Supra, pp. 258, 266-269, 804. 
Supra, pp. 294-295, 289-292. 
E.A.J. Johnson, op. cit., pp. 281-289; D.C. Coleman, 
"Labour 1n the English economy of the seventeenth century," 
Ec. H.R., ,2nd. sere vol. VIII, p. 293; W.D. Grampp, "The 
Liberal Elements in English Mercantilism" 
Ecooomics Vol. LXVI, pp. 465-501. 
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since the high wages in England were conclusive proof that 
there was no pool of surplus labour apart from the large 
nurr.bers of idle able-bodied poor. (48) other reasons why 
the potential labour force was not fully utilized were the 
seasonal unemployment especially in farming, the absenteeism 
associated with the low level of expectation of the mass of 
the population and the high proportion of dependants in a 
pre-industrialized society. Of these, the younger women 
and female children ,v'!ere "the most idle, useless and burthen-
some Part of our Hands" and'he contrasted 'the shortage of jobs 
in the "unemploy'd counties" with the manufacturing counties 
where industrial development in the countryside providedsupp-
lementary employment, especially for the wife and children of 
a poor husbandman. (49) Because of this chronicunder-emp1oy-
ment, "Employment of our '. own Poor and Consumption of our own 
Growth" was "the first Principle of Commerce". Were it not 
for trade, the poor would soon "over run England for want of 
Employ." (50) The problem of 'finding work for children, 
except in a few favoured woollen towns ,such as Taunton and 
Halifax, made him look to the immigration of adult workers, 
such as the poor Palatines, for the ,larger labour force which 
alone could provide an:increased output in an'age of limited 
technological advance. At the same time, to disarm. opposition, 
he emphasized their importance as consumers of farm produce and 
claimed that they would not displace any English labour because 
they would make more work than they would perform. (51) His 
48. Supra, pp. 93, 99-100, 105, 123. 
49. Supra, pp. 231-232, 120-121. 
50. Supra, pp. 228, '92. 
51. Snpra, p. 114. 
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recognition of an acute problem of underemployment, however, 
failed to moderate his harsh, attitude towards the"able-bodied 
poor because hewas,convinced that they were not making a 
genuine ettempt to find the work that Wes to be had, but it 
did affect h1s outlook On the use of machinery or of any plan 
to use fewer menes in his statement that we,did not encourage 
the use of sawmills in English shipyards although he admitted 
that they cheapened production in Holland. (52) • Similarly 
he was unable to condemn wholeheartedly the Russian Grand 
Duke's rejection of the English-projector's scheme for sailing 
boats on the Volga because they would make the labour of so 
many of his subjects redundant •. (53) It also explains his 
intense 'opposition to-any project such as Mackworth's which 
he thought threatened the livelihood of workers in established 
industries, especially in wool, tithe Fund of all our Prosperity 
and Success". Therefore the -rule to be followed was" the 
smaller Manufactures are to give way to the great; the new 
invented~ones are to yield to the ancient Standard, and always 
those Manufactures are to be preferr'd, which employ most 
Feople, or, consume,the'most of the National Produce." (54) 
To employ the poor in parish-workhouses was never the real 
reason for his strident denunciation of the scheme for he 
suggested that new industries, such as the manufacture of 
sailcloth which did not compete With the established manu-
. ~ 
facture coUld.be developed in workhouses. He also put forward 
his own plan for a college of industry which included some of 
•. . 
- ' 52. Supra, p •. 114.-
53. Supra, p. 953. 
54. Supra, pp. 129-132, 227-228. 
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the usual suggestions for fostering the fisheries such as 
using the poor to make ropes, sails and nets. (55) The 
unemployment which Indian-calicoes were said to be pr.oducing 
in the woollen and silk industries was much more serious than 
the ' assumed loss of bullion for even in the summer of 1720 
Defoe; in his character of Captain Singleton, accepted the 
East Indis'Company's defence that their trade ultimately 
netted three times, the money which they sent out. (56) ·But 
it was not merely the'threat:from Asiatic textiles. While 
he welcomed the progress made'by the English silk industry so 
that noW we employed our own poor instead of the poor of the 
French and Italian si1k'centres, yet silk Was "a modern manu-
facture" which was only acceptable because the raW material 
was a return for our cloth exports to Italy and Turkey. Wool 
was'the "eldest Child of ,the Nation's Commerce" but silk was 
only'''a foster Child taken into the Family." (57) His conser-
vatism towards newer textile industries also embraced the new 
fabrics in the woollen manufacture and specifically because 
they did not employ so many hands nor use as much wool as his 
favourite broadcloth. (58) When he referred to "the Improve-
ments that the' Industry of strangers lt assisted by "the Indolence 
of the British Manufacturers" had achieved, he was not castiga-
tinghis countrymen for omitting to diversify their wares but 
55. 
56. : 
57. 
58. 
Su~ra, pp. 132, 138-140. 
Sn~ra, p. 771. "Captain Singleton" appeared in June 1720, 
after his five pamphlets of 1719-1720 against the importation 
and wearing of calicoes and after the' "Manufacturer lt had ' 
ceased publication in February. 
Su~ra, pp. 228-229. 
Su~ra, pp. 241-245.' 
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• 
for failing to maintain the quality 'of their broadcloth and 
for ta~ing the line of least resistance by imitating the less 
substantial French cloths. (59) While manufacture Was the 
hospital which fed the poor, navigation was an even more. ad-
vantageous field of employment. Because of its "multiplier" 
effect in nourishing so many ancillary trades, £1,000 invested 
in shipbuilding employed more poor than the like sum spent in 
any manufacture, even'in wool. At each new fitting out, a 
ship vias 'again "a.Milch Cow.to the poor Tradesman" and once 
at sea she employed fifteen or sixteen families. She also 
provided "foreign-paid incomes" since these families were fed 
and clothed by other nations by their payments 'for freight. (60) 
But even inward freights which could not be passed on to the 
foreign customer provided so much employment and encouraged 
so many other trades that they were worth as much as his 
cherished woollen manufacture to the nation. (61) Finally, 
employment was the touchstone which determined his contrasting 
attitudes:towards trade with Scotland and with Ireland. Where-
as there was no danger that Scotland would "rob us of the 'most 
capital Article of our·Prosperity the Employment of,our Poor", 
Ireland would be dangerously competitive and would pose the 
same threat as "our Vagrant Poor" at home. When the imports 
of Irish yarn increased after the English Parliament had pro-
hibited the exports. of Irish cloth, he complained that this 
antic1pated English spinning and caused so much unemployment 
that £240,000 was taken from "the Employment of the Poor of 
59. A Brief Deduction, p. 50. 
60. Supra, pp. 210, 272, 275-276. 
61. supra, pp. 269-272. 
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England and paid to the Poor of Ireland. (62) 
In maintaining the sales of British exports, Defoe be-
lieved that quality was of the first importance. Al though 
English wages were the highest in Europe, English manufactures 
were the cheapest in the end because they were the best avai1-
able at any market. The high wages enabled the English work-
men to live well and to work harder and more effectively than 
his continental rival, but not to work longer hours because 
the English vice of drunkenness took him so often to the 2le-
house~ (63) -The generally-accepted maxim that cheapness 
caused consumption was an "old worn out notion" and Was only 
really true between goods of like quality.. "It is not always 
the-Interest of Trade", he protested, "to have the Manufacture 
be brought down to a low Price, especially if the Goodness of 
the Goods.sinks'with the Rate; But to keep up the Manufacture 
to~its Goodness, tho the Price be higher than its Neighbours, 
is a Credit to the Manufacture, and to the Nation that make -
them." Thus in Turkey, although the French cloths were cheaper 
and looked as attractive as the English broadcloths,' the latter, 
because of their superior quality, were always sold first. 
It was the interest of the tradesmen to maintain "the Goodness 
and Value of their Goods" so that the higher price might be 
'lower in proportion, while the higher price enabled them to 
pay the high wages on which~this goodness depended. (64) But 
the_conservative Defoe also looked to the enforcement of the 
62. SUt'ra, pp. 835, 879-880; 895. , 
63. sut'ra, pp. 155-157, 159-165. 
64. The Comt'lete Enelish Tradesman, Vol. II, Part 2, pp. 122-125; 
A Tour, I, p. 32; Supr~, pp. 153-155. 
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old regulations to maintain the quality of British manufactures, 
at a time when these controls were being generally abandoned. 
Thus he claimed that the quality of the famous Colchester bays 
had declined since the manufacture had spread into the surround-
ing villages outside the jurisdiction of the Bay Hall. (65) 
One of his objections to Mackworth's plan Was that when cloth 
was made in every parish, foreigners would not know the respec-
tive English woollens from each other whereas they had always 
been bought abroad "by the Character and Reputation of the 
Places" where they were made. (66) In 1711, again insisting 
that "honest finishing" was "the Life of the Sale" of English 
goods abroad, he contended tha t if the Scots If could come once 
to a regular sorting of their Manufactures, and keeping them 
up to their just Lengths, Breadths, Substance and Goodness," ::" 
they were as capable of improvement in trade "as any Nation' in 
the World." (67). Defending the City garbling office against 
criticisms in 1708, he again argued that the reputation of 
English goods would be damaged if inspection were to be aban-
doned and that the complainers were asking for "a Licence for 
a fraudulent Trade." (68) He believed that a decline in the 
"credit" of a manufacture Was soon reflected in a drop in its 
sales and when English woollens faced increasing competition 
in north European markets in the l720s, he argued that this 
was only in the cheaper coarser grades and that the quality 
. .:. fabrics such as broadcloth and Spanish cloth were not affec-
ted. (69) Naturally, most of his illustrations were drawn 
from the woollen manufacture, but he also maintained that 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
SUQra, pp. 245-246. 
Giying Alms No Charity, pp. 21-22. 
Reyiew, Vol. VII, (No. 143) p. 571. 
~, Vol. IV, (No. 159) pp. 635-636. 
A plan of the En~llsh COmmerce, pp. 137-139, 187; 
A Brief Deduction ••• p. 47. 
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English ships were cheaper than Dutch ships in the'end 
because they were better built. (70) and that a fall in the 
quality of Turkish'raw silk had reduced the imports into 
Britain and consequently had restricted the sales of British 
cloth in Turkey. (71)' 
Defoe's'emphasis on quality reflected his conviction) 
that Britain had an unrivalled supply of the finest wool in 
the world which was fashioned by the most skilful operatives, 
except for the advantage which-he believed'the Dutch held in' 
dyeing. Quali ty would also seem much more important than '. 
cheap production when it was generally:agreed that the volume 
of world-trade could not be extended except by the discovery 
of neW lands or by an increase in population and when so much 
of that trade was in luxury goods~artd there.was no conception 
of a mass market. Discounting Defoe's habitual exaggeration, 
this Was why he could envisage Britain clothing the whole world, 
if she could keep all her wool at home. (72), But it'was-not 
only the total: amount of' world trade which' was limited, it Was 
also'undesirable to 'exceed the normal production in an industry 
or 'the usual traffic in a particular trade. Early in his 
career, he had expressed his alarm lest thecompetition'between 
the two East India Companies should increase the trade beyond 
a reasonable level~(73) and in 1728 he exonerated the silk~ 
trade from the charge of having displaced the woollen industry 
in,Spitalfields. Here the woollen manufacturers had been 
70. 
71; 
72; 
73. 
su~ra, pp. 258-262. 
Su~ra; p.·6l3. 
A ~r1ef Deduction ~ •• p. 3. 
Supra, p. 727."-Cf~·An Enquiry into the Disposal of the 
Equiyalent (1707) p. 2; the two East India Companies 
would have ruined themselves. 
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"to keep every Thing in its native Channel, 
preserve every Ballance, and prevent the 
Labour 'or Produce of one Part interfering 
with another - When every Branch of a Nation 
have their proper Work, they help, assist 
and rejoyce in one another; and this Variety 
is what I have so often'call'd the Circulation 
of Trade - But when you clash in your Labour, 
and fall into one another's Business, you,grow 
Thieves and Pirates in Trade, ••• and joyn in 
crushlngyour general Interest." (78) 
As he never lost his faith in the marked superiority of 
English cloth over any other fabric, when he was confronted 
by the increasing difficulties of selling it in our,traditional 
markets in northern and,central Europe, he could only explain 
the discrepancy by the theory that the industry had grown too 
large for its available outlets and that the merchants should 
adjust the output in order to,avoid the dislocations caused 
by alternating booms and slumps. 'As the nation seemed to be 
too full of trade, the clothier should resist the temptation 
to launchout.too far in response to a temporary increase in 
overseas demand, such as that occasioned by the outbreak of 
plague .in Marseilles in 1720 which for a time reduced French 
competition. Possibly influenced by his own experience of 
over-trading, he advised him to be content with his due share 
of the trade, to restrict his workforce to the "ordinary Numbers 
employ'd in·the manufacture tt and so avoid glutting the market. 
(79) The conduct of the British people, however, was much 
more damaging to the woollen industry than all the prohibitions 
abroad. When other,countries were striving to encourage their 
own inferior manufactures in the legitimate desire to employ 
their own poor, he accused his countrymen of the most unaccount-
. , 
able neglect in thus despising the work of their oWn hands. (80) 
78. Reyiew, Vol. Vl t (No. 46) p. 184. 79. SUDra, pp. 246-~49. 
80. Snpra, pp. 250-251. 
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Defoe's wish to preserve the main arteries of trade made 
him an inveterate enemy to all forms of clandestine trading, 
even when t hey seemed profi table to the imperial economy as 
in the case of the Jamaica sloop trade with Spanish America. 
(81)' It was never any advantage to forestall the market end 
of trade and just as the hawkers and pedlars interrupted the 
circulation of Britain's home trade, so the sloop trade "anti-
cipated" Britain's trade with Spanish America through Cadiz 
although he could not conceal his pleasure at the great increase 
in, the trade of Jamaica. (82) The log cutting by the buccan-
eers in Honduras and the infractions of the Levant Company's -
monopoly by-the trade carried on by the Italian merchants and 
by the East India Company's diversion of some of its required 
export of British manufactures to Persia were other examples 
which he noted of-clandestine trade. (83) This concern for 
the regular circulation of trade appeared most strongly in 
his discussions of British home trade where every manufacture 
had its proper channel of trade and Was "removed" five or six 
before it reached the last consumer. (84) Hawking was even 
more directly linked with clandestine trade by the accusation 
that "the wretched pedlar" was only able to offer a cheaper 
price than the retail shopkeeper because he did not make any 
contribution'to civil government and because he was "the life 
of all smuggling tl , 'including the detestable calicoes. (85) 
But it was the-threat to employment which was most serious. 
81. au~, pp. 593. 
82. Sll~, pp. 594-595. ' 
83. Slltl:r:.a, pp. 594. 
84. 611tl~a, pp. 967, 962. 
85. Slltll:a, p.·964. 
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The former tradesman valued'circulation so much more highly 
than mechanic employment in manufactures that he estimated 
that it employed ten times as many people. (86) He told 
Mackworth that it was the particular excellence of the woollen 
manufacture that it was so organized as to go through as many 
hands as possible and he later estimated that cutting off 
the home circulation of goods could throw a million people 
out of work. (87) For Defoe this seems a modest estimate 
when he was ready to give currency to the calculation that 
10,000 people had benefited in some degree by the time a single 
piece of broadcloth reached Blackwell Hall! (83) All antici-
pations of trade diminished ,the circulation and he also attacked 
the corn factors, the millers and the maltsters for the new 
practices which they had introduced into the corn trade. (89) 
Like workmanship in the case of manufactures, the carriage of 
heavy goods even added to their value, as in the seven "removes" 
in the coal trade (90) between Tyneside and Oxford. In the 
suggestions which he issued in case the infection at Marseilles 
should spread to Britain/he completely repudiated any attempt 
to interfere with this circulation. Infected houses might 
again be shut up but·"the cutting off of the comrr:unication of 
one part of the country with another in England would be such 
a,general interruption of trade, that it would entirely ruin 
the countries and towns so cut off, and the people would be 
very tumul tuous and uneasy." (91) Yet, however much he might 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
supra, p. 931. 
Supra, pp. 935, 968. Earlier he had given a figure of 
two millions, Supra, p. 932. 
SU!;lr a, p •. 947. 
supra, pp. 968-970. 
supra, p. 971. 
Due Preparations for the Plague ••• (1722) p. 15. 
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rhapsodize about the benefits'from'circulation, he Was forced 
to conclude· that it was only "an Alternative ·to Trade" which 
distributed goods to such general advantage that it was useful 
in a thousand ways, but did not increase the public stock by 
one farthing. (92) 
Defoe shared the identification of state power With COITm-
ercial progress which was corrmon ground for all the contemporary 
wri ters·· on trade." ·Despi te the valour and vigour of her people, 
the influence of Scotland in the world and her low standard of 
Ii ving· VJere ,the inevi table result of her small trade whereas··· 
the great increase in the strength of the maritime powers had 
matched the growth of their commerce. Further, since the 
volume of world trade was limited, if any nation came to domi-
na te tha t trade she would govern the world~' If Philip II of 
Spain had abandoned his/pursuit of religious uniformity and 
had then·used the wealth of his industrious Netherlands to 
support his splendid infantry, he could have established this' 
The French, however, were now believed to 
be trying to secure such a monopoly of trade and Defoe's'econo-
mic ideas reflected this intense COITmercial rivalry. (93) 
France and Holland remained dangerous competitors and·would be 
still more formidable if they ·had England's wool. (94) f Despi te 
hlscriticisms of 'the East India trade, he was never ready to 
abandon it to the Dutch because that would be "building up the 
Dutch upon the Ruins of Grea t Bri tain. tt (95) 
92. Supra, p. 943.· 
93. Supra, .pp. 4, 62.~ 
94.au~, p. 212. 
95. Supra, p. 778. 
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His support for.the great chartered companies owed much 
to these convictions - his preference for settled trades and 
his assumption that keen competition between nations was the 
normal condition of world trade. Commerce With distant 
regions where there was no regular authority~ or where·trade 
depended on the whim of a despotic ruler; needed the protection 
of forts·but these were also required against rival European 
nations and would 'only be maintained by an eXclusive company. 
In English foreign trade monopoly powers·were only granted 
where private trade was impossible 'without the use of force 
because there Were no regular diplomatic links with the parti-
cular territory. (96) Under these condi ti ons, . competi ti on 
between a privileged company and interlopers for the share which 
the British company had managed to secure could only reduce 
profits and weaken the monopolists who would be less able to 
withstand the foreign rivals. Thus the separate traders could 
only be' "Raparees . or Highway-men of: Trade". (97) . There were 
of course other·reasons why he upheld. the chartered companies. 
The Levant Company'exported so much broadcloth, the East India 
Company imported such desirable commodities as saltpetre, spices 
and drugs and drove a profitable trade, while only the Royal 
African Company could ensure that sufficient supply of negro 
slaves on which the West Indian sugar plantations depended. (98) 
There was the further attraction that by the grant of a mono~ 
poly, governmental control could be more effective, that tla 
thousand ways" might be taken to secure the trade. (99) 
, . 
96 •. supra, pp. 790-793. 
97 •. supra, pp •. 798-800. 
98. supra, pp. 729 789-790. 
Apart 
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from,the special case of overseas trade, however, Defoe Was 
generally hostile to monopoly powers. Referring to the way 
in which patents and monopolies had undermined trade before 
the Civil War, he owned that the liberty of trade established 
in 1689,had been one of the chief benefits of the Revolution 
settlement, "nor, has it been any of the least Occasions of 
the growing'Wealth of this N~tion, that the Parliaments of 
England have limited the Extent of Patents and Grants for 
exclusive Priviledges in Trade, and have been very wary and 
backward in passing or consenting to such Grants; as may be 
seen in the Struggles and Conditions made in the Case of the 
East India Company's Banks etc. who have obtain'd Charters 
and Settlements in these few last Years." (100) ·His antagon-
ism towards monopolistic practices in any branch of the home 
trade was amply demonstrated by his vigorous efforts on behalf 
of the Tyneside keelmen and against the allies of the Newcastle 
hostmen-fitters, the lightermen of London, .while his attacks 
on the corn factors looked back to the old reeulations against 
forestalling. (101) Although he was proud to be a London free-
man, he attacked the restrictions which "corporation tyranny" 
imposed upon trade in many provincial. towns and he,was usually 
aware of the danger that financial power might come to be concen-
trated in too few hands. (102) Thus he strongly criticized 
the Old East India Company for misusing its financial strength 
in its attempt to crush its new rival (103) and "that triumvirate 
100. Reyiew, Vol. V. (No. 107) pp. 425-426. 
101. Sucra , pp. 346-350, 973-981, 968-970. 
102. -Bucra, pp. 111, 492. . 
103. Supra, p. 493. 
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of modern thieving", the director s of the Sword Blade Bank. (104) 
He"also objected to the Treasury practice ofa closed subscrip-
tion to'a new issue of stock. (105) Probably because the Bank 
of England was not the true national bank which he had advocated, 
he critict"zed its practices on a number of occasions and accused 
it of being "only a'great Trade carri'd on for the private Gain' 
of a,few." (106) Curiously, he was not alarmed by the huge 
concentration of financial power in the South Sea Company, 
possibly because the prospect of a great increase of business 
activity by realizing the expansive possibilities of a fund of 
credit outweighed any such danger. (107) 
Because of the'vigorous trade war, which he presumed was 
the normal condition of international commerce, and because 
the prize of success was SO vital, Defoe Was firmly convinced 
that there must be firm governmental regulation of British 
trade to strengthen bri ti~h power in competition wi th other 
states. Both the proposition that. the nation might lose al-
though private traders gained, and its converse, were accepted 
as axiomatic. "Hoping tha t the South Sea Company would make a 
neW and vigorous effort to recover Britain's position in the 
Greenland whaling trade, he argued that they could'be the means 
of a gain to the pub11c stock even if they failed to make any 
profit. (108)'. Therefore, the government as "the Pbysi tian 
of the Nation's Trade" must harmonize the conflicting interests 
104. SlJ.tl~!i!, pp. 495-496. 
105. Slltl~a, pp. 498-500. 
106. Slltl~a, pp. 325-326, 336, 341. 
107. Slltl~a, p. 522. < -. -'" , 
108. Slltlr iil, p. 301. 
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of the various "coblers" of the nation's cormnerce and gi ve 
active help to the merchan ts to enable them to drive. their 
trade. (109)' Frofessor Wilson has a~gued persuasively that 
; 
the trade policies of British governments of the seventeenth 
'. '/ '< 
century and late~ were not dictated by 'the"various pressure 
groupsbut that ministers and .theirimmediate advisers deter-
mined the policy 'which they considered would, best "further the 
, . 
interests of the state despite the number ,of competing claims. 
(110) , . As Defoe' traced the found a tion of the English woollen 
indus try,' to the ~per sonal ini tia ti ve of Henry VII and .Elizabeth 
I~ (111) When'he wa~ at last compelled ,to 'admit that the French 
had made considerable progress in the m~nufacture of Woollen 
cloth, he:ascribed it to the "indefatigable Vigilance" of "that 
Pattern of.lndustry~ M. Colbert": 
" ••• first.he inform'd himself of the various 
sorts of British Manufactures sold in every 
foreign Market, of Which he had Pieces and 
Patterns brought him, and then he erected 
particular Works for the making those very , 
Goods, encouraging also the Merchant to export 
them by causing Credit to be given them by the 
publick stock ••• particularly done With the 
Turl{ey Merchants in Marseilles, who had Credi t 
till the return of their Ships from Smyrna and 
Scanderoon." (112) 
Defoe, however, did not want such close government control in 
Britain, but rather looked to parliament and ministry to provide 
a favourable framework in 'which the merchant could drive his· 
legitimate overseas trade for the benefit of the whole economy._ 
His views on what co~stituted the nCredit of the Nation in Trade" 
in February 1711 comprlsedthe maintenance of the quality of 
110. C: Wilson, '''Government Policy and Private Interest in 
Modern English History" in Historical Studies VI (ed. 
Moody, .T.W., June'19q5) pp. 85-98. 
Supra, 'pp. 186-187.0 " 
Atlas Marltlmus, pp. 145-146. 
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raw materials and manufactures and 
"the care of the Publick, to Enlarge, Encourage, 
Protect, and Support, the Co~merce, by necessary 
Bounties, well-proportion'd Customs, due Prohibi- ' 
tions, and avoiding all Clogs and Discouragements 
to the Merchants, such as foolish Prohibitions, 
discouraging Monopolies, and the like. 
3. Wholesome, and summary Justice, in Disputes 
about Property in Trade, good Laws to secure the 
Property of the Credi tor, and yet Merciful Bounds 
set for Relief of the Unfortunate Debtor, ••• 
4. Establishing by just Laws and on good Founda-
tions, all kind of Advantageous Societies in Trade; 
where separate Trade may not be Quallified to the 
Circumstances; ,such as Banks for Circulating Cash" 
'securing the Deposits of the Merchants from Insults 
of Thieves, Treachery of Servants, Accidents of 
'Fire, and the'like; and also for raising Paper-
Credit to the Assistance of Commerce, as an Equiva-
lent to the Indigence of the COin, such also as 
Companies, Corporations, ,'Societies, Patents, and 
the like." (113) , . ". " 
Government help,was also essential for establishing new indus-
tries~ Froposlngthat England should start to make calicoes 
in her own workhouses instead of 'importing them from India, he 
announced, "all Manufactures must have a Beginning, and in the 
Infancy of things, the Government must assist. 1t (114) During 
the recession1at the beginning of the Spanish Succession War, 
he found trade "under a sensible miserable Decay in all its 
Branches, and 'yet within view of the,highest and most Fortunate 
Improvements; easie to be brought to pass, but slothfully and 
, 
supinelyneglected." (115)" In his hopes for the expansion of 
trade into new lands in the l720s, he insisted that "Trade and 
neW Discovery must be the nursery and the darling of the Govern~ 
" 
ment they live under; the Merchant must receive the' countenance 
and assistance of the Government he lives under, or Trade never 
rises"with advantage." (116) In 1729, government assistance 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
Reyiew, Vol. VII (No. 143) p. 571. 
~, Vol. IV, (No. 15) p. 59. 
~,Vol. ' II, (No.2) , p. ·5. ' . 
A General Historv of Discoyeries and Imoroyements ••• p. 
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was still vital: "Trade is a.Circulation of Wealth; which 
never,fails"its Course, if encourag'd. tI (117) On other 
occasions, however, he conceded that it Was not easy ,to control 
trade and that there were times when it defied all the rules of 
logic. Bemoaning the successes of the French privateers, he 
asked how it came about that England should grow,rich'in the 
face of such losses, or East India stock rise when,ships Were 
captured, '''Mine AdventUrers raise Annui ties when Funds fall, 
loose their Vein~of Oar in the Mine, and yet find it"in the 
Shares. 1t It WaS because of these paradoxes that he concluded, 
"Trade: is a Mys tery, ;which will never be comple tely 
discover'd or understood; it has its Critical Juncture 
and Seasons, when acted by no visible Causes, it suffers 
Convulsion, Fitts, hysterical Disorders, and most un-
accountable Emoti ons -. Sometimes it is. acted by the' 
evil Spirit of general Vogue, and like a meer Possession 
'tis hurry'd out of all manner of common Measures, to-
day it obeys the Course of things, ••• tomorrow it suffers 
Violence from the Storms and Vapours of Human Fancy, ••• 
and then all runs counter, ••• A Sort of Lunacy in Trade 
attends all its Circumstances, and no Man can give a 
rational Account of it. 
From hence proceeds Damps and Deadness in Credit upon 
well lay'd and sufficiently supported Designs, as Land 
Banks, perpetual Funds, etc. which tho' the real Sub-
stance Was at bottom to support, and all Disaster or 
Disorder made impossible, yet obtain'd nothing, but 
dy'd in their Infancy, only for.being born in an ill 
Hour; when the predominant Distemper of a bewildered 
beWitching Vapour possess'd the general Climate of 
Trade, and infected the Brains of the People. 
On the other hand, Multitude of 1~ushrooms have obtain'd 
upon the World, whose Birth was the Produce of meer 
Vapour and Exhalation; who, as they sprung up in the 
dark Midnight Moments of Trade, when her Eyes were 
shut, and when she Was as it were doz'd with Dreams, 
and .hagrid wi th wandrlng Ghosts of Trade Whymsles;" 
so they were born to evaporate by T~e, and dye in the 
handling, that by the Nature of them were destin'd to 
• dissolve like Q Cloud, and Spin out their own Bowels 
like the,Spider; . that had nothing material in them, 
but being meerly imaginary in their Substance, must 
of Cour~e ~~ lost in the handing up and down,.and 
117. FQ~ts Journal, January 11, 1729. 
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leave nothing but Cobweb, and a tangl'd,Husk of 
Emptyness in the Fingers of those Fools that were 
deceiv~d with the Appearance.",(118) , 
True to his belief in intrinsic value, Defoe could only explain, 
the apparent random fluctuations of trade by half-suggesting 
that they were subject to occult influences, or at least were 
entirely irrational. Writing, in December 1704, of the change 
in taste which, coupled with the tariff preference, had made 
Portuguese wine,so much more acceptable to English palates 
that it had displaced French wine, he observed how strange it 
was that trade should run "in Channels and Eddies, and will 
sometimes, like the Tides, shift the Course, change the streams, 
and remove or fix Banks and Sands here or there, and on a sudden 
re turn to them again." (119). Profe ssor Sperling has noted the 
tendency for economic theory to,lag well behind the most advanced 
practice and,how the.ideas of mercantilists such as Thomas Mun 
"remained in, vogue long after economic changes had made them 
lamentably outmoded." (120) It is true tha t Defoe was an 
acute observer of anything to do with trade,but his practical 
acquaintance ceased with his imprisonment in Newgate in 1703 
which ruined his tile-making venture. Therefore, he tended 
to repeat,oldarguments that were now out of date. Thus he 
described English dyers as "bunglers at the ir trade" when they 
had made so much progress that few undyed white cloths were 
noW sent to Holland. Similarly he,continued to Sing the 
praises of English broadcloth and even to deplore the extent 
118. Review, Vol. III (No. 126) pp. 502-503. 
119. .lh1.l;l, ,Vol. L (No. 86) p. 358. ' 
120. J. Sperling, "The International Payments rv:echanism in the 
Seven teenth and Eighteenth Cen turies", ~. H.R. 2nd. series, 
Vol. XIV (1962) pp. 446-450. 
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to which English clothiers had imitated the lighter fabrics 
from abroad, long after it was obvious that the "new draperies" 
were proving one of the success stories of Britain's overseas' 
trade. (121) But·i t is probable 'that his constant appreciation 
of'the severe strains which the Spanish Succession War imposed-
on the British economy reinforced his natural conservatism and' 
made him more prone to look back to the good old days of trade 
when-it'flowed in its regular channels. In the aftermath of 
the recent credit crisis, in the autumn of 1711, he deplored 
the decline in commercial morali ty so that" new and -unhear.d of 
Notions about Honesty" had crept into trade and practices which 
would'have'been regarded as "downright Cheating" were now 
a"ccepted as fair and upright. "We do not think of Trade as 
we us' d to think, It he concluded, "nor act in Trade as we us' d 
to act.'" (122) Moreover, the fact that his longer economic 
treatises were all published during those years of trade de-
pression, 1726-1730,accentuated the conservatism of his late 
years, especially in his 'reflections on the'woollen industry. 
Defoe's orthodox economic ideas are also shown in the 
mercantilist framework within which he argued the case for the 
commercial treaty with France~ for the economic benefits which 
both Scotland and England would derive from the Act of Union, 
and against an economic "union with Ireland. Pointing to the' 
"secret circulation of commerce" by which he said that British 
cloth reached parts of France through Holland and Flanders, he 
claimed that this was an exportation without any corresponding 
121. Su~r~, pp. 241-243, 557-558. 
122. ~~, Vol. VIII (No. 81) p. 326; Cf. Vol. III (No. 75) 
303. 
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importation because the returns were made to the Dutch who 
thus provided Britain with foreign paid incomes. (123) He 
shared his opponents'objectionsto the importation ,of foreign 
luxuries such as wine and brandy to such an extent that he had 
already written in the 'Review' that bringing in these commodi-
ties without high-duties Was "one of the f'atallest'trades lt that 
England had had.; Unless other countries took our exports in 
return for their produce we were "Felo de se in Trade". When 
he was .campaigning ,for- the opening of trade with France in 
March 1711, he had testified that "consumption of Wine, as of' 
all Goods of Foreign Growth consumed in England" was It so much 
de a d Lo s s" • He also admitted that if he believed that the 
French could make.woollen goods ihat were at all compet1t1~e: 
with those produced in England, he would vote against the 
treaty. (124) In 1706.he accused the Scottish merchants of' 
importing so many consumable commodities that there had been 
a four-fold increase in luxury. Although their trade Was 
profitable to themselves, it was not to Scotland in that they 
were exporting primary products for French wine, "instead of 
the required Balance in specie or Bullion.tlIn urging that 
the logic of Union demanded that the Darien Company must be 
finally'abandoned,he argued that their settlement could never 
have established a trade with Spanish America and ,that if they 
had-tried to bring Asiatic products ,across the Pacific; there 
was no room for two companies in the East India trade. Scotland 
could not support such a trade because the backwardness of her 
123. Supra, pp. 662-664. 
124. aucrs , pp. 709, 712. 
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economy would not allow her to replenish the "ready money" 
which she would be obliged to export. (125) Al though he 
admitted that his attitude was morally indefensible, he was 
so afraid of low-cost Irish competition for English manufac-
tures that,it was necessary to treat Ireland as a conquered 
country. otherwise· Ireland would be like Ita great Workhouse 
in London" and "a kind of a back door" through which England's 
wealth would drain away to other countries. While he had 
criticized the Scottish nobility and gentry for not investing 
enough of their profits from trade with England in Scotland 
after 1707, he had tried to silence any English objections to 
the Union by the argument that Scottish wealth must circulate 
Itthro' our Hands".. Yet, he was unable to accept that this 
would be the result of a union with Ireland, although other 
writers used this specific argument to support such a union. (126) 
As he looked on land as the best foundation for a bank, (127) 
it is not surprising that Defoe shared the common desire for 8 
. 
national land register to confirm property rights which was 
thought to be one reason'for Dutch prosperity. (128) Assuming, 
for the sake of argument, that Scottish land, should not be im-
proved after the Union, he declared, "the very Secur i ty of the 
Title of Land in Scotland, a th~ng sorely wanted in England, 
will immediately upon an Union raise the.Values of Land, at 
least two Years Purchase, and I prove it by the West-ridings 
of Yorkshire, . the only County in England that has obtain'd a 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
Su~ra, pp. 822, 825, 844-845. 
SUDra, pp. 879-880, 881-884, 892. 
Supra, pp. 338-340. 
(Phi1anglus) "Bri tannia Languens" (1680), McCulloch, 
Q~. cit., p. 285. 
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Register, since which, and in about eight or nine Years, the 
Lands in that Division are advanc'd near five 'Years Purchase 
in the Value, only for the Security,of a Title." (129) His 
, 
, 
strictures on the failure,of lawyers to acquaint themselves 
with commercial practices so that they mumbled the language 
of trade "like the Ass cheWing of Thistles" show that he also 
, 
supported another long-standing demand by the economic pam-
phleteers, a court merchant. Until such a tribunal should 
be established, merchants would do better to refer their dis-
putesto the arbitration of'other merchants, instead of throw-
- . 
ing away their money in lawsuits. (130) 
Finally, the following general statement of his economic 
outlook shows his regard for the regular course of trade, em-
phasizes the contribution made by the improving artist to the 
country's prosperity and even allows the home trade to make a 
small but significant contribution to the general stock: 
"The general Commerce of.this Nation' consists.of 
the plain, honest, and downright way of Trade, 
making and manufacturing our Wool, and other Prod-
uce of the Land, exporting our Manufactures and 
the Growth of our country, importing such Foreign 
Goods as we want, and circulating our Home Consump-
tion; upon this depends our NaVigation, and the 
Employment of our People; the first produces our 
Encrease of Shipping, Nursery of Seamen, and all 
the many Trades and Employments that depend upon 
the building, repairing and fitting our Ships, 
with the Encrease of our Colonies, and Consumption 
of Provisions, all great Articles of our Wealth, 
and essential to our Prosperity; the last carries 
on. the Consumption of our Frovisions, the Encrease 
of Inland Trade, the raising the Value of Land, and 
the multiplying our People, all which tend to, and 
are essential Parts of our Strength and Wealth as a 
Nation. 
129. Reyiew, Vol. III (No. 158) .Pp. 629-630. 
130. A General History of Trade, June 1713, pp. 18-19. 
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Thus every poor Man's Labour is an Encrease of 
the publick Stock; the Cloaths he wears, be 
they never so mean, employ some of the People, 
and consume some part of our Wool; the Food 
he eats, be it never so little, grew on some 
Body's Land, Was the Produce of some Part of 
the Country or other, and tends in some Degree 
(tho' little) to the publick Advantage. , 
Every Artist is a ,Help' to Manufacture in general, 
an Improver of publick Labour, and assistant to 
the Poor'in procuring them Employment, which is 
, their Bread; whoever he be, that improves Art 
to-any Degree that Was not known before, is a 
publick Advantage to the General, as he finds 
Employment for some Body that had not Employment 
before: . Thus every ManufactUl'er, tha t makes 
that at home,which till then was brought from 
abroad, is a Blessing to his Country, an Advantage 
to the general Stock, and encreases both Wealth 
and Peop1e." (131) 
The miracle of Dutch economic development Was a constant 
. .; ~ 
reminder that trade raised "new Species of Wealth that Nature 
knew nothing . of." (13 2) The manufactUl'e of cloth, from 
English raW materials before Elizabeth I's reign, had made 
the Seventeen Provinces the most popUlous region in history 
, 
apart from the land of Canaan, although it Was less habitable 
than adjoining countries and "in some Places not fit for Feople 
to live in at all, a meer Bog or Fen, in daily hazard of drown-
;- ".. .;. 
ing, and under a thousand Inconveniences from the Sea. (133) 
Indeed Holland was the prime example of the transformation 
wrought by that arch-schematist, the universal merchant, far.: 
more important than the improving artist: 
, 
. 
" ••• what infinite Crowds of People flock into 
Holland; Cities without Number, and Towns thick 
like the Houses in other Countries, that the whole 
Country seems to be one populous City; People in 
such Multitude, that all the Land in the Country 
can't find Butter and Cheese for them; ••• 
131. Reyiew, Vol. V. (No. 107) p. 426. 
132. Supra, p.·3l0. 
133. Reyiew, Vo1.V-(No.,144), p. 574. 
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.AII these attend upon Trade-by Trade, they 
posses the World, and have greater Stocks of 
Goods in each Country's Growth, than the 
Countries from whence they have them can show. 
Their Rivers are throngtd with Shipping like a 
'Wood; their Naval Stores are inexhaustible; 
they can build a Navy, and fit it to Sea, 
sooner than any Nation in the-World; and yet 
have neither the Timber or Plank, the Iron-
1 Uork or Cordage, the Pitch·or the Tar, the 
Hemp or the RoSin, in any part of the Country. 
All this is done by Trade; the Merchant makes 
a wet Bog become a populous state; enriches 
Beggars, enobles Mechannicks, raises not Fami-
lies only, but Towns, Cities, Provinces and 
Kingdoms." (134) 
Despite his o~casional restrictionist attitudes, Defoe 
wanted Britain to secure the largest possible share of the 
limited volume of world trade. The demands of "People living 
in Bodies" always stimulated production, especially when they 
were concentrated in a capital city. But increased production 
demanded wider overseas markets which could only be secured by 
the enterprise of the merchant aSsisted by the government. 
"The Encouragement of the Merchant is one of the great Concerns 
of a just Government; because they are the great Wheels of 
Trade, ••• Taxes, Duties, Payments of Customs, and the vast 
Revenue which Trade is to the Publick, is all rais'd from the 
Merchants, who are the most Valuable People of the Nation, in 
that,respect, and therefore all Governments think themselves 
concern'd to use them tenderly, and cherish them upon all 
Occasions." (135) As trade with Britain's traditional markets 
, , 
in northern end central Europe became more difficult, he became 
. . 
1ncreasinglyconcerned to find new outlets for her exports. 
134; lhi.d, Vol.' II, (No.2) p. 7. 
135. ~, Vol. VIII (No. 71) p. 287. 
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He bitterly regretted that south-eastern Europe was in the 
hands of those enemies to trade, the Turks, who denied Britain 
access to a whole new reign for trade from the Danube to the 
Volga. (136) They also barred the "Doors of Cornmerce ll by the 
Nile valley into Ethopia, "a Country stor'd with such an immense 
Wealth, such quantities of Gold, such exquisite Product for 
Trade, such rich Game and Drugs, such numbers of Cattle, quanti-
ties of Corn, and such a docible People are able, ••• to bring 
ten times more Wealth into Europe by Trade, than all the Empires 
of New Spain, at least under their present Management." (137) 
In 1720 he abandoned his support for the Levant Company as one 
of the chief markets for broadcloth because he accepted the. 
allegation that it had been guilty of restricting the trade in 
order.to obtain a high return from a limited sale and because 
he hoped for a.similar expansion of trade to that which had 
followed the. end of the Muscovy Company's monopoly. (138) In 
1730, in another context, he observed that it was a maxim in 
trade IIthat light Gain makes a heavy Purse ••• that a small 
Profi t on a large Return makes the Tradesman Rich. 1I (139) 
Although he instanced the Dutch restrictions on their colonial 
trade;as proof that not all prohibitions were destructive to 
trade and he finally came to campaign for a complete ban on 
the wearing as. well as on· the import of Indian calicoes, he 
usually preferred to control a harmful trade by tariffs rather 
than by. embargoes. Prohibitions and high duties only encouraged 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
Atlas !~ari timus, .. p. 172. 
A General History of the Di scoveries and Improyemen ts ... 
pp. 7-8; on p. 302 he suggested that this trade could prove 
more profitable than both the Indies; Cf. A Plan of the 
English Commerce, pp. 258-261. 
Supra, pp. 616-619. 
A Brief State of the Inland arRame Trede, pp. 33-34. 
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smuggling which was a greater threat to the home industry. (140) 
The prohibition of the imports of Flenders lace had produced 
1 
retaliatory action which.had seriously affected the exports 
of British cloth to ,the Spanish Netherlands. (141) Early in 
his career he had observed that even the attempts to deprive 
the French of war materials were completely ineffectual and 
that we should follow the Dutch example of trading with the 
enemy.': Because both\England and Holland had a natural trade 
with,France, England had only succeeded in trading there at 
second hand, to the,profit of the Dutch. (142) The chief 
difference.between Defoe and his opponents in 1713 was that 
they feared that the commercial ,treaty would produce a flood 
of French imports, whereas he expected that "a Country of vast 
Extent, full of People" with a fifth of "the Trading Part of 
Europe tt must ultimately buy large quantities of the superior 
English cloth which they could not rival without the essential 
raw materials. This "rich Morsel" would more than compensate 
for any: reduction in English cloth exports to Portugal. It 
was the prohibition by the English, government of exports of 
manufactures to France that was most intolerable - "IN War, or 
OUT of War, Trading Nations never shut the Doors of their own 
Commerce." (143) But the petitions from the iron manufacturing 
centres. against the ban on imports of Swedish iron in 1717 pro-
duced this further corr~ent: 
tt~ •• the manifest Injury which Trading Nations 
always bring upon them selves, when, through 
the Necessity of their Affairs, ••• they are 
140. Sucre, pp. 643,747-748, 674-675. 
141. SUCre, p. 649. 
142. Supra, pp. 636-637, 640, 643-644. 
143. ~~, pp. 650, 692-693, 708-709. 
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obliged to prohibit any Branches of their 
Foreign Trade, whether it be of Importation 
or Exportation, there being very few Countries 
so poor, so barren, so remote, but from whence 
something is to be fetch'd that we find wanting 
to our selves, and absolutely necessary for the 
carrying on our own 11anufacture s." (144) 
Although current orthodoxy compelled him to insist that 
home consumption did not contribute one farthing increase to 
the public stock, (145) Defoe obviously hoped for an expansion 
of home demand by an increase in the purchasing power of the 
lower income 'groups. The poor could not earn little and 
spend much. Rejecting the popular view that the price of 
food governed 'the rate of wages, he warned the landed interest 
that any attempt to reduce wages in other employment would 
, 
affect land because the price of provisions ,would be bound 
. , 
to follow. (146) Arguing in 1712 against any fUrther increases 
in taxation of commodities to meet the cost of the war, he pro-
tested that "the Labouring and Industrious Trades-men and Manu-
facturers" constitut~d the most numerous section of the community 
and were "the Life of our Commerce." Their ,consumption of 
home produce ultimately paid the land tax. (147) Because a 
rise in wages was the mark of a developing econoIT¥, one of the 
, 
most pressing needs in Scotland was "to raise the Wages of 
their poor." (148) 
It was not merely a question of low wages but that he was 
well aware of the "vicious circle' of self-perpetuating 
144. Mercurius Po1iticus, February 1717/1718, p. 102. 
145. 5u~ra, p. 899. 
146. Supra, pp. 153-154. 
147. supra, p. 459. 
148. Supra, .p. 836. 
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paver ty. It (149) He was irritated by the disinclination of 
so many workers, even in his own tile factory, to earn more 
than a bare subsistence for their families plus money to 
spend at the tavern~ (150) He took comfort from his obser-
vation that high wages sorted the people into more social 
classes which would presumably raise the level of expectation 
of all except the poorest. (151) High wages were, therefore, 
"the vast hinge" on which the wealth of the nation turned. (152) 
This was one of the chief reasons why he could not condemn the 
increase in luxury, although he could not condone it on moral 
grounds, (153) and in 1713 he welcomed the signs of Keynes's 
greater ."propensi ty to consume": 
"This.. new me thod of L1 ving, saving the Error s of 
it, as it may be reckon'd a Vice; is however the 
great support-of Trade 1n the World; - again, that 
Trade encreases Wealth, raises Families, lifts 
the poor up from the low and necessitous way of 
living, to subsist comfortably and plentifully on 
their Labour, this again prompts and encourages 
Diligence ••• and encreases the Consumption of 
. those Imports which Commerce supplies on the other. 
This new way of Living, as it has alter'd the Dyet, 
so it has alter'd the Habits and Furniture of the 
Feople; ••• and, their costly Furniture, and costly 
Clothes, make up the three great Articles of Trade." (154) 
,. "\ ' 
This neW tendency was obviously most marked amongst the richer 
inhabi tants, but Defoe realized the importance of mass demand~ 
It was the manufacturers and tradesmen who supported the con-
sumption of domestic produce and of foreign imports. Even 
the journeymen slept warm and ate well and the trade of the 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
J.D. Chambers, ~ulation,EconoW3 and Society- in Pre-
Industrial Enrland (1972) p. 150. Professor Chambers also 
observes that in the l740s Lewis Paul failed to develop his 
spinning machine "largely it would seem through undiscipline" 
workmen taking advan tage of the. shortnes s of labour~'. p.146.: 
Su~ra, pp. 161-165. . 
,S,ypra, p. 155 
ReyieW, Vol. II (No. 18) p. 69. 
supra, pp. 39-58. 
A Genera] History of Trade, July 1713, p. 27. 
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whole kingdom depended on the wages of the millions of the 
mean, middling and trading People." (155) A s he . surrJrle d up 
the state of the home trade in 1727, "the people grow rich 
by the people; they support one another; ••• ~oney begets 
Money, Trade circulates, and the tide of Money flows in with 
it, one hand washes the other hand, and both hands wash the 
Face. Here we see the Tradesman depends upon ,the poor as 
well as:the rich; and all together makes Trade." (156) 
He_welcomed the extent to which this circulation of inland 
trade was extended.by personal credit which enabled the trades-
man to.do so much more business that it was as "marrow to his 
bones". Characteristically, he thought that England made the 
greatest use of.this "equivalent in trade" so that half of her 
manufactures and'two-thirds of her total trade were supported 
by credi t. (157) Thus England was able to trade £20 million 
beyond her real stock, but he considered that further expansion 
would. be possible if a true central bank "proportion'd to the 
Trade of ~the Country", could be established. He regarded the 
initial capital of £1,200,000 of the Bank of England as quite 
inadequate and that even if half the stock had not been employed 
in government business, it was only one-fifth of what was 
needed to manage· the banking business of London alone. He 
proposed that the capital should be increased to £5 million and 
that its activities should embrace the whole country. Indeed, 
of the seven "offices" into which he divided the business of 
. ~ & 
155. Sucre, pp. 986-987.- c 
156. Com~lete English Tradesman, Vol. II, Fart 2, p. 118. 
157. Supr~, pp. 360-361. 
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banking, the sixth, for inland exchanges, was to be the 
largest. (158) , The need to develop further credit instruments 
to finance internal trade produced his suggestion for making 
current the tradesmen's bills of exchange which, he hoped, 
would add £2D million to the "Running Cash of the Na tion." (159) 
He" grea t1y admired Godolphin t s skill as a finance minister and 
considered that" the expansion' of public credit, by which he 
had coined £50 million, had amounted to a doubling upon the 
Public General Stock. (160) ',But While the funds were "a 
Mortgage upon the Protestant Succession", they diverted money 
from trade and therefore caused a decay of personal and paper 
credi t. It was not only the original purchase of government 
securities but he also believed that one-third of the £6 mi11-
ion interest paid each year was reinvested in the funds, even 
when the approach of peace in 1713 should have provided oppor-
tunities for greater profits in overseas trade. (161) 
Although Defoe'had been a manager-trustee for the govern-
ment lotteries of 1695-96, he was a severe critic of wagering 
on moral grounds and as an interruption of the natural circula-
tion of money. (162) In both wagering and stock-jobbing one 
man only gained What others lost and therefore there Was again 
no increase of the public stock. There Was only an adVance 
in the imaginary value, no increase ~n the intrinsic worth, a 
concept which had a particular appeal to Defoe and made him a 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
~~, pp. 327-331. 
Sucra, pp. 365-367. , 
Sucra, pp. 401, 405-407. 
Sucra , pp. 403, 471-473 •. 
P. Dottin, The Life and stran~e and Surcrisincr Adyentures 
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supporter of Locke against Lowndes in their celebrated argument 
before the recoinage of 1696. (163) His trenchant attacks on 
this "legerdemain in trade", stock-jobbing, also stemmed from 
the presumption that dishonest projects inevitably attracted 
these "bandi tts" and that even wor thy ventures -wer e apt to be -
ruined by their activities. (164) Their intervention in the 
market for "Publick Capi tal Stocks" was particularly reprehen-
sible: for the backing by the credit of the government ought to 
make their intrinsic value inviolable and completely independent 
of invasion scares and "puffs of Exchange Alley Wind." (165) 
But his commitment-to full-employment made him support some 
measure of inflation because this would lead to more business 
activi ty. Thus his attacks·onthe Alley were usually directed 
against the bears who ran down government securities below their 
intrinsic value, not against advances in stock prices Which 
helped the-flow of investment into the funds and made public 
credi t "more fluid". This-attitude made him predisposed to 
accept many of the ideas of John Law, even including the advan-
tages of paper money. (166) 
As he admired the boldness of Law's activities in France 
until his-final desperate moves, Defoe was a staunch sUpporter 
of the financial operations of the "more substantialtt English 
Mis8{ssippl~ the South Sea Company, although his ,campaign to 
prevent -any' fur ther decline of its' stock after the .Bubble burst 
163. s.!J~~5a, pp. 487-488, 318. 
164. S!J:Q~ a, pp. 476, 489-490. 
165. SlUlr-a, pp. 483-485. 
166. S!J~;r;:§, pp • 321, 506, 517. 
.. 
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was inspired by his belief in its intrinsic ,worth and by the 
need to" restore public credit. (167) Since by credi t imagi-
nary wealth was made equal' to real Wealth,: the Company's fund 
of credit, the greatest ever put into the hands of any public 
body and in itself an intrinsic, must produce fla proportionable 
Flux,of Money." (168). 
Despite his strong objections to-any sudden disturbance 
of the social pyramid, he argued. that the growth of public 
credi t. Was "a general Good to the Na tion" and tha tit was 
impossible for it to ruin trade because the increased personal 
expenditure, especially by the neW rich, had considerably ex-
panded London's retail trade. (169) The weeks before the 
crash were thus a period of greater prosperity than any previ-
ously.known and even after the debacle the scheme remained 
"the best Froject in the World". (170) Tha t one who wa s 
usually such a shrewd observer of the contemporary scene as 
Defoe should be unable to make any criticism of the boom shows 
the. attraction .of the "fund of credi t" principle and the over-
riding force exerted by the prospect of economic growth, espe-
cially as,he had foreseen the possibility that the stock might 
be "stock-jobbed up" when the Company was launched in 1711. (171) 
Even in 1729 he could still write, "By this strange thing 
call'd Credit, all the mighty Wonders of an exalted,Commerce 
are perform'dj a Tradesman beginning with a Thousand Pound 
Cash, and a good Character, shall store his Shop or Warehouse 
167. Supra, pp. 513-514; 518, 540-541, 548. 
168. Supra, pp. 521, 549-550. 
169. Supra, pp. 535-538, 520, 524-525. 
170. Supra, pp. 525, 540-541. 
171. Supra, p. 446. 
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with 5000 1. in Goods, and may trade-for 10000, nay for 
20000 1. per Annum; and -80 long as he manages prudently, 
pays currently, ••• shall run almost what Length he pleases 
in his Trade." Assuming that "the Stock of the whole Trade 
of Great Britain" was £10 million~ he suggested that the ex-
pansion of trade by credit might-enable a total value of £100 
mllllonto be realized in one year. (172) His other views 
on credit were markedly conservative - retail credit was "a 
leprosy -in trade" 'which was a chief;- cause of bankruptcy, the 
expansion of bank credit must be based on the convertibility 
of banknotes and both John Law and the Bank of England had 
failed to recognize-the,principle that there could be no 
credit·without cash. (173)! He condemned the new coinage 
schemes-of both Mackworth and Pavey and finally called for a 
restriction of paper currency_ (174) 
When Defoe came to realize that it was impossible to 
reduce the heavy burden of debt by the mere power of a fund 
of credit and that such an expansion of credit was beyond the 
existing cash and credit resources-of the nation, he turned 
to the two remaining solutions of the problem of stagnant 
trade with Britain's traditional markets. (175) The first 
was the old but pessimistic remedy of persuading the British 
people to wear· their own· super ior -; but dearer cloths, but it 
was the second on Which he pinned his hopes for the future. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
SoroeObjections Humbly offered ••• Relating to the present 
intended Relief of Prisoners ••• pp. 15-16. 
Supra, pp. 363-365, 336-337. 
supra,·p.· 555. 
Supra, p. 552., 
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In December 1719, he had claimed,that trade, "without enlarging 
the British Territories", had given Britain "a kind of addition-
al Empire", (176) but he had also already envisaged,a completely 
self-sufficient commonwealth -, "were all, or the grea ter part 
of our Foreign Trade to die, and be no more, our own Colonies 
in Africk and America, are capable of so much Improvement, as 
is sufficient of them selves to Support our Manufactures, Employ 
our Shipping, enrich our People, and form all the necessary Art-
icles of Trade within our selves.", (177) , As tithe Sum of all 
Improvement in Trade" was "the finding out some Market for the 
Sale or Vent of Merchandize, where there was no Sale or Vent 
for those,Goods before", (178] the answer to the new tariff 
barriers in Europe,was further colonization. There Were un-. 
doubtedly "new Countries and Lands yet to be discover'd, new 
7 . 
Colonies to be planted" and those already plan ted were capable 
of additional improvement by,the cultivation of neW crops. 
There was "much more of America undiscover'd, and at least 
unconquer'd and unpossess'd,than all the rest put together", 
and in South America the Spanish territories did not extend 
more than one hundred miles inland. (179) He did not mini-
mize the difficulties of establishing new settlements, for, 
he admi tted, "the Settling a Collony, however prosperous in 
its beginning isa Work of time, and must take up not many 
Years only, but Ages of Years." (180) He had adduced the 
cost and hardships of,the Atlantic crossing when he was urging 
176. 1,fercurius Foliticus, December 1719, p. 791. 
177. ~~, Vol. I, (No. 97) p. 402. 
178. Su~ra, p. ,89. . . 
179. A General History at Discoyeries ••• pp.,306-307, 275-276. 
180. Ihe Chimera" p. 16. .' 
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that the refugees from the palatinate should be settled in 
Ireland, Scotland· and agricultural communi ties in England 
in preference to any part of North or South America. (181) 
The high standard of living which he believed to exist in 
England was a further bar to large-scale emigration for no-
where else in Europe were lithe Commonalty and Yeomanry so 
well c10athed" or lived "so plentifully." (182) This was 
the reason "tha t, in order to supply our Colonie s and Plan ta-
tions with people, besides the encouragement given in those 
Colonies to all people that will come thither to plant and 
to settle, we are obliged to send away thither all our petty 
offenders, and al1'the criminals that we think fit to spare 
from the Gallows, besides that we formerly call'd the Kidnapp-
ing trade; that is to say, the arts made use of to wheedle 
and draw away young, vagrant and indigent people, and people , 
of desperate fortunes, to sell themselves, that is bind them-
selves for servants, the numbers of which are very great. 1I (183) 
But notwithstanding these various obstacles, he remained con-
vinced that "no Plantation undertaken by sufficient Numbers of 
industrious People ll cou1d.fail if the soil was sufficiently 
fertile to provide them With subsistence. (184) In spi te 
of'the natural conservatism of his economic outlook, in his 
forceful propaganda for further colonization Defoe's final 
answer' to England's export problems in the 1720s was typically 
resilient and dynamic. For conservative as he was in much of 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184. 
Suera, pp. 115-116. 
A Seasonable Warnin~ or the Poee and Kine of France 
Iloma sked (1706), p. 10. 
The Compleat Eo~lish Tradesman, Vol. I, p. 317. 
A Geoeral History of Discoverles, pp. 286-287_ 
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his economic thinking, James Sutherland justly observes'that 
lion almost every issue in which he was involved Defoe Was 
looking forward to the ill ture." (185) E.A.J. Johnson found 
him "less pessimistic concerning Br1tishpolicy than most of 
his'contemporar1es, "(186) and Heckscher referred to his 
"American" opt1mism and his chauvinistic self-satisfaction 
in economic matters." (187) 
On May' 21,1713, during a vigorous campaign to reopen 
trade with France, Defoe made a strong claim for his consist-
ency throughout the pages of the 'Review', maintaining that 
"whatever Clamours" some had made, "that as great a Work as 
this Paper' is, and as many Volumes as I have wri tten of '.i t, 
there,will not'be found one thing in it, which if honestly 
and~1mpartially taken, and not wrecked by Party and Prejudice, 
will contradict another." (188) Sinc~ 1704, he had repeat-
edly argued that Enbland should follow the Dutch practice of 
trading with the enemy, but he realized that he was open to 
misrepresentation on this issue and probably decided to ant1-
cipate any allegation that he had changed his front. He had 
accepted'the current fallacy that England had suffered a,huge 
deficit in her trade with France until high duties were imposed 
on French ,wine and brandy and now, to secure the recently-
published trade treaty, 'he was countenancing some reduction 
in these duties, although he still insisted that the imports 
from France must continue to be controlled by high tariffs. (189) 
" 185. J.Sutherland, Daniel Defoe 
186. E.A.J. Johnson, Ope cit., p. 306. 
187. E. Heckscher, OPe cit., II, p. 171. 
188. Review, Vol. IX (NO. 97) p. 195. 
189. .IlllJl 
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His c1aim
f
was justified in the nine volumes of the 'Review' 
where he was the known author, but in his anonymous pamphlets 
he was occasionally guilty of adjusting his opinions to serve 
a particular purpose. Yet his later criticism of the Palatine 
i~~igrants significantly appeared in one of the Tory journals 
which he Was "edi ting" for the ,Whigs. (190) He had paid 
glowing tributes to, Godolphin' s exquisi te management" of the 
War finances in calling forth loans to remedy the inability of 
specie to .meet ·the annual cost of the war which Defoe thought 
was more than the current total of the coin, but in his stren-
uous support of Harley's efforts to restore public credit he 
unfairly blamed the ~tGeneral of Generals'! for concealing the 
amount of the floating debt. (191) His contention that a 
larger. proportion of:the cost of both the wars against France 
should have been raised by taxation appeared in the same Tory 
journal when reduction,of the national debt was the subject 
of general debate. (192) The small differences in emphasis 
in his propaganda for the Act of Union, according to whether 
he was writing for English or Scottish readers are not mater-
ial, but he was also capable of playing on current prejudices 
such ssthe assumed drain of silver by the Baltic trade. (193) 
Similarly he only used the export of bullion argument against 
the East India Company when he was alarmed by the threat to . 
his cherished woollen manufacture from the importation of 
Indian textiles. (194) When,measures, which he considered 
190. SUtlr~, pp. 118-119. 
191. SUtl:r.: a , pp. 405-406, 437-438. 
192. SUtlrl2, p. 469. ,. 
193. SUtlr l2, pp. 571~572. 
194. ~ytlra, pp. 730-732. 
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effective, had been taken to ~afeguard British manufactures 
he Was again ready to accept that trade with India was both 
necessary and profitable. In the last year of his life, he 
rejoiced at the large customs revenue from imports of tea 
and concluded "And could. it be brought about that the East 
India Trade could but take 6ff, any considerable Quantity 
of the Product of Europe in Goods, -so as to carry out a less 
Quantity of Bullion, as I 'think it is easy to'prove they 
might do ••• it will be' granted that the Trade to' India might 
. 1. • 
be made the most advantageous Branch of all the British 
Commerce." (195) The next month, ,he printed a full'list-
of the cargoes:of three East India ships, to prove that'trade 
was not decayed,' and commented that the "greatest part of the 
Piece Goods", ·which formed 'the bulk of these cargoes, were-
re-exported so that it was easy to prove that the East India 
Company ultimately brought into England more money than they 
carried out. (196) 
A more serious difficulty arises from his apparent triple 
. , 
denial of the cause which he had promoted'in the t~ercatort. 
In the first, in 1714, he accused three leaders of 'the late 
Tory minis try, of whom one was Harley~" of loading the na ti on 
with heavy taxes; weakening the British defences by redUcing 
the Dutch Barrier, and 'allowing the French to replace Dunkirk 
by another ,harbour -at Mardyke. In addition, "they made up a 
Bill of Commerce With France,' which had it been made good by.~ 
The Political state of Great Brltain, August, 1730, 
pp. 130-131. 
llU.!l, Sep tember : 1730, - pp. 244-248. 
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p -, would intirely have rU1n'd our ,Trade". (197) This 
pamphlet, however, was wr1ttento'avertthe threat of im-
peachment from his late employer, Harley, by implicating 
other members of the ministry, such as the DQ~e of Shrewsbury, 
who was still employed, and perforce had to appear to be a 
Whig publication. In his political apologia of the same 
year, but published in January 1715, he tried to play down 
his part in the commercial treaty, declaring "What part I 
had in the 'Mercator' is well known;! ••• I would, at any 
time, defend every part of the 'Mercator' which was of my doing. 
But to say the 'Mercator' was mine, is false; I neither was 
the author of it, had the property of it, the printing of it, 
or the profit by it. I have never had any payment or reward 
for writing any part of it; nor had I the power to put what 
I would into it ••• II (198) Because the royal "bounty" which 
he rece1vedfor his government employment, and which in 1714 
totalled £500 whencthe "Mercator" came to an end in July,' did 
not specify any particular service, he could claim that he was 
not rewarded for this' journal, but there seems no doubt that 
he wrote every word.of ea6h 'Mercator'. (199) Aga in, however, 
Defoe was hlmself.in a desperate position at the end of 1714. 
He had enraged the Whigs by his support for both the peace 
treaty and the bill of commerce and especially by his bitter 
attack on them for deserting their constant allles, the 
Dissenters, in their deal with the Earl of Nottingham to 
197. 
198. 
199. 
.. 
lm~eachment or No Im~eachment: ••• (1714) pp. 7-8. p-
would be Parliament. 
An A~~eal to Honour and Justice' ••• (1715, Shakespeare 
Head editio~ 1928) p. 230. - . 
L. Hanson, Goyernment and the Press, p. 96. 
Britt sh Iterchant, No.3, November 24, 1719. 
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support his Occasional Conformity Bill. It was imperative 
that Defoe should try to rehabilitate himself with his former 
Whig associates and in this case pretend that he.was only an 
occasional contributor toua newspaper under other direction. 
The third admission, in December 1719, is even more damaging 
in that he seemed to have repudiated the views which he had 
expressed in 1713-14. The author o~ a new 'British Merchant' . 
had written that he hoped ':that the Manufacturer may pretend 
now to save the Woollen Manufactures, for the very same Motives 
that the M.ERCATOR, but a few Years since would have destroy'd 
them. " Defoe dismissed the association as irrelevant but 
added, :"If I· had then·a worse Cause upon my Hands, thank God, 
I have a better now; and, I think he and I have exactly 
chang'd Circumstances: Namely, that if·I had a bad Case to 
handle, ;1 did the best for my Clients; as he having a bad 
Cause noW in his Mands does the best for his; only with this 
unhappy Difference, to his Advantage, that he is like to be 
p ai d for his Work, . which I· never was." He claimed tha t some 
men who had opposed·his conduct of the 'Mercator' now approved 
of his management·of the 'Manufacturer' and that if he had not 
refused the offer, .his opponent would not now be writing against 
him. With his usual audacity he concluded, "Truth and I, Sir, 
to all the World and you ••• keep your Temper ••• What's all 
this to the Callicoes?" (200) The light-hearted nature of 
Defoe's reply does not show that he only wrote what he was 
paid to,writebut was rather his way of trying to brush off. 
200. !he panufacturer, No. 10, December·2, 1719. 
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the charge against him. He was now serving the Whigs and 
it was necessary to repudiate his advocacy of the Tory comm-
ercial treaty with France, 'which was not likely to be revived 
1n the foreseeable future." His was the only pen which had 
been active for the treaty in 1713 and it had been unable to 
overcome the contemporary economic prejudice against the parti-
cu1ar nature of the imports from France and the political hosti-
lity to our powerful rival. It has already been emphasized 
that he shared the economic doctrines of ' his opponents and 
that he was "on1y"ready to contemplate a reduction of the duties 
on French goods in 1713 because he believed that the recent1y-
established manufactures of silk, linen, glass and white paper 
could now withstand French competition, that high duties would 
remain on French wine and brandy, that the imports of Portu-
guese wine wou1d"be little affected, that the Portuguese would 
be .. obliged to continue to· buy large" quan ti ties of Br i tish cloth 
and that the export opportunities'for this cloth in the large 
French market outweigned all disadvantages. (201) 
The fact that Defoe sensibly revised his ideas on reflec-
tion or when new'evidence showed that some modification was 
necessary does not denote inconsistency. He had warmly we1-
corned the improvements in English distilling because they pro-
vided another market for home-grown corn and would reduce the 
imports of smu[gled French,brandy, ·but he strongly attacked 
the evils of cheap gin drinking once he became aware of them. 
~ ., .. 
Yet.he claimed that cheap Dutch gin was mainly responsible and 
. '" } 
201. Supra, pp. 642-646; 667-670, 673, 677-679, 692-693, 
702-704, 714. 
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it was the damage to the health of future generations of 
labourers which would necessarily reduce their-output which 
he found most disturbing. (202) As a faithful-follower of 
Locke and'convinced supporter of the property rights confirmed 
by the 1688 Revolution, he first regarded the government annui-
ties as!a fixed sale which could not legally be redeemed, but 
as he realized that the heavy burden of debt was likely to re-
main' for the rest of'the century he gave his support to 
Walpole's conversion proposals of 1717~ (203) The harsh 
treatment of debtors in England caused him to co~mend the 
Scottish practice whereby a mants effects could be seized 
but not his person until after judgement against him, but he 
quickly revised this opinion'as he came to accept that impris-
. onment for debt was the essential basis of the great structure 
of personal credit 'in England whereas the Scottish method ham-
pered'the growth of trade. (204) In 1712 he protested that 
the It irrJIlen se Summs" drawn out of trade for inve stmen t in the 
funds _ had been "perfectly useles s to the Na tion" and had not 
added one'shilling to the general stock, " but were just like 
two Boys playing at one-and-thirty for nothing, or a Man putt-
'ing his Money out of one Pocket into another." (205) Yet he 
came'to accept that there would be a market in the funds as 
long as government borrowing continued. (206) 
Indeed the discrepancies are few and usually disappear 
202. Su~ra, pp. 45-46, 921-922, 54-56. 
203. Su~ra, pp. 436, 462-463. 
204. ~~ pp. 386-388, 395. ' 
205. Reyiew, Vol. IX (No. 39) p. 78. 
206. Su~ra, p. 506. 
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when examined in their context. Despite his huge output in 
a long journalistic career of nearly thirty-five years, Defoe 
was remarkably consistent in his economic views,. elaborating 
the same ideas ;in his later pamphlets that he had originally 
expressed in his "Essay upon Projects" or in the early issues 
of the 'Review'. There are of course the distortions which 
arose from the background of controversy to so many of his 
pronouncementswith·the.result that his vigorous presentation 
of his.case made him'prone to exaggeration and over-statement. 
While this adds vividness and colour to his writings on econo-
mics, it is also responsible for some absurd statements such 
as the claim that the superior quality of English cloth gave 
it a kind of beauty even in its rags, or the contemptuous 
references to French cloth as cabbage-net bays or dog's hair 
broadcloth, ,or tha t sailing in ballast was beneficial because 
it called for a greater use of shipping. (207) All three, 
however, were made when he was strenuously engaged in his 
single-ha?ded defence of the commercial treaty with France 
against all the opponents that the Whigs could muster and his 
robust common sense is usually much more evident. At a time 
when most imports were suspect, he recognized that "all Pro-
hibitions, where the Value is high, serve but to whet the 
unfair Merchant" and that "high Duties encourage Smuggling, 
as rich Travellers tempt Highwaymen." (208) Although his 
alarm at the continued loss of our invaluable raw wool made 
him share the exaggerated estimates of the oWling trade, es-
207. supra,' pp: 208, 210, 272- 273, 668. 
208. Reyiew, Vol. IX (No. 88) p. 186; Ap~lebee's Journal 
January 25, 1724. 
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pecially from Ireland, he realized that the high charges and 
irre~ular supplies of this British wool must seriously reduce 
the French threat to our cloth exports. (209) At other times, 
however, he could only account for the increased competition 
from French cloth by the assumption that the English measures 
against smuggling were quite ineffective. (210) He also came 
to see that his belief in the unrivalled excellence of British 
wool'did not prevent other countries from making their own 
cheaper fabrics. (211) While he Was as keen as any other 
Englishmen to develop our fisheries, especially after the 
Union with Scotland, he'took a very realistic view of the 
difficulties which needed to be surmounted. (212) His views 
on the law of bankruptcy, on banking and insurance, with the 
one exception of life insurance, were ahead of most contempor-
ary thought, as was his belief in the economic. advantages of 
high wages and in the importance of the home trade. In the 
credit. crisis of 1710-11 he correctly deduced that the new 
Tory government would be able to borrow the money which it 
needed in spite of the Whig assumption that their financial 
strength would enable them to recover their places by with-
holding credit from their successors. (213) He wanted Harley 
to separate the financial and the trading activities of the 
South Sea Company and he correctly regarded it as a financial 
corporation from the outset. (214) The importance which he 
attached to an increase in population was a valid assessment, 
209. SUpra, pp. 200-202, 897A. 
210. Suwra, pp. 572-574. 
211. Supra, pp. 138-140. 
212. Supra, pp. 289-292. 
213. Supr~, pp.- 429-432. 
214. supra,p. 446. 
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in the circumstances of early eighteenth-century England, of 
the part which it could play in promoting economic growth. 
Recently Professor Chambers has again stressed that "population 
change. was itself a profoundly important facto~ in economic 
change" and that the increases in Lancashire, the Hidlands, 
the Home Counties and especially in London were closely linked 
with the economic advances of the second decade of the century. 
(215)' Defoe's emphasis on the economic importance of his" 
native,London Was not misplaced·as it may have had one-quarter 
of the national income as well as two-thirds of its sea-borne 
trade and one-tenth of its population. Professor John has 
noted that the early eighteenth' century fall in the cost of 
liv1ng associated with riSing agricultural productivity re-
leased a margin of purchasing power-among the lower income 
groupS which helped to stimulate home demand and that many of 
the growth points of the economy stemmed from a buoyant home 
marke t. (216) 
If"Defoe had few original ideas in economiCS, why is he 
1mportant both in the development of economic thought and in 
British economic history? The'greatest journalist of any age, 
he was obviously the outstanding figure in the neW journalism 
which developed with the appearance of a much larger reading 
public after the lapse of the press censorship in 1695 and 
P.S. Buck has described him as "a gauge of public opinion ll • (217) 
215 •. 
216. 
217. 
J.D. Chambers,' Po~ulation, Economy and Society in Pre- . 
Industrial Enrland (1972) pp. 23, 129,·141-143, Cf. p.Deane 
'end W.A. Cole, Opt cit., ~. 61. 
A.H. John, IIAgricul tural Productivity and Economic Growth in 
England 1700-1760" reprinted in E.L. Jones, Agriculture end 
Economic Growth in EnGland 1650-1815 (1967) pp. 179-193. 
Also editor's introduction pp. 36-46 on the development of 
a market for industrial goods. 
P.S. Buck, oPe cit., p. 83. 
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CertainlY, during the,last fifty years of the pre-industrial 
age, Defoe showed the strength which the old concepts of a 
largely-static, underdeveloped,agricultural economy still ex-
ercised, but these ideas were changing as foreign trade expanded 
and merely to express prevailing views was too passive a role 
for such a vigorous and independent controversialist. He 
was constantly seeking to influence public opinion in,favour 
of reformation of manners, of improving the lot of the poor. 
debtor, of resettling the Palati~e refugees, of maintaining 
the Royal African Company against the separate traders and of , 
supporting the Newcastle keelmen, to name only a few of the 
causes for which he campaigned in the 'Review' or in separate 
pamphlets; and in certain directions such as the economy of 
high wages, the expansion of credit, the importance of the 
home market and the need to find new markets by the extension 
of mass demand and by further colonization he was anticipating 
future developments. 
J.A. Schumpeter, while he recognized Defoe's brilliance 
as a writer, would not give him a place in the development of 
economic,analysis, and decided that his work belonged rather 
to the sphere of economic journalism. (218) It is likely 
that Defoe would have accepted this judgement. Complaining 
of the ignorance in "so es sen ti al an Ar t of the general Good" 
as 
as trade, he wrote thao/"a superficial Knowledge of Letters 
serves to make a Man a Pedant, but not a Scholar ••• so a 
<supe'zificial Knowledge of Trade, may make a Man a stock-jobber 
218. 3.A. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis (1954) 
p •.. 372• 
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but not a Merchant." (219) Earlier, he had made this comment 
on the difficulties which governments found in trying to control 
trade in the national interest, "But Customs in Trade, frequently 
make Jests of Acts of Parliament, and will go on their own way, 
tho' to the Destruction of the Comnon Interest, in Spight of all 
the wholesome Laws can be made. "'Tis only opening the Eyes of' 
the );ten in Trade, tha t can bring the se things to pas s." (220) 
Defoe was always trying to open the eyes of his compatriots. 
In his attempts to remove national prejudices to the Act .. of' 
Union on both sides of the border, his unique sympathy f'or the 
Scots and understanding of their susceptibilities helped his 
work of propaganda which was based on a realistic appreciation 
of the economic situation of Scotland and of the opportunities 
for growth which the Union provided. (221) In 1720-21, as in 
1710-11, he did his utmost to restore financial conf'idence as 
the boom collapsed and men were ruining themselves that they 
might not be ruined, trying to persuade them that his estimate 
of the intrinsic value of the stock demonstrated the essential 
soundness,of the company and that even the precipitate rise in 
the price.of its shares had been justified by its large fund of' 
credi t. (222) 
John Fransham, the Norwich linen draper, was probably a 
typical reader ,in the provinces • His letters to Defoe show 
.. , 
him both subscribing and obtaining other subscribers to "Jure 
Divino" and the "Consolidator" in 1705 and persuading the 
219. A General Eistory of' Trade,-June-1713, p. 18. 
220. Bey1eF, Vol. III· (No. "" 6) p. 23. ' 
221. Supra, pp. 827-84-.' . ,"' 
222. Su};;?ra,pp. 413-428,540-551. 
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proprietor of. the chief coffee house to take the 'Review'., 
( 223) Although an early estimate of its London circulation 
gave only 400 copies for each of its bi-weekly issues, compared 
with the 3000 of the 'Post Boy' and even 4000 for the Saturday 
edit10n of the 'Post Man', this may have been made only a few 
weeks after its first appearance 'on 19 February, 1704. Publl-
cation three times a week from 22 March 1705 suggests a rise in 
circulation'(224) and by May Defoe was sending Fransham the 100 
copies of each issue that he had ordered. (225) COffee-house 
circulation increased a journal's reading public at least ten-
fold and probably much more and its influence Was further ex-
tended when a coffee-house po11tician expanded its arguments, 
(226) as Fransham told Defoe that he,had read the 'Review' to 
several gentlemen in Nor1ich. (227) An advertisement inserted 
in June 1709 said that the paper had been reprinted three times 
a week in Edinburgh since 25 March and published in "all the 
principal Towns and Ci ties of Scotland." A note added that 
the counties' of Northumberland and Westmorland were" supplied 
with the paper from Scotland as were the'towns of Belfast, 
Carrickfergus and Londonderry in Ireland. (228) Defoe had 
steadily,improved its format until it became "by far the best 
looking paper of the time," (229) and his High Church antagonist, 
Charles Leslie, was obliged to launch his 'Rehearsal' to combat 
223. 
224. 
225. 
226. 
227. 
228. 
229. 
G.H. Healey, ed., The Letters of' Daniel Defoe (Oxford 1955) 
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Periodicals, 1700-1730." The Library, 4th Series, Vol. x:v 
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G.H. Healey, aD. c1t., p. 85. 
J. Sutherland, lac. cit., p. ,124. 
G.H. Healey, o~. cit., pp. 70-71. 
Reyiew,-Vol. VI (No. 33) p. 132. 
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its influence. After remarking, that replies could be pro-. , 
duced to pamphlets and that in any case few people read books, 
he protested, "but they will gather, about one that can read, 
and'listen to en Observator or Review (as I have seen them in 
the streets) where all the principles of rebellion are instilled 
into them. II ,( 230) In December 1710, a collector of the window 
tax;' J. Durden, wrote to Harley from Scarbor ough on' the state 
of political opinion in north Yorkshire. He informed him 
tha t Sw ift' s 'Examiner' was doing "excellent service in thes e, 
as I doubt not,it has 'in other parts" and was proving "a weekly 
antidote to that weekly poison so widely. scattered through the 
natiop by those two public. libellers and inc~ndiaries 'The 
Observator', 'The Review' and others. (231) Defoe had already 
complained, that attempts had been made to Silence his ,journal 
by seizing the copies from the coffee houses and later he Was 
to accuse his opponents of buying up the street sellers' stock 
in order to destroy an issue. (232) The chagrin of his new 
adversaries in'the'dispute about the French Commercial treaty 
was revealed by their' grumbles that the 'Mercator' was "tWice 
a week industriously sent into the Country" by means of the 
carriers, carriage paid. (233) 
The virulent attacks which Defoe had to face from both 
Tory and Whig critics indicate that his journals attained a 
wide circulation. They impugned his motives and condemned 
his style. To one Tory he Was the vilest "of all the Writers 
230. C. Leslie, 'The Rehearsal (1704) No.1 Preface. 
231. H.Y.C. (portlepd) IV, p. 641. SWift, however, restricted 
himself almost entirely to political comment like the 
journal's first author y.'ho had pointedly declared that he 
would leave "the Africa Company and the Coles-to the 
'Review'''. "H;xaotner No.1, 3 August, 1710. 
232. Reyiew, Vol. III No. 26) p. 104; Vol. VI (No. 149) p. 596. 
233. Sl;;rrQ, p. 719. 
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that.have Prostituted their Pens, either to encourage Faction, 
oblige a Party" or for their own Mercenary ,Ends." (234) 
Another described him as "the greatest Tantologist in the 
World" so that the discriminating reader would buy the first 
number when Defoe began a new topic and this would serve him 
for the next three months, for all the succeeding issues would 
be "the same thing, only turn' d into other Words. II (235) Tory 
critics also derided the intelligence and social status of his 
readers. Swift dismissed both Defoe and·Tutchln as "stupid, 
11literate scribblers" but admitted that Defoe's "mock. authori-
tative manner" and Tutchin's "insipid mirth", although "unsupp-
ortable to reasonable ears," had yet done much mischief because 
they were "of a level with great numbers among the lowest part 
. of mankind.~ (236) In Ned Ward's opinion the 'Review' and 
the 'Observator' were "read most by cobbler and by porters" but 
while Defoe's audience no doubt included small shopkeepers and 
craftsmen, he probably spoke to a wide segment of the commercial 
middle class. (237) Mr. R. I. Cook ha s pu t forwar~ the view 
that one reason for his undoubted popularity was his deliberate 
exploitation of his personality to create a close rappo~t with 
his readers, giving them many biographical details to create a 
character with whom many of his self-made tradesmen readers 
could identify. (238) Certainly, among Defoe's many persona, 
234. 
235. 
236. 
237. 
238. 
~Anon) Judas Discoyer'd, and Catch'd at last •• (17l3) ~.3. 
'The Review RevieW d. In a Letter to the Prophet Danlel 
in Scotland" reprinted from the Yale University Library 
copy by M. E. Novak, '~Whiff of Scandal in the Life of 
Daniel Defoe" Runtincl:ob Library Cuarterly, Vol. 34 (1970-
71) pp. 35-43. ". "- . 
J. Sw 1ft, The Examiner, No. 14, 2 November 1710. 
Ned Ward, Vul~S Bri tannicus (1710) p. 120. 
R. I. Cook," 'l;:r. Examiner' and 'l,,:r. Review': The Tory 
Apologetics of Swift· and Defoe." Iiuntin~ton Library 
Quarterly Vol: XXIX (1965-66) pp. 133-145. 
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True-born Englishman, Dissenter, Quaker, Scot, Man in the 
Moon, Captain Tom, Andrew Uoreton etc. etc., the ebullient, 
vigorous and outspoken r.~r. Review is the mos t engaging. More 
recently, Frofessor Sutherland has analysed Defoe's' skill as a 
journalist and pamphleteer, noting how each pamphlet was admi-
rably suited to the occasion and to its particular audience, 
with the argument clearly presented and persuasively developed. 
From the outset "no writer ever established a more immediate 
and friendly familiarity wi th his readers. tI (239) His avowed 
aim was to persuade them by being tlexplicit, easie, free and 
very plain" upon the subject of trade, (240) and he advised 
his complete tradesman that the most effective style was "easy, 
plain and familiar language. It (241) Thus his ability to simpli-
fy complex issues was reinforced by a natural, straightforward, 
conversational style enlivened by "his ready command of simile 
and metaphor"; relevant anecdote, ready wit and vivid phraseology. 
Because he was such "an uncommon example of the common manti and 
could speak to his felloW tradesmen so directly and effectively, 
he must have exercised Widespread inflUence. (242) . 
It was only to be expected that the progressive outlook of 
Defoe. should receive more attention than his natural conserva-
tism but in 1937 James Sutherland co~plained that he had not 
received the credit that was due to him as "a distinguished 
amateur in the field of poli tical economy" although "there 
239. 
240. 
241. 
242. 
J. Sutherland, Daniel Defoe: A Critical Study (Camb. Mass. 
1971) pp. 23-24, 74. See also J. Sutherland, Defoe (1937) 
pp. 110-125. 
Reyiew, Vol. I, Preface. 
~he CQm~lete Enrlish Trade8~an, I, p. 26. 
J. sutherland, ~. cit., pp. 74-80. 
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never was a more inquiring mind than his in all mattersre-
lating to trade and commerce." (243) Professor Mathias, 
however, has recently described him as "the keenest observer 
of economic growth of his time" in hi s 'Tour'. (244) Even •.. 
Heckscher, who did not usually allow much merit to mercantilist 
pamphleteers and regarded Defoe as afresh and vigorous but 
"decidedly superficial writer", concluded that he made the 
most profound criticisms by any mercantilist author of one of 
the most important contemporary doctrines, the necessity of 
low wages. Although Defoe's dictum that the poor could not 
earn little'and buy much was not far removed from the reasons, 
which Cary gave for his condemnation of low wages, Heckscher 
seized on this.cowment in Defoe's 'Plan' as one which denied 
categorically "the fundamental mercan tilis t idea tha t a country 
might become rich through the poverty of its people." (245) 
Defoe stated that if economists wished to promote manufactures 
by reducing the wages of those who made them" to the rate of 
those in China or India" there was no doubt that they might 
initially increase' sales, but he asked, "What would be the 
Advantage? They would sell their Goods and ruin their People; 
the Benefit of which in the Gross, I confess I do not under-
stand." (246) 
This progressive outlook was in fact more apparent in his 
attitude towards social problems tha~ in his economic thought 
243. J. sutherland, Defoe, p. 134. 
244. P. Mathias, The First Industrial Nation, p. 161. 
245. E. Heckscher, Hercantilism, ·II, pp. 170-172. 
246. A Plan of the Enplish COMmerce, pp. 47-49. 
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and David Ogg argued that "no other writer had shown such an 
acute awareness of those things which contemporaries condoned 
and we condemn." Because he was "probably the first English-
man-to realize the social and economic background of crime, ••• 
His attitude to social problems was, therefore, not only more 
humanitarian, it was more penetrating than that of his age." (247) 
Indeed, Defoe provides~many examples of what Professor Wilson 
has so aptly called "the other face of mercantilism." (248) 
Apart from his efforts on behalf of the keelmen's charity and 
his sugEestions for insurance schemes, he was keenly aware of 
the-hard lot-of the seaman and he condemned prison conditions, 
the bankruptcy laws and high taxation on the necessities of 
the poor. (249) Even the severe attitude of "Giving Alms no 
Chari ty" towards the able-bodied begging poor is relieved by 
his recognition that the worst poverty was in large families 
which had been deprived of the labour of the father and that 
the sick and infirm ought still to be "the Charge and Care of 
the Respective Parishes where such unhappy People chance to 
live." (250) As Professor MathiaS jus tly remarks, "Defoe, 
HanWay and a long train of philanthropists - the most humane 
of men in their generation - could only see the advantage in 
extending the opportunities for women's and children's labour." 
(251) 
247. 
248. 
249. 
250. 
251. 
D. Ogg, EncJand in the Rei~ns of James II and William III, 
pp. 322-323. 
C. Wilson, "The Other Face of Mercantilism" Transactions of 
the Royal ~1stor1cal SOCiety, 5th series, Vol. IX (1959). 
Su~ra, pp. 342-350, 285-287, 373-389, 393-394. 
OiyinC Alms No Charity, pp. 12, 25. 
P. ~athias, op. cit., p. 201. 
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As a further example of Defoe's "intelligent journalism", 
David Ogg cited his efforts to raise the status of trade and 
tradesmen. Everyone recognized the importance of trade, "but 
social convention still decreed that connexion with retail 
trade implied some thing mean 'and even di shonourable." (252) 
Defoe never ceased to castigate such stupidity in a trading 
nation. Viri ting of "the Dignity of Trade in Englan d more 
than in other Countries", he·claimed that fewer of the nobility 
and gentry'had advanced themselves by the sword than in other 
countries. Instead "Trade and Learning had been the two chief 
steps" by which the English gentry had raised their families 
and their fortunes. He had no regard for gentility devoid 
of merit and questioned the unders~anding of those who tried 
to depreciate the trading part of the nation, "so infini tely 
superior in numbers and in wealth to the families who call 
themselves gentry." It was with obvious satisfaction that 
he commended the social mobility in England which allowed the 
younger branches of the gentry to descend again "into the 
spring from whence they flow'd." (253) The fact that no 
other country, not even Holland; produced any writer who can 
be compared with Defoe shows the importance which trade had 
come to assume in the life of the nation and Britain's con tin-
ued advance during the rest of the century may have owed more 
than a little' to that continuous and extensive discussion of 
economic issues which he had sustained throughout three decades. 
and which had furthered the economic education of his middling 
tradesmen. 
252. D. Ogg, Q~. cit., p. 323. 
253. ~e Com~lete En~llsh Tradesman, I, pp. 306-307. 
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.. 
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~he Case of the Poor Skil:)pers and Keel-Men of Newcastle. 
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Reasons Concernin~ the Iwmediate Demolition of Dunkirk ••• 1713. 
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Whirs Turp'd Tories, and Hanoverian Tories, From their Avow'd 
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Fair Payment No S~unce: Or Some Considerations on the Unreason-
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to the Landed Interest, as well as to the Poor, by having these 
Heavy Grievances taken off. 1717. ' Bodleian. 
Whati! the Swedes ShOUld Come? ••• Bodleian. 1717. 
The Concuct of Robert Walpole, Esq.; ••• 1717. 
The Case of the War in Italy Stated ••• 1718 (1717). 
Memoirs of Publick Transactions :In the Life and 1l1nistry of his 
Grace the Dul{e of Shrewsbury ... 1718. 
The Life and strance Surprizin~ Adyentures of Robinson Crusoe 
••• 
1719. (Shakespeare Head edition 1927). 
The Anatorny of ExchanliZe Alley: Or, A System of Stock Jobbing., 
Proving that Scandalous Trade, as It is now carry'd on, to be 
Knavish in its Private Practice, and Treason in its Publick; ••• 
1719. 
The Just Complaint of the Poor Weavers Truly ~eDresented, with 
as much Answer as it deserves, to a Pamphlet Lately written 
against them Entitled The Weavers Pretences examin'd. 1719. 
The Farther Adventures of Robinson Crusoe ••• 1719. (Shakespeare: 
Head edltion 1927). 
The Gaoester. A Benefit Ticket for all that are concern'd in 
the Lotteries; ••• 1719. 
Xhe Gamester lTo. II. ,Demonstrating What Was lald down In No. I 
as to the Schemes of Insurance upon Lottery Tickets etc. Wi th ' 
some Observations, how'those evil and pernicious Practices 
affect the sensible Decay of our Trade •• e 1719. Manchester 
Public Reference Library. 
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A Brief state of·the Question, Between the Printed and Paint~!l 
Call1.c..Q.e,s and'the Woollen and Silk Uanufactwe, ••• 1719. 
The tin~ of Pirates: Being An Account of the Pamous Enterprises 
of Captain Avery, The Mock King of Madagascar. 1719. 
The E,emale !·::anufacturers Comlilaint: Being The Humble Petition 
of Dorothy Distaff, Abigail Spinning-Wheel, Eleanor Reel, and 
Spinters, To The Lady Rebecca Woollpack. With a Respectful 
Epistle to Sir R-St-l, concerning some Omissions of the utmost 
importace in his .Lady' s 'I'Jardbrobe. . 1720. Goldsmi ths ' Library •. 
University of London. 
An Hi.s,toricaJ AccMnt of the"'yoyag~ .aOd A.dyentures of Sir 
Walter Ralelrh ••• Also a particular Account of his several 
Attempts for: the Discovery of the Gold Mines in Guiana, ••• 
To which is added, An Account of how that rich Country might 
noW be with Ease Possess'd, .Planted and Secur'd to the British. 
Nation, and what Immense Wealth and Encreaso.of Commerce might 
be rais'd from thence. Humbly Proposed to,the South-Sea-
Company. 1719 •. (1720) • 
The Chimera: Or, The French Way of Paying National Debts, 
Laid open. Being an Impartial Account of the Proceedings in 
France, for Raising a Paper Credit, and Settling the Mississippi 
stock. 1720. Brotherton Library. 
The Qase of the Fair Tra~, humbly represented to the Honourable 
the House of Commons: . Being a clear View and State of Clandestine 
Trade, as now carry'd on in Great.Britain. (1720). 
The Trade to India Critically and Calmly Qons1der'd,And prov'd 
to be destructive to the general Trade of Great Britain, as well 
as to the Woollen GIld Silk Manufactures in Particular. 1720. 
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The Case Pairly Stated between the Turky ComDany and the Italian 
11erchants. 1720. 
The Life, ~dvemures, and Pyracies, of the Famous CaDtain 
Sin~leton: ••• 1720 (Everyman edition). 
~ South-Sea Scheme Exacin'd; And the Reasonableness thereof 
Demonstrated. - By a hearty Well-Wisher to Pub1ick Credit. 
1720. Bodleian. 
A True state of the Contracts relatin~ to the Third Voney 
SubscriDtion taken by tIle south-Sea Comr;any. .1721. Go1c5.smiths' 
Library. 
Brief Observations on Trade and !~anufactures; .. And particularly 
of our l:ines and r,:etals, < and the Hardware Works, ••• 1721. 
-Goldsmiths' Library. 
l'he Case of rr; Law ... Truly Stated, ,In Answer to a Pamphlet, 
entitu1'd,A Letter to Mr. Law. 1721. Goldsmiths' Library. 
~he Fortunes and Misfortunes of the Famous Moll Flanders etc. 
1721 (1722) (Shakespeare Head edition 1927). 
Due pre~arations for the PlaOle as well for Soul as Body ••• 1722. 
A ~rief Debate UDQn the Diss~lYine the Late Parliament ... And 
Whether Vie ought not to Cruse the same Gentlemen Again. 
Goldsmiths' ,Library. 
1722. 
The HistQry and~emarkable Ll!e at t~~ jruly HonQurable Col, 
~ag~ua, Corrmonly Call'd Col. Jack, ••• 1723 (1722). 
(Shakespeare Head edition 1927). 
Considerations on pub11ck Cr~d1t ••• 1724. 
The Fortunate t"jstres.s. ... Being the Person known by the name 
of The Lady Roxana. (1724) (Sha~espeare Head edition 1927). 
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The Great Law of Subordination Consider'd; Or, The Insolence 
and Unsufferable Behaviour of Servants in England duly enquir'd 
into ••• 1724. 
A General Historg of t1"e Robberies and Vurders of the most 
notorious pyrates, And also Their Policies, Discipline and 
Government ••• Volume I 1724. Volume II 1728. 
(One yolume edi ti on, edi ted ,by Mr. Schonhorn\.. 1972). 
A Tour Thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain ••• 
Volume I 1724. Volume II 1725. Volume. III 1726. 
(Ever~~an edition in 2 volumes, 1962). 
Some Farther Accmwt of the Or1r;inal Dis};lutes in Ireland, About 
Farthln~s and Halfpence ••• (London) 1724. 
A New Voyace RQund the World, By A Course never sailed before ••• 
1725 (1724) (Bohn's 1856 edition, Of the Novels and Miscellan-
eous Works, Vol. VI) • 
Eyerybody's Bnsiness, Is 'No-body's 5usiness: Or, Frivate Abuses, 
Fublick Grievances; Exemplified in the Pride, Insolence, and 
Exorbi tant Wages of our Women-Servants, Footmen, etc •••• 
By Andrew Moreton. 1725. 
An Acc.Qunt of tb.e Concnct and Proceecjin!:s af' the Late .Tohn Gaw 
Alias Smith, CaDtain of' the late P1rates, ••• (1725). 
The COIDDlete Enalish Tradesman. Vol. I (fourth edition). 
first edition in two volumes together (Manchester Public Library) 
Vol. II (second edition) 1728 •. 
,The wistory of' the PriDcitlal Discoyeries and Im};lroyer:eots, in the 
several Arts and Sciences: Particularly the great Branches of 
Commerce, Navigation and Plantation, ,in all Parts of the known 
World. 1727 (1726). 
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A ~rief Csse of the Distiller, And of the DistilJinJ Trade in 
Encland, Shewing Eow far it is the Interest of England to 
encourage the said Trade, as'it is so considerable an Advantage 
to the Landed Interest, to the Trade and Navigation, to the 
Publlck Revenue, and.to the Employment oi',the Poor. 1726. 
Goldsniths' Library. 
Tbe Protestant l:onastery: ... By Andrew Moreton. 1727 (1726). 
Tbe Evident A~prQach of a War; And Something of the Necessity 
of It, In Order to Establish Peace, and Preserve Trade ••• 1727. 
The Evident Advantages to Great Britain and its Allies from the 
Approaching War: Especially in Matters of Trade ••• 1727. 
A Brief Deduction of the Qri~inal, Pro~ress, and I~~ense 
Greatness of the 1?ritisb WOQllen Fanufacture: Wi th An Enquiry 
whether it be not,at present in a very Declining Condition: 
The Reasons of its Decay; and the Only Means of its Recovery. 
1727.: 
ParochiaJ Tyrannx:Or, The House-Keeper's.Comp1aint against the 
insupportable EXactions, and partlal Assessments of Select 
Vestries, etc • ••• (1727).· 
S.ame Copsigerations on The Reasonableness and Necess1t:r of 
Bncre8sin~'and Encoura~in~ the Seamen ••• 1728. 
Au~usta Trnimphans: Or, The Way to make London the most 
flourishing City.in the Universe ••• 1728. 
A Plan of the English Co~merce. Being a Compleat Prospect of 
the Trade of this Nation, as well the Home Trade as the Foreign. 
1728. (Oxford reprint of 1928). 
Atlas 11aritimns and Corr,;.'Jlercialis; Or, A General View of the 
World, So far as it relates to Trade and Navigation; ••• 1728. 
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Second Thoughts are Best; Or A Further Improvement of a Late 
Scheme to Prevent Street Robberies ••• 1729 (1728). 
~ . 
street-Eotb~ries. Coosider'd; • • • (1728) • 
Reasons fer a Viar, In Order t.o Establish the Tranguill ty and 
CQ~Lerce ~f Europe ••• 1729. Bodleian. 
~he UnreasQnableness and III Gonseouenc£s Qf I~Qri80nin~ the 
BOdy ter Debt ••• 1729. Goldsmith~t Library. 
- '" An Humble P~O;Qsel to tee PeQ~le nf Enclan~ FQ~ ~~ Enerease 
of their Trade. .. And Ene ouragemen t of their l,ranufacture s; r'hc t1:(:l' 
.' . 
t1:e present Uncertainty of Affairs Issues in Peace or War ••• 
1729. 
SQ",e Cb~ectiQn$ Ptu;lbl~;r .offered to the ConSideration of the Eon. 
"- - > 
House Qf CQr"JTl,ons .... Relating to the Present Intended Relief of 
. 
Prisoners. 1729. Goldsmiths' Library. 
TheJdY9nt?~eS .of Peace and C01"1werce; Wi th SOr.1e Remarks on the 
East-India Treee. 1729. 
r'edac:ascar:' . Or, RQ'bert....l?rur;z' s JQurnal ... 1729. 
, ~ 
A Erief State of tte Inland or Home Trade, Of Enrland; And of 
trie Oppressions it sutfers, and the Dangers Which threaten it 
, .. 
from the Invasion of Hawkers, Pedlars, and Clandestine Traders 
of' all Sorts. 1730. 
Tbe QenerollS ProjectQr, Or A Friendly Proposal to prevent !·,:urder 
and other Abuses, by erecting an Hospital for Foundlings and 
Bastard Children ••• 1731. 
The Co~Jeat En~lish Gentlecan (published posthumo~siy). 1890. 
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Pl!;RIODICALS 
Review. 9 volumes between 19 February 1704 and 11 June 1713. 
A Review of the A!fair~ of France and of all Euro~e as influenced 
bY' tha t N a :tiona Vol. I. February 26, 1704 to February 24, 
1705. 
A Review of the Affairs of France ... with Observations on Transac-
tions at F.Qr:;,e. Vol. II. February 27 to December 27, 1705. 
A ~eview of the state of the Enelish Nation. 
January 1706 to February 1707. 
A P~vlew of the State of the British Nation. 
February 1707 to ~arch 25, 1708. 
A RevieVl of the State of the 13titish Nation. 
to ~arch 31, 1709. 
A Review of the State ot the British Nati.n.n. 
to March 31, 1710. 
A Review of tee State of ;the Btitish Nation. 
. . 
1710 to March 22, 1711. 
A Eeview of tb~ state of the Btitish Nation. 
• 
1711 to July 29, 1712 • 
Vol. III. 
Vol. IV. 
. 
Vol. V March 1708 
Vol. VI April 1709 
Vol. VII April 
Vol. VIII Karch 
, 
.The .Review. Vol. I (IX). AUb~st 9, 1712 to July 11, 1713. 
For this journal, the footnote references are to the pages of 
each volume, taken from the Facsi~ile Text Society's reprint in 
, . 
22 books: "Defoe's Review Reproduced from the Original Edi tion8, 
wi th an Introduction and Bibliographical Notes" by A.W. Secord. 
(New York 1933). 
Merca:tor:.:. Or, CQr::JI:l,erc.e Retrjeved. May 1716 to October 1720. 
Contributions to ll.ercur1,.us Politicus, May 1716 to October 1720. 
Contributions to Dor.mer~s News Letter, June 1716 to August 1718. 
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Contributions to (Mist's) The WeekI:\{ .Journal; or Sa turday' s 
I::yen inr- Fos t. 9 February 1717 ,to 24 October 1724. 
Contributions to yercurius Bri tannicus, January 1718 to March 1719. 
Contributions to The Whitehall Eyeninc Fost September 18, 1718 to 
14 October 1720. 
Contributions to The l:anuf'actur~r, October 30 1719 to February 17, 
1720. 
Contributions to The Commentator, January 1 to September 16 1720. 
Contributions to Applebee's Original Weekly Journal, June 25, 
1720 to May 14, 1726. 
Contributions to The Director, October 5, 1720 to January 16, 1721. 
Contributions to The Citizen, September 18 to November 17, 1727. 
Contributions to Foz's Weekly Journal, January 11, 1729. 
Contributions to The Political State Qf Great Britain,December 
1729 to october 1730. 
3. pefoe's Letters 
For his correspondence with Harley, except f'or the letter of' 
25 April '1711, I have used the Fifteenth Report of the Historical 
Manuscripts CommiSSion, the Report on the Manuscripts of His 
Grace, the Duke of Portland. 
Volume IV, 1897. 
Volume V, 1899. 
I 
,i 
For the remaining letters I have f'ollowed the complete collection,' 
"The Letters of Daniel Defoe", edited by G.H. Healey (Oxford 1955) • 
ii', 
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4. tefoe's Library 
A Catalogue of tte Libraries of the Rev. and Learned Philip 
Farewell, D.D., La te Fellow of' Trinity C olleBe, Cambridge; and 
of the Ingenious Daniel De Foe, Gentleman lately Deceased. 1731. 
5. Bio~raphies and Critical Studies nf Defoe 
.A.ND~.HoEN, H. H. "The Paradox of Trade and 1~!oral i ty in Defoe", 
Modern Fhilology, xxxix. 1941. 
DOBREE, BONAIy:'Y, EnSlish I,iterature in the ;r;;arly Eichteenth 
Centur~r 1700-1740. Volume VII of the Oxford History of English 
Literature (Oxford 1959). 
c.;OUK~, H.l. "'r,!r. Examiner' and 'Mr. Review': The Tory 
Apologetics of Swift and Defoe" Hllntinctoo Librarv Quarterly 
XXIX 1966. 
DOTTIN, PAUL. 
Dan iel" Defoe. 
The Lire and strance SurDrizina Adyentures of 
Translated by Louise Ragan 1928. A translation 
of volume 1, biographical, of "Daniel Defoe et ses romans" 
3 vols •. Paris 1924. 
Daniel Defoe and Hodern Economic Theory. Indiana 
University Studies, No. 104, Bloomington, Indiana 1935. 
MOU.KtA, J.R. Defoe in the Pillo~y and Other Studies. Indiana 
University Humanities Series No.1. Bloomington, Ind. 1939. 
KOOR.b, J .1<. Daniel Defoe, C1 tizen of the Modern World. 
Chicago 1958. 
MUORE, J.R. A Checklist of the Writio~s Of Daniel Defoe. 
Indiana University Humanities Series No. 47. Bloomington, Ind. 
1960. 
Nb:YiTON, ~'. ~'. M. "The Civet Cats of NeWington Green"Revi~w of. 
Engl ish S tudie.s. Vol. XIII, January 1937. 
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.NUVAK, 11.~. "The Frob1em of Necessi ty in Defoe t s Fiction", 
Pb11Qlogica1 Quarterly, XI.1961. 
NOVAK, I,:. E. ~conacics and the ~iction of Daniel Defoe. 
Berkeley and Los Angeles. 1962. 
~OVAK, 1\.. E. "A Whiff of Scandal in the Li fe . of Dan leI Defoe. tt 
Huntington Library Quarterly. .XXXIV 1971. 
ROUl!:HS,l'AT. .Defoe, Th.eJ!ritical Heritage. 1972 .. 
~:HiI1'1AU-EL, 1:. :Janiel DefQe aDd lUddle-Q1ass Gentllit~l. " 
Cambridge, Ma s s., 1968. 
STARlt, G.A. ··Def'oe ano. SpirUual Autobioc:rrax;hy princeton, N.J. 
1965. 
Def'Qe. 1937. SUTliEhLAl~lJ, J. 
SU'lT'rlL~LAND, J. The Circulation of' Newspapers and Literary 
Feriodica1s 1700-1730. 
The Library, June 1934. 
SUTHERLAND,.J. Daniel Defoe: A Critical Study, 
Mas s. 1971 •• 
WATT, 1. ~he Eise of' the NQyel, 1957. 
Cambridge, , 
. ' 
jo_ 'of> 
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B. Conte!""~or8ry Erinted and t,;anuscript Sources. 
, An Account of Severel Workhouses for EmgloyinC and Maintainin~ 
t1:e Pc or. 1725. 
An Account of the Woollen Vanufactures made in the Province of 
I.an:;uedcc end at Abbeyille inPicardy. 1713. 
An AccQun t of vi1:s t will do; or, An EQuivalent fOX' Thoulon. 1707. 
The Advantsf:es and D1sadvantaces vlhich will attend the Prohibition 
of the ferc1:sndise of S~sin. By a Sussex Farmer, 1740. 
The Advantages of the South-Sea Trade 1711. 
ALLEn, HOBhRT. An Essax on the Nature and t.'ethods of earryin~ 
00 a Tr2~e to tte South Sea. 1712. 
Anelia Restaurata. By a Cheshire Weaver. 1727 
Anrliae Tutacen• By a Person of Honour. 1695. 
An Ans.',·,'.c.r to the False Sun:;estions of the Italian Iler.chants. 
1720. 
ASGILL, JOHN. An ~ssay oD. a Re~'istry .f'Qr Titles of Ilanes. 1698. 
ASGILL, JuHN. A Prief Ans.wer to a Brief State of the QuestiQo 
J;Jetreen t1:.e Printed aod Painted C.alJ ieoes and t.he WOQllen and 
1719. 
~he~aibadoes Petition xelatinc to the Afrlcan Trade. 1710. 
BARbON, NICHULAS. A Discourse of Trade. 1690. 
~he ~3ttJ? of tte Pubbles. 1720. 
BASTeN, 'l'Eu!,:AS. Th~~s 00 Tr~~ and a Illbl~k Spirlt. 1716. 
BEE{jKl.!AN, lJAl'll.t;L. Pro.,p.Q..SsIQ..L.. to ra i se 2i ve Hundred Thousand 
~unds per Annum. 1696. 
BELLl!.HS, J ().l-L.~. 
m;LLEHS, JOH.~. 
filiLLEHS, J ()H,j.~' 
BELLEW:), J ().tw. 
BELLERS, J Ot'""N. 
prQ~Sa18 to: ~aisinz g Colled£e nf Indu~try.1696. 
:; ss.ays ab,Cll t the F.oor, liianufac tnre14. !rl2.de.. 1699. 
~~e Qa~e of th~ Indi~eni PQor Conside~td. 1709. 
An S~ S8~' t01Yards .tb..e.. Im.prQv.e.ro.eot of Phyaick. 1714. 
An S§S?~ for implQXin~ the PQOr_tD Profit~ 1723. 
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B'RRKELEY, GEOIJU·L' (BISHUP \ • "A E t 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ n ssay awards preventing the Ruin 
of Great Britain." 1721. risceJlaneous Works, Vol. IV. 
Oxford 1901. 
EEIU<ELEY, GEORGE BISEUP. The Q.ueri st. 1735-37. 
BE'l'EEL, ::3LH:GSBY. The Fresent Interest of Eng] rnd Stated. 1671. 
(reissued as part of "The Interest of Princes and States" 1680). 
BINlJON, lJAV ID. A tetter from a Merchant Who hes left off Trade. 
1738. 
BLA~K, DAVID ~y u~on Industry and Trade. (Edinburgh) 1706. 
BLACX 'i.ILLI.AlI:. Sooe Consideratiops in reJ ation to Trade. 1706. 
BLACK WILLI JJ"f. 
Rer.~rks upon a Pam hlet# ••• 'The Considerations in relation to 
~a e Cons1dered ••• • 70 • 
BJ:Jtl.CB, JOHN The Naked Truth, in an Essay upop Trade. 1696. 
BLhWITT, G.r.;ORU-~. An EpQuiry whether a General Practice of 
virtue'tends'tQ the Wealth or PQverty ••• 1725. 
BOHUi.~, ,b;lJI..UIW. An "P;ssay op WQol apd Wool l~apufacture. 1692. 
BHADlJO.N, LAURl!;r~CE. The l'1series Qf the Poor are a NatiQnal Sin, 
Shawe and Char~e. 1717. 
BRA~DON, LAUR~TCE. -An Abstract of the Draucht of a Bill for 
Relievinc, Reformina Bnd Em~loyin~ the Poor. 1717. 
BHAD.00N, .. LAUHKNCB. An Humble PrQDQsal fQr Rel1eyina, 
Reforw1nr and Em~lQying the PQQr~ 1720. 
Pread for the POQr; or, Ops~v~tions u~on certain Proposals, 
etc. By Philo-AnglicusGentleman 1678. 
Essays on Trade and Naylcation. 1695. B~hST,b;H, SIH 1<'HANCIS. 
B.m~'.';ST.I£H, ::3IR .B'H.A!·;UIS. 1; Discourse" concerning Irelapd end the 
Diff~rent interests thereof, in Answer tQ the EXQn, Bnd 
~8rnstaple Petitions. 1698. 
BRK~.ST,b;R, SIR :B'RMl(';I3. New Essays op Trade,-wherein the present ' 
stet~ Qf our Trede;itts Great Decay in"the Chief Branches of 1t, 
and the Estal Consequences tQ the NatiQn (unless timely Remedy'~ 
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if, consiqered, unde~ the most Ire~ortant-Hegds of Trade and 
Havication. 1702. 
BRILGES, U::'ORGE. The sou "lets Deteated: or the Golden Eleece 
Reviy'd. 1723. 
A "Qr.1ef' Survey of' tree Los..s our lIatj on sustf2,in.s b,z tlw EXj;i.ortatian 
Of our Wool. 
""he "Qr1tlsh E..e.rchant; or, CQrrrcerce presery'd ... 7 August 1713 
. 
to 30 July 1714. 
The British l:erchant; Qr, Com..etce Presery'd ... 7 August 1713 
to 30 July 1714. 
The Eri.tish l'!erchant.;. .o.L-A Reyiew of the Trade Qf Great 
Britain, 10 November, 1719 to 11 February 1720. 
SeasoDable Rem8~k8 Qn ~~ l729. BROWNE, JOHN. 
.l:lRU',i,Nl;;, J UtiN. An EssaJ1: on :;rrade in Gene tal; cO..d on tha t .01: Ire-
1204 !n Particular. 1729. 
BUTLER, ~RI~CE. Prince B~tler's Queriea1 DemQnstrations re1atinr 
to the East India Trade. 1699. 
BU'l'LER, PRI.NCE. Pricc..e. Bu tl er t s Tal e: Reoresentin; the State Qf' 
the Raol-a~se, Qt the East-India Case truly ~~ 1699. 
HUT.LER, ~RI.NCE. Ele.yen Quer.ies humbly ten,de.l!'d, relatln~ tQ th!3 
Bill f'~ PrQh1bl tina the Weari.n~ .of f,as.t India Sill~s .Erul Printed 
and Dyed Calicoes. 1699. 
l,;Al,:~.l:lELL, .1)UGALD. A Reply to the Authors of the Advantages of' 
Scotland by an IncQrl;)Qtate UniQn and Qf the Ei.fttLE.ssay at 
- rerroyir.£ Nationa) Frejudices. 1707. 
GARY, JOHN. An Essay Qn the state of En:Jand io xelation to 
CARY, JOHN. 
CARY, JURN. 
An Essay on the Coyo and Cre~jt of' Enaland. 
An Essay tQwards the Settlement Qf a NatiQnal 
Credi t, 1697. 
1696. 
GARY, JOHN. IIQueries offered to the House of Commons against the: 
East-India Company.1I 1699. E.M. Add. 1\183. 5540 l' 115. 
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CARY, JOtm. An Account 01' the Proceedin~s of the Corl,Joration o! 
Bristol. 1700. 
CARY, JOtW. Sore Considerations relating to the carr:ling on the 
L1nnen Pannfpctures in the Kin:dom of' Ireland by a Joint Stock. 
1704. 
(;AHY, JOl-ill. An ~SS3y towards RegnJatincr the Trade and -P;mpJOY~ 
the FoorL 1717. 
The Case of Chsrles Atkinson, John Johnson, John SieDson and 
crest }Tlm:bp,rs of' the Tradin~ H.Q.ast-men". cor:rrnonly called Fitters, 
of' tbe Town and County of New-Castle U,t?.oQ Tyne. 1712. 
The Case of' the Cloth1~rs wi tb Refere.nc..e to tbur Seyeral 
Fet1tionsL 1711. 
The Case .01' tbe Italian l:erchants. 1720. 
!rhe Ca se 01' t!"'e Ileyant Company X'el§.tln~ t a ..the Tmp.Qr tatl on of' 
Turky G.o.Q.c.s 1'rap: the Neutral P..a.r..1s in l.tsl.:La.. 1705. 
The Cage at tbe Ita1 1an l!ercb,anJi.§. inm,o:cti,nz GOOds of the GrQwth 
of Asia by Way 01' Italy. 1720. 
Tb n Case of the Leyant Company. 1718. 
The Case of the ?lanllfactl1rers ano Shop-keetlers j n G.l!~at "Pr1taiu. 
1730. 
The Ca se of tre Oymers of' Sh1DS employed in the Coal Trade. 1730 • 
.The Case of the Poor Sk:i~pers ano Keel-men of re'y::-C,astJe, Truly 
", 
stated: With some Becarks on a El!1nted Pal,Je:c caJ]' d--'Ul..d 
pre ten a eo to he the j r Ca seA 1712. 
.The Cafe of tbe Shorkeepers~ ~,'8nu.factur..e:cs and Pe1r Traders 01' 
~nrJ ana 8;;31n'7t the Hawkers, Pedlars and ot~Clandest1M 
!rX'aders • 1730. 
~be Case of' the Silk Weaye:csL 1713. 
, 
.. 
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l;HM,lllliRLA Th"'E, E. An(;l iae ..lLoti ti~ 1669. 
, 
l;.H. tl;r...Al=.I::$Z~-{LAYNE, HUGH)' A Reply to a Pamphlet called 
Observations on tbe nenk at ~n21anQ. 1695. 
CHILD, SIR JOSIAH. A 'T\;ew Dj scourse m: T~.aQe.... 
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